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Guidelines for Completing the Academic Progr<3m Rei/iew 

QUestions in Part 1 are focused at the School level, and should reflect School-level data, findings, etc. 

Questions in Part 2 should be completed for each distinct academic degree program in the School. In the cases 

where an academic degree holds specialized programmatic accreditation, Schools can cite the page(s) which 

address the prompt question. In all cases, attach evidence where available using the appendix cover sheet to 

identify how the evidence supports the relevant criteria or prompt. 
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PART 1: Schoof-Level R.eview 

School Mission Goals 

1. Provide the Schoof's mission statement and explain its connection to the mission. 

In 2009, the School Mathematics and Computer Science an assessment committee which 

worked toward loping a Mission, Vision, Goals and Program Learning Outcomes an 

assessm ent p Ian to measu re a II of th e . The mission was as follows: 

The School of Mathematics and Computer Science offers baccalaureate degree programs in 

mathematics and computer science that are designed to students' full potential and to 

prepare professional careers, and also to them with the background 

needed to pursue further study in rI'YI"lCl.n,rl> school. 

The School also offers computer-related associate's degrees, to prepare graduates for 

employment in technologically challenging programs in business and industry. 

general education in mathematics for all academic programs across 

Final/y, the School provides important foundational support in mathematics end rnr.n/JIjfll>r science 

to the various academic programs within other units the UnIversity. 

White all of the is still applicable, in 2017 LSSU a new strategic mission and 

vision. On 2018, the School of Mathematics and Computer Science 

mission that was more concise and better aligned with the University Mission 

to adopt a new 

It is stated below. 

of Science 

We equip our graduates for success through emphasis on rigorous programs, 
hands-on experiences} and interaction with highly-qualified faculty members 
who are centered on student success. 

We feel this 

in that our 

practical skills 

embodies 

contain 

we value as a School it is aligned with 

coursework that provide students 

University Mission 

knowledge 

and in graduate 

2. list the School-level goals and explain how they support and connect to the CAFE Master 

The School Mathematics and its 

students, its staff, and alumni. 
I. support an environment of colla n and inclusion students, faculty, and 

staff from all fields of study are valued. 
II. We promote faculty-student interaction through high-quality classroom instruction, 

hands-on research opportunities, through student advising. 
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III. We adapt to in our disciplines to provide a timely and nt educational 
programs to our students. 

IV. We build transparent I responsibility into all ry processes including the 

collection allocation of course fees to meet the needs of our students programs. 

V. We d outreach programs with K-12, communtty colleges, tribal p and 
other organizations to improve recruitment. 

VI. cu connections to our alumni, to graduate programs, to employers to 
enhance the opportunities to our 

alignment of goals with Superior State University's Plan, as approved on 

Decem ber 1, 2017 is as fol 
CAFE Master Goals for Culture: 
1. We an ment of inclusion where mem treat others with dignity and 

001 goal I 

2. We cultivate open communication, engagement, and behaviors that strengthen community, across 
campus and in the wider region 

School I, IV, V, and VI 

3. We cultivate continuous self-im 

School goal II, III, and V 

Master Goals for 

through assessment, and accountability. 

1. will cultivate continuous academic and co-curricular improvement to provide relevant p 
and support 

School goals II and III 
2. We will cultivate student educational experiences add value and allow students to reach their 
full potential. 

School 

3. We will individual growth within curricular, co-curricular, 

non-curricular realms culminating in degree completion and endorsement of lifelong learning. 

School goals I and VI 

CAFE Master for Finance: 
1. We will cultivate a culture of continuous improvement through accountability and sustainability 
p regular financial reviews, periodic reporting. 

School goal IV 

2. We will cultivate data-informed budgetary that are open, transparent, and in ment 
with institutional 

School goal IV 

3. We will cultivate viable entrepreneurial to efficiently support institutional 

and to support new financially-viable, mission-driven opportunities. 

School goals IV, V, and VI 

CAFE Master Goals for Enrollment: 

1. We will cu maintain, support an enrotlment plan that will center 
on programs and activities that reach goals. 

School goals III and V 
2. We will cultivate collaborations with external internal groups to promote student 

and success. 

; GE <1 
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School IJ V, and VI 

3. We will cultivate continuous improvement of the student th data-informed 
d making student input. 

Sch 001 goals I, II, an d III 

Explain how the School works to address each of the following questions. For each respond 
with a narrative and supporting pUlnpj'!U"P 

Teaching and Learning Programs and Improvement: (CC 4.A) 

3. Explain how faculty determine program course learning outcom course prerequisites, 

of courses, for student achievement, and student access to resources. 

Many of the lower I Mathematics courses at are used as service courses by other areas 

on Ity teach courses meet with areas that use courses in degree 

programs from in to discuss potential changes to courses, as as the 

outcome from the courses in these areas. Learning outcomes for these courses are 

produced in collaboration between the Mathematics faculty who regularly teach these courses and the 

faculty in other areas m use of these courses. 

In the of courses (at within Mathematics curriculum) do not 

and are same as they are at almost any other institution in the country, The only recent 

cha to them was about 13 years ago when the three that served as pre-calculus classes 

were dissolved down to two separate components (Pre Calculus without Trigonometry and a 
Trigonometry [and related topics] course). Faculty from met with the different areas of 

used two classes the two follow on leu Ius to 

which set of courses would best for their program (and to ensure that topics 

them determine 

by those 

programs would be covered in move to reduce the nu of different 

offered was motivated by two th The first was a cost savings, as it reduced the number courses 

with overlapping material. The other was Ius was a five hour course and many students 

struggled to be su This students the option of taking both at once or spreading 

out the material over an e r skill level. 

Student achievement in is monitored by both a faculty review of success rates in the 

follow on classes, as well as a faculty review of classes from a General Education 

The former efforts have resulted in the identification of areas concern. For instance, 

material covered in MATH 102 and the relationship of that material to the foHow on 

MATH 1 and MATH areas of concern and solutions for them are currently under 

For upper 

themselves, and the 

in Mathematics faculty determined course objectives 

package of upper level course objectives was approved as a I. While 
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there are occasionally wording changes to 

occu rred recently. 

objectives, no substantial objective changes have 

Program objectives 

on by the school. 

the Mathematics degrees were determined during a school meeting and 

initial objectives for lower level Computer Science and Computer Networking classes were created 

by the Computer Science / Computer Networking faculty as of a review. This 

set of CS / CN are used as for and CN 

When we to our curr1culum, the objectives and for these are again 

reviewed by the Computer Science / Computer Networking Ity. 

Course level objectives for upper Computer and Computer Networld courses are 

determined by the Ity who those courses, but are within framework of the program 

(and purpose for in our curriculum). Recently, we have trying to 

the actual wording of those objectives to make content and more 

purpose specific. These changes don't the placement of the course within the program, but may 

affect the specifics of how the course it taught. With (currently) only two Computer nee / 

puter Networking faculty, each with a rent set of upper-level-course ertise, this model 

seems to make most sense. 

The most recent set of program objectives for Computer Science and Computer Networking 

degrees were determined by the current Science and Computer Networki faculty. The 

objectives were to focus on topics common to the as a whole, rather than a 

laundry of content area (some of which were only or two). This change 

will allow us to to implementations of the (and or out classes) 

without needing to constantly the wording of the program objectives. 

in all of aur degree programs share access to the same set of resources. Some of these 

resources are currently maintain by the university as a whole, The Learning Center (tutoring) being 

an example of such. Our school two where the school maintains the 

technalogi resources for us control of the tech used, as well as 

that those technologies m those that students may be using for as well. 

school maintains two computer labs {and one study room), where we determine both the 

hardware and software available to the students. These match the and software used in the 

classroom. All within our programs have access to not only for courses that specifically 

use but also during hours for homework or general studying. 

4. Explain how faculty ensure the equiva of learning outcomes and achievement in all modes 
and locations where are delivered. Provide examples course from multiple delivery 
modes and locations the same course(s). 

,GE6 
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Only three courses in Mathematics have offered other modes or locations in the last few 

All three were offered through concurrent enrollment with high school , We will 

address the locations individually. 

(1) MATH 111 Algebra was in 2014-2015 at the Advanced Technology Academy in 

Dearborn. It was taught by a school teacher with an advanced degree. A syllabus is included in 

the related documents as well as a syl[abus from an instructor on the main cam A p was 

deSignated as the and reviewed all quarterly exams. She to 

Dea to complete an instructional observation form. The instructor's 

evaluation was positive. The students then took a artmental final that was written by faculty on 

main campus. The students on the campus considerably lower on the department final 

than those on the main campus. a joint decision with ATA, we chose to discontinue offering 

MATH 111 on ATA cam 

(2) MATH 111 Algebra, MATH College Trigonometry and MATH 151 Calculus 1 were 

offered at Pickford School in 2014-2015. It was taught by a school teacher 

a master's d but she did not have 18 hours of graduate level mathem A professor was 

designated as liaison for the teacher, reviewed the exams and watched many of the 

dasses through lTV. At this and cI were 

rough our interactions with H and review of teaching qualifications m 

rd, teacher was given a timeline for reaching the 18 hours, but she to stop our 

courses of pursuing further studies. 

Algebra, MATH Call 1 were (3) MATH 111 

offered at Les Community Schools in 

Trigonom 

rville, ML the most recent syllabi are 

ATA Pickford, a liaison q an instructional 

evaluation. In 2015-2016, the students' success on the departmental was poor, so the [son 

provided lecture outlines in 2016-2017. There was improvement for MATH 151, but the performance 

in MATH 111 and MATH was still We discontinued two courses in Cedarville in 2017-

2018 and only offered MATH 1. Unfortunately, the performance in MATH 1 in 2017-2018 fai to 

meet expectations on departmental final. We are not offering course in this year. 

An attempt was made in Fall of 2018 to MATH 151 remote!y the n campus. 

However, no high school students signed up for it. Therefore, for 2018-2019, no concurrently enrolled 

high school students are taking our courses off-campus. 

In addition to the above mathematics courses, two courses in Computer Networking were offered in 

the of 2018 onlIne. is not typical and was only use adjunct instructor took a full 

time at the minute that prevented him from coming to campus at the times. 

However, he is an experienced online instructor. He taught courses with 

another university. Syllabi for courses are attached (CSCI 106 and CSCI 

web development software and networking simulation 

r: , 

content on for 

). He is Moodie, 
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5. If applicable, attach the most recent report, findings and recommendations from specialized 

programmatic accreditations within the School. 

There are no specialized programmatic reviews for the School. 

6. Report data from the past two years to show what students are doing after graduation from the 

programs in your School. For example, statistical data should report the numbers of students in 

specific areas (i.e., business, government, education, military, unemployed, pursuing advanced 

degrees, etc.). Attach representative data. 

Of graduates in the last 2 years, 90% of graduates responded to the employment survey. Of those who 

responded, 75.7% are working in ind ustry, 8.1% are in graduate school or are applying for graduate 

school, 13.5% are teachers, and 2.7% are unemployed. (This is one individual,) The list of graduates 

and their employers is included as an attachment. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

Explain how the School uses assessment to promote ongoing growth and improvement. As evidence 
for each question, you may choose to include content from the 'Use of Results' column in the 4-

Column Program Assessment Report, or provide broader assessment results from an alternative 
source. 

7. School-level goals and their connections to the university's CAFE Master Goals Strategic Plan 

were listed in Question 2 of this report. Select 3-5 of those goals as a focus for the School's 4-Column 

School Assessment Report; add the selected goals to the 4-Co!u mn report document, and attach the 
document. 

See attached. 

8. Describe how results from assessment have been used to improve your School. Include specific 

examples. 

Assessment of Assessment 

In 2009, the School developed a course assessment template that included the student learning 

outcomes, a quantitative analysis, a grade summary, a general education analysis (when applicableL 

and an overall summary. In some cases it also included a student self-analysis of their own 

understanding of the student learning outcomes. When the campus as a whole moved to using an 

online platform for storing assessment data, some faculty continued to use the old template, some 

moved to the online platform and some did both. During the 2015 Program Review of Mathematics, it 

was noted that in many cases the online platform was more difficult than the old method and 

contained less reflection and use of results. After a review of the progra m review by the Provost 
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Council, our School was encouraged by the Provost to return to using our template if we 

found that more useful. In fall of the School voted to return to the template. 

However, to be more in line with the online system, we added two 

up on prior offeringsl1. Two exam 

computer and one in 

Academics 

of course assessment are 

aties 

on fI Actionsl1 

for your 

"Follow 

onein 

A national study showed that success rate algebra was around At LSSU, we 

our success rate in 111 and that it was at the natio After 

national we transformed out College Algebra course into an applied course with fewer top 

and greater depth in topics. is increased our success rate in MATH 111 to around 70%, 

year. 

Shortly we our precalculus course and und that it had a 
success rate. also discovered thro assessment that most the un I students 

were struggl with trigonometry. When they a 5-credit course they end up on 

prob or suspension. proposed a college trigonometry course where students who needed 

precalculus would college a ra and trigonometry instead. This allowed students to the 

course out into a full year if they this would helpful or take both courses at one time. This 

allowed for a reduction when we deleted precalcu course. 

In another assessment of the prerequisite uence in mathematics, in 2017, we 100% of 

students who were given overrides in College making a or below in the prerequisite 

course were not in Algebra. a result, Chair stop making such overrides 

other faculty to do same. We instead to use new math 

p system ALEKS-PPL which remediation abilities built into it. 

After two years of on the value of CSCI for our Computer and Computer N g 

majors) the school needed to determine what to for a freshman seminar class for Mathematics 

majors. After evaluation of the assignments and in the course, the faculty of school voted to 

make 103 freshman seminar for Mathematics A co of the topics were 

to have additional utility majors (includ invitation a 

the course). 

ongoing is the assessment and monitoring of esci 121 and 201. courses are 

probably our most experi on courses in the school. They are both foundational courses for au r 

Computer Science m but only CSCI 121 is taken in other in our 001. Attempting to 

meet the of different programs, as well as havi a set of student learning outcomes that 

can has more difficult than one might 

en student backgrounds 

(com science, computer networking, mathematics, mathem education) and mathematical 

knowhow. the 15 years, we have trying out various sets topics the two 

at one point split them into three in order to improve the student success rate. 

·:;E 9 
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ntly, I we at the data in a light. We have n that students 

who are not su 201 almost universally iI to hand in over 75% the 

the two years has been on trying to identify the reasons for this. If we can 

identify reasons, we hope to adjust classes to improve the student success rate. We are 

currently looking at the inputs to 121 (CSCI and 105J and how those can be 

incoming 121 student. Then we can apply those pri to CSCI 1 

Two of our newest im in that is a of 

ming from Ctl to Python and a new text in CSCI 121. 

Next is assessment monitori of CSCI and CSCI As we looked at upper level 

Computer Networking students, we noticed a lack of skillset in 

Administration As we first looked at 1 to curriculum 

System 

curriculum guidelines), this problem has been even more un Students need to a 

amount of scripting experience, as well as experience with the tools required to do tasks. 

solve this problem, we moved much of the scripting material from CSCI (Unix System 

Administration) to CSCI 281 (Introduction to worked weI! for students 

within our program. side though, is 

from institutions more difficult. Most two year 

does not include a heavy scripting component. We 

r into our 

a basic course in UNIX or linux 

had to remove transfer equiva 

courses, as students who only have them the needed skills that were moved into our intro 

course. We have been working with a number of institutions that wish to transfer ents 

with us to help them improve their UNIX/Linux class to cover these topics. So far, results have been 

mixed. We are king into possibil remote Ivery course so that we can ensure 

critical are before a student transfers to 

Another example is MATH and MATH 088. classes are a consolid of material found in 

six one-credit math classes (MATH 081- MATH 086). original idea h ad been to separate 

material out into 6 mini-classes. Students who difficulty with one of 

the modules would only to course m module that they did not pass, rather 

than repeat the Additionally, who put 

additional effort might be able to pass all six of the modules In one semester of 

being into a single three credit class. After 10 of data, it was ined by school 

that these efits were offset by negatives) and a deciSIon was made to revert back to 2 

classes, MATH 087 cover of first three mules (081 083) and MATH 088 would 

cover the topics the second (084 - 086). gave a more continuous format students (14 

weeks continuous instruction instead 3 groups more intense 4 week instruction). Additionally, 

students were havi issues with financial aid and/or requirements which in r 

abilityto make use module groupings. Finally, with declining enrollments, had 

significantly 

normally 

opportunities to I get or 'make up' more or 

during a semester. In to help offset the of advantages of 

3 modu 

older system, 

arra were made for students to online self-paced ons of this material which could 

in to the university math placement testing. Students who wished to progress r than 
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one grouping semester would Ie to so on their own timet and students who struggled with 

a rt of course would able work on their own time to improve deficient areas. 

Another change we made due to assessment results is a group overview of all sophomore senior 

projects. We found that some students were not Ion because of 

improper ment of the to the individual or group. We developed a web were all 

project proposals were sent to the entire group and faculty met together to align stu and 

projects. This has improved students success, especiaHy when cross-disciplinary teams are helpful. 

finance 

A fte r assessm ent of budget, course and computing we to to a five year 

on co ent with a purchased warranty of a year We have now 

for each lab and find that this been a successful reduction in cost. 

Based upon assessment and student feedback the tab chairs were replaced in one 

computing labs. The new tables allow cords to be locked to prevent tampering. We have seen an 

improvement of upkeep in the lab. 

Enrollment 

Based upon a need to promote our programs, five years. we began holding a Mathematics and 

Computer Science Field Day for area high school students. upon assessment and feedback 

this endeavor we have added sections on careers in mathe and computer SCience, requested 

h from area ers behavioral and campus tours. 

Based upon a decline in enrollment we term our d in (I} Computer Information 

(2) Computer Science Secondary Ing and (3) Computer and Mathematical We also 

suspended our web development 

9. Describe how the School uses assessment results to inform and facilitate planning and 
budgeting. 

During the 2015, budgeting process for academic the a mount budgeted, approved, 

and actual were for a period. Cuts were made upon the findings and 

budgeted items were moved between instructional and administrative costs to better represent actual 

As stated in question 8, assessment ofthe budget, course fees 

we decided to to a five cycle on computer ent with a p 

three cycle. We have now completed two cycles for each lab and find 

successful reduction in cost. 

computing n 

warranty instead 

this has a 

In a budget cycle was uated for and changes were made based 

upon past spendi With a new Dean, chairs receive month Iy updates can adjust 

spending accordingly_ 

,::it 11 

a 
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In addition to LSSU's campus-wide programs designed to support retention and d completion, 

any additional activities of School intended to retention 

completion. 

Our school was among first to implement a freshman that specifically targeted topics and 

practices designed to improve retention and academic compl for our programs. CSCI 

103 is a class that is either explicitly requ by all ms in our SchooL or one the 

math was the most likely of two options could As of 2018, of 

success seen in the prior two years, the course is now required for non-education Mathematics 

majors as well. 

When we overhauled this three years we were king to accomplish two 

we ized there was the time) no class that introduced stu 

and procedures academic I at LSSU. Why would a student use the academic 

Under what circumstances auld they plan a to the library? What constitutes a scholarly 

journal in Computer ence or Mathematics, and what on guidelines will they be red 

to use 110 covers the various styles, but not indicate which plines use specific 

styles). more, we found that men are often m or unaware of common 

words (what is difference between a major, minor, and concentration?). What is supposed to 

happen each semester in order to register for classes? What is an "Application for Graduation" 

{and can they safely Ignore it until April}? We wanted to not only answer these questions, but 

explain to students how the answers affect both r time at LSSU, and their em ployment. 

Since implementi this course, we have a much rate in students up for 

(and following through with) advising. Additionally, students are 

advising meetings, and in most cases actually have a plan what they to do in order to 
on time. 

We specifically have one assignment deals with all of these q as well as introduces 

them to all the players in their academic path to graduation. Most students prior to this point 

no what a Dean is (or even that such eXists). Students completing the not 

only know who (current) Dean but why they might be seeking her out down the road. They 

also meet their School chair, locate a of the course offering pattern and rn about 

prereqUisite chains. 

assignment students to find a nu of useful, but otherwise not-explicitly pointed 

out areas of (and of for proof). can they if a vending machine 

to give out product? Where is the the library that CS and Math journals? 

Who Is the (of the University)? What is the highest numbered in our building? 

Where is the student section at the Ice Arena? Where is the 

counseling center, and why might they go there (and why that isn't a negative 

Where is the 

). These 

aren't as degree-important as the topics from the previously mentioned ment, but they serve 

to show our majors the rest of campus, and perhaps some of the non-academic things that they 

might want to participate in. Some of this material is covered by the campus tour that they 

PAG 
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had when they first came here, but they have likely forgotten much and/or did not real its 

relevance to them personally. Furthermore, some of these resources are only seen as needed once 

the student is here and struggling. We are trying to help them that is help for most 

student problems, as well as to that help of waiti for the world to 

The net goal of assignments is to familiarize students with the processes and life of an 

LSSU One thing mentioned times in retention discussions at the university level is 

'students did not know where to go'] or 'stu were about ... '. 

and their classroom (and they were discussions, not 

at a foundational familiarity with the most likely to be of concern to a struggling or 

student. 

second we h in CSC! was to some undational skills knowled that we 

h assumed but that we found was never actually of introductory 

courses. The in population into Computer and is far broader 

than in many majors. instance) a student choosing to major in M a has very 

likely several courses in high I (one would through Calculus I), and 

most likely has an aptitude for math of that level. Too often, tho students choose Computer 

or Computer Networking use they like playing with computers general 

computer use). Because high schools do not offer the 

few are a always introductory web setup] or programming), even 

students that know what the subject is, little formal background. 

Several weeks lecture and discussion, as well as two assignments to introduce students to 

the of hardware methodology 

(in other than 10), 

relation to a Repetition structures in Computer Science). As 

through our curriculum, that common foundation will serve them Even our math students 

will benefit from the earlier introduction to these topics] as they will see them in greater in 

upper I courses. 

net goal with this is to sm tra the disparate knowledge and 

of incoming students and the expected knowledge liege fS 

not High School. With rt, we are trying to reduce 

Lastly, we have also introduced a few lectures / discussions on some of what it means to live in a 
digital soci Most students believe that they already know area of knowledge, but as we 
d 5S what these things mean from a technical perspective and they come away with a new 

for th digital ceo We, for in talk about the nd behind 

foren (and what this means for the digital they an the internet). We talk 

about elements of computer security a how they work {and are exploited) in 

quite a bit different from what they are on television, and it requires 

to improve you r computer security. Inclusion of these topics makes LSSU mare 

experience for them, but invites them to talk with us about these sorts 

,AGE: ~ 

real world. It's 

s effort 

Itering 

in future. 
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It also shows that life exists outside the classroom, and that the things they are learning in their 

classes have application outside the classroom and their future careers. 

In the last year, the Mathematics faculty have started several new initiatives including 'Talk Math 2 

Me', which is an opportunity for students and faculty to present short, interesting mathematical 

applications in a semi-formal setting. The goal is to give students an opportunityto learn and 

present mathematics outside of the classroom. They have also started a lecture series on Friday to 

have a forum for more formal coverage of mathematical research topics. The plan is that this will 

eventually include the senior project presentations given by Mathematics majors prior to their 

graduation. While these have only been going on for a couple months, attendance has been 

picking up. 

lastly, we have developed a means of reporting Early Alert warnings to the dean via a form and 

through her to Campus Ufe and Student Success. While this is in the early stages, we will track 

whether or not these reports are effective. 

Resources (CC S.A and CC S.C). 

11. Describe how the School allocates resources to adequately support the mission. Include 

explanations of faculty/staff, fiscal, and infrastructure allocations. For example, describe the 

process used to ensure that each faculty member or instructor in the program is qualified to teach 

the courses they are assigned, as consistent with HlC guidelines. 

(https:l!www.hlcommission.org!Publications!determining-Qualified-faculty.html) 

Staff 

All full-time faculty in the School of Mathematics and Computer Science have terminal degrees in 

their fields. One of these has PhOs in both mathematics and computer science. All adjuncts have 

master's degrees in their field or a closely re!ated field. In addition, the School has an 

administrative assistant who works half-time in the School of Mathematics and Computer Science 

and half-time in the School of Kinesiology. One of our faculty members also receives a small 

stipend in the summer to set up and maintain the computer labs (both hardware and software). 

Infrastructure 

The School's offices for faculty and staff are in CASET 206. There are also offices reserved for the 

supply of educational tools and for student testing (as needed for make-up tests). The educational 

tools are primarily used for the instruction of elementary education majors, but are at times used 

for other courses. The main office has a copier, two printers (color and black and white), file 

cabinets and supply cabinets. 
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School two classrooms and two labs that are reserved completely for use. They 

have a student research room that is also for departmental m The equipment in 

classes and labs are paid with course fees are m by a of the faculty. One of 

the has on wall for stu presentations. They both have tables 

and chairs. One two labs also has storage for computers for computer networking 

projects and/or replacement, as needed. The research room houses a library of reference in 
mathematics and computer science, as well as four computer workstations. Students can use both 

la or the research room as as are not being held at that time. 

has two additional rooms where they first of classroom use. For one 
rooms, the and equipment were purchased by the department in a move to create a 

active learning environment. For the other, the lTV equipment was purchased jointly by the Schoal 

and two other Schools. 

Fiscal 

budget is written by chair with oversight by dean. Software, computers and licenses 

are purchased on rotation, depending upon the relevant contracts. Items are also replaced as th 

break. Most other supplies are ased annually with fairly expenditures. fees 

were and pia out by School in order to ensure that students had the th that 
they needed. Most I purchases (Ire ned at least one year in advance. r events 

involve high school and charter school students, charter school funds are leveraged when possible. 

Teaching Qualifications 

The Mathem department has minimum teaching qualification guidelines for course 

(see TQF} and courses are assigned to instructors on these guidelines, which 

are in compliances with HlC requirements. 

All fulltime faculties in department have earned a terminal d (PhD) in Mathematics, 

Applied Mathematics} mathematics Computer Science and Related fields. 

peer reviewed approved the faculty (see g minutes). 

Adjunct Faculty: 

At the ning of academic the department peer reviews and approves all qualified 

adjuncts. include faculty members from other departments who included Mathematics 

courses in the minutes). These adjuncts teach mostly developmental 

ematic courses such as 087 -Pre Algebra and MATH OSS - Algebra. 

The department reviews and approves in compliance with HlC guidelines of high 

school teachers who are scheduled to mathematics dual courses. 

12. Explain how the School ensures that the lum for program is current. For example, 
evidence may include specialized p accreditation, advisory boards, input from industry, 
discipline standards, previous School reviews or reports, etc. 

PAGEl'} 
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The School of Mathematics and Computer Science reviews discipline standards for their curriculum. 

For Computer Science and Computer Networking, they review the ACM Com puter Science Curricula 

~ Ironman Draft. It can be found at: 

http://a i. stanford.ed u/users/sa hami/CS2013/i ronma n-d raft/cs2013-iro n ma n-vO.8. pdf 

For the mathematics degrees, we review the Curriculum Guide to Majors in Mathematical Sciences, 

published by the Mathematical Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Programs in 

Mathematics (CUPM). It can be found at: 

https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ma a.o rg%2 Fsites%2 Fd efa u It%2Ffil es% 

2Fpdf%2FCUPM%2FpdfOIo2FCUPMguide print.pdf. 

For the Mathematics Secondary Teaching degree we review the Michigan Department of Education 

Standards for the Preparation of Teachers of Mathematics-Secondary (EX) found at: 

https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww. m ich i ga n .gov%2Fdocu m ents%2Fm de% 

2FMath Standards 554574 7.pdf 

For the Mathematics Elementary Teaching degree we review the Michigan Department of 

Education Standards for the Preparation of Teachers of Mathematics-Elementary (EX) found at: 

https:/ldocs.google.com/viewer?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww. m ich i ga n. gov%2 F docu m ents%2Fmde% 

2FElem Math Standards 554575 7.pdf 

Additionally, for the two education degrees we use The Mathematical Education of Teachers II, 

(METII) published by the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences in 2012. It can be found at: 

https://docs.google.com/viewer?uri=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbmsweb.org%2Farchive%2FMET2%2 

Fmet2.pdf 

You can find discussions related to all of the above in the past program review documents which 

are in related documents. These documents are: 

Computer Science Program Review (2014); pg 6. 

Computer Networking Program Review (2015); pgs 8-9. 

Mathematics Program Review (2016); pgs 6-7. 

Computer Science Monitoring Report (2016); pg 1. 

Mathematics Elementary and Secondary Teaching Program Review (2016); pgs 9-11. 

E 15 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One opt ion is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly th is Word document. A second option is to subm it separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided . 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or MATH 111 2014-2015 On Campus 
Filename (It emalled): 

This documentation is relevant to 4 

Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Example of On Campus syllabus for comparison. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebra 

Spring, 2015 
3 Credits 

Prerequisites: ACT Score of 23 or higher, or a score of 66 or higher on either the Algebra A 
or Algebra B COMPASS exam, or MATH 102 with a grade ofC or better. 

Instructor(s): Tom Boger 
206-A2 Center for Applied Science 
9066352427 
tboger@lssu.edu 
Office Bours: 
Monday: 9:00 - 9:50 AM, 11 :00 - 11 :50 AM 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday - 9:00 - 9:50 Al'vI 
Other hours are available by appointment 

Required Text(s): College Algebra in Context with applications for the managerial, life, 
& social sciences, 4th Edition (Harshbarger & Yocco) 
Note: Electronic versions of the textbook are NOT allowed in the classroom. 
Your !1:ICllxx.l.b L"'e K'nIil.ble!.t lheCllllra roob'C«c. N'0iII, U:Ii~ llI1UI.l dll:idi&lLIIl !.~t'oJ!tlct:. ~ (br \.'UdJdc dq:n:rtdrt\1 (10 llo.t. Yell rnJ)'L .... Cou;h, lhoc.s::s., ddl\t 9fld tr'IOIIli c.rdJ 11 tbnIlJO(ItIHkr. 'irw:llldiog finll10al lid 

cl.ccb In .!ddlicn I\) m..rtn:repurcbm.e. tlle hxlD1[1rc lIb.notla~ !heoonvl:ll1al~ or~t.l='Wg)'QU> t~b:-o'a 14n O"'i.n.t~I&h ).Jy.LSSU (~tItot Ac:c.csll ar .. ! YNW..la!a!..b:J..tdlc:f!lc"OOffi, 

Course Description: This course is a study of families of functions through formulas, tables, 
graphs, and words, emphasizing applications in business, life science, and social science. The 
function families include linear, polynomial, rational, exponential, logarithmic, and power 
functions. Within these families, topics include problem solving, model creation, solving 
equations, systems of equation and inequalities, rates of change, graphing, analysis, and 
interpretation. 

Course Obj ectives: At the conclusion of MATH 111, a student will be able to: 
1. Solve problems presented in the context of real world situations, with emphasis on model 

creation, prediction and interpretation. This will be done using multiple perspectives, 
including formulas, tables, graphs, and words. (This includes determining if a given 
formula, table, graph or situation represents a function, as well as finding the domain and 
range.) 

2. Calculate the average rate of change of a function using the slope formula or simplify the 
average rate of change using the difference quotient. 

3. Define, evaluate, graph and analyze linear functions and solve linear equations and 
systems. (The analysis will include finding slopes, input/output values, intercepts, and 
intersections, as well as determining if data are linear.) 

4. Define, evaluate, graph and analyze polynomial and piece-wise polynomial functions, and 
solve polynomial equations. (The analysis will include finding input/output values, 
finding zeros, and optimization.) 

5. Define, evaluate, graph and analyze power functions, and solve power equations. (The 
analysis will include finding input/output values, and determining concavity.) 

6. Define, evaluate, graph and analyze exponential functions, and solve exponential 
equations. (The analysis will include finding input/output values, using growth/decay 
rates, and detennining if data are exponential.) 
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CoUege of Natural Spring, 2015 
3 Credits MATH 11 

7. 

8. 
9. 

analyze logarithmic functions, and solve 
will include finding input/output 

scales using ratios, and 
solve equations.) 

p""",t-",Y"l""" o'per'atl,c:m.s on functions such as transfonnations, compositions 
inequalities. 

___ "_A __ to meet the Mathematics General J..J ....... ....,'UUll 

symbolically and quantitatively in 
the above Course Objectives will be used to 

""' ....... v, .. J.u'u Outcome. 

will be assigned on the basis of total points .... "..., ...... " 
worth 1 00 points each, a comprehensive final exam, 

for activities, quizzes, homework., and 

to 

an 
win 

be based on total points earned, in accordance with the fonowing 3VJ.jlVU.'''''''', 

(I 

640 - 700 Points: A 
o -639 Points: A

Points: B+ 
-619 Points: B 

Points: B
Points: C+ 

extJectea to be in class each 
it is up to you to track 

are to taken at the scheduled times. 

500 - 549 C 
490 - 499 
480 489 Points: D+ 
430 D 
420 -

o 419 F 

of a. university-approved ~VU'_U"'" some event your 
you should provide ~== or voice mail) at least 

advance. If I approve, we will fOT a make-up at that time. 
you an exam due to an unexpected you should notifY 

me as soon as possible (e-mail or telephone l!11:i;);)4~~ are permissible) of the reason for 
u .. "."' ........... we can then discuss whether a opportunity will be provided. 

simply miss an exam without providing notification, no make-up will be 
allowed - you will receive a grade of 0 for the exam. 
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in class on time; late anival is disruptive to 
v ..... ",,.,, ....... ·.;>. Refill ing your backpack 5 minutes before 

please wait until class has ended. 
It for you to be using any electronic devices in 

1 don't want to see any headphones, computers, ..... v'...,.·", 

on the tables. Please make sure your cell phone is 
,",.u~'V.lbLU.F> it 

.. Show for your classmates at all times. 

Policies handout the ..l'-'L1UU~ 

Spring, 2015 
3 Credits 

and Computet 
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College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebra 

Spring, 2015 
3 Credits 

Tentative Semester Schedule: To the extent possible, we will cover the specified sections on 
the dates shown in the following schedule. Iffor some reason we do not hold strictly to this 
schedule, exams will still be held on the dates shown. 

Monday Tuesdav 

1/13 
. . 

1/20 
Section 1.3, 1.4 

1/27 -Section 2.2 

2/03 
Section 2.4 1 

2/10 
Test #1 ,I • 

2/17 - 2/24 
Section 4.1, 4.2 

I . . 

3/10 
Section 4.3,4.4 i_ 

Test #2 

1 
1 

3/24 
Section 5.2 

3/31 
Section 5.4 

4/07 

; • 
• 1 

4/14 
Review 

4/21 
Review 

,I 
I, 

4/28 
Final Exam 
(10:00 AM) 

'1 

I 

EIIII 
1/22 

Section 2.1 

1/29 
Section 2.3 
• I 

2/05 
Review I 

2/12 - 2/19 
Section 3.3, 3.4 

2/26 
Section 4.2, 4.3 

Review 

3/19 
Section 5.1 
-I 1 

3/26 
Section 5.3 1 

4/02 --Section 6.6 

4/16 
Test #3 1 
4/23 -
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. , 

College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebra 

Homework Practice: 

Spring, 2015 
3 Credits 

The homework exercises for each section are below. You should spend a lot of your math study 
time doing homework. It is recommended that you buy or print graph paper for this course and 
use this paper when completing your homework. If you are struggling with your homework seek 
help from your instructor or the tutors in the Learning Center. 

Underlined P! oblems indicate (lre-requisite skills . 
: Skills Check i Exercises 

, ••• ••••••••• _._ • ••• _ • •• • • ••••• _ • • • • " • • • • •• • •••••• •••• •• • 1 • • "~ ,~ • • • • • •• • • • • __ • • • • ••• ~ , • • • • •• • ••• •••• _ •• _ • •• _ ._. 

Section 1.1; page 18 ~ 1, 3,~, 1, ~ 11, u, ii--1"7;- " 1'9~'ii";" -"Tj-7~'-43 -: --4-9; '5i~" '5'9-,--65, 
i n, 25, 27, 29,11 : 66, 69 

: : §~~:~.~~.:~~~i:p.~i~::jt::::]: : : i. .~::i.:}7;::~L::2.:!: : ::: :: : :: : : : : : :: · : ::: -- : - ::· - :::··:::· : : :. : :. : : - :::~L:~:?;: :4:7;' · .~?;::~i::::.::.:::::::: ····::::.: : : :: : 
___ ~~(;t.i_C?~ . ! .~~; __ P_llg~_~~ _____ ._i_.1, ... Z.!.)}, __ J.?, .. 11..?}.!.2:.?~ .. ?..2. ........ _______ .. _____ l __ ~_?,}_9..~ . 4.~.?~~). _ .?~-, ... ?.. ~1 _ .?..9. .. . 
Section 1.4; page 69 i.1 ~, 1,~, 1.1 U, 17, ~ 23, 25, 27, ~ 37, 39,47,49,51,59,61 

: 29 31 : . ____ ............ ~ __ .. _ ........ .......•..••.•.................. t .. - ~, -- ,J. .· .••..• v • • _ • • • • • ••• • • · . ·· ._ , __ . _ " _ " _ ., " . __ _ __________ ••••••• •••• •••••••• ••• ~. __ • _ _ • •• •• ••••••••••••• •• • ••••• •• •••• • • _ . _ ••• ______ __ ,.-, ___ n • 

... ~.~~.~~.~_.~_· _~; .. P.~,g~ 9.9 .. __ t_ J,_Z, __ 2? )},...1..??}.7.L~},}.?L~.L ........... ....... 1..~?L~?, ___ ~3 , __ ~?~ .. ?.?..1..?. .~. 1..?.?. .. . 

... ~. ~~.~.i.~.I1: .. 2. .. ~.~_.P.~g~ .. !!§. .. .. j .. .1., .. ~_? __ ?_,_.7~ ._~, ___ ~ . ~ .~ .. 1.~~ .. ~.1. __ . __ . __ . _____ ._ .. _ .. ................ l .. ??l.}.J_.,.}.?.1..~_I.! .. ~} ............. ....... . _ 
Section 2.3; page 134 i l, 2, 2, 11, il, 17,21, 23 ; 37,39,4], 49, 55, 2L 

. : 61,67 

~I~~!:H;;:!:H~- :IB:;J~i};~~~:~~~ = : :H~~~~;~E~f~~,s.s. =~ 
... $.~.~.ti.~!I:. _3..~~;..P.llg~ .. ~.~.~ , .. ,.: . .1, .l.??.~. I __ ~.?,_.1L .. 3..3.., .. ~..7 ... _ ... --.--.----- .. -- ... -...... L.?}???J. .. ?~.?.~?.?_.?) __ ............. _._ ... . 
Section 3.3; page 209 : l,~, 1,9,13,11,21,23,25,27, 39, ~ 43,47,49,53,59,61 

..... ... _. __ ... __ ............................ .. _ .............. [ .. ~J. .. _ ............... _ .. __ ._ .. _. ____ . ___ . _______ . __ ....... ... ................ _ .. ... _L ....... _. __ ................. ______ ._ .... _ .. _. __ .... _ ... _ ... ___ .. 

.. §~~~.~~}.:~iP.~g~).~~ .. .. L},_..?, __ U., ... ]}-'.}.3.')_?_l ___ l}., -~]_ . _ .... .. .. ........ _ ... .L?~.,}.7.,_},~.!.}Z, .. :l}-, __ ~.?.. ......... . 

.. _~~'_:.~.~~ ... ~.~!; . .P_~g~ .. ~~~ .. .. l- .l?_.1 .. ~?_ .1?.2,J..1.1..11 ___ 1 __ ?_, __ ~.7.? __ ~1.. ___ ....... .. ! __ .s. . .1.?_?_?_??..?..,.§l ........ .......... _ .. .. .... . 

... ~.~.~i.C?D ___ 4.2; p_llg~ .~:!.1.. .... :J, _.1t .1.1,.J .?' -, _.~. ~ ... ............. .. .. ... _ .. ... _ ... ___ . ______ . __ . __ .... .. 1..?7, .. }JL3..?' __ ~~. J .. ~.5 -' 47 ........ .... . 

.. §.~~~~.n.: _.~-"~;.P.~g~ .. ~~~ ..... ~ .. 1.~J,! --~ .. 1 .. 2, .. -~ .. ~ .~ ... ~.?I ... L?J .. ~ _~~_, __ ~_? ___ _____ 1 .. 3.}!}~J. .. ~.~.?--~?,-.4-? .... .. __ ........... . 

... $_~.~.O'.D.: .. ~.~~;.P.~.g~._~~? _ .. l .. 1.1 ... 1_?.? ... ~.7j_.J,2,..?~.?~.?'_ . .3..?. .. "' ........ _ ................ l .. ~?.,.4.5.) ... ~.~_, __ ?.1., ... ?..3. ...... _ ......... .. _ .. . 
Section 5.1; page 321 : 1, ~,2, L.2, 11 13-18,12, 23, 25, ] 29,31,33,35,43,45 

........... _ ............ _._ ....... __ ... ... .. ............ _ .. _ . .\._2_7. __ . __ .. __ ... _ .............. .. _. ___ . __ ...... _.... . ______ __ . __ ..... . 
Section 5.2; page 337 : 1, 1, ~,1,.2, 1111, 15,--l"7;--ii .. if .. · ·r4T~·-45·;-·4·7;··5T:··5j·; 55, 

! 25,27,3],35,37 i 59,63,65, 69,71 
____ •....• . "'." •. _ •• "' ••••• _ ••• ~ •••• _.~ . _._._ ••••••• . , . .•• ••• ••• ••••• ______ ._ •••••• ____ ••••••••• • _ •. • , •.•. • ..•. ••.. •.. _____ • __ •.• ••• •. . • . • _. _ ___ q •• •••..•... •. , . . ,, _, . •. , ., . __ ________ ___ . _ •. u .... . . . . . .. _ ••• •• • 

Section 5.3; page 350 : 1,~, 1,11, 15, 17, 19,23,25, 27, ! 43,47,53,55,61,63, 
: 29,31 , 33 ! 67,73 

: : :$.~~:~~~~~:~~ ·:p.:~g~::~~~: .:T)~)~::7:;::2~j);T~.::::::: . :: ::::::.::: :: :: : :: · : :: :: : . :: : :: : ::: ::::::II7:::T?~::~ :C :~~j§;),f::: ~ :: : '~ 
... ~~.~.~.~.D.:._~_:J~.p..a.g~ .. ~~~ .... .l .. .1., __ 5_?_.7., _ ~, __ } __ 1 .. ~. ~ .~.! ... 1.7, .. ~} .! .. ~.?.. ... ... ............. .... j.}}?.~}.! ... ~}.l..~_~ ...... ... .... _ .. _ .......... . 
.. _~~'_:.~~:I1:§~~i.P_~g~ .. ~~'!._ ... l ... !, .. ? !._ ~.~.1 ... ~.~-' .. _!.~- - . - . -.... - .... ------ -------.-----. --- .. .. J ... ~.??.~} ..... -... , .... --........ ........................ -. 

1 --~:~·~·: ··~·~~~· -:·:!:·:~}····· ·+·t;· ~1·1:·1··~·?-! ··~J· - · - ·· · - · ·· ·· · · ············ · ·· ·· · · · .. · .. · · · ·· i- ··;f· :··;·~: ··l;,· ~7--.. -- .. -...... -.-. ----... ---
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each docu ment submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided . 

Send email with supporting documentation to : TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or MATH 111 2014-2015 At ATA 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 4 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Example of Off Campus syllabus for comparison. 

the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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"LAKE SUPERIOR 
~s ATE UNIVERSIT 

College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 1 College 

Stephanie Robinson 

Monday, Tuesday Thursday 3 :20 - 3: SO PM 

2014-15 School year 
3 Credits 

in Context with applications for 
by Harshbarger and Yo ceo 

managerial, life, 

This course is a 0 f fami lies functions through formulas, 
'"'UJ,}Ju.....,''''.'"'6 applications science, social The 

function families' polynomial, logarithmic, and power 
functions. Within these families, include problem model solving 

and inequalities, rates change, graphing, analysis, and 
interpretation. 

concl usion MATH 111, a cTllrlP."f will be to: 

1) problems presented context of real situations with on model 
V<'Ll •• , .. ,. prediction, and interpretation. will be done using multiple perspectives 

(fonnuLas, tables, graphs, and words) and will include an appropriate curve to a scatter 
plot. 
Calculate a function on a given interval use it as an 

and 
finding 

detennining if data are linear. 

equations systems. The 
and intersections, 

4) Define, evaluate, and analyze exponential functions and exponential equations. The 
analysis will include input/output and growth/decay or rates, and 
determining if data are exponentiaL 

5) evaluate, and analyze logarithmic functions solve 
analysis will include finding input/output comparing inputs/outputs 
scales ratios, using properties logarithms to evaluate 
equations. 
Define, evaluate, and analyze power functions solve equations. The analysis will 
include input/output values, inputs/outputs of power functions ratios, 
and if data can by a power function. 

7) Define, evaluate, polynomial functions and solve polynomial The 
analysis will include finding input/output valu~, finding zeroes, 
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College of Nstural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebra 

Spring, 2014 
3 Credits 

8) Perform on functions) including composition and 
Solve polynomial.u. ..... "'! .......... "" ........ 

Education Outcome. Students 
quantitatively in 
able to: 

"' ... ",LI'Y-''''''''- to meet 
symbolically 

problems. Specifically, will be 

.. Solve problems presented in the context of world situations with emphasis on 
creation, prediction, and interpretation. This will be done using multiple perspectives-
formulas, tables) graphs, and words - will include fitting an appropriate curve to a scatter 
plOL 

Course Outline: 
Described is tentative schedule MATH Ill/College Algebra/Algebra III course. 
Items may changed one semester to another with or without notice will 
"HQ.u",,~,U only the benefit the Also, each semester will a semester 
fmaL 

Sem~ter 1 (tentative) 

!s{ Quarter 

> Course and Classroom Expectations/Review 2 - l7 

> and Sept. I 

> 2- Models, U<ll'Vl.'-'> and 8 - 31 

Quarter 

> 2- Models, Equations, Inequalities Nov, 3 - 5 

}> 

7 

Nov, 6 - Dec. 5 

};- CH4 with Functions 8 - Jan. 

> Jan. 14 - 16 

> Jan. 20-
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College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebl"3 

Semester 2 

3rd Quarter 

Spdng,2014 
3 Credits 

~ CH 5 - Exponential and Logarithmic Functions TBD 

4th Quarter 

~ CH 6 - Higher Degree Polynomial and Rational 
Functions 

~ Senior Final Exam Review 

~ Senior FINAL EXAM 

~ FINAL EXAM REVfEW 

~ FINAL EXAMS 

TBD 

May 18-20, 26 

May28 

June 4 - 9 

June 10 - 12 

Grading: Each quarter grade includes assessments (tests, quizzes), bellwork, classroom 
assignments, homework assignments, and class participation. Please note: report cards will only 
be sent home at the semester end not at the end of each quarter. It is important to monitor grades 
by logging into PowerSchool. (https:/lata.powerschool.comJpubliclhome.btml). 

Assessments 70% 

Assignments, HW, Participation, BW 30% 

On assessment days there will be absolute silence so thai all students have the opportunity 10 

complete their work in a positive atmosphere. Failure to adhere to this policy (finished or not) 
will result in a zero grade. In addition, cheating of any kind will also result in a zero. 

Grading Scale: 

A= 93% -100% C= 73% -76% 

A-= 90% -92% c-= 70% -72% 

B+= 87% -89% D+= 67% -69% 

B= 83% -86% D"" 63% -66% 

B-= 80% -82% D-= 60% -62% 

C+= 77% -79% F= 0% - 59% 
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College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebra 

Homework Practice: 

Spring, 2014 
3 Credits 

The homework exercises for each section are below. You should spend a lot of your math study 
time doing homework. It is recommended that you buy or print graph paper for this course and 
use this paper when completing your homework. If you are struggling willi your homework seek 
help from your instructor or the tutors in the Learning Center. 

J:!nde!Jl~~~oblems indicat~Jlre-requisite skills. __ . _ __ ... ._ .. _ .. _____ _ 

I .. s~~ii·~·~ .. i j jp'~'g~"i 8 ..... j ·t~~~·i~t~~~"L i 3~"i~ If '19';' ii " .... i ' ri:erj':'~~': '5L"5 <}, 65, .. .. · .. · .. 1 

1"'S~'~t'i'~~'ii'; 'p'~ .. ~ 37'" .... .. ~.~~ 2·f·;/;'t·:·i7}}: ............. .. ... ..... ....... ... t .. ~~:.{~.; . 4§·sT ...... · .. .. .. .. · .. · .... .. · .... I 
................... .. ...... ........ g .. . ....... , .......... 1.. ..... 1...... ... ...... ... ... . ........ ... 7 ............ ..... ... . 1 .................. _ ............... , 

... S ~.~.t.i().n . ~}i p.ag~ ~~_ .. : .. ~.~ .. Il},.}5, } 7" ~ .1 , .. ?? L.~ ~.. ... .... . ..... ..4. ~?'" ~ .~, ~} ' .. 1?!...?} 1-.5.?, . 5..? .. .. [ 
Section 1.4; page 69 . 1,,2, 1 ~ 11,12,11,12, 23 , 25,27, ! 37,39,47,49,51,59,61 I 

: 29,31 . ..... ......... ; ... .......... -... ......... .... ..... ... ,. ..... . _ ................... ......................... ........ ............ t· ... .. .. .. . ..... .... ... .... .............. .. ·· .. 1 

_.§e.(!tl().~ .~.~ .1 i.Jl~.g~} .~ .. ...... i .. l ,.1.1 2 .. 13" 1. ?, .. P,.).3.).}?,.~I ........... .. l..4.\ .. S.}L9~. , .. §_s.! ... ~.7)}J 1. ?.~ .. ..i 
. ~~(!.~i.o.n .. ~·~i .P.llg~...1}6 ..... :.} ) .. 3., .. ?2.!L 9.,Jl.~.1. ~ !...2} ... _ .. ........... . .. ...... 1..P,.}.1. ... }?,. ~.1.' ... 1.~ .. .. .. .. 
Section 2.3; page l34 ; I, l, 2, 11, il, ll, £L 23 : 37,39, 41, 49. 55, 57, 

! i 61 , 67 
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College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebra 

Spring, 2014-
3 Credits 

Expectations 

.:. Studen m prepared for SS. is means that you need 
your book, homework, pencil, and/or anything else 
for You will not a[lowed to to your locker 

retrieve them. 

~ are to in class on time. If a student is tardy 
(meanl he/she Is not in class to the bell ringing), then the 
student wi! [ receive a rdy, 

.:. Students must In proper 001 uniform. This and is not 
limited to proper shoes, nts, and a tucked shirt . 

• : .. No cell phones and devices are permitted the classroom. 
They be kept in your all times. 

o If you are caught with any of these items, they will be 
confiscated turned into the dean of line . 

• :. Stude are to In a I manner all times. Is 
means no Iking during Instruction or when another stud is lking . 

• :- There will be 
classroom . 

NO food, gum, or drink allowed in 

• :. If have trash to throwaway f it until end of 
and throw it away . 

• :. Backpacks and are to kept in your locker. 
not be allowed in the classroom. 

Note: rents students 
know the contents of 

Consequences: 

Students who do not 
action as outlined the 

Proccd u res: 

both a rig and a 
book. 

the classroom pOlicies will 
ndbook. 

di 

hour 

will 

bility to 

inary 

» Although I would prefer you use mechan regular pencils 
must be sha ed class . Have 2 pencils 
sharpened In case one brea so you do not have to get and disrupt 
the class. You will n be allowed get up in the m Ie of 
Instruction, quiz/test, to sharpen pencils; it too disruptive 
distracting. 
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College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebra 

Spring,20J4 
3 Credits 

)1> Bellwork Is 
are rdy to 

be completed within e fIrst 5 min of class. If you 
you will be ab to rna up the be!lwork. 

ned on a regu basis. is student's » Homework wi!! 
responsibility to in a timely shion. 

)- Each student will given 3 hall to use as 
for emergency I will ck the 
use your Do not interrupt classroom instruction to use a 
wait for an approprl time. 

)- Remind App 

This r I will using an app called Remi . It is a text 
messaging service that allows me to send text updates to my stud 
I will reg students on the website, which will then put them on my 
list of contacts. I will then be a to send r d 
from the website, or from mobile app. This rely voluntary, 
and no students will req to Ister. dents will 
reminders on a wide of topics. 

dy 9 can be using this . Please note 
program, a students wlll be able to nd my 

lastly, I encourage all parents to register as well so they know 
what's happening in my website for more info. 

» We will discuss other speciAc procedures together as a class. 

Attendance Pofides: 

Tardy Policy 
» Studen are to be in class when 

they are consIdered When bell ri 
materials and ready to work. 

Absenteeism Policy 

bell rings, oth 
students should 

)- Students have one day for each absence to turn work in. 
example, if a student is absent on Tuesday and returns on 
Tuesday's work is due on Thursday. If a student Tuesday 
Wednesday, then work for both of those days due on the following 
Monday. There will be an absent tHe that you can go and any 
missed notes and/or worksheets. 

a student is 
nment is 

on test day, is 
that he/she after school. 
to see me about taking the test. 

or project is duel the 
rns. the student is 

for ng the test day 
is the student's responsibility 
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of Narural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebr~ 

» Not all work can 
conduct Investi 

credit for these a If a student 

Spring, 2014 
3 Credits 

we watch in 
and are 

able to make up the assignment. IS Impe 
class, they may 

for students to 
student to be in every day. It is responsibility of 

collect aU missed work. 

» - Any work not turned in when it is due wUI 
consid You may turn In LATE work until y before 
test on that material. Point value for the work will determined 
by the Instructor. 

,.. instructor reserves the right assign an alternative 
assignment if answers the original assignm have already 
been reviewed In class. 

» No add I aSSignments will be to a grade. 
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College ofNlltural and Mathematical Sciences 
MATH 111: College Algebra 

Mrs. Robinson's CLASSROOM AGREEMENT 

Spring, 2014 
3 Credits 

I have read & reviewed the Course Syllabus/Classroom Agreement. 

I understand and agree with the rules and expectations set forth in the 
contract provided. Please sign, date, and return form to your teacher. 

Thank you and I look forward to workIng with you this semester. 

Student Name (Please Print): . __________________ _ 

Student Signature: Hour: __________ __ 

Parent/Guardian Name (Please Print): _________________ __ 

Parent/Guardian SIgnature: 

Relationship to Student: 

Best telephone number to be reached at: 

E-Mail Ad dress: 

Date: 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to th is Program Review form . One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT @lssu.edu, with a cc to your dea·n, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean . 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or CSCI 106 F17 On Campus 
Filename (If emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 4 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Example of On Campus syllabus for comparlson. 

the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

College of Arts and Sciences 
CSCIl06 (2,2) Web Page Design and Development 

Prerequisites: No academic prerequisites; Basic computer literacy skills required. 

Instructor: Or. Katie Kalata, Assistant Professor 
Office Location: CAS 206 
Office Phone: (906) 635-2747 
Text Messages: (906) 202-0314 
Email Address: kkalata(ii'lssu.edu 

Office Hours: Stwients may request appointments outside of these hours! 

Wednesdays: 2:00 - 4:00 pm 
Thursdays: 9:00 - 11 :00 and 3:00 - 4:00 pm 

Required Texts: 

Fall 2017 
3 Credits 

The Definitive Guide to HTMLS 
Author: Adam Freeman 
Publisher. Apress, December 2011 
ISDN-I3: 9781430239604 - 1st Ed. 

The lab computers are configured with Adobe 
software. Students are required to have access to an 
external source to store their files. Dov.n1oad book 
examples & solutions: hrrps:// github.coml Apressldef
guide-to-h tmI5/archive/master. zip 

Course Description: Topics include planning a web site starting with domain name registration and selection of 
hosting service providers, creating web page using HTM1.JXHTML and cascading style sheets; validating web 
pages; using web authoring tools such as Dreamweaver; publishing web pages to a remote web server, 
introductory web site design., including best practices for inserting graphics, page layout, building the web site 
navigation and user interface, integration of third-party and Web 2.0 tools and software, implementing web and 
accessibility standards, ethical and legal issues such as copyright and trademarks. 

Course Goals: The students will be proficient developing and managing basic web sites. 

Course Objectives/Student Learning Outcomes: At the conclusion of eSCI 1 06 students will: 

I . Describe how to setup a web site including registering the domain name and selecting a hosting service 
provider, identifying a sitemap plan, locating graphic and multimedia resow-ces. 

2. Create web applications using a variety of tools such a.s HTML, ess and content managed systems that are 
compliant with accessibility standards, aesthetically pleasing, with a common layout, navigation and themes. 

3. Publish and maintain a web application to a live remote server. 

4. Create and modify images and insert them into web pages. 

5. Utilize new technologies such as social networking and mobile web applications to enhance the web 
applications. 

6. Identify the web development, design and programming job skills and requirements, education and 
certifications that are in high demand. 

Section Information 

Dates: 
Lecture: 
Lab: 

08/29/2017 - 121712017, Lecture and Lab 
CAS Room 210, Tuesday and Thursday @ 2:00 pm - 2:50 pm 
CAS 303 (Upstairs Lab) @4:00pm- 5:50 pm- Monday 

@2017,CopyrightKathleen Kalata, All Rights Reserved 
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CSCI 106 Fall 2017 2 

Grading Scale and PoUcies: 

Point Values: 

Lab Assignments (14 * 3 points each) 
Midtenn Exam 
Final Exam (cumulative) 
The total number of points: 

42 
28 
30 

100 points 

You cannot pass the course unless you complete the final exam successfully. Students who do not complete the 
final exam during the last week of class receive an lIuromaric F. You must complete the cumulative £inal exam 
with a C rO%) or better to pass this course. 

Grading, Scale: 

Letter % Letter % Letter % Letter % 
A+ 98-100 B+ 88-89 C+ 78-79 D+ 68-69 
A 92-97 B 82-87 C 72-77 D 62-67 
A- 90-91 B- 80-81 C- 70-71 D- 60-61 

F <60.0 

University Policies and Statements: Refer to the School classroom polici~ handout! 

Please review the University policies at to the Provost's web page where the policies are provided. 
htI1)5:/ /www.lssu.edulprovostlfacuhv-resources!. You are required to read all of these policies and 
statements: 

1) Class Attendance and Excused Student Absences: Attendance at all lectures and lab is required . Thet'e 
are NO make-ups for the labs, midterm or fitul e:xam e:xcept fOI University approved absences. 

2) Institutional Policy on Academic Integrity: 
http://www .lssu. edu/academics/pdfsl Academic %20 lnte gri ty%20P 0 1 icy. pdf 

3) The Americans with Disabilities Act & Accommodations 

4) U'ASS (Individual Plan for Academic Student Success) 

Final Exam: 

Wednesday 12/13 from 3: 00 - 5 :00 in CAS 210 

The final exam is cumulative. All students are required to take the exam during finals week or receive a O. 
No make-ups will be given unless you are in another exam at that time. Then. you will be allowed to 
reschedule the exam and take it in the Testing Center, during finals week. 

Course Policies and Statements: See the Syllabus Addendum 

@2017, Kathleen Kalata, All Rights Reserved 
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eSCI 106 Fall 2017 3 

TeDtative Course Outline 

Thursd I LAB 
ay 

Notes 
Wee 

# Readings 
k 

• Tentative Topics: Tuesday 

Online 
Syllabus and Course Overview 

1 8/29 Intro - Web Site Desian & WordPress 
Readings 

Evaluating Web Site Design and UX 

Lab 1 

Setup & create content on social 

media (such as Flcebook, Twitter Flickr , , 

YouTuheJ 

Setup & create managed web site 

Online (\\JordPrcs~) 

2 9/5 History of the Internet & WWW ... Lab 2 
Readings 

Reg istering domain names and hosting 

providers 

Creating graphics & locating resources 

Copyright & legal issues 
--

Unit I - GettinQ Started 

Creating a web site with web page 

editors (such as Dreamweaver & 

3 9/12 CH 1-5 Visual Studio) I Lab 3 ." 
Overview of HTML, CSS and JS 

Publish web pages on a liv'(' server (SFTP. 

SSH) 
Website test.ill ~ - -_. -

I Unit II - The HTML E/~m.enJ§ 

4 9/19 CH 6-15 Creating a web page with a fluid and Lab 4 .. , 
responsive web page layout (mobile 

dcvjcc stu~~}g .I3oots tr21 ' --
5 9/26

1 

Multimedia, tables and image maps Lab 5 .. . . .. 
Acces&1 Gilitv standards 

- -

6 10/3 _. MIDTER 
Forms & HTML validation Lab 6 

MEXAM 

I 
Monday 

I) HoI/day Review No cla,sses will 
7 10/9 .-

No Classes or Lab on Tuesday Midterm Lab meet on 

Tuesday 
I--

10/1 Unit III - Csscf!.c!Jng 5.t)16 Sheets 
8 CH 16-24 .. , Lab 7 

7 CSS selectors. CSS3, LESSIW3 ,CSS 
- --

10/2 
Unit IV- DOM and JavaScrJpt 

9 CH 25-31 Functions, events & dynamiC content ... Lab 8 
4 

using DOM objects with tables, image 

@2017,KathleenKalata,AIl Rights Reserved 
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eSCI 106 FsU2017 

IlJ 
1

1o! 1 

11 1117 

1111 
12 

4 

11/2 
13 

1 

I --
11/2 

14 
8 

-

15 12/5 

CH 

0 

34-40 

maps, images & forms 

Processing registration and login forms 

securely 
O\X/,-\SP and web se.cuntT 

e5 Unit V ~ Advanced Featuli 

Using cookies, local storag e and 

Geolocation 

Using the canvas for draw 

Building user i nteractivity ( 

drop, games) 

-

mg 

i.e. drag and 

-

nline New tools & technologies such as 

adings mobile web application dey 
_ _____ J'---Q"'--u_e~:,~_~~~d~:.,''_S ____ _ 

Re elopment, 

0 nline Unit VI - Careers In Web Devel. opment 

Readings FInal Exam Review 

4 

--

I I -

... Lab 9 

- - -
Lab 

.. . 
10 

Lab 
... 

11 

No classes on 
Holiday 

Lab Wed .• 
No 

12 Thursday or 
Classes 

Friday 

Lab 
... 

13 
-

Lab 
.. . 

14 

12/1 

1

16 
2 

Fillal Exam: Wednesday 121 13 from 3:00 - 5:00 in CAS 210 
_. 

'* The schedule may change for multiple reasons. If the schedule changes. an announcement 

will be made in class . 

@2017. Kathleen Kalata, All Rights Reserved 
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CSCI 106 Fall 2017 5 

Course Policies and Sta.teml!Dts: Syllsbus Addl!Ddum 
Communica.tion Modes 

Overview: Please viSlt roy office if yOU! quesrion is about grades or personal info nnation. Students, who need to 
meet with outside of the times posted on the syllabu8, may make an appointment with Ole. Any changes will be 
posted on my office door. I wiD read my eIIuwonly during the weekdays. I::un in ebss all day. Therefore, I 
wiD likely DOt read my email UDtil the end of the d:lYJ !lfJM ckJsses. Put the CQurse code in the subreet hne of 
anI' email or it wiD not be read. 

Student Email & Social Media: Students may eexe message me at 2ny time to the number given out in class. 
However, I do not discuss grades via texti.ng. I will not 'friend' students until they hllve graduated. 

CQurse Policies 

Lab Grades: Due to the amount of work involved in the lab activities, some lab assignmen ts may span 
more than one week and would be grnded as a mulople week lab assignment. Late assignments will not be 
accepted. You are responsible for keeping track of your own grades. Doing the mi.njmum assignments is 
NOT enough to get an A in this course. A means excellence beyood requirements! Students will 
demoosuate their lab assignments to the instructor. 

Midte.rm Grades: Midterm Grades will be calculated based on yoU! perfonnanc.e through the midterm 
exam. Your midterm grade is only a sJUJfJshol of yoU! grade at that time. 

Final Exam: To prevent cheating, students may not be allowed to keep the exams. You may review the 
elCams in my office during office hours. 

Disability Testing Services for Exams: If the University has provided you classroom related services for 
disability, you are required to infonn the lnstruct.or (privately by email Or during office hours) at the first 
week of the class. To protect the integrity of the exam., you are required to schedule the eum to start at the 
same day as the other students even if you take the exam in the testing center. 

Make-Ups: M.akeups for exams will only be given for instructor pre-approved or university absences. Attend2nce at 
lab se$sions is equally important and will impact yOU! grade. There are no lab makeup assignments. 

Late assignments: Late assignments will not be accepted except for legitimate pre-approved reasoos as determined 
by the instructor. Do not go to the health center to get a 'note' if you are absent from class for illness. Remem bet, 
plan early and get started on your assignments early! 

Due Dates: You are requued to complete the assigned readings, learning activities and assessments each week 
according to the class schedule as announced in class. SrudentS ace required to submit graded homework \vith 
references 2nd cite the :references of resources (lfI1.IIges, code). All 'written' assignments are required to follow AP A 
format. Copying content or code without citation or quotations will result in an f grade for the assignment and be 
subject to the plagiarism and academic J.ntegOty policies. 

FERPA: We mamtain the confidentiality of all student etiPcation morris. Students lire oever required to release their 
identification on the Internet without their coosent. 

Incomplete Policies: Generally, no incompletes are given. All incomplete requests must be made to the 
Provost's Office and approved before the instructor will approve them. Students must have completed )/. of the 
course reqUl{ements, midterm e."am as well as the final exam. No incomplete grade will be given to a student who did 
aot complete the final exam. Exceptions may be made are for university appfOved absences OJ: exceptions, military 
deployment or simihr circumstances (as determined at the .fob discmti(JtJ of the instructor). The instructor will require 
verification and the instructor bas sole discretion to approve the request and will identify the requirements, which the 
studenr will aeed to accomplish to complete the course, which you can read in the MyLSSU web site. Students, who 
are granted 2n incomplete, are requited to complete the requirements and tum them into the instructor within 8 
weeks of the course final examination. Students no! completing the required activities by the due date will have an F 
replace the incomplete grade. 

© 2017, Kathleen Kalata, All Rights Reserved 
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eSCI 106 Fall 2017 6 

Study Time: st.1ndard homework and time assigned in education is 2 how::s per 1 
hour of lecturel So that's 6 hours per week for a 3-credit course! In order to accommodate a diverse nlnge of 
learning you'i.Vill have leaming activities including readings, present.1tions, 
demonstmttons and web resolttces. 

Backing Up Your Files: You are responsible for badcing up yow: own files - however you choose! 

with ALL University and math and computer science policies and 
including technology policies with to usage of the 
and lab rooms. Failure to comply may result in of the cow::se. 

Use Class; You may use your computer in class to take notes, or classroom - related 
computet technology in class for anything other than class activities is 

Computer Lab Access: You will be computer labs. These lI1e not private 
Do nO! any of the settings on the or the virtwtl unless instructed to 
class . .All are required to comply with department and You are not allowed to 
share the to login with other students or anyone. 

Software Access: For lab courses you will have exposure to different software applications and t ... ri'l .... ,nn,"~ 
and' software applications in the lecture and Jab activities, All 

corapt.ter lab or free by download. The software in the such as the 
Adobe may not be used for any commercial work, as that is a violation of the license. 

megal unaUI.homed access instructor data or resources, web sites, se:rvets. COlnp111ters 
or any other instructor- or compmer rechnologies is For example, deliberate 
destruction equipment, computer hadring or attempting to citcumvent computer or 
authentication programs will not be tolerated and may be subject to criminal prosecution. 

Flash Dcivefi: Each student is required to have their Own removable USB flash/portable hard 
access or other medium. You may not 'leave' your files on the or on the 
you are finished the computer, copy your files w your storage or email 
170:W:Se.lt. Then remove your files from the computer and empty the trash. Each student 1$ respoasl.tlJe 

U'H.;lW:lf!; up their own files. We do not technical. SUppO(T for individual student-owned 

J..Trt:aJlI.l;]'pan • .; The Microsoft Academ.k Alllitnce distrtbures software at for free. Do 
password or activation codes to anyone. Violation of the license agxeements is cause 

for failure in course and potential TIlls software too cannot be used for commercial 
purposes. Access may only permitted for a of the colttse. 

After Hours Access: You can contact the day, or in the e~~O.I!l.;';!'s. 
to open the door. If you are the last 

are required to tum off dose/lock the door are the 
may result.in revocation of after hour's lab p.n'''l.leKCl> for you and! or all studenrs! 

Online Oassroom Web Site: It is common knowledge that LCCWLt>IOlI:Y '-H'''"h';';;> «:;;ularly. There 
may be online tUIOriaiS or which'i.Vill be asstgrH:d reqU1I:f:d but 

are available to the public on the Internet or in the ~L\8~~~~ 

ExpectatiDns for Student Learning 

"St"dmts [Ph C(ffllXj>ect rommifmmt by the University to documnJl (JJ1d e1fh{/tJ,~ flHdMI 
thl fJ.S.Sl.r.rment proms. the dtmoflStraleJ its commitment to student learning 

and IflJ..furu that when .rtutil1n/J graduate hallt and abiljlie!. 
commiftl11"111 t.m the pari qf its ibldu11!.r If) actively participa.te iH the /corningproaJJ"." tnl[;BLlr:;Ll'U<.: c..ac::u,OK) 

©2017, Kathleen Kalata, All Rights Reserved 
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CSCI106 2017 7 

What is raru,r::Ip'Hllror.rr 

Active is important to meet the should to become an active 
lCaIlUllg community. Participation weekly active involvement in course 

ULL1l.UlU".:>. contribution to and support of other classmates. You are to be in lecture to listen 
[0 or W":!l.tch the lecnu:es and take notes. This hllnds-on hib is a major of your 

The nature of computer science results in continual changes in technologies and skills Your 
responsibility is to read the before to class A.ND be to ruseR,s the readings. You are 
e:q)ccted to be in lecture to listen to and wateh the lectures and take notes. means fI'iT.,.,..i,nct 

m')rlQft"IV'" and with other students in the class through of and 
encouragemem and constructive the ~dings beginning your 

.,".AKIJU"';;'"", and readings to the discussions and Each student different life 
and W'Il.ys to our classroom and our environment. 

Use Netiquette. Be respectful in all forms of communications with all srudents and faculty. 

Patience is a virtue. respect others them to share their point of Vlew. If I can't answer your 
at the follo-wing class. qUIt:.Sl:lOll in class., allow me time to res·pona 

Bchil viol'S1 Expectations.; put, you may not use the class/lab time to: 

L 
2. 

Do homeworl!: for other courses or homework that was due at me lJg~LlUJlJ; of the class. 
Do other non-course rehired activities sleep, listen to videos, browse the web, read 
yOU! online games, use your smart phone., chat, send text or inStl!t1! messages, read or use social 
media 

3. l'viake a mess. it into the classroom, you leave with it 

of these activities would be considered a cn"rllnn,un twd at instructors sole discretion the 
shldf~ntmay be asked to leave the cl8ss.room and this will count :!Issn unexcllst:d absence. 

Disclaimer. In addition to from term to term other external situations as well as 
events may affect the Course Schedule lind other planned classroom activities and assessments. 

The instructor reserves the to make any the mstnlctor determines as necessary to the course synabus 
and content of course, schedule topics, assessments in order to accommodate the chss 
and UniverS1ty needs bur will be liMounced in class or in the online chssroom. 

All course materials are protected and may not be copied or outside of the Onlir\e 
Classtoom or repnnted. You may not reproduce, publish, or distribure course handou1:S, computer 
programs/ graphics, assessments/tests, classroom or oriline materials. No distributing OJ: publishing lecture notes, 

or aoy information about the course on any web or web page or other print Or electronic formal 

Instructor Materials: Likewise, without written of the instructor you may not publish or broadcast live 
or recorded audio or video recording(s) of the lecture or lab sessions. 

Course Materials: Some material from the textbook IJUl.}ll"m:r and other resources are also protecred by copyright 
and is for classroom purposes 

Student Materials: Studenrs 
as "''',<M,"V'',,, 

under "Fair Use" are available in the Ooline Classroom. 

volunta.rily sign a release fonn that their class \vork may be used by the instructor 
mllrlr~'nf1'" the program. 

Live I will be Swiv} technology to record the lectures and lab sessions. Students MIl be asked to 
voJunt:uiJy a release form thar they may be recorded on audio and/or which may be available Oil public 
media sites such as YouTube. Students who do not want to be recorded roay be asked to sit in an area that will be out 
of the range of audio and video ... \.. ... ,vJ.'\.lllJ~. 

Violatioru: Violation .in copyright law or this course policy may res:ult in failure in the course. in the judgment if the 
famlfy tUademk illitgrity has been vio/tlted, ih8 faa/If) number will th~ appropriate .foH.Ct:itm, either a falllm for the 
tl.fJig1'1meJJl or exam, or failFlft for lhe count." If the course .has ended, the instructor will 51e an Academic Integrity 
Incident \.'V;th the University. Please .refer [Q the Academic Catalog for the University Policies. 

@2017, Kathleen Kalata, All Rights Reserved 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

College of Innovation and Solutions 
CSCl106 (2, 2) Web Page Design and Development 

Preregwsites: No academic prerequisites; Basic computer literacy skills required. 

Instructor: Duane Bedell, Ed.S., Adjunct Professor 
Voice and Text: (906) 322-7765 
Email Address: dbedel13<a·Jssu..edu 

Office HOUTS: Please make an appointment to setup a virtual conference 

Required Texts: 

Fall 2018 
3 Credits 

The Definitive Gwde to HTMLS 
Author. Adam Freeman 
Publisher: Apress, December 20 J J 
ISBN-I 3: 9781430239604-1st Ed. 

The lab computers are configured with Adobe 
software. Students are required to have access to an 
external source to store their files. Download book 
examples & solutions: hrtps:JJgithub.comiApressidef
guide-to-htm15JarcruveJmasteT.zip 

COUTse D~cTJptJon: Topics include planning a web site starting with domain name registration and selection of 
bosting service providers, creating web page using HTMUXHTML and cascading style sheets; validating web 
pages; using web authoring tools such as Dreamweaver; publishing web pages to a remole web server, 
introductory web site design, including best practices for inserting graphics, page layout, building the web site 
navigation and user interface, integration of third-party and Web 2.0 tools and software, implementing web and 
accessibility standards, ethical and legal issues such as copyright and trademarks. 

Course Goals: The students will be proficient developing and managing basic web sites. 

Course Objectives/Student Learning Outcomes: At the conclusion of CSClI 06 srudents will: 

1. Describe how to setup a web site including registering tbe domain name and selecting a hosting service 
provider, identifying a sitemap plan, locating graphic and multimedia resources. 

2. Create web applications using a variety of tools such as HTML, CSS and content managed systems that are 
compliant with accessibility standards, aesthetically pleasing, with a common layout, navigation and themes. 

3. Publish and maintain a web application to a live remote server. 

4. Create and modify images and insert them into web pages. 

5. Utilize new technologies such as social networking and mobile web applications to enhance the web 
applications. 

6. Identify the web development, design and programming job skills and requirements, education and 
certifications that are in high demand. 

Section Information 

ThIs course Is delivered online using Lake Superior State University's Learnlng Management System, 
Moodle. Both lecture and lab work will conducted in Moodie. 
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Grading Scale and Policies: 

Point Values: 

Lab Assignments (14 * 3 points each) 
Midterm Project 
Final Project 
The total number of points: 

42 
28 
30 

100 points 

2 

You cannot pass the course unless you complete the final exam successfully. Students who do not complete the 
final exam during the las[ week of class receive an automatic F. You must complete the cumulative final exam 
with a C (70%) or berrer ro pass this course. 

Gradinf. Scale: 

Letter % Letter % Letter % Letter % 

A+ 98-100 B+ 88-89 C+ 78-79 0+ 68-69 
A 92-97 B 82-87 C 72-77 D 62-67 
A- 90-91 B- 80-8] c- 70-7] 0-- 60-61 

F <60.0 

Univenitv PoUcies and Statements: Refer to the School classroom policies handout! 

Please review the University policies at to the Provost's web page where the policies are provided. 
htlps:/iwww.lssu.eduJprovostJfaculrv-resourcesi. You are required to read all of these policies and 
statements: 

1) Class Attendance and Excused Student Absences: Attendance at all lectures and lab is required. There 
are NO make-ups for the labs, midtenn or final exam except for University approved absences. 

2) Institutional Policy on Academic Integrity: 
http://www.lssu.edu/academics/pdfslAcademic%20lntegrity%20Policy.pdf 

3) The Americans with Disabilities Act & Accommodations 

4) IP ASS (Individual Plan for Academic Student Success) 

Fina] Exam: 

TED 

The final exam is cumulative. All students are required to take the exam during finals week or receive a O. 
No make-ups will be given unless you are in another exam at that time. Then, you will be allowed to 
reschedule the exam and take it in the Testing Center, during finals week. 

Course Pollcies and Statements: See the Syllabus Addendum in addition to the following: 

1. Absences: All work assigned each week must be completed to be counted as present. 
LSSU sanctioned travel related absences (athletics, conference presentations, conference attendance) are 
approved by the Provost Instructors are expected to accommodate students in these situations. However, 
students are expected to make arrangements with the instructor before the travel occurs. Failure to do so may 
result in "F" grades being assigned fur missed work. 

2. Participation: In order to encourage discussion, students are expected to participate in weekly discussion. 
3. Cheating: Students are expected to perform all assigned work themselves unless otherwise noted. Any 

form of cheating or plagiarism will be handled in accordance with the Honor Code Procedures. 
Violations of the Honor Code may result in an F for the course grade. 

4. Late Work: Late work will not be accepted. 
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# Date Readings I 

I--- - -

Online 
1 8/27 

Readings 

-

Online 
2 913 

Readings 

" -

3 9110 CH 1-5 

-

4 9/17 CH 6-15 

5 9/24 

8 10/15 CH 16-24 

9 10/22 CH 25-31 

- I-

to 10/29 I 
L _ _ "'-___ --'-

• 
,. 

,. 

• 

,. 

Syl 

Tentative Course Outhne 

Tentative Topics 

labus and Course Overview 

3 

Int ro - Web Site DesIgn & WordPress 

o Evaluating Web Site Design and UX 

o Lab #1 

o Setup & create content on social media (such as F;lcebook, 

Twirter, Fllckr, YouTuhe) 

o Setup & create managed web site (\'VordPress) 

o History of the internet & WWW 

o Registering domain names and hosting providers 

o Creating graphics & locating resources 

o Copyright & legal issues 

o Lab #2 

Un 

Un 

• Unit IV- DOM and JavaScrlot 

o Functions, events & dynamic content using DOM objects 

with tables, image maps, images & forms 

o Lab #8 

o Processing registration and login forms securely 
o O\~'.-\SP and web sccurirl' 
a Lab #9 
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11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
,-

0 Unit V - Ad'LfJIJ.ced Features 

11/5 CH 34-40 Using cookies, local storage and Geolocatlon 

0 Lab #10 
- -

0 Using the canvas for drawing 
11/12 ... 

0 Lab #11 

0 Building user interactivity (i.e. drag and drop. games) 
11/19 .-

0 Lab #12 

Online 0 New tools & technologies such as mobile web application 
11/26 I development, JQuery & Node.JS Readings 

0 Lab #13 - --- ---- ---
Online 

12/3 • Final Project 
Readings 

- ~- -

• The schedule may change for multiple reasons. If the schedule changes, an announcement 

will be made in class. 
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Course Policies s.nd Sta.tements: Syllabus Addendum 

Overview: Since tl.:us is an online course, please emaD me at WIth any questions you may have. I 
answer ;ill emails ",-ithm a 24-horn after your email is received. Often MltS, I will answer your emaus as 130011 
as I receive them if I am not in a ",""N,no 

Student Email & Social Media: Srudents may text message me al any rime to rhe number our in class. 
!'"UlWIEVt'x I do not discuss via textmg. 1 will nor 'friend' students until mey have 

Lab GTadcs: Due to me amount of work involved in the lab some lab asslgnments may span 
more than one week and would be graded as a multiple week lab ass1gt1lJ'llcmt. Late will not be 

You are for keeping track of yout own 15 

to an A in tl.:us course. A means exceUence 
assignments to the instructor. 

Midterm Grades: 1vtidlerm Grades will be calculated bllSed on your the !mdtenn 
exam. Your midtetm is only a of your at that time. 

Final Exam: To prevent students may not be allowed [0 keep the exams. You may reVlew the 
exams in my office during offICe 

...",oauu.ny Testing Services for Exams: If the has you classroom related services for 
1CC1UL'CU to inform the mSLructor by cmw or during office hoW'S) at the fi.r:;[ 

the of the exam, you are reqULred to schedule the exam to starr at the 
same day as the other students even take the exam in the testing center. 

Make-Ups: u .. ,n.<.Ut'" for exams will onJy be for instructor or university absences. J\tte:ndance at 
Jab sessions LS important and will impact your grn.de. There are no lab assignments. 

Late Late e.xcept for lC~lUllla'LC pre·apor<)Vf~ reasons as determined 
by the instructor. Do not go to [he health center to get a 'note' if you ate absertt from for illness. 
plan early and get started on yow: assignments 

Due Dates: You ate CO!TIpllete the lC"WC'q!.'>, learning activities and as~e8smen[5 each week 
to submit grn.ded homework WIth 

references and cite the references of resources 1.~"~Ei,~.' reqUlre'd to follow AP A 

format. contenr or code Wlthout citation at quotations will :result in an F and be 
and academic policies. 

FERPA: We maintain the of all stndeJJt edJlcotifJ/1 re:rords. Srudents are never r",cml1cFfI to release tJu~:ir 
idenoficatJoo on the Tntemet without their conseo[' 

,m.V.Ll.Lp'CLlC" are All must be made to the 
ll.n,ntovell. before the instructor will approve them. Students must have Y, of the 

course grade \VU1 be given to a srudenl who did 
not complete the final exam. may be made are for Llr'liverslty absences or exceptions, 
Clenlc>vo"le!lt or similar Clrcumst:ances (as detern:uned at the soie discretion of the The instructor Wlll 
verification and the instructor has sole discretion fa approve the request and will the reqUU"ements, 
student will need [0 to the course, which you can read in the MyLSSU web site. Students, who 
are an are required co complete the requirements and turn them into the instructor \Vithin 8 
weeks of the course final exammJlt1on. Students not the activities the due date ,vill have an F 
replace the IfH:ornnlere 
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Study Time: Remember, standard homework and re:ading time assigne:d in higher educatJon IS 2 hOllis per 1 
hour of lecture! So that' s 6 houts per week for a 3-credjr course! In order to accommodate a diverse range of 
leacning prefer.ences, you will halle learrung actJvities including readings, discussions, lecture, presentations, 
demonstraTIons and web resources. 

Technolo~' Pohcies 

Backing Up YOlU Files: You are respon~ble for backwg up your own files - however you choose! 

Lab Usage: Comply with .ALL Uruvcrs.ity and rlliIth and compuler science department policies and procedures, 
tJlcluding in formation technology policies with respect [Q usage of the department computer software, compUters 
and lab rooms. Failure to comply may result I.n fauure of r.he course. 

Use of Technology During Class: You may use your computer in class to take nares, or classroom - relared 
learning acuvities. U sing computer rech.nology in class for anything other than class acriviries IS prohibited. 

Computer Lab Access: You \VilJ be using the depamnent computer labs. These Me Dot pnV'ate computers. 
Do not change any of the setnngs On the local computer or the virtual machines, unJess instructed to dunng 
chss. All students ate teqUlted to comply with deparunent and university IT policies. YOIl are not allowed to 
share me password to login with other studems or anyone. 

Software Access: Fot lab COllises you will have exposure to different software applications and rec.hn.iques 
lod particIpate in learning actlvities using softw.are applications in the weekly lecture and hb activities. All 
required so(,wllre is available in me computer lab or free by download. The software in the lab, such as the 
Adobe software, may not be l1Sed for any commeroal work, as that is a violation of the license. 

Illegal Activity: Attempting uIlimthorized acce:ss 1nstrud or data or resources, web sites, servers, computers 
or any othe( instfUctoT- or University-owned computer technologies is pe.rmitted. For. cl'ampll:, deliberate 
destrucuon of computer equipment, computer hacking o r attempting to circumvent computer security or 
aut.hentr.cation programs will nOt be tolerated and may be subject to c:rinunal prosecuflon. 

Flash Drives: Eacb student IS required. to have their own removable USB flash/portable hard drive, cloud 
access or o ther storage medium. You may not 'leave' your flles on me desktop or 0(\ the computer. Whe:n 
you arc finished using the computer, please copy your £iles to your storage medium or email them to 
yoursel f. Then remove yom files ftom the compute.!: :lnd empty the trash. E ach student is responsible for 
backing up thcir own files. \X/e do nor provide technical support for individual student-owned compulers. 

Imagine/DreamSp ark: The Mjcrosoft Academic Alliance (lvfSDN./~..A) distributes software at for free . Do 
not provide your login pas:rword or activation codes to anyone. Viohnon of the license agree.ments 1S cause 
for failure in the course and pote:nua.llegal consequences. Tills software too cannot be used for commercial 
purposes. Access may only pen:nJtted for a ltmited peo.od of time at the beginning of me course. 

M ter H ours Access: You can contacr any computer science fat.-u.J.ty dunng the day, or I!\ the evenings, 
c.ontact public safety to open the door. Please have your school ID \!.>ith you. If you are the last srudent 
leaving the lab, you are required to lum off lights, close the window, and close/lock the door if you ate the 
last to leave. Violauon may resulc 1n revocatr.o.!l. of after hour's lab privileges for you and/ot all stude.nrsl 

Online Classroom Web Site: It is common knowledge that technology and software changes regularly. 1nere 
may be online videos, tutonals or teadwgs, wruch will be assigned during the course, wiUch will be required but 
are always freely available to the public on the rnremct or 1J1 the Moodle.lssu.edu online classroom. 

Behavior and E xpectations of Students: 

Expectations for Student Lea.cning 

' 'SmdroJJ atlendillg L1ke S upmor S tote Univmity Cl:m expect COMmitment 0' the University to dOtHtJlfflt and enbal/C/! studmi 
/eaming. Througb the asSdJJ1JJCnt proC"lISJ, the Um·versity demOlls/rates its COIJ1IJJt"tfJIent to improving student learning 
alld ill.Hms that when studeR!! gr-adl«:Jte thry have attt1ined specijic attn·butes and abi/ilieJ. Lake S uperilff S lot~ UIII·IJf!r.'it)' 
expeclJ· a cammitm~nt 011 the part of II.! sludC1J1.! to actively psrticipate in tbe karniflgprolAlJI. " (Academic Catalog) 
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What is PlIlrtj,ci1Jf3tJrOZJII' 

Active outcomes. Everyone should ro become an active 
member of the co!nmuruty. attendance, active involvement in course 
functions, contribution to and support of other classmates. You are to be in lecture to listen 
to or watch the lectures and take notes. This hands-on lab is a major portion of your 

The nature of computer science resulrs in continual in technologies and skills Your 
resp011s:ibiliry IS to read the assignments before to A.ND be to discuss the re3.dings. You are 
expected to be in lecture to listen to aud W1itch the lectures and take notes. means forming 
supportive and with other studentS in me class through of view, and 
providing and constructive the your 

~ .. ""h"' ....... "-.... ,u.u.'i5" to the discussions and coursework. Each student different life 
experiences, It,."",,,,,,,o to our classroom and our It:'',nu,n~ environment. 

Use Netiquette. Be '=V"''-U1W in aU forms of communications with all students and 

Patience is a virtue. respect others by them to share !:heir point of view. If! can't an~-wer your 
question in allow me time to respond to your qu,esoion at the following class. 

put., you may not use the c1asslIab time to: 

1. Do homework for other courses Ot homework that was due at the of the class. 
2. Do other non-course related activities listen to browse the web, cead 

your online games, use your smart send text or instant messages, re'dd or use social 
media 

3. Make a mess. bring it into the YOllleave with it. 

Any of these activities would be considered a disruption and at wstructOr's sole discretion the 
be asked to Jeave the cJ38sroom and this wiD COlHlt 88 an unexcused absence. 

Disclaimer: In addition to ever-technology from term to ferm othet external sitw.tions as wd1 as 
University events may affect the Coutse Schedule and other planned classroom activities and assessments. 
'The instructor ~erves the to make any the instructor determines as necessary to the course 
and content of the course, schedule assessments in order to accommodate the class 
and needs but will be announced in class or in the online classroom. 

Copyrigh~ All cOurse materials are copyright and may not be copied or duplicated outside of the Online 
Clusroom or reprinted. You may not publish, or distribute course handouts, computer 
programs/~apb.ics, :lssessments/tests, classroom or online materials. No Ot publishing lecture notes, 
quizzes or llny infonnation about the cow:se 00 any web ~he, blog, or web page or other print or electronic format. 

Instructor Materials: without written of the instructor you may !!Q1 publish or bfOildcast Jive 
or recorded audio or video recording(s) of the lecture or lab sessions. 

Comse Materials: Some material from the textbook publisher and other resources are also protected 
and is for classroom purposes only under "Fair Use" Qnd are available in the Online ClaSSLOom. 

Student Materials: Students may voluntarily 
as examples of student work and for marketin.g 

a release form that their class work may be used by the instructor 
program . 

.. c,m..:n""",: I will be using Swivl to record the lectures and lab sessions Students will be asked co 
is release form that they may be recorded on audio and/or which may be a ..... ailable on 

meclia sites as YouTube. Students who do not want to be recorded may be asked to sit in an area that \\111 out 
of the rnnge of audio and video re(:or~ilng. 

Violations: Violation in copyright law os: this course may result in failure in the course. "if, in .. ".I ......... , ..... 
faCJJfty member, academic ha.! been violatcd, member will the sanction, £lther 
tJ.5Jigllmefll or exam, or failure for the course." If the course already ended, the instructor will file an "-"C,l(ll:::!lllC LI.ll<:,~'Ly 

Incident with the Universiry. Please refer co the Academic Catalog for the Integrity Policies. 
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n LAKE SUPERIOR 
USTATE UNIVERSITY 

College of Innovation and Solutions 
CSCI323 Routers and Switcbes (3,0) 
Course delivered online tbrougb Moodie 

Prerequisites: CSCI221 with a grad of C (2.0) or better. 

Instructor: Duane Bedell, Ed.S., Adjunct Instructor 
Text and Voice: (906) 322-7765 
Email Address: dbedel13 ({i Issu.edu 

Office Hours: Please make an appointment to setup a virtual conference 

FaU2018 
3 Credits 

Required Texts: CCNA Routing and Switching Complete Deluxe Study Guide, ISBN 978-1-119-28831-2 

Course Description: Principles of Wide Area Networks, IP and TCP, routers, routing protocols and 
configurations, virtual LANs, network management, subnetting, design ofLANs and W ANs, and 
security issues. Students completing this course will be prepared to take the CCENT and CCNA 
certification exams. 

Course Goals: Students will be proficient at designing complex networks utilizing Cisco routers and switches. 

Course Objectives/Student Learning Outcomes: After successfully completing this course, the student should 
be able to : 

1. Install, configure, and troubleshoot basic configuration of routers and switches. 

2. Analyze and evaluate the needs and configuration of a subnet, including IP range, gateway, and broadcast. 

3. Identify, evaluate and mitigate security threats to a network through the router/switch. 

4. Configure, verify, and croubleshoot a switch with VLANs aDd interswitch communication. 

Grading Scale and Policies: 

20% of your final grade will be from exams, 20% of the grade will be from bands-on exams, 20% of the grade will 
be from hands-on labs, 20% of the grade will be from weekly discussion, and 20% of the grade will be from 
written labs. There will be three hands-on exams, three written exams, and a comprehensive final exam. The 
hands-on exams are weighted equally, and the written exams are weighted equally. 

Point Values: 

Weekly Discussions (15 points x 15 discussions) 
Written Labs (15 points x 10 Jabs) 
Hands·on labs (20 points x 10 labs) 
Hands-on Exams (30 points x 3 exams) 
Written Exams (30 points x 3 exams) 
Final Hands-on Exam 
Final Exam 

Grading Scale: 

150 points 
150 points 
200 points 

90 points 
90 points 
60 points 
60 points 

Total 800 points 

1 
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Letter % Letter % Letter % Letter % 
A+ 98-100 B+ 88-89 C+ 78-79 D+ 68-69 
A 92-97 B 82-87 C 72-77 D 62-67 
A- 90-91 B- 80-81 C- 70-71 D- 60-61 

F <60 .0 

C()urse P()licles: 

1. Absences: All work assigned each week must be completed to be counted as pr~ent. 
LSSU sanctioned travel related absences (athletics, conference presentations, conference attendance) are 
approved by the ProvosL Instructors are expected to accommodate students in these situations. However, 
students are expected to make arrangements with the instructor before the travel occurs. Failure to do so Illay 
result in "F" grades being assigned for missed work. 

2. Participation: In order to encourage discussion, students are expected to participate in weekly discussion. 
3. Cheating: Students are expected to perform all assigned work themselves unless otherwise noted. Any 

form of cheating or plagiarism will be handled in accordance with the Honor Code Procedures. 
Violations of the Honor Code may result in an F for the course grade. 

4. Late Work: Late work will not be accepted. 

Univcrsih-' Policies and Statements: 

Online and Blended Course Attendance Policy 

Students in online or blended classes are required to log in to the Course Management System (Blackboard, 

Wimba., TaskStream, etc.) and complete at least one "Academic Related Activity" within the AddJDrop 

period. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act & Accommodations 

In compliance with Lake Superior Slate University policies and equal access Jaws, disability-related 

accommodations or services are available to students with documented disabilities. 

If you are a student with a disability and you think you may require accommodations you must register with 

Disability Services (DS), which is located in the KJS Library, Room 130, (906) 635-2355 or x2355 on campus. 

DS will provide you with a letter of confllmation of your verified disability and authorize recommended 

accommodations. This authorization must be presented to your instructor before any accommodations can 

be made. 

Students who desire such services should meet with instructors in a timely manner, preferably during the fIrst 

week of class, to discuss individual disability related needs. Any student who feels that an accommodation is 

needed - based on the impact of a disability - should meet with instructors privately to discuss specific needs. 

The university will make reasonable accommodations for persons with documented disabilities. Students 

should notify the Director of Disability Services (located in LBR 149 just down the hall from the Learning 

Center) and their instructors of any accommodation needs as soon as possible. 

!PASS (Individual Plan for AcademJc Student Success) 

If at mid-tenn your grades reflect that you are at risk for failing some or all of your c1asses, you will be 
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contacted repres,entatn'e of IF ASS. The IP ASS program is deslgll!~ to you control over your 

and 

like to up 

pro-active communication and ~VZIl-:SI"'~Llll)!. the ae'tel()prnerlt of intentionalleaming skills 

and person.a.l accounlll bili ty. You may contact 635-2887 or email ipass@lssu.edu if you would 

in the semester or if you have any or concerns. 

Final Exam: 

TBD 

The exam is cumulative. AJlstudents are to take the exam during finals week or receive a O. 
No will be given unless you are in another exam at that time. you will be allowed to 
reschedule tbe exam and take it in the finals week. 
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I Week Date Reading ,._-
1 8/27 Ch.3 

2 9/3 ChA 

3 9/10 Ch.5 

4 9/17 Exam 

5 9/24 Ch. 6 

6 10/2 Ch. 7 

7 
1

10/8 Ch. 8 

8 10/15 Exam 

9 10/22 Ch.9 
_._-

10 10/29 Ch. 10 

.---

11 11/5 Ch. 11 

12 11/12 Exam 

13 11/19 Ch. 12 

- -- -

14 11/26 Ch. 12 

.-
15 12/3 Ch.13 

--

16 12/12 

-

Tentative Course Outline 

Topic 
- --- - - - - - - -------

Introduction to TCP/1P 

Lab #1 : TCP/IP 

Easy Subnetting 

Lab #2: Subnetting 

Variable Length Subnet Mask (VLSM) Summarization 

Lab #3 : VLSM Lab 

Wntten Exa m: Chapters 3-5 

Cisco's Internetworking Operating System 

Lab #4: User, Privileged, and Configuration Modes 
----I 

Managing Cisco Internetwork 

Lab #5: Backing up configurations with Telnet 
-------1 

anaglng IS co eVlces M C' D' 

Lab #6: IP Routing (RIP) 
- - -

Written Exam: Chapters 6-8 

Hands-on Exam: (Routing Packets) 
-- --

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) 

Lab #7: OSPF 

Layer 2 SWItching 

Lab #8 Configuring Layer 2 Switches 

VLANs and Inter VLAN Routing 

Lab #9: Creating VLANs 

Written Exam: Chapters 9-11 

Hands-on Exam: (VLANs) 
-

Security 

Lab #10: Standard IP Access Lists (ACLs) 

Security Continued 

Lab #10 (Part Two): Extended I P Access List s 
--

Network Address Translation 

Final Hands-on Exam 
- -

4 

• The schedule may change for multiple reasons. If the schedule changes, an announcement 

will be made in class. 
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Course Policies and Statements: Syllabus Addendum 

Overview: Since this is an onlio.e course, 
answer all emails within a 24-hour period 
as I receive them if I am not in a meeting. 

email me at with any you may have. I 
your email is received. Often times, I answer your emails as soon 

Student Email & Social Media: Students may text !lle~~5llge me at aoy time 10 the number given out in class. 
However, I do not discuss grades via I will not students until have graduated. 

Lab Grades: Due to the amount of work involved in the lab sOme lab may span 
more than one week and would be graded as a week lab assignmeot. Late will not be 
l1I..CA:IJU;:.u You are responsible for keeping track own Domg the ro.inimum assignments is 

to get an A in this course. A means excellence requirements! Srudents will 
demonstrate thor lab assignments to the instructor. 

Midterm Grades: 1vurlrerm G1'lIdes will be calculated based 011 your performance I,JU''-'U~~l the midcerm 
exam. Your midterm is a mapsh(J1 at that time. 

Final Exam: To prevent students may not be allowed 10 the exams. 

Disability Serrice~ for Exams: If the University has UnlVl<lCU you classroom related sen-ices for 
disability, you are to inform the instructor (privately email or during office at the Erst 
week of the class. To protect the integrity of the exam, you are to scheduJe the exam to start at the 
same as the other students even if you take the exam in the 

Make-Ups: M:akeups for eXilms will only be given for instructor pn~-aIDPI:O'll'ed or university absences. Attendance at 
lab sessions is equ:illy important and will impact your There are no lab assignments. 

Late assignments: Late assignments will Wll be accepted except for legitimate on~-aoo.ro'red reasons as determined 
the instructor. Do not go to the health center to get a 'note' if you are absent from for illness ... " .. "'HIC."'UII::", 

and get stllrted on your 

Due Dates: You are required to the assigned learning activities and assessments each week 
according to the class schedule as announced in class. are required to submit graded homewOl:k w:ith 
references and cite the .teferences of resources. (images, code). All 'written' assignments are required to follow APA 
format. Copying content or code w:ithout citation or quotations will resulr in an F for the assignment and be 

to the plagiarism and academic integrity 

FERPA We maintxin the '-Ul.J.ll<.lt::u of aU smdmf ,tiJlcatUJIl 1'Imrdf. Students are never 
consent. 

to rdease their 

Incomplete Policies: Generally, no are All incomplete must be made to the 
Provost's Office and before msmtctor will approve them. must have % of the 
course midtecm exam ns well as the final. exam. No grade ~ be 
not the final exam. may be made are fot absences or ex(:epI1101lS, 
deploymem or si.mi.1a.r circu.ro.stances determined at the tok dirmti()fl The instruC[O.r will require 
verification and the instructor has sole discretion to approve the request and will the which the 
student will need to accomplish to the course, which you can read in the MyLSSU web site. who 
are granted an to the and tum them into the instructor within 8 
weeks of the COI.lI::lC final Students not activities by the due date will have an F 

the incomplete 
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Study Time: Remember, standard homework and reading time assigned in higher education is 2 hours per 1 
how: of lecture! So that's 6 hours per week for a 3-credit course! In order to accommodate a diverse range of 
learning preferences, you will have learning activities including readings, discussions, lecture, presentations, 
demonstrations and web resources. 

TechnoJog)· Policies 

Backing Up Your Piles: You lire responsible for backing up your own @es- however you choose! 

Lab Usage: Comply with ALL University and math and computer science department pobcies and procedures, 
including infonrution technology policies with respect to usage of the department compuler software, compurers 
and lab teoms. Failure to comply may result in failure of the course. 

Usc ofTecbnology During Oass: You may use your computer in class to take notes, or classroom - related 
leaming activities. Using computer technology in chIss for anyth1ng other than class activities is prohibited. 

Computer Lab Access: You will be using the department computer l.a.bs. These are not private computers. 
Do not change any of the settings on the local computer or rhe virtual machines, unless instructed to during 
class . .All students are required to comply with department and universiry IT policies. You are not allowed to 
share the password to login with other srudentS Ot anyone. 

Software Access: For lab courses you will have exposure to different softv7llre applications and rechniques 
and panicipate in learning activities using software applications in me weekly lecture and lab activities. All 
required software is available in me computer lab or free by download. The software in the hlb, such as the 
Adobe software, may not be used for any commercial work, as that JS II violation of the license. 

Illegal Activity: Attempting unauthorized access instructor data or resources, web s:ites, servers, computers 
or any other instructor- or University-owtled computer technologies is permitted. For example, deliberate 
destruction of computer equipment, computer hacking or attempting to circumvent computer security or 
authentication programs will. not be tolerated and rnay be subject to criminal prosecution. 

Plash Drives: Each student is required to Iuve their own removable USB £lash/portable hard drive, cloud 
access or other storage medium. You truly not 'leave' your files on the desktop or on me computer. \'Ohen 
you are finished using the computer, please copy your files to your storage medium or email them to 
yourself. Then. remove your files from the computer and empty the trash. Each student is responsible for 
backing up !heir own £iles. We do not provide technical support for individual srudent-owned computers. 

Imagine/DreamSpark: The Microsoft Academic Alliance (MSDNAA.) distributes software at for free. Do 
!lot provide your login password or activation codes to anyone. Violation of the license agreements is cause 
for failure in the course and potential legal consequences. This software too cannot be used for commercial 
purposes. Access may only permitted for a limited period of time at the beginning of the course. 

After Hours Access: You can contact any computer science faculty during the day, or in the evenings, 
contact public safety to open the door. Please have your school ill wich you. If you are the last student 
leaving me lab, you are required to tutn off lights, close the window, and close/lock the door if you ate the 
last to leave. Violation may result in revocation of after hour's lab privileges for you and/or all students! 

Online Classroom Web Site: It is com.roon knowledge thar technology and software changes regularly. There 
may be online videos, tutorials or readings, which will be assigned during the course, which will be required but 
are always freely available to the public on the Internet or in the MQQdle.lssu.edu ooline cl.a.ssroom. 

Behavior iUJd EJqJectations of Students: 

Expecmtions for StudEIlf LelUT1ing 

"Students a~Jlding uk SupeJior State UII;verJity can exjml LOmmitment fry the University to tioCllmenl and enha"a ItIldsnt 
learning. Through the rJS.fCJJ7JIelJt procm, the UniverJity MmonstrdUJ itJ aJmnntment to improving student Jeaming 
awl f:IISlIreJ thai wile" Jludenf! graduall! thry have atiai7led Jj>eciftt atbibul£! (lIJd abili/iu. LzJu S tpm{JT" S tak Ul1iJ)ersily 
cxjJ4ds a commitment 0" the pari '?I itJ students 10 actively participate in tbf /{arnillgprocw." (Academic Catalog) 
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M1;,t is Participation? 

Active participation is impOrtJUlt to meet the learning outComes. Everyone should plan to become an active 
member of the learning community. Participation includes weekly attendance, active involvement Ul course 
functions, contribution to discussions, and support of other classmates. You are expected to be in lecture 10 listen 
to or watch the lectures and take notes. This lunds-on lab is a major portion of your grade. 

The nature of computer science results in continual changes in technologies and skills required. Your 
responsibility is to read the assignments before corn.in.g to class AND be prepared to discuss the readings. You are 
expected to be in lecture to listen to and watch the lectures and take notes. Parrici:paoon means forming 
supportive and inquiring relationships with other students in the class through sharing points of view, and 
providing encouragement and constructive critique, reading the assigned readings before beginning your 
assjgnmenrs, and applying readings to the discussions and coursewon. Each student bring~ different life 
experiences, points of view, :LOd ways of knowing to our classroom :lod our learo.ing environment. 

Use Netiql1ette. Be respectful in aU foans of communica.cions with all srudents and faculty. 

Patience is a virtue. Help respect others by allowing them to share their point of view. If I can't answer your 
question in class, allow me time to respond to your question at the following class. 

Beh;,vioraJ Expectations: Simply put, you may not use the class/lab time to: 

1. Do homework for other courses or homework tluIt ~s due at the beginning of the class. 
2. Do otber non-coutSe related activities (including sleep, listen to music, watch videos, browse the web, read 

your email, play online games, use your smart phone., chat, send text or instant messages, read or use soc:UJ 
media 

3. Make a mess. If you bring it into the classroom, you leave with it. 

Any ofrheSt! Slctivities would be considered a disruptioo and lit instructors sole discretion rhe 
student may be I1sJred to leave the classroom tw.d this will count liS an une.KCl1Sed absence. 

Disclaimer. In addition to ever-technology changing, from tc:rm to tenn other external siruations as well as 
Uni..,.ersity events may affect the Course Schedule and other phmned classroom leaming activities and assessments. 
The instructor reserves the right to make any CNmges the instructor detennines as necessary to rhe course sylhbus 
and addendum, content of the course, schedule of topics, lecrures, assessments in order to accommodate the russ 
and University needs but they will be announced in class or in the online classroom. 

CopYright andlivc: RccordiPz,us 

CQpyright: All course materials are copyright protected and may not be copied or duplicated ourside of the Online 
Classroom or reprinted. You may not reproduce, publish, or distribute course handouts, computer 
programs/graphics, assessmentS/tests, classroom or onli.ae ffiliteri.a.\S. No distributi.og or publishing lecture notes, 
quizzes or any information about. the course on any web site, blog, or web page or other print or electronic (ormaL 

Instructor Materials: Likewise, without written permission of the instructor you may !!Q! publish or broadcast live 
or recorded audio or video recording(s) of the lecture 0,( lab sessions. 

Course Materials: Some material from the textbook publisher and other resources are also protected by COpyright 

and is for classroom purposes only under "Fau: Use" and are available in the Online Classroom. 

Student Materials: Students may voluntarily sign a release fonn t.h:al their cJ:ass work may be used by the instructor 
as examples of student work and for marketing the program. 

Violatiotls: Viola cion in copyright law or this course policy may result .in failure in the course. "if, iN the judgmml of tb( 
fOCIIlty member, ocodlll1ic integrity hos b,ro viqlated., the foCllf!y member will impose the oppropriaM 1(ll/cfion, either 11 fmluri /or !be 
I1ssigl1flJNlt M exam, ()T failure for tM C01/rse." If the course has already ended, the instructor will file an Academic Integrity 
Incident RepOrt with the University. Please refer to the Acaderruc Catalog for the University 1ntegrity Policies. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted . Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using th is cover sheet for each document provided . 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu .edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or esCI 323 F16 On campus 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 4 

Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Example of on campus syllabus for comparison. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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D LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
CSCI323 Routers and Switches (3,0) 
Tuesday, 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday, 5:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m. 

Prerequisites: CSCI221 with a grade of C (2.0) or better. 

Instructor: 

Duane Bedell 
dbede1l3 ul'Jssu .edu 
231-224-6085 (call or text) 

Office Hours: 

Available by appointment 

Fall Semester, 2016 
3 Credits 
CAS 211 
CAS 303 

Required Texts: CCNA Routing and Switching Study Guide, ISBN 978-1-118-74961-6 

Course Description: Principles of Wide Area Networks, IP and TCP, routers, routing protocols and 
configurations, virtual LANs, network management, subnetting, design of LANs and WANs, and 
security issues. Students completing this course will be prepared to take the CCENT and CCNA 
certification exams. 

Course Objectives: After successfully completing this course, the student should be able to: 

1. Install, configure, and troubleshoot basic configuration of routers and switches. 
2. Analyze and evaluate the needs and configuration of a subnet, including IP range, gateway, 

and broadcast. 
3. Identify, evaluate and mitigate security threats to a network through the router/switch. 
4. Configure, verify, and troubleshoot a switch with VLANs and interswitch communication. 

Grading Scale and Policies: 

40% of your final grade will be from exams, 40% of the grade win be 
from hands-on exams, and 20% of the grade will be from hands-on labs. There will be three hands
on exams, three written exams, and a comprehensive final exam. The hands-on exams are weighted 
equally, and the written exams are weighted equally_ 
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School of Mathematics and Computer 
CSCI323 Routers and Switches (3,0) 
Tuesday, 5:00 p.rn. - 7:00 p.rn. 
Thursday, 5;00 p.m. -7:00 p.m. 

Activities (20 points x 10 
Hands-on (30 points x 3 v,... ..... u"') 

Exams (30 points x 3 exams) 

Final Exam 

Grading Scale: 
00 

93-96 
90-92 A-
87-89 B+ 
83-86 B 
80-82 
77-79 C+ 

1. Absences: Students will be allowed to 
student the 
excuse to be valid. 

73-76 C 

63-66 
60-62 
0-59 F 

FaU Semester, 2016 
3 Credits 
CAS 211 
CAS 303 

200 points 
90 points 
90 
60 points 
60 points 

excused aU~''''.LlJ'''''''' 
instructor 

LSSU sanctioned travel absences conference presentations, conference 
attendance) are approved by Provost. Instructors are to accommodate students 

situations. However, students are to the instructor before 
travel occurs. Failure to do so result for missed work. 

Participation: 
topics discussed in class, please 

3. Cheating: Students are expected to perform 
Any form of cheating or plagiarism will 
Procedures. Violations Honor Code may 

have questions or connnents 

...... e""'-"n' .... work themselves unless otherwise noted. 
handled in accordance the Honor Code 

in an F for the course grade. 

4. Late work: Any late will lose 20% of the point value being one 
late. day late, 40% for two days worth zero (0) two 

counts as one "dayll An assignment is considered "late" time the 
assignments are picked up on the day they are 

Electronic devices: All electronic devices, including computers, tablets, cell phones} must 
turned for all class lecture "' .... "".:tAV .... " 

2 
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School of and Computer Science 
CSCI323 Routers and Switches (3,0) 
Tuesday, 5:00 p.m. - 00 p.m. 
Thursday, 5:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 

University Policies and Statements: 

Online Blended Course IUUidLJ.1\.<t:: Policy 

FaD Semester, 2016 
3 Credits 
CAS 211 

303 

3 

'-'4''''-'''''''''' La log in to :-.",,,r,.IYI (Blackboard, 

In 
accommodations or 

to 

one "Academic 

& Accommodations 
University policies equal access hws, 

are available to WIth documented 

must regtster 
or x2355 

and 

should meet with in a timely manner, Dn~tel:a 

any 

disability Any who an 
.... n'J ....... "'"'vlL is needed - based on .I.LLlL'''LL of a disability meet with instructors privately to 

cliscuss specific 

IPASS (Individual 
at mid-term your 

by a 
some or 

is designed to help 
development 

personal You may contact ot email 
in the semester or if have any questions or concerns. 

disabilities. 
the Learning 
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School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
CSCI323 Routers and Switches (3,0) 
Tuesday, 5:00 p.rn. -7:00 p.m. 
Thursday, 5:00 p.m. -7:00 p.OL 

Fall Semester, 2016 
3 Credits 
CAS 211 
CAS 303 

Tentative Course Outline 

Week Date Reading I Tuesday Thursday 

1 29-Aug Ch. 3 I ntro<iuction to TCP/I P Lab #1 : TCPIIP Lab 

2 5-Sep Ch 4 Easy Su bnetting Lab #2: Sub netting Lab 

3 12-Sep Ch.5 VLSM, Summarization Lab #3: VLSM Lab 

4 19-5ep 
Written Exam Chapters Hands-on Exam (Network 

3-5 Design) 

5 26-5ep Ch.6 
Cisco's Internetworklng Lab #4: User, Privileged) 

Operating and Configuration Modes 

6 3-0ct Ch . 7 
Managing Cisco Lab #5: Backing up 

Internetwork configurations with Telnet 

7 10-0ct Ch.8 No Class Lab #6: IP Routing (RIP) 

8 17-0et 
Written Exam Chapters Hands-on Exam (Routing 

6-8 Packets) 

9 24-0ct Ch . 9 Open Shortest Path First Lab #7: OSPF 

10 31-0ct Ch . 10 Layer 2 Switching 
Lab #8: Configuring Layer 

2 Switches 

11 7-Nov Ch.11 
VLANs and Inter VLAN 

Lab #9: Creating VLANS 
Routing 

12 14-Nov 
Written exam Chapters 

Hands-on Exam (VLANS) 
9-11 

13 21-Nov Ch.12 Security 
Thanksgiving 

No Class 

14 2B-Nov Ch.12 Security Continued Lab #10 (ACLs) 

1S S-Dec Ch. 13 
Network Address 

Final Hands-on Exam 
Translalion 

Finals 12-Dec FINAL EXAM: Tuesday) I 
December 13, 5-7pm 

4 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted . Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT!@ls5u.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or MATH 151 Syllabi for Main Campus 
Filename (if emai!ed): 

This documentation Is relevant to 4 

Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Provides Examples for Comparison. 
the file and its value as evidence 

supporting program review: 

_I 

I , 
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College of Arts and Science 
MATH151.001 and 151.002 Calculus 1(4,0) 

Class Meetings: Math151.001: 9:00 MTRF in CAS 205. Math 151.002: 12:00 MTRF in CAS 205. 

Fall 2017 
4 Credits 

Prerequisites: High school mathematics that includes two years of algebra, one year of plane geometry and 
one-half year of trigonometry and equivalent/satisfactory score on ACT or Placement Exam, or MATH 111 and 
MATH 131 with grades of Cor betrer. 

Instructor: 

Office Hours: 

Kimberly Mulier 
CASET Hall, Room 206-A-2 
906-635-2170 
kmuller@lssu.edu 

MondaY' Tuesday Wednesda\' Thursda\' 
1:00-LSO .m. 10:00-10:50 a.m. 09:00-09:50 a.m. 10:00-10:50 a.m. 

If you are unable to see me during the above times, feel free to make an appointment. 

Frida\' 
1 :00-1 :50 

Required Texts: Calculus: Early Ttanscendentals, by Jon Rogawski, Freeman, 2nd Edition, 
ISBN: 9781429282574, 2011. 

Optional Text: Student Solution Manual to Accompany .1 on Rogawski's Calculus Sin~le Variable, 2nd Edition, 
by Brun Bradie and Roger Lipset, ISBN: 97814292550055,2012. 

Course Description: Limits, continuity and inverse functions. Logarithmic and exponential functions. 
Differentlittion and applications of the derivative. L'HopitaJ's rule. Inverse tIigonometric functions. Incegration 
and the definite in tegral. 

Course Goals: Provide students with an int.t:oducaon to differential and integral calculus and prepare srudent~ 
to go on to Calculus II. 

Course Objectives: At the conclusion of MATH1S1 successful students "vill be able to: 
1. Describe the concept of limit intuitively; fmd limits graphically, algebraically, analytlcaliy, and using 

L'Hopiral's rule; apply limits to the concepts of continuity, derivative, and defuUre integrals and then 
interpret the results. 

2. Describe intuitively the concept of continuity and state rigorously the definition using limirs; 
identify intervals of continuity and points of discontinuity in particular functions; and state, interpret, 
and apply the Intermediate Value Theorem. 

3. Describe in luitively the concept of derivative and state rigorously the defJ.O..ition using limits; find 
and interpret derivatives using the definition, the various rules available, implicit rufferentiacion and 
reiued rates; apply to the analysis of functions (increasing, decreasing, optima); and srate, interpret, 
and apply the Mean Value Theorem. 

4. Use area and average value to describe intuitively the concept of integration; defrne integration 
ri.gorously using limits; find anti-derivatives using integration rules and substitution; state and 
interpret the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus and use this theorem [0 evaluate deftnite integrals; 
and apply integration techniques to problems involving rates. 

5. Solve application problems by drawing sketches, where applicable, and using English statements to 
name variables, fmd equations, define parameters, and create models; then apply algebra, 
trigonometry, and calculus methods to solve for the unknown values, and report the solution. 
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College of Arts Science 
MATHIS! 001 and 002 Calculus I (4,0) 

Fall 2017 
4 Credits 

comse is designed to meet the Mathemaucs Students will able to 
nUlitW.llJ .rymbolicalfy and quantitativelY ill order to make un"JUJ,UJ 

Quizzes/Homework/ Attendance 20% 
60% 
20% 

(4 at 15% each) 

means if you 
are some general hLLU ......... U .. ,'-

exhaustive: 

III You must follow u.u. ............ VL.Lv If you tackle a problem using a method 
the the was to measure. 

.. in a connected, step-by-step fashion 
your .is not dearly, you will not receive full 

,. In up the concct mathematical and using model to 
just as as computing a numeric answer. 

IIIl \\7hen you use technology (where allowed) to an answer, you must state 

,. 
II 

.. 

method is you must also include the graph. 

your 
when 

possible, must uru[S measurement for yoU! answers. 

yom goals should 'always be to clearly communicate mathematical ideas. 
co be toward a non-mathematical For nor 

are equal or incorrectly using an things are not equal 

names clarity roles problem, You 

show no work or 
is not meant ro be 

outhned cfuections, 

should 

a 

method. 

should consider 
the equals 

be i\r 

use correer 

1. Homework Assignments Class Pteparation: It is recommended spend at two hours 
outside of class doing spent If you not have II strong foundation in 
pterequisite skills, you expect to wo.tk much more mat to successfuL majoricy of 
should be doing the practice problems from homework. However, rewriting yOUl' 

textbook and help, if needed, are worthwhile uses study Lectures are an opportunity 
students to ask questions and clarification on material. Lecture is also an opportunity 
coo.rdinate coverage the material and m:Herial that is or potentially difficult. This 
student preparation accomplished to go is "mach is not a 

" of your time as training. 

CA{OLW.1)<O,) every day, 
8-hour sessions on 

that 

letting build up. 
weekends or right 
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College of Arts and Science Fall 2017 
MATHISI 001 and 002 Calculus 1(4,0) 4 Credits 

How to practice: 'Doing bomework eXem'Jef"means actually wr:i.t:ing each exercise on paper, writing 
out Its solution completely, in a logical, step-by-step fash.ion, and then reconciling your answet with 
the onc given m the back of the book. Uyou have a Student SulutJon ,\1anual, that is flne . However, 
you should refer to ic only after fust making your. best attempt at the problem. Copymg the solution 
from the manual is only a useful leaming tool if you then do another similar problem afterwards. 
Just reading the solution in the manual is even less useful. That is like expecting (0 master the high 
Jump by only watching a high jumper. 

W11cre to practice: Good places to work on math homework The CAS lobby has round tables 
that are grea t for working 00 your homework either alone or in a group. You will find other 
students working on math and engineering there, so you will feel quite at bome. Also, you can easily 
get help from either another student or. a professor. The Math Drop-in Lab is also a good place to 
go for me same r.easons. \'ifhen studying together., working at the wh.iteboard ill the Libtary could be 
useful, but remember dut ultimately the work should be your own. There is a blg difference 
bet\veen helpmg and copyr.ng. (See academJC lntegnty below.) 

2. Calculator: You will need a graphing calculator. The 1'1-83 / 84 Plus is the recommended calculator for trus 
course. This is the one your rnstruc[or will be usmg, and you.t instruct:Or may not be able to pwvide assistance 
wim odler models (See S choo! oj1vIathematies and Computer S ciena Poji.~y Sheet.) As a tna} for d1is semester, 1 am 
allowing the app "GtaphLock". This app aUows me to verify via my ipad that your phone.is locked down where 
you cannot access other. apps or the internet. [f you are going to use that instead 0 f the TI 83/84 please let me 
know Within the fust week of school. You rna y only have your phone vlsible during exams if j[ IS clearly locked. 

3. technology: Att-ettlef-eleel:reai.~iees-;-incltldtng computers, PDA3, and cell phooes, must;-be-s-.i±efteecl 
ltfl~1l-ela-ss-leerer--e-session3. it:H exceptions to this rule must· hS'Ve-17rt61.'-.i-nBtftlctof appfffiral OJ:' be .1 

mandated aceommodatiOfi [i·Ofli Aeee3.~ihiljty Sef"iees. On a trial basis, you are allowed to use electroruc devi.ces 
duting class lectures as long as you are using them to enhance your mathematiciLl understanding, This tnal will 
hrgely be used lo determine my policies for all students in the future . Your dev1ces should be turned to silent. 
Some examples of acceptable uses of such devices are: graphing a function, verifying a. solution, determining 
an alternative method of solution, finding a defmition, viewing an elec[[oruc versIon of the cours~ textbook, or 
taking a picture of the boud. (If you do take pictures of the chalkboard, please send copies to the Lnstfuclor to 
share with the class.) Some examples of unacceptable USES of technology ate: texting, cheating, talking on the 
phone, viewlOg social media, checking email, vjolating privacy (such as taking photos of Od1e(s), or bullying. 
The i nf; t:ructor reserves the tight to change t.his policy at all~' time. 

4. Classroom Atmosphere: TIle primary functlOn of the classroom is d1e ctissemmation and application of 
knowledge. In order t.o meet dIat goal, dle class.tOom atmospl1ere must be conducive to learning, It is expected 
that you will arriv-e to class on time. If you are htte because of a situauon dla[ is beyond yOLlr contJ:ol, you should 
enter the classroom quietly. I f you must leave ear.ly, you should notify your instructor before cbss begins, sit by the 
door and exit quiedy. 

5. Equity: Itis important that aU students are prO\Tided wich a classroom atmosphere that fosters learning 
withou t fear of prejudice or bias . It is expected chat you will treat yourself and your classmates with dignity and 
re~pect 

6. Make-up Quizzes/Homework: In most cases, make-up quizzes will not be given. Inste-;td, at least one quiz 
grade will be dropped. If there is a valid verifiable excuse, such ;tS hospiralizatJ.on, automobiJe accident, deadllJ1 the 
family or a university excused absence, fw_Ice-up quizzes will be admin.istered / accepted Llndet tlle followmg 
conditions 
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• For an in-class quiz, you ate requited to take such quizzes before you leave campus (preferable) or before 
the next class period. You should make such :tr.tangements promptly. 

• F or a rake-home quiz, a late quiz will be accepted as long as an attempt was made to debver the qUlZ 
promptly (as soon as dle emergency has passed). This can be done electrorucalJy, if necessary. 

If you truss the class penod dlat a take-home quiz is d.lstnbuted, it is your respotlsibllty to obt!lin the take-home 
quiz and tum it i.n 00 time at the beginrung of the next class penod. In most cases, late homework will nor. be 
accepted. Instead, each student is allowed three "grace days". A grace day entitles you [Q turn in one assignment 
up to one class perlOd late, no ques1:tons asked. There is no penalty for using a grace day, no reward for not. At the 
top 0 f the paper, you should write" grace day #J ." 

7. M ake-up Exams: Each exam should be taken at dle designated time. In dle event of a university eXC1lsed 
absence, an exam should be taken prior [0 the scheduled date. The student must provide a wriaen request at least 
one week ptlOr ro the date of the exam. 10 all odl er cases, if a test is tn1ssed, the sludent must contact the lJIstructOl 
within 48 hours of dle scheduled test time. The student may leave a message by voice-mail or e··mat.! \f necessary. 
It is the sole cllsctebon of the insuuctot to glVe (or not) make-up exams if an absence is unexcused. Examples of 
excLlsed absences include illness, hospitalizabon, an automobile accident, death in the family or a university 
sponsored trip. Make-up exams and exams which are tJ:lken early mayor may not be the same exam as rhe in-class 
exam. 

8. Academic I ntegrity: Students are expened to perform all assigned work themselves. Working on 
homework as signments With one or more classmates is a great way to learn . However, you should always write 
up your own solution without the aid of another person or. another person's solution. Any form of cheating or 
plagiai1sm will be handled in accordance with the Academic Integri.cy Procedures . Violations of the Um ver.rt!y 
Academic Integrity Policy may result ill ao F for the course grade. 

9. Testi.ng: Use of head phones, internet or ball caps dming exams are prohibited . Please bring yoU! studelH 
ID 1:0 exams. 

10. E-mail: 'W'hen e-mailing your instructor you must include your course title (lv1J\ TH151) and your class time in 
the subjecc ltne. Ie is also reconunended tlut your subject line include the toplC of the message. If you do not make 
a request or ask a ques tion it will be assumed that your e-mail ,vas f01' infonnational plllvoses only and you will not 
reCeive a response. 

1L Extra Credit: No extra credit WllJ be given. COUIse grades assess scudcnt mastery of tlle COUIse objecnvcs ;t" 

defined by the depaxtment sylhbus. Artificially inflating t'hose grades n o t only weakens such ;JS SC;SSl11ent, bue it 
could allow ~; ou to move on to ano rher comse for which you ate not prepared, thus perpetuating a growing 
problem . You can eam up to three ~dclitiOllal dropped qUiz/homework gt<1cles by doing the fo llowing: Vlslting 1)1)' 

office to get help with the material, asking relevanl m ath questions in class, answering math cJl\t:~tion s in class, o r 
attending tlle (v[ach Drop-in Lab on at least 5 separate OC~1.s[(Jns. (No test· grades will be dropped .) 

12. Grades of "I" (Incomplete): Accordtng to uruversity policy, students will need to be enrolled and have 
completed the majority of the \\lork requ.i.red for a cout:se during the semester to be eligible [0 (equesl: an "I" 
(lncom plece grade). An " I" grade is only to be glVen if extenuating circumstances beyond yow: control prevents the 
completion of the course requirements by the end of the semester. 

Universiry Policies 

Online and Blended Course Attendance Policy 
Students in onlme or blended classes are requ.ired to log in [Q dle Course Management System (Blackboard, Wi-mba, 
TaskStream, ere.) and complete at least one "Acadern.Jc Related Activity" wichin the Add/Drop period. 
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In cornpllilncc \\11th Lake Superior Scate University poLicies and cqwtl access laws, wsabtlity-tcbted accommochtjolls 
or services are avail.able to smc\cl1ts w1th documented cllsabllitics. If you arc a student with a d1sability and you tJ1\uk 
you may require accommodations you must register with Accessibility Services, \vluch is located in the rqs Library, 
Room 233 (906) 635·2355 or x2355 on campus. Accessibility Services will provide you with a letter of confu'mMion 
of your venficd disability and authoL"l7.c recol1l!nencleJ accommodations. This authorization must be Pl"csctHed to 
YOLlr instructor before any ,tccommodatioos can be made. Students who deSlie such services should meet witl; 
instructors in a tune1y manner, preferably dw-iog the fiest week of ci1.ss, ro djscus~ indi\,jdL\~1 disablliry t:c!::l.ted needs. 

Any student who feel::; ("hat an accommodation is needed - based on the impact of a disability - s.hollld meet· witb 
inSTructors privately to discuss specific needs. The unjversity will make reasonable accornmodaljons for rersons 
with documented dis~bil.ities. Students should notify tJ1C Coord.il1atOl· of Accesslbiltty Services 00cated in LBR 23 3), 
and [heir instruct:oJ:s, of any' accommodauon needs as soon as possible. 

{PASS (Individual Plan for Academic Student Success) 
If at rnid-tenn your grades reflect that you ate H nsk for failing some or all of your classes, you wtll be contacted by 
a represemacive of IPASS. The IPASS program is designed to heip you ga.l11 control over your learning rtwough pro
active communication and goal-setting, the develo prn.ent of lntentionallearning skills and study habits, and personal 
accountab!ltty. You may contact 635-2887 at etnatllpass@lssu.edu .i.f you would Like to sign up early in the semester 
or if you have any quescions or concenlS. 
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Calendar (Tentative): 
Week Week oJ l"rfondm: Tllesdo)! 

Syllabus, Review Pre- 2.\ Lim its, rates of 
I 08/28 Calculus change, tangent lines 

.tabor Day Holiday 2.4 Limits and 
2 09 /04 continuity 

2.5 Evaluating limits 2.6 Trigonometric 
3 0911 I algebraica Ily limits 

Test 1 2.& Intcnnediate Value 
4 09/18 Theorem 

3.2 The derivative as a 3.3 The Product rule 
5 09/25 function and the Quotient ru le 

3.6 Trigonometric 3.7 The Chain Rule 
6 10/02 functions 

Canadian 3.9 Derivatives of exp. 
7 10/9 iThanksgivlll,g Holiday & log. functions 

3.10 Implicit 3.11 Related Rates 

8 10/ 16 
Differentiation 

4.2 Extreme Values 4.2 Extreme Values 
9 10/23 

4.5 L'Hopital's Rule 4.5 L'Hopiral's Rule 
]0 10/30 

4.7 Applied 4 .7 Applied 
I I 11/06 Optimization Optimization 

Rl!Vlew iftilne allows 

4.9 Antiderivati ves 5.1 Approximating and 
12 11 / 13 computing area 

5.4 The Fund . Tluu. of 5.5 Net Change as an 
13 11120 Calc, Part II Integral of Rate 

5.6 Substitution Method 5.6 Substitution 
14 11/27 Method 

5.7 Further Transcendental 5.8 Exponential 
IS 12/04 Functions growth and decay 

Finat Exam [0:00·12;00 
16 12/ 11 

We:dnesda I' 17111 rsda I' 
2.2 Limits : A 
numerical and 
graphical approach 

2.4 Limits and 
cOnlinuity 

2.7 Lim its at infinity 

3.1 Defmition of the 
derivative 

3.4 Rates of change 

3.8 Derivatlves of 
inverse functions 

3.9 Derivatives of 
expo & log. functions 
Review if time allows 

3.1 1 Re laled Rates 

4.3 The Mean Value 
Theorem and 
monotonicity 

4 .6 Graph Skerching 
and Asymptotes 

Test 3 

5.2 The detini te 
integra l 

U.s. Tha'lfksgiving. Holiday 

5.7 Punher 
rransccndental Functions 

ReVIew if lime allows 

Review if time allows 
/assessmenl 

Fridlll' 
Quiz 

Fa ll 2017 
4 Credits 

2.3 Basic Limit Laws 

Quiz 
2. 5 Evaluatmg limits 
algebraically 

2.7 Limits at infin ity 

Review [(time allows 

3 .1 Definition oflhe 
derivative 

Quiz 
3.5 Higher derivatives 

Quiz 
3.9 Derivatives of expo 
& log. runctions 

Test 2 

Qui~ 

4 .1 Linear 
approx imrltions and 
app I itations 

Quiz 
4.4 The Shape of a 
Graph 

4.7 Applied 
OptimizatIon 

4 .8 Ne\\1on's Method 

Quiz 
5.3 The Fundamenral 
Theorem of Calc, Pt J 

.. 

Test 4 

Review 
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1,5, 11,17,19, 

1(4,0) 

Section 1,3,6,7,17, 35, 47,53. 
1,2,5,7,9,1 17,21,24, 3l. 

9, 13, 1 29,37, 51, 57,65,67, 73,75, 77, 
1,7, 11,17,21, 31,47,49,51. 

Section 2.6: 1,2, 7, 17, 
1,2,3,4,7,9,11,13,19, 

Section 2.8: 1, 3, 6, 17 

Section3.1: 3,7,11,1 13,19, 
... ",,,,r ... ,,. 3.2: 3,9,13,15,21,25, 

Section 1,5, 9,11,15,19,21, 

39,51,55 . 
37,41,43, 
37,39,51 

Section 1 (assume s is measured in inches), 5 radius is measured in meters), 7 
rneasuredin 9,11,15,17, 25,27,31, 41,43 
Section 3.5: 3, 9,13,21, 41. 

3.6: 1,3,5, 9,11,13,15,1 23,25, 
Section 3.7: 1,5,9, il, 17,23,29, 35,39,43, 61,93. 
Section 3.8: 5,8, tl, 13, 15, 19,21, 27,29,31,,35,31,39. 
Section 3.9: 1,3,5,9,11, 1 27,31, 41,45,49, 65,73, 
Section 3.10: 7,9, il, 15, 19,23,31, 48. 

3.11: 1,5,7,9,15,1 19, 37. 

Section 1,5,9, 13, 17, 
Section 4.2: ,3, 11, 17, 

31,35,39,45,59 
39,47, 
,25,31,33, 

77,79. 
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and radius are 

4.3: , 5,9, 15, 19, 
Section 4.4: 1,5,9, 15,23,27, 42. For each problem except #1: in addition to the requested please 
sketch function, derivative and its derivative one the next, with same 
x 
Section 4.5: ,46,47, 49. 
Section 4.6: 
Section 4.7: 1,5,9,13,17,21, 
Section 4.8: 1,3,7, 11,13,14,21. 
Section 4.9: 1,3, 7,15,17,21,23, 37,41, 49,51. 

Section 5.4: 
Section 
Section 5.6: 
Section 5.7: 
Section 5.8: 

13,1 17. 
1,3,5,7,~ 1 25,27. 
1,3, 7,11,11,23, 27,29,33,35, 
1,3,1, 11,13,17,21,23, 29,31. 
1,3,5,7,9, 21. 
1 1 (every 79,83, 89. 

(every other 
1,3, 7, 13, 17,35. 

43. 
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Class Meetings: 8:20 ~ 9:12 MTWRF 

Fall 2014 
4 Credits 

Prerequisites: High school mathematics that includes two years of algebra, one year of plane geometry and 
one-half year of trigonometry and equivalent/satisfactory score on ACT or Placement Exam, or MATH 140 
with a grade of C or better or MATH 111 and MATH 131 with grades of C or better. 

Instructor: Heather Salmi, Pickford High School, 906-647-6285, heathers@eup.k12.mi.us 

Office Hours: Prep Hour 10: 12 ~ 11 :04 

Required Texts: .Calculus: Early Transcendentals, by Jon Rogawski, Freeman, 2nd Edition, ISBN: 
9781429282574,2011. 

Recommended: Student Solution Manual to Accompa,ru Jon ROilawski's Caleulu~ Sinde Variable, 2nd 

Edition, by Brian Bradie and Roger Lipset, ISBN: 97814292550055,2012. On reserve in the library. 

Course Description: . Limits, continuity and inverse functions. Logarithmic and exponential functions. 
Differentiation and applications of the derivative. L'Hopital's rule. Inverse trigonometric functions. 
Integration and the defmite integral. 

Course Goals: Provide students with an introduction to differential and integral calculus and prepare 
students to go on to Calculus II. 

Course Ob jectives: At the conclusion of MAT HI 51 students will be able to: 

I. Describe the concept oflimit intuitively; find limits graphically, algebraically, analytically, and 
using L 'Hopital's rule; apply limits to the concepts of continuity, derivative, and definite integrals 
and then interpret the results. 

2. Describe intuitively the concept of continuity and state rigorously the definition using limits; 
identify intervals of continuity and points of discontinuity in particular functions; and state, 
interpret, and apply the Intermediate Value Theorem. 

3. Describe intuitively the concept of derivative and state rigorously the definition using limits; find 
and interpret derivatives using the definition, the various rules available, implicit differentiation 
and related rates; apply to the analysis of functions (increasing, decreasing, optima); and state, 
interpret, and apply the Mean Value Theorem. 

4. Use area and average value to describe intuitively the concept of integration; define integration 
rigorously using limits; find anti-derivatives using integration rules and substitution; state and 
interpret the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus and use this theorem to evaluate definite 
integrals; and apply integration techniques to problems involving rates. 

5. Solve application problems by drawing sketches, where applicable, and using English statements 
to name variables, find equations, define parameters, and create models; then apply algebra, 
trigonometry, and calculus methods to solve for the unknown values, and report the solution. 

1 
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This course is designed to meet the Mathematics General Education Outcome. Students will be able to 
analyze situations symbolically and quantitatively in order to make decisions and solve problems. 
Specifically, students will be able to: 
1. Solve problems presented in the context of real world situations with emphasis on model creation, 

prediction and interpretation. This will be done using multiple perspectives (formulas, tables, graphs, 
and words) and will include fitting an appropriate curve to a scatter plot. 

Grading Scale and Policies: 
Point Values: 

Quizzes (at least 2 per chapter) 
Exams (4 worth 100 points each) 
Class activities/attendance 
Final Exam 
Total 

Test Dates (Tentative'): Chapter 2 October 3 
Chapter 4 November 25 

Chapter 3 October 31 
Chapter 5 December 19 

Grading Scale: 
98-100 A+ 88-89 B+ 78-79 C+ 68-69 
93-97 A 83-87 B 73-77 C 60-67 
90-92 A- 80-82 B- 70-72 C- O-59 

Ground Rules: 

D+ 
D 
F 

100 points 
400 points 

50 points 
150 points 
700 points 

1. Homework Assignments: You are expected to read each section of the 
text, and daily homework exercises will be assigned in class. You should 
spend a lot of your math study time doing homework exercises, typically 2 
hours per class period. Please think of Calculus as a sport that you want 
to master. To do so, we all need to practice. 

Wben to practice: Please do math exercises every day, rather than letting 
them build up. Trying to succeed in math by practicing only during 8-hour 
sessions on the weekends or right before the tests is just as futile as 
trying to succeed at any sport that way. 

How to practice: "Doing homework exercises" means actually writing each 
exercise on paper, writing out its solution completely, in a logical, 
step~by-step fashion, and then reconciling your answer with the one given 
in the back of· the book. If you have a Student solution Manual, that is 
great. However, you should refer to it only after first making your best 
attempt at the problem. Copying the solution from the manual is only a 
useful learning tool if you then do another similar problem afterwards. 
Just reading the solution in the manual is even less useful. That is like 
expecting to master the high jump by only watching a high jumper. 

2 
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2. Calculator: You will need a graphing calculator. The TI-83/84 Plus is the recommended calculator for 
this course. This is the one your instructor will be using, and your instlUctor may not be able to provide 
assistance with other models. (See School of Mathematics and Computer Science Policy Sheet.) All other 
electronic devices, including computers, PDAs and cell phones, must be turned off for all class sessions. 

3. Purpose of Lecture: Class sessions are an opportunity for you to ask questions and seek clarification on 
material and for the instructor to present new material. You should prepare for class by doing the assigned 
homework from the previous meeting and reading the next section (See the Time Utilization section of the 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science Policy Sheet.). 

4. Attendance Policy: Attendance is expected and will be recorded. If you m'iss a class, or are late, you 
are still responsible for class notes and assignments. Attendance and class activities will affect your final 
grade. If you arrive late, after I've taken attendance, then let me know after class, and I will record your 
presence. If you are habitually late, then this privilege will end for you. 

5. Make-up Policy: Each exam should be taken at the designated time. In the event of a schedule contlict 
with a university function, dental/physician's appointment, wedding, etc., the student must tell the instructor 
one week in advance and arrange to take the test early. In case of an emergency that results in missing a 
test, the student must contact the instructor within 24 hours of scheduled test time. The student may leave a 
message by voice-mail ore-mail if necessary. It is the sole discretion of the instructor to give (or not) make
up exams if an absence is unexcused. Hospitalization of the student, death of a close relative and orders of 
a doctor would be considered valid excuses. Most other things would not. Make-up exams may be different 
from the in-class exam. In most cases make-up quizzes will not be given. 

6. Academic Integrity: Students are expected to perform all assigned work themselves. Working on 
homework assignments with one or more classmates is a great way to learn. However, you should always 
write up your own solution, without the aid of another person or another person's solution. Any form of 
cheating or plagiarism will be handled in accordance with the Academic Integrity Procedures. Violations of 
the University Academic Integrity Policy may result in an F for the course grade. 

7. Testing: Use of head phones, cell phones, internet and hats during exams is prohibited. 

3 
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Calculus (MATH 151) 

Instructor: Hank McClure 

Room: 312 (Cedarville High School) 

Phone Number: Work: 484 - 2256 

E-mail address: hmcclure@eupschools.org 

Prerequisites: Completed Math 140 or equivalent with a grade of a C or better. 

Text: Calculus, 2"d Edition; Early Transcendentals, Jon Rogawski 

ISBN: 978-1-4292-0838-3 

Course Objectives: Limits, continuity, and inverse functions. Logarithmic and 
exponential functions. Differentiation and applications of the derivative. L'Hopital's Rule. 
Inverse trigonometric functions. 

1. Limit: describe intuitively and state rigorously the definition; compute; 
understand their fundamental roll within the concepts of continuity, derivative, 
and definite integral 

2. Continuity: describe intuitively and state rigorously the definition using limits, 
identify intervals of continuity and points of discontinuity in particular functions; 
state, interpret, and apply the intermediate value theorem 

3. Derivative: describe intuitively and state rigorously the definition using limits; 
compute; apply to problems involving rates; apply to analysis of functions 
(increaSing, decreasing, optima); state, interpret, and apply Rolle's Theorem and 
the Mean Value Theorem 

4. Integral: describe intuitively (area, average value); define rigorously (using 
limits); compute; state and interpret the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus; 
apply to problems involving rates. 

5. Modeling: translate from an English statement to a model involving a sketch, 
name variables, and find equations and parameters; identify which unknowns in 
the model correspond to unknowns in the English statement; apply algebra, 
trigonometry, and calculus methods to solve for the unknown values; report the 
solution in terms of the English statement. 
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Grading Policy: There will be six exams, the last of which will be a comprehensive 
final exam. The final exam is worth 200 points. The first 5 exams are each worth 100 
points. 

First five exams: 500 points (total) 

Final exam: 200 points 

After dividing your total points earned by 700 points and multiplying by 100 to get the 
percent, the following scale will be used to determine final letter grades: 

A 93 - 100 C 73 - 77 
A- 90 - 92 c- 70 - 72 
B+ 88 - 89 D+ 68 - 69 
B 83 - 87 D 60 -67 
B- 80 - 82 E 59 and below 
C+ 78 - 79 

Make-up Policy: Each exam should be taken at the designated time. In some 
circumstances an exam may be taken prior to the scheduled date provided that the 
student provides a written request at least one week prior to the date in which he or 
she chooses to take a test. In the event of a schedule conflict with a university function, 
dental/physician's appointment, wedding, etc., the student must take the test early. If a 
test is missed for any other reason, the student must contact the instructor within 48 
hours of the scheduled test time. You may leave a message by voice-mail or e-mail if 
necessary. Without a valid, verifiable excuse the highest possible score on a make-up 
test will be a 60. Hospitalization of the student, death of a close relative and orders of a 
doctor would be considered valid excuses. Most other things would not. Make-up exams 
and exams which are taken early mayor may not be the same exam as the in-class 
exam. Homework, when collected, is due at a scheduled time. It is your responsibility to 
know when an assignment is due. Late homework will not be accepted and make-up 
quizzes will not be given. Instead, at least two homework/quiz grades will be dropped. 

Testing Policy: You must use a calculator for this course and follow the School of 
Mathematics and Computer Science Calculator Policy. Students are not permitted to use 
notes of any kind during an exam. Students should be extremely careful to keep their 
eyes on their own work. Hats and caps that obscure the face are not allowed on test 
days. (For further information on cheating, see the Cheating section of the School of 
Mathematics and Computer Science Class Policies handout.) Exams are designed to be 
self-explanatory. Clarification and help with interpretation will be provided to the extent 
possible. However, requests that address the knowledge or skill that the question was 
designed to measure cannot be honored. You may be tested over problems that are 
generalizations of material covered during class and/or in the text. The problems may 
not look exactly like the ones from the book and/or from class. 
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Basmair Ahmed Computer Networking Just a Flash 

Behling Porter Computer Networking Alden State Bank 

Butler Matthew Computer Networking Employed by Chamberlains Old Forest Inn 

Eitrem Jeremy Computer Networking War Memorial Hospital 

Frazier Lucas Computer Networking Bulldog IT 

Gallagher Sean Computer Networking Sault Tribe of Chippewa Indians 

Gough Kody Computer Networking Taco Bell 

Holbrook Cordell Computer Networking 

Hollowell Robert Computer Networking Graduate 5t Jdent at Central Michigan University 

Hotlen Kyler Computer Networking Consulate Health Care 

Ison Max Computer Networking Kent Record Management 

Minaker Eric Computer Networking 906 Technologies 

Northrop Everett Computer Networking EUP ISD 

Postma Tyler Computer Networking Bay Mills Community College 

Reeves Alaric Computer Networking NuAxis Innovations 

Sullivan Joseph Computer Networking Google 

Barnum Taylor Computer Science International Forwarders 

Bartz Leah Computer Science 

Blumenthal Joel Computer Science General Mills 

Bosley Josh Computer Science Aerotek/TARDEC 

Dotski Elizabeth Computer Science LSSU 

Gerberding James Computer Science Unemployed 

Graziani Philip Computer Science Aerotek/TARDEC 

McBain Robert Computer Science Platform Staffing Group 

Novic Tamara Computer Science 

Qian Wei Computer Science Applying to Graduate Progrum 

Rain Adam Computer Science UC Synergetic 

Roberts Laura Computer Science Optimation 

Wiley Joshua Computer Science KPIT 

Wilson Cody Computer Science NEMCMH 

Barrett Michael Mathematics Teacher/Tutor, Bay Mills Community College 

High School Math specialist at Coast Tsimshian Academy 

Canduro Anna Mathematics in Lax Kw'alaams, Northern British Columbia 

Carte Olivia Mathematics Teacher, Pickford Area Schools 

I.T. System Specialist and Adjunct Lab Instructor, Lake 

Dotski Elizabeth Mathematics Superior State University 

Keilholtz Jessica Mathematics Teacher, Les Cheneaux Public Schools 

McNamara Kiegan Mathematics Industrial Air Technology in Alpena 

Nicholson Michael Mathematics 

Pavey Adam Mathematics Bay Mills Indian Community Payroll Accountant 

Rogers Ryan Mathematics Young Cabinetry 

Sloat Dillon Mathematics Teacher, Lake City Area Schools 

Graduate Student, North CHolina Agricultul"al and 

Suehr Sean Mathematics Technical State University 
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Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 
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documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided, 
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School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Four-Column Report School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Filename (if emailed): Goals 
This documentation is relevant to 7 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Demonstrates the level of completion of School goal assessment as 
the file and its value as evidence of November 21, 2018 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Planning Unit Four Column 

School: Planning - Computer Science and Mathematics 

Outcomes 

I. Collaboration and Inclusioll - We 
support an environment of 
collaboration and inclusion where 
students, faculty, and staff from all 
fields of study are valued. 
Goal Status: Active 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

The School will maintain and attend 
speaking series involving students, 
faculty, and staff. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
The School has begun a Mathematics Seminar that meets 
on a biweekly basis. (11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
The School has created an informal seminar called Talk 
Math to Me that meets on a weekly basis in the Center of 
Teaching and Engaged Learning for students to present 
mathematics in a supportive and non-threatening 
environment. Average attendance has been 11 students 
and 3 faculty & staff members per week. (11/19/2018) 

Use of Results 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: C1. We cultivate an 
environment of inclusion where all 
members treat others with dit~nity 
and respect. , C2. We cultivatE~ open 
communication, engagement, and 
behaviors that strengthen 
community, across campus and in 
the wider region. , A3. We will 
cultivate programs that support 
individual growth within the 
curricular, co-curricular, and non
curricular realms culminating in 
degree completion and 
endorsement of lifelong learn ing., 
E2. We will cultivate collaborations 
with external and internal groups to 
promote student development and 
success., E3. We will cultivate 
continuous improvement of the 
student experience through data
informed decision making and 
student input. 

-----------------------------

11/21/2018 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
The School has started a University wide Colloquium series 
and contributed the initial talk, along with several others. 
The Colloquium has had speakers from other Schools across 
campus. (11/19/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
LSSU hosted the Upper Peninsula Regional Meeting of the 
Mathematical Association of America - Michigan Section in 
October 2016. (11/19/2018) 

The School will maintain and attend Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
social events. Goal met: Yes 

Interested faculty continue to meet socially every week and 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Result: LSSU is scheduled 
to host the Upper Peninsula 
Regional Meeting of the 
Mathematical Association of 
America - Michigan Section in 
October 2020 (11/20/2018) 
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I Outcomes 

. 11/21/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 

once a month during the summer. (11/21/2018) 

The School will maintain active clubs Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
in mathematics and computing. Goal met: Yes 

Our classes are accessible, and have 
utility and value to students outside 
our degree programs. 

The School currently has a chapter of the Association for 
Computing Machinery (ACM). Every year the chapter 
participates in the ACM Programming contest, which we 
hosted in November 2018. The School has begun a 
mathematics club. (11/19/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
For years 2013-2018, 120 non school majors took CSCII05, 
or 24 per year on average. (11/20/2018) 

------
Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
For 2013-2018, CSCI 201 had 59 students from outside our 
school, an average of 12 per year. (11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
For years 2013 - 2018, CSCI 201 had 22 students from 
outside our majors, and average of 4 per year. (11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
For years 2013-2018, CSCI 221 had 23 students who were 
not in our majors, an average of 4.6 per year. (11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
For years 2013-2018, CSCI 341 had 28 students that were 
not our majors. The class was only offered 3 times in that 
range, so the average was 9. (11/20/2018) 

---
Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
For the 2016-2017 academic year the total enrollment in 
math courses was 707 for Fall, 549 for Spring and 26 for 

summer. (11/20/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: The School is 
beginning the process of 
establishing a chapter of the 
undergraduate mathematics 
honor society Pi Mu Epsilon. A 
requirement is that the University 
has a math club for a minimum of 
1 year. (11/20/2018) 

Use of Result: We recently moved 
to ALEKS-PPL as math placement. 
In 2019, we will assess the success 
of students who place into 
courses using ALEKS-PPL scores to 
ensure that this new method is 
properly preparing them for 
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Outcomes 

II. High Quality Instruction - We 
promote faculty-student interaction 
through high-quality classroom 
instruction, through hands-on 
research opportunities, and through 
student advising. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: C3. We cultivate 
continuous self-improvement 
through service, assessment, and 
accountability., A1. We will cultivate 
continuous academic and co
curricular improvement to provide 
relevant programs and support 
services., A2. We will cultivate 
student educational experiences 
that add value and allow students to 
reach their full potential. , E3. We 
will cultivate continuous 
improvement of the student 
experience through data-informed 
decision making and student input. 

III Currency - We adapt to changes in 
our disciplines to provide a timely and 
relevant educational programs to our 
students. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: C3. We cultivate 
continuous self-improvement 

. 11/21/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

The School will engage with the 
broader campus community for 
continuous improvement of 
instruction. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
For the 2017-2018 academic year the total enrollment in 
math courses was 774 for Fall, 587 for Spring and 26 for 
summer. (11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
A list of activities of instruction that represent engagement 
by faculty and students is attached. (11/21/2018) 

Related Documents: 
SchooIEne.ae.ement.docx 

Use of Results 
-----.J 

success. (11/21/2018) 

Students will complete sophomore Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
and senior projects in computing and Goal met: Yes 
senior projects in mathematics. 

Topics in sophomore and senior 
projects are chosen to be of current 
interest - either directly addressing 
skills that will be used in the 
workforce or exploring topics that 
will be of use in a graduate program. 

During the Spring 2018 semester 8 students completed a 
sophomore project in computing and 14 students 
completed a senior level project in computer science 

(11/19/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 Use of Result: While assessing 
Goal met: Yes student mathematics projects last 
During the 2017-2018 academic year, 4 students completed year, a question was raised about 
a senior project in mathematics. (11/19/2018) whether or not our assessment 

methods were properly assessing 
the ILO on Professionalism. That 
will be reviewed and improved in 
the Spring of 2019. (11/21/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
A list which includes sophomore and senior projects is 
attached. Many of these projects are directed toward 
helping the community or on current interests and 
innovation. (11/21/2018) 

Related Documents: 
SchooIEn~agement.docx 

Use of Result: We will continue to 
encourage projects that pertain to 
current interests and help the 
community. (11/21/2018) 
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Outcomes 

through service, assessment, and 
accountability., Al. We will cultivate 
continuous academic and co
curricular improvement to provide 
relevant programs and support 
services., A2. We will cultivate 
student educational experiences 
that add value and allow students to 
reach their full potential. , E3. We 
will cultivate continuous 
improvement of the student 
experience through data-informed 
decision making and student input. 

IV Budgetary Transparency - We 
build transparent fiscal responsibility 
into all budgetary processes including 
the collection and allocation of course 
fees to meet the needs of our 
students and programs. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 

addressed: C2. We cultivate open 
communication, engagement, and 
behaviors that strengthen 
community, across campus and in 
the wider region. , Fl. We will 
cultivate a culture of continuous 
improvement through accountability 
and sustainability practices, regular 
financial reviews, and periodic 
reporting., F2. We will cultivate data
informed budgetary processes that 
are open, transparent, and in 
alignment with institutional 
priorities., F3. We will cultivate 
viable entrepreneurial efforts to 
efficiently support evolving 
institutional needs, and to support 
new financially-viable, mission-

11/21/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Faculty will attend and participate in 
conferences. 

Faculty will maintain scholarly 
activities in their fields. 

The dean will meet with the chair 
monthly to discuss the budget. 

Students are informed yearly about 
access to student copies of software 
from organizations that we purchase 
software licenses from. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
A list of faculty presentations and attendance at 
conferences and workshops are attached. (11/21/2018) 

Related Documents: 

FacultyProfessionalDev.docx 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
A list of faculty scholarly activities for the last five years is 
attached. (11/21/2018) 

Related Documents: 

Facu ItvProfessiona I Dev .docx 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
In a move for greater transparency in budgeting, the dean 
met with the chairs in the college on September 28, 2018 to 
discuss the differences between the submitted budget and 
the approved budget. She also gave the chairs year-to-date 
totals . It was decided by the dean and chairs that these 
should be monthly discussions. The dean met with the 
chairs again on November 5, 2018 with year-to-date totals. 
(11/19/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
For 2018 - 2019, the students were sent an email on 11 
October 2018. Students who contacted Dr. Schemm 
independently before that date were manually set up. 
(11/20/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Faculty will be 
encouraged and supported (to the 
extent possible) to continue to 
present at and attend conferences 
and workshops. (11/21/2018) 

Use of Result: Faculty will be 
encouraged and supported (to the 
extent possible) to continue 
scholarly activities. (11/21/2018) 

Use of Result: The dean will 
continue these meetings. The 
feedback to greater transparency 
has been positive. Our last School 
review/justification of program 
and course fees was in 2016. The 
School will meet in the Spring of 
2019 and review program and 
course fees with the goal of 
submitting new proposals in the 
Fall of 2019, if necessary. 
(11/19/2018) 

Use of Result: For 2019-2020 
Academic Year a list of all majors 
and students in classes explicitly 
requiring a software package will 
receive an email no later than the 
second week of the semester 
informing them of software 
packages and options for 
individual use. (10/11/2018) 
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Outcomes 

driven opportunities. 

V. Outreach - We develop outreach 
programs with K-12, community 
colleges, tribal partners, and other 
organizations to improve recruitment. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: C2. We cultivate open 
communication, engagement, and 
behaviors that strengthen 
community, across campus and in 
the wider region . , C3. We cultivate 
continuous self-improvement 
through service, assessment, and 
accountability., F3. We will cultivate 
viable entrepreneurial efforts to 
efficiently support evolving 
institutional needs, and to support 
new financially-viable, mission-
driven opportunities. , E1. We will 
cultivate, maintain, and support an 
enrollment management strategic 
plan that will center on programs 
and activities that reach enrollment 
goals., E2. We will cultivate 
collaborations with external and 
internal groups to promote student 
development and success. 

11/21/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

The School will mainta in a 
relationship with regional partners 
such as the EUP ISO and LSSU 
Charter Schools. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
The School collaborates with the School of Education and 
the EUPISO to hold it's annual Pi Day event. There were 85 
students in attendance in 2018. (11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
The School collaborates with the School of Education and 
the EUPISD to hold it's annual Pi Day event. There were 80 
students in attendance in 2017. (11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
The School has a presence on the MiSTEM Advisory Board 
with the EUP ISO. (11/19/2018) 

----

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Existing articulation agreements with community colleges 
hosting LSSU Regional Centers (Bay de Noc CC - Escanaba 
and North Central Michigan College - Petoskey) 
(11/19/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Following last 
year's action plan, the award 
ceremony was held together as 
planned and the chaperones were 
assigned. It is recommended that 
if the scavenger hunt is held next 
year, that clearer directions are 
given to the volunteers at each 
site. (11/20/2018) 

Use of Result: As a follow up from 
last year, there was more 
collaboration between the ISO and 
LSSU. Instead of students taking 
turns in competing, more activity 
was planned throughout the day. 
This worked well and should be 
continued. Following a feedback 
survey from this year, it is 
recommended that next year the 
awards ceremony is held with the 
middle school students and the 
high school students in the same 
room. It is also recommended 
that at least one chaperone stay 
with the students at all times. 
(11/20/2018) 

Use of Result: Review existing 
articulation agreements in 
Computer Science & Computer 
Networking (11/19/2018) 
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Outcomes 
Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

The school will create and update 
articulation and transfer agreements 
with community colleges and other 
similar organizations to facilitate 
student enrollment. 

VI. Connections - We cultivate We will maintain a record of alumni 
connections to our alumni, to employment and graduate schools. 
graduate programs, and to employers 
to enhance the opportunities 
available to our students. 
Goal Status: Active 

Strategic Plan Outcome(s) 
addressed: C2. We cultivate open 
communication, engagement, and 
behaviors that strengthen 
community, across campus and in 
the wider region . , A2. We will 
cultivate student educational 
experiences that add value and allow 
students to reach their full potential. 
, A3. We will cultivate programs that 
support individual growth within the 
curricular, co-curricular, and non-
curricular realms culminating in 
degree completion and 
endorsement of lifelong learning., 
F3. We will cultivate viable 
entrepreneurial efforts to efficiently 
support evolving institutional needs, 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
In 2018-2019, we have worked on updating two articulation 
/ transfer agreements. One with Bay Mills, and the other 
with Bay College . 
(11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
In 2017-2018, we worked on updating 1 articulation / 
transfer agreement(s). Kirtland CC (11/20/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
Graduating student lists have been complied for the 2017 
and 2018 graduating classes. We have identified the 
current employment status or post-secondary institution for 
90% of those alumni. (11/19/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2018-2019 
Goal met: Yes 
The School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
maintains a public page on Facebook. (11/19/2018) 

11/21/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: The articulation 
with Bay is a work in progress, but 
our Dean has met with people 
from Bay College and we are 
currently working to improve 
accessibility for students for both 
Computer Science and Computer 
Networking (formerly, we had 
only considered Computer 
Networking). (11/20/2018) 

Use of Result: Exit interviews will 
be conducted by the School chair 
during finals week for students 
completing graduation 
reqUirements. (11/20/2018) 

Use of Result: Electronic surveys 
will be conducted every summer 
targeting alumni with less than 2 
years after graduation. 
(11/20/2018) 
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I Outcomes 

and to support new financially
viable, mission-driven opportunities. 
, E2. We will cultivate collaborations 
with external and internal groups to 
promote student development and 
success . 

• 11/21/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results Use of Results 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form . One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 
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Filename {if emailed}: 

This documentation is relevant to 8 
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Briefly summarize the content of Provides an example of our assessment Template 
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supporting program review: 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Course Assessment 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Course: escI 342 Semester Offered: Fall2017 
Instructor: Christopher E. Smith Course Credits: 4 

Quantitative Course Assessment Matrix Mapping Ob jectives and Assessment 
Instruments 

Instructor Assessment 

Activity Possible Average Objective Objective Objective Objective 
Points Score I 2 3 4 

% of students above % of students above % of students above % of students above 
70% of available pts 70% of available pts 70% of available pts 70% of available pts 

#Q % # % # % # % 
Final 200 153.3 8 77% 4 81% 3 67% 2 71% 
Exam 

Outcome Meets Meets Fails to Meet Meets 

Objective 
5 

% of students above 
70% of available j>ts 

# % 

1 47% 

Fails to Meet 

Explanation of above table: On the Final, the targeted questions for Objective 1 are used to calculate 
the number of the students that received at least 35.5 of the 50 (70%) points possible. The standard of 
70% (at least 6 out of9) of the students must earn at least 70% of the available points (at least 35.5 out 
of the possible 50) is applied. 

Course Objectives 

CSC] 342 Objectives: 
Upon completion of this course, students should be able to: 

1. Apply the basic types of algorithms, and identify each. 
2. Apply brute force, divide and conquer, dynamic programming and greedy algorithms. 
3. Analyze the complexity of algorithms 
4. Apply the principles of testing and design test plans based upon these principles. 
5. Describe the concept of a memory leak and demonstrate the ability to discover them. 

Course Success Rate 

The following table shows the distribution of grades that reflect the success rate of the students in the 
above named course. 

CSCI 342 Advanced Programming Techniques 
Class Size I AtoC I C-toD- I FIWIN I I 

17 I 15 I 2 I 0 I 0 
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.. Summary 
Objective 5 again failed to meet expectations, as it did during the last offering two years ago. 
This topic is introduced in CSCI 121, reinforced in CSCI 201, and is expected to be mastered in 
CSCI 342. For this offering, Objective 3 was slightly below standards, but is a topic that is 
covered in at least two prior courses and, if the student takes CSCI 341 first, is covered there as 
well. 

Actions 
Strengthen the emphasis on memory leaks in CSCI 121/201 as well as a stronger reinforcement 
in CSCI 341/342. 

Follow-up from Prior Offerings 
Objective 5 was to be looked at more closely. That has been done and found that changes need to 
be implemented. 
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Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Course Assessment 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Course: MATH 111.003 College Algebra Semester Offered: Fall 20 17_ 
Instructor: Muller, K. Course Credits: 3 

Course Assessment Matrix Mapping Objectives and Assessment Instruments 
The following table has the averages on the course objectives from students in MATH 111.003 only. 

MATH 111.003 Skills and Objectives 

Activity 
Possible 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Points 

Test 1 100 26,2 32.0 15,9 23,0 33,8 45,0 

Test 2 50 5.9 7,0 11.6 15,0 17,2 21.0 6,2 7,0 

Test 3 50 10,7 12.0 14,3 18,0 12,3 14.0 5,0 6,0 

Final Exam 100 8,7 10.0 8,5 10.0 5.2 8,0 8,2 10,0 11,7 16,0 6,9 8.0 10,0 12.0 13,5 16,0 7,5 10.0 

% Quantitative 83.1% 73.9% 73.6% 85.9% 76.5% 85.3% 82.7% 83.0% 81.3% 
.. ,', .. 

i Goal Met Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Explanation of above table: On Test 1, for example, of the 100 points possible, 32 of the points 
measure mastery of Objective 1 and the average number of points earned was 26.2, etc. 

The above data was from my section. The following table is from the Departmental 
final in all sections. 

Departmental Final Skills and Objectives 

Activity 
Possible 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Points 

Final Exam 100 8.6 110.0 8.4 10.0 4,8 1 80 7,7 10,0 11.51 16,0 7.0 8,0 9,8 12,0 13,0 16,0 6.5 

1 I 1 

9 

10,0 

% Quantitative 86.0% 84.0% 60.0% 77.0% 71.9% 87.5% 81.7% 81.3% 65.0% 

As you can see the students in my section scored higher on all objectives except objective 6 on power 
functions, but the difference was slight. 

Course Objectives At the conclusion of MATH 111 successful students will be able to: 
1. Solve problems presented in the context of real world situations, with emphasis on model creation, 

prediction and interpretation. This will be done using multiple perspectives, including formulas, 
tables, graphs, and words. (This includes determining if a given formula, table, graph or situation 
represents a function, as well as finding the domain and range.) 

2. Calculate the average rate of change of a function using the slope formula or simplify the average 
rate of change using the difference quotient. 

3. Define, evaluate, graph and analyze linear functions and solve linear equations and systems. (The 
analysis will include finding slopes, input/ output values, intercepts, and intersections, as well as 
determining if data are linear.) 

4. Define, evaluate, graph and analyze exponential functions, and solve exponential equations. (The 
analysis will include finding input/output values, using growth/decay rates, and determining if data 
are exponential.) 
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5 ... Define, evaluate, graph and analyze logarithmic functions, and solve logarithmic equations. (The 
analysis will include finding input/ output values, comparing inputs / outputs of logarithmic scales 
using ratios, and using properties of logarithms to evaluate functions and solve equations.) 

6. Define, evaluate, graph and analyze power functions, and solve power equations. (The analysis will 
include finding input/output values, and determining concavity.) 

7. Define, evaluate, graph and analyze polynomial and piece-wise polynomial functions, and solve 
polynomial equations. (The analysis will include fInding input/output values, fInding zeros, and 
optimization.) 

8. Perform operations on functions such as transformations, compositions and inversions. 
9. Solve polynomial inequalities. 

General Education Mathematics Outcome and Assessment Results 
Analyze situations symbolically and quantitatively in order to make decisions and solve 
problems 

All of the course objectives that meet the General Education Mathematics Outcome. As the final 
exam contains at least one problem from each objective I have used the final to assess the 
general education mathematics outcome. 

The General Education Mathematics Outcome assessment result is as follows: The average on the 
final exam from this section was 80.4% as compared to 77.4% in all sections of MATH 111. 

The score on the General Education Quiz out of all MATH 111 courses was 1.54 out of 3 which is 
between Moderate and Proficient. (The data I have available does not separate out the 111 course I 
taught from others.) 

Student Self-Assessment Matrix 
The students were asked to rank their comprehension of each of the objectives on a 4 point scale, both 
before and after th 1 Th d ank d hi' h' h . . h e c ass. ese stu ents r e t emse ves qUlte 19J commgmtot e course. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
t Self Assessmen 

Befo re 2.6 2.6 3.3 2.7 1.8 2.5 2.8 2.6 2.4 

AI ter 3.6 3.5 3.B 3.7 3.3 3.6 3.7 3.4 3.6 

Course Success Rate 

The following table shows the distribution of grades that reflect the success rate of the students in the 
above named course. 

MATH 111.003 College Algebra 
Number of students A to C C- to D- FlWfN I 

35 30 2 3 
(85.7%) (5.7%) (8.6%) 

Summary: All objectives were met. 

Action: No new action. 
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Follow-up to prior offerings: My last offering of this course was in the Spring of2016. My action was 
to have several quizzes and activities over logarithms before the exam. I made this change and the 
success on that objective was very good. 
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Mathematics and Computer Science 
Wednesday, April 25, 2018 
Minutes 

Present: Kimberly Muller, Robert Kipka, Collette Coullard, Christopher Smith, Evan Schemm, George 
Voutsadakis, Grace Ngunkeng, Brian Snyder, and Colleen Barr 

Absent: Lorraine Gregory (teaching) and Kathleen Kalata 

Dr. Myton informed Kimberly that his teaching certificate he submitted as evidence of his teaching 
qualification for MATH 088 is a secondary mathematics certification not an elementary mathematics 
certification. With this new information, a motion was made by Chris Smith to accept Dr. Myton's TQF 
to include MATH 088, second by Rob Kipka. YES-6, NO-O, ABSENT-2, ABSTAIN-2. 

Kimberly shared Dr. Myton's view that the mathematics qualification table could be changed now ifthe 
mathematics and computer science faculty wished. George will develop the changes and submit to 
faculty for fall implementation. 

Dr. Myton summer tasks for MATH/CS. 

1. Look at the programs and their objectives. These should be student centered - what the 
student will learn. 

2. Kimberly is to identify a contact person for each program. This was completed as: 
a. AS in Internet Network Specialist Evan Schemm 
b. BS in Mathematics Robert Kipka 
c. BS in Elementary Education-Mathematics Brian Snyder 
d. BS in Secondary Education -Mathematics Brian Snyder 
e. BS in Computer Networking Evan Schemm 
f. BS in Computer Networking/Web Develop Evan Schemm 
g. BS in Computer Science Chris Smith 
h. AS in Computer Science Chris Smith 
i. AS in Web Development Evan Schemm 

Discussion on Lorraine Gregory's concern regarding CAEP with course SLO review. The mathematics 
education objectives need to match the CAEP objectives. 

Course student learning outcomes will be reviewed by faculty who teach those courses with 
collaboration amongst faculty who teach the same course. Faculty will submit the list of all courses 
whose SLO's are acceptable to Colleen. Faculty will submit a list of courses to Kimberly whose SLO's 
have issues. A collection of these emails will be noted in the minutes. 

Mathematics program learning outcomes were reviewed. Kimberly will develop a PLO for Professional 
Responsibility. George will develop a PLO for Analysis/Synthesis and also Evidence. Collette will develop 
a PLO for Communication. Course objectives should be able to be mapped to program learning 
outcomes. 

Adjourned at 12:50pm 
Submitted by Colleen Barr 
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Mathematics and Computer Science 
Minutes 
April 11, 2018 

Present: Kimberly Muller, Evan Schemm, Robert Kipka, George Voutsadakis, Collette Coullard, Brian 
Snyder, Christopher Smith, Grace Ngunkeng, Colleen Barr 

Absent: Lorraine Gregory (teaching), Kathleen Kalata 

Motion by Brian Snyder to approve the minutes from March 28, 2018 and April 4, 2018 as presented, 
second by Grace Ngunkeng. Unanimous approval. 

Motion by Evan Schemm to award a Franklin and Wanda Otis Scholarship to Sierra Jaqua in the amount 
of $600 and the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science Scholarship to Scott R. Smith 
(A00066416) in the amount of $1000. George Voutsadakis moved to amend Evan's motion to award a 
Franklin and Wanda Otis Scholarship to Scott R. Smith ($600) and the Faculty of Mathematics and 
Computer Science Scholarship to Lydia Harman ($1000), second by Christopher Smith. 
Vote: YES-7, NO-O, ABSTAIN-l. 

Motion by George Voutsadakis to award the two $1500 Gerald Samson Mathematics Scholarships to 
Daniel Foix and Connor Kintz, second by Evan Schemm. Vote: YES-8, NO-O, ABSTAIN-O. 

Teaching Qualifications were reviewed. 

• Motion by George Voutsadakis to approve three hours from Lorraine Gregory's dissertation to 
graduate hours of Mathematics and accept her teaching qualifications, second by Collette 
Coullard. YES-8, NO-O, ABSTAIN-O. 

• Motion by Kimberly Muller to ask Steve Johnson for clearer justification oftested experience in 
his listing of qualifications to teach MATH 087, MATH 088, and MATH 102, second by 
Christopher Smith. YES-7, NO-O, ABSTAIN-l. 

• Motion by Evan Schemm to approve Kathleen Kalata's qualifications to teach computer science 
courses as listed, second by Christopher Smith. YES-8, NO-O, ABSTAIN-O. 

• Motion by George Voutsadakis to decline Paul Kelso's qualifications to teach Mathematics 
courses listed. George withdrew his motion. Christopher Smith moved to request more 
information and clarification from Paul Kelso of his qualifications to teach Mathematics courses 
listed, second by George Voutsadakis. YES-7, NO-O, ABSTAIN-l. 

• Motion by Kimberly Muller to accept Robert Kipka's teaching qualifications as listed, second by 
Collette Coullard. YES-7, NO-O, ABSTAIN-l. 

• Motion by Collette Coullard to accept Kimberly Muller's teaching qualifications as listed, second 
by Robert Kipka. YES-8, NO-O, ABSTAIN-O. 

• Motion by George Voutsadakis to accept Grace Ngunkeng's teaching qualifications as listed, 
second by Collette Coullard. YES-8, NO-O, ABSTAIN-O. 

• Motion by Robert Kipka to accept Mary O'Connor's qualifications to teach MATH 087, MATH 
088, and MATH 102 as tested experience with possession of a teaching certification, second by 
Collette Coullard. YES-7, NO-O, ABSTAIN-l. 

• Motion by Kimberly Muller to accept Evan Schemm's teaching qualifications as listed, second by 
Collette Coullard. YES-8, NO-O, ABSTAIN-0 

Adjourned at 12:50 
Submitted by Colleen Barr 
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Mathematics and Computer Science 
Minutes 
April 4, 2018 

Present: Kimberly Muller, Evan Schemm, Robert Kipka, George Voutsadakis, Collette Coullard, Brian 
Snyder, Christopher Smith, Grace Ngunkeng, Colleen Barr 

Absent: Lorraine Gregory (teaching), Kathleen Kalata 

Motion by George Voutsadakis to award one of the Franklin and Wanda Otis scholarships for $600 to 
Brooke Leverton, second by Christopher Smith. Motion passed unanimously. 

Motion by Evan Schemm to postpone awarding the remaining scholarships until donors have been 
contacted by Foundation to see if these awards can be amended to include computer networking 
majors, second by Kimberly. Vote: Yes-7, No-O, Abstain-1 

Guidelines in determining teaching qualifications were discussed. 

Adjourned at 12:S0pm 
Submitted by Colleen Barr 
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Mathematics and Computer Science 
Minutes 
March 28, 2018 

Present: Kimberly Muller, Evan Schemm, Robert Kipka, George Voutsadakis, Collette Coullard, Brian 
Snyder, Christopher Smith, Grace Ngunkeng, Colleen Barr 

Absent: lorraine Gregory, Kathleen Kalata 

Motion by Evan Schemm to approve the minutes from March 21, 2018, second by Christopher Smith. 
Unanimous approval. 

Drop Anchor is on April 14th. Fall admits are invited to campus. The department showcase will be 
staffed by Chris, Rob, and Kimberly. 

The Arts Center has inquired about using the glass display case in the CASET lobby. Faculty agreed that 
they would share the case with the Arts Center. 

Summer tutor suggestions for the learning Center are Jacob Cedolia, Mary Sonnabend, and Matt 
Zahara. 

A science faculty member has asked to use one of the Mathematica licenses. Since there are only eight 
licenses, this appears to not be an option. Rob suggested they download SAGE which is free. Rob 
volunteered to give instructions on its use. 

Motion by Evan Schemm to approve the addition of EDUC 101 to the Math Elementary and Secondary 
degrees, second by Collette Coullard. Unanimous approval. 

Motion by George Voutsadakis to add CSCI 103 to the Mathematics and Mathematics Actuarial/Business 
degree, second by Collette Coullard. Unanimous approval. 

Teaching Qualifications were reviewed. 

• Motion by Evan Schemm, second by Rob Kipka to approve Collette Coullard's TQF as presented. 
YES 7, NO 0, ABSTAIN 1. 

• Motion by Evan Schemm, second by Chris Smith to not approve Paige Gordier's qualifications to 
teach MATH 207 because it isn't clear that there are 18 hours of Mathematics course content. 
YES 5, NO 0, ABSTAIN 3. 

Faculty will review the remaining TQFs and continue the approval process at the next meeting. 

Math Search Update: Brian stated that all telephone interviews have been completed. The search 
committee will meet either on Friday, March 30th or Monday, April 2nd to determine which candidates 
will be invited to campus. 

DFW grades discussion moved to next meeting. 

Mini semester discussion moved to next meeting. 

Adjourned at 12:50pm 
Submitted by Colleen Barr 
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Mathematics and Computer Science 
Minutes 
Wednesday, February 28, 2018 

Present: Evan Schemm, Katie Kalata, Collette Coullard, George Voutsadakis, Christopher Smith, 
Kimberly Muller, Brian Snyder, Robert Kipka, Grace Ngunkeng, Colleen Barr. 

Absent: Lorraine Gregory (teaching) 

Outstanding graduate awards as follows: 

A motion to not award the Outstanding Associates in Computer Science Graduate award was 
made by Evan Schemm, second by Christopher Smith: 
In Favor-7 
Oppose -0 
Abstain - 2 

A motion by Evan Schemm nominating Joseph Sullivan as the Outstanding Computer 
Networking Graduate, second by Chris Smith. 
Vote for Joseph Sullivan as Outstanding Computer Networking Graduate: 
In Favor-6 
Oppose-O 
Abstain - 3 

Motion by Evan Schemm nominating Wei Qian as the Outstanding Computer Science 
Graduate,second by Christopher Smith: 
In Favor-7 
Oppose-O 
Abstain -2 

Motion by Brian Snyder nominating Michael Nicholson as the Outstanding Mathematics 
Graduate, second by Collette Coullard: 
In Favor-6 
Oppose -0 
Abstain -3 

Motion by Collette Coullard to not award an Outstanding Mathematics Education Graduate 
award, second by Evan Schemm: 
In Favor- 6 
Oppose-O 
Abstain -3 

Completion of the Teaching Qualifications forms was discussed. 
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Kimberly is producing Alumni and Student Spotlights for the school webpage and to be used in 
email, text messages to admitted and current students. She asked those faculty who have 
information on current and past students to submit the information with pictures to her. 

Kathleen Kalata will not be participating in the online teaching committee. 

Motion to adjourn by Brian, second by Grace. 
Adjourned at 12:50 
Submitted by Colleen Barr 
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Mathematics and Computer Science 
January 31,2018 

Present: Kimberly Muller, Evan Schemm, Brian Snyder, Collette Coulalrd, Robert Kipka, George 
Voutsadakis, Kathleen Kalata, Colleen Barr, Grace Ngunkeng (arrived at 12:10pm) 
Guest: David Myton, Dean 
Absent: Lorraine Gregory (teaching) 

Motion by E Schemm to approve the minutes from 11/15/17 and 11/29/17. Seconded by C Smith. 
Unanimous approval. 

F18 course schedules have been sent to Dr. Myton using E Schemm's scheduling program. Dr. Myton 
was given permission by E Schemm to use this scheduling program in other areas ofthe College. 

K Muller is working on the S18 course schedules. Engineering has asked that Calculus I be taught this 
summer. They will poll their students for interest. Math faculty were asked to poll their MATH 102 and 
MATH 111 students to find interest in a MATH 131 offering this summer. C Collette will poll MATH 131 
students to see if there's interest in Calculus I for summer. 

Task group interest from Math/CS faculty: 
distance delivery - K Kalata 
graduate discussion - C Smith and G Ngunkeng 
room security and safety - K Muller (E Schemm will advise if needed) 
space utilization - G Ngunkeng 
budget - C Smith 

Discussion about security and safety with passcards for labs 

CS + X program - curriculum options working group will consist of C Smith, K Kalata, E Schemm, Greg 
Zimmerman (biology), Stephen Kolomyjec (biology), and possibly Steven Johnson (chemistry). 

In the past, K Muller, as chair, has already mailed letters to admitted students and advisors have made 
personal contact with them. Currently, the schools have not been given admitted student lists so 
contact has not been made. Dr. Myton informed the group that this discussion has been had at the 
Provost Council. Dr. Finley will contact Admissions to find out the contact process and expectations for 
contact by schools. Dr. Myton will inform the group of the process. 

Orientation will be held within a short period in June. K Muller said there will be a lot of work in 
developing student schedules within this short period of time. Also, there will not be any school chairs 
for summer questioning who will be overseeing orientation in the school. 

K. Muller stated there needs to be a better list of math adjuncts so if faculty have names of anyone who 
could teach MATH 087 and 088, to pass them on to her. 

K Muller will be writing two advertisements for adjuncts, one for developmental math and one for more 
advanced math to be posted on the Human Resources employment site. 
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.. . " 

E Schemm wanted to know who to send information to if a student is not attending classes. He was 
informed if it is an academic issue, to send the information to Bobbie Kyle in the FCT, and if it's anything 
other than academics, to send the information to Sharmay Wood in Student Life. 

Faculty transcripts are in the Provost Office. C Barr was instructed to pick these up and distribute to 
faculty to help with their completion of the teaching qualifications form. 

K Muller asked Dr. Myton for a copy of the older TQF that had been completed. Dr Myton said older 
TQFs are in ARGOS and a report can be run to produce this information. 

G Voutsadakis stated that school faculty had given teaching qualification information to Donna 
Fiebelkorn last semester. Dr. Myton will ask 0 Fiebelkorn for this matrix. 

Dr. Myton - things that are coming are program goals development and program reviews at the college 
level. 

E Schemm motion to adjourn, second by B Snyder. 

Adjourned at 12:50pm 

Submitted by C Barr 
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School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Meeting, Wednesday, September 13, 2017 

Minutes: 

Present: Kimberly Muller, Evan Schemm, Christopher Smith, Lorraine Gregory, Robert Kipka, Kathleen 
Kalata, George Voutsadakis, Grace Ngunkeng, Brian Snyder, Colleen Barr 

Absent: Collette Coullard 

1. Approval of Minutes - Motion was made by Brian to approve the minutes from September 6th 

with the addition of attendees, seconded by Lorraine. The vote was unanimous. 
2. Kimberly stated there is not an approved school budget yet. She was asked by Dean Fiebelkorn 

to encourage all to be frugal with making copies. 
3. Minors - The Math minor currently requires 22 credit hours of mathematics. Engineering 

students need 18 hours of mathematics for their degree. George moved to lower the 
Mathematics minor credit hours to 21, seconded by Lorraine. Discussion. The vote was 
unanimous. Kimberly will submit the necessary curriculum paperwork. 

4. PAW Weights - Rob and Grace will be completing their PAW evaluations this year. 
a. Rob requested his weights be set at: 65% Teaching, 5% Advising, 10% Service, 20% 

Scholarly and Creative Activity. Evan moved to approve, Chris seconded. Unanimous 
approval 

b. Grace requested her weights be set at: 65% Teaching, 10% AdviSing, 10% Service, 15% 
Scholarly and Creative Activity. Evan moved to approve, seconded by Chris. Unanimous 
approval. 

5. Early Alert - Faculty were asked to pass along the names of students who are not attending 
classes to Bobbie Kyle in the Academic Success Center and the names of those students who are 
having issues with student life to Sharmay Wood. Bobbie and Sharmay will be coordinating 
student contact. 

6. Field Day - Most of the abstracts have been received by faculty. Charter schools in the UP and 
Northern Lower Peninsula have been invited. Chris volunteered to create a form for the 
students to choose the presentations they would like to attend. 

7. Faculty Qualifications - Kimberly will meet with Dean Fiebelkorn to clarify how this will be 
completed. 

8. Other Business - Grace shared a confrontation between two students in her class. Grace was 
advised to contact Bobbie Kyle and cc Kimberly. 
Kimberly put a rough draft of the spring 2018 schedule in faculty mailboxes. She asked faculty 
to review for errors and/or conflicts. 
George stated that the General Education committee will be asking for a plan from the schools 
to assess the university learning outcomes. 
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School of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Meeting, September6, 2017 

Present: Kimberly Muller, Evan Schemm, Christopher Smith, lorraine Gregory, Robert Kipka, Kathleen 
Kalata, George Voutsadakis, Grace Ngunkeng, Brian Snyder, Collette Coullard 

Minutes 

1. Approval of Minutes-Two corrections were made to the minutes. Evan made a motion to 

approve the minutes with those corrections, Chris seconded. The vote was unanimous. 

2. Kimberly reminded faculty to set PAW weights before the next meeting. She was asked to find 

out who was undergoing evaluation and when last year's evaluations would be complete. 

3. Early Alert-Kimberly asked that all faculty continue to send names of students who may be in 

danger of failing due to non-attendance or other concerns. She also informed faculty that a 

procedure for following through with these names was in development. 

4. Math General Education Outcome-The results of last year's general education outcome were 

discussed. Faculty decided to leave all ofthe data, including developmental classes, in the 

report but to remove section numbers. As an action, faculty chose to collect more data in 

upcoming semesters before acting further. George said he would write up the results with a 

comparison between pre-general education courses, pre-calculus courses and calculus courses 

and send them to the General Education Committee. 

5. Field Day-Evan and Brian said they still had abstracts to submit. Behavior of students at last 

year's event was discussed. Kimberly said she would speak with Kevin about possible solutions. 

6. Faculty Qualifications-Kimberly informed the faculty that Donna would be sending a document 

of course qualifications for faculty to complete. Kimberly was asked to determine if the 

document would contain all subjects or just those in our schools. 

7. Program/Course Objectives-Kimberly asked faculty to review the document of course 

objectives that was sent via email from Colleen. The objectives should all be student focused 

and measurable. 

1 
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Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching and Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Elementary 
Teaching Program Reviews 

Submitted By: Dr. Kimberly Muller, Chair, School of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Date Submitted: August 9, 2016 

1. Mission/Vision 
The Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching and the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Elementary 
Teaching are programs of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science. Throughout this document we will refer to 
the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching degree as M-ST and the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics 
Elementary Teaching degree as M-ET. The M-ST and M-ET programs have been in place since 1994: Historically, LSSU 
had a similar program to the M-ST program from 1971 to 1981. You can fInd a partial history of the program up to 2004 
(with some additional narrative and revisions made in 2006) at http://math.lssu.edu/prpe. In addition, this webpage has 
information on the content standards, pass rates of the accreditation examination up until 2004 and a detailed program 
philosophy. 

An attempt was made initially to create two separate program reviews for these two programs, but after writing several 
pages of each, it was found that programs were so similar that the two documents were in many sections nearly identical. 
After the Chair's consultations with Associate Provost Myton and Dean Fiebelkorn on June 20, 2016, it was decided to 
create one document. Where there are large differences, these will be noted. If a difference is minor a subscript of ST or 
ET will be used. 

The current program objectives for the two programs were developed in 2009 under the leadership of Professor Sherry 
Duesing. The objectives for the two programs are identical. 

Program Objectives 
Upon completion of a Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics: secondary teaching (or elementary teaching), from Lake Superior 
State University, students will be able to: 
1. Demonstrate a fundamental and foundational knowledge of mathematics by developing quantitative a1;ld abstract reasoning 

skills in order to build a conceptual understanding of logical structures and axiomatic systems. 
2. Demonstrate technical mathematical skills in the areas of algebra, geometry, calculus, and statistics for solving problems. 
3. Use their knowledge of the historical background of mathematics in enriching their own lives and the lives of their future 

students. 
4. Use software and other technology to solve problems. 
5. Use their acquired skills in the pursuit of a job and/ or graduate school. 
6. Create mathematical models and use their mathematical and analytical skills to solve real-world problems. 
7. Continue to acquire new knowledge for life-long learning in pursuit of their professional and personal goals. 
8. Communicate mathematically in their profession and the broader community. 
9. Make connections of mathematical ideas to other ideas both inside of and outside of mathematics. 

The similarity between the two degrees is largely due to the similarity to the "Content Guidelines/Standards" matrices for 
the two certification programs that were instituted by the Michigan State Board of Education in 2000 .. The State of 
Michigan guidelines can be found at htlp://www.michiwm.gov/ mde/ 0,4615,7-140-5683 6368-24835--,OO.html while our 
specifIc program matrices can be found on the website http://math.lssu.edu/prpe. The course mappings in the mattices 
were created by professors, Sherry Duesing, Lorraine Gregory and Brian Snyder in 2006. There are very few differences 
between the K-8 and 7-12 Mathematics subject areas and both lead to the Mathematics (EX) endorsement. The test 
objectives for the certification exams (Michigan Test for Teacher CertifIcation - MITC) can be found at 
http://www.mttc.nesinc.com / MI viewFW opener. asp. There are some specifIc content differences 'due to the grade level 
of the students. 

LSSU Mission Statement 
Our mission at Lake Superior State University is to help students develop their/ull potentiaL We launch students on paths to rewarding careers and 

productive, satisfying lives. We serve the regional, state, national and global communities f?y contributing to the growth, dissemination, and application of 
knowledge. 

Our mathematics programs for future elementary and secondary teachers introduce students to a broad range of both pure 
and applied mathematics, as well as both continuous and discrete, throughout their four years of study. The M-ET degree 
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also provides those students with the foundational knowledge required of all elementary education majors. The topics are 
aligned with the Michigan State Board of Education content guidelines as illustrated by the Program Review done in 2006. 
In the M-ST degree we've had a 100% placement rate for students in this program over the last five years. In the last two 
years we've had students who graduated in December obtain mid-year full-time employment in the field. For the M-ET, 
degree we've had very few students over the last five years, but those who graduated had immediate career placement. (For 
more tnformation see sections 3 and 4 on "Demand" and "Quality".) Because of our emphasis very early in MATH 103ET, 
MATH 104ET, MATH 215 and MATH 216sT on inquiry-based, student-centered learning and our requirement of passing 
the licensure exam (MTTC) and student teaching before graduation, our graduates exit LSSU with the ability to both think 
independently and communicate their ideas effectively. As teachers, our graduates join a workforce that has disst'mination 
as its primary goal. 

LS SU Vision S fatomenf 
Our programs grow and evolve in WqJS that keep our graduates at the cutting edge if technological and societal advances. As su,'h, we will be viewed fry our 
constituents as: 

• The preferred regional choice for students who seek a quality education which provides a competitive edge in an 
evolving job market. 

• 

• 

• 

An institution where relevant concepts are taught by quality faculty, and are paired w1Ih pracTical rcal-\vorld ,'xpenencc 
to provide a well-roWlded education. 
An institution which capitalizes on its location to instill graduates with an Wlderstanding of environmental issues and an 
overarching desire to be responsible stewards of the environment. 

A University that is highly student centered and empowers all students to realize their highest in~vidual potential. 

Our program also supports the University Vision in several different ways. One of our program outcomes is that graduates 
should be able to "use software and other technology to solve problems". Several of our classes support this outcome 
including Elementary Statistics, Linear Algebra, College Geometry, Mathematical Modeling and Principles of Programming. 
As for quality faculty, except in rare cases, all of our program courses are taught by faculty who hold a doctorate in a field of 
pure or applied mathematics, statistics or mathematics education. The rare exceptions include courses where there is a co
teacher with a terminal degree in a related field, such as engineering. All of these faculty members have publications in their 
respective fields, one had a previous successful career at a tier one university, one has had prior K-12 experience, one has 
had more than 50 publications since coming to LSSU, two have received teaching awards, and one has co-authored a 
textbook in his field. \))other progr, m outcome l~ for ~uccc~~ful graduates to "creatl mathematlcalmodds and use their 
mathematical and analytic:l1 skills to solve rcal-\vorld problems." Many of our COllr~l'~ have cour~e objectives tied to this 
program outcome, including .\1. \'1'J I 1011 :, 10-lu. 151. 152, 207, 25 1-;"1, 31O~'1, and 40L:. In parl1cuhr, in the i\l-ST 
program, i\lA IH ·W 1 ha~ a cia::;::; prnjlLt where the ~tudcnr~ work to~l'thL'r to ~oh t a current problem.' In 2016 tLeir class 
pro ject \Va~ to d ~slgn a l11:1th.:maticalmotld that \\ould ~peCifically hdn LSSLT. One of our greatest areas of strength is the 
individual attention that our students receive. All of our classes are small with 30 or fewer students. When one compares 
this with larger state universities, which have large lecture classes for fIrst year students, we are able to provide a uniquely 
student-centered atmosphere in the classroom. Our introductory proof sequence has 15 or fewer students and is typically 
taught using inquiry based learning. This is a very student-centered approach where students present the material to each 
other. In MATH 325, the students work in groups though activities both in the classroom and in the computer lab to form 
conjectures and build their own axiomatic system. For the elementary education students, MATH103 and 104 are taught 
using problem-based learning rather than direct instruction. Our program was the preferred regional choice in M-ST for 
many years. In fact, a large percentage of the area middle school and high school mathematics teachers are LSSU graduates. 
In 2011-2012, the teacher education programs at LSSU were placed on probation by the 1-fichigan Department of 
Education. At the time our M-ST and M-ET pass rates had been between 89% (due to one student) and 100% for many 
years, but our programs took a large hit in enroilment that year and saw continued declines. While we 'don't think we can 
claim the status of preferred regional choice currently, our students have had an outstanding record on the certification 
exam and in job placement for many years. This would be an excellent area to promote as a program of distinction. 

Several areas of the Strategic Plan are supported by our program. Some of these are emerging and others are more 
established. 
2.1 LSSU will increase enroilment. For the last two years we have offered a Field Day experience for area high school 
students where we introduced students to topics in mathematics and computer science using hands-on activities. We also 
contacted admitted students after they were accepted, made new brochures and power point slides for our programs, 
increased the visibility of our Pi Day activities and saw a large increase in admitted students for this program. Last year 
there were 10 admits to these programs compared to 0 the year before and one the previous year. Sadly, this year we have 
seen a reversal of that trend. 
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2.5 LSSU will graduate students who have had an exceptionally good university experience. The one-on-one attention that 
our graduates receive gives them a chance to exceed beyond expectations. Students learn from instructors with a variety of 
experiences, including K-12 teaching experience and others involved in teacher professional development. They become 
involved in the content using inquiry based learning and problem solving, not just listening to lectures. Students are 
prepared for the classroom by extensive field experience and student teaching opportunities. 
4.1 LSSU will increase high-impact educational experiences in BS/BA degree programs. Our students learn using inquiry
based learning and problem solving. Our students complete projects in MATH 207, MATH 321, MATH 325, MATH 
341sT. They have several hands-on classroom experiences, as well as student teaching. 
4.3 LSSU will improve the tracking process of graduate success. We have been tracking our graduates' placements three 
months after graduation since 2012 and have increased efforts to track them later. 
4.5 LSSU will prepare graduates who are ready for professional certifications or licensure. Our students are prepared to 
take MITC certification exam since the course work required in the programs correlates to the objectives for the licensure 
exams (1\1TTC). The current pass-rate for the secondary and elementary exam in 100% for those majoring (not minoring) 
in these areas. 
4.6 LSSU will increase the number of students participating in professional conferences and workshops. Several of our 
students have attended Math Teachers' Circle meetings. Three students attended the Michigan Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics conference July 2015. 
6.1 LSSU will define assessment and engage in meaningful, institutionalized assessment activities. Our school has been 
doing course assessment with well-established objectives for many years. Our program assessment has improved greatly 
over the last four years. 
6.2 LSSU will utilize appropriate and developing technology to facilitate effective and enriched learning experiences across 
the campus community. This is an area in which we excel. In fact we purchased and used many technologies such as i
Pads, tablets and document cameras before they were more widely available across campus. We also use many educational 
and commercial software packages in our courses to enhance student understanding of difficult mathematical concepts. 

There are several areas that distinguish these programs from our main competitors in the state. One i~ the small class size, 
especially at the calculus level. A second is the number of courses that have opportunities for the students to present the 
material that they are learning to their peers, giving them ample opportunities to practice communicating mathematics 
before they begin their student teaching. Also, the fact that our program is housed in the mathematics department (as 
opposed to education) provides a level of mathematical rigor that facilitates a deeper understanding of the core content 
areas. 

2. Productivity 
The faculty and adjuncts in mathematics teach a large percentage of classes that are not required by our majors. Because all 
of the faculty teach courses that are both in the program and out of the program, gauging productivity can be difficult. 
Because of this we have tried to use several different measures. First, we will take a look at instructional load for courses 
with the :M.>\'TH prefix. This includes developmental courses (MATH 087, MATH 088, MATH 102) and general education 
courses (MATH 110, MATH 111, MATH 131, MATH 207). Of these general education courses only' MATH 207 is 
required in these programs. There is also a course that is taught as service to business and science (MATH 112), courses 
only required by the Elementary Education and M-ET programs (MATH 103 and MATH 104) and courses that are filled 
by a variety of majors including Mathematics, M-ET, M-ST, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Physical Science (MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 251sT, MATH 310sT). The 
only courses in these programs under review that are not included in other non-teaching programs are MATH 321 and 
MATH 325. Using data from two consecutive academic years (2014-2015 and 2015-2016) the mathematics faculty load can 
be broken down as follows: 

• Developmental-25.7% 
• General Education-36.1 % 
• Service to business and science-7.3% 
• Courses only required for all Elementary Education majors and M-ET-3.0% 
• M-ST and M-ET Only-l.4% 
• M-ST and M-ET with Heavy Service-18.6% 
• B.S. in Mathematics and M-ST Only-2.7% 
• B.S. in Mathematics, M-ET and M-ST-2.1% 
• B.S. in Mathematics Only-3.2% 

Only 1.4% of our mathematics faculty instructional load is used exclusively for these two programs. '!pat is approximately 
3.2 load hours per year. Additionally, only 4.8% of the load is used by this program without also being required for general 
education or engineering which significantly increases the student credit hour/load hour ratio for those courses. This 
represents 10.5 load hours per year for these programs, along with the B.S in Mathematics. (This file is in tracdat.) Note 
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that none of the courses used for the M-ET program are exclusive to that program. In correspondence with Dean 
Fiebelkorn about whether or not this program should be deleted for low enrollment, one of the reasons she gave for 
keeping this program was, "Provided we keep the elementary math minor, the elementary education program period, and 
the secondary math major, then there are no unique courses that are offered only for the elementary ~ath major." 

A second measure of productivity is from Professor Collette Coullard's Spring 2015-2016 Cost-Revenue Analysis. In her 
analysis, based on classroom discussions with Associate Provost David Myton and Interim Vice President of Finance 
Morrie Walworth, she took into consideration tuition, state funding, the tuition plateau, discounted tuition, State of 
Michigan Contributions, auxiliary funds, faculty salary, faculty benefits and 50% overhead. The Cost-Revenue analysis for 
those instructors who predominantly teach mathematics courses was a net revenue of $951,887 and for the department as a 
whole was $1,111,013. In the discussions during Professor Coullard's presentation of her class's research, President Pleger 
mentioned that one measure of cost effectiveness would be whether or not each faculty member's revenue from student 
credit hours to instructional load (taking into consideration all of the above variables) made a profit. Each mathematics 
faculty member does so according to this analysis. 

Along those same lines, a third measure of productivity would be the ratio of student credit hours to faculty contract hour. 
The following table tracks data from 2006-2016. The numbers in blue represent the ratio of student credit hours to faculty 
contract hours in the Fall and the numbers highlighted in red are from Spring. The average of the Fall ratios is 26.6 with a 
standard deviation of 2.0 and the average of the Spring ratios is 23.9 with a standard deviation of 1.9. Even though there 
has been some . an attempt has been made to adjust offering patterns to compensate for enrollment declines. 

35 

MATH Student Credit Hours Per 
Faculty Contract Hour 

~~ __ L.~_=.:-~~~ a: . :-.-
15 

10 

5 

o 

~Fall ___ Spring 

A fourth measure is the next comparison, to the left, with 
other academic areas (as separated by the lo~d report summary 
on the 0:\ drive). It was made using the summary for 2015-
2016. Because of our heavy service load our ratio of student 
credit hours per faculty instructional load hours is the 3rd 
highest division on campus and our ratio of student credit hour 
per faculty contract hour is also the 3rd highest division on 
campus. (Instructional load does not include release time and 
Faculty Contract Hours do. Some areas receive a larger 
percentage of release time than others.) This data deals with 
instructional load. 
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A shortcoming of the above measures is that they show that the faculty members who teach courses it! these programs are 
productive, but they don't show specifically what is happening in the program courses. The next table is an attempt to track 
course enrollment numbers for the program courses. The courses with bold yellow font have undergone changes to their 
course offering pattern in the last few years in order to either save money or make the course load easier on students taking 
multiple mathematics courses. 

M-ST 

M-ET, M-ST 

M-ST 

M-ET, M-ST 

M-ET, M-ST 

M-ST 

M-ST 

M-ET, M-ST 

M-ET, M-ST 

(Prior to Fall 

2012) 

M-ET, M-ST 

MET, M-ST 

M-ET 

M·ET, M-ST 

M-CT 

M-CT 

M·ST 

M-CT 

M-tT 

M·[T 

M-ET 

M-ET 

M-ST 

M-Sr 

M-ST 

M-ST 

M-ST 

M-ET, M-ST 

M-ET, M-ST 

Total Enrollment in Courses 

MATH207 I'rl<' of Statistical Methods 220 253 295 268 243 

MATH215 Fund Concepts of Mathematics 18 25 19 20 19 

MATH216 Discrete Math/Problem Solving 14 8 11 11 6 

MATH251 CalcuTIiS 'i!i, 1- ,-= , 
-=-~19 1- ''---'3"1 1 ~ " 4i :=:i:':.:1~4 ---=_ - . I 24 . 

MATH305 Linear Algebra 22 9 7 

. MAJH310 '. 'Diftere;;TIaf E qu"ti ons'=':;':_~-=='l ~ - ~_ l J 7 ~?~=~;J:J~ f:" ~~8 ~-,~23 1 :aQ 
MATH321 History of Mathematics 13 20 13 S 9 

MATH325 College Geometry 9 7 5 

MATH341 Abstract Algebra I 15 8 

MATH401 Mathematical Modeling 16 14 8 
roSt301 Intro to Special Education 5 9 

EDUC150 Reflections Learning Teachlllg 55 64 48 
EDUC2S0 Student Diversity and Schools ~O 61 43 17 21 

EDUC301 Educ Psych & Learning Theory 40 42 20 22 15 
EDUC330 Readi ng Elementary Classroom 27 19 13 9 10 

EDUC350 Int Tech 21st Century Lrn Env 0 

EDUC410 Corrective Reading Classroom 28 23 13 6 11 

EDUC411 Elem Lang ArtS/literacy Skills 21 26 13 11 14 

EDUC415 General Instructional Methods 

EDUC420 Math Methods Elem Teachers 27 24 17 6 12 

EDUC421 SCience Methods Elem Teachers 26 26 15 7 9 

EDUC422 Soc Studies Meth Elem 'r eachers 27 28 12 9 'i 

EDUC423 Art MethodS-Classroom Teachers 13 15 

EDUC424 Hlth/Phy Ed Meth CI Room Teach 9 12 

roUC431 The Secondary Learner 18 15 20 7 

EDUC440 Reading In the Content Area 19 21 22 "I S 

EDUC442 Math Methods Secondary TeachE 10 0 11 

EDUC452 Dir St Math Meth Sec Teachers 1 

roUC460 Classroom Management 

WUC480 Directed Teaching Seminar 31 28 35 34 17 

roUC492 Directed Teaching 31 28 3!> 34 17 

M-ET and B.S. in Elementary Education 64 49 30 30 36 

M-ET, M -ST, Service and General Education 220 253 295 268 243 

M-ET and M-ST Only 3l 20 31 !) 15 
M-ET -and-/Q~~mponent f,ll~o~2Q5''';'~~~~~2_Q7 ~'''::='J 21O ''~-
M-ST and/or M-ET, with B.S. in Mathematics S4 64 39 53 40 

M-ST and/or M-ET, with other Education Degree~ 412 405 306 19b l/~ 
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The other enrollment numbers come from the following general education or program requirements. The following 
courses are specifically required by other majors (than M-ET or M-ST). 
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17 

192 
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MATH 103 & MATH 104--Elementary Education 
MATH 207-General Education, Athletic Training, Biochemistry, Computer Networking, Computer Science, Criminal 
Justice (Corrections, Criminalistics, Generalist, Homeland Security, Law Enforcement, Loss Control, Public Safety), 
Electrical Engineering Technology, Environmental Science, Exercise Science, Fire Science, Forensic Chemistry, Geology, 
Industrial Technology, Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical Laboratory Science, Nursing, Parks and 
Recreation, Physical Science 
MATH 151 & MATH 152-Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, 
Mechanical Engineering, Physical Science . 
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MATH 251, MATH 31O-Computer Engffieering, Electrical Engffieering, Mathematics, Mechanical Engffieering 

Other than the courses in dark green, all other courses serve students in multiple majors. For those courses in dark green, 
two of them are alternate year offerings. This is only 6.3333 load hours over a two year period. Students have a choice 
between EDUC 442 and EDUC 452, but only EDUC 452 has been offered in recent years because it can be prorated. Our 
programs have very few expenses that are program specific. The needed software licenses, computers, instructional 
technologies and paper usage are more than covered by our course fees. It would seem the costs to the university are 
minimal, especially considering our large service role. 

The following table shows the 10-year enrollment data for these two programs. Also included are the enrollments in the 
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics degree because 10 of the required courses for that program are also in the M-ST 
program.) We have included the minors because these students contribute to the enrollment in the co~rses. 

III 
U 

+=' 
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As you can see by looking at the "Fall 2012" 
line, the fact that the education programs at 
LSSU were put on probation in 2012 
impacted the enrollment in our programs and 
we have yet to recover. It is concerning that 
the majors dropped precipitously, but it is 
equally concerning that the Minor in 
Mathematics Elementary Teaching did as 
well. Since most of the courses overlap, our 
course enrollment and course offering 
patterns have been impacted. As noted 
earlier, prior to that year, these were regional 
programs of choice. We should consider 
ways that we can return the numbers to their 
prior levels. We believe that one of the best 
ways would be to advertise our high pass 
rates on the MTTC exam. . 

To be consistent with last year's B.S. in Mathematics program review an attempt was made to use the Ipeds database from 
the National Center for Educational Statistics to compare our enrollment with the 15 public universities in Michigan but in 
Ipeds, the data for all education majors was combined in one total and we were unable to separate by <;liscipline. 

The table to the right shows degree 
conferral. The table contains M
ET, M-ST and the B.S. in 
Mathematics because before 2009, 
the institutional data was combined 
for some of these programs. 
We've separated out the data in 
those years using Anchor Access 
and commencement programs, but 
if you do your own report in 
Argos, it will combine some of the 
data. 

On a national level, data is collected every decade. According to the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences 2010 
survey at hrrr : !!www.ams.or~/ rrofession!data /cbms-surve} Icbms2010, there were a total of 3,614 degrees in mathematics 
education awarded in 2009-2010. (This is the last year that data is available.) There were 2774 four-year institutions in that 
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year, giving an average of 1.3 related mathematics education degrees per four year institution. (One commercial 
website seems to indicate that only around 1700 of these have programs in mathematics education bringing the ratio to 2.1, 
but we were not able to verify this number on a more dependable public site.) Our total degrees awarded for those 
programs is typically around 2, making us only slightly higher (or lower) than average. 

Using Argos to estimate the terms to graduation for these two programs, the average was 9.09 terms for majors in this 
program over the period from 2009-2014 and 8.30 for LSSU graduates as a whole (more recent data appears to be 
unavailable in Argos). Since these students need student teaching in order to graduate, this difference is not surprising. In a 
2014 report from Ai Case in Admissions, the overall FTIC retention rate from Fall 2010-2014 at LSSU was 70.40% and for 
the M-ST degree it was 83.30%. (No number was provided for M-ET and this report is not available ip Argos. We made 
an attempt to obtain more recent numbers from Annette Hackbarth-Onson in Admissions who referred us to Vice 
President Morrie Walworth. At the time of this writing, no new data has been made available.) 

3. Internal and External Program Demand 
External Demand: 

Mathematics is a high need area for high school and middle school math teachers. According to the Occupational Outlook 
Handbook of the Bureau of Labor Statistics there will be a growth of 6% in the demand for high school and middle school 
teachers from 2014-2024. 

According to the National Center for Educational Statistics, 15% of secondary level teachers are Mathematics teachers. Just 
less than 2% of elementary teachers focus on mathematics while 62% teach several subjects, including mathematics. 
(Source: hrtps: /!nces.ed.~ov/programs /digest /d13/tables /dt13 209.10.asp, accessed June 28, 2016). 'The Occupational 
Outlook Handbook (OOH), issued by the Bureau of Labor and Statistics, projects the job outlook for teachers in all 
disciplines to "grow about as fast as the average" between 2008 and 2018, an estimated 13% in ten years. Across the 
country, public interest in the school system is on the rise and the federal government has increased spending for education. 
The need for highly qualified teachers continues to expand. 

A table published by the National Center for Educational Statistics provided information regarding the percentage 
distribution of public elementary and secondary schools with a teaching vacancy in selected teaching fields, by the school's 
reported level of difficulty in filling the vacancy, teaching field, and locale: 2011-12. The information regarding mathematics 
teachers was that the percentage of schools 'with vacancies was 20% nationwide of which 1.1 % could not be filled 2012-13. 
This was the fourth highest vacancy rate listed. Source: htrp:l I nces.ed.gov I surveys I ruraled I tables I c.1.c.-1.asp 

Both programs are approved by Michigan Department of Education (MDE) and are two of four possible majors available at 
LSSU for prospective teachers. In addition, the success of the mathematical education students has consistently remained 
good. We feel that the decline in enrollment has more to do with the problems caused by probation in 2011-2012 and less 
to do with demand. The students who have graduated in recent years have all either been employed immediately or had 
employment offers, but chose to pursue other opportunities. 

Internal Demand: 
Refer back to page 5 for programs that require the M-ST or M-ET program courses. The largest constituents outside of 
mathematics are: 

• MATH 151 & MATH 152-Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Physical Science 

• MATH 251, MATH 310--Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering 

The table and lists on that page best represent internal demand. Another indication of demand is the enrollment of minors 
in these areas. All students must now take mathematics as part of their general education classes. As a result of this and 
other programs' requirements, most of the students enrolled in mathematics courses are not students majoring in M-ST, M
ET or the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics. 

4. Program Quality 

Mathematics introduces students to formal reasoning and, as a result, contributes to development of qualitative and 
quantitative analytic skills. The math department in its service role, as well as a major department, is proud to have 
promoted, to continue to promote, and to improve those indispensable skills for the entire LSSU community and all LSSU 
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graduates. Over the years the department has recruited and retained strong mathematicians and mathematics educators as 
witnessed by their recent scientific and pedagogical output: 

• Dr. Grace Ngunkeng has published 3 refereed articles in the past 3 years, has presented her work at the 2013 Joint 
Mathematics Meetings, and has attended 6 conferences in the past 3 years. 

• Dr. Kimberly Muller has published 4 refereed articles and has presented her scholarly work at 15 meetings or 
workshops in the past 10 years. 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has made 6 conference presentations in the past 10 years. 
• Dr. Brian Snyder has coauthored a textbook, published 1 refereed article, and attended 9 conferences in the past 10 

years. 

• Dr. Collette Coullard has published 5 refereed articles and made 2 conference presentations in the past 10 years. 

• Dr. George Voutsadakis has published 44 research articles and participated in 6 conferences in the past 10 years. 

It has developed a regional reputation and has strongly contributed to outreach activities promoting m'athematics and 
mathematics education and, thus, increased the University'S visibility and service in the community. Some examples of our 
state and regional involvement are: 

• Dr. Brian Snyder just finished a year as chair of the Michigan Section of the Mathematical Association of America, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard, Dr. Lorraine Gregory and Dr. Kimberly Muller, serve on the Eastern Upper Peninsula Math 

and Science Center Advisory Board, . 
• Dr. Collette Coullard and Dr. Kimberly Muller serve on the planning committee for the Eastern Upper Peninsula 

Math Teachers' Circle, 

• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science hosted the Michigan Section of the Mathematical Association of 
America's annual meeting in 2013, 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory, Dr. Kimberly Muller and Dr. Brian Snyder have taught professional development workshops 
in 4 different regions across the state, 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has been involved in several professional development activities for K-12 teachers in the 
Upper Peninsula, and the state, the most recent being two preconference professional development for MCTM, 
July 2015, 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has served as the VP for 4 year colleges for the Michigan Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, 

• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science has held two Field Day experiences for area high school 
students, an event we hope to repeat as an annual recruiting effort, 

• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science holds an annual Pi Day and math bowl for area middle school 
and high school students. 

Moreover, some of our majors have been among the highest GP A graduates and have been awarded University-wide 
distinctions, many with regular placement on the Dean's list and graduating cum laude, magna com laude or summa cum 
laude. Of the program's graduates over the last seven years, 42.9% graduated cum laude, 14.3% graduated magna cum 
laude, and 14.3% graduated summa cum laude. The average GPA was 3.56. Two have been awarded Faculty Association 
university-wide scholarships based on overall academic excellence. 

Several graduates have established and continue to distinguish themselves in their professions. We are providing three 
examples below. In addition to the quotes that we have included, we are grateful to these graduates for providing valuable 
feedback that can be used to strengthen our programs. Please note that two of these graduates received mid-year placement 
when a district was in a bind to fill a vacant position. However, they were both asked to return the following year to the 
same placement because of their excellent work. 

The first example is Andrew Doerr who graduated in December of 2014. Mr. Doerr was able to obtain a mid-year 
placement as a mathematics teacher and golf coach at Sacred Heart Academy in Mount Pleasant. When asked about his 
time here, he replied, "LSSU's Math Education program prepared me to teach a variety of classes. Going in to LSSU, I was 
not nearly as confident with the material that I was going to be teaching as I am now. The professors were there for me in 
and out of the classroom, and were always available for when I needed extra assistance. I am very appreciative of the 
professors and the people that I met at LSSU, and they definitely have had an impact on who I am today." 

Chris Ogren, who graduated from the M-ST program in 2013, worked at Kalamzoo Central High School as a 9th grade 
math teacher from October 2013-August 2015. In the Fall of 2015 he returned to his hometown to teach at Escanaba High 
School as a Geometry and AP Statistics teacher. When asked about his time here, Mr. Ogren said "I feel that at Lake 
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Superior State, I received an education that taught me all of the math I will need for being a teacher. I learned to not only 
memorize the necessary math skills, but also to think like a mathematician. I believe that the math faculty at LSSU did a 
great job of breaking math down to its fundamentals, and then building up to the more complex ideas. The program had a 
great balance of classes that challenged me on multiple levels. I especially look back and appreciate the things I learned in 
Math 215, College Geometry, History of Math, and Math Modeling. Most of my math classes were helpful, but those 4 are 
the classes I find myself referencing to students in my everyday teaching." . 

One of our most recent graduates, Jessica Keilholtz, accepted a mid-year placement at the middle school in Cedarville after 
graduating in December of 2015. They asked her to return next fall and she has accepted the position. Ms. Keilholtz said, 
"my content knowledge was strong enough that my only worry was classroom management and I had enough people to 
have my back that I made it through alright." She also indicated that her student teaching position in Brimley taught her to 
"handle a lot of situations so I felt well prepared." She said that, "The class that helped me the most would be the college 
geometry class. Being able to define shapes and show how to create them using technology was very useful." 

Through feedback from these students, one area where we could support them more is outside of the mathematical content 
area. For example Ms. Keilholtz relied on her new colleagues to teach her where to find educational resources. Finding 
new approaches to teaching difficult topics was sometimes a challenge for her. There are many websites that provide these 
educational resources and/or tips. This could perhaps be added to the Methods course or to a series of seminars. 

The Mathematics Education program was originally approved by the Michigan Department of Education in 1998. It was 
reapproved in 2006. In 2012, 6 programs in education were suspended by the state of Michigan and others were 
discontinued. Mathematics was not one of these programs. While the pass rate for the suspended programs on the state 
licensure exams was low, the pass rate for mathematics has remained high, typically above 90% for secondary education and 
recently, 100%. This compares to the state pass rate for secondary mathematics of 96.5%. There have been too few 
elementary mathematics majors taking the test (3 or fewer). More specific data is in the Program Assessment section. 
Following the suspension of programs in 2012, the School of Education sought out and completed accreditation by the 
national accrediting body for schools of education - The Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). 
This was successfully granted in October 2013. The School of Education continues to succeed, with recent ratings from the 
Department of Education being among the highest in the state. (http://www.1ssu.edu/ education! accessed June 29, 2016) 

Our programs compare favorably in its depth and quality to other peer mathematics programs. Two important documents 
for comparing our programs to those of others are the Curriculum Guide to Majors in Mathematical Sciences, 
published in 2015 by the Mathematical Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics 
(CUP:M) and The Mathematical Education of Teachers II, (MET II) published by the Conference Board of 
Mathematical Sciences in 2012. 

In 2015 the CUPM released its new Curriculum Guide to Majors in the Mathematical Sciences. It has four cognitive 
recommendations and nine content recommendations for programs in mathematics. Since these recommendations are 
brand new, we were impressed with how well our programs already fit. We will list those goals and briefly explain how we 
meet them. In some cases, for the sake of brevity, the recommendations are linked to our program outcomes. The first set 
of recommendations is for general mathematics programs, but we highlight them in order to support our earlier claim, that 
the placement of our programs within the department of mathematics is an added strength to the quality and rigor of our 
program. 

Cognitive Recommendation 1: Students should develop effective thinking and communication skiDs. Program Outcome 8. 

Cognitive Recommendation 2: Students should learn to link applications and theory. Program Outcome 6. 

Cognitive Recommendation 3: Students should learn to use technological tools. Program O utcome 4. 

Cognitive Recommendation 4: Students should develop mathematical independence and experience open-ended inquiry. Program 
Outcome 7. Specifically our use of inquiry-based learning in multiple mathematics courses and our student teaching experience. 

Content Recommendation 1: Mathematical sciences major programs should include concepts and methods from calculus and linear 
algebra. MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 251sT, MATH 305, MATH 310sT, MATH 401 sT 

Content Recommendation 2: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should learn to read, understand, analyze, and produce 
proofs at increasing depth as they progress through a major. MATI-I 103ET , MATH 104ET, MATH 215, MATH 216, MATH 321, MATH 
325, MATH 341 

Content Recommendation 3: Mathematical sciences major programs should include concepts and methods fJYJm data analysis, 
computing, and mathematical modeling. MATH 103ET, MATH 104ET, MATH 207, MATH 305, MATH 401 ST, CSC! 103ET, CSCI 105, 
CSCI121 ST 

Content Recommendation 4: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas and concepts from a variety of 
perspectives to demonstrate the breadth of mathematics. Our program has a mixture of theoretical and applied topics. 
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Content Recommendation 5: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should experience mathematics from the perspective of 
another discipline. CSCI 105, PHYS 221sT, CHEM 115sT, NSCI lOhT. 

Content Recommendation 6: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas from complementary points of view: 
continuous and discrete; algebraic and geometric; deterministic and stochastic; exact and approximate. 

Continuous: The majority of the calculus sequence 
Discrete: MATH 21651', parts of MATH 152, parts of MATH 401sT 
Algebraic: MATH 103ET, MATH 305, MATH 341sT 
Geometric: MATH 104ET, some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in MATH 305, MATH 321, MATH 
325 and MATH 401s1' 
Deterministic: MATH 31051', some topics in MATH 401sT 
Stochastic: MATH 207, some topics in MATH 401$1' 
Exact: Most of the calculus sequence 
Approximate: Some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in MATH 401 sT 

Content Recommendation 7: Mathematical sciences major programs should require the study of at least one mathematical area in 
depth, with a sequence of upper-level courses. We don't require this. 

Content Recommendation 8: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should work, independently or in a small group, on a 
substantial mathematical project that involves techniques and concepts beyond the typical content of a single course. MATH 321, 
MATH 325, MATH 401 51' 

Content Recommendation 9: Mathematical sciences major programs should offer their students an orientation to careers in 
mathematics. Students in this area are typically only interested in teaching. However, this is an area that could use improvement. 

Coursework is important for the formation of a successful teacher. However, "upper-division courses typical of a 
mathematics major have minimal impact on the quality of a teacher's instruction, as measured by student performance." 
(1v1ET II p. 53) :MET II recommends that courses for prospective teachers should provide teachers with opportunities for 
the full range of mathematical experiences. These recommendations are as follows: . 

Recommendation 1: Prospective teachers need mathematics courses that develop a solid understandiw: of the mathematics thel' will 
teach. The list of courses outlined above illustrate the depth of knowledge required of students. However, not all of the courses examine the 
mathematics from a teacher's perspective. Notable exceptions are MATH 103ET, MATH t04ET, MATII321, MATH325 and the methods 
courses, in the context of preparing lessons and learning activities. 
Recommendation 2: Coursework that aUows time to engage in reasoning, explaining, and making sense of the mathematics that 
prospective teachers will teach is needed to produce well-started beginning teachers. Although the quality of mathematical 
preparation is more important than the quantity, the foUowing recommendations are made for the amount of mathematics coursework 
for prospective teachers. 
i) Prospective elementary teachers should be required to complete at least 12 semester-hours on fundamental ideas of elementary 

mathematics, their early childhood precursors, and middle school successors. MATH 103ET , MATH 104ET provide 10 contact hours 
(8 credits) of elementary and middle school mathematics content. In addition, MATH 325 reviews many defInitions used in elementary 
mathematics, then builds on to those concepts quickly. MATH 215 and MATH 21651' covers counting and the properties of integers and 
rational numbers. 

uJ Prospective middle grades (5-8) teachers of mathematics should be required to complete at least 24 semester-hours of 
mathematics that includes at least 15 semester-hours on fundamental ideas of school mathematics appropriate for middle grades 
teachers. MATH 103ET, MATH 104ET provide 10 contact hours (8 credits) of elementary and middle school mathematics content. In 
addition, MATH 305 and MATH 325 review many definitions used in middle school mathematics, then builds on to those concepts quickly. 
MATH 215 and MATH 21651' covers counting and the properties of integers and rational numbers. 

iii) Prospective high school teachers of mathematics should be required to complete the equivalent of an undergraduate major in 
mathematics that includes three courses with a primary focus on high school mathematics from an advanced viewpoint. These 
courses include the MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 207, MATH 215, MATH 216sT, MATH 251sT, MATH 305, MATH 310ST, MATH 
341$T and MATH325. 

Recommendation 3: Throughout their careers, teachers need opportunities for continued professional growth in their mathematical 
knowledge. Our students are prepared to begin teaching, and our faculty members are actively involved with professional development locally 
and in various locations in the State. Through our roles as advisors for the region'S Math and Science Center, we know that there are many 
opportunities for teachers in the state to continue their professional development. 
Recommendation 4. All courses and professional development experiences for mathematics teachers should develop the habits of 
mind of a mathematical thinker and problem-solver, such as reasoning and explaining, modeling, seeing structure, and generalizing. 
Courses should also use the flexible, interactive styles of teaching that will enable teachers to develop these habits of mind in their 
students. The authors of MAT II cite the Standards for Mathematical Practice included with the Common Core State Standards 
(CCSS-M), notably problem solving, reasoning and modeling mathematics. As described earlier in this document, our students have 
multiple opportunities to observe these Practices in their classrooms, especially when inquiry, proof and problem solving form a basis for the 
instruction. 
Recommendation 5. At institutions that prepare teachers or offer professional development, teacher education must be recognized as 
an important part of a mathematics department's mission and should be undertaken in collaboration with mat;hematics education 
faculty. More mathematics faculty need to become deeply involved in PreK-12 mathematics education by participating in preparation 
and professional development for teachers and becoming involved with local schools or districts. The number of faculty who have or are 
currendy involved in Professional Development indicates the level of importance placed on mathematics education PreK to college level. 
Moreover, one faculty member, Dr. Lorraine Gregory, has experience teaching in elementary and high schools, has a Doctorate in Education, and 
is actively involved in the School of Education as well as the mathematics department. 
Recommendation 6. Mathematicians should recognize the need for improving mathematics teaching at all levels. Mathematics 
education, including the mathematical education of teachers, can be greatly strengthened by the growth of a mathematics education 
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community that includes mathematicians as one of many constituencies committed to working together to improve mathematics 
instruction at all levels and to raise professional standards in teaching. All faculty in the Mathematics Department are involved in the 
education of our students and the development of the mathematics education degree program. In addition, our faculty, with cooperation from the 
EUPISD and the EUP Math and Science Center, began a Math Teachers' Circle in 2013. A Math Teachers' Circle is a professional development 
community of middle school and high school math teachers, together with mathematicians in higher education and industry who get together to 
do math. 

Finally, many of our classes are using technology in state-of-the-art classrooms and labs. Our School purchased many of 
these technologies for CAS 119, CAS 205, CAS 207, CAS 209A, CAS 210 and CAS 303 before they w~re more widely 
available on campus. Document cameras have been available for several years now, before they appeared in all classrooms 
across campus, and are used for a variety of purposes including displaying the content currently being discussed, student 
work on problems, student presentations, etc. TI84 calculators are extensively used in several classes, especially MATH207. 
Software specifically for educational purposes is available such as Geometer's Sketchpad. Besides technology, the 
department maintains a large collection of manipulatives such as place-value blocks, Algeblocks, tiles, geoboards, 2 and 3 
dimensional shapes, etc. to assure that future teachers are aware of the place of these items in a rich mathematics 
educational experience. 

5. Assessment 

Our School has a well-established assessment strategy for all of its programs which began in 2008 with the establishment of 
a School Assessment Committee under the leadership of now Professor Emeritus Sherry Duesing. The Assessment 
Committee formed subcommittees by discipline and created measurable outcomes for all courses and programs by 2009 
and created a mapping by 2010. All of these objectives are located on the N: drive, though some have been edited in 
Tracdat since that time. Those objectives were then reviewed by Professor Duesing and Dr. Gregory to ensure that the 
outcomes were properly worded using established terminology in the field of Education. 

Course Assessment 
In 2009, we created a two-page template for course objective assessment which recorded our data and a summary of how 
we planned to use this data to strengthen our courses, which would of course strengthen our programs as well. You can 
locate these old reports, beginning with assessment from 2009, on the N: drive under Assessment. Before Tracdat, we had 
a well-established routine of completing our course assessment documents and steadily improving our courses. We feel our 
progress in this regard was well-ahead of the University as a whole. Course proposals were sent to the Curriculum 
Committee making changes to MATH 310 and MATH 325. In the summer of 2015, in preparation for writing a previous 
program review the chair of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science reviewed the School's assessment on the N: 
drive and in Tracdat and found that many of the faculty had continued under the old process while also entering data into 
Tracdat. These faculty upload the School document into Tracdat as evidence using "related document". Some faculty only 
completed the School document, but did not enter their data into Tracdat. Some faculty entered assessment data into 
Tracdat, but no longer completed the School document. In the Fall of 2015, with the endorsement of Dr. David Myton, 
Associate Provost, the School voted to return to using the School's assessment template, with improvements that were 
more in line with the information that Tracdat usually required, such as a section that specifically requests "Actions" and a 
section for "Follow-up" on prior actions to complete the assessment loop. 
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FOU~-UDAomPriorOf'ferings 

Follow-up from 
Prior Offerings 

On January 22,2016, after Dr. Myton made some changes in Tracdat to align with our assessment terriplate, Dr. Myton 
wrote, ''Please thank your faculty for their assessment work. Your School is now the campus leader in terms of green checks 
and absence of red flags - congratulations!" In addition to Tracdat, many assessment reports can be found on the School's 
N: drive for easier viewing. 

Program Assessment 
The School has mapped course objectives to the program objectives. In most cases these course objectives are used to 
measure the program objectives. In one case the objective is measured by student placement after graduation. For those 
objectives where course outcome data is used, the numbers were calculated using the last semester/year of offering during 
the last two year cycle. Except for a few select cases of alternate year offerings, we used the data from 2015-2016. As you 
can see from the next table, in most cases the targeted threshold for the objective is met. Those boxes are green. There are 
three objectives where the numbers are lower that the target of 90%. Those boxes are red. To provide more context for 
how these numbers were calculated, inside the 6 courses in the M-ET program that have course outcomes aligned with 
Program Objective 1, there were 24 outcomes mapped to that objective. Of those 24 outcomes, 21 of the 24 were assessed 
as meeting the desired success rate during course assessment, giving an 87.5% percentage of course outcomes meeting the 
desired standard. If one more objective had met the desired standard, the objective overall would have met its 90% 
threshold. (Although the table shows that there is possibly some room for improvement, a quick look back at prior 
offerings shows that many of the course outcomes that did not meet the desired standard for this last offering, have met 
that standard recently. If we had chosen to do so, we could have used the "best" data instead of the most recent.) One 
should also note that the large majority of the objectives that did not meet the desired standard are in courses that are 
largely populated by students who are not majors in mathematics, M-ET or M-ST, so these numbers are likely not 
representative of our majors. 
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technical matbematical skills in the areas of algebra, MATH 151, MATH 152, 
MATH 207, MATH 305, 
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of the historical background of mathematics in MATH 103, MATH 104, 
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their acquired skills in the pursuit of a job andlor graduate school. 

mathematical models and use their mathematical and analytical MATH 103, MATH 104, 
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to acquire new knowledge for life-long learning in pursuit 
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MATH 152 

Percentage of Percentage of 
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All education students must pass the MITC licensure exam prior to student teaching. This is perhaps a better measure of 
whether or not these targeted graduates are meeting program outcomes. Secondary education mathematics majors take the 
secondary mathematics exam. Our pass rate has remained high with 100% of the M-ST majors attempting the exam 
passing it from 2012-2015. On the other hand, elementary mathematics majors need to fltst pass the elementary education 
exam, and may become highly qualified without taking/ passing the elementary mathematics exam. Currently, the pass rate 
for the M-ET majors is also 100%. The same exam is taken both by students majoring in mathematics as those minoring in 
mathematics, so some of the students included in the table below are minors, who take many of the same courses as those 
who are majoring in mathematics. The majors are in blue. All but one of the minors in the secondary program were still 
successful, but there is less success among the minors in elementary education. 
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4 = Examinee answered most or all of the questions correctly (scaled 
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6. Opportunity Analysis 
Recruitment 
Our School developed several new initiatives to increase enrollment in the past year including a Mathematics and 
Computer Science Field Day for area high school students, calling and writing potential students, developing new 
pamphlets and power point presentations on our programs and increasing our presence on social media. We expected it to 
take several years to see any increase based on our efforts, but our school shows a remarkable 58.1 % increase in admits 
already in 2015 (the largest increase shown in the data compiled by Joe Barrs at that time). We did not see the same 
increases this year for these two programs. While we no longer have access to reports from Joe Barrs, we are basing this on 
the number of students attending orientation. From the data pre-2011, we have a market for these two degrees in the 
region. We need to find new ways to market our students' overwhelming success from these two programs both on the 
certification exams and in job placement. A major STEM recruitment push makes perfect sense right now, and we believe 
our school is poised to attract those attentive to the job predictions. Note that our programs are much less expensive to 
run than many other programs, and we have the capacity to substantially increase enrollment with little or no marginal cost. 
We have requested changes to the tour guide notes for admissions that highlight our programs. While it seems these 
changes have not yet be made, we have seen other positive changes since the arrival of Annette Hackbarth-Onson and are 
hopeful that our programs will be highlighted in the future. We will continue to increase our efforts in recruitment, and we 
will continue to point out this opportunity for non-academic departments to support our efforts. 

Facilities 
Our facilities requirements are minimal. We share a lab with computer science and the computers are updated on a five year 
rotation using course fees. The course fees for MATH103 and 104 contribute to the collection of manipulatives used in 
those courses. 

Potential 
We have streamlined our course offerings so that courses exclusively for these programs are offered only every 2 years. We 
also changed the course offering pattern so that students would be less likely to need several of intensive mathematics 
courses at once. Still, these courses typically run with an enrollment of 5-10 students, which leaves room to recruit up to 20 
additional students, at no marginal cost to LSSU. We would also like to see an increase in the number of minors for these 
two areas. 

7. Optional 
While our program is not zero-cost it does pay for itself as evidenced in other sections. Most mathematics programs across 
the U.S. are small when compared with overall offerings because it takes a comparatively rare gift for a student to succeed in 
such a program. Please do not underestimate the value of our strong ties to the K-12 community. Through our joint work 
with area teachers we have many opportunities to interact with regional teachers and students to promote LSSU and what 
we have to offer. Through workshops, advisory boards, projects, we interact with teachers regularly. The school district 
comes to us when they have a teaching vacancy to ask for recommendations. This is a tie to the people who interact daily 
with our potential students that is both priceless and only costs us time. Usually this time is spent disseminating knowledge 
on a subject that we love. 
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Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Program Review 

1. Mission/Vision 
The Bachelor of Science in Mathematics is a program of the School of Mathematics and Computer Scien·ce. The program 
has been in place since we broke off from Michigan Tech in 1970. Under this degree program students have the additional 
option of a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics with an emphasis in .\ctuarial and Business .\pplications. This option 
requires that the student earn a minor in accounting-finance. 

LSSU Mission Statement 
Our mission ot Lake Superior State University is to help students develop their full potential. We launch students on path~ to rewarding careers 
and productive, satisfying lives. We serve the regional, state, national and global communities by contributing to the growth, dissemination, 

and application of knowledge. 

Our mathematics program introduces students to a broad range of both pure and applied mathematics, both continuous 
and discrete, throughout their four years of study. Because of the broad array of mathematical experiences that our 
program offers our students and their many opportunities to apply this knowledge in later coursework and careers, our 
graduates have gone on to many different rewarding fields after leaving LSSU. These areas of graduate work or 
employment mclude, but are not limited to, pure or applied mathematics, higher education, banking, operations research, 
engmeering, statistics, actuarial studies, mathematical modeling of weather patterns, and programming. (For more 
information see sectlons 3 and 4 on "Demand" and "Quality".) Because of our emphasis very early in 1\L\TH 215 and 
l\L\TH 216 on inquiry-based student-centered learning and our requirement of a senior research experience. our graduates 
exit LSSU with the ability to both think independently and communicate their ideas effectively 

LSSU Vision Statement 
Our programs grow and evolve in ways that keep our graduates at the cutting edge of technological and societal advances. As such, we will 

be viewed by our constituents as: 
• The preferred regional choice for students who seek a quolity education which provides a competitive edge in an evolving job 

market. 
• An institution where relevant concepts are taught by quality foculty, and are 

well-rounded education. 
c:d ," ttl c' ~a reO! \ Of a expef/ to provide a 

• An institution which capitalizes on its location to instill graduates with an understanding of environmental issues and an overarching 
desire to be responsible stewards of the environment. 

• A University that is highly student centered and empowers all students to realize their highest individual potential. 

Our program also supports the University Vision in several different ways. One of our program outcomes is that graduates 
should be able to "use software and other technology to solve problems". Several of our classes support this outcome 
including Linear Algebra, Graph Theory, Mathematical Modeling, Applied Statistics, and Principles of Programming. As 
for quality faculty, except in rare cases, all of our program courses are taught by faculty who hold a doctorate in a field of 
pure or applied mathematics, statistics or mathematics education. The rare exceptions include courses where there is a co
teacher with a terminal degree in a related field, such as computer science or engineering . . \,11 of these faculty members have 
publications in their respective fields, one had a previous successful career at a tier one university, one has had more than 50 
publications since coming to LSSU, two have received teaching awards, and one has co-authored a textbook in his field. 
Another program outcome is for succes~ful graduates to "create mathematical models and use thclI mat~emat1cal and 
analytical skills to solve real-world problems." ~lany of our courses have course obJectives tied to this program outcome, 
mcluding :'IL \ TH 1 S 1, 1.::;2, 251, 310, 3S I. 40 I, and 411 -\lso our capstone course provides the real-world expenenct of 
domg mdependent research or stud\'. One of our greatest areas of strength is the individual attention that our graduates 
receive .• \11 of our classes are small with 30 or fewer students. When one compares this with larger state universities. which 
have large lecture classes for first year students, we provide a uniquely student-centered atmosphere in the classroom. Our 
introductory proof sequence has 15 or fewer students and is typically taught using mquiry based learning. This is a very 
student-centered approach where students present the material to each other. 

There are several areas of the Strategic Plan supported by our program. Some of these are emerging and others are more 
establisheu. 

• 2.1 LSSU will increase enrolhnent. This year we offered a Field Day experience for area high school students where we introduced 
students to topics in mathematics and computer science using hand-on activities. We also contacted admitted students after they were 
accepted, made new brochures and power point slides for our programs, increased the visibility of our Pi Day activities and saw a 20.0% 
increase in admitted students for this program (and 58.1 % increase in admitted students for the School). 
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2.5 LSSU ' .... ilI/?caduatc srudents who have had an exceptionally ~ood umversity experience. The one-on-one attention 
that our graduates receive gives them a chance to exceed beyond expectations. Of four of our alumni who are known to have recently 
fU1ished their master's or Ph.D. programs, their median entering ACT math score was 27.5. Note tl,at 28 is the prerequisite score for our 
calculus sequence. Our program helped lliem to meet their full potential. 

• 4.1 LSSU will increase high-impact educational experiences in BS/BA degree programs. In addition to requiring a seuior 
project we try to periodically offer special topics courses such as logic, cryptography, computational geometry and game theory. These 
courses are often favorites of our srudents and supplement their degree program. 

• 4.3 LSSU \vilI improve the tracking process of graduate success. We have been tracking our graduates' placements three 
months after graduation since 2012 and have increased efforts to track them later. . 

• 4.6 LSSU will increase the number of students participating in professional conferences and workshops. This is not an 
area we have highly encouraged in tlle past, but we have had two srudents attend conferences this year, one of whom ",ill be presenting at a 
conference in August 2015 and received a grant to support his travel. 

• 6.1 LSSU will defIne assessment and engage in meaningful, institutionalized assessment activities. Our school has been 
doing course assessment willi well-established objectives for many years. Our program assessment efforts are emerging. 

• 6.2 LSSlJ will utilize appropriate and developing technology tl) facilitate e1fecrive and enriched learning experiences 
across the campus community. This is an area in which we excel. In fact we purchased and used many technologies such as i-Pads, 
tablets and document cameras before they were more widely available across campus. We also use many educational software packages in 
our courses to enhance student lmderstanding of difficult mathematical concepts. 

There are several areas that distinguish these programs from our main competitors in the state. One is the small class size, 
especially at the calculus level. Another is a strong mixture of both pure and applied coursework. Several programs focus 
on the theoretical aspects of math and several on applied mathematics, but ours has a strong mixture of both. Our 
actuarial program seems to be unique in that it requires the minor in accounting/ finance which is a larger requirement than 
the other schools with this concentration. . 

2. Productivity 
The faculty and adjuncts in mathematics teach a large percentage of classes that are not required by our majors. This 
includes developmental courses (1vL\TH 087, MATH 088, l\:L\TH 102) and general education courses (1vLATH 110, MATH 
111,lvL-\TH 131, JV1ATH 207). There are also courses that are taught as service to other programs (I\1ATH 103, MATH 
104, MATH 112), courses only required by the Secondary Teaching Program (MATH 321, MATH 325) ~nd courses that are 
filled by a variety of majors including Mathematics, Mathematics-Elementary Education, Mathematics-Secondary 
Education, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Physical 
Science (MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 251, ThtLATH 308, 1L-\TH 310). Using data from two consecutive academic years 
(2013-2014 and 2014-2015) this can be summarized with the following percentage of our instructional load. 

• Developmental-23.8% 
• General Education-37.0% 
• Requirements of other Pwgrams--9.9% 
• B.S. in Mathematics Secondary Teaching Only-2.8% 
• Mathematics Requirement with Heavy Service--18.1% 
• Mathematics and Mathematics Secondary Education Requirements-5.3% 
• B.S. in Mathematics Only-3.2% 

Note that only 3.2% of the instructional load is used only for this program, making this program a rather inexpensive 
program compared to most programs on campus. Only 11.3% of the load is used exclusively by the two mathematics 
programs. (This includes the 3.2%.) 
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The next comparison, to the right, with 
other academic areas was made using the 
faculty load report summary for 2014-2015. 
Because of our heavy service load our ratio 
of student credit hours per faculty 
instructional load hours is the 4th highest 
division on campus and our ratio of student 
credit hour per faculty contract hour is the 
3rd highest division on campus. 
(Instructional load does not include release 
time and Faculty Contract Hours do. Some 
areas receive a larger percentage of release 
time than others.) This data deals with 
instructional load. The next table further 
shows the total enrollment in our courses 
over the previous 5 academic years (this 
year was not yet available in Argos). 

Developmental' 
Genera' Education (Primarilvl 
SeNice (Primarllyl 

GliierllUui:a1lOft 
Service ond Math t~ 
Math cd 
MiJth and/or Math Ed Major with large Sen/ 'lI" ~eq~lrI'm.nI 

IMath Major Requirement I 

1273 1365 
320 369 
161 169 

54 16 
220 253 

22 20 

238 239 

8 261 

-Note that these are one hour courses and often a student enrolls /0 three of these at a time. 

1190 994 

391 350 
142 U6 

73 85 
2.9S Z6S 

20 5 

2631 133 

9 111 

725 
394 

127 

103 
243 

14 

m 

7j 

Note the key to the table summarizes 
the constituents of each course. All 
LSSU graduates must take at least 
some mathematics at or above the 
level of MATH 110. The high 
enrollment in developmental 
coursework is partially due to double 
counting, but it is largely due to the 
large percentage of under-prepared 
students at LSSU. 

The other enrollment numbers come ftom the following ptogram requirements. The following courses ~e specifically 
required by other majors (than mathematics, mathematics secondary teaching or mathematics elementary teaching). 

• MATH 103 & MATH lO4--Elementary Education 
• lvL\ TH 11 i-Accounting, Biology, Bu~iness Admini~tration, Computer Networking, Conservation Biology, Finance & Economics, 

Electrical Engineering Technology, Fish Health, Fisheries and Wildlife Science, Forensic Chemistry, Geology, Industrial Technology, 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical Laboratory Science, Parks and Recreation 
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• ]'vIA TH 112-Biology, Computer Science, Conservation Biology, Criminal Justice Criminalistics, Electrical Engineering Technology, 
Environmental Health, Environmental Science, Finance & Economics, Forensic Chemistry, Fire Science Engineering Technology, Fish 
Health, Fisheries and Wildlife Science, Geology, Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical Laboratory Science. 

• MA rn 131-Computer Science, Electrical Engineering Technology, Industrial Engineering Technology, Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology 

• ]'vIA rn 207-Athletic Training, Biochemistry, Computer Networking, Computer Science, Criminal Justice (Corrections, Criminalistics, 
Generalist, Homeland Security, Law Enforcement, Loss Control, Public Safety), Electrical Engineering Technology, Environmental Science, 
Exercise Science, Fire Science, Forensic Chemistry, Geology, Industrial Technology, Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical 
Laboratory Science, Nursing, Parks and Recreation, Physical Science 

• l\L\ TH 151 & MATH 152-Biochcmistry, Chcmistc}" Computer Engineering, Electrical Lngint.cnng, Mechanical Engineering, Physical 
Science 

• l\L\,D-I 251, MATH 308, MATH 31O-Computer Engineering, Electrical Engmeering, Mechanical Engineering 

Other than the 3.2% of the instructional load (or 11.3% if you include the mathematics education program), our 
mathematics degree program has very few expenses that are program specific. The needed software licenses, computers, 
instructional technologies and paper usage are more than covered by our course fees. The average salary of those 6 faculty 
who primarily teach mathematics program courses was $53,555 in 2014-2015. The average instructionallpad needed 
exclusively for the mathematics program is 7.25 instructional hours per year. If you include both the B.S. in Mathematics 
program and the B.S. in Mathematics--Secondary Education, the total hours needed exclusively for those two programs, 
and no other high enrolled service programs, is 25.6 instructional hours per year. This is approximately one faculty 
member's load. (All of our faculty typically teach overload, largely due to a lack of qualified adjuncts in the area.) Using a 
five year average of enrollment (in those courses only required by the two mathematics majors) those courses yield 244.8 
student credit hours times $433 per credit hour, totaling $105,998.40. This would more than cover one faculty member's 
salary and benefits. Again there are factors not considered in this simple estimation such as our increasing attempt to offer 
courses less often, which will reduce future costs, and the University's tuition plateau, but it would seem the costs to the 
university are minimal, especially considering our large service role. 

While our mathematics program enrollment overall is small, we have not seen the dramatic decrease in enrollment that 
LSSU has seen as a whole. The foll . d II d £: A oWl11g ata was pu e rom rgos. 

Bachelor of Science in 

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Minors in 

Mathematics Secondary Teaching Mathematics 
Fall 2006 10 13 
Fall 2007 8 11 
Fall 2008 8 6 
Fall 2009 9 7 

Fall 2010 13 16 5 
Fall 2011 11 19 4 
Fall 2012 14 12 8 

Fall 2013 12 9 14 

Fall 2014 11 9 8 

The number of students for the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching is included in the above table 
because 10 of the required courses for that program are also in the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics program. Seven 
courses are required for the minor in mathematics. Five of the courses in the program are also in the degree requirements 
for the engineering programs. (Niany of our minors are engineering majors.) Two of the courses are required for a 
chemistry degree. The next table contains the fall enrollment numbers for the 15 public universities in Michigan for even 
numbered years (these years were all that were available for the data by major) from the Ipeds database from the National 
Center for Educational Statistics. (There are slight differences in the numbers that Argos is reporting and the numbers 
reported by Ipeds. This could be due to the time of reporting.) 
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Central Michigan University 36 21332 0.17 26 21633 0.12 27 20540 .0.13 135 20129 0.67 

Eastern Michigan University 78 18927 0.41 84 18554 0.45 74 17283 0.43 53 18245 0.29 

Ferris State University 52 13271 0.39 48 13168 0.36 31 12250 0.15 29 11413 0.25 

Grand Valley State University 572 21317 2.68 5601 20986 2.67 517 20416 2. 53 469 19578 2.40 
,. , , : I .. I : I .:, I 

Michigan State University 427 37354 1.14 462 35921 1.29 389 36205 1.07 390 35821 1.09 

Michigan Technological University 81 5611 1.44 92 5715 1.61 72 6025 1.20 81 5630 1.44 
Northern Michigan University 25 8474 0.30 20 8719 O,H 32 8598 0.37 28 8880 0.32 

Oakland University 201 16190 1.24 131 15530 0.84 124 14397 0.86 129 13701 0.94 

Saginaw Valley State University 104 9310 1.12 72 9116 0.79 59 8190 0.72 55 7933 0.69 

University of Michigan-Ann Arbor 450 27979 1.61 341 27027 1.26 290 25994 1.12 246 25555 0.96 

University of Michigan-Dearborn 116 7328 1.58 108 7006 1.54 105 6588 1.59 103 6448 1.60 
University of Michigan-Flint 17 6984 0.24 21 6874 0.31 28 6155 0.45 26 5600 0.46 

Wayne State University 79 19342 0.41 30 20837 0.14 32 20122 0.16 56 20892 0.27 
Western Michigan University 59 19478 0.30 711 19966 0.36 52 19854 0.26 62 20081 0.31 

The percentage of students that are mathematics majors at LSSU is around '12 of one percent. This represents an increase 
over time. In 2012, that placed us at the median of the public 'Michigan institutions with those institutions with lower 
numbers in red. ([he data comparing mathematics secondary education on Ipeds was unavailable becau.se it grouped all 
education majors together. This data would be useful because in degree conferral rates, below, our numbers are combined.) 

The table to the right has to do 
with degree conferral. The table 
contains both the Bachelor of 
Science in Mathematics and the 
Bachelor of Science in 
Mathematics Secondary Teaching 
because before 2009, the 
institutional data was combined. It 
is also combined for all years when 
reporting data to Ipeds. 
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On a national level, data is collected every decade . • \ ccording to the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences 2010 
survey at http://www.ams.org/profession/ datal cbms-survey / cbms2010, there were a total of 16,938 degrees in 
mathematics, actuarial science or mathematics education awarded in 2009-2010. There were 2774 four-year institutions in 
that year, giving an average of 6.1 related mathematics degrees per four year institution. Our total <;legrees awarded 
for those programs is typically around 5, making us only slightly smaller than average. The next table compares our 
percentage of the conferred degrees to those of the other public institutions in Ivfichigan from Ipeds. Red again denotes 
percentages that are below ours. ([he change from only even years to the years 2012 and 2013 was only based on the 
availability of data from Ipeds. We are again unsure why the totals in Argos and Ipeds are slightly different.) 
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Central Michigan University 15 5991 0.250376 11 6163 0.178485 
Eastern Michigan University 19 4553 0.417307 12 4131 0.290487 
Ferris State University 14 3358 0.416915 13 3396 0.382803 

Gr and Vollev Slale Unlv."lly 119 5479 2.171929 116 5313 2.183324 . " . 
Mld"san Stale UnIVe,..,ty 681 10821 O.m.t08 90 11026 0.816252 
Mlenlson Teclonolog,tDl UOlVet.ny 201 1453 1.376462 28 1522 1.839685 
NOfthern. Mld'llg~n Unlversitv 4 1785 0.22409 6 1743 0.344234 
Oak/and Unillerslty 21 3820 0.549738 20 3641 0.5493 

~!"w Valley Stale Un,ve"HV 22 1776 1.238739 15 1672 0.897129 

Un/yorsflyof Mlenlgon·Ann Arbor 212 12390 1.711057 159 11814 1.345861 

U"rVer~lty of Mlth lg:an~Oea r born 17 1682 1.010702 21 1689 1.243339 

UruvenllV of "',,"'s:m·Honl 2 1510 0.13245 7 1474 0.474898 
Wayn. State Un/ ... "Ity 16 5490 0.291439 15 5682 0.263992 

Wonern M/th'""n Unlv.rslw 13 5381 0.241591 13 5371 0.242041 

Note when comparing the percentage of the total awarded degrees that are Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Degrees, 
our University ranks 5th among the 15 state Universities. 

Using Argos to estimate the terms to graduation for this program, the average was 7.70 terms for majors in this program 
over the last 4 years and 8.19 for LSSU graduates as a whole. These data appear to include transfer students, whose 
minimum number of terms was 4. It is therefore possible that there are confounding factors in making a comparison with 
the University as a whole without the actual data. 

3. Internal and External Program Demand 
External Demand: 

Demand for mathematicians and actuaries is 
strong. The federal government's Labor of 
Statistics Occupational Outlook Handbook 
indicates that between 2012 and 2020, 
employment of mathematicians is projected to 
grow 23 percent. This growth is much faster than 
the average of all occupations. At the same time 
employment of statisticians is projected to grow 
27 percent. Mathematicians will be needed to 
analyze the increasing volume of digital and 
electronic data while the growth in demand for 
statisticians is expected to result from more 
widespread use of statistical analysis to make 
informed business, healthcare and policy 
decisions . Another reason for the increase is the 
increase in available data from the Internet which 
will open up new areas for analysis. The figure 
shows that mathematics and computer science 
fields are two of the only STEM fields where 
there is more demand than there are students in 
the pipeline. 
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One exciting aspect of a mathematics degree is the many fields available to individuals with strong mathematics 
backgrounds. Our graduates go on to a variety of fields where mathematics is a core need. Here are some examples of 
those fields to demonstrate a wide range of demand. Other graduates are highlighted in the "Quality" section. 

• (,09); after fInishing his PhD in Indmtrial Enb>ineering from Iowa State University, began work for the Air Force Research 
Laborato? Infonnation Directorate working widl data mining methods. 

• • ('07); after finishing her PhD from University of Wisconsin-Madison in Atmospheric and Oceanic Science, mathematically 
modeling weather patterns, took a job for the Department ofInterior in Colorado in meteorology. 
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• (,10); is the pupil and finance accountant at Sault Area Public Schools. 

• 
• 
• 

Internal Demand: 

1); after finishing his master's degree in applied mathematics, teaches at Delta Community College. 
('12); Human Re~ources Analyst at Alpena Regional Medical Center. 

('14); Geographic Information System Specialist at Apple. 

Refer back to page 3 for programs that require the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics program courses. The largest 
constituents outside of mathematics are: 

• MATI1151 & MATH J52-BlOcheml~try, CherrusU')" Computer Engineering, Electrical Engtneenng, MechanIcal Engineering, Phygical 
Science 

• t..L\TH ~51, MAIl r 308, ;Vl,\ TIf 31O-Compurer Engillcenng, Elcctncal Lngin< enng, Mechanical I:ngml'enng 

However, that list did not include the courses required for the Mathematics-Secondary Teaching and Mathematics
Elementary Teaching Majors. The secondary teaching major in mathematics requires 10 of the same courses as the 
mathematics program (including CSC! 105) and the elementary teaching major in mathematics requires 5 of the same 
courses (including CSCI 105). 

4. Program Quality 
Mathematics introduces students to formal reasoning and, as a result, contributes to development of qualitative and 
quantitative analytic skills. The math department in its service role, as well as a major department, is proud to have 
promoted and to continue to promote and to improve those indispensable skills for the entire LSSU community and all 
LSSU graduates. Over the years the department has recruited and retained strong mathematicians and mathematics 
educators as witnessed by their recent scientific and pedagogical output: 

• Dr. Grace Ngunkeng has published 3 refereed articles in d1e past 2 years, has presented her work at the 2013 Joint Mathematics Meetings, 
and has attended 5 conferences in d,e past 2 years. 

• Dr. Kimberly Muller has published 4 refereed articles and has presented her scl101arly work at 11 meetings in the past 10 years. 
• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has made 6 conference presentations in the past 10 years. 
• Dr. Brian Snyder has coauthored a textbook, published 1 refereed article, and attended 9 converences in the past 10 years. 
• Dr. Collette Coullard has published 5 refereed articles and made 2 conference presentations in the past 10 years. 
• Dr. George Voutsadakis has published 44 research articles and participated in 6 conferences in the past 10 years. 

It has developed a regional reputation and has strongly contributed to outreach activities promoting mathematics and 
mathematics education and, thus, increased the University's visibility and service in the community. Some examples of our 
state and regional involvement are: 

• Dr. Brian Snyder is the current chair of the Michigan Section of the Mathematical Association of America, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard, Dr. Lorraine Gregory and Dr. Kimberly Muller, ~erve on d,e Eastern Upper Peninsula Math and Science Center 

Advisory Board, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard and Dr. Kimberly Muller serve on the planning committee for the Eastern Upper Peninsula MaID Teamers' Circle, 
• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science hosted the l'vlichigan Section of the Mathematical Association of America's annual 

meeting in 2013, 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory, Dr. Kimberly Muller and Dr. Brian Snyder have taught professional development workshops in 4 different regions 
across the state, 

• The School of Madlematics and Computer Science held a Field Day for area high school students, an event we hope to repeat as an annual 
recruiting effort, 

• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science holds an annual Pi Day and math bowl for area middle school an~ high school students. 

Moreover, some of our majors have been among the highest GPA graduates and have been awarded University-wide 
distinctions, many with regular placement on the Dean's list and graduating cum laude, magna com laude or summa cum 
laude. Of the program's graduates over the last seven years, 35.3% graduated cum laude, 17.6% graduated magna cum 
laude, and 5.8% graduated summa cum laude. The average GPA was 3.37. Only 29.4% of these most recent graduates 
entered LSSU with this major. The remaining students had majors such as accounting, chemistry, computer or mechanical 
engineering, computer science, liberal arts, literature, or mathematics secondary education. Our program helps LSSU to 
retain these gifted students. 

Several graduates have established themselves in positions ofleadership and continue to distinguish themselves in their 
respective professions and to further showcase our major's and the University's value to the community and to the work 
force. Some of these have already been mentioned: 
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2011 

and Finance Accountant at Sault Alea Pub~c Schools 

2009 

Force Research Laboratory Information Directorate 

This program compares favorably in its depth and quality to other peer mathematics programs. In 2015 the Mathematical 
Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics (CUPM) released its new Curriculum 
Guide to Majors in the Mathematical Sciences. It has four cognitive recommendations and nine content 
recommendations for programs in mathematics. Since these recommendations are brand new, we were impressed with how 
well our program already fit. We will list those goals and briefly explain how we meet them. In some cases, for the sake of 
brevity, the recommendations are linked to our program outcomes. 

Cognitive Recommendation 1: Stlldents should develop effective thinking and comml1nication skiDs. Program Outcome 7. 

Cognitive Recommendation 2: Smdents should leam to link applications and theory. Program Outcome 5. 

Cognitive Recommendation 3: Students should learn to use technological tools. Pcogram O utcome 3. 

Cognitive Recommendation 4: Students should develop mathematical independence and experience open-ended inquiry. Program 
Outcome 6. Specifically our use of inquiry-based learning in multiple mathematic~ courses and our ~crrior pcoject requirement. 

Content Recommendation 1: Mathematical sciences major programs should include concepts and methods nom calculus and linear 
algebra. MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 251, MATH 305, MATH 310, MATH 401, J\L\'TH 411 

Content Recommendation 2: Smdents majoring in the mathematical sciences should leam to read, understand, analyze, and produce 
proofs at increasing depth as they progress through a major. MATH 215, MATI-I 216, MATH 341, MATH 351 

Content Recommendation 3: Mathematical sciences major programs shollld include concepts and methods nom data analysis, 
computing, andmathematicalolOdeling. MATH 308, !vIATH 309, MATH 401, CSCI 105, e SCI 121 

Content Recommendation 4: Mathematical sciences major programs slJould present key ideas and concepts nom a variety of 
perspectives to demonstrate the breadth of mathematics. Our pcogram has a mixture of theoretical and applied topics. 

Content Recommendation 5: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should experience mathematics nom the perspective of 
another discipline. CSCI 105, PHYS 231, and when possible (1..1.'\ TH 310 is co-taught with a faculty member from engineering. 

Content Recommendation 6: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas from complementary points of view: 
continuous and discrete; algebraic and geometric; deterministic and stochastic; exact and approximate. 

Continuolls: TI,e majority of the calculus sequence, MATH 411 
Discrete: MATH 216, parts of MATH 152, I'vIATI'J 351 
Algebraic: /VIA'rn 305, MATH 341 
Geometric: Some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in MA TH 305, MATH 351 and MATH 401 
Deterministic: MATH 310, MATH 351 , some topics in t-IATH 401, MATH 411 
Stochastic: MATH 308, MATH 309, some topics in I'vIATH 401 
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Exact: Most of the calculus sequence, some topics in r-rLA TIl 351 
Approximate: Some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in IvLATH 351, IvLATH 401, IvlATH 411 

Content Recommendation 7: Mathematical sciences major programs should require the study of at least one mathematical area in 
depth, with a sequence of upper-level courses. MA 1H 308, MATH 309 

Content Recommendauon 8: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should work, independendy or in a smaO group, on a 
substantial mathematical project that involves techniques and concepts beyond the typical content of a single course. IvlATH 490 

Content Recommendation 9: Mathematical sciences major programs should offer their students an orientation to careers in 
mathematics. This is an area that needs improvement. We advise students individually, but do not have a formal process for this. 

In addition, we attempt to consistently update our offerings, aligning them with new demands in the field of knowledge and 
the marketplace, as witnessed by our special topics offerings in logic, cryptology, game theory and comp~tational geometry. 
We also plan curriculum updates as needed. In the upcoming year we plan to make several changes which would strengthen 
Content Recommendations 5 and 6. These will be discussed under "Assessment". Moreover, the School has been among 
the pioneers in installing a consistent and regular assessment process for its courses. This will also be discussed in 
"Assessment" . 

Finally, many of our classes are using technology in state-of-the-art classrooms and labs. Our School purchased many of 
these technologies for CAS 119, CAS 205, CAS 207, CAS 209.-\, CAS 210 and CAS 303 before they were more widely 
available on campus. All of our majors are required to complete a capstone course involving some undergraduate research 
component or a special study course of an advanced undergraduate character. Recent students have studied topics in fractal 
theory, actuarial science, Fourier transforms, numerical analysis, optimization models, modular arithmetic algorithms for 
mobile applications, and economic analysis of the Soo locks. It is also relevant to the Strategic Plan that some of these 
projects have included interdisciplinary work straddling the boundaries of various majors throughout campus or the 
community. 

5. Assessment 
Our School has a well-established assessment strategy for all of its programs which began in 2008 with the establishment of 
a School Assessment Committee under the leadership of now Professor Emeritus Sherry Duesing. The Assessment 
Committee formed subcommittees by discipline and measurable outcomes were created for all courses and programs by 
2009 and a mapping was created by 2010. All of these objectives are located on the N: drive, though some have been edited 
in Tracdat since that time. Those objectives were then reviewed by Professor Duesing and Dr. Gregory to ensure that the 
outcomes were properly worded using established terminology in the field of Education. 

Course Assessment 
In 2009, we also created a two-page template for course objective assessment which recorded our data and a summary of 
how we planned to use this data to strengthen our courses, which would of course strengthen our programs as well. You 
can locate these old reports, beginning with assessment from 2009, on the N: drive under Assessment. 
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Before Tracdat, we had a well-established routine of completing our course assessment documents and steadily improving 
our courses. We feel our progress in this regard was well-ahead of the University as a whole. Course proposals were sent to 
the Curriculum Committee making changes to M,.\TH 310, MATH 325, and MATH 411. We are also in the process of 
discussing another set of curriculum proposals regarding :NL\TH 261 and I\1ATH 421. (Ihis is further outlined in Section 6 
on "Opportunity Analysis".) 

Now we find ourselves in 2015 with a dilemma largely created by Tracdat and the lack of clear communication by the 
School to new faculty members, as well as an assessment leadership hole left by Professor Sherry Duesing's retirement. (\Ve 
will work to remedy this immediately.) Many of the faculty have continued under the old process while also entering data 
into Tracdat. These faculty upload the School document into Tracdat as evidence using "related document". Some faculty 
only complete the School document, but do not enter their data into Tracdat. Some faculty enter assessment data into 
Tracdat, but no longer complete the School document. It is our plan to have a meeting of School faculty early in the Fall 
of 2015 to discuss how we wish to report the data, while recognizing that it is being done. 

In the summer of 2015, Dr. Kimberly Muller, Chair of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science reviewed the 
assessment reports for this program, both on the N: drive (pre-Tracdat) and on Tracdat. For those courses where the 
standard template is available, Dr. Muller found clear evidence of assessment data being used to change the amount of time 
spent on topics, the problems assigned, the methods of coverage of some material, the sequence of topics covered, etc. In 
cases where the form had been uploaded to Tracdat, she found that action items were not always made to demonstrate via 
Tracdat these changes, nor follow-ups on these items recorded in Tracdat to match the attached assessment document. 
There were a few courses where assessment data was minimal, leaving room for improvement, but over~ assessment is 
being done. (fhe one exception is MATH 261 which is discussed in Section 6.) For data that is being uploaded without the 
School template and summary, it was found that it was less clear what actions are being done to improve the course when 
necessary, though some actions had been submitted. This again highlights the need for a School meeting on assessment to 
put us back on track. 

Program Assessment 
The School has mapped the course objectives to the program objectives. In most cases these course objectives are used to 
measure the program objectives. In one case the objective is measured by student placement after graduation. (These data 
were also in section 4 of this document.) For only one objective was the targeted threshold not met for the 2014-2015 
academic year. 

Program Objectives Courses Targeted Threshold Success Rate 

Demonstrate a fundamental and foundational knowledge of mathematics MATH 215, MATH 216, 
90% of related objectives to nit 

1 by developing quantitative and abstract reasoning skills in order to build a MATH 305, MATH 341, 
targeted threshold 

90.5% 

conceptual understanding oflogical structures and axiomatic systems. MATH 351, MATH 401 

MATH 151, MATH 152, 

2 Demonstrate technical mathematical skills in the areas of algebra, 
MATH 251, MATH 305, 

90% of related objectives to hit 

geometry, calculus, and statistics for solving problems. 
MATH 30B, MATH 309, 

targeted threshold 
98.8% 

MATH 310, MATH 351, 

MATH 411 

3 Use software and other technology to solve problems. 
MATH 305, MATH 309, 90% of related objectives to hit 

100.0% 
MATH 351, MATH 401 targeted threshold 

At least 80% of the respondents 

4 Use their acquired skills in the pursuit of a job and/or graduate school. should be employed or in graduate 100.0% 

schoo l within a year of graduation. 

MATH 151, MATH 152, 

5 Create mathematical models and use their mathematical and analytical MATH 251, MATH 310, 90% of related objectives to hit 
94.4% 

skills to solve real-world problems. MATH 351, MATH 401, targeted threshold 

MATH 411 

Continue to acquire new knowledge for life-long learning in pursuit 0 
MATH 215, MATH 216, 

90% of related objectives to hit 

6 their professional and personal goals. 
MATH 341, MATH 401, 

targeted threshold 
87.5% 

MATH 490 

7 Communicate mathematically in their profession and the broader MATH 215, MATH 341, 90% of related objectives to hit 
100.0% 

community. MATH 490 targeted threshold 
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It was also noted that that this objective was low due to only one low-enrolled course in a single semester and the desired 
threshold is typically met. We will reassess the program in two years after another full rotation of courses to determine if 
further action needs to be made. 

6. Opportunity Analysis 
Recruitment 
Our School developed several new initiatives to increase enrollment in the past year including a Mathematics and 
Computer Science Field Day for area high school students, calling and writing potential students, developing new 
pamphlets and power point presentations on our programs and increasing our presence on social media. We expected it to 
take several years to see any increase based on our efforts, but our school shows a remarkable 58.1 % increase in admits 
already this year (the largest increase shown in the data compiled by Joe Barrs). We invite the administration to take 
advantage of this initial recruitment success by placing ours into the chosen set of programs, including biology, criminal 
justice, engineering, ftre science and nursing, that regularly receive major emphasis in the LSSU promotional materials and 
presentations. A major STEM recruitment push makes perfect sense right now, and we believe our school is poised to 
attract those attentive to the job predictions. Note that our programs are much less expensive to run than those other 
programs, and we have the capacity to substantially increase enrollment with little or no marginal cost. Note that 
Mathematics and Computer Science produced 11 BS graduates in 2014-2015, compared to 14 BS graduates from the School 
of Engineering. Imagine what we could do if we had access to the level of support and resources of the SOE! We will 
continue to increase our efforts in recruitment, and we will continue to point out this opportunity for non-academic 
departments to support our efforts. 

Facilities 
Our facilities requirements are minimal. \Ve share a lab with computer science and the computers are updated on a five year 
rotation using course fees. 

Potential 
Only 9 of the 17 BS Mathematics graduates in the past 7 years began their LSSU careers as mathematics majors. The 
majority started off as engineering majors, and 2 started as accounting majors. Thus, our program continues to provide an 
attractive option for retaining our strong analytical students. 

We have streamlined our course offerings so that courses exclusively for the BS Mathematics program ar~ offered only 
every 2 years. Still, these courses typically run with an enrollment of7-10 students, which leaves room to recruit up to 20 
additional BS Mathematics students, at no marginal cost to LSSU. 

Section 4 provides strong evidence of the high quality of our BS Mathematics program is of high quality, but we do expect 
to make one change. We have not offered the required course r-"L\ TH 261 Numerical Methods in several years, having 
instead offered a series of special topics courses in cryptography, game theory, logic, and computational geometry. These 
courses are often students' favorites and draw students from other majors. We would like to formalize this special-topics 
practice within our BS Mathematics program. Alternately, we may opt to require MATH 421 Real Analysis, since it would 
benefit the majority of our students who continue on to graduate schooL Obviously, this course would then join the 2-year 
rotation. A third option is to replace the MATH 261 requirement with r-"L\TH 325 College Geometry. The ftrst 2 options 
are cost neutral, whereas the third option would provide a net savings, since 1'L-\' TH 325 is a required course in the BS 
Mathematics-Secondary Education program. 

Our BS Mathematics program is strong. Our graduates get into graduate school and get jobs. Recent experience indicates 
recruitment efforts yield results. We hope for support to build upon these arenas of potentiaL 

7. Optional 
While our program is not zero-cost it does pay for itself as evidenced in other sections. We would also like to again draw 
your attention to the tables in Section 2 that demonstrate that we are at the median of mathematics programs in the state 
relative to overall enrollment. Most mathematics programs across the U.S. are small when compared wit? overall offerings 
because it takes a comparatively rare gift for a student to succeed in such a program. However, a vast majority of 
universities still have mathematics programs to lend legitimacy to liberal arts and STEM offerings, draw talented faculty with 
terminal degrees and attract these gifted students to their ranks. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Computer Science 2014 Program Review 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 12 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Provides information about these programs using a prior program 
the file and its value as evidence review format. 
supporting program review: 
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Bachelor of Science Program in Computer Science 

Part 1: Mission / Vision / Strategic Plan 

The School of Mathematics and Computer Science can trace its existence to the time when Lake 
Superior State University (then Lake Superior State College) was granted 4-year status by the 
State of Michigan in 1966. At that time, the Department of Mathematics consisted of 8 faculty 
members, and offered the Bachelor of Arts degree in Mathematics, as well as coursework to 
support many other programs on campus. Computer Science, as a formal discipline, was added 
to the unit's curricular responsibilities in 1981. A number of degree programs have come and 
gone, and the unit has been aligned with a number of different disciplines in a variety of 
academic configurations over the years, but the original core of instruction in Mathematics and 
Computer Science has remained intact. 

At the present time, the School of Mathematics and Computer Science offers these degree 
programs: 

• BS Mathematics & Mathematics - Actuarial and Business Applications Concentration 
• BS Mathematics - Secondary Education & Mathematics - Elementary Education 
• BS Computer Science & Computer Science - Secondary Education 
• BS Computer Networking & Computer Networking, Web Development Concentration 
• Associates - Computer Science 
• Associates - IntemetlNetwork Specialist & IntemetlNetwork Specialist - Web Development 

In addition, we sponsor minors in Mathematics, Mathematics - Secondary and Elementary 
Teaching, Computer Science, Computer Science - Teaching, and Web Development. 

Our program in Computer Science fully aligns with LSSU's Mission to "launch students on paths 
to rewarding careers and productive, satisfying lives." In the 2014 "100 Best Jobs" list published 
by US News & World Reports, five of the top 12 career paths - Software Developer, Systems 
Analyst, Web Developer, Information Security Analyst, and Database Administrator - are based 
on an educational background in Computer Science. Further, LSSU's Vision Statement asserts 
that "Our programs grow and evolve in ways that keep our graduates at the cutting edge of 
technological and societal advances." It is no stretch to argue that Computer Science is at the 
forefront of technological advancement. 

The overwhelming majority of the coursework specific to the Computer Science program at 
LSSU is taught by faculty members holding doctorates in the discipline, and the curriculum was 
updated earlier in the 2013-14 academic year to be in full conformance with the most recent 
Computer Science Curriculum Guidelines, published in 2013 by the Joint Task Force on 
Computing Curriculum of the Association for Computing Machinery and the IEEE Computer 
Society. 

An accreditation process for programs in Computer Science was first established in 1984, but we 
have not, as yet, submitted our Computer Science program for accreditation. While accreditation 
doesn't seem to be a factor in employment opportunities, it does appear that more universities are 
now seeking accreditation in Computer Science. 
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Part 2: Productivity 

Enrollments in Computer Science have fallen, for no obvious reason, over the past two academic 
years, as illustrated in the following table: 

Student with declared majors in Computer Science (including the discontinued programs in 
Computer Information Systems and Computer and Mathematical Sciences): 

I Fall,2008 Fall,2009 I Fall, 2010 I Fall, 2011 I Fall, 2012 I Fall,2013 
I 41 40 I 38 I 44 I 32 I 26 

We are planning to launch some initiatives in the coming academic year in an effort to reverse 
this trend. It is our belief that, if we can get effectively the word out to prospective students about 
the opportunities available to graduates from our program, that this trend can be reversed. 

Ideally, we'd like to see the number of graduates each year being close to 25% of the number of 
students. We have found, though, that many of our incoming students declare majors in 
Computer Science, but, due to weak backgrounds in Mathematics, often end up instead pursuing 
degrees in Computer Networking. The table below shows the number of graduates in both 
programs over the past several years: 

Graduates in Computer Science and Computer Networking 

2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 20012-13 
Computer Science 8 6 4 6 2 5 
Computer Networking 7 9 8 9 10 6 

The following tables show the instructional loads over the past several years in Computer 
Science courses. Many of the courses that we offer are taken by students in both Computer 
Science and Computer Networking, as well as students in Computer Engineering, and also those 
pursuing minors in Geographic Information Systems. 

I Computer Science Load Anal}':sis I 
Fall Semester 

Total Total Total Total SCH Per 
Credits Contract Enrollment SCH Contract Hr 

2009 - 2010 51 52.63 373 693 13.17 
2010 - 2011 52 56.33 373 729 12.94 
2011 - 2012 51 53.57 406 738 13.78 
2012-2013 50 54.67 369 709 12.97 

2013 - 2014 45 49.00 309 585 11 .94 
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Computer Science Load Analysis 

Spring Semester 
Total Total Total Total SCH Per 

Credits Contract Enrollment SCH Contract Hr 
2009 - 2010 46 49.33 287 698 12.12 
2010 - 2011 57 61.33 404 773 12.60 
2011 - 2012 55 59.00 320 603 10.22 
2012-2013 56 58.67 329 631 10.76 
2013 - 2014 53 56.67 325 644 11.36 

Two significant observations can be made about the information in these two tables. First, the 
"Student Credit Hour per Faculty Contract Hour" ratio has remained steadily between a low of 
10.22 and a high 13.78. Since many of our courses include lab components, and, in many cases, 
the sizes of those lab components is restricted by physical space and equipment constraints, these 
figures are not particularly out-of-line. At the same time, though, there is still some room for 
growth in enrollments. If all courses offered reached their ideal "maximum" capacity, the credit 
hours per contract hour would be approximately 16. For contrast, the "Student Credit Hour per 
Faculty Contract Hour" ratio in Mathematics, where only MATH 103, 104, and 325 include lab 
components, lies between 25 and 30 in the fall semester, and 20 to 25 in the spring during the 
same time frame. 

The second conclusion to be drawn from this data relates to the load being placed on faculty. At 
the present time, four full-time faculty members are responsible for teaching all but one of our 
Computer Science courses. During the time frame covered by these tables, the teaching loads -
total contract hours divided by 12 - range from a low of 4.08 in the fall semester of2013 to a 
high of 5.11 in the spring semester of 20 11. In practical terms, this means that the faculty in 
Computer Science cannot absorb any additional load without incurring excessive amounts of 
overload. 
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Part 3: Demand 

According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, demand for graduates in Computer Science is 
expected to be high for the foreseeable future. Their January, 2014 report shows the following 
demand and salary rates for careers that would typically employ Computer Science graduates: 

Job Title Growth by New Jobs Salary 
2022 

Computer & Research Information Scientist lS% < S,OOO $7SK+ 
Computer & Information Systems Manager lS% SO,OOO+ $7SK+ 
Computer Network Architect lS% 10,000 - SO,OOO $7SK+ 
Computer Network Support Specialist 17% 10,000 - SO,OOO $SS-7SK 
Computer Programmer 8% 10,000 - SO,OOO $SS-7SK 
Computer Systems Analyst 2S% SO,OOO+ $7SK+ 
Database Administrator lS% 10,000 - SO,OOO $75K+ 
Information Security Analyst 37% 10,000 - 50,000 $75K+ 
Network and Computer System Administrator 12% 10,000 - 50,000 $55-75K 
Software Developers 22% SO,OOO+ $75K+ 
Web Developers 20% 10,000 - 50,000 $55-75K 

Similar prospects are cited in the US News & World Reports "100 Best Jobs" list for 2014: 

1. Software Developer (140,000 new positions by 2022) 
2. Systems Analyst (24.5 percent employment growth projection by 2022) 
9. Web Developer (20 percent employment growth projection by 2022) 
11. Information Security Analyst (36.5 percent employment growth projection by 2022) 
12. Database Administrator (17,900 new positions by 2022) 
23. Operations Research Analyst (27 percent employment growth projection by 2022) 
24. IT Manager (50,900 new positions by 2022) 
30. Computer Programmer (8.3 percent employment growth projection by 2022) 
52. Computer Systems Administrator (42,900 new positions by 2022) 
78. Computer Support Specialist (123,000 new positions / 17 percent growth by 2022) 

While we do not have a comprehensive system in place for tracking recent our graduates, we 
have had contact with 7 of the 8 graduates of our Computer Science, as well as the lone graduate 
from the discontinued Computer and Mathematical Sciences and Computer Information Systems 
programs, and all 9 of these alumni are employed in positions directly related to their degree 
programs. 

Enrollment for our Computer Science coursework comes primarily from the majors and minors 
offered within our School, including the Mathematics and Computer Networking programs. 
However, students in Computer Engineering also take at least 4 Computer Science courses -
CSCI 105, CSCI 121, either CSCI 201 or CSCI 221, and CSCI 342, while students pursuing a 
minor in Geographic Information Systems are required to take CSCI 105 and CSCI 211. 
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Part 4: Quality 

Many of the ideas put forth in George Kuh's 2008 article on high-impact educational practices 
are an integral part of our program in Computer Science. All of our students in Computer 
Science, Computer Networking, and Mathematics are expected to enroll in our first-year seminar 
course, CSCI 103: Survey of Computer Science, during their first semester at LSSU. In addition, 
students from both the Computer Science program and the Computer Networking programs take 
a variety of courses together, including CSCI 103, 105, 121,221,263,351, and 371. While part 
of the reason for this overlap is pragmatism related to course-size considerations, we feel that 
students in both areas have benefited from working together in these shared classes. 

Computer Science students are required to participate in project experiences, both on an 
individual basis in CSCI 291: Computer Science Project during their sophomore year, and as part 
ofa team in CSCI 418: Senior Projects I, and CSCI 419: Senior Pro jects II, during their senior 
year. These project courses combine writing requirements, collaboration with both classmates 
and community-based clients, and a capstone experience. 

Interestingly, our inclusion of these features within the Computer Science program pre-date 
Kuh's 2008 article. 

We've been able to effectively use our relatively modest budge to provide state-of-the-art 
instructional facilities. We maintain two dedicated computer labs and a student research and 
workroom, as well as two classrooms with dedicated computers, document cameras, and data 
projectors. We follow a rotating five-year equipment replacement plan to ensure that the 
equipment in all of these facilities is capable of supporting the ever-increasing demands of 
modem software. 

We maintain three high-powered servers that are dedicated to our programs, and also use a 
number of virtualized servers to support the needs of our programs and the faculty and students 
in our department. Recent equipment upgrades will allow us to easily increase the use of 
virtualized servers to meet the needs of our programming classes, as well as provide test 
environments for student learning. The project to set up this new server was handled by a group 
of our CSCI 418/419 students. 

Our department has agreements with several software vendors, including Microsoft, VMware, 
Apple, Adobe, and Wolfram. These licensing arrangements allow us to provide students with 
access to the latest software packages from these vendors, all of whom are leaders in their 
respective areas. Some of these agreements even allow students to obtain free copies of a variety 
of software products for use on their personal computers. 

In addition to the variety of software vendors with whom we maintain paid contracts, we also 
make extensive use of free software packages that allow us to set up new lab experiences 
reflecting the current trends in the software industry. For example, we've been able to utilize 
freely available code bases and development tools to teach our students the skills they need to 
create software for handheld devices, to create tools that support both the client and server sides 
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of web applications, to interface with database systems, and to explore modern operating system 
environments. 

Because of the rapidly evolving nature of Computer Science, we are required to update our 
curriculum and course content on a regular basis. As noted in Part 5 of this report, we undertook 
a major curriculum revision to bring our program back into alignment with the most widely 
followed standards for Computer Science curriculum. 

While this program doesn't specifically lend itself to taking advantage of LSSU' s unique 
physical environment, we have been able to effectively leverage the locale to our advantage. 
Both the campus and the local community have been very receptive of offers to utilize our 
students for project activities in support of the CSCI 291 and CSCI 418/CSCI 419 courses. 
Delaney Software, a national software development firm, opened an office here in Sault Ste. 
Marie specifically to gain access to our students, several of whom have held internship positions, 
and subsequently move on to permanent employment with Delaney, in the last few years. 

While the number of graduates in Computer Science has been relatively low over the past several 
years, there is no question that these graduates have been successful. One recent graduate went 
on to pursue a graduate degree in Computer Science at Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland, while 
others were accepted for graduate study in Computer Science at Western Michigan University 
and Central Michigan University. All of the recent graduates we've been able to reach who did 
not pursue graduate school are employed in positions related to the discipline, with job titles that 
include "Applications Developer," "System Designer/Developer," "Database Analyst," and 
"C++ Programmer." 
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Part 5: Assessment 

Our last review of the Bachelor of Science in Computer Science degree took place in the Spring, 
Summer, and Fall semesters of2013. During that process, the faculty members in Computer 
Science looked at both the courses required by our curriculum, as well as the objectives for those 
courses, and how they map to the program objectives. We also took the opportunity to align our 
curriculum with the newest version of Computer Science Curricula 2013: Curriculum Guidelines 
for Undergraduate Degree Programs in Computer Science, available at http://cs2013.org/final
draftlCS2013-final-report.pdf. This report is the recognized source for curriculum guidance in 
Computer Science. The publication is produced by the Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula, 
sponsored by the Association for Computing Machinery and the IEEE Computer Society. 

One of the initial concerns that started the process was a decrease in student performance in the 
courses that follow CSCI 121. When we last addressed this issue, we chose to introduce a new 
course, CSCI 122, that was intended to provide a bridge between CSCI 121 and CSCI 201, 
giving the students additional time to develop basic programming skills before moving on in the 
sequence. Several topics were proposed for the class, which would also address other concerns 
about student preparedness in other upper level courses. 

With several years of data available - both formally in TracDat, as well is indirectly, through 
student advising, discussion with students, student self-assessment, etc. - we met to discuss the 
effectiveness ofCSCI 122. Upon review of the situation, we concluded that CSCI 122 was not 
meeting our needs. We discussed several possibilities aimed at improving student performance. 
At the same time, the draft of the previously mentioned curriculum guidelines was released, and 
we choose to adapt our discussion of the future of CSCI 122 into a full program review. 

During this process, we developed a curriculum mapping', as well as a list of the core areas of 
computer science identified in Curricula 2013. With this focus on core areas, we worked to map 
course objectives to core areas, as well as program objectives. 

One outcome of this round of program review was the restoration of CSCI 201 as a prerequisite 
for our Sophomore-level projects course, CSCI 291. One concern with the CSCI 122 proposal 
from the last review was the need to drop this prerequisite because it introduced as-semester 
sequence into the 4-semester AS program that also uses these courses. Spring 2014 was the last 
semester that students were allowed to take CSCI 291 without having first had CSCI 201. 
During that semester, all the students who had successfully completed CSCI 201 passed the class, 
while those students who hadn't completed CSCI 201 failed the class. While this is an extreme 
(and singular) instance, it does provide an example of the data available. It also serves to 
illustrate a problem in student learning that was identified by our program review, and our action 
to solve this problem. 

The other outcomes and changes of this program review can be seen through the package of 
curricular changes that were submitted to the LSSU Curriculum Committee2

. In fact, the most 

1 Ava i I ab I e on TracDat 
2 Also Avai lable on TracDat 
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obvious evidence of our continued work in program and course assessment is the nwnber of 
things that we send to curriculwn committee over the years. 

Our department plan is to review each of our major areas (Computer Science, Computer 
Networking, Web Development, and Mathematics) on a rotating schedule. In general, this does 
happen, about once every four years. However, our program assessment and changes are not 
completely driven by that schedule. Changes in technologies and common Computer Science 
practices, changes in the resources that are available to our department, as well as a desire to 
address problems as they occur (rather than wait until the next time through the rotation) mean 
that we will make changes outside of the normal rotation. Additionally, changes to some of the 
courses that support multiple of our degrees sometimes necessitate changes to the program 
outside of the normal rotation. 

Several years ago, our department adopted a standard form for reporting on assessment data at 
the end of the semester. This form was based on, and partly driven by, data that were needed by 
the Engineering Department for their ABET accreditation. This form is still used by most of the 
faculty in the department, but unfortunately does not readily lend itself to TracDat entry. We are 
currently working as a department to come up with a new plan / form that will meet the needs of 
the department, as well as allow for easier storage in TracDat. Implementation of this has been 
delayed by changes made to how / what types of information can be entered into TracDat. 

Currently, we are in the process of mapping our curricular objectives directly to our program 
objectives. The version of program objectives in TracDat is current as of the start of this process. 
The version of course objectives in TracDat has been updated for all classes that we have access 
to. Due to difficulties in updating portions of our programs area, some of the latest changes, as 
well as ones that are currently under discussion, have not yet been uploaded to TracDat. 

Our long-term goals and plans for the next four years are to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
changes most recently implemented, approved by Curriculum Committee in the fall semester of 
2013. These changes are scheduled for implementation as the courses are offered over the next 
two years. Should something come up which requires more immediate attention, then we would 
deal with that in a timely manner. There is ample evidence from prior years Curriculwn 
Committee agenda that we do so. Otherwise, our next formal review of this program is planned 
for 2016-2017. 

Our primary areas for focused evaluation of these changes in the next years are student success 
in CSCI 291 as well as CSCI 418 and CSCI 419. Both of these classes provide a good indicator 
for student success after graduation, as they are project classes wherein most of the students have 
external clients that they need to complete tasks for. If students are prepared to complete those 
tasks for these clients, then they are prepared to do the same thing after graduation "on the job." 
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6. Opportunity Analysis 

The single most important goal for the program in Computer Science is to increase enrollments. 
In the long term, we would like to see a minimum of 15 to 20 new students enter the program 
each year, preferably with a Mathematics ACT score of 23 or higher. Students with weaker 
mathematics skills can succeed in our Computer Networking or Web Development programs, 
but tend to struggle in the main-stream Computer Science curriculum. 

With the high demand levels for graduates trained in Computer Science, we're mystified by the 
relative low yield we experience in the freshman class each year. Nationwide, Computer Science 
enrollments have historically been cyclic, but most schools are reporting an up-turn, while we are 
seeing disappointingly low numbers for the 2014-15 academic year. 

This coming fall, we will be launching a "Mathematics and Computer Science Field Day," aimed 
at drawing the interest of local high school students We're also working to develop other 
outreach activities in an effort to attract a larger audience to this program. 

Assuming we can attain a stable level of enrollment, we would like to investigate the desirability 
of pursuing accreditation, and also look at adding a Masters-level program in Computer Science, 
perhaps in the form of a "4 + 1" program. 

At the present time, accreditation does not seem to be an impediment to students seeking 
employment. Unlike disciplines like engineering or nursing, accreditation is not viewed as a 
requirement, but there does seem to be a renewed interest in Computer Science accreditation, and 
it could be used as a positive recruiting tool. 

We're in very good shape with laboratory facilities. We maintain two dedicated lab 
environments - one for programming-related activities, and a second for networking-related 
activities - primarily using revenues generated through course fees. Computer hardware is 
replaced on a four to five year cycle, and we've been able to keep current with software needs. In 
large part this is due to our participation in programs such as Microsoft's DreamSpark initiative, 
which, for a relatively modest annual fee, allows us to not only provide software for the labs, but 
also for our students, who can download a variety of products for their personal use. 

While our staffing level is adequate for our current needs, some of our faculty members are 
almost constantly on overload. This does negatively impact their ability to be actively engaged in 
research. If our freshmen class was to grow beyond 25 students, it is possible that we would need 
to add at least one more faculty line in order to cover all of the required courses. 
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Apl'lendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Computer Science 2016 Program Review Monitoring Report 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 12 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Provides information about these programs using a prior program 
the file and its value as evidence review format. 
supporting program review: 
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Monitoring Report for the Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Related 
Programs 

This monitoring report is submitted in response to the request dated 9 October 2014 for additional 
commentary and follow up on the Program Review for the Bachelor of Science in Computer Science degree. 
This letter requested information on 4 things (the fifth being the request for this report to be produced). We also 
wish to address some of the comments from the 'track changes' of the original Program Review submission. 
The requested items are: 

1. Revisit the goals for program growth relative to current enrollment. 
2. Identify effective and meaningful assessment measures for each program outcome. 
3. Develop and document evidence supporting program claims, and of the school's successes 
in 'closing the loop', showing how what you found was used to make changes and how 
those changes impacted student learning/achievement. 
4. Update Tracdat with course/program assessment findings, evidence and actions. 

The following lays out the Timeline of the Program Review Process and associated curricular changes: 
May - June 2013 Program structure and content reviewed with respect to a 

June - July 2013 
July - August 2013 

October 9, 20 l3 

October 23, 2013 

October 23,2013 

November - December 
2013 
January 13,2014 

May 2014 
August 25,2014 

October 9, 2014 

October 9, 2014 

preliminary release of Computer Science Curricula 2013 -
Association of Computing Machinery 
Course content and degree progression reviewed 
Various proposals for content changes, course changes, and degree 
progression streamlining are generated and evaluated 
Notification of Intent to Change submitted to the Curriculum 
Committee 
Ten Course Change Proposals, two New Course Proposals, and ten 
Program Change Proposals are submitted to the Curriculum 
Committee based upon the prior review and evaluation process 
All twenty-two proposals are "Approved With Amendment" by the 
Curriculum Committee 
Advisors inform current BS CS students of the programmatic and 
course changes 
New and changed courses begin to be phased in while deletedlto-be
changed courses are "taught out" for current majors in Computer 
Science and related programs 
New/changed courses offered: CSC1121, CSCI 371, CSCI 434 
Deletedlto-be-changed courses taught out: CSC! 122, CSCI 201, 
CSCI291 
BS Computer Science Program Review submitted 
BS CS program "teach out" of the old program courses is completed 
New/changed courses offered: CSCI 201, CSCI 351 
BS CS Program Review Report is reviewed and commented upon by 
the Provost's Council and all related materials are posted to the 
LSSU website 
Provost informs Chair Thomas Boger by memo that the Provost's 
Council review has been completed and identifies five points of 
emphasis for the Monitoring Report scheduled for February 1,2016 
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January 12,2015 
August 31, 2015 

Item 1: 

New/changed courses offered: CSCI 291, CSCI 411 
New/changed courses offered: CSCI 342, CSCI 415 

Coming up with numbers for program growth and enrollment in this program is somewhat difficult. Ideally, 
we would like to see about 15-20 students in our upper level courses. This would give us a good faculty to 
student ratio. However, to ensure those numbers at the junior and senior level, we would need to have larger 
freshman classes. The school, however, lacks the load necessary to accommodate the additional bodies in the 
lower level classes, particularly with the reduction by one (non-replacement of Dr. Terwilliger) and possibly by 
two (potential non-replacement of Dr. Kalata) of the faculty capable of teaching Computer Science courses. 
Furthermore, many of those entry level classes (CSCI 105, CSCI 121, etc) are shared by students from not only 
the CS major, but also the Networking major, certain Engineering majors, GIS students, and others. 

Our goal that matches the course load available to the program would map out to about 55 students, spread 
out as 20 - 15 - 10 - 10. Note that most of our upper division B.S. Computer Science courses are alternate year 
in order to make more effective use of the limited faculty hours we have. At a 10- 10 split for juniors and 
seniors our upper division required courses would have an approximate class size of 20. For some of these 
courses, the class size would be larger due to their use as a) required courses in other programs (e.g. CSCI 341 

by Computer Engineering) and b) elective courses used by other majors that are minoring in CS. 

The biggest hurdle to our students continues to be the CSCI 201 class. Once they are past that class, our 
retention rate is significantly better. With 15 - 25 shldents for sophomore level classes (depending on incoming 
math placement, students do not always take sophomore classes at the right time), and at a class size of 20 for 
freshman classes, the pipeline and load capacity would, in effect, be fulL No additional load would be required 
for junior/senior classes; an additional section of lab for classes like CSCI 221 would probably suffice. 
However, assuming a steady level or an uptick in freshman from the other majors may require additional 
sections of freshman classes. With the drop in CS faculty from 4 to 3, there is no spare load (assuming 
maximum overload by all faculty) to accommodate that. If the drop is from 4 to 2, we will be unable to cover 
the courses required to graduate students in four years. In order to realize the goals for student increases, we 
have made significant efforts to recruit into our programs since the original submission of our Program Review. 

In the Fa1l2014 semester, we developed a Math and Computer Science Field Day for local high-school 
students. In the 2014, this brought close to 80 students on campus for a day of activities related to all programs 
offered by our school. In the 2015 event, we had attracted around 55 to 60 local students to campus. To create 
this event, we utilized the Columbus Day/Canadian Thanksgiving date when LSSU classes were not held. The 
funding for the event came from our advertising budget. 

We have also participated in EUP College Night but this event rarely develops students that were not 
already interested in CS. In addition, we supplied materials to the Admissions Office to be distributed at the 
Escanaba FIRST Robotics event in March 2015 and again for use by Admissions during the FIRST Robotics 
season in 2016. At the first ever LSSU FIRST Robotics District event, the School of Mathematics and 
Computer Science also had a table with students helping to provide coverage and answer questions during the 
two days of the event. We used about $100 of our advertising funding to provide event-related giveaways. We 
also supplied materials to Ryan Sigmon in Admissions to promote our programs in the Minnesota STEM 
College Fair. He reported back that there was a great deal of interest in our materials. We also participate in 
Mindtrekkers, the Grand Traverse Stem Symposium, and Minecraft summer camps. 
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yv e continue to contact admitted students via email and letters to try to increase our rate of conversion from 
"admits" to "enrolled." It is too early to tell if this approach is succeeding, but the analysis of our admissions 
and conversions has led to an observation that a significant number of our applicants (about 22%) fail to 
complete their applications. The following table provides the raw data for applications, admissions, and 
eventual attendance: 

2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 
Applications Stal1ed 24 46 41 46 47 27 
Applications Completed 18 35 32 36 38 21 
Admits 18 28 31 35 38 19 
Enrolled 10 8 \0 10 12 ? 

Of significant concern is the drop-off (mirroring the drop overall across campus) in the number of applications 
from 2015-16 to 2016-17. The number of applications started and the number of applications completed had 
been very consistent over the past four years; however the numbers for the upcoming fall semester are down 
significantly. This might be due to any number of factors and without further data collection and analysis it 
would be irresponsible to speculate as to the actual cause. 

The following table shows the total number of majors in the B.S. C.S. program at all levels: 

Declared Ma jors (B.S. ) 

Our projection for the 2016-17 school year is based upon a loss of six graduating seniors, a net-loss of zero 
majors due to non-retentions (losses) and changes of majors (gains), an estimate of five FTIC freshmen (due to 
the lower overall applications and admits for Fall 2016) and a net-gain of three transfer students. 

On the other hand, we would like to note one positive change with respect to our marketing and admissions. 
With the hire of Dr. Hackbarth-Onson, we have witnessed a larger emphasis being placed upon the recruitment 
of students into our programs. If this trend continues, we expect that the results to be realized in two to three 
years from now, given that the recruiting sweet-spot is generally accepted to be at the sophomore/junior year of 
high school. That is, an increase in recruiting profile now affects your numbers in two-to-three years since all 
seniors and many juniors have already made their choices of where to apply. 

Items 2 and 4: 
Program level measures, findings, and actions have been added and uploaded to TracDat based on 

information for the 2014-2015 school year. With the retirement of Tom Boger, the resignation of Mark 
Terwilliger, and the non-tenuring of Dr. Kalata, the duties assigned for the collection and processing of some of 
the infonnation will need to be altered. Dr. Terwilliger, for instance, had been handling the alumni job
placement survey. The composition of the evaluating committee for Sophomore and Senior projects will also 
need to be re-thought, as it is our understanding that a term-position may not sit on such a committee. 

We would also like it noted that according to Dr. Myton, this program now has 100% for all course level 
assessments (excepting classes that have not been offered yet) entered into (or pending entry into) TracDat. 

Though not mentioned in the October 9,2014 response letter, there were several comments related to the 
lack of a curricular map. This curricular map was referenced by us in the program review. The document can be 
found in the 'Program (MATH-COMP.SCIENCE) - Computer Science BS' folder, 'General' subfolder. This 
document has been updated since the initial program review to reflect the curricular changes in the last year. 
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,Itetn 3: 
The changes to the curricular mapping (and curriculum) are a direct result of the end of semester meeting 

covering student presentations and projects for the Sophomore (CSC! 291) and Senior (CSC! 418/419) Projects. 
Several participating faculty noted deficiencies in the oral and written presentation skills of the students. The 
decision was reached to add ENGL 306 to the curriculum in order to address this problem. The addition of this 
course to the degree requirements has already shown some benefit, even though we only have one year's worth 
of data at which to look. The involved faculty members were pleased enough with the interim results to 
recommend the inclusion of this course into the Computer Networking degree as well (where a similar problem 
was noted). 

The faculty are currently looking at the outcomes for the CSC! 201 course. We desire a more consistent 
performance for all of our students in this course and we are taking under consideration a change of language 
and outcomes to the introductory course, CSCI 105, which we believe is being taught at a level that does not 
serve well the follow-on courses. Any change to this course, and to the core programming sequence overall, 
would occur no earlier than the Fall 2017 semester. 

Although not necessarily as a result of assessment, the non-hiring of a replacement for Dr. Terwilliger and 
the tenure-denial of Dr. Kalata have created some curricular problems related to the courses that only these two 
faculty members cover. For instance, the newly revised CSCI 411 that was introduced in the Spring 2015 

semester now has no qualified faculty to teach the course. It is a required course in the BSCS curriculum and is 
scheduled to be taught in the Spring 2017 semester. Changes will need to be made to courses such as this, and 
to our curriculum, to adjust to the skill set of the remaining faculty. We have already looked at CSCI 411 and 
the best alternative currently is to modify this course's topic to be intelligent systems and work with our 
engineering colleagues to have the course listed on the minor in robotics (replacing the deleted CSCI course on 
expert systems). 

Conclusion 
We have enacted the changes related to our 2014 Program Review. All changes have now been implemented 
and we have begun assessing their impact upon our outcomes. Because of the uncertainty of our faculty 
positions, we may need to make further curriculum changes in the near future. 
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Part I - Mission / Vision / Strategic Plan (1 Page) 

[In order to simplify the writing of this document, both the Bachelor of Science in Computer Networking and the 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Networking - Web Development are simply referred to as the Bachelor of Science in 
Computer Networking. Only in places where there are important differences between the two options will those differences be 
pointed out.] 

The Bachelor of Science in Computer Networking was first offered at LSSU in 2002. Originally, 
it was a joint program with Sault College, in Ontario, Canada. Due to a combination of quality control 
issues and increased difficulty in border crossing for the students, the cooperative effort was phased out 
and the program was housed completely within the school between 2007 and 2010. In 2009, a web 
development option was added for students who wanted to concentrate on the web development aspects 
of Computer Networking, instead of generalizing. 

There is some basic overlap with the Computer Networking degree and the Computer Science 
degree. Many of these are introductory courses, however, we have deliberately structured two junior 
level courses to include both sets of students so that they may see both sides of the picture. Students 
seeking jobs in Computer Networking must understand how computers work in order to network them 
efficiently, and meet the needs of their users. They must also understand basic programming concepts as 
they seek to automate portions of their jobs. Students in Computer Science must understand networking 
and user models in order to create software and systems that are actually usable and meet the needs of 
clients. 

The Bachelor of Science in Computer Networking is fully in line with the University, College (as 
of June 2015), and School Mission statements, as well as the University Vision Statements. These 
statements emphasize the need to "launch students on rewarding careers", involve students in "life-long 
learning", and preparing students for careers "crucial to the progress of our nation in the 21 S[ century". 
A5 one considers the changes to both national and international infrastructures, it should be obvious that a 
knowledge of Computer Networking, as well as the ability to keep pace with the changes in that field will 
be essential to students looking for jobs both in the near future, as well as long term. Already, in 2015, it 
is hard to find a job that is not impacted by the presence of either the internet (as an external network) or 
the need to network machines inside a businesses infrastructure (internal network). 

Our compliance with HLC Assumed Practice A. 7.a comes in three parts: 

The Bachelors Degree in Computer Networking prepares students to take and complete a number 
of nationally recognized certification exams, including those CompTia, Novell, Linux Foundation, Cisco, 
and others. The need for students to have these certifications has never been universal, or even required 
by the majority of employers, but our students have been prepared to pass certification exams if their 
employer requires it. We have also been very successful in allowing waivers for some of our introductory 
classes for students who transfer into LSSU with the certifications in hand (mostly for community 
colleges, who often structure their networking offerings directly around a particular certification exam). 

All but a single two-course sequence in the Bachelor of Science in Computer Networking is taught 
by faculty who hold terminal degrees either in the field, or a closely related field. That two-course 
sequence is currently taught by an adjunct, but we are looking for a replacement in order to bring the 
teaching of that class in line with HLC requirements for adjunct teaching of a class (the previous 
instructor had significant profeSSional experience with the topic, but has no advanced degree). 

There is no current national or international standards of accreditation for Computer Networking 
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that we might align ourselves with. We instead, have formed our program around the major areas that 
professionals in Computer Networking need to know for the types of networking jobs that are available, 
as well as the major topics of concern in those fields (computer security, for instance). 
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Part II - Productivity (Argos) 

Argos does not provide separate numbers for the Web Development degree option, all data in Argos is 
lumped into CMPTN-BS. This is another reason that we have combined the review of these two 
programs into a single document. The number of graduates for the Computer Networking Degrees is 
shown in Table 1. The ten year average is 8.1, and the 5 year average is 7.6. 

05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 

10 7 9 8 9 10 6 11 6 5 

Table 1: Graduates in Computer Networking (both Degrees) 

Table 2 shows the student count for just the networking degree over an eight year span. Data for 05-06 
and 14-15 were not available in Argos when the report was run. The average number of students enrolled 
as networking majors is 34.8. The average for the last five years (of data) is 31.8. Note that when 
assuming an average of 4 years to complete a degree, and comparing these number to our graduation rate, 
we account for approximately 93% of students. This number is not exact, as there are a number of 
transfer students, students who change major, and other factors to consider. 

06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 

36 45 37 35 34 31 32 27 

Table 2: Student Count for Computer Networking (both Degrees) 

Since all Computer Networking and Computer Science students are advised by one of the five (Professor 
Boger still has some CS advisees, even though he only teaches Mathematics courses now) of us, the totals 
here and from the CS program review last year provide a gUide to the number of advisees each faculty 
has. 

Argos is not particularly helpful in extracting data for courseload relevant solely to this program. One 
primary difficulty is that the 4 faculty who teach courses also teach courses that apply solely to the 
Computer Science degree, as well as service courses and classes for some of the Mathematics degrees. 
We have also (as overload) taught from time to time courses for the Engineering disciplines as well as 
Teacher Ed. Argos, it seems, will only report things by School. 

We did extract some data from Argos though, for the school (and other schools) as a whole. For the 
school as a whole, we have the fourth largest average class size (20 or 16, depending on Fall or Spring 
semester). The school as a whole generates about 10.4% of the total Student Credit hours over the course 
of the year. Much of that load is the service course taught in the math curriculum, but as previously 
stated, the four CS/CN faculty regularly teach part of that load. 

Currently, all but one course sequence in the CS/CN curriculum is taught by full time faculty. Due to 
HLC qualification issues, we are looking at options to absorb that course into our teaching load as well. 
Computer Science and Networking faculty regularly teach overload (more than the 12 contract hours 
defined in the faculty contract) in order to cover all the classes needed for our students to graduate on 
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time. We also routinely carry more than the contract mandated number of preps (a median of 5.3 over the 
last four years). 

The lab and classroom facilities used by this program (which are shared by Computer Science and 
Mathematics) are completely funded by student lab fees. The Networking program shares the same 112 
time support staff used by the rest of our programs. 
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Part III - Demand (1 Page, Internal and External) 
According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, demand for graduates in Computer Networking is 
expected to be high for the foreseeable future. Their January, 2014 report shows the following demand 
and salary rates for careers that would typically employ Computer Science graduates: 

Job Title Growth by New Jobs Salary 
2022 

Computer & Research Information Scientist 15% < 5,000 $75K+ 
Computer & Information Systems Manager 15% 50,000+ $75K+ 
Computer Network Architect 15% 10,000 - 50,000 $75K+ 
Computer Network Support Specialist 17% 10,000 - 50,000 $55-75K 
Information Security Analyst 37% 10,000 - 50,000 $75K+ 
Network and Computer System Administrator 12% 10,000 - 50,000 $55-75K 
Web Developers 20% 10,000 - 50,000 $55-75K 

Similar prospects are cited in the US News & World Reports "100 Best Jobs" list for 2015: 

8. Information Security Analyst (36.5 percent employment growth projection by 2022) 
11. Web Developer (20 percent employment growth projection by 2022) 
20. Operations Research Analyst (27 percent employment growth projection by 2022) 
21. IT Manager (50,900 new positions by 2022) 
31. Computer Systems Administrator (42,900 new positions by 2022) 
77. Computer Support Specialist (123,000 new positions /17 percent growth by 2022) 

In comparing programs in Computer Networking at other schools, note that the term is used to mean two 
different sub-fields. Some Universities offer a program called 'Computer Networking' that is the study of 
data transmission across a distributed system. These programs are often housed as part of Computer 
Engineering, and are more concerned with the hardware and algorithms used to transmit the data. Ferris 
State has such a program. This type of program is not what we are attempting to offer, and should not be 
used for comparison. 

'Computer Networking' is also used to refer to the study of managing the hardware and resources of a 
network for the effective and secure use of those resources. These programs are concerned with the 
effective management and security of resources for the users of those resources (sometimes referred to as 
Information Technology). Our program is of this type. 

There are a number of programs at the Associates level both in the state and outside that offer courses in 
Computer Networking. There are a number of Computer Science programs in the state (MTU, for 
instance) that offer some courses in Computer Networking topics, but most of them are add-ons to a more 
traditional Computer Science degree. None of them have either the breadth or the depth of coverage that 
we do in areas of operating system management, computer security, and network hardware management. 

Dr. Terwilliger has begun a process of conducting alumni surveys approximately 3 months after each 
graduating class. We get about an 80% response rate, and are able to fill in some of the missing data Uob 
placement, for instance) from other sources. This tool has let us know the percentages of our students that 
get jobs or go on to graduate school. Copies of the last three years worth of job placement data have been 
uploaded to TracDat. The 2015 survey will be sent out later this summer, and so it's data is not available. 

Enrollment for our Computer Network coursework comes primarily from the majors and minors offered 
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within our School. However, students in Computer Engineering take CSCI 221, and students in Fine Arts 
can take also take up to 9 web development courses as part of their degree. Courses in web development 
have also been taken by students as electives from PRiCommunication, Fine Arts, and Liberal Studies. 
Many of our Computer Science majors take courses in Computer Networking in order to add breadth to 
their degree and expand their employment options after graduation. 
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Part IV - Quality (2 Pages) 

Many of the ideas put forth in George Kuh's 2008 article on high-impact educational practices are an 
integral part of our program in Computer Science. All of our students in Computer Science, Computer 
Networking, and Mathematics are expected to enroll in our first-year seminar course, CSCI 103: Survey 
of Computer Science, during their first semester at LSSU. In addition, students from both tbe Computer 
Science program and the Computer Networking programs take a variety of courses together, including 
CSCI 103, 105, 121, 221, 263, 351, and 371. While part of the reason for this overlap is pragmatism 
related to course-size considerations, we feel that students in both areas have benefited from working 
together in these shared classes. 

Computer Science students are required to participate in project experiences, both on an individual basis 
in CSCI 292: Computer Networking Project during their sophomore year, and as part of a team in CSCI 
418: Senior Projects I, and CSCI 419: Senior Projects II, during their senior year. These project courses 
combine writing requirements, collaboration with both classmates and community-based clients, and a 
capstone experience. Final evaluation of these projects is done both by their community-based client, as 
well as the faculty of the schooL As all students who graduate from either of these degrees are required to 
take both CSCI 418 and CSCI 419 here at LSSU, we can claim that 100% of our students have 
participated in research, service learning, and experiential learning activities as part of this curriculum. Of 
course, they also meet this requirement in other classes as well. 

We've been able to effectively use our relatively modest budget to provide state-of-the-art instructional 
facilities. We maintain two dedicated computer labs and a student research and workroom, as well as two 
classrooms with dedicated computers, document cameras, and data projectors. We follow a rotating five
year equipment replacement plan to ensure that the equipment in all of these facilities is capable of 
supporting the ever-increasing demands of modern software. 

We maintain three high-powered servers that are dedicated to our programs, and also use a number of 
virtualized servers to support the needs of our programs and the faculty and students in our department. 
Recent equipment upgrades will allow us to easily increase the use of virtualized servers to meet the 
needs of our programming classes, as well as proVide test environments for student learning. The project 
to set up this new server was handled by a group of our CSCI 418/419 students. These students have also 
made use of our virtualized environment to set up systems for Dr. Kalata's summer camp, as well as other 
school initiatives. 

Our department has agreements with several software vendors, induding Microsoft, VMware, Apple, 
Adobe, and Wolfram. These licensing arrangements allow us to provide students with access to the latest 
software packages from these vendors, all of whom are leaders in their respective areas. In addition to the 
variety of software vendors with whom we maintain paid contracts, we also make extensive use of free 
software packages that allow us to set up new lab experiences reflecting the current trends in the software 
industry. For example, we've been able to utilize freely available code bases and development tools to 
teach our students the skills they need to create software for handheld devices, to create tools that support 
both the client and server sides of web applications, to interface with database systems, and to explore 
modern operating system environments, and interactions. 

There is no formal accreditation body for Computer Networking. So, we have chosen to model our 
program around three things. First, for coursework common to both the Computer Science and Computer 
Networking degrees, we have followed the ACM Computer Science Curricula 2013: Curriculum 
Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programs in Computer Science, available at http://cs2013.org/final
draftlCS2013-final-report.pdf. This report is the recognized source for curriculum guidance in Computer 
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Science. The publication is produced by the Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula, sponsored by the 
Association for Computing Machinery and the IEEE Computer Society. Courses that are common to both 
the Computer Science and Computer Networking majors are assessed regularly to see that they meet the 
needs of both sets of students, and any changes to the curriculum intended to affect one area are carefully 
analyzed to see how they will affect the other. 

Second, we have identified certification exams relevant to our coursework offerings and ensured that 
content of those courses covers the material on the certification exams. We have endeavored not to make 
the course a 'prep' for the certification exam, however, as many community colleges have done. Rather, 
we have looked at the exams and/or topics covered by the exams, and compared them against the content 
covered by the classes to make sure that we have not missed any vital components. We have had a 
number of students who have gone on to take certification exams after the relevant classes, and they have 
reported back that they were well prepared for doing so. 

Many of the classes that cover material on certification exams are specifically designed to take student 
learning to higher levels than simply reproducing material read from the study book. We expect students 
to analyze competing products, and to apply knowledge to simulated real-world problems. No such 
textbooks exist for most of the classes where this applies. 

We have incorporated material for such exams for some of the web design exams [Adobe certifications of 
Adobe Certified Associate (ASA)], operating system classes [Novell and Microsoft certifications for 
several products through their respective companies, and Linux certification through either Linux 
Foundation or CompTia], basic hardware [A+ certification through CompTia], basic and advanced 
networking hardware [Network+ through CompTia, and Cisco certification through Cisco], and web 
development [The World Organization of Web masters (WOW at www.joinwow.org). the International 
Web master Association (IWA), and CompTIA]. 

Third, the very nature of this discipline, and the continuing nature of change in it has spurred curricular 
development in ways that are not as easy to cover via the last two methods. We present four examples of 
how this has influenced our cUlTiculum. 

A] Studies continue to show that a very significant (up to 30% in some surveys) continue to use outdated 
(95, 98, XP) versions of Microsoft Windows. There is a very real possibility that our students will be 
required to maintain these obsolete systems, and even to interface them to their more modern (Windows 
7,8,2013) counterparts. Most textbooks have already completely discarded their coverage of these older 
systems. We however, have kept some coverage, and deliberately address issues with maintaining 
compatibility for these older systems. We target both the necessary steps for doing it, as well as the 
advantages [mostly legacy system support] and disadvantages to such an approach. 

B] Because we were early adopters of VMware's VMAP program, we were able to integrate virtual 
machine technologies into a number of our Operating Systems classes. This is a great strength of our 
program compared to many others, as our students are able to (required to) manage multiple different 
virtual versions of some of the Operating Systems, instead of the single machine they are assigned in 
more traditionally run courses. Our students are able to not only work with more variants of software, but 
able to study the interactions between them. This is useful to them not only for the reason stated above, 
but because they are able to monitor the controlled exchange of information between their virtual 
machines, and have both a better understanding as well as be able to analyze security and protocol issues 
between machines (any machines, not just dis-similar Operating Systems). 

C] When both Heartbleed (an exploit in the SSL security protocol implementations discovered 2 years 
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ago), and the Bash bug (popularized as Shellshock in the media, from 2014) hit the scenes, we were 
immediately able to address these within the already existing framework of our curriculum. We were able 
to discuss not only the real problem with these two incidents, but also the real solution, and the problems 
inherent in many of the popularly proposed solutions. Were our curriculum tied to a specific exam, we 
would not have been able to integrate that as easily, or as early (the first textbooks talking about these two 
are just hitting the markets now). 

D] We have incorporated new technologies in web development; such as implementation, design, and 
administration of content management systems starting about 2012. This is before the technology had 
become mainstream (such as the new system being sold to the university). These same technologies are 
considered alongside and as alternatives to traditional web development strategies by our students for 
real-world clients in our projects classes. Students are required to justify (to the faculty) their choices in 
whether to use, not to use, or to integrate both methods into their projects. 
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Part V -Assessment (2 Pages) 

The Bachelor of Science in Computer Networking and the Bachelor of Science in Computer Networking 
- Web Development have both had components reviewed over the course of the last four years. Our last 
full review of the program was in 2009, when we added the Web Development option to the curriculum. 
Instead, our review and assessment efforts for these programs in the last 6 years have centered around five 
concerns, or external problems that we have had with content in the programs. Some of these have been 
directly motivated by assessment of students performance, others have been motivated by the need to 
mitigate external problems in ways that minimally impacts the learning outcomes and quality of the 
program as a whole. 

The first such issue was the loss of our qualified adjuncts for the old CSCI 271, CSCI 303, and CSCI 305. 
Since taking over these classes from Sault College, we had been using adjuncts who held current 
certifications for the material to teach these classes. Due to changes in their lives, they were no longer 
able to adjunct these classes for us, and we were faced with the need to either drop these classes from the 
curriculum, or find a way to integrate the material into either existing classes, or fit the classes into 
available faculty load. After considerable discussion, we decided to condense the material from CSCI 
271 (Novell System Administration) and CSCI 303 and CSCI 305 (Windows System Administration) into 
a pair of classes CSCI 248 and CSCI 348. This gave us the ability to salvage most of the content, but also 
the ability to add a compare and contrast component to these two Network Operating Systems (NOS) not 
preViously present (since there was no requirement that students take CSCI 271 before or after the 303-
305 sequence). We have also been able to add a small bit of material covering the interactions between 
dissimilar NOS's that we were previously unable to cover. This is very useful to our students as it is 
increasingly cornman to find larger companies utilizing multiple NOS's for different corporate 
components (most often supporting a legacy system that they are unwilling, or unable to migrate to a 
more recent NOS). 

Student self-assessment feedback has indicated that students sometimes find keeping both sets of 
operating system parameters to be sometimes confusing. On the other hand, they have also reported that 
seeing multiple ways of performing the same tasks helps them to understand what is actually happening in 
the system. We are discussing ways to deal with the first set of comments, and are pleased to see that we 
have been successful with the second set. 

The second issue was a need to increase our emphasis on security. Network security is one of the biggest 
issues today. Sadly, in many ways, network security implementation has not moved much in the last 
decade. In response to student performance in a number of classes, we have added another class on 
Computer Security (CSCI 263), as well as begun to specifically identify good and bad security practices 
in a number of other classes (CSCI 121, CSCI 248, CSCI 371, among others). Students are also assessed 
on whether they are following good security practices in these classes. Student feedback on self
assessment forms indicates tbat tbey do not like this emphasis, but student feedback from graduates 
indicates that they are finding it very useful in their careers. 

The third issue we addressed was a concern about web development students being able to successfully 
pass CSCI 422 (Network Security). This class is a very rigorous class, and in order to fit in all relevant 
material, relies very heavily on material covered in previous classes; far more so than most pre-requisite 
requirements. Since the Web Development students do not take as many of tbe general network classes as 
their generalist counterparts, they have not had the depth of experience with the background material, and 
student performance was significantly lower for tbem tban tbe regular networking students. After 
considerable discussion, we decided that the coverage of security (as it relates to web development) was 
just as well covered by the combination of material covered in CSCI 275 and CSCI 348. CSCI 422 does 
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cover some aspects of web security, but covers a number of other aspects of security as well). 

Web development students already take CSCI 275, and so we decided to give them an option to take 
either eSCI 348 or CSCI 422. eSCI 348 is the second half of the Network Operating Systems sequence 
(taken after CSCI 248), and CSCI 422 is taken after CSCI 412. Most Web Development students have 
ended up taking CSC! 348 since the change. 

Our fourth area of concern was potential overlap or missing material between a number of courses in the 
regular networking degree, and those particular to the Web Development degree. When originally 
mapped out, there was a fairly clear understanding of what should be taught in each of the new courses, 
and effort was expended to ensure that pre-requisites were sufficient to prepare students, but not excessive 
enough to delay or hinder graduation. However, after a time, offering patterns, patterns in the order that 
students take classes, as well as changing needs for coverage of material in some classes was leading to a 
perceived overlap in some content between classes. Additionally, feedback from student self-evaluations 
indicated that some content was not being covered. Several of us met last summer to address these 
concerns, and to reinforce and renew the mappings as to which content material would be covered in 
which classes. We reached several decisions during these meetings. We present two of these here. 

We needed to provide additional emphasis to some basic networking concepts in earlier classes. This 
material was already being covered in those classes, but students were not retaining the material for the 
upper level classes. This emphasis should (follow-up assessment is in-progress as of this writing) reduce 
the student perception of not having covered the material, as well as improve student performance on the 
material in follow-on classes. 

With the option to take CSCI 348, and the alternate year offering for CSCI 275, there is no guarantee 
which of these two classes students may take first. In fact, it is possible they may take them both at the 
same time, or that they only ever take one of them. CSC! 275 concerns itself exclUSively with Web server 
administration, whereas CSCI 348 has such at a lower level, but only as one component of the course. We 
wanted to ensure that important web administration topics were included in both classes, so as to reach all 
students. We also wanted to make enough different in topic presentation so that students taking both 
classes are exposed to different ways of looking at the same topic, so as to reinforce it, rather than belabor 
it. Dr. Kalata and Dr. Schemm were able to meet separately to discuss some methodologies as well as 
assessment me tries that achieve these goals. They were first implemented in Spring 2015, and seem to 
have been successful. We are awaiting further data, though before putting the matter to rest. 

Finally, after discussions about senior project options (for all our degrees) we decided to consolidate our 
three senior project options in a single 2-course sequence. At the same time, we re-wrote the course 
description to better inform future employers what the content of the class is. This will allow students to 
better market themselves to potential employers, as well as educate students as to the options for senior 
projects available to them. This new language has just taken effect, so we are not able to evaluate it's 
effects at this time. 

Additional documentation on most of these can be found in the curriculum proposals that accompanied 
these changes. We have also uploaded 'screenshots' of some of the discussion boards from these meetings 
(some are no longer available). Such documentation can be found in the Tracdat Document repository. 
We have also uploaded a curriculum map to the relevant Document repositories as well. 
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Part VI - Opportunity Analysis (1 Page) 

Our biggest long term goal, as well as our biggest challenge is to grow the program. We can fairly easily 
accommodate another 10-20 students in these programs. This growth would lead to some additional 
sections of some of the lab classes, which could be covered by the existing faculty at the same load, with 
the 'cost' that they not be able to teach Mathematics / other classes. Increasing enrollment beyond that 
would require either restructuring the load, the coursework (or offering patterns) or the hiring of 
additional faculty. 

In the last several years, the university has not been willing to market our program or recruit students for 
us, and so we have taken the initiative in marketing and recruitment ourselves. Dr. Kalata and Dr. Smith 
have attended a number of events with some of our students both to broaden their horizons, as well as to 
get the word out about our programs. Our projects classes have solicited projects and internships off 
campus that we have able to leverage as marketing tools. Last fall, we held our first "Mathematics and 
Computer Science Field Day". We were able to invite over 50 high schoolers to campus to learn and 
experiment with elements of Computer Science, Computer Networking, and Mathematics. Plans are 
already underway for hosting it again this fall. We have also attempted a number of other outreach 
programs, and are looking at several others to get the word out about our programs. Dr. Kalata and others 
have also been actively promoting us on social media, and has set up a school presence through several of 
them. 

Attracting students to the program should not be a significant hurdle. The degrees are consistently rated 
as among the most in demand, and given our societies reliance on technology, isn't likely to change in the 
near future. The difficulty has been getting the word out to the right students. We have also started trying 
to work with High School guidance counselors to help them understand what Computer Science and 
Computer Networking really are (they aren't just that you like to play computer games all day). Our 
internal marketing efforts have been able to allow us to connect with local area schools and counselors. 
However, in order to increase our student count by the stated amount we recommend the University 
marketing and admissions develop a more comprehensive plan to market our specific program at all 
recruiUTIent events, on social media regularly and substantially in the visuals and articles within university 
marketing and alumni materials. 

We have been working with some of the community colleges to get transfer agreements in place either as 
2+ 2 or 3+ 1 in order to increase the number of upper level students that we have. Some of these have 
already been approved bytbe school and are awaiting final approval by administration, others are in 
earlier stages of development. 

Our lab and classroom facilities have been almost completely funded by our student computer lab fee 
money. These funds have allowed us to maintain a five year rotation on our lab and classroom computers, 
pay for the specialized software that we use, and provide most of the support needed to maintain them (we 
do rely on Bruce for warranty support via the University's Dell contract, as well as IT for access to the 
University's Microsoft Office license). Dr. Schemm works with the faculty in the school to make sure that 
the facilities in our 2 labs, research room, and 2 classroom spaces are up to date with what faculty are 
trying to do. 

Both of the degrees reviewed in this document already have Associates Degree versions of the program. 
We have been successful in using that to attract some non-traditional students to the program. The 
Michigan TIP program will often pay for the Associates degree version of our degrees. Afterward, 
students can searnlessly transition into the Bachelors degree (which they then have to find other forms of 
aid for). 
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-" 
PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: Bachelors in Computer Networking 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
question, respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

See included document FourColumnBSinCN.pdf. 

Degree assessment for this program is handled in two ways. First, the capstone course for this 

program is the Senior Projects sequence (CSCI 418 and CSCI 419). As part ofthe evaluation of student 

projects, faculty in the Computer Science and Computer Networking areas meet to discuss student 

performance, as well as evaluation success of the students on our four program level outcomes. 

The second method used to assesses the program level outcomes is to look at the aggregate of course 

level assessment for courses taught that semester that are tied to each of the four program level 

objectives. These aggregate level assessments indicate that in general, we are reaching our goals. 

Specific places where we have trouble (students do not meet the goals) are usually related to a specific 

class, and are commented on, and tweaked at the course level. Years ago, our school adopted an end

of-semester reporting form for course assessment that (among other things) specifically addresses 

things that did not go well in a course, as well as proposed changes to address that. Please see the 

numerous examples in TracDat of such data. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

During some of the annual meetings to discuss projects, we have observed that students have 

successfully completed the project portion of the course, but have had issues with the professional 

communications required as part of the project (both to us as well as their clients). After discussion 

with the English Department, ENGL 306 was made a requirement of the degree. We only have a 

couple years of data (inconclusive, since students could elect to continue under their old degree 

requirements that did not include ENGL 306) since this was implemented, but we have noticed an 

improvement, both in their ability to deal with their clients as well as the professionalism of their final 

presentations. 

, ! 1 
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It should be noted that the BS in Computer Science was the first ofthe two Bachelor's degrees to make 

this change, and that because we noticed some improvement (even from the limited data of 1 year) we 

determined to change the Bachelors Degree in Computer Networking the following year. 

An example of changes made from aggregate data review are the reorganization of topics between 

CSCI 248, CSCI 275, and CSCI 348 which took place. We noted that students in the upper level classes 

(CSCI 325, CSCI 348, and CSCI 419) were getting inconsistent coverage in some of the web service 

content. After some further investigation, we noted that students could get to upper level classes 

without having taken all the lower level courses (due to alternate year or other odd offering patterns). 

To correct the problem additional coverage ofthe basic topics was moved to the earlier classes. This 

change has improved student performance. 

A second example of a change here is a pending decision to increase the pre-req on CSCI 211 from CSCI 

105 to CSCI 121. We have found that many students do not have the programming experience to be 

able to handle writing database applications currently. Ironically, the pre-req was originally lowered 

specifically to accommodate Computer Networking majors (who take fewer programming classes, and 

had less need for database material). Feedback from instructors teaching the class, as well as a recent 

survey of the job market shows that this area is significantly more important to our Computer 

Networking students, so we will be increasing the pre-req to make the course more beneficial to the 

students and their future employers (our real clients). 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

For basic information, please see the attached degree audit (document BS Computer 

Networking_F16.xlsx) and curricular map (document BS_CN_CurricularMap2018.xls) for this program. 

The degree audit was specifically requested, and represents the current course completion required to 

earn this degree. The curricular map shows how each ofthese courses relate to the four program level 

outcomes for the degree program (the first four columns), as well as the Institutional Level Outcomes 

(ILOs). 

The Program Level Objectives were updated in 2018 to make them easier to assess and measure. We 

also decided at the same time to show the relationship of our courses to the university ILOs at the 

same time, as these ideas are core to the profession of Computer Science. Almost all jobs in this field 

revolve around taking the needs of clients, industry accepted standards (security for example), which 

often are not understood or even valued by clients and producing a unique system to meet the needs 

of those clients. The inclusion ofthe University ILOs allow us to focus on both the technical aspects of 

the field (our program learning outcomes) as well as the service aspect that most jobs in this area have 

(university ILOs). While almost all our courses touch on the ILOs in some way, courses tagged as 

related to the ILOs have a higher level of relation to them. 
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Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Almost every course in this degree involves the analyzing of needs for a computer networking system, 

as well as setting it up to work with the actual users ofthe system (communication). Any ofthe 

programming or scripting classes (CSC1105, CSCI121, CSCI 281, CSCI 371, etc) involve the input 

(collecting), processing (analyzing), as well as output (communication) of information. 

For most ofthe lab classes (CSCI 248, CSCI 348, CSCI 412, CSCI 422, etc) students are required to 

demonstrate that their setup is correct by using the system in it's intended manner. For web servers, 

for instance, this would be by creating and 'hosting' web pages on their server. These pages would be 

unique to the student creator, and independent of server software. 

Many ofthe projects for our upper level courses (CSCI 348, CSCI 412, CSCI 422, for instance) are 

virtualized system setups, and as such are nearly impossible to reproduce as part ofthis document 

(since we would also need to include the virtualization system, the lab setup, etc). Others (CSCI 281, 

CSCI 351, CSCI 371) are only meaningful when viewed within the context of specialized hardware or 

software setups. We have, however, attached examples of senior project materials that our students 

presented as part of the senior symposium. Please see the attached appendix on Senior Projects. It 

contains multiple examples of posters as well as power point presentations from student work. 

3 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Curriculum Map 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: 
Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or BS _ CN_ CurricularMap2018.xls 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 15- BS in Computer Networking 

Briefly summarize the content of Revised Curriculum Map for our new program objectives as of 
the file and its value as evidence Spring 2018. Includes courses that also map to the University ILOs. 
supporting program review: 
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Sheetl 

LSSU B.S. ComDuter Networkinl! - Prol!ram Objectives 

After successful completion of our degree requirements, the student will be able to: 

CSCI103 
CSCI105 
CSCI106 
CSCI121 
CSCI163 
CSCI211 
CSCI221 
CSCI248 
CSCI263 
CSCI281 
CSCI292 
CSCI323 
CSCI348 
CSCI351 
CSCI371 
CSCI412 
CSCI418 
CSCI419 
CSCI422 
MATH 111 
MATH 207 
BUSN 121 
BUSN 231 I 
ENGL306 

Analyze the needs of a . Design install and . . j Students will identify the Studen~ will.orga~e an Students will demonstrate 
user, desIgn a computerj . I' '. E I h . CommunIcate technIcal need for, gather, and syntheSIZe eVidence, Ideas h bil· I . IffiP ement approprIate va uate c anges m . ... . .. tea dy to app y 

network system to satisf ... hI. d mformation relative to Students will develop an accurately process the or works of Imagmation t Ii· I thO d 
. . seCUrI mtruslOn tec no 0 seCUrI an. .. ro esslOna e ICS an 

those needs, and mstall, d ty; d gYd' b dty, problems and solutIOns t clearly express complex approprIate type, quality answer an open-ended . Pt It at t 
d·f d . . th etectlOn, an user nee sase on b h h Ii· I··d . . dId . f ·d . d m ercu ur eompe enee mo I y an mamtam e bl h. h . d d d d b ot ot er pro esslOna s I leas m wrItten an ora an quantity 0 eVi eoce to question, raw a h . t· . trou es ootm tee m ues acee te an u ate est .. .. . w en answenn a ues 100, 

network environment d th dgl . ~ p.. Ph Ii Id the field as well as mVOlved[ presentations. (ILO) answer a complex questIon conclUSion, achieve a goal I . g bl
q 

. an me 0 0 ogles m a practices m t e Ie . . . so vmg a pro em, or 
relative to both hardWarj .. k non-technIcal persons. or solve a complex or create a substantial h·· L (ILO) 

and software. commUnIcation networ problem. (lLO) work of art. (ILO) ac levmg a goa 

I 

R 
I 
I R 
R R J 

R R I 
R R R 

f-- - - - - I RA RA RA RA RA RA 
R R 

M M R R R 
M M 
M -M M M M M 

- 1 ·- - T MA MA MA MA - --MA MA 
MA MA MA MA MA MA I 

--1,-
R I R 

M M 

R I I R 
I 
R F R 
M M f-

Key: "I"=Introduced; "R"=reinforced and opportunity to practice; "M"=mastery at the senior or exit level; "A"=assessment evidence collected 

ILOs are also covered by University General Education Requirements. Items listed here supplement those topics and assessments. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Degree Audit 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to s~bmit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT Issu.edu with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: 
Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Computer Networking_F16.xlsx 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question lS - BS in Computer Networking 

Briefly summarize the content of The requested current Degree Audit sheet (current as of Fall 2018) 
the file and its value as evidence for the BS in Computer Networking. 
supporting program review: 
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School of Mathematics & Computer Science 
Fall 2016 

Degree Audit: Bachelor of Science in Computer Networking 

Name: ____________________________ __ 10# ______________________ __ 

Advisor's Signature: _____________________ Chair's Signature: ______________ _ 

General Education 

Communication (9 cr) 
ENGL 110 3 
ENGL 111 3 
COMM 101 3 

Social Science (6-7 cr) 
BUSN 121 3 

Social Science Diversity (3-4 cr) 

Humanities (minimum 6 credits) 
Two courses from two different areas 
(Humanities approved courses) 

Mathematics (3-4 cr) 
Satisfied by degree requirements 

Natural Science (8 cr) 

Free Electives (or Minor) (17-20 cr) 

Departmental Requirements (68 cr) 

Computer Science (59 cr) 
CSCI103 3 
CSCI105 3 
CSCI106 3 
CSCI121 4 
CSCI163 3 
CSCI211 3 
CSCI221 3 
CSCI248 3 
CSCI263 3 
CSCI281 3 
CSCI292 4 
CSCI323 3 
CSCI348 3 
CSCI351 3 
CSCI371 3 
CSCI412 3 
CSCI418 3 
CSCI419 3 
CSCI422 3 

Mathematics (6 cr) 
# MATH 111 3 
MATH 207 3 
# Satisfies Gen Ed Math Requirement 

Other Requirements (9 cr) 
* BUSN 121 3 
BUSN 231 3 
ENGL 306 3 
* Satisfies Social Science Gen Ed Requirement 

At least 124 total credits 
At least 50% of school 300/400 
level credits earned at LSSU 
At least 30 of last 60 credits 
earned at LSSU 
2.0 Overall GPA 
2.5 GPA in School Requirements 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Four Column Report 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or FourColumnBSinCN.pdf 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 13- BS in Computer Networking 

Briefly summarize the content of Four column report from TracDat. 
the file and its value as evidence Note: First two objectives were not added by our school, they were 
supporting program review: added by administration and are not maintained by us. Mission 

Statement is also not ours, and was not put there by us. 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 
Computer Networking BS 

Program (CoIS) - Computer Networking BS 

Mission Statement: We equip our graduates for success through emphasis on rigorous programs, hands-on experiences, and interaction with highly-qualified faculty members 
who are centered on student success. 
Assessment Contact: Dr. Evan Schemm 

Program Outcomes 

Program Review - The Program 
provides evidence in support of 
Program Review in accordance with 
the Higher Learning Commission 
Criteria for Accreditation (4.A. The 
institution demonstrates 
responsibility for the quality of its 
educational programs. 1. The 
institution maintains a practice of 
regular program reviews.) 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Periodic Program 
Review 

2.1 Program Enrollment - Strategy 
2.1 The Program establishes realistic 
goals for program enrollment that are 
optimistic, realistic, achievable. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Enrollment 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
The Program conducts evidence
supported regular program review. 
The Program addresses the key 
components of the, incorporates 
feedback from assessment activities, 
and documents the impact of 
assessment findings and subsequent 
actions on student learning. 
Criteria Target: The Program Review 
will address the following criteria: 
1. Contribution to lSSU 
MissionNision 
2. Metrics of Productivity 
3. Internal and External 
Program Demand 
4. Program Quality 
5. Program Assessment 
6. Opportunity Analysis 

Regular, recurring - The program 
sets goals for program enrollment 
which are time-based, progressive, 
achievable and quantitative. 
Criteria Target: Program Enrollment 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2015-2016 
Goal met: Yes 
A Program Review was completed and submitted to Dr. 
Myton (06/08/2018) 

Related Documents: 
ComputerNetworkingProgramReview.pdf 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use 0/ Results 
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Program Outcomes 

Analyze Needs - The students will be 
able to analyze the needs of a user, 
design a computer network system to 
satisfy those needs, and install, 
modify and maintain the network 
environment relative to both 
hardware and software. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

Design - The students will be able to 
design, install, and implement 
appropriate security, intrusion 
detection, and troubleshooting 
techniques and methodologies in a 
communication network. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Growth Goal: by 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.5 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End aggregate course 
data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.5 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year End faculty evaluation of projects and presentation 
aggregate score of 4.25 (1 to 5). Includes 1 non-performing 
team. (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 163 [Troubleshooting and 
Repair of Personal Computers], CSCI 281 [Introduction to 
UNIX and Networking], CSCI412 [UNIX Network 
Administration], and CSCI 422 [UNIX Network 
Administration] shows students successfully completing 
these classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the 
time. [Retroactively added based on prior data to new 
department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects class. 
(05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Result added 
retroactively to new 2018 
program objectives. Data from 
2016-2017 had already been used 
for 2017-2018 classes, as well as 
ongoing curricular update efforts. 
(07/30/2018) 

-------------------------------------
Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI248 [Network Operating 
Systems I], CSCI 348 [Network Operating Systems II], and 
CSCI 412 [UNIX Network Administration] shows students 
successfully completing these classes were able to meet this 
goal at least 70% of the time. (05/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end faculty evaluation of projects and presentation has 
an aggregate score of 3.75 (1 to 5). Includes 1 non
performing team (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI163 [Troubleshooting and 
Repair of Personal Computers], CSCI 281 [Introduction to 
UNIX and Networking], CSCI 412 [UNIX Network 
Administration], and (SCI 422 [UNIX Network 
Administration] shows students successfully completing 
these classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next projects class. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Result added 
retroactively to new 2018 
program objectives. Data from 
2016-2017 had already been used 
for 2017-2018 classes, as well as 
ongoing curricular update efforts. 
(07/30/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve Page 2 of 4 
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Program Outcomes 

more measurable and applicable. 

Security and Best Practices - The 
students will be able to evaluate 
changes in technology, security, and 
user needs based on accepted and 
updated best practices in the field. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

Communications - The students will 
be able to communicate technical 
information relative to problems and 
solutions to both other professionals 
in the field as well as involved non-

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 

year may vary due to course offering time. [Retroactively added based on prior data to new 
patterns. The specific courses used department objectives for 2018J (07/30/2018) 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 248 [Network Operating 
Systems I], CSCI 348 [Network Operating Systems II], CSCI 
412 [UNIX Network Administration], and CSCI 422 [Network 
and Computer Security) shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. (05/29/2018) 

Direct - Capstone Project - including Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
undergraduate research - Year End Goal met: Yes 
Project Review Year end evaluation of Projects and presentations has an 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.5 or aggregate score of 3.38 (1 to 5). Includes 1 non-performing 
higher for at least 70% of students team (05/30/2018) 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
course - Year End Aggregate Course Goal met: Yes 
Data Aggregate grade data from CSCI 281 [Introduction to UNIX 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn and Networking], CSCI 412 [UNIX Network Administration], 
at least 70% of the possible points and esCI 422 [UNIX Network Administration] shows 
on objective related exam questions, students successfully completing these classes were able to 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. meet this goal at least 70% of the time. [Retroactively 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each added based on prior data to new department objectives 
year may vary due to course offering for 2018] (07/30/2018) 
patterns. The specific courses used

F 
- '- d-' - R- --.--Y---- 2-0-1-8--------

'11 b . d' t d f h t f 10 109 eportmg ear: 2017-WI e In Ica e or eac se 0 G I Y 
. d oa met: es 

reportmg ata. Aggregate grade data from CSCI 248 [Network Operating 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.5 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Systems I], esCI 348 [Network Operating Systems II], CSCI 
412 [UNIX Network Administration), and esCI 422 [Network 
and Computer Security] shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. (05/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 3.5 (1 to 5). Includes one non-

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Result added 
retroactively to new 2018 
program objectives. Data from 
2016-2017 had already been used 
for 2017-2018 classes, as well as 
ongoing curricular update efforts. 
(07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 
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Program Outcomes 

technical persons. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student learning 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom) 
Institutional learning: IlOl - Formal 
Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations. 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria Be 
Procedures 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Assessment Results 

performing team. (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI163 [Troubleshooting and 
Repair of Personal Computers), and CSCI412 [UNIX 
Network Administration) shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. [Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from esel 248 [Network Operating 
Systems II, esel 348 [Network Operating Systems Ill, and 
CSCI 412 [UNIX Network Administration) shows students 
successfully completing these classes were able to meet this 
goal at least 70% of the time. (05/29/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Result added 
retroactively to new 2018 
program objectives. Data from 
2016-2017 had already been used 
for 2017-2018 classes, as well as 
ongoing curricular update efforts. 
(07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Senior Projects Samples 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or PosterPresentations.zip 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 16- BS in Computer Science 

Question 16- BS in Computer Networking 
Briefly summarize'the content of This zip file contains Posters (36x48) and or PowerPoint 
the file and its value as evidence presentations for Senior Project presentations from the last four 
supporting program review: years. They are grouped together as some teams consist of both 

Computer Science and Computer Networking majors. 
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IRIS ----

h1tegration al1d Reporting Il1forlnation SystelTI 

Joe Sullivan 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Lake Superior State University 
Spring 2018 

Oient: 

Jason Kronemeyer 
Director of Technology and REMC 22 
Eastern Upper Peninsula httermediate School District 

Proble111 

The EUPISD technology department supports more than a dozen school 
districts and thousands of computers. When a student, teacher, or staff member 
calls to receive service on their device, the team has to search three different 
systems to obtain information required to support their clients. This process is 
time consuming. The EUPISD requested an application that gives a simple 
interface to search all three systems and display all relevant information for the 
given device. 

Requirelnents 

Simple - When the tech is using IRIS, they are already actively multitasking 
with the client. This application should be simple and straightforward as to 
not get in the way of the support of their client. 
Fast - The application should be able to retrieve the information quickly in 
order to efficiently assist their clients. 
Fresh - The data provided must be accurate and up-to-date. With students 
using devices every hour, the information of the devices is ever changing. 

Simple Search Unified Results 

III LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

Approach 

Design a Microsoft PowerApp that accepts the user's input, an asset 
number, and returns a page with information related to the user's search. 
Utilize the Google GSuite API to query Chromebook data. 
Leverage the Solarwinds Web Help Desk API to query asset data. 
Write a SQL Stored Procedure to search the Microsoft SCCM database. 
Combine data from the systems based on the primary key: serial number. 

Outc0111eS 

The application is a fast and efficient tool already being used by the technology 
team at the EUPISD to help assist their clients and thousands of devices 
separated by hundreds of miles. Rather than searching across the multiple 
systems, the techs can use this application to increase their efficiency and focus 
on their clients. 

Non-standard Secondary Search 
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Road Condition Reporting and Management System 
Wei Qian, Tamara Novic, 
Matthew Butler, Matthew Zahara 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Lake Superior State University 

Client: Christopher Smith 
Assistant Professor at LSSU 

Problem 

Our initial client was looking for a technology
based solution to streamline the data collection 
and maintenance of Michigan roads. This included 
gathering public complaints pertaining to road 
conditions as well as an interface to the data 
collected. This data was meant to assist in the 
allocation of Michigan Department of 
Transportation resources. 

The legacy solution consisted of having a 
maintenance crew drive every road to assess its 
condition. This process was very slow and costly. 

Overview 

The Road Condition Reporting and Management 
System (RCRMS) was developed to coliect 
complaints of road conditions and present the 
data, in various forms, to a party that may be able 
to positively affect the road conditions. To that end, 
we developed an iOS mobile application and a 
web application. 

The mobile application is the interface which the 
public may use to report various road complaints 
to our database. 

The web application serves as the portal to 
visualize the data, from the database, for city, 
county, and state administrative users. 

Functional Requirements 

The client requires a proof of concept technology 
based solution for a community-wide data 
collection and management system whose primary 
function is to: 
• Streamline the process of reporting problems 

with Michigan roads 
Summarize data and generate maps through an 
automated process on the database server 
Deliver summary reports to administrators 
Measure progress in making road repairs 

• Measure performance of individual programs 
and the system as a whole 

Mobile Application Functional Requirements: 

The mobile application will serve the primary 
function in the following ways: 

• Reports data to the backend 
Simplistic user interface to prevent driving 
distractions 

LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 
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Functional Requirements Cont. 

Web Application Functional Requirements: 

To serve the primary function, the web application 
must accomplish the following: 

Short term retention of client specifiC reports 
• Ability to present data in jurisdiction specific 

reporting 
• Report maintenance(i.e. mark reports as 

having been completed) 
Client specific assessment of needs 

• Retention of client specific GPS (Global 
POSitioning System) data 
Ability to track client specific goals and 
outcomes 
Ability to share road quality reports across 
agencies 

Learning Outcomes 

Technologies: 
• Xcode IDE 

Swift 4.0 
SiriKit 
Google Maps APls (Application Programming 
Interface) 
HTML (HyperText Markup Langauge), CSS 
(Cascading Style Sheets), JS (Java Script), 
Firebase 
Nodejs, npm, Firebase CLI (Command-Line 
Interface) 

Customer loss and pivot to an alternate client with 
changing requirements mid-project. 
Practice working with other developers, in 
different scopes, toward the same end. 
Working knowledge of code repositories like 
GitHub, and the collaboration benefits therein . 

Current State: 
• Working iOS application prototype 
• Functional web application 

Moving Forward: 
Publish iOS application 
Application email verification 
Meta data collection 

• Handle Firebase querying quirk 

Chart View 
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Student Information System 

Ahmed Basmair 
Porter Behling 
Robert Hollowell 
Tyler Postma 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Lake Superior University 
Spring 2017 

Client: 

Maplewood Baptist Academy 
Terri Hill 

Problem 
Maplewood Baptist Academy is a private school that has gone 
through a number of Student Information Systems, but has been 
unable to find one that suits their needs. With insufficient IT staff, 
and requiring a student information system that could easily be 
maintained and updated by on site faculty, It was our duty to 
provide a technology based solution for a student information 
system that could meet the needs of Maplewood Baptist Academy. 

Requirements 
• Provide a method of grading students. 

User interface allowing Students, Faculty, and Parents to view 
grades and implement changes. 

• Ability to generate report cards and transcripts, both individually 
and en-mass. 

• View student, and parenUguardian information. 
• Import and Export data without ongoing support by software 

vendors. 
• Meet standard security requirements for Data Security, and 

Technical Standards. 
• Improved communication between students, faculty, and . ts 

Approach 
In order to deal with multiple devices, a web interface was decided 
on as the best method of access to the system. The team went 
with a combination of PHP, MariaDB, HTML, ess, a little bit of 
Bash, and Javascript. This combination allowed for the creation of 
a system that is flexible to changes, and resilient to time. Future
proofing was kept in mind during the development of the 
project.Version control was used to track changes made on the 
project, and in the event of an unwanted change, the code could 
be easily reverted to an earlier time. 

Outconles 
The goal is to develop a student information system that can be 
easily used and maintained without any need for onsite IT support. 
The SIS will allow faculty to easily maintain and edit information 
regarding; student grades, generation of report cards/transcripts, 
communication between students and their parents, large scale 
esv data importing and exporting, student grade legacies, and 
access to all required information regarding students and their 
parents. 

B LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 
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INSPIRE TENNIS WILDCATS TENNIS TEAM APP 

nLAKE SUPERIOR 
USTATE UNIVERSITY 

Problenl 

John Gardinner has established a business that allows players to venture to the 
United States to pursue their tertiary degree through their various sports. 
Particularly John specializes in tennis and has created a tennis team, with his 
players, which mimics how a university team in the States in managed to g;ve 
the players an idea of what to expect. 
What John was looking for is an application that will allow the players and the 
players of the parents within the team to easily communication among one 
another. He also wanted other information pertaining to the team to be readily 
available to them such as their sponsors, events and training schedules, a 
gallery; coaching videos as well as the ability for them to upload statistics from 
their recent matches while at a tournament. 

Requirenlents 

• The application shall have an initial page that displays the team's logo and 
links to the log;n page. 
The application shall provide the team with login credentials that allows 
them to login to the app using their own accounts. 
The application shall have 5 main views: 

The main' team area' that links to the events and training 
schedules, tournament statistics and a chatroom. 
Player profile information 
Gallery 
Sponsors page 
Coaches comer. 

The application shall be connected to a database that holds all the 
information pertaining to the different views and login information. 
The application shall include notifications to the user. 

" . 
~~"""" .. !~~r7 

:" '~:,:::'~'. \~ ~.:,~~: 

Laura Roberts 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Lake Superior University 
Spring 2017 

John Gardiner 
Inspire Tennis Wildcats Tennis Team Head 
Coach and Founder 
Nelson, New Zealand 

Overvie\v 

The application to be produced will be written in Swift 3.0 pro~ammin!!: 
language to be compatible with Apple devices runnin!!: iOS operating svstems. 
These devices include the various models of iPhones, iPads, and other Apple 
devices. The application is to be completed and handed offbv April 24, 2017. 
The application shall clearly promote the Wildcats tennis team and be simple 
and easy to use for people of all ages. 

Outcolnes 

The production of this application has been beneficial in extending my 
knowledge in iDS application development, including various aspects of the 
Swift operating language, and its associated integrated development 
environment, Xcode. I have also learned how to set up a live chatroom on a 
server using sockets, 
One of the most prominent learning outcomes however is how to connect my 
application to a MySQL database using PHP in the most efficient way within 
my application. This includes using JSON in Xcode to send and receive data 
from my database based on the query that was performed, and handling the 
success or failure of this in a way that the application will smoothly notify the 
client. Furthermore, I have also becoming more comfortable with using Core 
Data and learning more of its features, I have also learned how to set up my 
own database and export from a local server set up on my computer to a 
hosting service online. 
Lastly, I have learned how to communicate regularly in dealing with a client in 
the real world. 
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PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: Bachelors in Computer Science 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
question respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

See included document FourColumnBSinCS.pdf. 

Degree assessment for this program is handled in two ways. First, the capstone course for this 

program is the Senior Projects sequence (CSC1418 and CSCI419). As part of the evaluation of student 

projects, faculty in the Computer Science and Computer Networking areas meet to discuss student 

performance, as well as evaluation success of the students on our four program level outcomes. 

The second method used to assesses the program level outcomes is to look at the aggregate of course 

level assessment for courses taught that semester that are tied to each of the four program level 

objectives. These aggregate level assessments indicate that in general, we are reaching our goals. 

Specific places where we have trouble (students do not meet the goals) are usually related to a specific 

class, and are commented on, and tweaked at the course level. Years ago, our school adopted an end

of-semester reporting form for course assessment that (among other things) specifically addresses 

things that did not go well in a course, as well as proposed changes to address that. Please see the 

numerous examples in TracDat of such data. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

During some of the annual meetings to discuss projects, we have observed that students have 

successfully completed the project portion of the course, but have had issues with the professional 

communications required as part ofthe project (both to us as well as their clients). After discussion 

with the English Department, ENGL 306 was made a requirement of the degree. We only have a 

couple years of data (incomplete, since students could elect to continue under their old degree 

requirements that did not include ENGL 306) since this was implemented, but we have noticed an 

improvement, both in their ability to deal with their clients as well as the professionalism of their final 

presentations. 

1 
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It should be noted that the BS in Computer Science was the first ofthe two Bachelor's degrees to make 

this change, and that because we noticed some improvement (even from the limited data of 1 year) we 

determined to change the Bachelors Degree in Computer Networking the following year. 

Finally, after reviewing performance this last semester (2018) we have decided to make ENGL 306 a 

pre-req for CSCI 418 so that students have the benefit of the material for both parts of Senior Projects, 

since a number ofthem have put off the class until their senior year and are taking it concurrently. 

An ongoing area of concern that we have noticed and discussed relevant to the aggregate data is the 

performance and skillset of students coming out of CSCI 121 and CSCI 201. This has been an ongoing 

concern for a number of years. We are continuing to look at ways that we can change content and 

content delivery in those two classes to improve student performance and retention. 

A related concern is the effect setting those as once-a-year classes coupled with alternate year 

offerings for upper level classes has on our students ability to graduate on time. Data from the last 

two years (pulled from Argos) shows that are students are averaging 10.5 semesters until graduation. 

Anytime a student comes into the program with insufficient math, fails a class, or does not take a class 

when they should increases their graduation time by at least a semester. Being able to offer CSCl121 

and CSCI 201 every semester would allow students to fix the first two problems at a delay of only 1 

semester instead of up to 2 years. 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

For basic information, please see the attached degree audit (BS Computer SCienceJ15.xlsx) and 

curricular map (document BS_CS_CurricularMap2018.xls) for this program. The degree audit was 

specifically requested, and represents the current course completion required to earn this degree. The 

curricular map shows how each of these courses relate to the four program level outcomes for the 

degree program (the first four columns), as well as the Institutional Level Outcomes (lLOs). 

The Program Level Objectives were updated in 2018 to make them easier to assess and measure. We 

also decided at the same time to show the relationship of our courses to the university ILOs at the 

same time, as these ideas are core to the profession of Computer Science. Almost all jobs in this field 

revolve around taking the needs of clients, industry accepted standards (security for example), which 

often are not understood or even valued by clients and producing a unique system to meet the needs 

of those clients. The inclusion ofthe University ILOs allow us to focus on both the technical aspects of 

the field (our program learning outcomes) as well as the service aspect that most jobs in this area have 

(university ILOs). While almost all our courses touch on the ILOs in some way, courses tagged as 

related to the ILOs have a higher level of relation to them. 

Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

2 
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16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Almost every course in this degree involves the analyzing of needs for a computer program, as well as 

setting it up to work with the actual users of the system (communication). Any ofthe programming or 

scripting classes (CSC1105, CSCI121, CSCI 201, CSCI 351, CSCI 371, etc) involve the input (collecting), 

processing (analyzing), as well as output (communication) of information. 

For some classes, students have a significant free-form project as part ofthe course requirements (CSCI 

321, CSCI 371, etc). Students are required to create a unique project within the framework of the 

assignment. Many of these projects require additional software and/or specific runtime environments 

to be able to use, and would be difficult to document here. 

Instead, however, we have attached examples of senior project materials that our students presented 

as part of the senior symposium. Please see the attached appendix on Senior Projects. It contains 

multiple examples of posters as well as power point presentations from student work. 

, 3 

Type response here. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Curriculum Map 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: 
Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or BS _ CS _ CurricularMap2018.xls 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 15- BS in Computer Science 

Briefly summarize the content of Revised Curriculum Map for our new program objectives as of 
the file and its value as evidence Spring 2018. Includes courses that also map to the University ILOs. 
supporting program review: 

5 
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Sheet! 

LSSU B.S. Comuuter Science - Prof!ram Obiectives 

After successful completion of our degree requirements, the student will be able to: 

Evaluate and implement 
Students will identify the Students will organize an 

Students will demonstratl 
Analyze the needs of a Communicate technical need for, gather, and synthesize evidence, ideas 

user, design a computer 
solutions to programmin Evaluate changes in 

information relative to Students will develop and accurately process the or works of imagination t 
the ability to apply 

software system to satisf~ 
problems using technology, software, and 

problems and solutions t clearly express complex appropriate type, quality answer an open-ended 
I professional ethics and 

those needs, and write am 
appropriate algorithms, user needs based on 

both other professionals i ideas in written and oral and quantity of evidence to question, draw a 
intercultural competence 

debug computer program 
programming languages accepted and updated best 

the field as well as involved presentations. (ILO) answer a complex question conclusion, achieve a goal 
when answering a question, 

needed for that system. user interfaces, and practices in the field. 
non-technical persons. or solve a complex or create a substantial 

solving a problem, or 
utilities. 

problem. (ILO) work of art. (ILO) 
achieving a goal. (ILO) 

CSCI103 I I I 
CSCI105 I I I 

-
CSCI121 I R 
CSCI201 

I 
R 

CSCI211 I I 
CSCI221 I I 
CSCI263 R R I 
CSCI291 RA RA RA RA RA RA RA RA 
CSCI321 M R 

I- - ~ 

CSCI325 R 
CSCI326 R 
CSCI341 M M M - - - - - - -
CSCI342 R 
CSCI351 M R R 
CSCI371 M R - - - - ---
CSCI411 M R - - -- ---
CSCI415 M M ,-- - - - -
CSCI418 MA MA MA MA MA MA MA MA 
CSCI419 MA MA MA MA MA MA MA MA 
CSCI434 M M 

--
MATH 131 R R -- -
MATH 112 R R 
MATH 151 R R 
MATH 207 R R 
BUSN 121 I 
ENGL306 

-e-
M M 

Key: "I"=Introduced; "R"=reinforced and opportunity to practice; "M"=mastery at the senior or exit level; "A"=assessment evidence collected 

ILOs are also covered by University General Education Requirements. Items listed here supplement those topics and assessments. 

Page 1 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Degree Audit 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: 
Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Computer Science_F15.xlsx 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 15- BS in Computer Science 

Briefly summarize the content of The requested current Degree Audit sheet (current as of Fall 2018) 
the file and its value as evidence for the BS in Computer Science. 
supporting program review: 

4 
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School of Mathematics & Computer Science Fall 2015 

Degree Audit: Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 

Name: ____________________________ ___ 

Advisor's Signature: ______________________ _ 

General Education 

Communication (9 cr) 
ENGL 110 3 
ENGL 111 3 
COMM 101 or 3 
COMM 201 or 
COMM 225 

Social Science (minimum 6 credits) 
Two courses from two different disciplines 
BUSN 121 3 

Cultural Diversity (minimum 3 credits) 

Humanities (minimum 6 credits) 
Two courses from two different disciplines 
(Humanities approved courses) 

Mathematics (3-4 cr) 
Satisfied by degree requirements 

ID# ______________________ _ 

Chair's Signature: ________________ _ 

Departmental Requirements (72 cr) 

Computer Science (62 cr) 
CSCI103 3 
CSCI105 3 
CSCI121 4 
CSCI201 4 
CSCI211 3 
CSCI221 3 
CSCI263 3 
CSCI291 4 
CSCI321 3 
CSCI3250r 
CSCI326 3 
CSCI341 4 
CSCI342 4 
CSCI351 3 
CSCI371 3 
CSCI411 3 
CSCI415 3 
CSCI418 3 
CSCI419 3 
CSCI434 3 

Mathematics (10 cr) 
*MATH 131 3 

Natural Science (minimum 7 credits) MATH 112 or 
Two courses from two different disciplines-one with a lab MATH 151 4 

Free Electives (or Minor) (13-16 cr) 

MATH 207 3 
*Satisfies Mathematics General Education 
requirement 

Other Requirements (6 cr) 
#BUSN 121 3 
ENGL 306 3 
#Satisfies Social Science General Education 
requirement 

At least 124 total credits 
At least 50% of school 300/400 
level credits earned at LSSU 
At least 30 of last 60 credits 
earned at LSSU 
2.0 Overall GPA 
2.5 GPA in School Requirements 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Four Column Report 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or FourColumnBSinCS.pdf 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 13- BS in Computer Science 

Briefly summarize the content of Four column report from TracDat. 
the .file and its value as evidence Note: First two objectives were not added by our school, they were 
supporting program review: added by administration and are not maintained by us. Mission 

Statement is also not ours, and was not put there by us. 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 
Computer Science BS 

Program (ColS) - Computer Science BS 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Christopher Smith 

Mission Statement: We equip our graduates for success through emphasis on rigorous programs, hands-on experiences, and interaction with highly-qualified faculty members 
who are centered on student success. 

Program Outcomes 

Analyze Needs - The students will be 
able to analyze the needs of a user, 
design a computer software system 
to satisfy those needs, and write and 
debug computer programs needed 
for that system. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 
Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.5 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 4.33 (1 to 5). (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI103 [Survey of Computer 
Science], esCI 121 [Principles of Programming], CSCI 321 
[Computer Graphics)), and esci 371 [Multi-Platform 
Application Development] shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. [Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use 0/ Results 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Data from esel 121 
has prompted investigations into 
how to increase student use of 
office hours, as well as methods 
that might be used to increase 
student attempts of homework 
assignment. Failure in the class is 
almost universally attributable to 
turning in less than 33% of 
assignments. 

Result added retroactively to new 
2018 program objectives. Data 
from 2016-2017 had already been 
used for 2017-2018 classes, as 
well as ongoing curricular update 
efforts. (07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Review goal again 
during next program review. 

Page 1 of 4 
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Program Outcomes 

Implement· The Students will be able 
to evaluate and implement solutions 
to programming problems using 
appropriate algorithms, programming 
languages, user interfaces, and 
utilities. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student learning 

Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal level (Bloom/Webb): High
level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Direct· Capstone Project· including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.5 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct· Exam/Quiz - within the 
course· Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Best Practices - The students will be Direct - Capstone Project - including 

Assessment Results Use 0/ Results 

Aggregate grade data from CSCI 201 [Data Structures and (05/29/2018) 
Algorithms], CSCI415 [Computer Organization and 
Architecture], and CSCI 371 [Multi-Platform Application 
Development] shows students successfully completing 
these classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the 
time. (05/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year End evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 4.00 (1 to 5). (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI103 [Survey of Computer 
Science], CSCI 121 [Principles of Programming], CSCI 321 
[Computer Graphics)], and CSCI 371 [Multi-Platform 
Application Development] shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. [Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 201 [Data Structures and 
Algorithms], CSCl 415 [Computer Organization and 
Architecture], and CSCI 371 [Multi-Platform Application 
Development] shows students successfully completing 
these classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the 
time. (05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Data from CSCI121 
has prompted investigations into 
how to increase student use of 
office hours, as well as methods 
that might be used to increase 
student attempts of homework 
assignment. Failure in the class is 
almost universally attributable to 
turning in less than 33% of 
assignments. 

Result added retroactively to new 
2018 program objectives. Data 
from 2016-2017 had already been 
used for 2017-2018 classes, as 
well as ongoing curricular update 
efforts. (07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Review goal again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

10/31/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve Page 2 of 4 
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Program Outcomes 

able to evaluate changes in 
technology, software, and user needs 
based on accepted and updated best 
practices in the field. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student learning 

Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

Communications - The students will 
be able to communicate technical 
information relative to problems and 
solutions to both other professionals 
in the field as well as involved non
technical persons. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 
Start Date: 05/01/2018 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.5 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The speCific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.5 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 3.33 (1 to 5). (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 103 [Survey of Computer 
Science], esCI 121 [Principles of Programming], CSCI 321 
[Computer Graphicsll, and esCI 371 [Multi-Platform 
Application Development] shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. [Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI103 [Survey of Computer 
Science], CSCI 415 [Computer Organization and 
Architecture], and CSCI 371 [Multi-Platform Application 
Development] shows students successfully completing 
these classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the 
time. (05/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 3.5. This exceeds the Sophomore score 
of 2.79, suggesting that ENGl306 has been useful for our 
students. This is a very limited dataset (3 projects) though, 
and more years of data is needed. (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Data from CSCll21 
has prompted investigations into 
how to increase student use of 
office hours, as well as methods 
that might be used to increase 
student attempts of homework 
assignment. Failure in the class is 
almost universally attributable to 
turning in less than 33% of 
assignments. 

Result added retroactively to new 
2018 program objectives. Data 
from 2016-2017 had already been 
used for 2017-2018 classes, as 
well as ongoing curricular update 
efforts. (07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate goal again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Data from esCI121 
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Program Outcomes 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL01 - Formal 
Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations. 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Assessment Results 

Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from C5CI103 [Survey of Computer 
Science], C5CI121 [Principles of Programming]. CSCI 321 
[Computer Graphics]], and CSCI 371 [Multi-Platform 
Application Development] shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. [Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 103 [Survey of Computer 
Science]. CSCI 291 [Computer Science Project], and esCI 415 
[Computer Organization and Architecture] shows students 
successfully completing these classes were able to meet this 
goal at least 70% of the time. (05/29/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use 0/ Results 

has prompted investigations into 
how to increase student use of 
office hours. as well as methods 
that might be used to increase 
student attempts of homework 
assignment. Failure in the class is 
almost universally attributable to 
turning in less than 33% of 
assignments. 

Result added retroactively to new 
2018 program objectives. Data 
from 2016-2017 had already been 
used for 2017-2018 classes, as 
well as ongoing curricular update 
efforts. (07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate goal again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Senior Projects Samples 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT Issu.edu with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or PosterPresentations.zip 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 16- BS in Computer Science 

Question 16- BS in Computer Networking 
Briefly summarize the content of This zip file contains Posters (36x48) and or PowerPoint 
the file and its value as evidence presentations for Senior Project presentations from the last four 
supporting program review: years. They are grouped together as some teams consist of both 

Computer Science and Computer Networking majors. 

1 7 
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IRIS ----
I11tegration a11d Reporting I11forlnation Systeln 

Joe Sullivan 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Lake Superior Slate University 
Spring201S 

Client: 

Jason Kronemeyer 
Director of Technology and REMC 22 
Eastern Upper Peninsula Intermediate School District 

Proble111 

The EUPISD technology department supports more than a dozen school 
districts and thousands of computers. When a student, teacher, or staff member 
calls to receive service on their device, the team has to search three different 
systems to obtain information required to support their clients. This process is 
time consuming. The EUPISD requested an application that gives a simple 
interface to search all three systems and display all relevant information for the 
given device. 

Requirelnents 

Simple - When the tech is using IRIS, they are already actively multitasking 
with the client. Thls application should be simple and straightforward as to 
not get in the way of the support of their client. 
liS - The application should be able to retrieve the information quickly in 
order to efficiently assist their clients. 
.Ewh - The data provided must be accurate and up-ta-date. With students 
using devices every hour, the information of the devices is ever changing. 

Simple Search Unified Results 

BLAKE SUPERIOR 
USTATE UNIVERSITY 

Approach 

Design a Microsoft PowerApp that accepts the user's input, an asset 
number, and returns a page with information related to the user's search. 
Utilize the Google GSuite API to query Chromebook data. 
Leverage the Solarwinds Web Help Desk API to query asset data. 
Write a SQL Stored Procedure to search the Microsoft SCCM database. 
Combine data from the systems based on the primary key: serial number. 

Outc0111eS 

The application is a fast and efficient tool already being used by the technology 
team at the EUPISD to help assist their clients and thousands of devices 
separated by hundreds of miles. Rather than searching across the multiple 
systems, the tecbs can use this application to increase their efficiency and focus 
on their clients . 

Non-standard Secondary Search 

WHD Data Only 
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Road Condition Reporting and Management System 
Wei Qian, Tamara Novic, 
Matthew Butler, Matthew Zahara 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Lake Superior State University 

Client: Christopher Smith 
Assistant Professor at LSSU 

Problem 

Our initial client was looking for a technology
based solution to streamline the data collection 
and maintenance of Michigan roads. This included 
gathering public complaints pertaining to road 
conditions as well as an interface to the data 
collected. This data was meant to assist in the 
allocation of Michigan Department of 
Transportation resources. 

The legacy solution consisted of having a 
maintenance crew drive every road to assess its 
condition. This process was very slow and costiy. 

Overview 

The Road Condition Reporting and Management 
System (RCRMS) was developed to collect 
complaints of road conditions and present the 
data, in various forms, to a party that may be able 
to positively affect the road conditions. To that end, 
we developed an iOS mobile application and a 
web application. 

The mobile application is the interface which the 
public may use to report various road complaints 
to our database. 

The web application serves as the portal to 
visualize the data, from the database, for city, 
county, and state administrative users. 

Functional Requirements 

The client requires a proof of concept technology 
based solution for a community-wide data 
collection and management system whose primary 
function is to: 

Streamline the process of reporting problems 
with Michigan roads 
Summarize data and generate maps through an 
automated process on the database server 

• Deliver summary reports to administrators 
Measure progress in making road repairs 
Measure performance of individual programs 
and the system as a whole 

Mobile Application Functional Requirements: 

The mobile application will serve the primary 
function in the following ways: 

Reports data to the backend 
Simplistic user interface to prevent driving 
distractions 

BLAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 
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Functional Requirements Cant. 

Web Application Functional Requirements: 

To serve the primary function, the web application 
must accomplish the following: 

Short term retention of client specific reports 
Ability to present data in jurisdiction specific 
reporting 

• Report maintenance(i.e. mark reports as 
having been completed) 
Client specifiC assessment of needs 
Retention of client specific GPS (Global 
Positioning System) data 
Ability to track client specific goals and 
outcomes 

• Ability to share road quality reports across 
agencies 

Learning Outcomes 

Technologies: 
Xcode IDE 
Swift 4.0 
SiriKit 

• Google Maps APls (Application Programming 
Interface) 
HTML (HyperText Marikup Langauge), CSS 
(Cascading Style Sheets), JS (JavaScript), 
Firebase 
Nodejs, npm, Firebase CLI (Command-Line 
Interface) 

Customer loss and pivot to an alternate client with 
changing requirements mid-project. 
Practice working with other developers, in 
different scopes, toward the same end. 
Working knowledge of code repositories like 
GitHub, and the collaboration benefits therein . 

Current State: 
Working iOS application prototype 

• Functional web application 

Moving Forward: 
• Publish iOS application 

Application email verification 
Meta data collection 
Handle Firebase querying quirk 

Chart View 
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Student Information System 

Ahmed Basmair 
Porter Behling 
Robert Hollowell 
Tyler Postma 
School of Mathematics and Computer Science 
Lake Superior University 
Spring 2017 

Client: 

Maplewood Baptist Academy 
Terri Hill 

Problem 
Maplewood Baptist Academy is a private school that has gone 
through a number of Student Information Systems, but has been 
unable to find one that suits their needs. With insufficient IT staff, 
and requiring a student information system that could easily be 
maintained and updated by on site faculty, It was our duty to 
provide a technology based solution for a student information 
system that could meet the needs of Maplewood BaptistAcademy. 

Requirements 
• Provide a method of grading students. 
• User interface allowing Students, Faculty, and Parents to view 

grades and implement changes. 
• Ability to generate report cards and transcripts, both individually 

and en-mass. 
• View student, and parenUguardian information. 
• Import and Export data without ongoing support by software 

vendors. 
• Meet standard security requirements for Data Security, and 

Technical Standards. 
• Improved communication between students, faculty, and 

nt • 

Approach 
In order to deal with multiple devices, a web interface was decided 
on as the best method of access to the system. The team went 
with a combination of PHP, MariaDB, HTML, ess, a little bit of 
Bash, and Javascript. This combination allowed for the creation of 
a system that is flexible to changes, and resilient to time. Future
proofing was kept in mind during the development of the 
project.Version control was used to track changes made on the 
project, and in the event of an unwanted change, the code could 
be easily reverted to an earlier time. 

Outcomes 
The goal is to develop a student information system that can be 
easily used and maintained without any need for onsite IT support. 
The SIS will allow faculty to easily maintain and edit information 
regarding; student grades, generation of report cards/transcripts, 
communication between students and their parents, large scale 
esv data importing and exporting, student grade legacies, and 
access to all required information regarding students and their 
parents. 

LAKE SUPERIOR 
-- STATE UNIVERSITY 

Administrator 

" -. 

Teacher 

Student 

Parent 
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INSPIRE TENNIS WILDCATS TENNIS TEAM APP 

n LAKE SUPERIOR 
U STATE UNIVERSITY 

Problen1 

John Gardinner has established a business that allows players to venture to the 
United States to pursue their tertiary degree through their various sports. 
Particularly John specializes in tennis and has created a tennis team, with his 
players, which mimics how a university team in the States in managed to give 
the players an idea of what to expect. 
What John was looking for is an application that will allow the players and the 
players of the parents within the team to easily communication among one 
another. He also wanted other information pertaining to the team to be readily 
available to them such as their sponsors, events and training schedules, a 
gallery, coaching videos as well as the ability for them to upload statistics from 
their recent matches while at a tournament. 

Requiren1ents 

• The application shall have an initial page that displays the team's logo and 
links to the login page. 
The application shall provide the team with login credentials that allows 
them to login to the app using their own accounts. 
The application shall have 5 main views: 

The main 'team area' that links to the events and training 
schedules, tournament statistics and a chatroom. 
Player profile information 
Gallery 
Sponsors page 
Coaches corner. 

The application shall be connected to a database that holds all the 
information pertaining to the different views and login information. 
The application shall include notifications to the user. 

Laura Roberts 
School of Mathematics and Computer Sdence 
Lake Superior University 
Spring 2017 

John Gardiner 
Inspire Tennis Wildcats Tennis Team Head 
Coach and Founder 
Nelson, New Zealand 

Overview 

The application to be produced will be written in Swift 3.0 programming 
language to be compatible with Apple devices nmning iDS operating systems. 
These devices include the various models of iPhones, iPads, and other Apple 
devices. The application is to be completed and handed off by April 24, 2017. 
The application shall clearly promote the Wildcats tennis team and be simple 
and easy to use for people of all ages. 

Outcolnes 

The production of this application has been beneficial in extending my 
knowledge in iDS application development, including various aspects of the 
Swift operating language, and its associated integrated development 
environment, Xcode. I have also learned how to set up a live chatroom on a 
server using sockets. 
One of the most prominent learning outcomes however is how to connect my 
application to a MySQL database using PHP in the most efficient way within 
my application. This includes using JSON in Xcode to send and receive data 
from my database based on the query that was performed, and handling the 
success or failure of this in a way that the application will smoothly notify the 
client. Furthermore, I have also becoming more comfortable with using Core 
Data and learning more of its features. I have also learned how to set up my 
own database and export from a local server set up on my computer to a 
hosting service online. 
Lastly, I have learned how to communicate regularly in dealing with a client in 
the real world. 
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PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: Associates in Internet Network Specialist 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
questionf respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

See included document FourColumnASinCN.pdf. 

Degree assessment for this program is handled in two ways. First, the capstone course for this 

program is the Computer Networking Project (CSCI 292). As part of the evaluation of student projects, 

faculty in the Computer Science and Computer Networking areas meet to discuss student 

performance, as well as evaluation success of the students on our four program level outcomes. 

The second method used to assesses the program level outcomes is to look at the aggregate of course 

level assessment for courses taught that semester that are tied to each of the four program level 

objectives. These aggregate level assessments indicate that in general, we are reaching our goals. 

Specific places where we have trouble (students do not meet the goals) are usually related to a specific 

class, and are commented on, and tweaked at the course level. Years ago, our school adopted an end

of-semester reporting form for course assessment that (among other things) specifically addresses 

things that did not go well in a course, as well as proposed changes to address that. Please see the 

numerous examples in TracDat of such data. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

During the last couple annual meetings (since the introduction of ENGL 306 as a course in the 

Bachelors Degree version of this degree), we have noted the difference in communication ability 

between Senior Projects (capstone for the Bachelors Degree in the same area) and Computer 

Networking Project (the sophomore capstone for this degree). Because the degree is a two year 

degree, we do not (at this time) anticipate adding ENGL 306 as a part of this degree because it would 

delay completion ofthe degree by at least one semester for students that do not take their regular 

English sequence during their freshman year. Instead, we have pulled some of the formalized 

documentation that is used in the senior project class, and required students to use them in this class. 

" i 1 
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This has not only standardized the communications requirements for the students (each instructor was 

using their own instrumentL but better prepares those who are going on for the Bachelors Degree. 

In order to ensure that projects are of a sufficient difficulty level (without being too difficult for 

Sophomores) we changed how projects are admitted to the project pool 3 years ago. Prior to that 

point, projects were found by individual instructors ofthe three projects classes (CSCI 291, CSCI 292, 

and CSCI 418) and students had the opportunity to choose one of their instructors projects or suggest 

their own (which would then be approved or not by their instructor). We found that there was enough 

variation year to year, both with the caliber of projects available as well as the criteria used to evaluate 

the projects difficulty level, that we needed to standardize things better. 

To facilitate that, we created a CS projects working group (consisting of all current CS / CN faculty) that 

evaluates all projects that are submitted for a year. Combined, they evaluate the difficulty ofthe 

assignment (Sophomore or Senior), the category of the project (primary knowledge areas required to 

complete), as well as fitness for this type of course (we have, for example, determined not to accept 

any more projects from commercial clients for a variety of reasons). This change allows a more 

meaningful standard for comparing student performance on projects. 

As an example of the use of aggregate data, we have been considering for the last year the entrance 

and exit performance for students taking CSCI 211. In order to make the course more accessible for 

students in this major, the pre-req for this course was changed to CSCI10S a number of years ago. At 

the time, the programming language used for both classes was the same, and so students were able to 

learn the material within the programming context they were already familiar with. As languages, and 

needs change over the years, we have changed the programming language for CSCI 105 twice, but not 

addressed the transition for 105 to 211. It is becoming more of a requirement that students be able to 

competently access and manipulate database data from within the context of a programming 

language, and not just as a standalone (which is how the course has been taught for the last three 

offerings, as the students have not taken a programming course in one ofthe primary languages used 

for programmatic manipulation of databases). We are in the final steps internally of putting together a 

curriculum proposal to change the pre-req of this class to CSCI 121 so that students will have had such 

language exposure. Our biggest concern (and the reason we have not done so yet) is that this may 

potentially delay students graduation by extending a pre-req chain to include a once-a-year class. 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

For basic information, please see the attached degree audit (document AS in Internet Network 

Specialist_F1S.xlsx) and curricular map (document AS_CN_CurricularMap2018.xls) for this program. 

The degree audit was specifically requested, and represents the current course completion required to 

earn this degree. The curricular map shows how each of these courses relate to the four program level 

2 
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outcomes for the degree program (the first four columns), as well as the Institutional Level Outcomes 

(ILOs). 

The Program Level Objectives were updated in 2018 to make them easier to assess and measure. We 

also decided at the same time to show the relationship of our courses to the university ILOs at the same 

time, as these ideas are core to the profession of Computer Science. Almost all jobs in this field revolve 

around taking the needs of clients, industry accepted standards (security for example), which often are 

not understood or even valued by clients and producing a unique system to meet the needs of those 

clients. The inclusion of the University ILOs allow us to focus on both the technical aspects of the field 

(our program learning outcomes) as well as the service aspect that most jobs in this area have 

(university ILOs). While almost all our courses touch on the ILOs in some way, courses tagged as related 

to the ILOs have a higher level of relation to them. 

Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Almost every course in this degree involves the analyzing of needs for a computer networking system, 

as well as setting it up to work with the actual users ofthe system (communication). Any of the 

programming or scripting classes (CSCI 105, CSC1121, CSCI 281, etc) involve the input (collecting), 

processing (analyzing), as well as output (communication) of information. 

In the Network Operating Systems lab classes (CSCI 248) students are required to demonstrate that 

their setup is correct by using the system in it's intended manner. For web servers, for instance, this 

would be by creating and 'hosting' web pages on their server. These pages would be unique to the 

student creator, and independent of server software. 

Unlike our Senior Projects class, Sophomore Computer Networking Projects students are not required 

to participate in the Senior Symposium Poster presentation. They are required give an oral 

presentation on their material, but are not required to use slides to do so. Please see some examples 

of various student hand-ins and other project related materials in the Appendix labeled Sophomore 

Projects Samples. 

Type response here. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Curriculum Map 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: 
Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or AS_CN_CurricularMap2018.xls 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 15- AS in Computer Networking 

Briefly summarize the content of Revised Curriculum Map for our new program objectives as of 
the file and its value as evidence Spring 2018. Includes courses that also map to the University ILOs. 
supporting program review: 

5 
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Sheet! 

LSSU A.S. Internet I Network Snecialist - Pro2ram Objectives 

After successful completion of our degree requirements, the student will be able to: 

CSCI103 
CSCI105 
CSCI106 
CSCI163 
CSCI211 
CSCI221 
CSCI248 
CSCI263 
CSCI281 
CSCI292 
BUSN 121 
BUSN 231 

Assist in the analysis of 
Students will identify the Students will organize an 

Use current bardware an need for, gather, and synthesize evidence, ideas 
Install and maintain 

security monitoring, 
OS tecbnologles and Communicate tecbnlcal Students will develop and accurately process tbe or works oflmaginatlon I 

intrusion detection, and 
network systems according 

troubleshooting tecbniques 
accepted best practices in information relative to clearly express complex appropriate type, quality answer an open-cnded 

to specifications given to network design to belp problems and solutions tt ideas in written and oral and quantity of evidence to question, draw a 
tbem. 

and metbodologies in a 
solve business and professionals in the field. presentations. (ILO) answer a complex question conclusion, acbieve a goal 

networked operating 
industrial problems. or solve a complex or create a substantial 

environment. 
problem. (ILO) work of art. (fLO) 

I I I I -
I I I - -- - -
I I 

R I I I 
I 
I I R -
R I R 

R ·1 R I 
R R R 

MA MA MA MA 
~. 

MA MA I MA 
I I ----
R 

--'---. 
R 

Key: "I"=Introduced; "R"=reinforced and opportunity to practice; "M"=mastery at the senior or exit level; "A"=assessment evidence collected 
Note: Associates Degree 

ILOs are also covered by University General Education Requirements. Items listed here supplement those topics and assessments. 

Page 1 

Students will demonstrat~ 
the ability to apply 

professional ethics and 
Intercultural competence 

when answering a question, 
solving a problem, or 

achieving a goal. (ILO) 
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~ 
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R 

MA 

I 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Degree Audit 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: 
Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or AS in Internet Network Specialist_F15.xlsx 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 15- AS in Computer Networking 

Briefly summarize the content of The requested current Degree Audit sheet (current as of Fall 2018) 
the file and its value as evidence for the AS in Computer Networking. 
supporting program review: 

! 4 
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School of Mathematics & Computer Science Fall 2015 

Degree Audit: Associate Degree in Internet/Network Specialist 
Name: ______________________________ _ 

Advisor's Signature: ___________________ _ 

Graduation Date: ____ ___ __ 

General Education Requirements 

Communication (9 cr) 
ENGL 110 3 
ENGL 111 3 
COMM 101 3 

MATH 110 or higher (3 cr) 

Gen Ed Electives (12 cr) 
*BUSN 121 3 

Free Electives (4 cr) 

ID# _____________ _ 

Chair Signature: _____________ _ 

Date: _____________ _ 

Departmental Requirements 

Computer Science (28 cr) 
CSCI103 3 
CSCI105 3 
CSCI106 3 
CSCI163 3 
CSCI211 3 
CSCI221 3 
CSCI248 3 
CSCI263 3 
CSCI281 3 
CSCI292 4 

Other Support Courses (6 cr) 
BUSN 121 3 
BUSN 231 3 

At least 62 total credits 
Residency (16 of last 20 credits at LSSU) 
2.0 Overall GPA 
2.0 GPA in Departmental Requirements 
2.0 GPA in General Education 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Four Column Report 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or FourColumnASinCN.pdf 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 13- AS in Computer Networking 

Briefly summarize the content of Four column report from TracDat. 
the file and its value as evidence Note: First two objectives were not added by our school, they were 
supporting program review: added by administration and are not maintained by us. Mission 

Statement is also not ours, and was not put there by us. 

6 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 
Computer Networking AS 

Program (CoIS) - Internet/Network Specialist AS 

Mission Statement: We equip our graduates for success through emphasis on rigorous programs, hands-on experiences, and interaction with highly-qualified faculty members 
who are centered on student success. 
Assessment Contact: Dr. Evan Schemm 

Program Outcomes 

Program Review - The Program 
provides evidence in support of 
Program Review in accordance with 
the Higher Learning Commission 
Criteria for Accreditation (4.A. The 
institution demonstrates 
responsibility for the quality of its 
educational programs. 1. The 
institution maintains a practice of 
regular program reviews.) 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Periodic Program 
Review 

2.1 Program Enrollment - Strategy 
2.1 The Program establishes realistic 
goals for program enrollment that are 
optimistic, realistic, achievable. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Enrollment 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
Indirect - Report/Audit - Internal
The Program conducts evidence
supported regular program review. 
The Program addresses the key 
components of the, incorporates 
feedback from assessment activities, 
and documents the impact of 
assessment findings and subsequent 
actions on student learning. 
Criteria Target: The Program Review 
will address the following criteria: 
1. Contribution to LSSU 
MissionNision 
2. Metrics of Productivity 
3. Internal and External 
Program Demand 
4. Program Quality 
S. Program Assessment 
6. Opportunity Analysis 

Regular, recurring - The program 
sets goals for program enrollment 
which are time-based, progressive, 
achievable and quantitative. 
Criteria Target: Program Enrollment 
Growth Goal: by 

Assessment Results 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use 0/ Results 
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Program Outcomes 

Installation - The students will be 
able to Install and maintain network 
systems according to specifications 
given to them. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 
Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

Security and Monitoring - The 
students will be able to assist in the 
analysis of security monitoring, 
intrusion detection, and 
troubleshooting techniques and 
methodologies in a networked 
operating environment. 

Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom) 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.0 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.0 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 3.88 (1 to 5). (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI163 [Troubleshooting and 
Repair of Personal Computers], and CSCI 281 [Introduction 
to UNIX and Networking] shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. [Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 248 [Network Operating 
Systems II, and CSCI 281 [Introduction to UNIX and 
NetworkingJshows students successfully completing these 
classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the time. 
(05/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 3.75 (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI163 [Troubleshooting and 
Repair of Personal Computers], and CSCI 281 [Introduction 
to UNIX and Networking] shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. (Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use 0/ Results 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Result added 
retroactively to new 2018 
program objectives. Data from 
2016-2017 had already been used 
for 2017-2018 classes, as well as 
ongoing curricular update efforts. 
(07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Result added 
retroactively to new 2018 
program objectives. Data from 
2016-2017 had already been used 
for 2017-2018 classes, as well as 
ongoing curricular update efforts. 
(07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
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Program Outcomes 
Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results Use 0/ Results 

reporting data. Aggregate grade data from CSCI 248 [Network Operating (05/29/2018) 

Best Practices - The students will be 
able to use current hardware and OS 
technologies and accepted best 
practices in network design to help 
solve business and industrial 
problems. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student learning 
Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.0 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate (ourse 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Communication - The students will be Direct - Capstone Project - including 
able to communicate technical undergraduate research - Year End 
information relative to problems and Project Review 
solutions to professionals in the field. Criteria Target: Score of 3.0 or 
Goal Status: Active higher for at least 70% of students 

Systems I], and esci 281 [Introduction to UNIX and 
Networking] shows students successfully completing these 
classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the time. 
(05/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 3.25 (1 to 5). (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from (S(1163 [Troubleshooting and 
Repair of Personal Computers], and CSCI 281 [Introduction 
to UNIX and Networking) shows students successfully 
completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
least 70% of the time. [Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 248 [Network Operating 
Systems I], and esci 281 (Introduction to UNIX and 
Networking] shows students successfully completing these 
classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the time. 
(05/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 3.13 (1 to 5). (05/30/2018) 

------------------------------------Goal Category: Student learning Direct _ Exam/Quiz _ within the Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Start Date: 05/01/2018 course _ Year End Aggregate Course Goal met: Yes 
Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid- Data Aggregate grade data from CSCI163 [Troubleshooting and 
level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom) Criteria Target: 70% of students earn Repair of Personal Computers], and CSCI 281 [Introduction 
Institutional learning: IlOI - Formal at least 70% of the possible points to UNIX and Networking] shows students successfully 
Communication - Students will on objective related exam questions, completing these classes were able to meet this goal at 
develop and clearly express complex 

10/31/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Result added 
retroactively to new 2018 
program objectives. Data from 
2016-2017 had already been used 
for 2017-2018 classes, as well as 
ongoing curricular update efforts. 
(07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Result added 
retroactively to new 2018 
program objectives. Data from 
2016-2017 had already been used 
for 2017-2018 classes, as well as 
ongoing curricular update efforts. 
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Program Outcomes 

ideas in written and oral 
presentations. 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Assessment Results 

least 70% of the time. [Retroactively added based on prior 
data to new department objectives for 2018] (07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 248 [Network Operating 
Systems I], and esel 281 [Introduction to UNIX and 
Networking] shows students successfully completing these 
classes were able to meet this goal at least 70% of the time. 
(05/29/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use 0/ Results 

(07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Sophomore Projects Samples 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting 
the questions and narratives does not need to be electronically added to this 
Program Review form. One option is to use this cover sheet to add content to 
directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate documents 
along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to 
your dean, or submit as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if PosterPresentations.zip 
attached) or Filename (if 
emailed): 
This documentation is 
relevant to Question Question 16- AS in Computer Science 
number: Question 16- AS in Internet Network Specialist 

Briefly summarize the This zip file contains samples of student 
content of the file and its submissions as part of CSCI 291 and CSCI 292. 
value as evidence 
supporting program' 
review: 

'--~ 8 
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CS 191 i :!92i41B 
CHen!. Sigf\o!'f Covel' She!'t 

Sru!ient Evaluatil)lIlonn fDr:~:. '~'i.LL <\-~~\,(l.cp .... ;C:.- ." ____ ._...,,., 
,r'T" ':'" ,; \ : 

1I1str\.\ctor: _ .. , ~ ... ~'L:~:'C'-::i:J..:L_._·_._. _____ .. _._. 

Pleasl~ Ipave tl1JS sheetwith lfi(>ciiehl when they siglioff on. vqurpmjeCI. 

When ~\estudentsassignedJoyourproJ~ct have C(finplen~d thepmject ill que;,U611, cielrionStrated it 1O 
yolltsiitisf<icrior'.Vi'ovid(~ illitiallraitiin~illfis lise (as ' wellas nlanoaJs torfutuJ'(; training and . . 
relerellce). Plf:'.ase indicate that byi;i.gning the allachect Jorm:Also. please eri\aiJrhe supgrvising 
.inStmc[O[iliid answer the. followIng questiUli~ about yriur expet'if.'lice with .dlis student: .' 
IIf thepmject teaiuassigned to yo,) had mu.ftlph: <;!UdCHlSi pleaseSi~ljd()ntl en.laB withallswer~for ~ach 
studentonthe u'am). . ' . . '. 

D~, Sdltrrini. 
Di: Smith 
[jr. Kiilat;i 

. I' hclli>lllil1!iL' fllrlwU,;,u.:!.\'!! ~ll),h:'JL,,(!{lr 
Cln:titlti5Gi:.k"u,e!ill . 
kf<jII,IJ,!/ill,ll:> ilLel1u. 

'! If!il'WiW,I)!jld you ra~e (Ii.e pwfessiOlla lismalldClmJTIllilllt:;)tioo!> skHb .Ol' l.hilistUaellt o!1the teatn" 
. ;ScFxi.:dlenr '. > '. 4~ Vel)' good " 1-Aven~g(! l-Hf~ low Avem:£lc I· W!'dk 

' .. ..... " ...... " ... , " . 

2) Hn~\~otild YOll rut' this ,studeJ\.t's techmcal "kith' ahUiiym,>~~fyeyourneedi;? 
S.ExcelIt'ut (4-Verygood) . . {~AVfrage 2.Beltw. Avel'agl~ . I~Wi'ak 

-' .. ., ~ .. ,,, '. . 

. . 

:~). I~iow Well .did the team k~~(!p vorl· involved inilie devellJp)1:lempITJ£f'S.o.i r enID!'ly : llNtillg"" 
dellujfl~triitj(]l1s.()f wo~:kto dale. etc),' . .' 

(?-Ex.c~llenv 4-Very good . 3-Av~l'ilg(! 2·H€'iow AVI\r:i.lgl' (-Weak 
:'" .-..... - . ~ .... ' . 
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• 

Pickford Community Library
Client: Ann Marie Smith 
Student: Benjamin Kamper 
The Pickford Community Library has relatively poor wireless and internet connectivity. The library's 
director would like a student to evaluate the current infrastructure and make recommendations for 
improvements to the available networking. This may require working with the library's Internet Service 
Provider, pulling cable, configuring wired network adaptors, installing and configuring wired and 
wireless routers, and testing reliability and speed. 

Sault Theatre Project -
Client: Abby Baker 
Student: Abby Marinich 
The Sault Theatre Project is looking to revamp their website and add functionality so customers could 
purchase tickets to events or pay tuition for theatre classes. The current webpage layout needs to be 
evaluated and suggestions made for updates to the website. The handling of credit card payments has 
already been contracted out to a clearing-house firm. 

Chippewa County Historical Society -
Client: Virginia Cymbalist 
Student: Matthew Butler 
The Kemp Industrial Museum (which was originally the office of the Kemp Coal Dock) showcases the 
major industries that were in the Sault from about 1875 to the middle 1900's. At the present time the 
exhibits are largely comprised of large photographs with descriptions, written historical information, and 
items from these industries. Specifically we're hoping to have a touch screen (a mouse might work) 
program utilizing photos and video and voice clips that make our displays more interesting at both the 
adult and youth levels. We also hope to include charts and graphs that show the impact of these industries 
on the population and economy of the Sault. 

Chippewa Ottawa Resource Authority
Client: Deanna Bowen 
Student: Sierra Jaqua 
The Chippewa Ottawa Resource Authority requires a website to be developed. 
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Name: So.,ID \\e0lC 
Self and Peer Evaluation 

Answer the following questions (and be specific. You have a lot of room to write for a reason.): 
What were the tasks ~ performed during your project(s)? 

~ \\\~~\\\\J '-N',¥(I C\H.-ii\ '. 

R(I,~\\'\o,. C\\d~("~(~\'J-..'\~ \e-SQ\J\iJ~S \IlNsC'I\(V-\ CN'oCl·J\ (\O\S~ 
.J \ ,~ ) ,) 

o ~t"'\'\'\I\:J h.cn"·\(,r.::~ S~~c}(·\ e,.o;,\\O(l ~C(,-.l~e..("\\ 

• \l\1),.\f.\\~ CN ~'OJu...\ Sc.:\"\t~'J'~ 

• Leo.r(\'~ \0 IJ:)C" G.'\-

1:> L ~"\"\i\~ \0 \'l,~t, .~ ~\~.i,{)0 U)I\"\c'~ . , . 

v't.~~~\·,\{\~\\\\~ "'.('\\'1 9\"1!.~ ~'\\~\\\\J {\o'S~ ,('\'\~\e,~e,«\v..\\\)~ -t- \ \~o-\ \e..~ 

• \N,"\\\\:J C}... G~'< ·\N\~\~.):'~\fZ,\\\~\00 ov. '\ (\'\~,o,,~ ?e.,\\(\ \\c\~ 

~ \' ~s\,':J o-.\\~ So\~'\('J ~\d'\)\~~.~ . ..-1 \\:'0 "''J (lo,Se., ." ~~\~I~'V(\"V.\\()(\ 

• \j.j(\\\"J CO~i0 \0 'je,\\e\o..\t, v..\\O 6'\<)~\\k~ CA.0, (\\~~~ 

,. v~&i\'\'r~ C!-. S;\\\\~\~ \)~e...\ ·\(\'=;tl~o..t:.R.. \Q ~\5~\~j <je\\~'Cr-\:-~ \\\\o..~~:, 
, G~~\\'~~t~~ 0..\ c1\-\-'\(,'o( .. nov,s To so\'-(e- \-i\in~ ·\'J')\.l~ 

· f\!.r\t~~\'(\:j \0 \~'d,,)(,t- d\,e.G\\O(\C"\ ~\~'\ ~v..v\ ~ 

• \\~\()"\~'l.'\(1~ \,v.:)\'){..; \~It..')v\'\~\o ~\(\6 '\ ":lS0~~ 

· 'C;f..~~~'ffi~m,~~ ·~·\\:\-'\1(.')vJ c'l\~\l~'\(lj ~o.'o.,\,\\~,\~\~ o.H~l:,c\'~ \~S\'J\\~ 

• ~~'\'\0~ \J~ \-\-,e, \'t:;'IJ\ ~-'" o~ wtz., ~o..\"v..~\e" '(,~~e..,\\ \\\\!;\\\'::J 

• (,\to.~\\)~ \J ~ o.I\6\t.-oc:J~"\i\~\~ ("G~~ ~ Of \e~0c.,\)\\,\ T:J 
· 1\\\tM','3 Wt'l.-~\~ ~,d,)a,b, «\~\\~ 

Rate 22!JI overall performance on your project(s), 
Very Above 
~oor-------~-------~ p030r~-.------~--~--Aver~ge---------6----AVme---------~----Excel~nt 
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Did you assist directly any other teams, including teams in another class? If "yes", which teams? 

No 

Was your team assisted directly by anyone from another team? If "yes", who, and how? 

No, 

Did your team utilize any other 'Human' Resources (other students, professors, etc)? 
If "yes", who and how? 

~~':.» L \J,.~\\e,~ \)\' Sc..\\I:.~'" ~()\ ~0\? 'w\,~ So\'S'\\\~ (}"0 

'. .U_ . .L ~ . 'n<-.. ''rI()I.,\\'\(\C\ C;..., ~o..("'O \i me- \-\O-.\J\'\(\().. 00\ 
\SS\)Q.., \n~" _\.... " ..... ' ... 'd . ,.) 0 "J 
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What was the biggest problem that you figured out on this project? 

\'ne.. 'o\'1Je.5\ ~\o'D\~('\\ -\-~(A,\ 1:.. ~;~J\e,~ Ou\; Or\ f'(\~ O\.>J(,""\ 

''f'\()..~ O-J ,:~i,e..:'J D\=- \S:')0~ \J ,n. m~ ?(;,\\\\ "O\~~ \ff\~\t\'fl~(\ \-CN\ \0\\ . 

1 SQ\\{~ iT bj ~\~J\\()~ 00\:: \tJY1~GIn t'J"G\\00.~ ,~~\~~,\" 'l\t)\~\\\J 

(.o\\~v\\J ,\'ne,\\ COl'fl~\"\(l~ \(\j '~e,\s'\O(\ \Q \No,\Zi"J \~\~A"t\~~X\\Q\.\\~ 

"To Se,e- \.J"'o:.~ T ''f>.!(}..::' ('(\\.,:>S\\\3 0\ ao'\~ "Wro(\~r 

What ~as the biggest problem that you needed help figuring out on this project? 
How did you seek that belp? 

The., ~"\~Je.')'\ \?('o\:)\e,m theA'\" 1. "{\c.,u)e-d '0,e.'\~ -..--1"\\\<\ \~Q.,,2I 0\,\ 

'r-, \ -, ~ i 5 50 ~. I" :'00::r \ ~.A~ \0 ~ '()O\ ~'j \0 0'\ \\GIC "",0,,,",'" 

c\'(\6 G\.6Y':\C\~ Ovn 0;)\ \ \" . 

What would you do differently next time? 

\\I i(;'f.. \ \'~~I :L WO\J\'6 %~ ~O(' 'n~\~ SOO()e.,f O\,\.\~\ 
\\)(\\\\<\~ \\\\0 9\O'o\~/(\\~.\ vJ00\~ _o.\~~~ V00\e, \j~ 
~\\'" c';} ",",O'Q.. \u)..\\::,\\(, o-.(\~ \J~I?J~u\ sv'0e..dv\~ \()I 

\<\'j"')t,\~ l 0..06 ~ WO\l\6 0..,;)\( \<\0'('" ~ \J~~Y\C~ \\\ 5iU\\:'\O..\ 

"\0 (I'I(}.\<'e Su\~ "I- ~ o-.~ 0(\ \\-.e., (,\j\,\ \-I'o .. d<. 
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. CS 291/292/419 
Clie~t - S:ig.nq~rCov;erSheet '. . ", :,:. '. . ..... "':"" 

Smdent EvaluatiOllform for: Mtrlthllt2 ]Ltf/et ' 
, " In;~-il~to~:: 'Jr." 5 V}lulh ',' , ," ,. ' 

: : . :, . " . 
. . . . . . 

,Please leave this sheet,with the,clientwhen,they signoffonyont project 

, , Wh~n.the stu4ents a~sigrie(;l toyonr project havecoD1pleted the project in question,. demonstrated it to 
your satisfaction, provided initial training in its use (as well as manuals fornlture trClllling "and ' 

, J:'~ferertcer Pl~ase indicat¢ thatby sigmng the attached form. Also, please email the supervising 
iustrudorand answer the, following question,s, about your 'eJ<perience witllthis student: ' • 
(If the project team assigned to you had multiple students; please send one email with answers for each 
student Oil the te@1), ' ' , " , , " 

" . : . 

Dr. ~chemm 'elschemmcWfurbaIl.Scliemm.lssu.edl1 
Dr; Smith ' ' Csmith16@lssu:r;du ' , , , 
Pr.l<alatakkalata@lssu.edu 

"'ci)', ',HO,W"w,ouid ;YD,li,ratftheprofess, ion, a,1iS11l andC,O,mm,u,iiicati,onsSki,lIs 01 ,thiS student OIl the team:? 
5 xcellent4-Very good3-Average ,, 2-Belo'WAveragel-Weak 

" ' .. " . . .,' :, .. . .. ," " . . .. ' . ' .... 

. . . . 

~2 ,HO, W,' wouldY, bU,' rate thiS,' smdent,'s technical SkillS,) a,. bili~r to serve yD,ur fl.' eeds? 
',5 " cel,lent , ," 4-Very good. 3.,.Average " 2:-BelQw Av.erage ,,' , 1~Weak 

. .' . . . .' . . . '. '. . " . . 

. . . '. . " 

,, 3) How wel1~id the team keep you involved in thedevelopm~nt pr6c~ss? (Timely meetings; 
oemonstrations,of WOl;k to date; etc)? ' " ' 

@Excellent A-Very ~o(}d 3-Ayerage 2.;BelowAvera&e I-Weak " 

:' :. ' . ' ' . .,,: ', '.::,' , :. : .. ,: ... , . 

AJ,HOW well, has," tbiii, ',studelltPf, ,epa, r, e,d, YO,:, ? to tise th, e,', filliS,li. "ed, p rodU,ct (,ProVided, training, itl.a.nuals, ,etc)? , 
~Excellel1t A-Very good 3-A,vetage .. 2-BelowAverage I-Weak , ,', ' ' 

.". , , 

5), A;re y,Ou , satisIied,t1,l~t theprojeflls ~,~mp,l£:te? lfnot" ~hatstillnee,dS ,toheCqm~,I, eted,? ,I 

.. · ~~~Z a-~J1+~at~S;:~~4~h~M-,&~tl~t~~ r;J%/J1p1 
io \1t1'ert Our {uA Ltr~ Vleea9 bt-ttJ .'0 . Vtry ugalatre/rll VW: 

Thanks for your time and answers, " 
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CS 2911292/419 
Cliellt SigooU Sheet 

Client C h; P Qt) 1)1 (L Lou my l-i is!: 0 rica ( .50(" Ed V 
I 7 

Student(s): _____________ ______________ ~ 

Student(s):~ __ -____:_~-____,-------------------

. : .. .. . .. .. " '. - . - : . ' .. , ' '. . . .,"",: . .. ... ' .. ' .. 

I have received from the CSProjects team allthe soitwal'e, manuals, and training outlined in the 
specificlltion~ document sign~d ,at the start of th~ , ternl. ' 

While we understand that long term mailltenance of the results of this project are importantto you, 
University policy requires that we,givescudentsafinalgrade-for therr work at the end of the semester, 
a,nd can no longer require hoUrS-of work from tnem for this project after the end of the semester. ,If 
yoUr questionsareshllple, and short, you may feel 'free to contact them up to the end of the 'semester. 

. :: 

If you are looking to ha"e, the project expanded on, pleasecontacr eitlu!f Dr. Smith 61' Dr. Schemmwirh 
thedetaHs,andwecaninvestigate the possibility ofadcHng your fixes, additions, or other work 10 the 
next semesters projects class. " ' 

. . - . . . . . . : . . 
. .. . . . . , 

This fonncarteither be. delivered via the teamassigl'led wyont projec;t, or sC(lnned andemailedro the 
cooperating, instructor. " 

Date: -'-I'---'-==---"""-I<:-.L--I------
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CS 2911292/419 
Client Signoff Sheet 

Student(s): ._;_ . ,.-= . .e..:.L/ _---.:....~_'____'__..;.;,;;...._'_...;;;...;.._....;...... _______ ~ ___ ~. 

Student(s): . .' 0(\ l\C)r -t il 

Student(s): . _ _ ___ ________________ _ 

Cooperating instructor: _____ J2c.: ____ S 4_'.:~.· ... ·, .. : .... ___ ._ ... ____ _'_ __ .. __ ._. ____ . _______ .c._. __ .. ___ • _________ _ 

I have received from the CS Projects team all the software, manuals, and training outlined in the 
specifications document signed at the start of the tenn. 

While we understand that long term maintenance of the results of this project are important to you, 
University policy requires that we give students a final grade for their work at the end of the semester, 
and can no longer require hours of work from them for this project after the end of the semester. If 
your questions are simple, and short, you may feel free to contact them up to the end of the semester. 

If you are looking to have the project expanded on, please contact either Dr. Smith or Dr. Schemm with 
the details, and we can investigate the possibility of adding your fixes, additions, or other work to the 
next semesters projects class. 

This form can either be delivered via the team assigned to your project, or scanned and emailed to the 
cooperating instructor. 

Client Sjgno~~-

Date: 6);;d 1s2 
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Introduction 
Perlin noise is a {emn of coherent noise originally developed by Ken Perlin in 1983. In the 

years that followed, it has proved to be extremely useful for procedural content generation. It can 

be used to generate a variety of textures, as well as side-scroUing, 2D, and 3D terrain. For this 
project, I wrote a c++ implementa.tion of Perlin's 2002 Improved Noise algorithm. This noise 

implementation was then used as the basis for a terrain generation system that creates 32x32 

pixel chunks of 2D biomed terrain. This terrain tiles seamlessIy, allowing the user to scroll in any 

direction for a seemingly endless amount of time. 

Handling Directional Artifacts 
In order to reduce the appearance of directional artifacts, I experimented with multiple 

possible solutions. The first involved an attempt to increase the number of gradient vectors used 

by th.e Perlin noise function. I hoped that by padding the number of gradients that the fimction 

has to choose from, I would be able to reduce the amount of directional bias in the end result. 

However, the results produced by this version of the project didn't seem to be any better or worse 
dum the original implementation. The second attempt involved modifYing the octave noise 

function in order to rotate each octave by a pseudorandom amount. This seemed to slightly 

improve the appearance of the terrain created by using a single noise instance in the early stages 

of the project, but didn't appear to have much of a positive dlect on the biomed terrain created 

using multiple instances of the noise class. In the end, I decided that for finished product, Ken 
Perlin's original implementation seemed to produce the best looking results. 

The use of multiple noise generator instances with different seeds turned out to be the 

most effective way of reducing artifacts. Strong directional bias is still present in the results 

produced by each individual noise generator, but using the values from each of these noise 

generators to assign a biome to the final terrain produced more natural looking results. 

rn!rrain produced with one noise 

generator early in the project. 

TERRAIN GENERATOR 

Terrain produced with multiple 

uniquely-seeded noise generators. 
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The noise class has two constructors: a default constructor that uses the current tirne to 

seed the random number generator, and a constructor that allows the user to pass in an integer 

seed value. Because the biome function relies on three unique noise arrays in order to produce 

the final result, using the default constructor for more than one instance is not recommended. If 

multiple random number generators are seeded with the same time, they will produce identical 

results, which \vill re-introduce obvious directional artifacts and lead to some undesirable 

behavior from the biome function. By default, each instance of the noise class used in the terrain 

generator's main window is seeded with a random number. 

'lerrain examples produced v .. ith identical seeds, ... \lith one unique seed, ,Uld with three uniqu.e seeds. 

In the next four sections of this paper, I looked into the effects that changing certain 

parameters can have on the resulting terrain. For the sake of consistency and easy comparison, 

all of the example images were generated using the same three seed values: 985 for elevation, 

~275 for temperature, and 29748 for moisture. These are the same seed values that were used to 

produce the large terrain image seen on the cover of this report. 

Octaves 

The octave parameter is used inside of the octavePerlin function, and determines how 

many octaves of noise will be combined into the final result. The default value is 8, but all integer 

values ranging from 1 to 15 are allowed. 

vVhen each of the three generators is given a low octave value, the resulting terrain is 

smooth, terraced, and unnatural looking. This terracing efiect is most severe with an octave value 

of 1. As octave values increase, the results become more natural looking. \Vith an octave value of 

4 for each generator, the terrain no longer appears terraced, but it still lacks the natural-looking 

fractal edges. 

TERRAIN GENERATOR 3 
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The results of using low octave values (from 1 to 4) fiJr each noise generator. 

The edges of the terrain will continue to become more natural looking as the octave value 

is increased up to the default value of 8. For values beyond B, the amount of detail along the 

borders between biomes continues to increase. However, these increases in detail are small, and 

are barely noticeable at the highest allowed value of 15. 

It's also possible to change the octave value for only one of the three noise generators. 

However, doing this did not produce very useful or natural looking results. Setting the octave 

parametel' to a low value for one noise instance adds some of the terrace-like effects seen earlier. 

It also leads to some less organic looking intersections between biomes. 'rhe higher the octave 

value, the less obvious these effects become. With an octave value of 4 for one noise instance, the 

edges of some biomes are smooth compared to the fractal edges obtained with the default value, 

but this effect isn't pronounced enough to be easjly noticed. 

Terrain produced with an octave 

value of 1. for one noise instance, 

compared to the def-.ult terrain. 
Slightly different results are 

possible depending on which 

instance is changed. 

Changing the octave value of the elevation noise instance to a low value is not 

rec.ommended, as this leads to unnaturally round lakes and mountains that clash with the rest of 

the terrain. 

Zoom 
The zoom parameter is used inside of the getChunk function, and is responsible for how 

zoomed in/ out the terrain appears to be. Larger values produce t.errain that appears more 

TERRAIN GENERATOR 4-
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zoomed out, while small values appear to be zoomed in. The default value is 0.005, and all values 

greater than 0 and less than or equal to 0.1 are allowed. 

"When a large zoom value is used for each noise instance, it becomes difficult to make out 

specific biomes in the resulting terrain. 'When using a small zoom value, the borders of biomes 

are easy to see, but users mi.ght spend quite a while scrolling through one biome bef()re reaching 

the next one. 

lerrainproduced with zoom values of 0.1, 0.009, 0.005 (default), and 0.0005. 

In order to test the effects of using different zoom values for each individual noise 

instance, a value of 0.01 was chosen to represent zoomed-out noise, while a value of 0.0009 was 

chosen to represent zoomed-in noise. 

Changing the zoom value of the elevation instance to 0.01 produced results with a greater 

number of small lakes and mountains distributed throughout the terrain. Raising the zoom value 

to 0.01 for either temperature or moisture increased the amount of biome variation in the terrain 

by creating smaller areas of each non-lake and non-mountain biome. Areas that would've been 

made up of one continuous hiome by default were broken up into multiple small areas of each 

biome instead .. 

Zoom values 

of 0.01 used 

fur elevation, 
temperature, 

and 

moisture. 
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Using a zoom value for an individual 

noise instance that is too high can result· in 

unnatural and undesirable res\Jlt~. In this 

ease, 0.1 was used fi.lr temperature in the 

first example and elevation in the second. 

Changing the zoom value for the elevation to 0.0009 appears to flatten the overall terrain. 
Lakes and mountains become far less common, but also increase greatly in size. 

Terrain produced with an A lake found while scrolling through 

elevation zoom value of 0.0009. the terrain from the previous image. 

Changing the zoom of either temperature or moisturc to 0.0009 alters the overall biomc 

distribution. Large areas of the map become dominated by one of two distinct groups of biome 

types. The first group has large areas of desert, tropical rainforest, and boreal forest. Tundra is 

almost entirely taken over by boreal forest in this group. The second group has a larger amount 

of temperate rainforest, grassland, and woodland. These two groups appear whether you choose 
to alter the zoom for temperature or moisture, but their distribution around the overall map is 

different depending on which parameter was changed. These areas of altered distribution 

become larger as smaller zoom values are used. 

lerrain 
produced with 

a zoom value of 

0.0009 for the 

temperature 

noise generator 
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Terrain 

produced with 

a zoom value 

of 0.0009 for 

the moisture 

noise generator 
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Persistence 

Persistence is a parameter used in the octavePerlin function. It is used as a multiplier that 

decreases the amplitude value for each octave of noise. The default value is 0.5, and aU values 

between -1 and 1 are allowed. However, values dose to these cutoff points are unlikely to be 

useful, as using them produces 

Using a persistence value of 0 for each of the three noise generator instances produces 

smooth-edged and terraced terrain, similar to the results from using a low number of octaves. As 

the values move away from this central point, the terrain becomes rougher, and event.ually takes 

on a splotchy appearance. Negative values tend to move towards a large amount of the snow and 

water biomes, while positive values tend LO move towards the "middle" biomes of grassland and 

forest. 

-1 and I, the extreme edge cases for 

persistence values. Both of these are 

unlikely to be useful for terrain . 

generation, as they produce results 

where individual biomes are no 

longer distinguishable. 

During my experiments, some of the most interesting results produced by changing any 

of the noise generation parameters came from using a persistence value of -0.5. 

TERRAIN GENERAIDR 

Terrain examples 

produced from identical. 

seed values. The first 

example has a persistence 

of -0.5, while the second 

uses the default 0.5 
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Terrain generated while using this value for aU three noise generation instances has 

increased amounts of water and snow, while still including smaller amounts of all the other 

biomes. The layout of this terrain is also significantly different from the terrain produced using 

the default persistence with the same seed values. This could provide a good way to generate 

terrain ..... rith larger bodies of water as needed. However, the amount of snow biome present in 

the resulting terrain might not be ideal for all situations. 

In order to deal .....rith this, I briefly changed one of 

the conditions near the end of the biome function. 
Normally, the last "else if" condition in this function is 

"else if{ elevation < 0.7)". I temporarily changed this to 

value to 0.95 in an attempt to reduce t.he amount of high 

elevation terrain in the final results. This replaced a fair 

amount of the snow .....rith tundra and boreal forest, 

producing a more balanced looking result. A second 

biome function with slightly different values could make 

altering the persistence more useful for generating 

diITerent varieties of terrain. 

Using persistence values above 0.5 for individual noise generator instances produced 
terrain where the edges of certain biomes were rougher and had more of the splotchy 

appea.rance seen when using the edge cases. 

Setting the persistence to -0.5 for elevation alone produced results similar to using -0.5 for 

aU three noise generators, but with a slightly different distribut-ion of biomes. Using a persistence 

value of -0.5 for either moisture or temperature caused changes in biome distribution. The 
results of these changes were similar to the results of using a low zoom value for moisture or 

temperature, where biomes seemed to form two distinct groups. Howevel~ the effect seemed less 

pronounced. 

Terrain examples produced when using a persistence of -0.5 for elevation, temperature, and moisture. 
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Roughness 
Roughness is a parameter used in the octavePedin function. It is used as a multiplier 

which increases the frequency of the noise at each octave. The default value is 2, and all values 

between 0 and 10 are allowed by the setter function. 

Using a roughness of 1 for each noise generator produces terrain that has the same 

smooth and unnaturally terraced appearance as terrain produced v.itl! a low number of octaves. 

H' a roughness of 0 is used, the terrain generator produces an even more severely terraced result 

that has few to no lakes, plus a smaller amount of mountains and snow biomes. 

As roughness values increase beyond the default, the edges between biomes become more 

jagged and splotchy. Values higher than 4 are unlikely t.o be useful for creating act.ual terrain, as 

the results they produce begin to look more and more unnatural. 

Terrain examples produced with roughness values of 0, 3, 5, and 10. 

vVhen higher roughness values are used with one out of the cluee noise generator 

instances, the jagged edges appear all some (but not all) of the borders between different biomes. 

TERRAIN GENERATOR 

Example terrain produced by using a 

roughness of 5 only 011 the elevation noise 

generator, then only on the moisture 

generator. 
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Self and Peer Evaluation 
Answer the following questions (and be specific. You have a lot of room to write for a reason.): 
What were the tasks YQ.!! performed during your project(s)? 

) .~ I f\ j (. ( VI ' 

61.A 
" fl '1,~ 1/ r- 1t1 ( h 

. , ), 

f 
r 

' C 

A./S& re. 5pofll5 I' .6 Ie (ru..J--f t'YI, (.A.. ;; -r ct -t,L. 

p ,50 ~l, tI-r c:- I, WOl{ flo ' 

brl<,rl'(!5 I . 

f CO 

.'. 0 y 

~'1 Mif.&.1~ V/I-fh. rId 
t 

CA e 
I 

Rate m-m overall performance on your project(s). 
Very Above 
P oor-------------------Po Of-----------------A verag e----------------Ave rag e----------------Ex cell ent 
1 2 3 4 5 6 (!j 8 9 
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For each teammate, answer the following: 
What were the tasks ~ teammate(s) performed during your project(s)? Label each set of tasks with 
your teammate's name. (If you were on a one-person team, leave this page blank). 

(fAt; -SQL r:--V\f\G-f.'(HI~\ I'-ty 

GtJ-:L {oJ fOlVV\. 

f (\ -t'o + he 

A J d " r\ j .c.- ! .. (r\ {~ -(.? -the. dt;. 0b~rt by 
JA1"- (""r{)M ~\ -tt~'f .e ,.-

LX IA.. t rv, VIti, -I h c:- d PI- fl.bv.ft.- ~f\ d 'JP((A.Y -' 

bJ< f-e .! t'\. ff flA 
t, 

How do you rate your teammate's overall performance on your project(s)? 

Name 
Very Above 
~oor-----;-----p~or--------;---AVer;ge--------~----Aver;ge--------;--EXC!) 

Name 
Very Above 
Poor-----------------Poor------------------Average-----------------Average-------------Excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Name 
Very Above 
Poor------------Poor-------------Average------------Average------------Excellent 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

I ' 

r t{ c cl i1j 
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Did you assist directly any other teams, including teams in another class? If "yes", which teams? 

I C-AM1.o+ 5ftltt/i 

r o-f'h 
b 

Was your ream assisted directly by anyone from another team? If "yes", who, and how? 

tur 

fA 1\ Y or. 

Did your team utilize any other Human' Resources (other students, professors, etc)? 
If "yes", who and how? 

T d I ~ I ... 

f 
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What was the biggest problem that you figured out on this project? 

1 ~C\d 
hu ,\1 J.. 

-f~,r> 

What was the biggest problem that you needed help figuring out on this project? 
How did you seek that help? 

I J ;~ I\OT 
he. f ren" /lAy j(\ 'f'he (,OJ AI) frob! . eyepf ,...·:el1 (e d 

to f"'j\.).{(. () vl..·-( -tlti rO~.ft", (.11 \..v" Y<.. t>l h: iy. "X r:-i'A'( 

elfl 'vVO v\ I J h~v{ ':-,1 r S t 5 fO !~f'\ 

tim ? What would you do differently next e, 

<hve Mclrc:. I' {\VO ll/O'lil !I'd' 

-rh-L, ~f>fl,'c.t'4-f,rc>II\... 

we.. f-Kp-tc1"e 2" AAJ by -r- h. {. --{, . J/VI <: 
:r VCtS ~VI&.. b ' ·t,o he /p (011 J10r :r 'vI/ C'I > , 

0 .1 

" J/\ 
1\/( . 

:r.:. \,A./OC.5 

--r-
\.v'"~ ..s ..... 

Dr. Sc. ke 

If 

d 

d' 

~ f I r'C,<- '0 1A5 

S 1'5?) tlF,'Cttvr-{-fy 

"'1" '0 
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Name: So...ffi \~e01 e . 
Self and Peer Evaluation 

Answer the following questions (and be specific. You have a lot of room to write for a reason.): 
What were the tasks you performed during your project(s)? 

: \\\te.'\\\\'J ',>I',V'(I C\~~(\\ '. 
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· \\~\~~~\\\\~ \-0 ,e,6,-)(.(. 0\\\~..G\\O\\o..\ CJ..\'\·So..0\~ 

· t\\\C.\\\1.:\~\~ "',)\')(.., \~~)v\\:':J\:o \\,,'6 " ~)S0~:~ 
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Rate l!Q.Y!: overall performance on your project(s). 
Very Above 
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.. 

Did you assist directly any other teams, including teams in another class? If "yes", which teams? 

Was your team assisted directly by anyone from another team? If "yes", who, and how? 

Did your team utilize any other 'Human' Resources (other students, professors, etc)? 
If "yes", who and how? 
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What was the biggest problem that you figured out on this project? 
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What ~as the biggest problem that you needed help figuring out on this project? 
How did you seek that help? 
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What would you do differently next time? 
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Pickford Community Library
Client: Ann Marie Smith 
Student: Benjamin Kamper 
The Pickford Community Library has relatively poor wireless and internet connectivity. The library's 
director would like a student to evaluate the current infrastructure and make recommendations for 
improvements to the available networking. This may require working with the library's Internet Service 
Provider, pulling cable, configuring wired network adaptors, installing and configuring wired and 
wireless routers, and testing reliability and speed. 

Sault Theatre Project
Client: Abby Baker 
Student: Abby Marinich 
The Sault Theatre Project is looking to revamp their website and add functionality so customers could 
purchase tickets to events or pay tuition for theatre classes. The current webpage layout needs to be 
evaluated and suggestions made for updates to the website. The handling of credit card payments has 
already been contracted out to a clearing-house finn . 

Chippewa County Historical Society -
Client: Virginia Cymbalist 
Student: Matthew Butler 
The Kemp Industrial Museum (which was originally the office of the Kemp Coal Dock) showcases the 
major industries that were in the Sault from about 1875 to the middle 1900's. At the present time the 
exhibits are largely comprised of large photographs with descriptions, written historical information, and 
items from these industries. Specifically we're hoping to have a touch screen (a mouse might work) 
program utilizing photos and video and voice clips that make our displays more interesting at both the 
adult and youth levels. We also hope to include charts and graphs that show the impact of these industries 
on the population and economy of the Sault. 

Chippewa Ottawa Resource Authority -
Client: Deanna Bowen 
Student: Sierra Jaqua 
The Chippewa Ottawa Resource Authority requires a website to be developed. 
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PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: Associates in Computer Science 

Explain how the program works to address each of the 
following questions .. For each question, respond with a 
narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated 
and are effectively assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-
Column Program Assessment Report. 

See included document FourColumnASinCS.pdf. 

Degree assessment for this program is handled in two ways. First, the capstone 
course for this program is the Computer Networking Project (CSCI 292). As part of 
the evaluation of student projects, faculty in the Computer Science and Computer 
Networking areas meet to discuss student performance, as well as evaluation 
success of the students on our four program level outcomes. 

The second method used to assesses the program level outcomes is to look at the 
aggregate of course level assessment for courses taught that semester that are 
tied to each of the four program level objectives. These aggregate level 
assessments indicate that in general, we are reaching our goals. Specific places 
where we have trouble (students do not meet the goals) are usually related to a 
specific class, and are commented on, and tweaked at the course level. Years ago, 
our school adopted an end-of-semester reporting form for course assessment that 
(among other things) specifically addresses things that did not go well in a course, 
as well as proposed changes to address that. Please see the numerous examples 
in TracDat of such data. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the 
degree program. Include specific examples. 

During the last couple annual meetings (since the introduction of ENGL 306 as a 
course in the Bachelors Degree version of this degree), we have noted the 
difference in communication ability between Senior Projects (capstone for the 
Bachelors Degree in the same area) and Computer Networking Project (the 
sophomore capstone for this degree). Because the degree is a two year degree, 
we do not (at this time) anticipate adding ENGL 306 as a part of this degree 
because it would delay completion of the degree by at least one semester for 
students that do not take their regular English sequence during their freshman 
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• 
year. Instead, we have pulled some of the formalized documentation that is used 
in the senior project class, and required students to use them in this class. This 
has not only standardized the communications requirements for the students 
(each instructor was using their own instrument), but better prepares those who 
are going on for the Bachelors Degree. 

I n order to ensure that projects are of a sufficient difficulty level (without being too 
difficult for Sophomores) we changed how projects are admitted to the project pool 
3 years ago. Prior to that point, projects were found by individual instructors of the 
three projects classes (CSCI 291, CSCI 292, and CSCI 418) and students had the 
opportunity to choose one of their instructors projects or suggest their own (which 
would then be approved or not by their instructor). We found that there was 
enough variation year to year, both with the caliber of projects available as well as 
the criteria used to evaluate the projects difficulty level, that we needed to 
standardize things better. 

To facilitate that, we created a CS projects working group (consisting of all current 
CS I CN faculty) that evaluates all projects that are submitted for a year. 
Combined, they evaluate the difficulty of the assignment (Sophomore or Senior), 
the category of the project (primary knowledge areas required to complete)' as 
well as fitness for this type of course (we have, for example, determined not to 
accept any more projects from commercial clients for a variety of reasons). This 
change allows a more meaningful standard for comparing student performance on 
projects. 

As an example of the use of aggregate data, we have been looking at student 
performance coming out of CSCI 121 and CSCI 201. For this degree in particular, 
passing CSCI 201 seems to be a far bigger hurdle than is intended. We have been 
looking at a number of possible reasons for that, including instructional methods in 
both the pre-req courses, (CSCI 105, CSCI 121) as well as for this class (CSCI 201). 
In comparison with topics and delivery methods at other institutions, we find little 
difference between our topics and methods. We do, however, note significant 
differences between our topics and methods when compared to institutions that 
only offer a two year program. Our current hypothesis is that students are having 
difficulty making the transition from the lab oriented CSCI lOS, and the more 
explicitly laid out assignments of of the pre-req classes to the less rigid CSCI 201 
which requires more insight in the design and layout of the programs (where that 
is given in the assignment for CSCI 105 and CSCI 121). We are investigating ways 
that we can smooth out that transition. 

An interesting datum that has come about recently has come from advising. In the 
last couple of semesters, we have had an increase in the number of students just 
pursuing the Associates in Computer Science. These students have found the final 
class required (CSCI 415) to be out of reach for a two year program. The students 
do have an alternative of CSCI 163, but recently that has moved to an alternate 
year offering. CSCI 163 really isn't an equivalent to CSCI 415, but we were 
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pressured to make an alternative for an alternate year offering, and additionally 
Teacher Ed needed a class in there they could count as a 'hardware class'. Since 
CS certification in Computer Science is no longer offered, we are looking to fix all 
the problems with this by simply allowing students to take one of several of our 
alternate year upper level offerings. This would give them a bit of depth in one 
area, the freedom to choose that area (if not under a time-crunch) or the ability to 
pick the next offered one (if under a time crunch). 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-
level learning outcomes are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including 
a degree audit for the program. 

For basic information, please see the attached degree audit (document AS 
Computer Science_F17.xlsx) and curricular map (document 
AS_CS_CurricularMap2018.xls) for this program. The degree audit was specifically 
requested, and represents the current course completion required to earn this 
degree. The curricular map shows how each of these courses relate to the four 
program level outcomes for the degree program (the first four columns), as well as 
the Institutional Level Outcomes (lLOs). 

The Program Level Objectives were updated in 2018 to make them easier to 
assess and measure. We also decided at the same time to show the relationship of 
our courses to the university ILOs at the same time, as these ideas are core to the 
profession of Computer Science. Almost all jobs in this field revolve around taking 
the needs of clients, industry accepted standards (security for example), which 
often are not understood or even valued by clients and producing a unique system 
to meet the needs of those clients. The inclusion of the University ILOs allow us to 
focus on both the technical aspects of the field (our program learning outcomes) as 
well as the service aspect that most jobs in this area have (university ILOs). While 
almost all our courses touch on the ILOs in some way, courses tagged as related to 
the ILOs have a higher level of relation to them. 

Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, 
and communicating information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; 
developing skills integral to the degree program. Attach examples of 
undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Almost every course in this degree involves the analyzing of needs for a computer 
networking system, as well as setting it up to work with the actual users of the 
system (communication). Any of the programming or scripting classes (CSCI 105, 
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, , 
CSCI 121, CSC! 201, CSCI 415, etc) involve the input (collecting), processing 
(analyzing), as well as output (communication) of information. 

Unlike our Senior Projects class, Sophomore Computer Science Projects students 
are not required to participate in the Senior Symposium Poster presentation, They 
are required give an oral presentation on their material, but are not required to use 
slides to do so. Please see some examples of various student hand-ins and other 
project related materials in the Appendix labeled Sophomore Projects Samples. 

P. ~E 4 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Curriculum Map 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: 
Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or AS_CS_CurricularMap2018.xls 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 15- AS in Computer Science 

Briefly summarize the content of Revised Curriculum Map for our new program objectives as of 
the file and its value as evidence Spring 2018. Includes courses that also map to the University ILOs. 
supporting program review: 

5 
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Sheetl 

LSSU A.S. Computer Science - Pro!!ram Objectives 

After successful completion of our degree requirements, the student will be able to: 

CSCI103 
CSCI105 
CSCI121 
CSCI201 
CSCI211 
CSCI221 
CSCI291 
CSCI415 
MATH 111 
MATH 207 
BUSN 121 

Assist in analyzing, 
Students wiD identify the Students will organize an 

Use current software need for, gather, and synthesize evidence, Ideas 
Design and develop 

Implementing, and 
technologies and accepte( Communicate technical Students will develop an~ accurately process the or works of imagination t 

integrating appropriate 
computer programs to 

solutions for networking 
best practices in software information relative to clearly express complex appropriate type, quality answer an open-ended 

meet specifications given 
database, and coding to 

and systems design to hel problems and solutions t ideas in written and oral and quantity of evidence to question, draw a 
to them. 

applications and systems 
solve business and professionals in the field. presentations. (lLO) answer a complex question conclusion, achieve a goal 

industrial problems. or solve a complex or create a substantial 
frameworks. 

problem. (ILO) work of art. (lLO) 

I I 
I I I 

I r 
R 

I I 
I I -

MA MA MA MA MA MA MA 
M M 

R R 
- -

R R 
-~ -

I 
- - --- -

Key: "I"=Introduced; "R"=reinforced and opportunity to practice; "M"=mastery at the senior or exit level; "A"=assessment evidence collected 
(Note: Associates Program) 

ILOs are also covered by University General Education Requirements. Items listed here supplement those topics and assessments. 
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Students will demonstraw 
the ability to apply 

professional ethics and 
Intercultural competence 

when answering a question, 
solving a problem, or ' 

achieving a goal. (ILO) I 

I 

-

MA 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Degree Audit 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: 
Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or AS in Computer Science_F17.xlsx 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 15- AS in Computer Science 

Briefly summarize the content of The requested current Degree Audit sheet (current as of Fall 2018) 
the file and its value as evidence for the AS in Computer Science. 
supporting program review: 
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School of Mathematics & Computer Science 

Degree Audit: Associates in Computer Science 

Name: ID# ------------------------------ -----------------------
Advisor's Signature: __________________ Chair's Signature: ____________ _ 

General Education 

Communication (9 cr) 
ENGL 110 3 
ENGL 111 3 
COMM 101 3 

Gen Ed. Electives (12cr) 
* BUSN 121 3 
* MATH 207 3 
* Required in degree program 

Free Electives (11 cr) 

Departmental Requirements (33 cr) 

Computer Science (27 cr) 
CSCI103 3 
CSCI105 3 
CSCI121 4 
CSCI201 4 
CSCI163 or 
CSCI415 
CSCI211 
CSCI221 
CSCI291 

3 

3 
3 
4 

Mathematics (6 cr) 
MATH 111 3 
MATH 207 3 

Other Requirements (3 cr) 
BUSN 121 3 

At least 62 total credits 
At least 16 of last 32 credits 
earned at LSSU 
2.0 Overall GPA 

Fall 2017 

2.5 GPA in School Requirements 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Four Column Report 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or FourColumnASinCS.pdf 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 
Question number: Question 13- AS in Computer Science 

Briefly summarize the content of Four column report from TracDat. 
the file and its value as evidence Note: First two objectives were not added by our school, they were 
supporting program review: added by administration and are not maintained by us. Mission 

Statement is also not ours, and was not put there by us. 

6 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 
Computer Science AS 

Program (CoIS) - Computer Science AS 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Christopher Smith 

Mission Statement: We equip our graduates for success through emphasis on rigorous programs, hands-on experiences, and interaction with highly-qualified faculty members 
who are centered on student success. 

Program Outcomes 

Program Review - The Program 
provides evidence in support of 
Program Review in accordance with 
the Higher Learning Commission 
Criteria for Accreditation (4.A. The 
institution demonstrates 
responsibility for the quality of its 
educational programs. 1. The 
institution maintains a practice of 
regular program reviews.) 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal category: Periodic Program 
Review 

2.1 Program Enrollment - Strategy 
2.1 The Program establishes realistic 
goals for program enrollment that are 
optimistic, realistic, achievable. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Enrollment 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Indirect - Report/Audit -Internal
The Program conducts evidence
supported regular program review. 
The Program addresses the key 
components of the, incorporates 
feedback from assessment activities, 
and documents the impact of 
assessment findings and subsequent 
actions on student learning. 
Criteria Target: The Program Review 
will address the following criteria: 
1. Contribution to LSSU 
Mission/Vision 
2. Metrics of Productivity 
3. Internal and External 
Program Demand 
4. Program Quality 
5. Program Assessment 
6. Opportunity Analysis 

Regular, recurring - The program 
sets goals for program enrollment 
which are time-based, progressive, 
achievable and quantitative. 
Criteria Target: Program Enrollment 
Growth Goal: by 

Assessment Results 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 
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Program Outcomes 

Design - The Students will be able to 
design and develop computer 
programs to meet specifications given 
to them. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 
Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

Implementation - The students will 
be able to assist in analyzing, 
implementing, and integrating 
appropriate solutions for networking, 
database, and coding to applications 
and systems frameworks. 
Goal Status: Active 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 

Direct - Capstone Project - including Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
undergraduate research - Year End Goal met: Yes 
Project Review Year End evaluation of projects and presentations has 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.0 or aggregate score of 3.14 (1 to 5). Includes 3 non-performing 
higher for at least 70% of students teams. (05/30/2018) 

------------------------------------
Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
course - Year End Aggregate Course Goal met: Yes 
Data Aggregate grade data from CSCI 103 [Survey of Computer 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn Science], and CSCI121 [Principles of Programming] shows 
at least 70% of the possible points students successfully completing these classes were able to 
on objective related exam questions, meet this goal at least 70% of the time. [Retroactively 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. added based on prior data to new department objectives 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each for 2018] (07/30/2018) 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 201 [Data Structures and 
Algorithms], and CSCI 291 [Computer Science Project] 
shows students successfully completing these classes were 
able to meet this goal at least 70% of the time. 
(05/29/2018) 

Direct - Capstone Project - including Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
undergraduate research - Year End Goal met: No 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.0 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Year End evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 2.86 (1 to 5). Includes 3 non-performing 
teams. Three teams of 7 with non-performance (project 
not completed), drops us below target. (05/30/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Data from CSCI121 
has prompted investigations into 
how to increase student use of 
office hours, as well as methods 
that might be used to increase 
student attempts of homework 
assignment. Failure in the class is 
almost universally attributable to 
turning in less than 33% of 
assignments. 

Result added retroactively to new 
2018 program objectives. Data 
from 2016-2017 had already been 
used for 2017-2018 classes, as 
well as ongoing curricular update 
efforts. (07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 
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Program Outcomes 

Goal Category: Student Learning 

Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

Best Practices - The students will be 
able to use current software 
technologies and accepted best 
practices in software and systems 
design to help solve business and 
industrial problems. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from CSCI 103 [Survey of Computer 
Science], and CSCI121 [Principles of Programming] shows 
students successfully completing these classes were able to 
meet this goal at least 70% ofthe time. [Retroactively 
added based on prior data to new department objectives 
for 2018] 
(07/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from esCI 201 [Data Structures and 
AlgorithmsJ, and CSCI 291 (Computer Science Project] 
shows students successfully completing these classes were 
able to meet this goal at least 70% of the time. 
(05/29/2018) 

Direct - Capstone Project - including Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
undergraduate research - Year End Goal met: Yes 
Project Review Year end evaluation of projects and presentations has 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.0 or aggregate score of 3.07 (1 to 5). Includes 3 non-performing 
higher for at least 70% of students teams. (05/30/2018) 

----------------
Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
course - Year End Aggregate Course Goal met: Yes 
Data Aggregate grade data from eSel103 [Survey of Computer 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn Science], and eSel121 [Principles of Programming] shows 
at least 70% of the possible points students successfully completing these classes were able to 
on objective related exam questions, meet this goal at least 70% of the time. [Retroactively 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. added based on prior data to new department objectives 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each for 2018] 
year may vary due to course offering (07/30/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Data from CSCI 121 
has prompted investigations into 
how to increase student use of 
office hours, as well as methods 
that might be used to increase 
student attempts of homework 
assignment. Failure in the class is 
almost universally attributable to 
turning in less than 33% of 
assignments. 

Result added retroactively to new 
2018 program objectives. Data 
from 2016-2017 had already been 
used for 2017-2018 classes, as 
well as ongoing curricular update 
efforts. (07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluation again 
during next program review. 
(05/29/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Data from esCI12l 
has prompted investigations into 
how to increase student use of 
office hours, as well as methods 
that might be used to increase 
student attempts of homework 
assignment. Failure in the class is 
almost universally attributable to 
turning in less than 33% of 
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Program Outcomes 

Communication - The students will be 
able to communicate technic,,11 
information relative to problems and 
solutions to professionals in the field. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student learning 

Start Date: 05/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom) 
Institutional Learning: ILOl - 1F0rmai 
Communication - Students wm 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations. 
Revision Notes: We revised all 
program goals in 2018 to make them 
more measurable and applicable. 

10/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Year End 
Project Review 
Criteria Target: Score of 3.0 or 
higher for at least 70% of students 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Year End Aggregate Course 
Data 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
at least 70% of the possible points 
on objective related exam questions, 
lab tasks, or homework assignments. 
Schedule/Notes: Courses used each 
year may vary due to course offering 
patterns. The specific courses used 
will be indicated for each set of 
reporting data. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
Year End evaluation of projects and presentations has 
aggregate score of 2.79 (1 to 5). Includes 3 non-performing 
teams. Three non-performing teams (projects not 
completed) of 7 drops us below threshold. (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
Aggregate grade data from esCI 103 [Survey of Computer 
Science], and CSCI121 [Principles of Programming] shows 
students successfully completing these classes were able to 
meet this goal at least 70% of the time. [Retroactively 
added based on prior data to new department objectives 
for 2018] 
(07/30/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

assignments. 

Result added retroactively to new 
2018 program objectives. Data 
from 2016-2017 had already been 
used for 2017-2018 classes, as 
well as ongoing curricular update 
efforts. (07/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Evaluate again after 
next years projects. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Data from CSCI 121 
has prompted investigations into 
how to increase student use of 
office hours, as well as methods 
that might be used to increase 
student attempts of homework 
assignment. Failure in the class is 
almost universally attributable to 
turning in less than 33% of 
assignments. 

Result added retroactively to new 
2018 program objectives. Data 
from 2016-2017 had already been 
used for 2017-2018 classes, as 
well as ongoing curricular update 
efforts. (07/30/2018) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet - Sophomore Projects Samples 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting 
the qoestions and narratives does not need to be electronically added to this 
Program Review form. One option is to use this cover sheet to add content to 
directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate documents 
along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to 
your dean, or submit as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if PosterPresentations.zip 
attached) or Filename (if 
emailed): 
This documentation is 
relevant to Question Question 16- AS in Computer Science 
number: Question 16- AS in Internet Network Specialist 

Briefly summarize the This zip file contains samples of student 
content of the file and its submissions as part of CSCI 291 and CSCI 292. 
value as evidence 
supporting program 
review: 

P~\Gi::: 8 
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CS:!91i292(419 
Clicnt·Signnff C()vt'l.·SheN 

Studcn,tEvilluatil)H {ol'm tor: ._' ~ .'\,;J :..:L~>\21~\..'.u...._ .. ____ ,_, __ 
; . 

Pleast' lea,ve tnts sheet with tile dient wht'.n rhey sign off f)n v()urptQiec(, 

WhE'll the srudcnt& as~tgned in yourprorecthilve complctedih{~p~(jlt~ct inquci;ti(jl1, denl0nSlratl'd it to 
yrmTsatisfacriill.; prQVided fnitial rrainingln iis ll~E~ las welLasl1iimUals fm.·future training and 
rel'erelltc), P1ease indicateth'lt by slgniilg (ht'ifll'-Ichedtorm.i\(SQ, please eliJail the sllpervlsillg 
illstrnc[OIarid answer the following question'labouLyour expeti¢llre with [his student: .. . .. 
(lIthe projecr team assigned toyoiJ had multiple <;nrdeHts; please-scntione eniail with ,insWCi'~"(lreach 
student (mIlle team). .. . 

Qr, SchenlnJ . 
Dr, Sroith 
[Jr. Kiilat.i 

£l5gJ\tDll!J@f ut!li!) L~d!!'!1;nlJ~t\l eQE 
£~nlHhJ ii@l<~l!.JZ1J! 

j,·l<i!.f.illillid&"iJJ..rLlj·'. 

:t lj-li1W:w.puld you :Cmtl" die ptoressiOimlisTl1<llld. c()[]]m'lilih.:atioll~ skHls .ot this SttHlejlt olllhe.leain " 
J:?~Excdler~t~>' 4~ Very gi)od ·· .3·Awr;rgi! · l~i:leh)w Avenige . I-Wi'ilk 

"';~\('iT(\~ \-:-,'., 'VC:'.\ ' \ ~\~,~)\ ~-\ -~ ..• ~ ,Ii: I \v\ 
1) Hn~~oulq Y9tl ratf' thisstndel1t's tethJllCal skill" l ahHi[Yl(}S~rveyourneeds'? 
5"Exrelletit (~-Vei:yg(l.(!q' .i-Avernge 'H~el()\\r ",,:erage J. Weak 

. . 

3) Flow ~'l~lldjd tile te.am kl'ep youill'lrolveJ iri ·the d€'vejnpn1ellt Iirm:es,-itfHmelv :ll(1t!li.n!!!1, 
demoustfiltiousof work to date.etcy,' . .. . 

(;?-E~f411.":lt~ , 4-Very good . 3-f\V(~rage 2·Bt>lov. Avm:age · '[-We<1k 
\ .. \ 

C i ;),_" 
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Pickford Community Library
Client: Ann Marie Smith 
Student: Benjamin Kamper 
The Pickford Community Library has relatively poor wireless and internet connectivity. The library's 
director would like a student to evaluate the current infrastructure and make recommendations for 
improvements to the available networking. This may require working with the library's Internet Service 
Provider, pulling cable, configuring wired network adaptors, installing and configuring wired and 
wireless routers, and testing reliability and speed. 

Sault Theatre Project -
Client: Abby Baker 
Student: Abby Marinich 
The Sault Theatre Project is looking to revamp their website and add functionality so customers could 
purchase tickets to events or pay tuition for theatre classes. The current webpage layout needs to be 
evaluated and suggestions made for updates to the website. The handling of credit card payments has 
already been contracted out to a clearing-house firm. 

Chippewa County Historical Society -
Client: Virginia Cymbalist 
Student: Matthew Butler 
The Kemp Industrial Museum (which was originally the office ofthe Kemp Coal Dock) showcases the 
major industries that were in the Sault from about 1875 to the middle 1900's. At the present time the 
exhibits are largely comprised of large photographs with descriptions, written historical information, and 
items from these industries. Specifically we're hoping to have a touch screen (a mouse might work) 
program utilizing photos and video and voice clips that make our displays more interesting at both the 
adult and youth levels. We also hope to include charts and graphs that show the impact of these industries 
on the population and economy of the Sault. 

Chippewa Ottawa Resource Authority
Client: Deanna Bowen 
Student: Sierra Jaqua 
The Chippewa Ottawa Resource Authority requires a website to be developed. 
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Name: So...ffi \~e01 e . 
Self and Peer Evaluation 

Answer the following questions (and be specific. You have a lot of room to write for a reason.): 
What were the tasks you performed during your project(s)? 

: \\\~~\\nJ '~'\y,\I C\~~(\\ '. 
RII..0.0\:J ~\o,~e(,\-\~\"'\~ \tS"\)\"~.Sl \e,vSC'li':'j (j..J'n(Y..)~ (\O\S~ 

"IVJl;'\\;\(\::, hc.,\--,f';'('C0. S~U:S·\cA.\\O(l ~o(,.J ~e..(\"\ 

• \'i\\j,.I(\\\~ eN '\It;.''/j,je..c,\ Sc.>c\~6'J'~ 

• L(,Arn'II"'::J \-0 'J:1i1.- Q. '\" 

.., L 'C.o.\"\\\~ \D \J~e... \l ~\::;'0(\ (.Cl("l:,\\,o\ ., . 

"\:..'/.",~~~\\l\~0,\\(\:'J yJ'\fu 9\\!.~e.,'\\~\\\\J (\Q\:')IJ \('\'\~\~t\\e.\\\CA.\\v0.') "\".\\\x,()..\\e..~ 

• \N\·\\\\'\~ ().. C'<" '\C'I\~\~\~\~\\\~\a('\ 0'1. ~(I'\~\O"H~ ;\ ... ,\\(\ {\<i\~ 

· \" ~S\'J CA.c\(:, SO\~·\('J 'Y\CJ\\~\\'.::. '.-.l\\y., ""j \lo\:,\?, ·\~\X.'~~I~v..\\Cl\\ 
• \j..~ (\\\('I

J 
Cadi!.; \0 ~ \!'\\e\C}.\~ \).,,\\0 0 '\ <)~\},.~ ['1\(\ (,\\(>"~<1., 

.. CA~~\\\~\ c.r.. ~\\\\'X\~ 0~t,~ ·\\\~u:~o.t:.R.. \-Q ~\5~\\l--j ~ e,(\Q.,\Th\-~ \\\\(A:Jt~ 
, C7t,.,\\\(,\~ ~~;...~ 0\.\ d\\\()~. 'nOVIS to So\\(~ \-\\\\'\~ 1'J,)Ijt.. 

'l\\-\~~~~N,\~ \-0 ,\e-6·,)(,t. ~\\~L\\O\\()..\ o-.~\·S(j..v\~ 

• i\~\()..\~1...'\\'\~ \jr:)\,'':lv \~C)V\,,:, \0 \\\'I'>J ',~S0e.,~ 

• \:':',,~~i\m'(,,\~\\YJ '~"\:\--'h0vJ (::.,\\o..\)~.\('\j ~os(}..\'\\~;\",\.':) o.H~e,;\e1 \t,S\)\\~") 

• ~~'\Y\0S ',J~ ~e, \'t.~\J\ \:~ o~ ~I(, '(j,,\';A~\(,x 1(;j\CYe...,\ \\\I-'J\\\~ 

• (,\to.~\\Y~ \l~ 0.1"\0 ;e,-O\J()."\i\i\~ ~G~r. ~o.;- \eo-0()"'~'\\\\-~ 

· I\\\t\\o'\~ w~,~v...\~ ~\0'::fcX «\~\;;'\"3s 

Rate:ll.QJJr overall performance on your project(s). 
Very Above 
ioor--------;-------a--p;or---------~------Aver;ge---------~------Ave~r--------~-----Excel~nt 
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.. 

Did you assist directly any other teams, including teams in another class? If "yes", which teams? 

No 

Was your team assisted directly by anyone from another team? If "yes", who, and how? 

No .. 

Did your team utilize any other 'Human' Resources (other students, professors, etc)? 
If "yes", who and how? 

~ ~'j} L \}.~\\e-O \)" S()'~I0\'\'\"' \()\ "e.,\~ '\/,-\',\\1 ~ O\\{', 0'j 0-.0 

\ SS\)Q., '\:n~\ -s-.,,~o..~ ''xlv..'\\'\~ C">v "'0-(,'0 \\ me.. ~\~\J\'\ \\~ 00\ 
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What was the biggest problem that you figured out on this project? 

"h", \"'flt.S\ \(~O'o\M' "",,,0,,'1 1.- '<'~J~ (:)0\ or, m~ 0"''' 
''010.0 OJ :P,"-S D \'- \"" 0 "" \J ,It; rn J ? ~<\ i" \\0''''''' i «'!:k~~" '1,,\ 1<'(\, 

l ;:x.J\'-\~ rr bv, \?\o,'J\\\\Q, 00~ ~~\(,\n t\')\lv\\Q(\"- 'vJU~(\ '\" \NorY,\\lu . -J iJ .... J ,.1 J 
(,o\\~v\\-J ,\-\1('.,(\ CO\'f\~o-\·\(\~ \(\j '~{l,\s·\a(\ \Q \tJor-V-i\lj \\\,~\~,\,\tC\\:o-..\\o:'O 

To Se..e.- i.rJ'ne-\- 1: w~~ ('(\\;':';)\(\3 0\ ao'\~ \r.Jro\\~ .. 

What ~as the biggest problem that you needed help figuring out on this project? 
How did you seek that help? 

\\)e., \)·\~~t~~ ~\o\')\e..\1\ tnCA"\- 1- f\e...eeell \0,e.'\~ \r--l.,\:'Y\ ~00 0\1.\ 

\-i \1 "J iss \J ~ ,\ SO\l~:'< ,,",,\<;; \, ~ ~O\ ~'3 \;" oW,,,,,,, \-'00\"" 

0..,(\6 ~s\Z:\(\:J Q-;\)ov\" \\. 

What would you do differently next time? 

\'110i--\: \\0\~1 "L WQv\'6 %¥-- \0\ '\>~\~ 5000.e.,f' 0\,\\"((;\ 

\' \l "" \"'0 \"'\0 9~o\'\',<,,~,., '" 00\d '" \S~ GO '" '" \l ~ 
~\\-'" OJ 0\o,Q. \~.\~\\(, CA.(\~ \J~e,t0\ SV\'Ie.lJ0\~ \0\ 

\l\'j")t..\~ > 0--.00 -s:. \NO\.l\6 ()"(i:N, (i\0\e.; ~ Ve,~y\O~ \\\ 5Q.,\\~\O-\ 
-to {II(;,\<'e SU,t" "I.. 'W ~~ 0(\ \\\e., C-\~\-\\ 1-\CA.c..\<' 
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CS 2911292/419 
ClientSignoffCover Sheet . '. . ' . 

. Student Evaluatioil form for: . Mtd±JteW 13Ld/er 
. Instructor.: Qr . . S Yk1ifh · .. ··· ·· ... 

, " . ," .. . . 

Pleaselei:ivethi$ sheety.dth thedientwhen theysfg,rtoffunyonr p)'oject . 

· ' •. When the studEpfs a~si~ried ' to your proJetthave c~nlpleted the proJect in questidn~ d~hlonsfrated it to 
· .. your satisfactionj providec:l: initial training. in its use (as well as manuals for ftlt1.tre · rraiIlingand 

r¢ferertce). Please indicate that by signing the attached (atm. Also, pleaseelliCiil the supervising 
instructor· anc:l answer thee followingqnestions about your experience with this. stUdent: 
(If theproject teamassigrted toyou had Itlultiple students, please send Olie email with answers for .each 
student ontheteam);- . . 

Dr. · Schemm . ~Ische11lID@furbalLschenil'n.lssu.edu 
Dr. Srllith " csniitli16@Issu,edu . 
Dr. kalata ' kkalata@lssll.edll · 

. d).' .. HO.WW.Ollid youratet.heprofess. ion .. alismandCOtill11Unicatl.'.onSS1 .. ,ills of tllis student on the team? 
5 xceUent 4-Very good .J-Average2-Bdow Average l..:Weak ..• • 

. , . ',' , " ". .": ',' . ", " ., .. _ . .... . . 

: :, , " 

Jl &.· VV would you rate' t:hi$ S~d. e.nt'S.tOcl1I\icalskills. / aotlit.Y toser.veyom' I1ee~s? 
(§,Excellent . 4 .. Very gQod. 3-Average 2:-Below Ayerage ... l: .. Weak 

. -:. '", ,"' ...:..... . . 

,: ," 

3)How well did the team keep you involveditl the. development process? (Timely meetings, 
demonstrations of work to date, etc)? . 

· @Excellent 4-VerYgo,od ' 3:..Average 2-BelowAverage l:-Weak 

.'. ,.' .. ~)I. HOW.'. '. well. h.as this studel1tP.I.·.e. p.aredypu. to u#~ Ih~ .fini5h.ed. prod. u. ct (ptovidecltr~inhlg, imllluaIs, etc)? . 

. ... , ~xcellellt 4~Very gObd3~Avel·age . . 2-BelowAverage . 1-Weak .. ....... '.' .... .... ' . . 

· : . . . 

. 5) A .. r.;e.y .o.u .sa.t.is.f ... .. ied thi:!t .. th. e .. .... p .•. ·ro.je.;f: ... ··~ ... I.'S .. , 11 '. ?mp ...•. l.~t.e? . If-fl. · ()i, Wh ..... a .. t. '.5. ti .. l.1.·. ' .. he. e.d.· s .. to., b. ··.e .. cqmP .. leted .... ? .. .. ' '.'.l .. ' 
'. . W.·, ~\ \. C-t. r., l . otrv+ •. 54t.,,~St Jed .... · . w.J1h t .. '. '.) ~C. ' f). ·md'J~+PdR rgj .. · pc" 1. 

, ~\[il11h~w~re4 .l3C1 Ut ''P-rcPgrum 1ha.+.tu~ C{lfleafh1y Aaap . 
". +0 YYlertPur tU4Uf~ V1 eecl,;£jbw.t J .6 V'(y{y. tllja1ttr~ · M1)uJ· 

. Thallks.far your tiIile and imswerS~ '. " .. " .: 

........... :, .. . : .. 
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CS 2911292/419 
Client Signo(f Shee! 

Client ~L"-.Lh.LLi ~p I~O.L-t .1.C:'!A):....uff--l..-L.L\.Lc,?.lALU L..SJnTLIj' y~H!4:ct ':..L.:sf~O:...:.--j".L...!.' C<....I.o/I O:....+-(~. ),Lj; 6.LJ.7(...!...l; tw.· t:---,jL,l7V~-

Srudent(s): --,-/I/+"l cdf~' -<-Lh~Y! I......."U,---,D'-L..l' L~rfc..L.lt.lo<!.!J_r _____ ____ _ 

Sruderu(s): ___________________________ _ 

Student(sJ: _~...--:..~-..,-_ ___ --,-_-------- ---- - __ _ 

. CobpetatingiilStrilctOl': ·. Dc .·· ,5VVIJ'4Ia· .· . 
I Mvereceived from tIle GS Projects teamaUthesoftware; m~mua~; and training outlined, in the 
spe¢fficCl.tion~ docurnent s~gned at the stait of thetertll". . 

" - " ." . '. :.' . 
. . . .: 

While we understand that long temllUa1n:tellance of the results of this project are imp ortant to you, 
University policy requires that we give students arinalgrade-{or theirwod< at (be end arthe semester, 
andean no longer require hours of work from th.ern 'fonhisprojec:tafter the endof the semester~ .. If 
your q'uestionsares.ilnple, and . s\lOit,· you may feel free to. contact them up to thaend' of the· serne~tel~ 

" .. If youare looking to have the project e~pailded on,pleasecohtact eitl1f~rDr. Smith 01' Dr: SChemlnwirh ." 
the detailsjalldwe can investigate the possibility 'ofadoing your fixes,additiOlls; or other work to the 
next semesters projects cla.ss, .... " 

ThfsfdHIl caneitherbedeIiveredvia theteam assigned toy~ur projest, or scanned ('lild emailedtothe 
.. cdo.peratinginstructot. ' 
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CS 29"1/292/419 
Client Signoff Sheet 

Project: __ :.' PRe c I enf' i<....[?;;...:..:::t._-rcz....::.....-b~.J~e..~ _______ _ 

Student(s): . ___ ... __ --...::.,c.::.£.:..!..../ _--=-.-'----' _ ___ ---.;c:..::.-.......:.:.-.....:.:.:.:.-. _ ___________ _ 

Student(s): .' . 0(\ "or" f ;;? 

Student(s): ___________________ _ 

Cooperating instructor: ____ 12E...:... ... _ . .:i~.~ ...... :~ ..... _..............._ .... _,_ .. _ ...... _ ..... _._ .. _. ____ . 
I have received from the CS Projects team all the software, manuals, and training outlined in the 
specifications document signed at the start of the term. 

While we understand that long term maintenance of the results of this project are important to you, 
University policy requires that we give students a final grade for their work at the end of the semester, 
and can no longer require hours of work from them for this project after the end of the semester. If 
your questions are simple, and short, you may feel free to contact them up to the end of the semester. 

If you are looking to have the project expanded on, please contact either Dr. Smith or Dr. Schemm with 
the details, and we can investigate the possibility of adding your fixes, additions, or other work to the 
next semesters projects class. 

This form can either be delivered via the team assigned to your project, qr scanned and emailed to the 
cooperating instructor. 

!~\fi=tEt)·· 
Client Signo't44%'~-. ._._ .... ____ . ____ ...... _ .. __ ... __ _ 

I 

Date: 6 /J d l~) 
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CS 291J292i4U) 
Client SiRnoff Ci)vcl'Sheel 

SlUcienLEvaJuatirin 101m for:~;:':{",. YY 'i'\: ..• ····\~.::.u.;.L~(:' ... ___ .... .. _ 

IIJ5trlicl.(ir: ,",.:1~~''r:,. '· · ··ILlif"~_--.:.. . . __ .... __ ,. 

Pleast·leave this shee[i.vith the diem whIm [heysfglJ<)ffc)il vqurj)t(jJecL 

Wheii dWSluc;lents,assignedto yourpfo:Jen h,lve complei!'d thc·pr<11ect ill question. detn()rl!;t~aled it to 
YO:ilrsatisfactiilll.provicled illitialtrainingin its LIM' (as well as lllanuals'torIt1tnreu'''ining and 
ri~ti'rel1ce); Ple1lSeindicate that by sigllillg ihe ;ruached (oj-tn. ,AlsO.; pJeaseell1all [he sl.:lperVislng 
illstnictofiirid atJSW~r the following questioilsahrmt your experieil~'1" WillllhJs studeilt: 
(JUhepniJect teain assigned to you had rnultt[.iie sfpdent:>i pleilsesendj)nt~elljaH with iinswel'$,'or (!ilci( 
studl'ot (Itithp team). . . . .. 

Dr, Schtirrt!'n 
Dr. Smirh · 
Dr. Kalat.i · .. 

fisrll,jilJlD.@fJ1!:ll.illL;cJ" ·mll1.J!l.'::t.,r'Ul!. 
t;.hlJ1ilhJ !;i@LihlWil; 
kka til.t.lf.G.'ifli i l.;t'{J? 

I) HfiW~QuJdyou ra~e (he pl'otessiollaJism and l'(Jri.imU!uc.:atioq.~· sl<:ills 'HJ l.hi<; student on the leanl? · 
'~;~~x~:e!!~n,t~ , 4. \tt'!I'Y good · :{.Averilge2--/:)d(jwA.vcragc Vvvt'o'Ik . 

'!\. > \«'\'I-., ,~ \< •. '\1< \··V\ ,\ .. :1\ '. -' ....... : . .. ::.)\ ~ ·, \c\ 

:~) Hnww!)uld yuu riltethisstudent's techlllCal!:ikilis : anilltvu:)'serve yoUl'iweds'? 
'.i-Elu:eJJen( (4:V:~ g.~?9) 3~Avl'rag(' i-Below Av~ragelcWeak 

.,' '.-" .. \; ; \? ·1'~·'-:':'" .. ' . . _~~.; ... ~"r.:·f:·A:';:· ~\:f:: \, t f; .... ) t ~ ... ". );- .~ .... -~.,."f .. _ ~·, ..... \.~.'o .• 

'1) IloW well did the Wellli keeP youiTllwlved ill the develripmem IIrr)cess'{Cnmely mcetlng$, 
demonstr,lli()n50f work to datP, 'clc)'i' .... . 

(S~~:x~:i~Il~ny 4-Very ~o!)d 3-Averagc .!-13dow' A \Wrage. l-We.ak 
. \ 

C\ ):\"c ... 
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Introduction 

Perlin noise is a. form of cQherent nQise originally developed by Ken Perlin in 1983. In the 

years that follQwed, it has prQved to be extremely useful for procedural content generation. It: can 

be used to generate a variety of textures, as well as side-scrolling, 2D, and 3D terrain. For this 

project, I wrote a c++ implementation of Perlin's 2002 Improved Noise algorithm. This noise 

implementation was then used as the basis for a terrain generation system that creates 32x32 

pixel chunks of 2D biomed terrain. This terrain tiles seamlessly, aIla-wing the user to scroll in any 

direction for a seemingly endless amount of time. 

I-Iandling Directional Artifacts 
In order to reduce the appearance of directional artifacts, I experimented with multiple 

possible solutions. The first involved an attempt to increase the number of gradient vectors used 

by the Perlin noise function. I hoped that by padding the number of gradients that the fimction 

has to choose from, I would be able to reduce the amount of directional bias in the end result. 

However, the results produced by this version of the project didn't seem to be any better Qr worse 

than the Qriginal implementatiQn. The second attempt involved modif.Ying the octave noise 

function in order to rotate each octave by a pseudorandom amQunt. This seemed to. slightly 

improve the appearance of the terrain created by using a single nQise instance in the early stages 

of the project, but didn't appear to have much Qf a positive dfect on the biomed terrain created 

using multiple instances of the noise class. In the end, I decided that for finished product, Ken 

Perlin's original implementation seemed to produce the best looking results. 

The use of multiple noise generator instances with different seeds turned Qut to be the 

most effective way of reducing artifacts. Strong directional bias is still present in the results 

produced by each individual noise generatol~ but using the values from each Qf these noise 

generatQrs to. assign a biome to the final terrain produced more naturallQoking results. 

Terrain produced with one noise 

generator early in the project. 

TERRAIN GENERATOR 

Terrain produced \-vith multiple 

uni.quely-seeded noise generators. 

2 
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The noise class has two constructors: a default constructor that uses the current time to 

seed the random number generator, and a constructor that allows the user to pass in an integer 

seed value. Because the biome function relies on three unique noise arrays in order to produce 

the final result, using the defimlt constructor for more than one instance is not recommended. If 

multiple random number generators are seeded with the same time, they will produce identical 

results, which ,vill re-introduce obvious directional artifacts and lead to some undesirable 

behavior from the biome fimction. By default, each instance of the noise class used in the terrain 

generator's main window is seeded with a random number. 

Terrain examples produced ,vith identical seeds, ""7th one unique seed, and with three unique seeds. 

In the next four sections of this paper, I looked into the effects that changing cert.ain 

parameters can have on the resulting terrain. For the sake of consistency and easy comparison, 

all of the example images were generated using the same three seed values: 985 for elevation, 

~275 for temperature, and 29748 for moisture. These are the same seed values that were used to 

produce the large terrain image seen on the cover of this report. 

Octaves 

The octave parameter is used inside of the octavePerlin fUnction, and determines how 

many octaves of noise will be combined into the final result. The default value is 8, but all integer 

values ranging from I to 15 are allowed. 

When each of the three generators is given a low octave value, the resulting terrain is 

smooth, terraced, and unnatural looking. This terracing effect is most severe with an octave value 

of l. As octave values increase, the results become more natural looking. 'With an octave value of 

4 for each generator, the terrain no longer appears terraced) but it still lacks the natural~looking 

fractal edges. 

TERRAIN GENERATOR 3 
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The results of using low octave val.ues (from I to 4) for each noise generator. 

The edges of the terrain will continue to become more natural looking as the octave value 

is increased up to the default value of 8. For values beyond 8, the amount of detail along the 

borders bel:\veen biomes continues to increase. However; these increases in detail are small, and 

are barely noticeable at the highest allowed value of 15. 

It's also possible to change the octave value for only one of the three noise generators. 

However, doing this did not produce very 1.L'ieful or natural looking results. Setting the octave 

parameter to a low value for one noise instance adds some of the terrace-like effects seen earlier. 

It also leads to some less organic looking intersections between biomes. The higher the octave 

value, the less obvious these effects become. With an octave value of 4 for one noise instance, the 

edges of some biomes are smooth compared to the fractal edges obtained with the default value, 

but this effect isn't pronounced enough to be easily noticed. 

Terrain produced with an octave 

value of 1 for OIle noise instance, 

compared to the default terrain. 
Slightly different results are 

possible depending on which 

instance is changed. 

Changing the octave value of the elevation noise instance to a low value is not 

recommended, as this leads to unnaturally round lakes and mountains that clash with the rest of 

the terrain. 

Zoom 
The zoom parameter is 1.L'led inside of the getChunk function, and is responsible for how 

zoomed in/ out the terrain appears to be. Larger values produce t.errain that appears more 
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zoomed out, while small values appear to be zoomed in. The default value is 0.005, and all values 

greater than 0 and less than or equal to 0.1 are allowed. 

vVhen a large zoom value is used for each noise instance, it becomes difficult to make out 

specific biomes in the resulting terrain. 'Vhen using a small zoom value, the borders of biomes 

are easy to see, but users might spend quite a while scrolling through one biome bef<ne reaching 

the next one. 

Terrain produced with zoom values of 0.1, 0.009, 0.005 (default), and 0.0005. 

In order to test the effects of using different zoom values for each individual noise 

instance, a value of 0.01 was chosen to represent zoomed~out noise, while a value of 0.0009 was 

chosen to represent zoomed~in noise. 

Changing the zoom value of the elevation instance to 0.01 produced results with a greater 

number of small lakes and mountains distributed throughout the terrain. Raising the zoom value 

to 0.01 for either temperature or moisture increased the amount of biome variation in the terrain 

by creating smaller areas of each non-lake and non-mountain biome. Areas that would've been 

made up of one continuous biome by default were broken up into multiple small areas of each 

biomc instead: 

Zoom values 

of 0.01 used 

for elevation, 

temperature, 

and 

moisture. 
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Using a zoom value for an individual 

noise instance that: is too high can result in 

unnatural and undesirahle results. In this 

case, (). 1 was used for temperature in Ull! 

first example a.nd elevation in the second. 

Changing the zoom value for the elevation to 0.0009 appears to flatten the overall terrain. 

Lakes and mountains become far less common, but also increase greatly in size. 

Terrain produced with an A lake found while scrolling through 

elevation zoom value of 0.0009. the terrain from the previous image. 

Changing the zoom of either temperature or moisture to 0.0009 alters the overall biome 

distribution. Large areas of the map become dominated by one of two distinct groups of biome 

types. The first group has large areas of desert, tropical rainforest, and boreal forest. Tundra is 

almost entirely taken over by boreal forest in this group. The second group has a larger amount 

of temperate rainforest, grassland, and woodland. These two groups appear whether you choose 

to alter the zoom for temperature or moisture, but their distribution around the overall map is 

different depending on which parameter was changed. These areas of altered distribution 

become larger as smaller zoom values are used. 

'rerrain 

produced with 

a zoom value of 

0.0009 fOT the 

temperature 

noise generator 

TERRAIN GE.!.'lERATOR 

Ten-ain 

produced with 

a zoom value 

of 0.0009 for 

the moisture 

noise generator 
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Persistence 

Persistence is a parameter used in the octavePerlin function. It is used as a multiplier that 

decreases the amplitude value for each octave of noise. The default value is 0.5, and all values 

between -1 and 1 are allowed. However, values close to these cutoff points are unlikely to be 

useful, as using them produces 

Using a persistence value of 0 for each of the three noise generator inst.ances produces 

smooth-edged and terraced terrain, similar to the results from using a low number of octaves. As 

the values move a'Aray from this central point, the terrain becomes rougher, and eventually takes 

on a splotchy appearance. Negative values tend to move towards a large amount of the snow and 

water biomes, while positive values tend to move towards the "middle" biomes of grassland and 

forest. 

-1 and 1, the exU'eme edge cases for 

persistence values. Both of these are 

unlikely to be useful tor terrain . 

generation, as they produce results 

where individual biomes are no 

longer distinguishable. 

During my experiments, some of the most interesting results produced by changing any 

of the noise generation parameters came from using a persistence value of -0.5. 

TERRAIN GENERATOR 

Terrain examples 

produced from identical 

seed values. The first 
example has a persistence 

of -0.5, while the second 

uses the default 0.5 
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Terrain generated while using this value for all three noise generation instances has 

increased amounts of water and snow, while still including smaller amounts of aJl the other 

biomes. The layout of this terrail1 is also significantly different from the terrain produced using 

the default persistence with me same seed values. This could provide a good way to generate 

terrain with larger bodies of water as needed. However, the amount of snow biome present in 

the resulting telTain might not be ideal for all situations. 

In order to deal with this, I briefly changed one of 

the conditions near the end of the biome function. 
Normally, the last Helse if" condition in this fimction is 

"else iflelevation < 0.7)". I temporarily changed this to 

value to 0.95 in an attempt to reduce the amount of high 

elevation terrain in the final results. This replaced a fair 

amount of the snow with tundra and boreal forest, 

producing a more balanced looking result. A second 

biome function with slighdy different values could make 

altering the persistence more useful for generating 

different varieties of terrain. 

Using persistence values above 0.5 for individual noise generator instances produced 
terrain where the edges of certain biomes were rougher and had more of the splotchy 

appearance seen when using the edge cases. 

Setting the persistence to -0.5 for elevation alone produced results similar to using -0.5 for 

all three noise generators, but with a slightly different distribution of biomes. Using a persistence 

value of -0.5 for either moisture or temperature caused changes in biome distribution. The 
results of these changes were similar to the results of using a low zoom value for moisture or 

temperatUI·e, where biomes seemed to form two distinct groups. However, the effect seemed less 

pronounced. 

Terrain examples produced when using a persistence of -0.5 for elevation, temperature, and moisture. 
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Roughness 
Roughness is a parameter used in the octavePerlin function. It is used as a multiplier 

which increases the frequency of the noise at each octave. The default value is 2, and all values 

between 0 and 10 are allowed by the setter function. 

Using a roughness of 1 for each noise generator produces terrain that has the same 

smooth and unnaturally terraced appearance as terrain produced with a low number of octaves. 

If a roughness of 0 is used, the terrain generd.tor produces an even more severely terraced result 

that has few to no lakes, plus a smaller amount of mountains and snow biomes. 

As roughness values increase beyond the default, the edges between biomes become more 

jagged and splotchy. Values higher than 4 are unlikely to be useful for creating actual terrain, as 

the results they produce begin to look more and more unnatural. 

Terrain examples produced v\l1th roughness values of 0,3,5, and 10. 

vVhen higher roughness values are used with one out of the three noise generator 

instances, the jagged edges appear on some (but not all) of the borders between different biomes. 

TERRAIN GENERATOR 

Example terrain produced by using a 

roughness of 5 only on the elevation. noise 

generatm; then only on the moisture 

generator. 
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PART 2: Degree-level Review 

Degree Progra m: B.S. Mathematics Secondary Teaching 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For eac/l 

question respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4. Band CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

The 4-Column Program Assessment Report is attached as a related document. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

In 2016, upon coyP1eQ of Program Review for this major, it was noticed that even though 

our majors passed overall at a rate of 100%, Measurement and Geometry was often the lowest sub

section of the MTTC exam. The study guide located at 

https:/Iwww.mttc.nesinc.com/Content/STUDYGUIDE/MI SG OBJ 022.htm was reviewed as well as 

the practice exam at https://www.mttc.nesinc.com/Content!STUDYGUIDE!MI SG SRI 022.htm. The 

instructor of MATH 325 College Geometry placed more emphasis on transformations and restructured 

the lesson on inscribed angles to contain circumscribed angles. While not statistically conclusive, both 

students who took the exam after this change were successful in this sub-area. 

The University as a whole assessed Freshmen retention and found that students who took a 

university success seminar were more likely to be successful in their freshman year. While we had 

suggested students in this program take EDUC 101, it had not been required. As a result of that 

assessment, we now require students in this program to take EDUC 101. 

In CSCI 105 Introduction to Computer Programming in 2017-2018, the ability to Acquire Data 

and the ability to Present and Display Data failed to meet expectations. This outcome is also reflected 

in the Student Learning Outcomes for the overall CSCI 105 course. As a result, both the outcomes 

related to the School of Education and the outcomes related directly to this course indicate a potential 

disconnect in the course. The students performed well on Transform Data using a Mathematical 

Calculation. This does not reflect the core competency in the topic of the course: programming. For 

the Fall 2018 semester, a new textbook was selected to strengthen the emphasis upon programming 

and data processing. This change was not driven just from this particular assessment, but also the SLO 

assessment from past offerings of the course. 
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Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

There are many things that contribute to ensuring that the program-level and course-level learning 

outcomes are at an appropriate level. 

A) Prerequisite Structure 

Mathematics by its nature has a natural prerequisite structure. Each course must be rigorous 

enough to prepare students for courses which use it as a prerequisite. 

B) Historical 

Much of the early content in mathematics is inherited from a historical structure and must be easily 

transferred from one school to another. Many high school students take our MATH 151 and MATH 

152 courses and transfer them to other schools including University of Michigan, so the content 

must be somewhat standardized. 

C) Standards and Guidelines 

We review our degree content against several standards. For our mathematics degrees, we review 

the Curriculum Guide to Majors in Mathematical Sciences, published by the Mathematical 

Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics (CUPM). It can 

be found at: 

https://docs.google.com/ viewer?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.maa.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles% 

2Fpdf%2FCUPM%2Fpdf%2FCUPMguide print. pdf. 

For the Mathematics Secondary Teaching degree we review the Michigan Department of Education 

Standards for the Preparation of Teachers of Mathematics-Secondary (EX) found at: 

https:/Idocs.google.com/ viewer?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.michigan.gov%2Fdocuments%2t=mde% 

2FMath Standards 554574 7.pdf 

Additionally, for the two education degrees we use The Mathematical Education of Teachers II, 

(METII) published by the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences in 2012. It can be found at: 

https://docs.google.com/ viewer?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbmsweb.org%2Farchive%2FMET2%2 

Fmet2.pdf 

The Lumina Foundation's Degree Qualification Profile (DQP) is suggested as a resource for answering the questions about what 

students should know and be able to do at each degree leve l: 

http:// degreeprofi le.org/wp-content/ u ploads/ 2017 / 03/ DQP-grid-down load-reference-poi nts-FI NAL. pdf 

Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 
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Students in this program complete many projects throughout their studies culminating in a 

capstone student-teaching experience. 

A) MATH 325 College Geometry Project and Portfolio 

Students complete a geometry project in Geometer's Sketchpad using what they learned in an 

independent lesson on symmetry. Examples of some past projects are attached. The projects 

must include concepts of symmetry and transformational geometry. Students also complete a 

portfolio that includes their best proofs and constructions and reflects on the learning process. 

An example of a student portfolio is attached. 

B) MATH 207 Statistics Project and Paper 

Students are required to do a project and paper where they collect data, use inferential 

statistics and write a final report. The project description, rubric, and some examples of 

student work are attached. 

C) MATH 401 Project, Paper and Presentation 

Students are asked to do a mathematical modeling project, working in groups. They present 

their work to the class and write a paper. Examples from two groups are included as 

attachments. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Mathematics Secondary Ed BS 4-column report 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 13. 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of It shows that the four column report was completed. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 

Program (CoIS) - Mathematics Secondary Ed BS 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Brian Snyder 

Mission Statement: We equip our graduates for success through emphasis on rigorous programs, hands-on experiences, and interaction with highly-qualified faculty members 
who are centered on student success. 

Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Mathematical Processes and Number Direct - Exam/Quiz - Standardized -
Concepts - Candidates will be able to The Mathematical Processes and 
use mathematical processes, Number Concepts subarea scores on 
axiomatic systems, computing, the MTIC Mathematics (EX) Subject 
algorithms, and logical reasoning to Test will be analyzed. 
solve problems and communicate Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
mathematical ideas. score 3 or higher on the subarea 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom) 
Institutional Learning: IL01 - Formal 
Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations., IL03 - Analysis and 
Synthesis - Students will organize 
and synthesize evidence, ideas, or 
works of imagination to answer an 
open-ended question, draw a 
conclusion, achieve a goal, or create 
a substantial work of art. 
Revision Notes: Alignment to 
Standards: 
InTASe: Standards 4 and 5 
MDE Mathematics Secondary: 1.1, 

score. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 325 
College Geometry are asked to 
define undefined terms, axioms and 
theorems in geometry, describe 
their role in axiomatic systems and 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
No testers took the Mathematics Secondary Subject Test in 
2017-2018. (08/13/2018) 

- --- 1 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: In the Fall of 2018, 
the faculty of the School of 
Mathematics and Computer 
Science are developing new plans 
for recruitment into this program. 
These plans will be recorded in 
the School minutes and 
implemented as soon as possible. 
Multiple regionallSDs are in need 
of math teachers and have 
contacted LSSU to recruit our 
students. (08/28/2018) 

-----------_ ... _----------
Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 
50% of students scored 3 or higher. (08/13/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of the students scored 7 or above. (05/05/2017) 

Use of Result: Only 2 students 
took the exam this year. One 
made a 3 and the other a 2. In the 
last 4 academic years, all but one 
student has scored 3 or higher. 
We will continue to monitor this 
outcome. (08/13/2017) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns at this time. We will 
assess again in the Spring of 2019. 
(05/10/2017) 
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---- --------

Student Learning 
Outcomes 

1.2, 1.3, 1.5.1, 1.5.9, 1.5.12, 1.6,2.2 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

to provide an example of each. 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score 7 or more points on the 
scoring gUide. 
Schedule/Notes: MATH 32S is an 
alternate year course. 

Related Documents: 

MATH 325 Undefined Terms Axioms 
Theorems Scoring Guide.docx 

Direct - Group project, collaborative 
learning - Students in MATH 401 
Mathematical Modeling will 
complete a a modeling project and 
wri~e a report about their results. 
Criteria Target: A score of 6 or 
higher out of 9 possible points. 
Schedule/Notes: MATH 401 is an 
alternate year course. 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Collaborative Assignments, Projects 

Related Documents: 

MATH 401 Pro ject Rubric.pdf 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in CSCI10S 
Introduction to Computer 
Programming will be able to acquire 
data and then transform that data 
using mathematical calculations. 
Criteria Target: 70% of the students 
will score 70% or above. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of the Mathematics Secondary Education majors 
scored a 6 or higher. (08/27/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
60.9% of the students were able to acquire the data and 
78.5% of the students were able to transform the data using 
mathematical calculations with a score of 70% or above. 
(05/01/2018) 

09/04/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: These students, 
working together in a group, did a 
strong job motivating and deriving 
their mathematical models. 
Though still worthy of full marks 
(2/2) student analysis of the 
model was perhaps the weakest 
area. In the rubric, items (b) and 
(cl are difficult to distinguish and 
should be merged into a single 
bullet worth four points. Also, in 
future projects it may be wise to 
have students working in groups 
to self-assess their group's 
functionality during progress 
reports. (08/27/2018) 

Use of Result: The ability to 
Acquire Data failed to meet 
expectations. This outcome is also 
reflected in the Student Learning 
Outcomes for the overall CSCl10S 
course. As a result, both the 
outcomes related to the School of 
Education and the outcomes 
related directly to this course 
indicate a potential disconnect in 
the course. The students 
performed well on Transform 
Data using a Mathematical 
Calculation. This does not reflect 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Patterns, Algebraic Relationships, 

and Functions - Candidates will be 
able to describe, analyze, and 
generalize patterns, algebraic 
relationships and functions using the 
tools of algebra and calculus. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL03 -
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 
Revision Notes: Alignment to 
Standards: 
InTASC: Standards 4 and 5 
MOE Mathematics Secondary: 1.1, 
1.2, 1.3, 1.5.3, 1.5.4, 1.5.5, 1.5.9 

09/04/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - Standardized -

The Patterns, Algebraic 
Relationships, and Functions subarea 
scores on the MITC Mathematics 
(EX) Subject Test will be analyzed . 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score 3 or higher on this subarea. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
No testers took the Mathematics Secondary Subject Test in 
2017-2018. (08/13/2018) 

Use of Results 

the core competency in the topic 
of the course: programming. For 
the Fall 2018 semester, a new 
textbook will be selected to 
strengthen the emphasis upon 

programming and data 
processing. This change is driven 
not just from this particular 
assessment, but also the SLO 
assessment from past offerings of 
the course. (06/15/2018) 

Use of Result: In the Fall of 2018, 
the faculty of the School of 
Mathematics and Computer 
Science are developing new plans 
for recruitment into this program. 
These plans will be recorded in 
the School minutes and 
implemented as soon as possible. 
Multiple regionallSDs are in need 
of math teachers and have 
contacted LSSU to recruit our 
students. (08/28/2018) 

---_ ............. _-_ .. _---_. __ . __ ._._._----- _ ..... _-_ ...... _-

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 151 
Calculus I are asked to create a 
function that models a given verbal 
description, then use calculus to find 
an optimal solution to a problem. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 4 or higher on the scoring 
guide. 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students scored 3 or higher. (08/13/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
68% of the students earned a 4 or higher. (06/01/2018) 

Generated by Nuvent ive Improve 

Use of Result: 100% of students in 
the last 3 years have scored a 4 in 
this area. (08/13/2017) 

Use of Result: A majority of the 
students were able to find the 
correct model and locate the 
extrema, though many of these 
did not put units on their answers. 
For those who were not success, 
the biggest issue was going from a 
multivariable equation to a single 
variable function. In the Fall of 
2018, we will emphasize model 
creation in the lecture, give a 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Measurement and Geometry -

Candidates will be able to apply 
geometric principles in Euclidean, 
analytiC, transformational and vector 
geometry to analyze geometric 
objects, form conjectures, solve 
problems and prove theorems. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

09/04/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Modeling Scoring Guide.docx 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 1S2 
Calculus II are asked to find the 
interval and radius of converge for a 
power series. 
Criteria Target: At least 70% of 
students will score 5 or higher on the 
scoring guide. 

Candidates in MATH 341 Abstract 
Algebra will be able to solve 
problems using groups and their 
properties. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 70% or above on this 
objective. 
Schedule/Notes: MATH 341 is an 
alternate year course. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - Standardized -
The Measurement and Geometry 
subarea scores on the MTTC 
Mathematics (EX) Subject Test will 
be analyzed. 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score 3 or higher on this subarea. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
71% of students scored 4 or more. (05/05/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
64% of the students made 5 or higher. (05/10/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students were successful (01/01/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
No testers took the Mathematics Secondary Subject Test in 
2017-2018. (08/13/2018) 
_ .. -.... -_ ..... _-_ .. -... _ .. _-- -_. __ ._-_._-_ .. _---

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students scored a 3 or higher in this area. 
(08/13/2017) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

formative assessment quiz over 
the section and provide the 
students with the rubric before 
the summative assessment. 
(06/01/2018) 

Use of Result: The goal was met. 
We will monitor again in the Fall 
of 2017. (08/27/2018) 

Use of Result: There was only one 
secondary education major in the 
class and this student scored 7 out 
of 7. The largest area of difficulty 
was solving absolute value 
inequalities algebraically. In the 
Fall of 2018, faculty will provide 
an extra algebra review over 
solving absolute value inequalities 
and see if this improves student 
performance. (08/27/2018) 

Use of Result: If expectations 
were at 80%, there would be 3/4 
students meeting condition. 
Because of small population, 
70/70 or 80/80 may not be met 
due to 1 student not meeting 
expectations. Care must be used 
during future assessment cycles. 
(01/01/2017) 

Use of Result: See comment 
above about recruitment. 
(08/28/2018) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. The average over the last 3 
year period in this subarea is 3.4, 
with 100% of students scoring 3 or 
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Student Learning 

Outcomes 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem., IL03 - Analysis 
and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 
Revision Notes: Alignment to 
Standards : 
InTASe: Standards 4 and 5 
MDE Mathematics Secondary: 1.1, 
1.2, 1.3, 1.5.3, 1.5.4, 1.5.5, 1.5.9 

Assessment Criteria & 

Procedures 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 325 
College Geometry are asked to 
construct a geometric object, form a 
conjecture about the object and 
then prove their conjectures. 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score 3 or higher on the scoring 
Schedule/Notes: MATH 325 is an 
alternate year course. 

Related Documents: 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 305 
Linear Algebra will be able to f ind 
eigenvalues, eigenvectors for a linear 
transformation. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
7 out of the 10 possible points. 
Schedule/Notes: Available Points: 
Students are able to find the 
eigenvalues: 4 points 
Students are able to find an 
eigenvector: 3 points 
Students are able to find the other 
eigenvector: 3 points 

MATH 305 is an alternate year 
course. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 
50% of students earned 3 or more points on a problem in 
Euclidean geometry. 
100% of students earned 3 or more points on a problem in 
coordinate geometry. (08/28/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
73% of students scored 70% or above. (01/05/2018) 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
course - Candidates in MATH 1S2 Goal met: Yes 
will be able to apply integration 88% of students scored 70% or higher. (05/10/2018) 

methods to find area. 

09/04/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

higher. (08/13/2017) 

Use of Result: The students met 
expectations in coordinate 
geometry. There were only 4 
people in the course. On the 
problem in Euclidean geometry, 
two of the students made a false 
conjecture and were thus unable 
to prove it. They were more 
successful correcting the problem 
outside of class when time wasn't 
an issue. In the Spring of 2019, 
we will seek to address this issue 
by helping students further 
develop strategies for testing their 
conjectures before writing proofs. 
(06/01/2017) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. We will assess again in the 
Fall of 2019. (05/01/2018) 

Use of Result: 21 out of 33 
students earned a perfect score 
on this objective, so there are no 
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Student Learning 

Outcomes 

Data Analysis, Statistics, Probability, 
and Discrete Mathematics -
Candidates will be able to organize, 
analyze and interpret data, sets and 
relations using the tools of statistics, 
probability and discrete mathematics. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem., IL03 - Analysis 
and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 
Revision Notes: Alignment to 
Standards: 
InTASC: Standards 4 and 5 
MOE Mathematics Secondary: 1.1, 
1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5.6, 1.5.7, 1.5.11, 
1.5.12,2.2 

09/04/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 

Procedures 

Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 70% or higher. 

Related Documents: 
MATH 152 Calculus II Area.docx 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - Standardized -
The Data Analysis, Statistics, 
Probability and Discrete 
Mathematics subarea scores on the 
MTTC Mathematics (EX) Subject Test 
will be analyzed. 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score a 3 or higher on this subarea. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in CSCI 105 
Introduction to Computer 
Programming will be able to present 
and display data and then document 
and describe the results. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 70% or above. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
86% of students scored 70% or higher. (05/02/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
No testers took the Mathematics Secondary Subject Test in 
2017-2018. (08/13/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students scored 3 or higher in this subarea. 
(08/13/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
56.5% on Present and Display Data 
73.1% on Document and Describe Data (05/01/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

major concerns. (07/23/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns with this objective. 
(08/28/2018) 

Use of Result: In the Fall of 2018, 
the faculty of the School of 
Mathematics and Computer 
Science are developing new plans 
for recruitment into this program. 
These plans will be recorded in 
the School minutes and 
implemented as soon as possible. 
Multiple regionallSDs are in need 
of math teachers and have 
contacted LSSU to recruit our 
students. (08/29/2018) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. The average over the last 3 
year period in this subarea is 3.4, 
with 100% of students scoring 3 or 
higher. (08/13/2017) 

Use of Result: The ability to 
Present or Display Data failed to 
meet expectations. This outcome 
is also reflected in the Student 
Learning Outcomes for the overall 
CSel10s course. As a result, both 
the outcomes related to the 
School of Education and the 
outcomes related directly to this 
course indicate a potential 
disconnect in the course. The 
students met the expectations for 
Document or Describe the Results. 
This does not reflect the core 
competency in the topic of the 
course: programming. For the Fall 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Instructional Choices - Candidates 
make instructional choices that 
reflect the integrated nature of 
mathematical concepts and 
mathematical practices within and 

09/04/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 207 
Principles of Statistical methods will 
be able to calculate empirical 
probabilities given data. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 7 or higher on a 10 point scale. 

Direct - Group project, collaborative 
learning - Students in MATH 207 
Principles of Statistical Methods will 
complete a descriptive statistics 
project. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students 
scored 70% or above. 

Related Documents: 

Descri ptive Statistics Rubric (2). 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
73.8% score 7 or above. (08/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
79.8% scored 7 or above. (08/29/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
77.5% scored 70% or above. (08/29/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
90.8% scored 70% or above. (08/29/2017) 

Students in MATH 216 Discrete Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Mathematics will state and apply the Goal met: Yes 
Pigeonhole Principle to prove 83% of students scored 70% or higher. (05/01/2018) 

various combinatorial statements. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 70% or higher 
Schedule/Notes: MATH 216 is an 
alternate year course. 

Students in EDUC442 [Math 
Methods for Secondary Teachers] or 
EDUC 452 [Directed Study in Math 
Methods for Secondary Teachers] 
will complete a unit plan. 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students scored 3 or 4 on each of the subareas of 
the Unit Plan Rubric. (08/31/2018) 

Related Documents: 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

2018 semester, a new textbook 
will be selected to strengthen the 
emphasis upon programming and 
data processing. This change is 
driven not just from this particular 
assessment, but also the SLO 
assessment from past offerings of 
the course. (06/10/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns. (08/29/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns. (08/29/2017) 

Use of Result: There are no major 
concerns. In the Fall 2018, there 
are plans to have at least three 
meetings with each group to 
discuss their progress. 
(08/29/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns. (08/29/2018) 

Use of Result: We will reassess in 
the Spring of 2020. (05/01/2018) 

Use of Result: See the related 
document on the Unit Plan 
assessment. The assessment 
focuses on the content knowledge 
needed to structure unit plans and 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

among the mathematical domains. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL01 - Formal 
Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations., IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem., IL03 - Analysis 
and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. , 
IL04 - Professional Responsibility
Students will demonstrate the ability 
to apply professional ethics and 
intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 
Revision Notes: Alignment with 
Standards: 
InTASC: Standards 6,7,8 
MOE Mathematics Secondary: 2.2, 
2.4,2.5,3.1 

09/04/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Criteria Target: At least 80% of 
students will score a 3 or higher on 
each subsection of the Unit Plan 
Rubric. 

Related Documents: 

Unit Plan Assessment.docx 

Assessment Results 

Claim 1. Unit Plan Key Assessment EDUC452 year 2016-
17.docx 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

develop student leaning. This 
allows the instructor to perceive 
the strength of the teacher 
candidates' knowledge of the 
content to be taught. There are 
no concerns at this time. 
(05/01/2017) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching and 
Filename (if emailed): Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Elementary Teaching Program 

Review 
This documentation is relevant to 14 and 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of It shows assessment and narrative related to program assessment 
the file and its value as evidence and it shows alignment with standards. 
supporting program review: 
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Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching and Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Elementary 
Teaching Program Reviews 

Submitted By: Dr. Kimberly Muller, Chair, School of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Date Submitted: August 9, 2016 

1. Mission/Vision 
The Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching and the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Elementary 
Teaching are programs of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science. Throughout this document we will refer to 
the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching degree as M-ST and the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics 
Elementary Teaching degree as M-ET. The M-ST and M-ET programs have been in place since 1994 .. Historically, LSSU 
had a similar program to the M-ST program from 1971 to 1981. You can find a partial history of the program up to 2004 
(with some additional narrative and revisions made in 2006) at http://math.lssu.edu/prpe. In addition, this webpage has 
information on the content standards, pass rates of the accreditation examination up until 2004 and a detailed program 
philosophy. 

An attempt was made initially to create two separate program reviews for these two programs, but aftet writing several 
pages of each, it was found that programs were so similar that the two documents were in many sections nearly identical. 
After the Chair's consultations with Associate Provost Myton and Dean Fiebelkorn on June 20, 2016, it was decided to 
create one document. Where there are large differences, these will be noted. If a difference is minor a subscript of ST or 
ET will be used. 

The current program objectives for the two programs were developed in 2009 under the leadership of Professor Sherry 
Duesing. The objectives for the two programs are identical. 

Program Objectives 
Upon completion of a Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics: secondary teaching (or elementary teaching), from Lake Superior 
State University, students will be able to: 
1. Demonstrate a fundamental and foundational knowledge of mathematics by developing quantitative and abstract reasoning 

skills in order to build a conceptual understanding oflogical structures and axiomatic systems. . 
2. Demonstrate technical mathematical skills in the areas of algebra, geometry, calculus, and statistics for solving problems. 
3. Use their knowledge of the historical background of mathematics in enriching their own lives and the lives of their future 

students. 
4. Use software and other technology to solve problems. 
5. Use their acquired skills in the pursuit of a job and/or graduate school. 
6. Create mathematical models and use their mathematical and analytical skills to solve real-world problems. 
7. Continue to acquire new knowledge for life-long learning in pursuit of their professional and personal goals. 
8. Communicate mathematically in their profession and the broader community. 
9. Make connections of mathematical ideas to other ideas both inside of and outside of mathematics. 

The similarity between the two degrees is largely due to the similarity to the "Content Guidelines/Standards" matrices for 
the two certification programs that were instituted by the Michigan State Board of Education in 2000. The State of 
Michigan guidelines can be found at htrp: llwww.mich~an.gov/mde/0.4615.7-140-5683 6368-24835--.00.html while our 
specific program matrices can be found on the website http://math.lssu.edu/prpe. The course mappings in the matrices 
were created by professors, Sherry Duesing, Lorraine Gregory and Brian Snyder in 2006. There are very few differences 
between the K-8 and 7-12 Mathematics subject areas and both lead to the Mathematics (EX) endorsement. The test 
objectives for the certification exams (Michigan Test for Teacher Certification - MTTC) can be found at 
http: //www.mttc.nesinc.com/ MI viewFW opener.asp. There are some specific content differences clue to the grade level 
of the students. 

LSSU Mission Statement 
Our mission at Lake Superior S tate University is to help students develop their full potentiaL We launch students on paths to rewarding careers and 

productive, satisfying lives. We serve the regional, state, national and global communities I?J contributing to the growth, dissemination, and application of 
knowledge. . 

Our mathematics programs for future elementary and secondary teachers introduce students to a broad range of both pure 
and applied mathematics, as well as both continuous and discrete, throughout their four years of study. The M-ET degree 
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also provides those students with the foundational knowledge required of all elementary education majors. The topics are 
aligned with the Michigan State Board of Education content guidelines as illustrated by the Program Review done in 2006. 
In the M-ST degree we've had a 100% placement rate for students in this program over the last five ye.ars. In the last two 
years we've had students who graduated in December obtain mid-year full-time employment in the field For the M-ET, 
degree we've had very few students over the last five years, but those who graduated had immediate career placement. (For 
more information see sections 3 and 4 on "Demand" and "Quality".) Because of our emphasis very early in MATH 103ET, 
MATH 104ET, MATH 215 and MATH 216sT on inquiry-based, student-centered learning and our requirement of passing 
the licensure exam (r'vfITC) and student teaching before graduation, our graduates exit LSSU with the ability to both think 
independently and communicate their ideas effectively. As teachers, our graduates join a workforce th;tt has dissemination 
as its primary goal. 

LSSU Vision Statement 
Our programs grow and evolve in w'!Ys that keep our graduates at the cutting edge 0/ technological and so.~·etal advam'lls. As such, we will be viewed f?y our 
constituents as: 

• The preferred regional choice for students who seek a quality education which provides a competitive edge in an 
evolving job market. . 

• An institution where relevant concepts are taught by quality faculty, and are p'llred \, itl, , I 1\ III 1 1'e:11 Wold.! t pi II III • 

to provide a well-rounded education. 
• An institution which capitalizes on its location to instill graduates with an understanding of environmental issues and an 

overarching desire to be responsible stewards of the environment. 
• A University that is highly student centered and empowers all students to realize their highest individual potential. 

Our program also supports the University Vision in several different ways. One of our program outcomes is that graduates 
should be able to "use software and other technology to solve problems". Several of our classes support this outcome 
including Elementary Statistics, Linear Algebra, College Geometry, Mathematical Modeling and Principles of Programming. 
As for quality faculty, except in rare cases, all of our program courses are taught by faculty who hold a doctorate in a field of 
pure or applied mathematics, statistics or mathematics education. The rare exceptions include courses where there is a co
teacher with a terminal degree in a related field, such as engineering. All of these faculty members have publications in their 
respective fields, one had a previous successful career at a tier one university, one has had prior K-12 experience, one has 
had more than 50 publications since coming to LSSU, two have received teaching awards, and one has co-authored a 
textbook in his field. "\notht.'l' program outcume i~ for ~Ilcc<-~~ful grnduatc,; to "('1'. :Ul marhCl1ld'l;1I model" ,ltld L,'" thclr 

mathcmatlcal and analytical skills to ~()lvc real-world probk~m~." Man\' uf our cuur,;cs have COU1':il' obJl'ctivl:' tied to tIn: 
program outcome. includin~ \1 \'1'11 It 1.\ '. ](l.J1 I, [51. 152, 20"7, 25 J. ,,) Hh , :lnd 4" 1 . III p:l1'linl!ar. it! the M-S'l 
prugram. 1\1[11111 h.1 ,til I ~ I'''II 1 \l1I ..... l Ihl (1(1111 '1"", !Ill" III 1.I\l tllilli I"bltll . In (,/(./11111 II 

pr« 'W,,'I \\ I' (I) k 1.'11 I m ~lI 1(> 1l.1l1C.t1 Ill"dd 111 II \\ O\lId 11_ Ili[.dl hdl 1 . l (Il' ct oUc realC. t art::1:- at" "trt'ngth IS the 
1Ild!\'IJual attention llial our student. reel'l\ c. \ll 0 our cia, ,cs aCl' small \nlb (I ur t<'wer sflIdcot. ~. hell one cumpare" 
Uu. wlIh larger qatt' UIll\'(:r~lUl.'.', which h:n t' large It'CfUCe cbs l'~ f.)r li''S1 \. oar srudcl1!.', \VC an.': ble [0 pru\lde a LlOlqudv 

srudt::n1-centl'r d alml)~phcrl' III Iht' ell'! "r')<lln ()ur 1l1tr()JuL\{)r~ pr oj ~e Ul"llC ha~ 15 oc C\\l'r Waent and t: typlcaU, 
taught USlJ1g lIlljlllIT based lea.olll1f' n11 I .1' dY ,luJl'1l1-Ct:nll'rcd nppr acb \\ bc:r 'ludents n cnl tht: matcoal to ,-ach 
olher. In .1I,Lo\ 11132-. [h "rudelHs work 10 group" lhOlJ~ 1, cm,llc hoth In the cl.a~:>room ·tIld ill Ihe computer (() tonn 
conlccTUn'" and blilid Lhur OWl. Xl!Jll1 'i.lC S\',lcl1l lor t 1C a..:t UHan'l'< ucauon "[UdelH". M \11 103 and IO-t are t"u~ r 

USillg prublem-ba~t:d learnmg rather than LUrCCL Hl:.IrUCUOll. Our program was the preferred reglOnal chOlce in .M-ST for 
many years. In fact, a large percentage of the area middle school and high school mathematics teachers are LSSU graduates. 
In 2011-2012, the teacher education programs at LSSU were placed on probation by the Michigan Department of 
Education. At the time our M-ST and M-ET pass rates had been between 89% (due to one student) and 100% for many 
years, but our programs took a large hit in enrollment that year and saw continued declines. While we 'don't think we can 
claim the status of preferred regional choice currently, our students have had an outstanding record on the certification 
exam and in job placement for many years, This would be an excellent area to promote as a program of distinction. 

Several areas of the Strategic Plan are supported by our program. Some of these are emerging and others are more 
established. 
2.1 LSSU will increase enrollment. For the last two years we have offered a Field Day experience for area high school 
students where we introduced students to topics in mathematics and computer science using hands-on activities. We also 
contacted admitted students after they were accepted, made new brochures and power point slides for our programs, 
increased the visibility of our Pi Day activities and saw a large increase in admitted students for this program. Last year 
there were 10 admits to these programs compared to 0 the year before and one the previous year. Sadly, this year we have 
seen a reversal of that trend. 
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2.5 LSSU will graduate students who have had an exceptionally good university experience. The one-on-one attention that 
our graduates receive gives them a chance to exceed beyond expectations. Students learn from instructors with a variety of 
experiences, including K-12 teaching experience and others involved in teacher professional development. They become 
involved in the content using inquiry based learning and problem solving, not just listening to lectures. Students are 
prepared for the classroom by extensive field experience and student teaching opportunities. 
4.1 LSSU will increase high-impact educational experiences in BS/BA degree programs. Our students learn using inquiry
based learning and problem solving. Our students complete projects in MATH 207, MATH 321, MATH 325, MATH 
341 ST. They have several hands-on classroom experiences, as well as student teaching. 
4.3 LSSU will improve the tracking process of graduate success. We have been tracking our graduates' placements three 
months after graduation since 2012 and have increased efforts to track them later. 
4.5 LSSU will prepare graduates who are ready for professional certifications or licensure. Our students are prepared to 
take MITC certification exam since the course work required in the programs correlates to the objectives for the licensure 
exams (MITC). The current pass-rate for the secondary and elementary exam in 100% for those majoring (not minoring) 
in these areas. 
4.6 LSSU will increase the munber of students participating in professional conferences and workshops. Several of our 
students have attended Math Teachers' Circle meetings. Three students attended the Michigan Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics conference July 2015. 
6.1 LSSU will defme assessment and engage in meaningful, institutionalized assessment activities. Our school has been 
doing course assessment with well-established objectives for many years. Our program assessment has improved greatly 
over the last four years. 
6.2 LSSU will utilize appropriate and developing technology to facilitate effective and enriched learning experiences across 
the campus community. This is an area in which we excel. In fact we purchased and used many technologies such as i
Pads, tablets and document cameras before they were more widely available across campus. We also use many educational 
and commercial software packages in our courses to enhance student understanding of difficult mathematical concepts. 

There are several areas that distinguish these programs from our main competitors in the state. One is the small class size, 
especially at the calculus level. A second is the number of courses that have opportunities for the students to present the 
material that they are learning to their peers, giving them ample opportunities to practice communicating mathematics 
before they begin their student teaching. Also, the fact that our program is housed in the mathematics department (as 
opposed to education) provides a level of mathematical rigor that facilitates a deeper understanding of the core content 
areas. 

2. Productivity 
The faculty and adjuncts in mathematics teach a large percentage of classes that are not required by our majors. Because all 
of the faculty teach courses that are both in the program and out of the program, gauging productivity can be difficult. 
Because of this we have tried to use several different measures. First, we will take a look at instructional load for courses 
with the MATH prefix. This includes developmental courses (MATH 087, MATH 088, MATH 102) and general education 
courses (1t1.'\TH 110, MATH 111, MATH 131, MATH 207). Of these general education courses only-MATH 207 is 
required in these programs. There is also a course that is taught as service to business and science (MATH 112), courses 
only required by the Elementary Education and M-ET programs (MATH 103 and MATH 104) and courses that are filled 
by a variety of majors including Mathematics, M-ET, M-ST, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Physical Science (MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 251sT, MATH 310S1'). The 
only courses in these programs under review that are not included in other non-teaching programs are MATH 321 and 
MATH 325. Using data from two consecutive academic years (2014-2015 and 2015-2016) the mathematics faculty load can 
be broken down as follows: 

• Developmental-25.7% 
• General Education-36.1 % 
• Service to business and science-7.3% 
• Courses only required for all Elementary Education majors and M-ET-3.0% 
• M-ST and M-ET Only-l.4% 
• M-ST and M-ET with Heavy Service-18.6% 
• B.S. in Mathematics and M-ST Only-2.7% 
• B.S. in Mathematics, M-ET and M-ST-2.1% 
• B.S. in Mathematics Only-3.2% 

Only 1.4% of our mathematics faculty instructional load is used exclusively for these two programs. lpat is approximately 
3.2 load hours per year. Additionally, only 4.8% of the load is used by this program without also being required for general 
education or engineering which significantly increases the student credit hour/load hour ratio for those courses. This 
represents 10.5 load hours per year for these programs, along with the B.S in Mathematics. (This flie is in tracdat.) Note 
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that none of the courses used for the M-ET program are exclusive to that program. In correspondence with Dean 
Fiebelkorn about whether or not this program should be deleted for low enrollment, one of the reasons she gave for 
keeping this program was, "Provided we keep the elementary math minor, the elementary education program period, and 
the secondary math major, then there are no unique courses that are offered only for the elementary ~ath major." 

A second measure of productivity is from Professor Collette Coullard's Spring 2015-2016 Cost-Revenue Analysis. In her 
analysis, based on classroom discussions with Associate Provost David Myton and Interim Vice President of Finance 
Morrie Walworth, she took into consideration tuition, state funding, the tuition plateau, discounted tuition, State of 
Michigan Contributions, auxiliary funds, faculty salary, faculty benefits and 50% overhead. The Cost-Revenue analysis for 
those instructors who predominantly teach mathematics courses was a net revenue of $951,887 and for the department as a 
whole was $1,111,013. In the discussions during Professor Coullard's presentation of her class's resea~ch, President Pleger 
mentioned that one measure of cost effectiveness would be whether or not each faculty member's revenue from student 
credit hours to instructional load (taking into consideration all of the above variables) made a profit. Each mathematics 
faculty member does so according to this analysis. 

Along those same lines, a third measure of productivity would be the ratio of student credit hours to faculty contract hour. 
The following table tracks data from 2006-2016. The numbers in blue represent the ratio of student credit hours to faculty 
contract hours in the Fall and the numbers highlighted in red are from Spring. The average of the Fall ratios is 26.6 with a 
standard deviation of 2.0 and the average of the Spring ratios is 23.9 with a standard deviation of 1.9. Even though there 
has been some . an attempt has been made to adjust offering patterns to compensate for enrollment declines. 

3S 

30 

2S 

20 

lS 
10 

5 

MATH Student Credit Hours Per 
Faculty Contract Hour 

o ---.-----------------

A fourth measure is the next comparison, to the left, with 
other academic areas (as separated by the IOl),d report summary 
on the 0:\ drive). It was made using the summary for 2015-
2016. Because of our heavy service load our ratio of student 
credit hours per faculty instructional load hours is the 3rd 
highest division on campus and our ratio of student credit hour 
per faculty contract hour is also the 3rd highest division on 
campus. (Instructional load does not includ~ release time and 
Faculty Contract Hours do. Some areas receive a larger 
percentage of release time than others.) This data deals with 
instructional load. 
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A shortcoming of the above measures is that they show that the faculty members who teach courses in these programs are 
productive, but they don't show specifically what is happening in the program courses. The next table is an attempt to track 
course enrollment numbers for the program courses. The courses with bold yellow font have undergone changes to their 
course offering pattern in the last few years in order to either save money or make the course load easier on students taking 
multiple mathematics courses. 

M-ET and B.s. in El ementary Edu cation 64 49 30 30 36 8 ____ ._ 17 

M-ET, M-ST, Service and GeneralEducatlon_ . __ _ _ ....EQ. ___ 253. 295 268 243 i97 192 

M·O and M-S1 Only 32 20 3 1 ~ 1 ~. 11. I 

M-ET.and/or MST,wlth.Large ServlceComponent'~iOs'~12 rii;iillliii31~~210 1- -~.: :-2oi ~_ 207, 

M-ST and/or M-ET, with B.S. in Mathef!l_a_tics_. ___ .. 54 64 39 53 40 21 32 

M-ST and/or M-ET, with other Education D~gree! __ 412 405 306 196 17S 128 

The other enrollment numbers come from the following general education or program requirements. The following 
courses are specifically required by other majors (than M-ET or M-S1). 
MATH 103 & MATH 104--Elementary Education 

136 

MATH 207-General Education, Athletic Training, Biochemistry, Computer Networking, Computer Science, Criminal 
Justice (Corrections, Criminalistics, Generalist, Homeland Security, Law Enforcement, Loss Control, Public Safety), 
Electrical Engineering Technology, Environmental Science, Exercise Science, Fire Science, Forensic Chemistry, Geology, 
Industrial Technology, Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical Laboratory Science, Nursing, Parks and 
Recreation, Physical Science 
MATH 151 & MATH 152-Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering"Mathematics, 
Mechanical Engineering, Physical Science 
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MATH 251, MATH 310--Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Mechanical Engineering 

Other than the courses in dark green, all other courses serve students in multiple majors. For those courses in dark green, 
two of them are alternate year offerings. This is only 6.3333 load hours over a two year period. Students have a choice 
between EDUC 442 and EDUC 452, but only EDUC 452 has been offered in recent years because it can be prorated. Our 
programs have very few expenses that are program specific. The needed software licenses, computers; instructional 
technologies and paper usage are more than covered by our course fees. It would seem the costs to the university are 
minimal, especially considering our large service role. 

The following table shows the 10-year enrollment data for these two programs. Also included are the enrollments in the 
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics degree because 10 of the required courses for that program are also in the M-ST 
program.) We have included the minors because these students contribute to the enrollment in the courses. 

As you can see by looking at the "Fall 2012" 
line, the fact that the education programs at 
LSSU were put on probation in 2012 
impacted the enrollment in our programs and 
we have yet to recover. It is concerning that 
the majors dropped precipitously, but it is 
equally concerning that the Minor in 
Mathematics Elementary Teaching did as 
well. Since most of the courses overlap, our 
course enrollment and course offering 
patterns have been impacted. As noted 
earlier, prior to that year, these were regional 
programs of choice. We should consider 
ways that we can return the numbers to their 
prior levels. We believe that one of the best 
ways would be to advertise our high pass 
rates on the MTTC exam. . 

To be consistent with last year's B.S. in Mathematics program review an attempt was made to use the Ipeds database from 
the National Center for Educational Statistics to compare our enrollment with the 15 public universities in Michigan but in 
Ipeds, the data for all education majors was combined in one total and we were unable to separate by discipline. 

The table to the right shows degree 
conferral. The table contains M
ET, M-ST and the B.S. in 
Mathematics because before 2009, 
the institutional data was combined 
for some of these programs. 
We've separated out the data in 
those years using Anchor Access 
and commencement programs, but 
if you do your own report in 
Argos, it will combine some of the 
data. 

On a national level, data is collected every decade. According to the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences 2010 
survey at http://www.ams.orjI/ profession / data / cbms-survey/ cbms2010, there were a total of 3,614 degrees in mathematics 
education awarded in 2009-2010. (This is the last year that data is available.) There were 2774 four-year institutions in that 
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year, giving an average of 1.3 related mathematics education degrees per four year institution. (One commercial 
website seems to indicate that only around 1700 of these have programs in mathematics education bringing the ratio to 2.1, 
but we were not able to verify this number on a more dependable public site.) Om total degrees awarded for those 
programs is typically around 2, making us only slightly higher (or lower) than average. . 

Using Argos to estimate the terms to graduation for these two programs, the average was 9.09 terms for majors in this 
program over the period from 2009-2014 and 8.30 for LSSU graduates as a whole (more recent data appears to be 
unavailable in Argos). Since these students need student teaching in order to graduate, this difference is not surprising. In a 
2014 report from Al Case in Admissions, the overall FIlC retention rate from Fall 2010-2014 at LSSU was 70.40% and for 
the M-ST degree it was 83.30%. (No number was provided for M-ET and this report is not available in Argos. We made 
an attempt to obtain more recent numbers from Annette Hackbarth-Onson in Admissions who referred us to Vice 
President Morrie Walworth. At the time of this writing, no new data has been made available.) 

3. Internal and External Program Demand 
External Demand: 

Mathematics is a high need area for high school and middle school math teachers. According to the Occupational Outlook 
Handbook of the Bureau of Labor Statistics there will be a growth of 6% in the demand for high school and middle school 
teachers from 2014-2024. 

According to the National Center for Educational Statistics, 15% of secondary level teachers are Mathematics teachers. Just 
less than 2% of elementary teachers focus on mathematics while 62% teach several subjects, including.mathematics. 
(Source: htq?s:llnces.ed.~ov/progTams /digest/d13 /tables /dt13 209.10.asp, accessed June 28, 2016). The Occupational 
Outlook Handbook (OOH), issued by the Bureau of Labor and Statistics, projects the job outlook for teachers in all 
disciplines to "grow about as fast as the average" between 2008 and 2018, an estimated 13% in ten years. Across the 
country, public interest in the school system ~s on the rise and the federal government has increased spending for education. 
The need for highly qualified teachers continues to expand. 

A table published by the National Center for Educational Statistics provided information regarding the percentage 
distribution of public elementary and secondary schools with a teaching vacancy in selected teaching fields, by the school's 
reported level of difficulty in filling the vacancy, teaching field, and locale: 2011-12. The information regarding mathematics 
teachers was that the percentage of schools with vacancies was 20% nationwide of which 1.1 % could not be filled 2012-13. 
This was the fout"th highest vacancy rate listed. Source: htrp:llnces.ed.govl surveys/ ruraledltables / c.1.c.-1.asp 

Both programs are approved by Michigan Department of Education (MDE) and are two of four possible majors available at 
LSSU for prospective teachers. In addition, the success of the mathematical education students has consistently remained 
good. We feel that the decline in enrollment has more to do with the problems caused by probation in 2011-2012 and less 
to do with demand. The students who have graduated in recent years have all either been employed immediately or had 
employment offers, but chose to pmsue other opportunities. 

Internal Demand: 
Refer back to page 5 for programs that require the M-ST or M-ET program courses. The largest constituents outside of 
mathematics are: 

• MATH 151 & MATH 152-Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Physical Science 

• MATH 251, MATH 310-Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engim:ering 

The table and lists on that page best represent internal demand. Another indication of demand is the enrollment of minors 
in these areas. All students must now take mathematics as part of their general education classes. As a result of this and 
other programs' requirements, most of the students enrolled in mathematics courses are not students majoring in M-ST, M
ET Or the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics. 

4. Program Quality 

Mathematics introduces students to formal reasoning and, as a result, contributes to development of qualitative and 
quantitative analytic skills. The math department in its service role, as well as a major department, is proud to have 
promoted, to continue to promote, and to improve those indispensable skills for the entire LSSU community and all LSSU 
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graduates. Over the years the department has recruited and retained strong mathematicians and matht<;matics educators as 
witnessed by their recent scientific and pedagogical output: 

• Dr. Grace Ngunkeng has published 3 refereed articles in the past 3 years, has presented her work at the 2013 Joint 
Mathematics Meetings, and has attended 6 conferences in the past 3 years. 

• Dr. Kimberly Muller has published 4 refereed articles and has presented her scholarly work at 15 meetings or 
workshops in the past 10 years. 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has made 6 conference presentations in the past 10 years. 
• Dr. Brian Snyder has coauthored a textbook, published 1 refereed article, and attended 9 conferences in the past 10 

years. 
• Dr. Collette Coullard has published 5 refereed articles and made 2 conference presentations in the past 10 years. 

• Dr. George Voutsadakis has published 44 research articles and participated in 6 conferences in the past 10 years. 

It has developed a regional reputation and has strongly contributed to outreach activities promoting mathematics and 
mathematics education and, thus, increased the University's visibility and service in the community. Some examples of our 
state and regional involvement are: 

• Dr. Brian Snyder just finished a year as chair of the Michigan Section of the Mathematical Association of America, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard, Dr. Lorraine Gregory and Dr. Kimberly Muller, serve on the Eastern Upper Peninsula Math 

and Science Center Advisory Board, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard and Dr. Kimberly Muller serve on the planning committee for the Eastern Upper Peninsula 

Math Teachers' Circle, 
• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science hosted the Michigan Section of the Mathematical Association of 

America's annual meeting in 2013, 
• Dr. Lorraine Gregory, Dr. Kimberly Muller and Dr. Brian Snyder have taught professional development workshops 

in 4 different regions across the state, . 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has been involved in several professional development activities for K-12 teachers in the 
Upper Peninsula, and the state, the most recent being two preconference professional development for MCTM, 
July 2015, 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has served as the VP for 4 year colleges for the Michigan Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, 

• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science has held two Field Day experiences for area high school 
students, an event we hope to repeat as an annual recruiting effort, 

• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science holds an annual Pi Day and math bowl for area middle school 
and high school students. 

Moreover, some of our majors have been among the highest GPA graduates and have been awarded University-wide 
distinctions, many with regular placement on the Dean's list and graduating cum laude, magna com laude or summa cum 
laude. Of the program's graduates over the last seven years, 42.9% graduated cum laude, 14.3% graduated magna cum 
laude, and 14.3% graduated summa cum laude. The average GPA was 3.56. Two have been awarded Faculty Association 
university-wide scholarships based on overall academic excellence. 

Several graduates have established and continue to distinguish themselves in their professions. We are providing three 
examples below. In addition to the quotes that we have included, we are grateful to these graduates fo.r providing valuable 
feedback that can be used to strengthen our programs. Please note that two of these graduates received mid-year placement 
when a district was in a bind to fill a vacant position. However, they were both asked to return the following year to the 
same placement because of their excellent work. 

The first example is Andrew Doerr who graduated in December of 2014. Mr. Doerr was able to obtain a mid-year 
placement as a mathematics teacher and golf coach at Sacred Heart Academy in Mount Pleasant. Wh~n asked about his 
time here, he replied, "LSSU's Math Education program prepared me to teach a variety of classes. Going in to LSSU, I was 
not nearly as confident with the material that I was going to be teaching as I am now. The professors were there for me in 
and out of the classroom, and were always available for when I needed extra assistance. I am very appreciative of the 
professors and the people that I met at LSSU, and they definitely have had an impact on who I am today." 

Chris Ogren, who graduated from the M-ST program in 2013, worked at Kalamzoo Central High Sch<;>ol as a 9th grade 
math teacher from October 2013-August 2015. In the Fall of 2015 he returned to his hometown to teach at Escanaba High 
School as a Geometry and AP Statistics teacher. When asked about his time here, Mr. Ogren said "I feel that at Lake 
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Superior State, I received an education that taught me all of the math I will need for being a teacher. I learned to not only 
memorize the necessary math skills, but also to think like a mathematician. I believe that the math faculty at LSSU did a 
great job of breaking math down to its fundamentals, and then building up to the more complex ideas. The program had a 
great balance of classes that challenged me on multiple levels. I especially look back and appreciate the things I learned in 
Math 215, College Geometry, History of Math, and Math Modeling. Most of my math classes were helpful, but those 4 are 
the classes I fmd myself referencing to students in my everyday teaching." 

One of our most recent graduates, Jessica Keilholtz, accepted a mid-year placement at the middle school in Cedarville after 
graduating in December of 2015. They asked her to return next fall and she has accepted the position. Ms. Keilholtz said, 
"my content knowledge was strong enough that my only worry was classroom management and I had enough people to 
have my back that I made it through alright." She also indicated that her student teaching position in Brimley taught her to 
"handle a lot of situations so I felt well prepared." She said that, "The class that helped me the most would be the college 
geometry class. Being able to define shapes and show how to create them using technology was very useful." 

Through feedback from these students, one area where we could support them more is outside of the mathematical content 
area. For example Ms. Keilholtz relied on her new colleagues to teach her where to find educational resources. Finding 
new approaches to teaching difficult topics was sometimes a challenge for her. There are many websites that provide these 
educational resources and/or tips. This could perhaps be added to the Methods course or to a series of seminars. 

The Mathematics Education program was originally approved by the Michigan Department of Education in 1998. It was 
reapproved in 2006. In 2012, 6 programs in education were suspended by the state of Michigan and others were 
discontinued. Mathematics was not one of these programs. While the pass rate for the suspended programs on the state 
licensure exams was low, the pass rate for mathematics has remained high, typically above 90% for sec.ondary education and 
recently, 100%. This compares to the state pass rate for secondary mathematics of 96.5%. There have been too few 
elementary mathematics majors taking the test (3 or fewer). More specific data is in the Program Assessment section. 
Following the suspension of programs in 2012, the School of Education sought out and completed accreditation by the 
national accrediting body for schools of education - The Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). 
This was successfully granted in October 2013. The School of Education continues to succeed, with recent ratings from the 
Department of Education being among the highest in the state. (hup:llwww.lssu.edu / education / acc~ssed June 29, 2016) 

Our programs compare favorably in its depth and quality to other peer mathematics programs. Two important documents 
for comparing our programs to those of others are the Curriculum Guide to Majors in Mathematical Sciences, 
published in 2015 by the Mathematical Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics 
(CUPM) and The Mathematical Education of Teachers II, (METII) published by the Conference Board of 
Mathematical Sciences in 2012. 

In 2015 the CUPM released its new Curriculum Guide to Majors in the Mathematical Sciences. It has four cognitive 
recommendations and nine content recommendations for programs in mathematics. Since these recommendations are 
brand new, we were impressed with how well our programs already fit. We will list those goals and briefly explain how we 
meet them. In some cases, for the sake of brevity, the recommendations are linked to our program outcomes. The fltst set 
of recommendations is for general mathematics programs, but we highlight them in order to support our earlier claim, that 
the placement of our programs within the department of mathematics is an added strength to the quality and rigor of our 
program. 

Cognitive Recommendation 1: Students should develop effective thinking and communication skills. Program Outcome 8. 

Cognitive Recommendation 2: Students should leam to link applications and theory. Program Outcome 6. 

Cognitive Recommendation 3: Students should learn to use technological tools. Program Outcome 4. 

Cognitive Recommendation 4: Students should develop mathematical independence and experience open-ended inquiry. Program 
Outcome 7. Specifically our use of inquiry-based learning in multiple mathematics courses and our student teaching experience. 

Content Recommendation 1: Mathematical sciences major programs should indude concepts and methods from calculus and linear 
algebra. MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 251ST, MATH 305, MATH 310ST, MATH 401s1' 

Content Recommendation 2: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should leam to read, understand, analyze, and produce 
proofs at increasing depth as they progress through a major. MATH 103ET, MATH 104ET, MATH 215, MATH 216, MATH 321, MATH 
325, MATH 341 

Content Recommendation 3: Mathematical sciences major programs should indude concepts and methods from data analysis, 
computing, and mathematical modeling. MATH 103ET, MATH 104ET, MATH 207, MATH 305, MATI-I 4015T, CSC! 103ET, CSC! 105, 
CSCI1215T 

Content Recommendation 4: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas and concepts from a variety of 
perspectives to demonstrate the breadth of mathematics. Our program has a mixture of theoretical and applied topics. 
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Content Recommendation 5: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should experience mathematics from the perspective of 
another discipline. CSC} 105, PI-IYS 2215T, CHEM 115ST, NSC1 101 ET. 

Content Recommendation 6: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas from complementary points of view: 
continuous and discrete; algebraic and geometn'c; deterministic and stochastic; exact and approximate. 

Continuous: The majority of the calculus sequence 
Discrete: MATH 216sT, parts of MATH 152, parts of MATH 401sT 
Algebraic: MATH 103ET, MATH 305, MATH 3415T 
Geometric: MATH 104E1', some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in MATH 305, MATH 321, MATH 
325 and MATH 401s1' 
Deterministic: MATH 310ST, some topics in MAT1-I 401sT 
Stochastic: MATH 207, some topics in MATH 401,oT 
Exact: Most of the calculus sequence 
Approximate: Some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in MATH 401 ST 

Content Recommendation 7: Mathematical sciences major programs should require the study of at least one mathematical area in 
depth, with a sequence of upper-level courses. We don't require this. 

Content Recommendation B: Students majonng In the mathematical sciences should work, independendy or in a small group, on a 
substantial mathematical project that involves techniques and concepts beyond the typical content of a single ,course. MATH 321, 
MATH 325, MATH 401sT 

Content Recommendation 9: Mathematical sciences major programs should offer their students an on'entation to careers in 
mathematics. Students in this area are typically only interested in teaching. However, this is an area that could use improvement. 

Coursework is important for the formation of a successful teacher. However, "upper-division courses typical of a 
mathematics major have minimal impact on the quality of a teacher's instruction, as measured by student performance," 
(MET II p. 53) l\1ET II recommends that courses for prospective teachers should provide teachers with opportunities for 
the full range of mathematical experiences, These recommendations are as follows: 

Recommendation 1: Prospective teachers need mathematics courses that develop a solid understandiog of the mathematics ther will 
teach. The list of courses outlined above illustrate the depth of knowledge required of students. However, not all of the courses examine the 
mathematics from a teacher's perspective. Notable exceptions are MATH 103ET, MATH 104E1', MATH321, MATH325 and the methods 
courses, in the context of preparing lessons and learning activities. 
Recommendation 2: Coursework that allows time to engage in reasoning, explaining, and making sense ofthi: mathematics that 
prospective teachers will teach is needed to produce well-started beginning teachers. Although the quality of mathematical 
preparation is more important than the quantity, the fol1owing recommendations are made for the amount of mathematics coursework 
for prospective teachers. 
i) Prospective elementary teachers should be required to complete at least 12 semester-hours on fundamental ideas of elementary 

mathematics, their early childhood precursors, and middle school successors. MATH 103ET , MATH 104ET provide 10 contact hours 
(8 credits) of elementary and middle school mathematics content. In addition, MATH 325 reviews many definitions used in elementary 
mathematics, then builds on to those concepts quickly. MATH 215 and MATH 216$'[ covers counting and the properties of integers and 
rational numbers. 

ii) Prospective middle grades (5-B) teachers of mathematics should be required to complete at least 24 semester-hours of 
mathematics that includes at least 15 semester-hours on fundamental ideas of school mathematics appropriate for middle grades 
teachers. MATH 103ET ,MATH 104ET provide 10 contact hours (8 credits) of elementary and middle school mathematics content. In 
addition, MATH 305 and MATH 325 review many definitions used in middle school mathematics, then builds on to those concepts quickly. 
MATH 215 and MATH 216sT covers counting and the properties of integers and rational numbers. 

iii) Prospective high school teachers of mathematics should be required to complete the equivalent of an undergraduate major in 
mathematics that includes three courses with a primary focus on high school mathematics from an adv;U;ced viewpoint. These 
courses include the MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 207, MATH 215, MATH 21651', MATH 251ST, MATH 305, MATH 31051', MATH 
341ST and MATH325. 

Recommendation 3: Throughout their careers, teachers need opportunities for continued professional growth in their mathematical 
knowledge. Our students are prepared to begin teaching, and our faculty members are actively involved with professional development locally 
and in various locations in the State. Through our roles as advisors for the region's Math and Science Center, we know that there are many 
opportunities for teachers in the state to continue their professional development. 
Recommendation 4. All courses and professional development experiences for mathematics teachers should develop the habits of 
mInd of a mathematical thinker and problem-solver, such as reasoning and explaining, modeling, seeing structure, and generaliZIng. 
Courses should also use the flexible, Interactive styles of teaching that wil1 enable teachers to develop these habits of mind in their 
students. The authors of MAT II cite the Standards for Mathematical Practice included with the Common Core State Standards 
(CCSS-M), notably problem solving, reasoning and modeling mathematics. As described earlier in this document, our students have 
multiple opportunities to observe these Practices in their classrooms, especially when inquiry, proof and problem solving form a basis for the 
instruction. 
Recommendation 5. At institutions that prepare teachers or offer professional development, teacher education. must be recognized as 
an important part of a mathematics department's mission and should be undertaken in collaboration with mathematics education 
faculty. More mathematics faculty need to become deeply involved in PreK-12 mathematics education by participaang in preparation 
and professional development for teachers and becomIng involved with local schools or districts. The number of faculty who have or are 
currently involved in Professional Development indicates the level of importance placed on mathematics education PreK to college level. 
Moreover, one faculty member, Dr. Lorraine Gregory, has experience teaching in elementary and high schools, has a Doctorate in Education, and 
is actively involved in the School of Education as well as the mathematics department. 
Recommendation 6. Mathematicians should recognize the need for improving mathematics teachIng at all levels. Mathematics 
education, including the mathematical education of teachers, can be gready strengthened by the growth of a mathematics education 
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community that includes mathematicians as one of many constituencies committed to working together to improve mathematics 
instruction at aU levels and to raise professional standards in teaching. All faculty in the Mathematics Department are involved in the 
education of our students and the development of the mathematics education degree program. In addition, our faculty, with cooperation from the 
EUPISD and the EUP Math and Science Center, began a Math Teachers' Circle in 2013. A Math Teachers' Circle is a professional development 
community of middle school and high school math teachers, together with mathematicians in higher education and industry who get together to 
do math. 

Finally, many of our classes are using technology in state-of-the-art classrooms and labs. Our School purchased many of 
these technologies for CAS 119, CAS 205, CAS 207, CAS 209A, CAS 210 and CAS 303 before they were more widely 
available on campus. Document cameras have been available for several years now, before they appeared in all classrooms 
across campus, and are used for a variety of purposes including displaying the content currently being discussed, student 
work on problems, student presentations, etc. TI84 calculators are extensively used in several classes, especially MATH207. 
Software specifically for educational purposes is available such as Geometer's Sketchpad. Besides technology, the 
department maintains a large collection of manipulatives such as place-value blocks, Algeblocks, tiles, geoboards, 2 and 3 
dimensional shapes, etc. to assure that future teachers are aware of the place of these items in a rich mathematics 
educational experience. 

5. Assessment 

Our School has a well-established assessment strategy for all of its programs which began in 2008 with the establishment of 
a School Assessment Committee under the leadership of now Professor Emeritus Sherry Duesing. The Assessment 
Committee formed subcommittees by discipline and created measurable outcomes for all courses and programs by 2009 
and created a mapping by 2010. All of these objectives are located on the N: drive, though some have been edited in 
Tracdat since that time. Those objectives were then reviewed by Professor Duesing and Dr. Gregory to ensure that the 
outcomes were properly worded using established terminology in the field of Education. 

Course Assessment 
In 2009, we created a two-page template for course objective assessment which recorded our data and a summary of how 
we planned to use this data to strengthen our courses, which would of course strengthen our programs as well. You can 
locate these old reports, beginning with assessment from 2009, on the N: drive under Assessment. Before Tracdat, we had 
a well-established routine of completing our course assessment documents and steadily improving our courses. We feel our 
progress in this regard was well-ahead of the University as a whole. Course proposals were sent to the Curriculum 
Committee making changes to MATH 310 and MATH 325. In the summer of 2015, in preparation for writing a previous 
program review the chair of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science reviewed the School's assessment on the N: 
drive and in Tracdat and found that many of the faculty had continued under the old process while also entering data into 
Tracdat. These faculty upload the School document into Tracdat as evidence using "related document". Some faculty only 
completed the School document, but did not enter their data into Tracdat. Some faculty entered assessment data into 
Tracdat, but no longer completed the School document. In the Fall of 2015, with the endorsement of Dr. David Myton, 
Associate Provost, the School voted to return to using the School's assessment template, with improvements that were 
more in line with the information that Tracdat usually required, such as a section that specifically requests "Actions" and a 
section for "Follow-up" on prior actions to complete the assessment loop. 
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On January 22, 2016, after Dr. Myton made some changes in Tracdat to align with our assessment template, Dr. Myton 
wrote, ''Please thank your faculty for their assessment work. Your School is now the campus leader in terms of green checks 
and absence of red flags - congratulations!" In addition to Tracdat, many assessment reports can be found on the School's 
N: drive for easier viewing. 

Program Assessment 
The School has mapped course objectives to the program objectives. In most cases these course objectives are used to 
measure the program objectives. In one case the objective is measured by student placement after graduation. For those 
objectives where course outcome data is used, the numbers were calculated using the last semester/year of offering during 
the last two year cycle. Except for a few select cases of alternate year offerings, we used the data from 2015·2016. As you 
can see from the next table, in most cases the targeted threshold for the objective is met. Those boxes are green. There are 
three objectives where the numbers are lower that the target of 90%. Those boxes are red. To provide more context for 
how these numbers were calculated, inside the 6 courses in the M-ET program that have course outcomes aligned with 
Program Objective 1, there were 24 outcomes mapped to that objective. Of those 24 outcomes, 21 of the 24 were assessed 
as meeting the desired success rate during course assessment, giving an 87.5% percentage of course outcomes meeting the 
desired standard. If one more objective had met the desired standard, the objective overall would have met its 90% 
threshold. (Although the table shows that there is possibly some room for improvement, a quick look back at prior 
offerings shows that many of the course outcomes that did not meet the desired standard for this last offering, have met 
that standard recently. If we had chosen to do so, we could have used the "best" data instead of the most recent.) One 
should also note that the large majority of the objectives that did not meet the desired standard are in courses that are 
largely populated by students who are not majors in mathematics, M-ET or M-ST, so these numbers are likely not 
representative of our majors. 
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All education students must pass the MITC licensure exam prior to student teaching. This is perhaps a better measure of 
whether or not these targeted graduates are meeting program outcomes. Secondary education mathematics majors take the 
secondary mathematics exam. Our pass rate has remained high with 100% of the M-ST majors attempting the exam 
passing it from 2012-2015. On the other hand, elementary mathematics majors need to Brst pass the elementary education 
exam, and may become highly qualiBed without taking/passing the elementary mathematics exam. Currently, the pass rate 
for the M-ET majors is also 100%. The same exam is taken both by students majoring in mathematics as those minoring in 
mathematics, so some of the students included in the table below are minors, who take many of the same courses as those 
who are majoring in mathematics. The majors are in blue. All but one of the minors in the secondary program were still 
successful, but there is less success among the minors in elementary education. 

Test Code 

Score 
(prOVided 
only for Mathematical 
F~iI; cut 

Data Analvsis, 
Statistics, 

Probability, and 

1 = Examinee answered few or no~e of the questIons correctly (scaled 
subarea score of 100·179) 

2 = Examinee answered some of the questions correctly (scaled 
subarea score of 180-219) 

3 = Examinee answered many of the questions correctly (scaled 

subarea score of 220-259) 

4 = Examinee Clnswered most or all of the questions correctly (scaled 

subarea score of 260·300) 
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6. Opportunity Analysis 
Recruitment 
Our School developed several new initiatives to increase enrollment in the past year including a Mathematics and 
Computer Science Field Day for area high school students, calling and writing potential students, developing new 
pamphlets and power point presentations on our programs and increasing our presence on social media. We expected it to 
take several years to see any increase based on our efforts, but our school shows a remarkable 58.1 % increase in admits 
already in 2015 (the largest increase shown in the data compiled by Joe Barrs at that time). We did not see the same 
increases this year for these two programs. While we no longer have access to reports from Joe Barrs, we are basing this on 
the number of students attending orientation. From the data pre-20l1, we have a market for these two degrees in the 
region. We need to find new ways to market our students' overwhelming success from these two programs both on the 
certification exams and in job placement. A major STEM recruitment push makes perfect sense right now, and we believe 
our school is poised to attract those attentive to the job predictions. Note that our programs are much less expensive to 
run than many other programs, and we have the capacity to substantially increase enrollment with little or no marginal cost. 
We have requested changes to the tour guide notes for admissions that highlight our programs. While it seems these 
changes have not yet be made, we have seen other positive changes since the arrival of Annette Hackbarth-Onson and are 
hopeful that our programs will be highlighted in the future. We will continue to increase our efforts in recruitment, and we 
will continue to point out this opportunity for non-academic departments to support our efforts. . 

Facilities 
Our facilities requirements are minimal. We share a lab with computer science and the computers are updated on a five year 
rotation using course fees . The course fees for MATH103 and 104 contribute to the collection of manipulatives used in 
those courses. 

Potential 
We have streamlined our course offerings so that courses exclusively for these programs are offered only every 2 years. We 
also changed the course offering pattern so that students would be less likely to need several of intensive mathematics 
courses at once. Still, these courses typically run with an enrollment of 5-10 students, which leaves room to recruit up to 20 
additional students, at no marginal cost to LSSU. We would also like to see an increase in the number of minors for these 
two areas. 

7. Optional 
While our program is not zero-cost it does pay for itself as evidenced in other sections. Most mathematics programs across 
the U.S. are small when compared with overall offerings because it takes a comparatively rare gift for a student to succeed in 
such a program. Please do not underestimate the value of our strong ties to the K.-12 community. Through our joint work 
with area teachers we have many opportunities to interact with regional teachers and students to promote LSSU and what 
we have to offer. Through workshops, advisory boards, projects, we interact with teachers regularly. The school district 
comes to us when they have a teaching vacancy to ask for recommendations. This is a tie to the people who interact daily 
with our potential students that is both priceless and only costs us time. Usually this time is spent disseminating knowledge 
on a subject that we love. 
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Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Degree Audit 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of It shows the current curriculum for the degree. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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LAKE SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

B.S. Mathematics Secondary Teaching (EX endorsement) 

Name _____________ ID# ________ Advisor ________ _ 

Expected Date of Graduation Advisor Review ________ _ 

Enter semester (e.g F17) Q/ld grade (e.g B) for each class al LSSU. fbr tran.y{er credits enter B011I: 'TR' and the grade. The Certification GPAfor 
the MATH maJor and PES will include all gradesjiwl/ alf institutions. 

Secondary Math Major Grade/Sem. 
[min. grade=C, min. GPA=2.70, crcdit=42] 

MATH 151 Calculus I 4 

MATH 152 Calculus II 4 

MA TH207 Prin Statistical Methods 3 

MA TH215 Fund Concepts of Math 3 

MA TH216 Discrete Math Prob Solv 3 

MA TH251 Calculus III 4 

MA TH305 Linear Algebra 3 

MA TH31 0 Differential Equations 3 

MA TH321 History of Math 3 

MA TH325 College Geometry 3 

MA TH341 Abstract Algebra 3 

MA TH40 1 Mathematical Model 3 
Complete one methods course/rom/allowing two: 

EDUC442 Second Math Methods 3 
EDUC452 Dir St Math Methods 3 

Cognate 
CSCIl 05 Intro to Computer Prog 3 
or 
CSCIl21 Prin of Computer Prog 3 

General Education Requirements (36-42) 
o Check if MACRAO or GE-Cert completed 

ENGL110 First year composition I 3 
ENGL111 First year composition II 3 
Communication (COMM101 rec) 3 
Humanities elective 3-4 
Humanities elective 3-4 
Social Science elective 3-4 
Social Science elective 3-4 
*Diversity elec 3-4 (e.g. EDUC250) 
Natural Sci elect 3-4 
Natural Sci elect 4 
*Math elec 3-5 (e.g. MATHIS I) 

Professional Education Sequence IPESI Grade/Scm. 
[min. grade = B- inel. transfer; max cr = 35] 

EDUC250 Student Div. & Schools 4 
EDUC301 Educ Psych Learning Theory 3 

Must be Admit. to Ed. Prior to EDUC350 
EDUC350 Integrating Tech Learning 3 
EDSE301 Intro to Special Education 3 
EDUC415 Gen Instructional Methods 2 
EDUC 440 Reading O:mtent Area 3 

Complete one methods course/rom/allowing two: 

*EDUC442 Math Methods Secon. 3 
*EDUC452 Dir Study Math Methods 3 ___ _ 

EDUC460 Classroom Management 2 

Admission to Student Teaching required/or following: 
EDUC480 Directed Teaching: Seminar 2 __ _ 
EDUC492 Directed Teaching 10 __ _ 

Education Cognate (4 credits) 
*MATH207 Princ Statistical Method 3 
EDUCIOI Selfas Learner I 

Minor 
An approved teaching minor is recommended, but not 
required. Indicate choice below: 

o Teaching minor: -,-__ -=--_ ___ --:----::-=:-__ 
(attach minor audit sheet, 2.7 GPA min, min grade of e) 

o Non-teaching minor -,-__________ _ 
(attach minor audit sheet) 

o No minor 

Graduation Criteria include: 
o Residency: 50% of 300/400 courses earned at LSSU 
o Total credits in excess of 124 
o GPA overall and in major minimum of2.70 (B-) 
o No courses in major below a "C" (2.00) 
o No education course below "B-" (2.70) in PES 

Certification requires a passing grade on the MTTC 
Secondary Math exam (test #022) 

Education Dean~ ______ _ ___ _ 

* A course in another component of the program may be used to meet this requirement Effective Fall 2018 v2 
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1. Construct 6.AB C such that LC is a right angle. 

a. Draw a vertical segment, AC, with the segment tool. 

A 

c 

b. Click AC and click C. On the menu click Construct and in the drop-down-menu 
click Perpendicular line. 

A 

I 
c 

c. Construct segment BC by clicking C and a random spot on the perpendicular line 
using the segment tool. 

A 

__ -4lI~--.-- -------c B 

d. Construct segment AB. Select each segment and label them lower case letter of 
their opposite angle. Mark your LC as a right angle with the marker tool. 

A 

b~ ____ _ 

----~ 
CaB 

2. Construct 6.BDE such that BD == AC, DE == BC and LD is a right angle. 
a. Construct BD by clicking AC and point B, Construct-Circle by Center+Radius. 

Point D will be the intersection of 0B and Cl}, construct segment BD. So that D 

does is not the intersection between B C. 
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A 

b 
--tIIL--I--....... ~-...., - - - ~ - - ------- .... D 

b. Construct DE by selecting point D and CJj, Construct.Perpendicular Line. Select 
D and Be, Construct-Circle by Center +Radius. Point E is the intersection of 0 
D and ED. Connect point E to B in a segment as well. 

c. Select all circles, Display-Hide Circles. 

b 

I 
I 

E 

... __ .......;::IIf--~ - - - -- - • 
ID c a B 
I 
I 
I 
I 

d. Label sides by their congruencies with a and b. Mark your L.D as a right angle 
with a marker tool. 
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a 

p..--~IJ-o""'';;. - - - - - - . 
c a B b 

3. Construct IlEFG such that EF == AC, FG == Be and LF is a right angle. 
a. Select AC and point E, Construct-Circle by Center+Radius. Label the intersection 

........ -
of 0 E and ED point F. Construct segment EF. 

b 
- - - - - -11-----....;: ...... -"'111'::. - - - - - - • 

CaB b 

h. Construct FG by selecting point F and Ei5, Construct-Perpendicular Line. Select 

F again and CD, Construct-Circle by Center +Radius. Label the intersect~on of 

o Fand this perpendicular line O. Construct FG and GE. 

b ____ - -..... -~~""""t::. -- -- --
C a 
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c. Select all circles, Display-Hide Circles. Label sides by their congruencies with a 
and h. Mark your LF as a right angle with a marker tool. 

_____ -"L.--......;~-----t::. - .... - - - -
C a 

4. Construct IlAGH so that H lies on the intersection ofFG and CA. 
a. Construct AC by using your line tool and selecting point A and then C. 

I 
I 

- - - --I - ....-----.. 
I G 

I 
I 

__ - - - - -tI-----~__'''''t;: - - - - - - -cr 
I 
I 

a 

b. Label the intersection H. Construct HG, AH, and AG. 

I 
I 

---~- -------
I G 

I 
I 

~---~~~~ ---~- --
4' 
I 
I 

a B b 
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5. Proving sides H G ::::! b and AH ::::! a. 
a. Since LF ::::! LD ::::! 90° and 90°+90°=180°, by Thm 10 HF II CD. 
b. With transversal Hc, using Thm 10 we know LH + LC~ 1800

• By substitution 
LHo+900=180°. By CN 3, LH =90°. 

c. From this we can deduce that CHFD is a rectangle. By Corollary 15 we know that 
CD::::! HF andFD ~ CH. 

d. DF = a + b, CH = b + AH, by substitution a + b = b + AH. By CN3, a ~ AH. 
e. CD = a + b, HF = a + GH. By substitution, a + b = a + 7fTI, by CN3 "m:I == b. 

6. ProvingAG::::! EG ~ BC::::! c. 
a. By SAS IlABC ::::! flBED ::::! flEGF ::::! flGAH 
h. By CPOCT AG ::::! EG ::::! Be 55 c. 
c. Label new congruencies with respect to a, band c. Next hide lines and points. 

7. Construct a square with sides a+b. 
a. Place a point A and select a segment length of a. Construct -Circle by 

Center+Radius. Construct a line through the center. Label one intersection of the 
circle and the line B. 
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- B- --------

b. Select B and a segment of length b. Construct-Circle by Center+ Radius. 
Construct the segment from the center of the fIrst circle to the final intersection of 
the last, point C. AC = a + b. . 

~ --- ..... ----..-

c. Select the AC and both points A and B. Construct + Circle by Center + Radius. 
Select the same segment and points. Construct - Perpendicular Lines. Construct 
the segment AD formed by the intersection of 0 A and the perpendiculadine 
through A. Similarly~ construct CEo Then connect D and E with a segment. 

Note: We know ACED is a square throught the following: based on Thm 10 and 14 
we can deduce that all angles are right, therefore it is a rectangle. Since 15iI !!! 1rC !!! 
AC. and we can conclude that through the defInition of a rectangle DE 5'! A"l: and 
through substitution creating them all to be equivalent and thus forming a square. 
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I 

t 

d. Hide all lines and circles so only ACED is shown. Leave point B as we know 
AB = a and Be = b, as we will use this later. 

D E 

... 
A c 

e. 
8. Construct the interior of ADEC such that there are two squares; one with side lengths of a 

and another with side lengths of b. 

a. Construct segment Be and allow it to remain selected, then select C and B, 
Construct- Circles by Center + Radii. Select B and EC. Construct -Parallel Line. 
Connect all intersections and label the comer of this new square that is within 
ADEC point F. 
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D 

A 

I 
I 
I 

F. 

E 

b. Since the line you constructed is parallel to EC, and EC II AD~ by Thm 10, the 
line is also parallel to AD through eN 1. By creating AB and using it as a radius, 
select the point F and point D, construct Circle by Center+ Radius. Construct the 
segments that are fonned from the centers of the circles and their intersections on 
ADEC. 

c. Hide all circles, points, and the line; label all segments within and on the square 
with respect to a and b. 

Note: All distances between two outer sides of the square are equivalent to a+b 
therefore, if on part of it is a, then the other part must be b by eN3. . 
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9. Observe the two figures side by side. We now prove that a2+b2 = c2. Note the area of 
each individual sections of the square. 

a b 

a a a 

a 
b 

b b b 

a a b 

a. We assume the area of a square is A = bh. A triangles area is A ""'i bit. 
h. The total area of these two squares is equivalent as they both have equivalent 

bases of a+b and heights of a+h. 
c. Within the first figure we have four triangles each having and area of 

A =i abo Thus, the total area for all four triangles is 2ab. The second part is a 

square of A =c2• Therfore the entire area of the first square we constructed: 
A=2ab+c2. 

d. Within the second figure we have two rectangles withA-ab, thuse one part of the 
area is 2ab. We also have a square withA=b2, The final part of this is the second 
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figure's interior is a square with A =cr. Thus, we know the area of the second 
square A =2ab+a2+b2• 

e. Since the total areas of the squares are equivalent, we can use substitution to find 
that: 2ab+cr+b'=2ab+c2 and then by eN 3: ti+b2""'C2, as desired. 
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1. Using the Straightedge tool, construct a segment. 

2. Using the point tool construct a point. 

• 
3. Select the segment and point and then select Construct-Circle by Center+Radius 

f 

4. Select the circle and Transform-Translate repeatedly at 90° until you reach a desired side 
length for your square. The length at which you translate is your choice. Personally, I 
chose 1 em for this since the distance shows overlapping. 
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5. Transfonn-Translate, but this time choose either 00 or 3600 to fonn the second side of 
your square, repeat this until the length of this side is equivalent to that of the other side. 
In other words the amount of circles will be the same. 

6. Transfonn-Translate at 2700
, repeating until the length of this side is equivalent ~o the 

other two. 

7. Transfonn - Translate at 1800 until you connect the last circle and close your square. 
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8. The advantage of setting a radius in the beginning is that you can now use this segment to 
alter the radius of all the circles and create many different images simply. 

/ 

/ 
9. Hide the center of the original circle and the segment once you've picked a radius you 

like. now you have a symmetrical and robust construction of a border or a unique shape. 
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After the very first proof I realized many things about proof writing, after all this was the fIrst 

official geometric proof that I've ever written. I sta rted to write my proof Immediately without even 

thinking about it and this lead to many mistakes because I would go back and realize I didn't give 

reasoning for certain things. After a few fails I chose to just figure it out first and then write the proof, 

this first proof really helped me to understand how I wanted to format my proofs and helped me to find 

the strategy behind solving proofs that works for me. One thing that I did really notIce was the fact that 

this proof was wordy. I almost went into too much evaluation of the proofs and realized thIs as' my proof 

writing progressed. 
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Theorem: A rectangle is a parallelogram. 

Given: Let points A, B, C, D fonn the rectangle given for the proof. By definition of a rectangle. 

ABCD is a quadrilateral with all interior angles right (90°). 

The points of the rectangle make up segments AD,AB,BC, andCD. By applying Axiom 2, all of 

these line segments can be indefInitely extedned to form lines. For sake of simplicity, let us name 

the lines and segments as seen below: 

A b B 

a fJ 

a c 

'1 

D d c 

[Strategy: Proving b II d.] 

Lines b and d are both intersected by line c, by construction since c goes through points B and 

C, B intersecting line b, and C intersecting line d. The two interior angles are ~ and CD, both 
known to be right angles by definition of a rectangle. Right angles, by definition, are equivalent 

to half of a straight angle; thus, ~+m= 1800
• Since the interior angles p and co add up to a tltraight 

line, by the Corollary to Axiom 5/ Playfair, we know b II d. 

[Strategy: Proving a lie.] 

Lines a and c are intersected by line b, by construction since line b goes through points A and B, 

B intersecting line c, and A intersecting line a. The two interior angles of this intersection are a. 
and p, both known to be right angles by definition of a rectangle. By this knowledge it is also 

known that a+(3=180°. Since these two interior angles add up to a straight angle, we know a 1\ 

c, by the Corollary to Axiom 51Playfair. 

[Strategy: Showing ABeD is a parallelogram. ] 

We now can deduct that since lines b and d are both parallel to one another and AB lies on line 

b, while CD lies on line d, that AB II CD. Since a II c, and AD lies on a while '"ift lies on line b 

we can deduce that AD II BC. The definition of a parallelogram is that the two opposite sides of 

a quadrilateral are parallel to one another on both sets of sides. In rectangle ABeD this means 

AB II CD and AD II BC. Which we just proved and we have now detennined that a rectangle is a 

parallelogram, as desired. 
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The next set of proofs was on angle bisectors, this was an if and only if proof, but broken Into 

two proofs. I found that It was very helpful to see this proof in two different ways. If and only If proofs 

are really unique because you always know that if one is true the other is and that makes everything 

easier trying to prove something that uses this theorem. These proofs are much easier to write knowing 

that you have to prove it both ways and picking the easier one first. After that the harder ones start to 

fall into place. 
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Theorem: Any point on an angle bisector is equal distance from the two sides of an angle. 

Given: Let there be MBC, construct the bisector of LABC and label it BD, with D as the 

intersection along AC. See figure below. 

A 

By construction, LABD ::: LCBD. Assume, without loss of generality that there lies a point X on 

liD. See image below. 

A 

B 

Construct XY so that Y is the intersection along 'jfjj and XY 1 AB. Construct XW so that ,W 

intersects Bc and XW 1 Be, we can do this by ThIn 23 . Note that the measurements of XW is 

the distance from X to BC and the length of XY is the distance from X to AB. See below. 
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By reflexive property, BX == BX. By construction, and Axiom 4, £BWX e! L.XYB S!! 90°. 

llWBX == llYBX by Thm l 7. Thus, by CPOCT, WX == IT. This means that X is equal distance 
from side AB and Be, as desired. 
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Theorem: Any point an equal distance from the two sides of an angle, lies on the angle bisector 
of that angle. 

Given: Let there be MBG. Construct an arbitrary point X that is equal distance from AB and AG. 

That is, the perpendicular segment between X and Ai1 is congruent to the perpendicular segment 

between X and E Label these intersections Y and Z, see below, 

c 

A z B 

Note that since X is arbitrary it can also lie past BC. This is shown in the following figure. By 

Axiom 1, construct AX. (By Axiom 2, Ali and AC are extended.) 

A 

By the reflexive property AX == AX; by Thm 18,!:.AXG == AAXB since they are both rigp.t 
triangles with AX as their hypotenuse and ZX :! YX as given. By CPOCT LBAX a: L.CAX. In 

--. 
other words, LBAC is split into two equal parts making AX its angle bisector. And X, of course, 

---+ 
lies on AX, as desired. 
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When looking at these two proofs back to back, they were similar in two different ways. One of 

which was that they both had to do with right triangles, and another was that there was a trick to 

proving it that wasn't originally in the theorem. The trick was to add an additional triangle with certain 

specifications. The Hypotenuse-Leg Theorem was a little more difficult to think of adding another 

triangle, because you already had two. Once I constructed X so that I could prove the equivalencies It all 

fell into place. It took quite a while to figure this out, but the upside is after I did it once, the thought of 

doing it in the Converse of Pythagorean Theorem came easier. 
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Theorem: If MBC and flDEF have right angles at LA and LD, and;.m !1! DE and 1fC e! EP, 
then MBC == flDEF. 

Given: LA == 90° and LD == 90, thus by substitution LA == LD. Also AB == DE and BC == EF. 
See image below. 

B E 

---...... c .... ---... F 

Construct point X on the opposite side ofAG so that AX == DF. Connect X to B. See image 
below. 

B E 

x ---...... c - IM-- ..... F 

[Strategy: Proving flABX == flDEF] 

Since LXAB and LBAC form a straight line, LBAC + LBAX = 180°, by substitution 900 + 
LBAX = 180°, by CN 3 LBAX = 90°. By CN 1, LBAX == LBAC. By SAS, flABX a: flDEF. 

[Strategy: Proving LX ::: LC ] 

By CPOCT, BX == EF. By substitution, BX == Be. By Thm 8, flBCX is isosceles; therefore 

LX == LC. 

[Strategy: Proving MBC == flDEF] 

By CPOCT, LX == LF. By substitution, LC == LF. By AAS (LA == LD; LC::: LF; Be ::: EF), 

MBC == flDEF, as desired. 
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Theorem: If MBC has sides a, b, and c (labeled opposite of the angle), such that a2 + b2 = 
c2 , then LC = 900

• 

Given: Let there be flABC such that a2 + b2 = c2
, named opposite their angle. 

Construct ADEF so that LF = 900
, label sides lower case of their opposite angle, and a i! d and 

b == e. See below. 

A D 

B 

[Strategy: Proving !!.ABC == ~DEF] 

By Thm 22, since llDEF is a right angle triangle we know d2 + e 2 = f2. By substitution, a2 + 
b2 = /2. Also by substitution, c2 = f2. From this we deduce that c = f. Therefore, by SSS, 

MBC == llDEF. 

[Strategy: Proving LC = 900
] 

By CPOCT for !!.ABC == ~DEF, LC == LF. Thus, by substitution, LC = 90° as desired. 
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The following set of proofs was very interesting to switch gears into. The advantage of using 

coordinate based proofs verses Euclidian was that you actually have coordinates on the xy-plane to work 

with, even if the coordinates are technically arbitrary. These coordinates really helped in that from that 

point it was usually just algebra. By using algebra and formulas to prove things it felt more definite at 

the end than a Euclidian proof, even though the Euclidian proof was still definite as well. 
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Theorem: The diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular bisectors of one another. 

Given: Let rhombus ABCD be positioned in the xy-plane so that A lies on the y-axis, and both C 
and D lie on the x-axis with arbitrary x-values a and b. See figure below Ya, Yb, and Xb are 
unknown. 

D(a,O) C(b,O) 

[Strategy: Finding Ya, Yb, and Xb] 

By definition of a rhombus, we know AB II CD. Since Ci5 has a slope of zero, so does AB which 
makes Ya=Yb. 

Using the distance formula for points C and D we find: d = J (b - a)2 + (0)2 = J (b ~ a)2 = 
(b -a) 

By definition of a rhombus, we know all sides are congruent; therefore, all distances betweenthe 
two vertices of a side are (b-a). 

Applying the distance formula and substitution to A and B we find: b - a = 
J (0 - Xb)2 + (ya - Yb)2 

Since Yb=Ya, Ya-Yb=O. b - a = oJ Xb 2 = Xb' Therefore, B=(b-a,Ya). 

Applying the distance formula to A and D: b - a = JeO - Xb)2 + (0 - YaP 

(b - a)2 = a2 + Ya 2 

b2 
- 2ab + a2 = a2 + Ya 2 

b2 
- 2ab = Ya 2 

J b2 
- 2ab = Ya 

By CNI .Jb2 - 2ab = Yb' Therefore, A = (0, .Jb2 - 2ab ) . See newly marked figure below. 
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D(a,O) C(b,O) 

[Strategy: Proving AC .1 B D] 

Name the slopes of AC and BD, ml and 1112 respectively. By using the equation of a slope we 
fInd: 

../b2 - 2ab - 0 ../b2 - 2ab 
ml = O-b = -b 

.Jb2 - 2ab - 0 .Jb2 - 2ab 
m2 = (b - a) - a = b - 2a 

By Thm 5.5, ifinl . rn2 = -1, then AC 1. BD . 

.Jb2 - 2ab .Jb2 - 2ab b2 - 2ab b(b - 2a) 
rnl . rn2 = -b b - 2a = -b(b - a) = -b(b _ 2a) = -1 

Therefore, by Thm 5.5, AC .1 BD . 

[Strategy: Proving the intersection of AC and BD is the midpoint of AC. ] 

Applying point-slope formula with point C and slope m1 we fInd the equation for AG . 

.Jb2 - 2ab 
y = ex - b) a 

Similarly we fInd the equation for B15 with slop lIl2 and point D . 

.Jb2 - 2ab 
y = (x - a) 

b-2a 
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We know that they intersection shares the same y~coordinate so using substitution we find the 

<----+ ........... (b v bZ 
- 2ab ) intersection of AC and BD is 2' . 2 • 

B 1 · Thm 5 1 . . -. . (O+b ;/bZ-24b+O) (b yb:~2ab) yapp ymg . we find the mldpolnt of AC. MldpolntAC= 2' ~~ = '2 I 2 

which is the same coordinate as the intersection. 

[Strategy: Proving the intersection of AC and BD is the midpoint of BD. ] 

B l' Thm 5 1 BD "d' Mid' (Cb-a)+a ;/bL 2ab+O) yapp ymg . to we get lts ml pomt. pomtBD= 2 i ;! = 

(
b .JbZ-2ab) . . • . . . 2 '2 which IS the same coordinate as the mtersection, as deSIred. 
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Theorem: The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant from all vertices. 

Given: Let MBC, with right angle C, be positioned in the xy-plane with C= (0,0). From this we 

have arbitrary points of A=(O, a) and B=(b, 0). See below. 

-2 

[Strategy: Finding the midpoint of the hypotenuse.] 

The hypotenuse in MBC is AB. Naming the midpoint M and applying Thm 5.1 , we get M = 
e;b , a;o) = (i, i). Plot this point as below. 

4 

A(O,a) 
2 

M(bI2,aI2) 

C(O,O) B(b,O)t 

-2 

[Strategy: Proving M is equidistant from A, B, and C.] 

Name the distance from: A to M= dl, B to M = d2, and C to M=d3. Using the distance fo~u1a: 
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By eN 1, d1 = d2 = d3 , as desired. 
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Theorem: The midpoint of the segment between points P(xp, yp) and Q(Xq, yq) is the point 
M(XP+Xq yp+yq). . 

2 ' 2' 

Given: Line PQ contains points P(xp. yp) and Q(Xq, yq). We show that point M(XV;Xq , YV;yq) is 

the midpoint. In order to satisfy this definition M must both lie on PQ and be equal distance from 
PandQ. 

t 

". -.... ~.~-- -,~-,. 

5 

[Strategy: Proving M is equal distance from P and Q] 

<----> 
Construct PQ on the xy-plane. Draw M. 

We want to show the distance from P to M equals the distance from M to Q. By applying the 

distance formula d = J (X2 - Xl)2 + (Y2 - Yl)2 - 21x2 - xlllYa - Yll cos 900
• The 900 is set 

in place since we are in the xy-plane. Since cos 900 = 0, we are left with: d = 

.JCX2 - Xl)2 + (Y2 - Yl)2. Applying (XVY1) = (Xp,Yp) and (X2,Y2) = eV;xq, YV;yq).we can 

find the distance between P and M. Let us label that distance z. 

_ I(xp +Xq )2 (yp + Yq )2 
Z - ~ 2 -xp + 2 -Yp 

z = Xq2 - 2XqXp +Xp2 + yq2 - 2YpYq + Yp2 
4 
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Applying (Xl> Yl) = (Xqi Yq) and (XZi Y2) = ep;xq 
i yp;yq)we get the distance between M and 

Q, Let us name this distance W. 

W 
_ (XP + Xq )2 (yp + Yq _ )2 
- 2 Xq + 2 )'q 

= I(xp - XQ)2 (yp _ YQ)2 
W ~ 2 + 2 

Xp2 - 2XqXp + Xq2 + Yp2 - 2YpYq + Yq2 
W= 

4 

The result of W is equivalent to the result of Z, thus W=Z, by substitution. In other words the 
distances from P to M and from M to Q are equivalent. 

[Strategy: Proving M lies on j3Q.] 

Line PQ has the equation using point-slope form of Y - Yl = m(x - Xl)' By definition of slope 

we get the equation m = Y2-Y\ Using (Xl>Yl) = (xqiYq) and (X2,Y2) = (xpIYp) we get m = 
XZ-Xl 

YP-Yq. Choosing point P we get the equation Y - Yp = Yp-)'q (x - xp)' In order to prove M lies 
~~ ~~ 

on PQ we must show that it satisfies the equation: 

0 = 0 

--. 
Everything cancels out with each other so M satisfies the equation for PQ, as desired. 
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If quadrilaterals are parallelograms, that creates a whole new set ot rules. These different proofs 

were all subsections of a theorem and it was actually more helpful to disregard the original order of 

these. I, personally skipped b and came back to it because proving that the opposite sides were 

congruent before proving that the diagonals bisected each other because I wanted to use the theorem 

for b in my proof. This saved a lot oftime when proving part c. 
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Theorem: If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, then the opposite angles are congruent. 

Given: Quadrilateral ABeD is a parallelogram, by defInition we know AB II CD and AD II BC. 

Using Axiom 2, extend all segments and label themj. k, l, and m as seen below. Also name all 

angles as labeled. 

[Strategy: Proving a = c. ] 

Usingj as a transversal of III m, a = e, by Thm lOc. By Thm lOb, transversal 1 of k II j, e = c. 
ByeNt , a = c. 

[Strategy: Proving b = d.] 

By Thm lOb, using transversalj of III m, b = f. Using transversal m of II j ,f = d, by Thm 
lOco By eN 1, b = d, as desired. 
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Theorem: If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, then the diagonals bisect each other. 

Given: Let quadrilateral ABeD be a parallelogram, by definition we know AB II CD, and BC II 

AD. By ThIn 26c we know BC == AD . 

Construct diagonals AC and B D, label their intersection M and all angles are named as below. 

B ~~ __ ~ ______ ~.C 

A D 

We want to show that AM == Me and JIM :!! 1115 to prove M is the bisection of both diagonals. 
Using BD as transversal of BC II AD, by Thm lOb, b=d. B Thm lOb, using transversal A:Z' and 
Be II AD, c=a. By SAS, !lBCM :! !lDAM. By epoeT, eM e: AM, likewise, 'BM e: 15M, as 
desired. 
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Theorem: If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, then the opposite sides are congruent. 

Given: Quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram, by definition we know AB II CD and AD II BC. 

Using Axiom 2, extend all segments. Name angles as labeled below. 

[Strategy: Proving opposite sides are congruent if ABeD is a rectangle.] 

By the Corollary 15 we know opposite sides of a rectangle are congruent. 

[Strategy: Proving AB == CD, assuming ABCD is not a rectangle] 

Construct AX such that AX .1 'tiC and X lies on 'iiC. Likewise, construct Z on AD so that' cz .1. 
+--+ 
AD. See image below. 

By Thm 14, AX == CZ. By definition of perpendicular, L.CZD == £AXB == 90°. By Thm lOb, 

using transversal AB and Be II AD , e = a. By Thm 10 c, using transversal AD of AB II CD, a""f. 

ByCNI e=f. By Thm 17 IlCZD:: IlAXB. By CPOCT, AB 9: CD. 

[Strategy: Proving BC == AD, assuming ABCD is not a rectangle] 
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- -~ ~ ........ =--
Construct BY such that BY .L CD and Y lies on CD. Similarly, construct T on CD so that AT .L 
....-.. . 
CD. See Image below. 

By Thm 14, AT == BY. Using CD as transversal ofM II AD, c=g, by Thm lOco By definition of 
perpendicular, LATD == LBYX e: 900

• By Tlun 17 AATD e: I1BYC . By CPOCT BC !.! A1J, as 
desired. 
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The best part about proving the construction of a midpoint with a compass and a straight edge 

was that we had already done it in the very beginning, knowing it was possible and how to do l,t was very 

helpful since we were able to know what was to come from it. Writing this proof would have been much 

more difficult had we not already constructed it and messed around with it in lab. 
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Theorem: If you have a line segment AB. the midpoint M can be constructed with only a straight 
edge and a compass. 

Given: Let points A and B construct line segment AB. 

Using Axiom 3 construct 0A with radius AB. Construct 08 with radius A1l through Axiom 3. 

These two circles intersect at two points, let us name the intersections C and D. Connec~ points C 

and D to form line segment CD, which intersects AB at point M. Next construct 

segments: AC, BC,AD, and BD. See visual representation below, 

[Strategy: Proving MBC and /lABD are isosceles.] 

Note that since 0A and 0B share radius AB they are similar circles. By definition of semi

circles and radii : AB == Be == AD == BD == AB as they are all radii of either 0A and 0B. This 
congruency is displayed in the following figure along with the labels of angles fanned by line 
segments. 
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Due to MBC having congruent sides it is an iscoceles triangle. By Thm 5 the base angles c and 
d of MBC are congruent. Likewise, MBD has two congruent sides forming an isosceles 

triangle with base angles e and! Thm 5, e e: f , 

[Strategy: Proving /lADC e: .t1BDC] 

By CN2, C + e == d + f. Following this MDC == .t1BDC by SAS. {Sl: AD e: BD, A: a ~ b, S2: 
AC == BC.} 

[Strategy: Proving llACM == .t1BCM] 

Since MDC == .t1BDC we can deduce that a == b, by CPOCT. By CN 4, we are aware that ~ a! 

CM. Thus MCM == I:lBCM by SAS. {SI: AC == BC, A: a == b, S2: CM e: CM.} 

[Strategy: Proving M is the midpoint of AB] 

By CPOCT for MCM :!!! I:lBCM, we deduce that AM == 8M. By definition of midpoint, the M 
must split AB into two equal line segments. As previously discovered M dissects iiJ into 

congruent segments AM and B M. Thus, we can conclude that we did in fact construct a midpoint 

of segment AB, as desired. 
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These two proofs are about exterior angles, exterior angles are a weird concept to grasp 

because it's so blatantly clear that the exterior angle will be larger. The hint our book gave us assisted 

me greatly. When proving that the exterior angle is equivalent to the two interior angles, it wa~ very 

helpful because we already knew it was biggerj but to place a value on that was very simplistic and yet 

made everything come together in the end. Thinking about It later on, had we done the proofwhlc:h 

proved the equivalence of the exterior angle and skipped that the exterior angle was larger, I t~lnk that 

It would have been a waste. I think this because the exterior angle theorem really helped In later proofs 

just in the concept of altering the original figure and adding to it. 
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Theorem: An exterior angle of a triangle will have a greater measure than either of the non
adjacent interior angles 

Given: Let there exist a triangle, let us name ABC. One of its segments we extend to a point, 

namely Z. 

From the illustration above we see the exterior angle is LBCZ. We show both LABC and LCAS 
are smaller than the exterior angle. 

[Strategy: Proving LABC < LBCZ] 

To begin this proof, using Thm 6, construct a midpoint M on BC. Create line segment AJj such 
that M is also the midpoint of AD. Fonn line segments Bl5 and CD. Observe in the figure below 
that we have constructed four triangles. 

A.------4
C
-----------.Z 

Above, the following congruencies are marked 1i1J E!! CM, by definition of a midpoint; A1l e! 

DM, by construction; LAMB == LCMD by the Vertical Angle Theorem. Thus, by SAS, ~MB a 
llDMC. By CPOCT, LABC == LBCD. Since LBCD is part of LBCZ, we know, by CN 5, that 
LBCD < LBCZ. Thus, by CN 1, LABC < LBCZ. 

[Strategy: Proving LBAC < LBCZ] 
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Reverting back to our original triangle we are going to use Thm 6 to construct a midpoint P on 
AC. Similar to the previous strategy we will construct BF so that P is also the midpoint. See 

below. 

B 

A~~~~C~--------~Z 

F 

Again, above congruencies are marked as follows AP == CP, by definition of a midpoint,; 'JP Ei! 

FP, by construction; by the Vertical Angle Theorem ~PB == LFPC.MPB = llCPF by SAS. 

By CPOCT we know LBAP == LPCP. Next, let us extend CF pas C to a point, namely O. 

F 

LPCF == LGeZ, by the Vertical Angle Theorem. Additionally, since LGCZ is a part of LBeZ, 
by eN 5, we can deduce that LGeZ < ,BCZ. Applying CN 1 LBAC < LBCZ. Which finalizes 

our proof that the interior angles non-adjacent to the exterior angle are smaller than the exterior 
angle, as desired. 
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Theorem: An exterior angle of a triangle will have a measure equal to the sum of non-adjacent 
interior angles. 

Given: Let there be llABC, extend AC, by Axiom 2, to a point D and name angles as labeled 
below. 

B 

d 

A D 

By supplementary angles c+d=180°. By Thm 12, a+b+c==180o. By substitution, a+b+c ""'C+d. By 
eN 3, a+b=d, as desired. 
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This final set of proofs was on Cevians. These were by far my favorite to prove. It was really 

unique to work with different cases where just because one was didn't necessarily mean the whole 

proof was true. By this I mean proving the left and then the right was false verses saying just because It 

isn't on the left means it isn't anywhere except coinciding with Y'. On top of this, the medians were 

really nice to work with because it clarified the Cevian Theorem for me. Honestly, I feel dOing the proof 

of the medians actually explained what the Cevian Theorem's formula meant more than the original 

theorem. 
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Theorem: In flABe, with Cevians AX, BY, and CZ, if: . ~~ ,~ = 1, then the Cevians are 

concurrent. 

Given: Let there be a triangle ABC so that ;:. ~~ . ~ = 1. Construct the cevians AX ~d CZ. 

See below. 

B 

A ~~--------------~~C 

Suppose, FSOC, that the Cevian BY does not go through P. Construct BY) so that it goeS! through 

point P. Let there be, two cases; Case 1, the order onAe, is A,Y,Y',C; Case 2, the order onAl' is 
A, Y', Y,C. 

Case 1: Construct Cevian BY sp that Y lies to the left of Y'. Label measurements as below, 

B 

B C 'Thm AZ BX CY' l' , ha AZ BX CY 1 B b' . AZ BX Y eva s - . - . - = It was gIVen t t - , - , - = . y su stltutlon _. - . 
'ZB XC y' A ' ZB XC YA ZB XC 

Cy' AZ BX CY 'T'l._ gh al b thi ' l'fi CY' CY B b t' , . th -,- = - , - '-. .l.1110U ge ra S SImp lies: -,- = -. y su S ltution m e 
Y A ZB XC YA Y A YA 

c b+c 
measurements from our figure: -b = - . Through algebra: 

a+ a 

ea=(a+b)(b+c) 

ca = ab + ae + b2 + be By algebra 

o = ab + b2 + be By CN3 

0= b(b + a + e) By Algebra 
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b+a+c;:: AC, which cannot be zero. Therefore, b must be zero in order to satisfy the equation. If 

b=O then there is no distance between Y and Y'. In other words, they coincide so Y cannot lie to 
the left of Y' . 

Case 2: Construct Cevian BY S f) that Y lies to the right oiY'. Label measurements as below. 

Similarly to case one we reach this point: 

CY' CY 

Y'A = YA 

c b+c -=-
a+b a 

By algebra 

By substitution 

ea = (a + bleb + e) By algebra 

ea = ab + ae + b2 + be By algebra 

o = ab + b2 + bc By CN3 

o = b(b + a + c) By Algebra 

B 

Through similar logic of Case 1: we deduce that Y and Y' coincide because b=O; therefore, Y 
cannot lie to the right of Y' either. The only location left for Y is at Y' In other words, Y'=Y so 
BY goes through P, as desired. 
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Thereom: IfAABC has medians AX, CZ, and BY, then these medians are concurrent. 

Given: MBC with medians AX, CZ, and BY. See figure below: marked congruencies are by 

construction and defintions of median. 

B 

- - BZ AY - - - - sx . . 8Z 
BZ == AZ, thus - = 1; - = 1 since AY :!: CY; BX == XC so - = 1. By substItution we get: - . 

AZ YC XC AZ 
AY BX BZ AY BX - - --' - = 1 . 1 . 1. By Thm 36, since -' -c' -c = 1, BX, XA, and CZ are concurent, as desired 
YC xc AZ Y x 
the medians of MBC are concurrent. 
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A Final Reflection: 

I'm very thankful that I took this geometry class as an elective because I've been able to work on 

thinking more abstractly throughout this course. Working in labs was very entertaining and helped to 

make the proofs ofthe chapter come to me easier sometimes because 1 observed It through an activity. 

Compared to the typical geometric proofs that I did in high school geometry, these proofs actu~lIy make 

me feel as though I accomplished something. I always enjoyed geometry in high school as well as 

trigonometry, but I had never noticed how beautiful it actually is. Stepping back and proving things that 

are already known makes everything a bit more definite and I appreciate it. After taking this cl~ss I feel 

that I've developed my proof writing strategy as well as the strategies I use when I become stuck on 

certain topics. 
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3D Lotka-Volterra Models 

The reason that this group chose this project was our fascination with penguins. We knew 
we wanted to do some type of food chain project using the Lotka-Volterra model we used in 
class. Therefore, we looked up different food chains dealing with penguins and decided to look 
more carefully at the Antarctic food chain. Going into this project, we knew that we had to do 
something a little bit more difficult than the models in class. Since the models in class used two 
animals, or two species, we decided to look at different models with three different species. 
While doing this project, our group noticed that we could use some of the information that we 
learned during the SIR models and incorporate into these models as well. As we got a little 
farther into the semester we noticed that there were other types of food chain systems that 
interested us as well. For example, there are two types of other models: the diamond food chain 
and the circle food chain. However, these models got a little bit more complicated since they 
used 4 species instead of three. 

To start, the easiest model is the two dimension that we learned in class. Just as an intro 
to the rest of the paper this modeillses two different equations, one for the predator and one for 
the prey. 

x' = Ax - Bxy 

y'= -Cy+Dxy 

In these two equations the x is used as the prey and the y is the predator. We know this 
based on the fact that when y is non existent the x is positive, which means that the prey can 
survive when there are no predators. That is why the growth rate for the y equation is negative, 
because as more predators are being born, the lower amounts of them there will be because more 
wilI be killing the prey. The term in the equation with the x and the y is when both species are in 
the food chain. You could consider this the interaction variable between the two species and 
since the predator will win that battle that is why it has a positive interaction term and the prey 
has a negative interaction term. This was the easy model. The next models only get more 
difficult and more involved. 

The model that we first built off of the one learned in class was a 3D model using sort of 
a straight line chain. Where 

X--l>Y~Z 

In this model we used a similar approach to the 20 model and also the SIR models that 
wc learned in class. The way we first thought of these equations was setting up terms in sort of 
two 2D models since the "B" becomes a prey after it is a predator. In this specifIc food chain, A 
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represents the squid, B represents the penguins and C represents the leopard seal. The equations 
that we came up with for this 3D model are as followed 

x' = Ax - Bxy 

y' = -Cy+ Dxy - Eyz 

z' = -Fz + Gyz 

In these equations A through G are all positive rates. These equations work the same way that 
the 2D models works, with x being the squid and being the prey to the penguins (y) and then the 
leopard seal (z) becomes the predator to the penguins. When coming up with these equations 
breaking them down was a little easier. We made two 2D models with the squid and the 
penguins. After that we made another model with the penguins and the leopard seal and just put 
them together since the squid and the seal don't truly have any type of interaction. When we 
were trying to graph these equations we couldn't really use sage since we could not get the 3D to 
really work, so we had to use Mathematica. In some of the comments made, you suggested to try 
and incorporate a x 2 function into the equations and we just weren't sure how to really do that. If 
we had more time to really look at these equations and more time to understand how the 
x 2 function changed the equations we could have incorporated it into the project, but this model 
was the easiest of the models that we looked into. The next one has mUltiple parts and can be 
broken down in a couple different ways. 

We call this next model the diamond fom1a1ion model. This model is slightly more 
complicated than the above model because the squid now has two different predators and the 
leopard seal now has two prey. This model looks like the following 

In this model W is the squid, the X is the penguins and now Y is the crab eater seal and Z is 
the leopard seal. When we first came up with this model we had a couple questions on how the 
final equations were going to look. For example, is there any competition between the penguins 
and the crabeater seal. We decided that there wasn't and the reason that we decided this \vas that 
when we broke the food chain down in to two different models it made a little bit more sense. 
We started with the bottom half of this model with one prey and two different predators. 
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This model deals with the same three species as above. But deals wilh the competition question 
since there are two different predators. But \-ve broke it all the way down to the 2D models and 
came up with the following equations, 

x' = Ax - Bxy - Cxz 

y' = -Dy + Exy 

Z' = -Fz + Gxz 

In these equations the x is the squid with the other two equations being interchangeable as 
the two predator equations. We decided that there \vasn't much predator competition here, but if 
the food chain got big enough then there would be more competition. For example, let's say that 
there was one more predator. If we were to look a1 more numbers from the last couple years of 
different food chains we may consider putting in some competition term, which would go into 
the y and z equations in this model where it would be a negative term in both of these equations, 
but a smaller rate than the other rates involved. On the flip side there is the top half of the 
diamond formation where there is two prey and one predator. This is the easier half of the model 
since there is no competition factor. These equations look like, 

x' = Ax - Bxz 

y' = Cy - Dyz 

z' = -Ez + Fxz + Gyz 

In these equations the x and yare the prey with z being the top predator. When coming up 
with the diamond model we started very simple and built up from there. After coming up with 
these two different models we put them together to come up with the equations for the diamond 
formation 

Wi = Aw - Bwx - Cwy 

x' = -Dx + Ewx - Fxz 

y' = - Gy + H wy - Jyz 

Z'= -Kz + Lxz + Myz 

These equations represent that first diamond formation with w being the squid x and yare the 
penguins and the crabeater seals and z is the leopard seals. When going to graph these equations 
we broke it down into the two simpler equations first. We then were able to graph the 40 model 
on Mathematica. Working with these equations using different coefficients, we found that this 
model is very chaotic because it changes significantly. 
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The last model we looked at was a circle food chain. This model does not exist inside of the 
Antarctic food chain, but it does exist in other food chains. For an example when there are 
decomposers involved, or in some cases people consider this food chain \ ... hen mosquitos are 
involved. This food chain looks like, 

This model is more difficult from the last two because it really never stops . The other hard 
part is we know that W starts off this model but when it comes to Z eats W does the model 
continue or does it stop? The way we approached it is we tried to imagine that the model was the 
first 3D model constantly, so at each letter we started the model so each equation Jooks similar 
because of that. The equations look like, 

w' = Aw(l -.::) - Bwx + Cwz 
kl 

X' = Dx(l -..:..) + Ewx - Fxy 
k2 

Y 
y' = Gy(l - k3) + Hxy - Jyz 

Z 
Z' = Kz(l - -, ) + Lyz - Mwz 

{4 

In these equations the first part of each equation deals with the growth rate of the species jf just 
that animal lived by itself in the habitat. Think about the negative rate for the predators and the 
positive for the prey put together, that's what this first tenTI is in each of these equations. The 
other parts of these equations deal with the interaction parts of both when that animal is the 
predator and when that animal is the prey. When graphing this model we found that it really just 
stayed level because tbat it keeps going in a circle so most of the time it stays in the original 
spots. 

One other thing that we looked was environmental factors, in this case it would be the 
temperature changing, which could go two different ways. The first way would be if the 
temperature rose so that the ice was melting. The way we think that these systems would be 
affected would be that the squid population would go down, because of the less space on the land 
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for the penguins to stay, they would be in the water more, which then they would be hunting 
more squid, which would lead to a bigger decrease in squid, but same with the penguins, the 
penguin population would go down because they would be in the watcr morc often with the 
leopard seals whose population would go up at the end of all of it. Now if the temperature went 
the other way and decreased so it got colder, we would see the opposite, where the squid 
population would most likely increase because now there is more land for the penguins and the 
seals to be on so they aren't in the water as much. Now these increases and decreases are very 
small, just because the temperature goes up or down is not going to determine the feeding rate of 
these animals. They are going to be feeding at the same rate, so the rates should not change much 
just because they are in the water more. It just gives them a higher chance to feed on the squid 
because they are in the water more often. We didn ' t add anything to these equations but if we did 
it would be a mixture of rates for the squid and the penguins where the seals increase would be 
higher depending on the temperature increase . 

Overall in this project we learned a lot about thcse models and how they work. During 
the first couple of weeks we were all confused on how to even come up with some of the 
optimizations models. The fact that we came up with some of the models by ourselves was very 
rewarding. Also, learning about these penguins was nice for us because that was one orthe 
reasons we chose this food chain in the first place. This project challenged our thinking, but it 
was a good way to end the semester because we all enjoyed this class. 
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Creating a stock portfolio is never an easy task; starting the stock portfolio is the hardest 

step to take especially as a beginning investor. No one just looks at a stock and has a realization 

that they should invest in that stock; all smart investors make calculations. It takes months, 

sometimes even years for people to learn how to manage a portfolio and select the correct 

investments. This is where OUT project came into play. Over our time here at LSSU, we have 

learned some concepts of the stock market. This includes how investing works, what risk comes 

with investing, and how to diversify a portfolio in order to reduce that risk. Knowing the 

concepts behind investing we wem able to determine that by implementing a linear program we 

could simplify how one should choose their starting stocks for a portfolio. Originally, our intent 

was to created a model that reduced risk and maximized return, this is still the case, but it is for 

beginning investors that do not know where to start. This linear program takes into consideration 

diversification, cost of stocks, the risk within stocks, and the return we hope to achieve. 

There are multiple constraints on our model, and they differ depending on the preferred 

outcome. There are two different options one can look into. First, a model that returns the 

different stocks that they should add to their portfolio. This model informs them to purchase only 

one of each suggested stock. This model leads to the investor having the capability to buy more 

of each stock. For that model it is necessary to use binary. The second model, one prefered by 

some beginning investors, is a model that tells you both the stock to purchase, and how much 

stock from that company should be purchased. This needed many extra constraints because with 

the linear program, it would instantly invest as much as it could into the stock that had the 

highest return. The next constraint that was needed for this is the one that limits how many 

stocks can be purchased from each company. For example, if you want to buy a maximum of 
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five stocks from a certain company you would set that as your individual constraint. As a 

beginning investor, a model such as this would be ideal to show one where to start. There are 

many different informative sites out there on how to invest in stock, but it is still hard to decide 

the specific stocks to invest in. For that reason, we chose to look into this project. 

To tackle this project we used a linear programming model. For our project, there were 

eighty-three different stocks that were implemented under variables and then chosen from. Each 

of these values have meaning, and the output in our situation is the number of stocks one should 

purchase from that specific company's stock. This only applies in the nonbinary version, 

otherwise, it is just the stocks to invest in, not the amount. 

The objective function of our model was to maximize the return, but this model also had 

to have different constraints depending on the variable of each stock. If one simply sets a 

function to maximize, the program would say to invest in every stock holding a positive return. 

Below is a sample of how the information was inputted as a variable. For each ticker, the ticker 

symbol itself represented the return. The ticker symbol followed by "cost" represented the cost 

per stock. Finally, the ticker symbol followed by "beta" represented the beta of that specific 

stock. 

Btw :e.08e277662123144 
BMYcost :63.9228967741935 
B1Wbeta =G. 73 

The following is a mathematical explanation of the constraints and then objective 

function used in our linear model: 

Objective function: 

82 

I TickerSymboi * x[i] 
i:O 
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Cost Constraint: 

82 
L, TickerSymbolcost * xU] ~ T otalAllowance 
j=O 

Beta Constraint: 

82 
0.90 :S L, TickerSymbolbeta * x[i] ~ 1.1 

i=O 

The objective function and the total allowance constraint were fairly straight forward, set 

each sum as a mUltiple of the cost associated with individual tickers. As for the beta constraint, 

this one had to be implemented as two individual constraints: one keeping average beta above 

0.9 and another keeping average beta below 1.1. Also, since this is a linear programing model in 

sage we could not implement an average on the left side of the inequality. Instead, the right side 

of the equation was (desired beta) * (the number oHotal stocks), this was a way of keeping the 

average contained in a linear model. The final constraint, which was only necessary to 

implement in non binary mode, was the constraint that limited the total number of stock that 

could be bought from a single stock. This one was actually implemented as 83 different 

constraints, each just a single stock less than the total allowed per stock. By keeping these 

constraints in the model, and then maximizing the return, we were able to achieve a desired 

beginning portfolio output. 

The math that comes from these equations is mostly related to basic financing concepts. 

We needed a constraint for the total amount of money available because having unlimited funds 

is unrealistic. The beta constraint is for the risk that comes with investing in a portfolio. As a 

beginning investor, it is safer to keep beta around one because it is the measure of a stock's 

volatility (or riskiness) as it relates to the market. The market itself has a beta of 1.0 and stocks 
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are ranked according to how much they deviate from the market. Keeping it close to 1.0 is a way 

of reducing this risk. The last constraint is that of the limiting per stock, or the binary setting. If 

the binary setting is in place, the program will only output a one if it finds that stock worth 

investing in. Therefore, you would buy one unit of that stock and the cost doesn't matter because 

it was already implemented into your total budget. If one were to want a total amount to invest in 

each stock instead of only buying one unit of each, then they would use the constraint where 

each individual integer, x[iJ, is less than the maximum number they wanted to buy of one 

singular company's stock. This constraint was set into place because of diversification. It is 

necessary to diversify your portfolio so that if a specific area of the market crashes, not all of 

your money is invested in that individual area, or company either. 

To interpret the output of this program, you need to know which stock is related to which 

x[i]. For this reason, we made our program in mostly alphabetical order, and the order that the 

variables are inputted in is the order that they are inputted into the linear modeL The following is 

a screenshot of one section of output: 

45 : a.e, 
46: 1.e, 
47: a.e, 
48: 1.e, 
49: a.s, 
S9: l.e~ 

51: e.e, 

This output states that you should buy one unit of stock x[ 46J, x[48], and x[50]. These integers as 

actual stocks can be find by looking at an inputted constraint: 

.. ...... • 4 ..... 

+ Lot·J*x( 42]+f.1ET"'x( 43 ]+~"'V'I"'x[ 44 J+l"lO*x( 45] 
+"tON*x[ 46J+~1RK"'X[ 47]+i"1S"x[ 48]+r'ISnof<x[ 49J 

+~\A*x(5eJ 
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From this, we see that the code suggests we invest in MON, MS, and MA companies. These are 

ticker symbols of which stand for Monsanto Co., Morgan Stanley, and Mastercard Inc .. So the 

user of this program would then add one stock of each of those companies to their portfolio, or a 

higher amount if the investor desires to do so. 

In order to test out our model, we made mock portfolios on investopedia. These two 

mock portfolios came from the $1,000 and $25,000 investments. Both had successful positive 

returns. They were created April 11, 2018. The ending values were evaluated on April 22, 2018. 

So these pOItfolios were only active for a little over a week, and yet the results are still satisfying. 

The more time the stocks remain invested, the more return an investor can expect to see. These 

mock portfolios were how we tested our model, and we are satisfied with the outcome. Overall, 

this project returned desired results, in fact there were more ways to approach this project than 

we initially thought. Ifwe were to expand on this project in the future, we would try to take live 

data from the stock market and include virtually every stock in the market. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or MATH 207 Project 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This shows the assignment description, rubric and two final three 
the file and its value as evidence final papers for a statistical project where students collect and 
supporting program review: analyze data. 
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MATH 207 Statistical Analysis Project 

The purpose of this project is for you to detennine questions that can be answered with the 
statistical knowledge you will gain throughout the semester, and then use statistics to develop an 
answer for your questions. The questions should be about something of interest to you and your 
group. The statistical analysis should provide at least partial answers to your questions. A good 
project also results in more questions for future study. 

Part 1: Experimental Design (5 points) Due start of class Thursday, September 6 

a. Detennine at least 2 questions to analyze statistically. Keep in mind that you will need 
to collect data with at least three variables, including at least two quantitative variables 
and at least one qualitative variable, with a suggested sample size of 40. 

b. Describe how you will detennine a sample and collect data for each question. Submit 
your questions and your data-collection plan for approval before collecting your data. 

Part 2: Meet With Professor (5 points) Schedule: Start Thursdav, September 6 
Meet bv 5:00 p.m. Frida", September 14 

This meeting is for you to discuss your proposed questions and data-collection methods, and to 
end up with approval of one question and associated data-collection methods. 

Part 3: Data Collection and Data Description (20 points) Due Tuesdav, October 2 

When your questions and sampling method have been approved, collect your data. Analyze 
your data by detennining and producing appropriate graphs for your data, creating visuals of the 
data and determining the descriptive statistics for your data and investigating possible 
correlations in your data. Include text that succinctly explains each visual and also points out the 
interesting aspects of your data that each visual reveals. 

Note: Your analysis will be accepted only ifprior approval was given for the data-collection 
method. 
Part 4: Inferential Statistics (10 points) Due Tuesdav, November 27 

Apply inferential statistics to your data. Write a description of the question(s) and the 
inferences (confidence intervals and hypothesis tests) you can make, including a description of 
the mathematical work. Describe in words what you now know about your population(s). 
Include the question(s), the data you used and you conclusions. 

Part 5: Final Report (10 points) Due Thursdav, December 6 

Your final report puts all 3 parts together into one well-formatted and well-written document that 
you can be proud of. 
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MA TH207 Descriptive Statistics Project - Rubric 
Group members: 

Points Excellent 

Sampling Method A simple random 
sample, or chose a 
population to suit the 
situation 

Questions Easy to understand, 
quick to answer, 
responses were 
analyzable 

Graphs Histograms, etc 
appropriate for the 
type of data and 
correctly drawn 

Descriptive Statistics One or more 
measure of center for 
each set of data, 
appropriately used, 
and standard 
deviation and outliers 
discussed if 
appropriate for the 
level of measurement 

Discussion Problem described, 
and results discussed 
which responded to 
the problem 

Good Fair Unacceptable 

Used students from a Voluntary sample Made up values to 
class or location make it look like a 
which may exclude sample 
some of the 
population 

Easy to understand, Not all easy to confusing, poorly 
quick to answer, understand or quick worded questions, 
some responses not to answer not analyzable 
analyzable 

Histograms, etc. Graphs not No graphs 
appropriate for the appropriate for the 
data, but some errors type of data 
in accuracy 

Some measures of Some measures of No measures of 
center but not all, center for each set of center or standard 
appropriately used, or data, or standard deviation included 
discussion of deviation and outliers 
standard deviation discussed not 
and outliers not complete 
complete 

Some description but Some description but No discussion or 
limited discussion of problem not description 
the answer to the discussed 
problem 
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Math 207 Experimental Design Fall 2018 
Due Start olelass Thursday September 6,2018 

Directions: Please type your answers, save the document to your own computer or jump drive, print it 
out, proofread, and submit il1 class. No data collection will begin before the plan has been approved. 

Your Name: 

Full names and email addresses of other members of your group: 

1. Detennine a question that can be answered with a statistical analysis. 

2. Who are the individuals or objects of interest? 

3. Specify the variables. Be sure to include at least one qualitative and at least two 
quantitative variables. 

4. If this design is approved, what sampling method or methods will be used? See page 25 
of our text. State the name of the sampling method and explain how you will carry out 
finding the sample. 

5. If you use a survey, list the questions you will ask. Review chI and carefully word your 
questions so you will get answers that can be used for analysis. 

6. If you are taking direct measurements, describe how you will take these measurements. 

7. Some data collection schemes require permission from the Institutional Review Board 
(IRB). After reading the policy at http://www.lssu.edulirb/policy.php, will you need 
permission for your analysis? 
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MATH 207 
Prof. Grace 

April 26th, 2018 

Statistical Analysis I University Student Daily Water Consumption 

Our Main Questions: 

o How much water does does <yl average student at Lake Superior State University 
drink every day? I 

o Does bringing a water bottle to class help students increase their water 
consumption? 

Our Survev: 

We surveyed a total of 110 students between two classes on Lake Superior State 
University's main campus. The two general classes surveyed were: Spring 2018 BIOL 132 
and Spring 2018 CHEM 116. Of the 110 surveyed as a simple random sample, we ensured 
randomness by selecting half (55) at random and recorded the results. Our survey 
consisted of the following questions: 

• What is your gender? 
• Do you bring a water bottle to class? 
• How much water (in cups) do you drink daily? 
• How much water (in cups) do you think you should drink daily? 
• Do you drink a different beverage more than you drink water? 
• If so, what is that beverage? 
• If so, how much (in cups), if any, of that beverage do you drink daily? 

These questions gave us 7 answers for each survey: 4 qualitative and 3 quantitative. 
The suggested sample size for this project was 40 to ensure that we obtained a sample size 
greater than that of the requirement for the central limit theorem. The individuals of 
interest in this survey are general students that attend Lake Superior State University. 
It is important to note that this survey may have included a little bit of convenience 
sampling however it was hard to avoid without any funds or any aspirations for a larger 
sample size. It was convenient, however I believe there was a good pool of students that 
were surveyed at the campus that provided a variety of results. 
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The Data: 

The data below was collected via survey and was input into the software Fathom. The program 
Fathom was used to create multiple graphs that compare two or more variables. Following each 
graph, there will be a description and interpretation . 

Survey 1 .txt .. Bar Chart .. 'J 

5 

Gender / 
This graph displays the population that was surveyed. The information here shows how many 
males and females took the survey. Out of 55, 30 females and 25 males participated. These 
results were put in their own graph to display that the sample was not primarily males or 
females, but contained an average mix of each gender. 

-
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For this graph, it looks at each gender an. d the trends of bringing a water bottle /vou are male 
or female. Given females, more females didn't bring water bottles; given ma~ the same 
number of males did or didn't bring a water bottle to class. This just shows that primarily it 
doesn't matter if you are male or female, both genders were very close to equal when it came 
to bringing a water bottle to class or not. 
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For this box plot, it compares how much water students drank if they brought a water bottle to 
class or not. This shows that the students who brought a water bottle to class drank on average 
3 more cups of water per day than those who didn't. This is a very important statistic to support 
our questions at the very beginning. Does bringing a water bottle to class help students drink 
more water? Here it is prevalent that if you were to bring a water bottle class, you are more 
likely to drink on average 6 cups a day compared to just 3. There are two outliers to note on 
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this box plot. For the students who did not bring a water bottle to class, an outlier of 9 cups of 
water drank per day was recorded. For the students that did bring a water bottle to class, there 
was an outlier of someone who drank 20 cups of water per day. The highest amount drank by 
students who didn't bring a water bottle (not taking account the outlier) was 6 cups. The 
highest amount for students who bring water bottles to class (not taking account the outlier) 
was 12 cups. 

Surveyl.txt 
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; Dot Plo ;! , 
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13 20 22 

This dot plot shows that the majority of people think that individuals should drink 8 cups of 
water per day. Furthermore, those who did not bring a water bottle and those who did bring a 
water bottle appear to think the same thing. This makes us think that people are educated 
about how much to drink, but that doesn't effect if they bring a water bottle or not. It has 
always been portrayed by the government that people should drink 8 cups of water per day for 
awhile and that is always what we have known. 8 cups of water per day is a good starting point, 
but additional water may be needed to compliment a higher calorie diet. These facts aside, it is 
interesting to see that the students who don't bring a water bottle are educated enough to 
know how much water they need to drink, but still do not bring a water bottie to class or drink 
enough water. 
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Survey1 .txt 
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This dot plot shows us simply that most people drink less than 8 cups per day, with the most 
frequent (mode) being 8 cups per day and 4 cups per day. This dot plot is quite interesting 
because as we saw in the graph above, the majority of the sample knew that you should drink 
about 8 cups per day. This shows us that a lot of people drink 8 cups per day, but a lot of people 
also drink 4 cups per day. Two people even said that they do not drink any cups of water per 
day and one person said they drink 20 cups per day. This all compiles into an average of 4.65 
cups per day. 
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This box plot connects how much water students drink versus if they consume other beverages 
more than water. It appears that the more water students drink, that they are more likely to 
consume water as their primary drink. This is a very logical conclusion because if you drink 
water as your primary drink, you will almost definitely drink more water than someone who 
doesn't primarily drink water. It is also an important concept for a population to know: if you 
make a deliberate point to drink primarily water, it will promote healthier consumption levels. 
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Data Summary: 

These graphs display that average students drink around 5 cups of water per day. 
Also, it looks like bringing a water bottle to class helps water consumption. Out of all our 
data, it seems most students are well educated that you should drink around 8 cups of 
water per day. Some of the other beverages that students drink more than water are soda, 
coffee, tea, sports drink, milk, beer, juice, lemonade, and vitamin water. The most important 
connection to make from these graphs is that if you bring a water bottle to class, on 
average, you should drink more water than someone who does not bring a water bottle to 
class. The comparative box plots that support this conclusion are listed as the third graph 
from the top. This graph was an instrumental part in determining our conclusion for our 
project. 

Inferential Statistics: 

Confidence interval for a parameter of our data: 

For our study, out of the 55 people in the sample, 25 of them brought their water 
bottles to class. The point estimate CpA) of this is 45.5%. A 95% confidence interval for this 
data would be .323 < P < .586. We got this confidence interval by using 1-propor 'on Z 
Interval function on the TI-84 Plus graphing calculator. From this, we are 95% onfident 
that the true proportion of students who bring water bottles to class at LS 
32.3% and 58.6%. 

Confidence interval for the mean of our data: 

The mean of our data for water drank by students who bring their water bottle to 
class was 5.9 cups with a standard deviation of 1.0 cups. We constructed a confidence 
interval for our mean using Z Interval test function on the graphing calculator. The 
confidence interval for our mean is 5.63 < Il < 6.16. We are 95% confident that the true 
mean of water drank by students who bring their water bottle to class falls between 5.63 
cups and 6.16 cups. 
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Hypothesis testing of our data and an online data source: 

~ 
According to a survey bYjJCBI Bahlagi et al in 2011, the mean of water drank per 

day for university students is 7.92 cups per day. Our sample has a mean of water drank for 
LSSU students at 4.65 cups per day with a standard deviation of 1. 7 cups. We tested the 

Null Hypothesis of Ho: 11=7.92 and our alternative hypothesis is Hl : Il¢ 7.92 to test that the 
mean water drank by college students is different using our study. We used Z Test function 
on the graphing calculator to find the p value = 1.4 x 10-57

. We decided that since the p 
value is less than our level of significance of 0.01, we will reject the Null Hypothesis (Ho). 
We have sufficient evidence at 5% level of significance to),9nclude that the mean water 
drank by college students is different from 7.92 cups per day. 

Conclusion: 

The purpose for this statistical analysis was to analyze these questions statistically 
and be able to confidently answer them with a background of statistical data. 

a. How much water does does an average student at Lake Superior State 
University drink every day? 

b. Does bringing a water bottle to class help students increase their water 
consumption? 

We have corne to conclude that for our first question (a): on average, general students that 
attend Lake Superior State University drink a little less than 5 cups of water per day. This 
number is quite low considering that these same students generally know that people 
should consume on average 8 cups of water per day. 

". 
We have also corne to conclude for our second question (b): Br" ging a water bottle to class 
does help students consume more water than students who 0 not bring their water bottle 
to class. This conclusion is supported by the box plot on P be 3 that suggests students who 
bring a water bottle to class drink on average 3 more eu s of water per day. This is also 
supported by the logical explanation that having more ater available to you during all 
times of the day (including class J is helpful for students consuming water more often. 
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LSSU College Student Habits: 

Exercise, Media, Screen Hours, and Weight 

Statistics Project 

MATH 207 

Instructor: Grace N gunkeng 

By: 

STATISTICS PROJECT 1 . ,'~ 

~. I 
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SURVEY EXAMPLE: 

Statistics Project 

Survey Questions 

STATISTICS PROJECT 2 

1) In what way do you spend most of your time in front of a screen watching a show or movie 
(television, Netflix, Hulu, DVDs, other)? 

2) How many hours per week do you spend in front of a screen watching your shows or movies? 

3) Do you use this time for leisure time or for watching projects for school? 

4) How many hours per week do you work out? 

5) Circle gender: F or M 

6) What's your major? 

7) What is your current weight in pounds? 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 3 

DATA COLLECTION: 

stat data2 

Media_ ... Screen_... Rea.on EXerci.... Gender I Major Weight I <new> I 
1 netflix 15 leisure 5 Female R;ychlS,.. 1301 

1--2----i'~etfIiX 10 leisure 3 Female Accountt-. 250f 
- - - - --- - - - .- .- I 1 

netflix +-lOllBisure 0 Female Business I 1601 
1--4-f-n-e-tf-liX- 1O! leisure 21 Femal~- ~rkd-:-lab~]--12oj 
1-_5--1_~etflix _ J ~ - ---1oft;~;-e-- - -- =, F"'!"'; 1 ",e-N",,' .. e--E: 

6 netflix I ~ projects 2 Female fisheries ... 120 

1--7--1 ;,1"', -·l 0.51-;;;;;;;; 1 5 Ma~ I Ge~ogy • >----;aol 
, ""iii,. D~ _ .:>'\ ..... "re i ~--~~ f--~ . 1651 

1-_9--11~~ube _ _ _ • ~ leisure _ _ 01 m.~~ __ _ ~ccountL. ~, 
10 hulu 101 both 12TFemaie history 1601 

netflix ,- 15 leis~re 0 Female -!chemistry 120~ 
1--1-2-+-oiher-lisL.1 ____ ~~~~ ___ . __ 1 Female biolog~ __ ,--~~ 
!-_13_~,_ n_e!fliX, h;=t 6 leisure 0.5 Male criminal j.n 1 ~ 

14 other-lap". j __ 1: ~s~~ J ____ 51 ~e~re conserv... ___ I 
netflix- -r 11 leisure -t- 9f Female geology 165! 

1-_16--1 netnix 301leisure _ ---~f Female Geology r- 2251

1 17 netflix. h .. , 61 leisure I 5l!:.emale I sports a ... I 95 

1--1S----iOVDs 14lieisure r---5IF~mare PSYChOlo···1 ' 1351 

}--' L 19 TV 8 leisure I 91 Male criminal j... 190 

1-2- 0----i netflix 2 leisure -- - -sfF;male --~;ne a;;- --- 145~ 

Tv '. '-,_ 4 leisure 15 Female I undecide-d+ 157 

1- 22-, --t oetfl". D... 8 I,'"re 7:5 Fe;;;;i; I cre."". =-t ~ 
23 ndetflix, .. . 15 leisure 101 Female R;YChOlon.l 120j 

Hulu 5 ~~isur~ L ___ 25I ~ale _ __ I fire sCien-::! 1~f 
youtube 12 leisure 1 ~!emale eleme~~~ _ _ ~ 

1 __ 26----iI_netfIiX __ --2~ ~r::. _ ____ ..2,51 Fe~ business ." I , 1101 

1 __ 27--t_h~U OVDs l ___ .~~ ~~sure ~ _ _ ~. __ ~Fema_le lBioche~~_~~~ 
28 other 0 n/a 01 Male __ J~iochemi... I 120~ 

!--29-~-w-eb;;i~;-r-' 2 !~~i- ___ 2!f;;le -=r.£:;NurSi...,1---- 13~1 
J-3_0----i netflix, h... 15 leisure , mema'e Ifire scien ... r 120~ 

netflix, c ... 14 leis~~ I 1.51 Female I fire scien~.. , 218 

1_ 3_2----i netflix 4 both += 5 male I p~rmedic ... L_ 155 

33 netflix 14 leisure 10 female fife SCfen... 150 

3 

11 

15 

21 

24 

25 

31 

!----+----+-._-----.,I-- --I----+----[-----+----/ 
34 netflix 25 leisure 0 male fire scien... 210 

--'--r---.~ .. r_---+-----+----+----_t_---_+ 
35 netnix 20 leisure 4.5 Female fire scien... 160 
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Stat data 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 4 

College Student Weight vs. Hours of Media 
Watched per Week 

Stat data stat data2 

S1 = mean ( ) 
Weight 0.35736501 

~ __ ~ ____ J______ __ J 

S1 = correlation ( ) 
;::: 150 
t7I 
'iii o 0 The above scatter plot shows the correlation 
~ 100 

o 
o 

1 between the weight of college students and hours 
50 I spent watching some form of media. The r value is 
o . i __ .357 indicating a very weak positive correlation 
~0l=;=;5;=;::::;10::::;::::;:15:::;:=2~0=;::=2:;::5=;::=3;:0 =':::::;3;:::5 =1 between the two variables. The average mL.'11ber of 

Screen_Hours screen hours is 10.46. The average weight is 157.62 
-Weight = 1.88Screen_Hours + 138; r2 = 0.13 pounds. Our r2 value is 0.13 which tells us that 13% 

of our data values are represented by the least squares line y=1.88+138. 

Gender Differentiation between Weight and Screen Hour Comparison 
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The above scatter plot shows the correlation between the screen hours and weight, but contrasts 
the data based on gender. Males had a positive correlation with r =0.62. Females had a slight 
positive to no correlation with r =0.40. The average female weight was 153.2 pounds and their 
average screen time was about 11 hours. The average male weight was172 pounds and their 
average screen time was about 9 hours. The male data had a stronger correlation compared to the 
female data. The male least squares line had a higher r squared value indicating that the line 
represented a greater proportion of the data collected. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 5 

College Student Weight vs. Hours Exercised per Week 

Stat data2 
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The scatter plot above shows the relationship 
between college student's weight and the 
number of hours that they exercise per week. 
The data was completely scattered and our r 
squared value was very close to zero, indicating 
that no data is represented by the least squares 
line, expressing an end result of no correlation 
between the two variables. We had thought that 
more hours exercised would cause a lower 
weight, but the no correlation could be due to 
several factors. One factor not taken into 
consideration could have been that as some 
work out they are actually packing on muscle 

rather than losing weight, so their weights could be higher than someone who works out less. A 
BMI would have to be taken into consideration to further examine the correlation. 

Gender vs. Hours of Watched Media per Week 
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The box plot shows the comparison between genders and the hours of media/screen time college 
students watch per week. The female median was 10 hours watched per week and there was one 
outlier with a value of30 hours. The female range was from 0 to 30 hours. Female data had an 
IQR of 9 hours. The male median was 5.5 hours and ranged from 0 to 25 hours. Male data had an 
IQR of 11.75 hours. (IQR=Q3-Ql) 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 6 

Frequency of Media Type amongst College Students 

The bar graph shows the number of 
Stat data I Bar Chart : ) 

college students who use different 
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"0 'E =: .!. c Q) conclusion most of the student Q) c Q) 

c:: ~ 
Media_Type population reports having watched 

count ( ) Netflix on a weekly basis. 

Reasons for Media Usage 

3% 

- Leisure - Projects - Both None 

The pie chart indicates the 
percentage of students that 
watch media for various 
reasons. 88% of students 
reported watching media 
solely for the purpose of 
leisure. 3% reported they 
watched media for projects. 
Another 3 % reported that they 
did not watch any form of 
media at all. Lastly 6% of 
student said that they watch 
media for projects and leisure. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 7 

College Major and Hours Exercised per Week 

Stat data2 
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I 
This plot shows the relationship between college majors and hours a student exercises per 

week. It indicates that the fire science major exercised the greatest amount with their max 
number of hours being 25. The lowest number of hours exercised per week was zero. Zero was 
recorded by an accounting, business, chemistry, biochemistry, and fire science/paramedic major. 
The average number of hours students exercised per week was 5.27 hours indicated by the blue 
line. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 8 

Histogram of Frequency of Hours Exercised per Week 

TIn , 
10 15 20 

Exercise_Hours 

[ Histogram :) The histogram describes the frequency that 
college students exercised a certain amount of 
time per week. The graph is skewed right. The 
average number of hours a college student 
exercised per week was 5.27. The majority of 
the sampled students exercised between 0 and 
7.25 hours. There was one outlier who exercised 
25 hours per week. 
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Histogram of Frequency of Screen Hours of Media Use per Week 
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( Histogram !) The histogram describes the frequency of screen 
hours spent on media by college students. The 

r- graph is sort of mound shaped with a slight 
r- skew to the right. The most occurring number 

of screen hours was between 10 and 15 hours. 
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Histogram of the Frequency of Weight amongst College Students 

[ Histogram : ) The histogram describes the frequency/ 
number of college students who reported being 
within each interval of a certain weight. The 
graph has a bimodal shape. One peak was 
around the 120 pound interval with the most 
frequency of occurrence. The second peak was 
around the 160 pound interval, which was the 
second most occurring weight interval. 

lUI/ I 
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Weight 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 9 

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS: 

95% Confidence Interval for Weight: 144.87Ibs. - 170.37Ibs. 

We are 95% confident that the true population mean of the weight ofLSSU 
student lies between 144.87 Ibs. and 170.371bs. 

SD=37.93, n=34, x bar= 157.62, E= 12.75 

144.87:::; ~:S170.37 

95% Confidence Interval for Screen Hours: 8.1 hours - 12.82 hours 

We are 95% confident that the true population mean of the number of screen 
hours of media watched by LSSU students per week lies between 8.1 hours and 
12.82 hours. 

SD= 7.11, n=35, x bar= 10.46, E=2.36 

8.10:::; ~:::;12.82 

95% Confidence Interval for the Population Proportion ofNetflix Use: 50%-81 % 

We are 95% confident that the true population proportion ofLSSU student that 
watch Netflix on a weekly bases lies between 50% and 81 %. 

P-hat=r/n=23/35= .6571, n=35 

.4999<P<.8144 

HYPOTHESIS TESTS: 2 Populations Comparison Hypothesis Test at 5% Level of Significance 

(~1 =male population mean, ~2=female population mean) 

Screen Hours: 

• Null Hypothesis: ~1=~2 
o The sample mean of male LSSU student screen hours per week is the same as the 

sample mean of female LSSU student screen hours per week. 
• Alternate Hypothesis: ~1:f~2 

o The sample mean of male LSSU student screen hours per week is the same as the 
sample mean of female LSSU student screen hours per week. 

• Test Statistic: Student T Test Xl - X2 
t = --;====== o t=-0.7096, d.f.=9.2268, P-Value=0.4955 

• Decision: We fail to reject our null hypothesis 
o P=.4955>0.05=u 

• Conclusion: We do not have sufficient evidence at a 5% level of significance to conclude 
that the number male LSSU student media screen hours per week is different than that of 
females. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 10 

Hours Exercised per Week: 

• Null Hypothesis: 111=112 
o The sample mean of hours exercised by male LSSU student per week is the same 

as the sample mean of hours exercised by female LSSU students per week. 

• Alternate Hypothesis: 1l1:f:1l2 
o The sample mean of hours exercised by male LSSU student per week is the same 

as the sample mean of hours exercised by female LSSU students per week. 
• Test Statistic: Student T Test Xl - X2 

t= -;====== o t=0.1195, d.f.=7.7740, P-Value=O.9079 

• Decision: We fail to reject our null hypothesis 
o P=.9079>0.05=a 

• Conclusion: We do not have sufficient evidence at a 5% level of significance to conclude 
that the number hours exercised by male LSSU students per week is different than that of 
female students. 

Weil!ht: 

• Null Hypothesis: III =112 
o The sample mean of male LSSU student weight is the same as the sample mean of 

female LSSU student weight. 

• Alternate Hypothesis: 1l1:f:1l2 
o The sample mean of male LSSU student weight is the same as the sample mean of 

female LSSU student weight. 
• Test Statistic: Student T Test Xl - X2 

t= --;===== o t=1.5248, d.f.=17.6141, P-Value=0.1415 

• Decision: We fail to rej ect our null hypothesis 
o P=.1415>0.05=a 

• Conclusion: We do not have sufficient evidence at a 5% level of significance to conclude 
that the weight of male LSSU students is different than that of female students. 

DATA COLLECTION METHOD: Our data was collected by sampling from random LSSU 
general education courses. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 11 

RESULTS/CONCLUSIONS: 

• Our data has no correlation between number of hours of exercise an individual LSSU 
college student has per week and their weight. This could be due to the lack of 
consideration and measurement BMI (Body Mass Index). A person could be going to the 
gym a lot and packing on muscle. Muscle weighs more than fat. As a result we do not 
know if the higher weights are due to little exercise (accumulation of fat) or excess 
exercise (buildup of muscle). As a result our data is inconclusive when looking at this 
correlation. 

• There is a positive correlation between the weight ofLSSU male college students and the 
number of media screen hours watched per week. There was no correlation among 
women when regarding the same relationship with their weight and screen hours. As a 
whole when looking at the data of both men and women combined, the data has a very 
weak positive correlation. 

• The most widely used form of media watched per week by LSSU college students is 
Netflix. 

• Most (88%) ofLSSU college students use media for leisure. 
• The average screen hours per week was 10.46 hours. 
• The average weight was 157.62 pounds. 
• The average number of hours of exercise per week was 5.27 hours. 
• More data would need to be collected to adequately identify relationships amongst 

weight, screen hours, and hours exercised in comparison to college major. 
• There was not enough sufficient evidence at the 5% level of significance to conclude that 

male and female LSSU college students differed in their weight, media screen hours per 
week, and exercise hours per week. 
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Statistical Analysis Report 
K·tri, .... : · .: :-:!~~\ 

Questions; .I; . .J. ~~~~I.I.~ 

1. What are the ages of most of the people who go to the gym? 
2. What days of the week is it most common for people to go to the gym? 
3. How long do males workout for compared to females? 
4. How much time do people spend working out a week with respect to their age? 
5. What is the proportion of males and females that go to the gym? 
6. What is the proportion of males that participate in group exercises and what is the 
proportion of females? 

This project was conducted through a survey placed at the front desk of the gym we 
chose to obtain our sample from. Any individual walking through the gym door has the 
ability to voluntarily fill out a survey. 

Survey; Below is the survex ,!!e. ~s.~9.. for our.s~T.pIe. , . . ~ , 
", .;.: •• j. ' ' ~J .... . .:r ,.·'i(1 •. ~,.,., ; ~:' i;::-. .-. " 

Please be honest when filling out this survey. T~is survey is anonymous and any 
information used in this survey Wttt· ·b8'~tb~'lthe betr~he math 207 statistical project at 
Lake Superior State University. 

Please circle your gender: 
Male Female 

How old are you? 

Generally, what time do you arrive at the gym to begin your workout? 

Generally, what time do you leave the gym? 

Do you workout more then once a day at the gym? 
Yes No 

How long on average do you stay at the gym for your workout? 

How much time outside of the gym do you spend working out (on average) per week? 

On average what days of the week do you always go to the gym? Please Circle. 
Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun 

Do you workout with a partner at the gym? 
Yes No 

Do you get your workout through group exercises, personal training or through your own 
workouts? Please circle all that apply. 
Group exercises Personal Training Independent workouts 
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Results: 
A sample of 44 gym goers was colleCted and the results were summarized into a 
frequency table with a histogram, different pie charts, and various bar graphs. 

1. What are the ages of most of the people who go to the gym? 

FreQuenc~ Table for Ages of People Who Go to the G~m 

Class Class Class Frequency Relative 
Limits Boundaries Midpoint Frequency 

12.5-21.5 12-22 17 12 0.272 

22.5-31.5 22-32 27 13 0.295 

32.5-41.5 32-42 37 10 0.227 

42.5-51.5 42-52 47 5 0.114 

52.5-61.5 52-62 57 2 0.045 

62.5-71.5 62-72 67 2 0.045 

Histogram for Ages of People Who Go to the G~m 
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This histogram displays the ages of people who go to the gym that we collected our 
sample from. As you can see, most people who attend are between the ages of 22-32. 
Because of this the histogram is skewed right. The median of the data set is 28.5, the 
mean is 31.8, and the mode is 26. The range is 53. 
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2. What days of the week is it most common for people to go to the gym? 
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Days of the Week People Go to the Gym 

This bar graph displays what days are most common for people to go to the gym. It 
shows that monday is the most popular day, with saturday and sunday being this least 
popular. This could be due to the fact that many people like to take days off on the 
weekends. 

3. How long do males workout for compared to females? 

Average Amount of Time for One Workout 
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This cluster bar graph displays the average amount of time spent in the gym during one 
workout for the males and females in the sample. As shown in the graph, the male 
distribution has a bell shape with most of the workouts being two hours long. However, 
the females mostly workout for one hour as the distribution is skewed right. It can be 
concluded that the males in this sample tend to have longer workouts than the females. 

4. How much time do people spend working out a week with respect to their age? Note, 
the hours spent exercising per person in this sample were not just based on time 
spent in the gym, each person in the survey was asked to include the total time 
exercising outside the gym as well. The y-axis is a scale for both age and hours. 
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This graph displays the time each person in the sample spends exercising a week with 
respect to their age. As shown in the graph, as the age of each person increases, the 
amount of hours spent exercising tends to decrease. This could be due to a number of 
factors. A possible factor could be that many teenagers and young adults are involved in 
sports which could add on to the total time spent exercising a week. Also, most people 

• over the age of 30 have a a full time job and may have less time to spend exercising 
during the week. In addition, younger people tend to be capable of more physical 
activity than older people without getting tired out and sore as easily. 
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5. What is the proportion of males and females that go to the gym? 

Pie Chart for Males and Females That Go to the Gym 

Male 

Female 

This pie chart displays the ratio of male gym goers to female. As shown, in the graph 
just over half of the people that go to the gym are males in this sample. The number of 
males was 25 and the number of females was 19. 

6. What is the proportion of males that participate in group exercises and what is the 
proportion of females? 

Pie Chart for Males that Workout in Classes Pie Chart for Females that Workout in Classes 

~s ~s 

No No 

As shown in the left pie chart, most males (21/25) in this study do not participate in any 
kind of group exercise. On the other hand more than half of females do (11/19). 
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Confidence Intervals: 
We chose three of our questions regarding quantitative data and created confidence 
intervals using the data obtained for each question. Because we had a sample without 
the population standard deviation, we used the t-distribution. Using the equation below 
we calculated the margin of error and then added it and subtracted it to the sample 
mean to find the confidence interval. We chose to make confidence intervals for the 
average workout time per week, the average age of the individuals in the gym, and the 
average length of one workout. t· s 

E = .:en 
~ 

1 . Average workout time per week. 

Confidence Interval for Average Time Working Out a Week 
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The graph above displays a 95% confidence interval for the average amount of time an 
individual spends exercising a week. A sample of 44 people that go to the gym was 
collected, the mean was 7.52 hours, the sample standard deviation was 3.05, and the t
value for a 95% confidence interval was 2.017 found from the chart. The margin of error 
was calculated to be +/- 0.926 which gives you an interval of 6.59 to 8.45 hours. We are 
95% confident that the population mean lies within this interval. 
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2. Average age of the sample of the individuals in the gym. 

Confidence Interval for Average Age 
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The graph above displays a 95% confidence interval for the average age of the 
population of people that go to the gym. Out of the sample of 44, the mean was 31.8 
years old, with a standard deviation of 13.15, the t-value was 2.017 and the margin of 
error was calculated to be +/- 3.99. Therefore, we are 95% confident that the population 
mean age for the people that go to the gym we surveyed is within the interval of 27.84 
to 35.79 years old. 

3. Average workout length. 

Confidence Interval for Average Workout Length 
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The graph above displays a 95% confidence interval for the average length of one 
workout for the population of individuals that go to the gym we surveyed. The sample 
mean was 1.69 hours, with a standard deviation of 0.7, the t-value was 2.017, and the 
margin of error was +/- 0.213. Therefore, we are 95% confident that the population 
mean for the length of one workout is within the interval of 1.477 to 1.903 hours. 
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Hypothesis Testing: We used the data from our confidence intervals to perform 
hypothesis tests on. 
Time Spent Working Out In a Week 
Suppose we want to determine if the typical amount of time spent working out for each 
individual per week is greater than 7 hours. Our sample included 44 individuals from the 
gym we surveyed and the average amount of time is 7.52 hours. The sample standard 
deviation is 3.05. We will use a 0.01 level of significance to conclude if the typical 
amount of time spent working out is greater than 7 hours. _ X - J..l 
Null Hypothesis: population mean = 7.0 hours t - --=T--
Alternate Hypothesis: population mean> 7.0 hours Jlv 
Test statistic: Using the equation above, we calculated the test statistic to be 1.13. 
Critical value: Approximately 2.42 (determined from using the chart in textbook) 
Decision: Because the test statistic is less than the critical value (1.13 < 2.4) we fail to 
reject the null hypothesis since we are using right-tailed area. 
Conclusion: Since we fail to reject the null hypothesis, we have insufficient evidence to 
say that the average amount of time spent working out for each individual per week is 
greater than 7 hours at the 0.01 level of significance. 
Average Age of an Individual at the Gym 
Suppose we want to determine if the typical age of a person at the gym we surveyed is 
less than 35 years old. The average age of our sample of 44 was 31.8 years old. The 
sample standard deviation is 13.15. We will use a 0.05 level of significance to conclude 
if the average age of a person at the gym is less than 35 years old. 
Null Hypothesis: population mean = 35 years old 
Alternate Hypothesis: population mean < 35 years old 
Test Statistic: Using the equation, we calculated the test statistic to be -1.61. 
Critical value: Approximately -1.68 (determined from using the chart in the textbook) 
Decision: Because the test statistic is greater than the critical value (-1.61 > -1.68) we 
fail to reject the null hypothesis since we are using left-tailed area. 
Conclusion: Because we fail to reject the null hypothesis, we have insufficient evidence 
to say that the average age of a person at the gym is less than 35 years old at the 0.05 
level of significance. 
Average Workout Length 
Suppose we want to determine if the typical length of a workout for a person at the gym 
we surveyed is different from 2 hours. The average workout length computed from our 
sample of 44 was 1.69 hours. The sample standard deviation was 0.7. We will use the 
0.05 level of significance to conclude if the average length of a workout is different from 
2 hours. 
Null Hypothesis: population mean = 2 hours 
Alternate Hypothesis: population mean =1= 2 hours 
Test Statistic: Using the equation, we calculated the test statistic to be -2.94. 
Critical value: Approximately -2.0 (determined from using the chart in the textbook) 
Decision: Because the test statistic is less than the critical value (-2.94 < -2.0) we reject 
the null hypothesis since we are using two-tailed area. 
Conclusion: Because we reject the null hypothesis, we have sufficient evidence to say 
that the average length of a workout for a person at the gym is different from 2 hours at 
the 0.05 level of significance. 
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Raw Data 

Sample Age Gender Hours Days Usually Participate In Length ofa 
Number Exercising a at the Gym Group exercise regular 

week or Classes workout 

1 12 M 10 MTWRF No 2.5 

2 14 M 9 MTWF No 2 

3 15 F 12 MWS No 3 

4 16 M 14 MTWRF No 2 

5 17 M 18 MWRFSu No 3 

6 18 F 10 TRF Yes 2.5 

7 18 M 13 MWRFS No 3 

8 19 M 8 TRS No 2 

9 19 M 11 MTWRF No 2 

10 20 F 9 MFSu Yes 2 

11 21 F 8 MTWR No 2 

12 21 M 10 MWRF No 2.5 

13 24 F 7 MTRF Yes 1.5 

14 25 F 6 WFS Yes 2 

15 25 M 8 MTWR No 2 

16 26 F 8 MTS Yes 1 

17 26 M 11 MWR Yes 3 

18 26 M 6 MWF No 2 

19 27 F 7 MWSSu No 1.5 

20 28 M 8 MTWR No 1.5 

21 28 M 9 MTWF No 2 

22 29 F 5 MRF Yes 1.5 
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· . 

Sample Age Gender Hours Days Usually Participate In Length ofa 
Number exercising a at the Gym Group exercise regular 

week or Classes workout 

23 30 M 9 MRS No 2.5 

24 30 M 6 MTFSu No 1.5 

25 31 F 7 MTWRF Yes 0.5 

26 33 M 6 MTF No 1.5 

27 33 M 8 MTW No 1.5 

28 34 M 5 TR Yes 1 

29 35 F 6 MTWFSu Yes 1 

30 36 F 5 MWFSu No 1 

31 37 M 7 TWF No 2.5 

32 37 F 6 MTRS Yes 1 

33 38 F 4 MWSu No 1 

34 40 M 8 MWRSu Yes 2 

35 41 M 5 MTWRS No 1 

36 42 F 3 MTW No 1 

37 43 F 7 MTWR No 1 

38 47 M 7 MTWSu Yes 1 

39 48 M 5 TRF No 1.5 

40 51 F 4 MWRF Yes 0.5 

41 52 M 5 MR Yes 2 

42 59 M 3 RFSSu No 0.5 

43 62 F 4 TW No 1.5 

44 65 M 4 MTW No 1 
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PART 2: Degree-level Review 

Degree Program: B.S. Mathematics Elementary Teaching 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For each 
question/ respond with a narrative and sl1pporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report. 

The 4-Column Program Assessment Report is attached as a related document. 

14. Explain how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

In 2016, upon completion of Program Review for this major, it was noticed that even though 

our majors passed overall at a rate of 100%, Measurement and Geometry was often the lowest sub

section of the MTTC exam. The study guide located at 

https://www.mttc.nesinc.com/Content/STUDYGUIDE!MI SG OBJ 022.htm was reviewed as well as 

the practice exam at https://www.mttc.nesinc.com/Content/STUDYGUIDE/MI SG SRI 022.htm. The 

instructor of MATH 325 College Geometry placed more emphasis on transformations and restructured 

the lesson on inscribed angles to contain circumscribed angles. While not statistically conclusive, both 

students who took the exam after this change were successful in this sub-area. 

The University as a whole assessed Freshmen retention and found that students who took a 

university success seminar were more likely to be successful in their freshman year. While we had 

suggested students in this program take EDUC 101, it had not been required. As a result of that 

assessment, we now require students in this program to take EDUC 101. 

In CSCll05 Introduction to Computer Programming in 2017-2018, the ability to Acquire Data 

and the ability to Present and Display Data failed to meet expectations. This outcome is also reflected 

in the Student Learning Outcomes for the overall CSCI 105 course. As a result, both the outcomes 

related to the School of Education and the outcomes related directly to this course indicate a potential 

disconnect in the course. The students performed well on Transform Data using a Mathematical 

Calculation. This does not reflect the core competency in the topic of the course: programming. For 

the Fall 2018 semester, a new textbook was selected to strengthen the emphasis upon programming 

and data processing. This change was not driven just from this particular assessment, but also the SLO 

assessment from past offerings of the course. 

Beginning in the Fall of 2018, this program now requires CSCI 106 instead of CSCll03. C5Cll03 

is an introduction to the field of computer science, primarily for computer science and computer 
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networking, majors. CSCl106 is about web design and development. Teachers are expected to be able 

to use a variety of print and electronic resources for lesson planning and interaction with other 

teachers and parents. Moreover, web design and development is currently used in elementary 

classrooms. Based on feedback from candidates and alumni, this change was implemented to better 

serve workplace needs. 

Quality, Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program . 

There are many things that contribute to ensuring that the program-level and course-level learning 

outcomes are at an appropriate level. 

A) Prerequisite Structure 

Mathematics by its nature has a natural prerequisite structure. Each course must be rigorous 

enough to prepare students for courses which use it as a prerequisite. 

B) Historical 

Much of the early content in mathematics is inherited from a historical structure and must be easily 

transferred from one school to another. Many high school students take our MATH 151 and MATH 

152 courses and transfer them to other schools including University of Michigan, so the content 

must be somewhat standardized. 

C) Standards and Guidelines 

We review our degree content against several standar~s. For our mathematics degrees, we review 

the Curriculum Guide to Majors in Mathematical Sciences, published by the Mathematical 

Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics (CUPM). It can 

be found at: 

https://docs.google.com/ viewer?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.maa.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles% 

2Fpdf%2FCUPM%2Fpdf%2FCUPMguide print. pdf. 

For the Mathematics Secondary Teaching degree we review the Michigan Department of Education 

Standards for the Preparation of Teachers of Mathematics-Elementary (EX) found at: 
https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.michigan.gov%2Fdocuments%2Fmde%2FElem_ 

Math_Standards_554575_7.pdf 

Additionally, for both mathematics education degrees we use The Mathematical Education of 

Teachers II, (METII) published by the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences in 2012. It can 

be found at: 

https:/Idocs.google.com/ viewer?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbmsweb.org%2Farchive%2FMET2%2 

Fmet2.pdf 

The Lumina Foundation's Degree Qualification Profile (DQP) is suggested as a resource for answering the questions about what 

students should know and be able to do at each degree level: 

http:// degreeprofil e. org/ wp-content/ u ploadsL2017/ 03/ DQp-grid-down load-reference-poi nts-FI NAL. pdf 
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Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Students in this program complete many projects throughout their studies culminating in a 

capstone student-teaching experience. Here are two examples. 

A) MATH 325 College Geometry Project and Portfolio 

Students complete a geometry project in Geometer's Sketchpad using what they learned in an 

independent lesson on symmetry. Examples of some past projects are attached. The projects 

must include concepts of symmetry and transformational geometry. Students also complete a 

portfolio that includes their best proofs and constructions and reflects on the learning process. 

An example of a student portfolio is attached. 

B) MATH 207 Statistics Project and Paper 

Students are required to do a project and paper where they collect data, use inferential 

statistics and write a final report. The project description, rubric, and some examples of 

student work are attached. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Mathematics Elementary Education 4-column Report 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 13 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of It shows the four column report was completed. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Program Four Column 

Program (eoIS) - Mathematics Elementary Ed BS 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Brian Snyder 

Mission Statement: The School of Mathematics and Computer Science offers baccalaureate degree programs in mathematics and computer science that are designed to develop 
students? full potential and to prepare graduates for professional careers, and also to provide them with the background needed to pursue further study in graduate school. 

The School also offers computer-related associate?s degrees, designed to prepare graduates for employment in technologically challenging positions in business and industry. 

The School provides general education support in mathematics for all academic programs across the University. 

Finally, the School provides important foundational support in mathematics and computer science to the various academic programs offered within other units of the University. 

Student Learning Assessment Criteria & 
Outcomes Procedures 

Mathematical Processes and Number Direct - Exam/Quiz - Standardized -
Concepts - Candidates will be able to The Mathematical Processes and 
use mathematical processes, 
axiomatic systems, computing, 
algorithms, and logical reasoning to 
solve problems and communicate 
mathematical ideas. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid-
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: ILOl - Formal 
Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 

Number Concepts subarea scores on 
the MITC Mathematics (EX) Subject 
Test will be analyzed 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score 3 or higher on the subarea 
score 

presentations., IL03 - Analysis and Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
Synthesis - Students will organize course - Candidates in MATH 325 
and synthesize evidence, ideas, or College Geometry are asked to 
works of imagination to answer an define undefined terms, axioms and 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students scored 3 or higher (04/21/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
No majors in this program took the MITC exam this year. 
(One person pursuing a minor in Mathematics Elementary 
Teaching took the exam and had a subscore in this area of 
4.) (04/22/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of the students scored 7 or above. (05/05/2017) 

08/31/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results ] 
Use of Result: While there are no 
concerns about the scores, we will 
work in the Fall of 2018 to develop 
a new plan for recruitment into 
this program. Only two students 
from this program took the exam 
this year. (04/21/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns at this time. 
(08/31/2017) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns at this time. We will 
assess again in the Spring of 2019. 
(05/05/2017) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

open-ended question, draw a 
conclusion, achieve a goal, or create 
a substantial work of art. 
Revision Notes: Alignment to 
Standards: 
InTASC: Standards 4 and 5 
MOE Mathematics Secondary: 1.1, 
1.2, 1.3, 1.5.1, 1.5.9, 1.5.12, 1.5.13, 
1.6,2.2 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

theorems in geometry, describe 
their role in axiomatic systems and 
to provide an example of each 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score 7 or more points on the 
scoring guide. 
Schedule/Notes: MATH 325 is an 
alternate year course. 

Related Documents: 

MATH 325 Undefined Terms Axioms 
Theorems Scoring Guide.docx 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in CSCI 105 
Introduction to Computer 
Programming will be able to acquire 
data and then transform that data 
using mathematical calculations 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 70% or above 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
60.9% of the students were able to acquire the data and 
78.5% of the students were able to transform the data using 
mathematical calculations with a score of 70% or above. 
(05/01/2018) 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
course - Students in MATH 103 Goal met: No 

08/31/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results J 

Use of Result: The ability to 
Acquire Data failed to meet 
expectations. This outcome is also 
reflected in the Student Learning 
Outcomes for the overall CSCl105 
course. As a result, both the 
outcomes related to the School of 
Education and the outcomes 
related directly to this course 
indicate a potential disconnect in 
the course. The students 
performed well on Transform 
Data using a Mathematical 
Calculation. This does not reflect 
the core competency in the topic 
of the course: programming. For 
the Fall 2018 semester, a new 
textbook will be selected to 
strengthen the emphasis upon 
programming and data 
processing. This change is driven 
not just from this particular 
assessment, but also the SLO 
assessment from past offerings of 
the course. 
(05/01/2018) 

Use of Result: In the Fall of 2018, 
we will reinforce (through in class 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
[Number Systems and Problem 
Solving for Elementary Teachers] are 
able to describe and justify 
algorithms used in elementary 
school. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students are 
successful 

Patterns, Algebraic Relationships and Direct - Exam/Quiz - Standardized -
Functions - Candidates will be able to The Patterns, Algebraic 

describe, analyze, and generalize Relationships, and Functions subarea 
patterns, algebraic relationships and scores on the MITC Mathematics 
functions using the tools of algebra (EX) Subject Test will be analyzed. 
and calculus. Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
Goal Status: Active score 3 or higher on this subarea. 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid-
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL03 -
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a concluSion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 
Revision Notes: Alignment to 
Standards: InTASC: Standards 4 and 
5 MOE Mathematics Secondary: 1.1, 
1.2, 1.3, 1.5.1, 1.5.9, 1.5.12, 1.6, 2.2 
Assessment Year: AY17-18 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 151 
Calculus I are asked to create a 
function that models a given verbal 

description, then use calculus to find 
an optimal solution to a problem. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 4 or higher on the scoring 
guide. 

Related Documents: 

Candidates in MATH 151 Calculus I 
Modeling Scoring Guide.docx 

Assessment Results 

56% of the students could complete this task and 88% were 
partially successful in that they were able to 
describe/replicate the algorithm but could not fully justify 
it. (05/01/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students made a 3 or higher. (04/21/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
No majors in this program took the exam this year. (One 
minor in Mathematics Elementary Teaching took the exam 
and scored a 4 in this subarea.) (04/22/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
68% of the students scored 4 or higher. (06/01/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 

08/31/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

activities) the justification of 
algorithms. We will also develop a 
rubric for grading this Key 
Assessment that can be used 
across multiple sections. 
(08/31/2018) 

Use of Result: While there are no 
concerns about the scores, we will 
work in the Fall of 2018 to develop 
a new plan for recruitment into 
this program. Only two students 
from this program took the exam 
this year. (04/21/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns at this time. 
(04/22/2017) 

Use of Result: A majority of the 
students were able to find the 
correct model and locate the 
extrema, though many of these 
did not put units on their answers. 
For those who were not success, 
the biggest issue was going from a 
multivariable equation to a single 
variable function. In the Fall of 
2018, we will emphasize model 
creation in the lecture, give a 
formative assessment quiz over 
the section and provide the 
students with the rubric before 
the summative assessment. 
(06/01/2018 ) 

Use of Result: The goal was met, 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Measurement and Geometry -
Candidates will be able to apply 
geometric principles in Euclidean, 
analytic, transformational and vector 
geometry to analyze geometric 
objects, form conjectures, solve 
problems and prove theorems. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 

08/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 152 
Calculus II are asked to find the 
interval and radius of converge for a 
power series. 
Criteria Target: At least 70% of 
students will score 5 or higher on the 
scoring guide. 

Related Documents: 

MATH 152 Calculus II Power Series 
Scoring Guide.docx 

Direct - Group project, collaborative 
learning - Candidates in MATH 103 
[Number Systems and Problem 
Solving for Elementary Teachers] are 
able to state a function given a list of 
values, such as an arithmetic 
sequence or other linear function . 
Criteria Target: 70% of students are 
able to determine the function with 
6 or fewer inputs. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - Standardized -
The Measurement and Geometry 
subarea scores on the MTTC 
Mathematics (EX) Subject Test will 
be analyzed. 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score 3 or higher on this subarea. 

Assessment Results 

Goal met: Yes 
71% scored 4 or higher. (05/05/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
64% of students scored 5 or higher. (06/01/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
75% of students were able to determine t he funct ion in 6 or 
fewer steps. (50% were able to do so in 4 or fewer steps.) 
(01/01/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of majors scored 3 or higher. (04/21/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
No majors in this program took the exam this year. (One 
minor in Mathematics Elementary Teaching took the exam 
and scored a 3 in this subarea .) (04/22/2017) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results ~ 
we will monitor again in the Fall of 
2017. (05/05/2017) 

Use of Result: There were no 
elementary education majors in 
the class, so the 64% was the 
overall class percentage. The 
largest area of difficulty was 
solving absolute value inequalities 
algebraically. In the Fall of 2018, 
faculty will provide an extra 
algebra review over solving 
absolute value inequalities and 
see if this improves student 
performance. (06/01/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns at this time. We will 
reassess in Fall of 2018. 
(01/01/2018) 

Use of Result: While there are no 
concerns about the scores, we will 
work in the Fall of 2018 to develop 
a new plan for recru itment into 
this program. Only two students 
from this program took t he exam 
this year. (04/21/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns at this time. 
(04/22/2017) 
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Student Learning Assessment Criteria & A R I U ,E R I ~ 
P d 

ssessment esu ts se oJ esu ts 
Outcomes race ures 

process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem., IL03 - Analysis 
and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclUSion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 
Revision Notes: Alignment to 
Standards: In TASC: Standards 4 and 
5 MDE Mathematics Secondary: 1.1, 
1.2,1.3,1.5.3,1.5.4,1.5.5,1.5.9 

08/31/2018 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course· Candidates in MATH 325 
College Geometry are asked to 
construct a geometric object, form a 
conjecture about the object and 
then prove their conjectures. 
Criteria Target: 805 of students will 
score 3 or higher on the scoring 
Schedule/Notes: MATH 325 is an 
alternate year course. 

Related Documents: 

MATH 325 Construction Con jecture 
~[QQf Scoring Guide.docx 

Direct· Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 305 
Linear Algebra will be able to find 
eigenvalues, eigenvectors for alinear 
transformation. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
earn 7 out of 10 possible points. 
Schedule/Notes: Available Points: 
Students are able to find the 
eigenvalues: 4 points. Students are 
able to find an eigenvector: 3 points. 
Students are able to find the other 
eigenvector: 3 points. MATH 305 is 
an alternate year course. 

Direct· Exam/Quiz· within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 152 
will be able to apply integration 
methods to find area. 

Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 70% or higher. 

Related Documents: 

ATH 152 Calculus II Area.docx 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: No 
50% of students earned 3 or more points on a problem in 
Euclidean geometry. 
100% of students earned 3 or more points on a problem in 
coordinate geometry. (05/01/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017·2018 
Goal met: Yes 
73% of students scored 70% or above. (01/01/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017·2018 
Goal met: Yes 
88% of students scored 70% or higher. (05/01/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
86% of students scored 70% or higher. (05/05/2017) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Result: The students met 
expectations in coordinate 
geometry. There were only 4 
people in the course. On the 
problem in Euclidean geometry, 
two of the students made a false 
conjecture and were thus unable 
to prove it. They were more 
successful correcting the problem 
outside of class when time wasn't 
an issue. In the Spring of 2019, 
we will seek to address this issue 
by helping students further 
develop strategies for testing their 
conjectures before writing proofs. 
(05/01/2017) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. We will assess again in the 
Fall of 2019. (01/01/2018) 

Use of Result: 21 out of 33 
students earned a perfect score 
on this objective, so there are no 
major concerns. (05/05/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns with this objective. 
(05/05/2017) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Data Analysis, Statistics, Probability, 
and Discrete Mathematics -
Candidates will be able to organize, 
analyze and interpret data, sets and 
relations using the tools of statistics, 
probability and discrete mathematics. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom) 
Institutional Learning: IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem., IL03 - Analysis 
and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 
Revision Notes: Alignment to 
Standards: InTASC: Standards 4 and 
5 MOE Mathematics Secondary: 1.1, 
1.2,1.3, l.4, l.5.6, l.5.7, l.5.11, 
1.5.12, 2.2 

08/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 104 
[Geometry and Measurement for 
Elementary Teachers) are able to use 
similar triangles and the 
Pythagorean Theorem to solve real 
world problems. 
Criteria Target: 80% of students are 
successful. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - Standardized -
The Data Analysis, Statistics, 
Probability and Discrete 
Mathematics subarea scores on the 
MTTC Mathematics (EX) Subject Test 
will be analyzed. 
Criteria Target: 80% of students will 
score a 3 or higher on this subarea. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 

course - Candidates in CSCI 105 
[Introduction to Computer 
Programming) will be able to present 
and display data and then document 
and describe the results. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 70% or above. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
93% of the class was successful. (05/01/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students made a 3 or higher. (04/21/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
No majors in this program took the exam this year. (One 
minor in Mathematics Elementary Teaching took the exam 
and scored a 4 in this subarea.) (04/22/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
56.5% on Present and Display Data 
73.1% on Document and Describe Data (05/01/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns with this key 
assessment. (05/01/2018) 

Use of Result: While there are no 
concerns about the scores, we will 
work in the Fall of 2018 to develop 
a new plan for recruitment into 
this program. Only two students 
from this program took the exam 
this year. (04/21/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns at this time. 
(04/22/2017) 

Use of Result: The ability to 

Present or Display Data failed to 
meet expectations. This outcome 
is also reflected in the Student 
Learning Outcomes for the overall 
CSCI 105 course. As a result, both 
the outcomes related to the 
School of Education and the 
outcomes related directly to this 
course indicate a potential 
disconnect in the course. The 
students met the expectations for 
Document or Describe the Results. 
This does not reflect the core 
competency in the topic of the 
course: programming. For the Fall 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Instructional Choices - Candidates 
make instructional choices that 
reflect the integrated nature of 
mathematical concepts and 
mathematical practices within and 
among the mathematical domains. 
Goal Status: Act ive 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: ILOl - Formal 
Communication· Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 

08/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Candidates in MATH 207 
[Principles of Statistical Methods] 
will be able to calculate empirical 
probabilities given data. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students will 
score 7 or higher on a 10 point scale. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017·2018 
Goal met: Yes 
73.8% score 7 or above. (05/01/2018) 

""'''-. -""'-- "--",_.'-'-'-'--- --.. -- .-- ....................... " ......... -
Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
79.8% scored 7 or above. (05/01/2017) 

----------------------
Direct - Group project, collaborative Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
learning - Candidates in MATH 207 Goal met: Yes 
[Principles of Statistical Methods will 77.5% scored 70% or above. (05/01/2018) 
complete a descriptive statistics 
project. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students 
scored 70% or above. 

Related Documents: 

Candidates in EDUC 420 [Math 
Methods for Elementary Teachers] 
will complete a unit plan. 
Criteria Target: At least 80% of 
students will score a 3 or higher on 
each section of the Unit Plan Rubric. 

Related Documents: 

Unit Plan Assessment.docx 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
90.8% scored 70% or above. (05/01/2017) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students scored 3 or higher on each section of the 
Unit Plan Rubric. (05/01/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

2018 semester, a new textbook 
will be selected to strengthen the 
emphasis upon programming and 
data processing. This change is 
driven not just from this particular 
assessment, but also the 5LO 
assessment from past offerings of 

the course. (05/01/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns. (05/01/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns. (05/01/2017) 

Use of Result: There are no major 
concerns. In the Fall 2018, there 
are plans to have at least three 
meetings with each group to 
discuss their progress. 

(05/01/2018) 

Use of Result: There are no 

concerns. (05/01/2017) 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns with student 
ach ievement. With regards to this 
assessment, asking for three key 
learnings can be challenging. 
Rather than scoring the unit plan 
based on how many, the quality of 
the key learnings should be what 
is important, so two truly key 
learnings may be better than a 
laundry list of key learnings that 
may not be clearly related to t he 
unit plan. (05/01/2018) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

ideas in written and oral 
presentations., IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurately 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem., IL03 - Analysis 
and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. , 
IL04 - Professional Responsibility
Students will demonstrate the ability 
to apply professional ethics and 
intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 
Revision Notes: Alignment with 
Standards: InTasc: Standards 6, 7, 8. 
MDE Mathematics Secondary: 2.2, 
2.4, 2.5, 3.1 

08/31/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
100% of students scored 3 or higher in each section of the 
rubric. (05/01/2017) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: There are no 
concerns with student 
achievement. The assessment 
focuses on the content knowledge 
needed to structure unit plans and 
develop student leaning. This 
allows the instructor to perceive 
the strength of the teacher 
candidates' knowledge of the 
content to be taught. 
(05/01/2017) 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching and 
Filename (if emailed): Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Elementary Teaching Program 

Review 

This documentation is relevant to 14 and 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of It shows assessment and narrative related to program assessment 
the file and its value as evidence and it shows alignment with standards. 
supporting program review: 
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Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching and Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Elementary 
Teaching Program Reviews 

Submitted By: Dr. Kimberly Muller, Chair, School of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Date Submitted: August 9, 2016 

1. Mission/Vision 
The Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching and the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Elementary 
Teaching are programs of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science. Throughout this docum'ent we will refer to 
the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching degree as M-ST and the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics 
Elementary Teaching degree as M-ET. The M-ST and M-ET programs have been in place since 1994. Historically, LSSU 
had a similar program to the M-ST program from 1971 to 1981. You can find a partial history of the program up to 2004 
(with some additional narrative and revisions made in 2006) at http://math.lssu.edu/prpe. In addition, this webpage has 
information on the content standards, pass rates of the accreditation examination up until 2004 and a detailed program 
philosophy. . 

An attempt was made initially to create two separate program reviews for these two programs, but after writing several 
pages of each, it was found that programs were so similar that the two documents were in many sections nearly identical. 
After the Chair's consultations with Associate Provost Myton and Dean Fiebelkorn on June 20, 2016, it was decided to 
create one document. Where there are large differences, these will be noted. If a difference is minor a subscript of ST or 
ET will be used. 

The current program objectives for the two programs were developed in 2009 under the leadership of Professor Sherry 
Duesing. The objectives for the two programs are identical. 

Program Objectives 
Upon completion of a Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics: secondary teaching (or elementary teaching),.from Lake Superior 
State University, students will be able to: 
1. Demonstrate a fundamental and foundational knowledge of mathematics by developing quantitative and abstract reasoning 

skills in order to build a conceptual understanding of logical structures and axiomatic systems. 
2. Demonstrate technical mathematical skills in the areas of algebra, geometry, calculus, and statistics for solving problems. 
3. Use their knowledge of the historical background of mathematics in enriching their own lives and the lives of their future 

students. 
4. Use software and other technology to solve problems. 
5. Use their acquired skills in the pursuit of a job and/ or graduate school. 
6. Create mathematical models and use their mathematical and analytical skills to solve real-world problems. 
7. Continue to acquire new knowledge for life-long learning in pursuit of their professional and personal goals. 
8. Communicate mathematically in their profession and the broader community. 
9. Make connections of mathematical ideas to other ideas both inside of and outside of mathematics. 

The similarity between the two degrees is largely due to the similarity to the "Content Guidelines/Standards" matrices for 
the two certification programs that were instituted by the Michigan State Board of Education in 2000. The State of 
Michigan guidelines can be found at htrp:/lwww.michig:m.gov/ mde/ 0.4615.7-140-5683 6368-24835--,OO.htrnl while our 
specific program matrices can be found on the website http://math.lssu.edu/prpe. The course mappings in the matrices 
were created by professors, Sherry Duesing, Lorraine Gregory and Brian Snyder in 2006. There are very few differences 
between the K-8 and 7-12 Mathematics subject areas and both lead to the Mathematics (EX) endorsement. The test 
objectives for the certification exams (Michigan Test for Teacher Certification - MITC) can be found at 
http://www.mttc.nesinc.com/ MI viewFW opener.asp. There are some specific content differences due to the grade level 
of the students. 

LSSU Mission Statement 
Our miJ,rion at Lake Superior S tate University is to help students develop tbeirfull potential. We launch students on paths to rewarding careers and 

productive. satisjjing lives. We serve the regional, state, national and global communities ry contributing to the growth, dissemination, and application of 
knowledge. 

Our mathematics programs for future elementary and secondary teachers introduce students to a broad range of both pure 
and applied mathematics, as well as both continuous and discrete, throughout their four years of studYr The M-ET degree 
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also provides those students with the foundational knowledge required of all elementary education majors. The topics are 
aligned with the Michigan State Board of Education content guidelines as illustrated by the Program Review done in 2006. 
In the M-ST degree we've had a 100% placement rate for students in this program over the last five years. In the last two 
years we've had students who graduated in December obtain mid-year full-time employment in the field. For the M-ET, 
degree we've had very few students over the last five years, but those who graduated had 1!Il!llediate career placement. (For 
more information see sections 3 and 4 on "Demand" and "Quality".) Because of our emphasis very early in MATH 103ET, 

MATH 104ET, MATH 215 and MATH 216sT on inquiry-based, student-centered learning and our requirement of passing 
the licensure exam (l'vfITC) and student teaching before graduation, our graduates exit LSSU with the ability to both think 
IndCpl."llJcnth anu communicate their ideas effectively. As teachers, our graduates join a workforce that has dissemination 
as II. priman goal. 

LSSU Vision Statement 
Our programs grow and evolve in wl!Ys that keep our graduates at the cutting edge rif technological and sodetal advances. As such, 1I'e will be viewed 0J our 
constituents as: 

• The preferred regional choice for students who seek a quality education which provides a competitive edge in an 
evolving job market. 

• An institution where relevant concepts are taught by quality faculty, and are paired \vith pmLflcal rcal-"orld cxpenence 
to provide a well-rounded education. 

• An institution which capitalizes on its location to instill graduates with an understanding of environmental issues and an 
overarching desire to be responsible stewards of the environment. 

• A University that is highly student centered and empowers all students to realize their highest individual potential. 

Our program also supports the University Vision in several different ways. One of our program outcomes is that graduates 
should be able to "use software and other technology to solve problems". Several of our classes support this outcome 
including Elementary Statistics, Linear Algebra, College Geometry, Mathematical Modeling and Principles of Programming. 
As for quality faculty, except in rare cases, all of our program courses are taught by faculty who hold a 'doctorate in a field of 
pure or applied mathematics, statistics or mathematics education. The rare exceptions include courses where there is a co
teacher with a terminal degree in a related field, such as engineering. All of these faculty members have publications in their 
respective fields, one had a previous successful career at a tier one university, one has had prior K-12 experience, one has 
had more than 50 publications since coming to LSSU, two have received teaching awards, and one has co-authored a 
textbook in his field. \norher program outcom.e 1~ for succes~ful graduate, ro "crcatt' mathematical models and use their 
mathematical and analytical skills to ;;nke rcal-\vorlJ problems." M:llly of our c()ur~es have course ()bfecti\'e~ tied to this 
prot,rram outcome, includmg \L\TII 1031 J, 10411, 15l. 152, 207, 25 L ,', 31Osl, and "W 1 Si. In parncular. in the ;\1 ST 
program, '\l:\TH 401 has:l cla~s project where the student:; work wvelhcr LO wh (' a current problem. In 2016 their class 
project wa~ to de:;ign a mathemattcalmodel that would "pccltlcalh- hLip I SSU. One of our greatest areas of strength is the 
individual attention that our students receive. All of our classes are small with 30 or fewer students. W'hen one compares 
this with larger state universities, which have large lecture classes for Hrst year students, we are able to provide a uniquely 
student-centered atmosphere in the classroom. Our introductory proof sequence has 15 or fewer students and is typically 
taught using inquiry based learning. This is a very student-centered approach where students present the material to each 
other. In MATH 325, the students work in groups though activities both in the classroom and in the computer lab to form 
conjectures and build their own axiomatic system. For the elementary education students, MATH103 and 104 are taught 
using problem-based learning rather than direct instruction. Our program was the preferred regional choice in M-ST for 
many years. In fact, a large percentage of the area middle school and high school mathematics teachers are LSSU graduates. 
In 2011-2012, the teacher education programs at LSSU were placed on probation by the Michigan Department of 
Education. At the time our M-ST and M-ET pass rates had been between 89% (due to one student) and 100% for many 
years, but our programs took a large hit in enrollment that year and saw continued declines. While we don't think we can 
claim the status of preferred regional choice currently, our students have had an outstanding record on the certification 
exam and in job placement for many years. This would be an excellent area to promote as a program of distinction. 

Several areas of the Strategic Plan are supported by our program. Some of these are emerging and others are more 
established. 
2.1 LSSU will increase enrollment. For the last two years we have offered a Field Day experience for area high school 
students where we introduced students to topics in mathematics and computer science using hands-on activities. We also 
contacted admitted students after they were accepted, made new brochures and power point slides for our programs, 
increased the visibility of our Pi Day activities and saw a large increase in admitted students for this program. Last year 
there were 10 admits to these programs compared to 0 the year before and one the previous year. Sadly, this year we have 
seen a reversal of that trend. 
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2.5 LSSU will graduate students who have had an exceptionally good university experience. The one-on-one attention that 
our graduates receive gives them a chance to exceed beyond expectations. Students learn from instructors with a variety of 
experiences, including K-12 teaching experience and others involved in teacher professional development. They become 
involved in the content using inquiry based learning and problem solving, not just listening to lectures. Students are 
prepared for the classroom by extensive field experience and student teaching opportunities. 
4.1 LSSU will increase high-impact educational experiences in BS/BA degree programs. Our students learn using inquiry
based learning and problem solving. Our students complete projects in MATH 207, MATH 321, MATH 325, MATH 
341sT. They have several hands-on classroom experiences, as well as student teaching. 
4.3 LSSU will improve the tracking process of graduate success. We have been tracking our graduates' placements three 
months after graduation since 2012 and have increased efforts to track them later. 
4.5 LSSU will prepare graduates who are ready for professional certifications or licensure. Our students are prepared to 
take MTIC certification exam since the course work required in the programs correlates to the objectives for the licensure 
exams (MTfC). The current pass-rate for the secondary and elementary exam in 100% for those majoring (not minoring) 
in these areas. 
4.6 LSSU will increase the number of students participating in professional conferences and workshops. Several of our 
students have attended Math Teachers' Circle meetings. Three students attended the Michigan Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics conference July 2015. 
6.1 LSSU will define assessment and engage in meaningful, institutionalized assessment activities. Our school has been 
doing course assessment with well-established objectives for many years. Our program assessment has improved gready 
over the last four years. 
6.2 LSSU will utilize appropriate and developing technology to facilitate effective and enriched learning experiences across 
the campus community This is an area in which we excel. In fact we purchased and used many technologies such as i
Pads, tablets and document cameras before they were more widely available across campus. We also use many educational 
and commercial software packages in our courses to enhance student understanding of difficult mathematical concepts. 

There are several areas that distinguish these programs from our main competitors in the state. One is the small class size, 
especially at the calculus level. A second is the number of courses that have opportunities for the students to present the 
material that they are learning to their peers, giving them ample opportunities to practice communicating mathematics 
before they begin their student teaching. Also, the fact that our program is housed in the mathematics department (as 
opposed to education) provides a level of mathematical rigor that facilitates a deeper understanding of the core content 
areas. 

2. Productivity 
The faculty and adjuncts in mathematics teach a large percentage of classes that are not required by our majors. Because all 
of the faculty teach courses that are both in the program and out of the program, gauging productivity can be difficult. 
Because of this we have tried to use several different measures. First, we will take a look at instructional load for courses 
with the MATH prefix. This includes developmental courses (MATH 087, MATH 088, MATH 102) and general education 
courses (1vfATH 110, MATH 111, MATH 131, MATH 207). Of these general education courses only MATH 207 is 
required in these programs. There is also a course that is taught as service to business and science (1vfATH 112), courses 
only required by the Elementary Education and M-ET programs (1vfATH 103 and MATH 104) and courses that are filled 
by a variety of majors including Mathematics, M-ET, M-ST, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Physical Science (1vfATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 251sT, MATH 310ST). The 
only courses in these programs under review that are not included in other non-teaching programs are MATH 321 and 
MATH 325. Using data from two consecutive academic years (2014-2015 and 2015-2016) the mathematics faculty load can 
be broken down as follows: 

• Developmental-25.7% 
• General Education-36.1 % 
• Service to business and science-7.3% 
• Courses only required for all Elementary Education majors and M-ET-3.0% 
• M-ST and M-ET Only-l.4% 
• M-ST and M-ET with Heavy Service-18.6% 
• B.S. in Mathematics and M-ST Only-2.7% 
• B.S. in Mathematics, M-ET and M-ST -2.1 % 
• B.S. in Mathematics Only-3.2% 

Only 1.4% of our mathematics faculty instructional load is used exclusively for these two programs. That is approximately 
3.2 load hours per year. Additionally, only 4.8% of the load is used by this program without also being required for general 
education or engineering which significandy increases the student credit hour/load hour ratio for those courses. This 
represents 10.5 load hours per year for these programs, along with the B.S in Mathematics. (This fue is in tracdat.) Note 
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that none of the courses used for the M-ET program are exclusive to that program. In correspondence with Dean 
Fiebelkorn about whether or not this program should be deleted for low enroilment, one of the reasons she gave for 
keeping this program was, ''Provided we keep the elementary math minor, the elementary education program period, and 
the secondary math major, then there are no unique courses that are offered only for the elementary math major." 

A second measure of productivity is from Professor Collette Coullard's Spring 2015-2016 Cost-Revenue Analysis. In her 
analysis, based on classroom discussions with Associate Provost David Myton and Interim Vice President of Finance 
Morrie Walworth, she took into consideration tuition, state funding, the tuition plateau, discounted tuition, State of 
Michigan Contributions, auxiliary funds, faculty salary, faculty benefits and 50% overhead. The Cost-Revenue analysis for 
those instructors who predominantly teach mathematics courses was a net revenue of $951,887 and for the department as a 
whole was $1,111,013. In the discussions during Professor Coullard's presentation of her class's research, President Pleger 
mentioned that one measure of cost effectiveness would be whether or not each faculty member's revenue from student 
credit hours to instructional load (taking into consideration all of the above variables) made a profit. Each mathematics 
faculty member does so according to this analysis. 

Along those same lines, a third measure of productivity would be the ratio of student credit hours to faculty contract hour. 
The following table tracks data from 2006-2016. The numbers in blue represent the ratio of student credit hours to faculty 
contract hours in the Fall and the numbers highlighted in red are from Spring. The average of the Fall ratios is 26.6 with a 
standard deviation of 2.0 and the average of the Spring ratios is 23.9 with a standard deviation of 1.9. Even though there 
has been some . an attempt has been made to adjust offering patterns to compensate for enrollment declines. 
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A fourth measure is the next comparison, t~ the left, with 
other academic areas (as separated by the load report summary 
on the 0:\ drive). It was made using the summary for 2015-
2016. Because of our heavy service load our ratio of student 
credit hours per faculty instructional load hours is the 3rd 
highest division on campus and our ratio of student credit hour 
per faculty contract hour is also the 3rd highest division on 
campus. (Instructional load does not include release time and 
Faculty Contract Hours do. Some areas receive a larger 
percentage of release time than others.) This data deals with 
instructional load. 
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A shortcoming of the above measures is that they show that the faculty members who teach courses in these programs are 
productive, but they don't show specifically what is happening in the program courses. The next table is an attempt to track 
course enrollment numbers for the program courses. The courses with bold yellow font have undergone changes to their 
course offering pattern in the last few years in order to either save money or make the course load easier on students taking 
multiple mathematics courses. 

M-E r and B.S. in Elementary Education 64 49 30 30 36 8 17 

M-ET, M-ST, Service and General Educat ion 220 253 295 268 243 197 192 

M-ET and M-ST Only 32 l J) _ 31 5 IS 16 I 

iYl ma·~d/or! fV! 5.TLwit !1 ~a rg~ S~[vlce_Corn.p g nent~~~~~~I~ 
M-ST and/or M-ET, with B.S. in Mathematics 54 64 39 53 40 2.1 32 

M-ST Jnd/or M-rT, with other Education Degree, 412 405 306 196 175 128 

The other enrollment numbers come from the following general education or program requirements. ,The following 
courses are specifically required by other majors (than M-ET or M-S1). 
11ATH 103 & MATH lO4--Elementary Education 

136 

11ATH 207--General Education, Athletic Training, Biochemistry, Computer Networking, Computer Science, Criminal 
Justice (Corrections, Criminalistics, Generalist, Homeland Security, Law Enforcement, Loss Control, Public Safety), 
Electrical Engineering Technology, Environmental Science, Exercise Science, Fire Science, Forensic Chemistry, Geology, 
Industrial Technology, Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical Laboratory Science, Nursing, Parks and 
Recreation, Physical Science ' 
11ATH 151 & MATH 152-Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, 
Mechanical Engineering, Physical Science 
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MATH 251, MATH 310-Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Mechanical Engineering 

Other than the courses in dark green, all other courses serve students in multiple majors. For those courses in dark green, 
two of them are alternate year offerings. This is only 6.3333 load hours over a two year period. Students have a choice 
between EDUC 442 and EDUC 452, but only EDUC 452 has been offered in recent years because it can be prorated. Our 
programs have very few expenses that are program specific. The needed software licenses, computers, instructional 
technologies and paper usage are more than covered by our course fees. It would seem the costs to the university are 
minimal, especially considering our large service role. 

The following table shows the 10-year enrollment data for these two programs. Also included are the ,enrollments in the 
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics degree because 10 of the required courses for that program are also in the M-ST 
program.) We have included the minors because these students contribute to the enrollment in the courses. 

~ 
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As you can see by looking at the "Fall 2012" 
line, the fact that the education programs at 
LSSU were put on probation in 2012 
impacted the enrollment in our programs and 
we have yet to recover. It is concerning that 
the majors dropped precipitously, but it is 
equally concerning that the Minor in 
Mathematics Elementary Teaching did as 
well. Since most of the courses overlap, our 
course enrollment and course offering 
patterns have been impacted. As noted 
earlier, prior to that year, these were regional 
programs of choice. We should consider 
ways that we can return the numbers to their 
prior levels. We believe that one of the best 
ways would be to advertise our high pass 
rates on the MTTC exam. 

To be consistent with last year's B.S. in Mathematics program review an attempt was made to use the Ipeds database from 
the National Center for Educational Statistics to compare our enrollment with the 15 public universiti~s in Michigan but in 
Ipeds, the data for all education majors was combined in one total and we were unable to separate by discipline. 

The table to the right shows degree 
conferral. The table contains M
ET, M-ST and the B.S. in 
Mathematics because before 2009, 
the institutional data was combined 
for some of these programs. 
We've separated out the data in 
those years using Anchor Access 
and commencement programs, but 
if you do your own report in 
Argos, it will combine some of the 
data. 

On a national level, data is collected every decade. According to the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences 2010 
survey at http://www.ams.orv I profession I data I cbms-survey I cbms201 0, there were a total of 3,614 degrees in mathematics 
education awarded in 2009-2010. (This is the last year that data is available.) There were 2774 four-year institutions in that 
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year, giving an average of 1.3 related mathematics education degrees per four year institution. (One commercial 
website seems to indicate that only around 1700 of these have programs in mathematics education bringing the ratio to 2.1, 
but we were not able to verify this number on a more dependable public site.) Our total degrees awarded for those 
programs is typically around 2, making us only slightly higher (or lower) than average. 

Using Argos to estimate the terms to graduation for these two programs, the average was 9.09 terms for majors in this 
program over the period from 2009-2014 and 8.30 for LSSU graduates as a whole (more recent data appears to be 
unavailable in Argos). Since these students need student teaching in order to graduate, this difference is not surprising. In a 
2014 report from Al Case in Admissions, the overall FIIC retention rate from Fall 2010-2014 at LSSU was 70.40% and for 
the M-ST degree it was 83.30%. (No number was provided for M-ET and this report is not available in Argos. We made 
an attempt to obtain more recent numbers from Annette Hackbarth-Onson in Admissions who referred us to Vice 
President Morrie Walworth. At the time of this writing, no new data has been made available.) 

3. Internal and External Program Demand 
External Demand: 

Mathematics is a high need area for high school and middle school math teachers. According to the Occupational Outlook 
Handbook of the Bureau of Labor Statistics there will be a growth of 6% in the demand for high school and middle school 
teachers from 2014-2024. 

According to the National Center for Educational Statistics, 15% of secondary level teachers are Mathematics teachers. Just 
less than 2% of elementary teachers focus on mathematics while 62% teach several subjects, including mathematics. 
(Source: hllp s: l/nces.ed.gov /pro~rrams / di~ est/d13 / tables , dt13 209.10.asp, accessed June 28, 2016). The Occupational 
Outlook Handbook (OOH), issued by the Bureau of Labor and Statistics, projects the job outlook for teachers in all 
disciplines to "grow about as fast as the average" between 2008 and 2018, an estimated 13% in ten years. Across the 
country, public interest in the school system is on the rise and the federal government has increased spending for education. 
The need for highly qualified teachers continues to expand. . 

A table published by the National Center for Educational Statistics provided information regarding the percentage 
distribution of public elementary and secondary schools with a teaching vacancy in selected teaching fields, by the school's 
reported level of difficulty in filling the vacancy, teaching field, and locale: 2011-12. The information regarding mathematics 
teachers was that the percentage of schools with vacancies was 20% nationwide of which 1.1% could not be filled 2012-13. 
This was the fourth highest vacancy rate listed. Source: htrp:!/nces.ed.gov/ surveys/ ruraled/ tables / c.1.c.-1.asp 

Both programs are approved by Michigan Department of Education (MDE) and are two of four possible majors available at 
LSSU for prospective teachers. In addition, the success of the mathematical education students has consistently remained 
good. We feel that the decline in enrollment has more to do with the problems caused by probation in 2011-2012 and less 
to do with demand. The students who have graduated in recent years have all either been employed immediately or had 
employment offers, but chose to pursue other opportunities. 

Internal Demand: 
Refer back to page 5 for programs that require the M-ST or M-ET program courses. The largest constituents outside of 
mathematics are: 

• MATH 151 & MATH 152-Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Physical Science 

• MATH 251, MATH 310--Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering 

The table and lists on that page best represent internal demand. Another indication of demand is the enrollment of minors 
in these areas. All students must now take mathematics as part of their general education classes. As a result of this and 
other programs' requirements, most of the students enrolled in mathematics courses are not students majoring in M-ST, M
ET or the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics. 

4. Program Quality 

Mathematics introduces students to formal reasoning and, as a result, contributes to development of qualitative and 
quantitative analytic skills. The math department in its service role, as well as a major department, is proud to have 
promoted, to continue to promote, and to improve those indispensable skills for the entire LSSU comnlUnity and all LSSU 
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graduates. Over the years the department has recruited and retained strong mathematicians and mathematics educators as 
witnessed by their recent scientific and pedagogical output: 

• Dr. Grace Ngunkeng has published 3 refereed articles in the past 3 years, has presented her work at the 2013 Joint 
Mathematics Meetings, and has attended 6 conferences in the past 3 years. 

• Dr. Kimberly Muller has published 4 refereed articles and has presented her scholarly work at 15 meetings or 
workshops in the past 10 years. . 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has made 6 conference presentations in the past 10 years. 
• Dr. Brian Snyder has coauthored a textbook, published 1 refereed article, and attended 9 conferences in the past 10 

years. 

• Dr. Collette Coullard has published 5 refereed articles and made 2 conference presentations in the past 10 years. 

• Dr. George Voutsadakis has published 44 research articles and participated in 6 conferences in the past 10 years. 

It has developed a regional reputation and has strongly contributed to outreach activities promoting mathematics and 
mathematics education and, thus, increased the University's visibility and service in the community. Some examples of our 
state and regional involvement are: 

• Dr. Brian Snyder just fmished a year as chair of the Michigan Section of the Mathematical Ass.ociation of America, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard, Dr. Lorraine Gregory and Dr. Kimberly Muller, serve on the Eastern Upper Peninsula Math 

and Science Center Advisory Board, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard and Dr. Kimberly Muller serve on the planning committee for the Eastern Upper Peninsula 

Math Teachers' Circle, 
• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science hosted the Michigan Section of the Mathematical Association of 

America's annual meeting in 2013, 
• Dr. Lorraine Gregory, Dr. Kimberly Muller and Dr. Brian Snyder have taught professional development workshops 

in 4 different regions across the state, 
• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has been involved in several professional development activities for K-12 teachers in the 

Upper Peninsula, and the state, the most recent being two preconference professional development for MCTM, 
July 2015, 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has served as the VP for 4 year colleges for the Michigan Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, 

• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science has held two Field Day experiences for area high school 
students, an event we hope to repeat as an annual recruiting effort, 

• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science holds an annual Pi Day and math bowl for area middle school 
and high school students. 

Moreover, some of our majors have been among the highest GPA graduates and have been awarded University-wide 
distinctions, many with regular placement on the Dean's list and graduating cum laude, magna com laude or summa cum 
laude. Of the program's graduates over the last seven years, 42.9% graduated cum laude, 14.3% graduated magna cum 
laude, and 14.3% graduated summa cum laude. The average GPA was 3.56. Two have been awarded Faculty Association 
university-wide scholarships based on overall academic excellence. 

Several graduates have established and continue to distinguish themselves in their professions. We are providing three 
examples below. In addition to the quotes that we have included, we are grateful to these graduates for providing valuable 
feedback that can be used to strengthen our programs. Please note that two of these graduates received mid-year placement 
when a district was in a bind to fill a vacant position. However, they were both asked to return the following year to the 
same placement because of their excellent work. 

The first example is Andrew Doerr who graduated in December of 2014. Mr. Doerr was able to obtain a mid-year 
placement as a mathematics teacher and golf coach at Sacred Heart Academy in Mount Pleasant. When asked about his 
time here, he replied, "LSSU's Math Education program prepared me to teach a variety of classes. Going in to LSSU, I was 
not nearly as confident with the material that I was going to be teaching as I am now. The professors were there for me in 
and out of the classroom, and were always available for when I needed extra assistance. I am very appreciative of the 
professors and the people that I met at LSSU, and they definitely have had an impact on who I am today." 

Chris Ogren, who graduated from the M-ST program in 2013, worked at Kalamzoo Central High School as a 9th grade 
math teacher from October 2013-August 2015. In the Fall of 2015 he returned to his hometown to teach at Escanaba High 
School as a Geometry and AP Statistics teacher. When asked about his time here, Mr. Ogren said "I feel that at Lake 
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Superior State, I received an education that taught me all of the math I will need for being a teacher. I learned to not only 
memorize the necessary math skills, but also to think like a mathematician. I believe that the math faculty at LSSU did a 
great job of breaking math down to its fundamentals, and then building up to the more complex ideas: The program had a 
great balance of classes that challenged me on multiple levels. I especially look back and appreciate the things I learned in 
Math 215, College Geometry, History of Math, and Math Modeling. Most of my math classes were helpful, but those 4 are 
the classes I flnd myself referencing to students in my everyday teaching." 

One of our most recent graduates, Jessica Keilholtz, accepted a mid-year placement at the middle school in Cedarville after 
graduating in December of 2015. They asked her to return next fall and she has accepted the position. Ms. Keilholtz said, 
"my content knowledge was strong enough that my only worry was classroom management and I had 'enough people to 
have my back that I made it through alright." She also indicated that her student teaching position in Brimley taught her to 
"handle a lot of situations so I felt well prepared." She said that, "The class that helped me the most would be the college 
geometry class. Being able to deflne shapes and show how to create them using technology was very useful." 

Through feedback from these students, one area where we could support them more is outside of the mathematical content 
area. For example Ms. Keilholtz relied on her new colleagues to teach her where to f111d educational resources. Finding 
new approaches to teaching difflcult topics was sometimes a challenge for her. There are many web sites that provide these 
educational resources and/or tips. This could perhaps be added to the Methods course or to a series of seminars. 

The Mathematics Education program was originally approved by the Michigan Department of Education in 1998. It was 
reapproved in 2006. In 2012, 6 programs in education were suspended by the state of Michigan and others were 
discontinued. Mathematics was not one of these programs. While the pass rate for the suspended programs on the state 
licensure exams was low, the pass rate for mathematics has remained high, typically above 90% for secondary education and 
recendy, 100%. This compares to the state pass rate for secondary mathematics of 96.5%. There have been too few 
elementary mathematics majors taking the test (3 or fewer). More speciflc data is in the Program Assessment section. 
Following the suspension of programs in 2012, the School of Education sought out and completed accreditation by the 
national accrediting body for schools of education - The Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). 
This was successfully granted in October 2013. The School of Education continues to succeed, with recent ratings from the 
Department of Education being among the highest in the state. (ht[p: llwww.lssu.edu/ education / accessed June 29,2016) 

Our programs compare favorably in its depth and quality to other peer mathematics programs. Two important documents 
for comparing our programs to those of others are the Curriculum Guide to Majors in Mathematical Sciences, 
published in 2015 by the Mathematical Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Progra,ms in Mathematics 
(CUPM) and The Mathematical Education of Teachers II, (MET II) published by the Conference Board of 
Mathematical Sciences in 2012. 

In 2015 the CUPM released its new Curriculum Guide to Majors in the Mathematical Sciences. It has four cognitive 
recommendations and nine content recommendations for programs in mathematics. Since these recommendations are 
brand new, we were impressed with how well our programs already flt. We will list those goals and bJiefly explain how we 
meet them. In some cases, for the sake of brevity, the recommendations are linked to our program outcomes. The Erst set 
of recommendations is for general mathematics programs, but we highlight them in order to support our earlier claim, that 
the placement of our programs within the department of mathematics is an added strength to the quality and rigor of our 
program. 

Cognitive Recommendation 1: Students should develop effective thinking and communication skills. Program Outcome 8. 

Cognitive Recommendation 2: Students should learn to link applications and theory. Program Outcome 6. 

Cognitive Recommendation 3: Students should learn to use technological tools. Program Outcome 4. 

Cognitive Recommendation 4: Students should develop mathematical independence and experience open-ended inquiry. Program 
Outcome 7. Specifically our use of inquiry-based learning in multiple mathematics courses and aUf student teaching experience. 

Content Recommendation 1: Mathematical sciences major programs should include concepts and methods from calculus and linear 
algebra. MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 251 5T, MATH 305, MATH 310sT, MATH 4015T 

Content Recommendation 2: Students majonng in the mathematical sciences should learn to read, understan4 analyze, and produce 
proofs at increasing depth as they progress through a major. MATH 103ET, MATH 104ET, M/\.TH 215, MATH 216, MATH 321, MATH 
325, MATH 341 

Content Recommendation 3: Mathematical sciences major programs should include concepts and methods from data analysis, 
computing, and mathematical modeling. MATH l03ET , MATH 104ET, MATI-I 207, MATH 305, MATH 401 5T, CSCI l03ET, CSCI 105, 
CSC! 121sT 

Content Recommendation 4: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas and concepts from a variety of 
perspectives to demonstrate the breadth of mathematics. Our program has a mixture of theoretical and applied topics. 
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Content Recommendation 5: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should expen'ence mathematics from the perspective of 
another disciphne. CSC1 105, PHYS 22151', CHEM 115$1', NSC1 1011'.1', ' 

Content Recommendation 6: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas from complementary points of view. 
continuous and discrete; algebraic and geometric; detenninistic and stochastic; exact and approximate. 

Continuous: The majority of the calculus sequence 
Discrete: MATH 216sT, parts of MATH 152, parts of MATH 40151' 
Algebraic: MATH l03E1', MATH 305, MATH 341s1' 
Geometric: MATH 104E1', some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in MATH ~05, MATH 321, MATH 
325 and MATH 40151' 
Deterministic: MATH 31051', some topics in MATH 40151' 
Stochastic: MATH 207, some topics in MATH 40151' 
Exact: Most of the calculus sequence 
Approximate: Some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in MATH 401sT 

Content Recommendation 7: Mathematical sciences major programs should require the study of at least one mathematical area in 
depth, with a sequence of upper-level courses. We don't require this. 

Content Recommendation 8: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should work, independendy or in a small group, on a 
substantial mathematical project that involves techniques and concepts beyond the typical content of a SIngle course. MATH 321, 
MATH 325, MATH 40151' 

Content Recommendation 9: Mathematical sciences major programs should offer their students an orientation to careers in 
mathematics. Students in this area are typically only interested in teaching. However, this is an area that could use improvement. 

Coursework is .important for the formation of a successful teacher. However, "upper-division courses, typical of a 
mathematics major have minimal.impact on the quality of a teacher's instruction, as measured by student performance." 
(MET II p. 53) :tv1ET II recommends that courses for prospective teachers should provide teachers with opportunities for 
the full range of mathematical experiences. These recommendations are as follows: 

Recommendation 1: Prospective teachers need mathematics courses that develop a solid understanding of the mathematics they will 
teach. The list of courses outlined above illustrate the depth of knowledge required of students. However, not all of the courses examine the 
mathematics from a teacher's perspective. Notable exceptions are MATH 1031'.1', MATH 1041'.1', MATH321, MATH325 and the methods 
courses, in the context of preparing lessons and learning activities. 
Recommendation 2: Coursework that allows time to engage in reasoning, explaining, and making sense of the mathematics that 
prospective teachers will teach is needed to produce well-started beginning teachers. Although the quality of mathematical 
preparation is more important than the quantity, the following recommendations are made for the amount of mathematics coursework 
for prospective teachers. 
i) Prospective elementary teachers should be required to complete at least 12 semester-hours on fundamental ideas of elementary 

mathematics, their early childhood precursors, and middle school successors. MA T1-1 1031'.1' , MA TIel 104E'[ provide 10 contact hours 
(8 credits) of elementary and middle school mathematics content. In addition, MATH 325 reviews many definitions used in elementary 
mathematics, then builds on to those concepts quickly. MATH 215 and MATH 216s1' covers counting and the properties of integers and 
rational numbers. 

ii) Prospective middle grades (5-8) teachers of mathematics should be required to complete at least 24 semester-hours of 
mathematics that includes at least 15 semester-hours on fundamental ideas of school mathematics appropriate for middle grades 
teachers. MATH 103ET, MATH 104ET provide 10 contact hours (8 credits) of elementary and middle school mathematics content. In 
addition, MATH 305 and MATH 325 review many definitions used in middle school mathematics, then builds on to those concepts quickly. 
MATH 215 and MATH 216s1' covers counting and the properties of integers and rational numbers. 

iii) Prospective high school teachers of mathematics should be required to complete the equivalent of an undergraduate major in 
mathematics that includes three courses with a primary focus on high school mathematics from an advanced viewpoint. These 
courses include the MATH 151, MATH 152, MATH 207, MATH 215, MATH 216s-]', MATH 25151', MATH 305, MATH 310ST, MATH 
341s1' and MATH325. 

Recommendation 3: Throughout their careers, teachers need opportunities for continued professional growth In their mathematical 
knowledge. Our students are prepared to begin teaching, and our faculty members are actively involved with professional development locally 
and in various locations in the State. Through our roles as advisors for the region's Math and Science Center, we know that there are many 
opportunities for teachers in the state to continue their professional development. 
Recommendation 4. All courses and professional development expen'ences for mathematics teachers should develop the habits of 
mind of a mathematical thinker and problem-solver, such as reasoning and explaining, modeling, seeing structure, and generalizing. 
Courses should also use the flexible, interactive styles of teaching that wiD enable teachers to develop these habits of mind In their 
students. The authors of MAT II cite the Standards for Mathematical Practice included with the Common Core State Standards 
(CCSS-M), notably problem solving, reasoning and modeling mathematics. As described earlier in this document, our students have 
multiple opportunities to observe these Practices in their classrooms, especially when inquiry, proof and problem solvin~ form a basis for the 
instruction. 
Recommendation 5. At institutions that prepare teachers or offer professional development, teacher education must be recognized as 
an important part of a mathematics department's mission and should be undertaken in coDaboration with mathematics education 
faculty. More mathematics faculty need to become deeply involved in PreK-12 mathematics education by participating in preparation 
and professional development for teachers and becomIng involved with local schools or districts. The number of faculty who have or are 
currently involved in Professional Development indicates the level of importance placed on mathematics education PreK to college level. 
Moreover, one faculty member, Dr. Lorraine Gregory, has experience teaching in elementary and high schools, has a Doctorate in Education, and 
is actively involved in the School of Education as well as the mathematics department. 
Recommendation 6. Mathematicians should recognize the need for improVlng mathematics teaching at all levels. Mathematics 
education, mcluding the mathematical education of teachers, can be gready strengthened by the growth of a mathematics education 
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community that includes mathematicians as one of many constituencies committed to working together to improve mathematics 
instruction at all levels and to raise professional standards in teaching. All faculty in the Mathematics Department are involved in the 
education of our students and the development of the mathematics education degree program. In addition, our faculty, with cooperation from the 
EUPISD and the EUP Math and Science Center, began a Math Teachers' Circle in 2013. A Math Teachers' Circle is a professional development 
community of middle school and high school math teachers, together with mathematicians in higher education and industry who get together to 
do math. 

Finally, many of our classes are using technology in state-of-the-art classrooms and labs. Our School purchased many of 
these technologies for CAS 119, CAS 205, CAS 207, CAS 209A, CAS 210 and CAS 303 before they were more widely 
available on campus. Document cameras have been available for several years now, before they appeared in all classrooms 
across campus, and are used for a variety of purposes including displaying the content currendy being discussed, student 
work on problems, student presentations, etc. TI84 calculators are extensively used in several classes, especially MA TH207. 
Software specifically for educational purposes is available such as Geometer's Sketchpad. Besides technology, the 
department maintains a large collection of manipulatives such as place-value blocks, Algeblocks, tiles, geoboards, 2 and 3 
dimensional shapes, etc. to assure that future teachers are aware of the place of these items in a rich mathematics 
educational experience. 

5. Assessment 

Our School has a well-established assessment strategy for all of its programs which began in 2008 with the establishment of 
a School Assessment Committee under the leadership of now Professor Emeritus Sherry Duesing. The Assessment 
Committee formed subcommittees by discipline and created measurable outcomes for all courses and programs by 2009 
and created a mapping by 2010. All of these objectives are located on the N: drive, though some have been edited in 
Tracdat since that time. Those objectives were then reviewed by Professor Duesing and Dr. Gregory to ensure that the 
outcomes were properly worded using established terminology in the field of Education. ' 

Course Assessment 
In 2009, we created a two-page template for course objective assessment which recorded our data and a summary of how 
we planned to use this data to strengthen our courses, which would of course strengthen our programs as well. You can 
locate these old reports, beginning with assessment from 2009, on the N: drive under Assessment. Before Tracdat, we had 
a well-established routine of completing our course assessment documents and steadily improving our' courses. We feel our 
progress in this regard was well-ahead of the University as a whole. Course proposals were sent to the Curriculum 
Committee making changes to MATH 310 and MATH 325. In the summer of2015, in preparation for writing a previous 
program review the chair of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science reviewed the School's assessment on the N: 
drive and in Tracdat and found that many of the faculty had continued under the old process while also entering data into 
Tracdat. These faculty upload the School document into Tracdat as evidence using "related document". Some faculty only 
completed the School document, but did not enter their data into Tracdat. Some faculty entered assessment data into 
Tracdat, but no longer completed the School document. In the Fall of 2015, with the endorsement of Dr. David Myton, 
Associate Provost, the School voted to return to using the School's assessment template, with improvements that were 
more in line with the information that Tracdat usually required, such as a section that specifically requests "Actions" and a 
section for "Follow-up" on prior actions to complete the assessment loop. 
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On January 22,2016, after Dr_ Myton made some changes in Tracdat to align with our assessment template, Dr_ Myton 
wrote, "Please thank your faculty for their assessment work. Your School is now the campus leader in terms of green checks 
and absence of red flags - congratulations!" In addition to Tracdat, many assessment reports can be found on the School's 
N: drive for easier viewing. 

Program Assessment 
The School has mapped course objectives to the program objectives. In most cases these course objectives are used to 
measure the program objectives_ In one case the objective is measured by student placement after graduation_ For those 
objectives where course outcome data is used, the numbers were calculated using the last semester/year of offering during 
the last two year cycle- Except for a few select cases of alternate year offerings, we used the data from,2015-2016_ As you 
can see from the next table, in most cases the targeted threshold for the objective is met. Those boxes are green_ There are 
three objectives where the numbers are lower that the target of 90%. Those boxes are red. To provide more context for 
how these numbers were calculated, inside the 6 courses in the M-ET program that have course outcomes aligned with 
Program Objective 1, there were 24 outcomes mapped to that objective_ Of those 24 outcomes, 21 of the 24 were assessed 
as meeting the desired success rate during course assessment, giving an 87.5% percentage of course outcomes meeting the 
desired standard. If one more objective had met the desired standard, the objective overall would have, met its 90% 
threshold- (Although the table shows that there is possibly some room for improvement, a quick look back at prior 
offerings shows that many of the course outcomes that did not meet the desired standard for this last offering, have met 
that standard recendy_ If we had chosen to do so, we could have used the "best" data instead of the most recent_) One 
should also note that the large majority of the objectives that did not meet the desired standard are in courses that are 
largely populated by students who are not majors in mathematics, M-ET or M-ST, so these numbers are likely not 
representative of our majors_ 
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All education students must pass the :MTTC licensure exam prior to student teaching. This is perhaps a better measure of 
whether or not these targeted graduates are meeting program outcomes. Secondary education mathematics majors take the 
secondary mathematics exam. Our pass rate has remained high with 100% of the M-ST majors attempting the exam 
passing it from 2012-2015. On the other hand, elementary mathematics majors need to fIrst pass the elementary education 
exam, and may become highly qualifIed without taking/passing the elementary mathematics exam. Currently, the pass rate 
for the M-ET majors is also 100%. The same exam is taken both by students majoring in mathematics as those minoring in 
mathematics, so some of the students included in the table below are minors, who take many of the same courses as those 
who are majoring in mathematics. The majors are in blue. All but one of the minors in the secondary' program were still 
successful, but there is less success among the minors in elementary education. 

Test Code 

Score 
(provided 
only for 
Fail; cut 

4 

Data Analysis, 

Statistics, 
Probability, and 

Discrete 

1 = Examinee answered few or none of the questions correctly (sti'lled 

subarea score of 100-179) 

2 = Examinee answered some of the questions correctly (scaled 

subarea score of 180-219) 

3 = ElCaminee answered many of the questions correctly (scaled 

subarea score of 220-259) 

4 = Examinee answered most or all of the questions correctly (scaled 

subarea score of 260-300) 
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6. Opportunity Analysis 
Recruitment 
Our School developed several new initiatives to increase enrollment in the past year including a Mathematics and 
Computer Science Field Day for area high school students, calling and writing potential students, d~veloping new 
pamphlets and power point presentations on our programs and increasing our presence on social media. We expected it to 
take several years to see any increase based on our efforts, but our school shows a remarkable 58.1 % increase in admits 
already in 2015 (the largest increase shown in the data compiled by Joe Barrs at that time). We did not see the same 
increases this year for these two programs. While we no longer have access to reports from Joe Barrs, we are basing this on 
the number of students attending orientation. From the data pre-2011, we have a market for these two degrees in the 
region. We need to find new ways to market our students' overwhelming success from these two programs both on the 
certification exams and in job placement. A major STEM recruitment push makes perfect sense right now, and we believe 
our school is poised to attract those attentive to the job predictions. Note that our programs are much less expensive to 
run than many other programs, and we have the capacity to substantially increase enrollment with litde or no marginal cost. 
We have requested changes to the tour guide notes for admissions that highlight our programs. While it seems these 
changes have not yet be made, we have seen other positive changes since the arrival of Annette Hackbarth-Onson and are 
hopeful that our programs will be highlighted in the future. We will continue to increase our efforts iri recruitment, and we 
will continue to point out this opportunity for non-academic departments to support our efforts. 

Facilities 
Our facilities requirements are minimal. We share a lab with computer science and the computers are updated on a five year 
rotation using course fees. The course fees for MATH103 and 104 contribute to the collection of manipulatives used in 
those courses. 

Potential 
We have streamlined our course offerings so that courses exclusively for these programs are offered only every 2 years. We 
also changed the course offering pattern so that students would be less likely to need several of intensive mathematics 
courses at once. Still, these courses typically run with an enrollment of 5-10 students, which leaves room to recruit up to 20 
additional students, at no marginal cost to LSSU. We would also like to see an increase in the number' of minors for these 
two areas. 

7. Optional 
While our program is not zero-cost it does pay for itself as evidenced in other sections. Most mathematics programs across 
the U.S. are small when compared with overall offerings because it takes a comparatively rare gift for a student to succeed in 
such a program. Please do not underestimate the value of our strong ties to the K-12 community. Through our joint work 
with area teachers we have many opportunities to interact with regional teachers and students to promote LSSU and what 
we have to offer. Through workshops, advisory boards, projects, we interact with teachers regularly. The school district 
comes to us when they have a teaching vacancy to ask for recommendations. This is a tie to the people who interact daily 
with our potential students that is both priceless and only costs us time. Usually this time is spent disseminating knowledge 
on a subject that we love. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Degree Audit 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of It shows the current curriculum for this degree. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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B.s. Mathematics: Elementary Teaching 
Lake Superior State University 

Degree Audit Sheet (EX endorsement) 

Name ID# Advisor ------------------------ ----------------- ---------------

Expected Date of Graduation Math Dept. Approval ____________ __ 
Enter semester (i.e. }7./7) and grade (i.e, B) for each class at LSSU,.!(W transfer credits enter HOTH: '11<' and the grade. 

The Certijication GPAjor the math major, the EPP and PES will include all grades/rom all institutions, 

Elementary Mathematics Major Sem/Grade 
[min. grade=Cj min GPA=2.70, max 33 credits 
CSCIl 05 Intro to Computer Program 3 ______ _ 
CSCIl06 Web Page Design and Dev 3 ____ _ 
MATHI03 Number Systems & Prob 4 ____ _ 
MATHI04 Geometry & Measurement 4 ____ _ 
MATHI5I Calculus I 4 -----
MATH 1 52 Calculus II 4 -----
MA TH207 Princ. Statistical Methods 3 -----
MATH2I5 Fund. Concepts of Math 3 ____ _ 
MATH305 Linear Algebra 3 ____ _ 
MATH321 History of Mathematics 3 ___ _ 
MATH325 College Geometry 3 ___ _ 
*EDUC420 Elementary MATH Metds 2 ____ _ 

Elementary Planned Program [EPP] SemestlGrade 
[min. grade = 'C'; min. GPA = 2.70; max cr = 49] 
MA THI 03 Num Syst & Problem Solv 4 ___ _ 
MA THI 04 Geometry & Measurement 4 ____ _ 
MA TH207 Princ. Stat. Methods 3 ----
BIOLl 04 Survey General Biology 4 ____ _ 
NSCll 0 1 Conceptual Physics 4 ____ _ 
NSCIl 02 Intro Geology 4 ____ _ 
POLl 1 10 American Government 4 ------
GEOG201 World Reg Geography 4 ___ _ 
HISTl31 US History I 4 ___ _ 
HIST321 Michigan History 2 ____ _ 
ENGL222 English Grammar 3 ____ _ 
ENGL335 Children's Literature Class 3 -----
ENGL180 Intro. Literary Studies 3 ___ _ 
CHLD225 Emergent Literacy 3 ____ _ 

General Education Requirements (36-42 credits) 
o Check if MACRAO or GE-Cert completed 
ENGL 11 0 First year composition I 3 ___ _ 
ENGLlll First year composition II 3 ____ _ 
Communication (COMM101 rec) 3 ____ _ 
*Humanities elective (ENGL180) 3 ____ _ 
Humanities elective 3-4 
*Social Sci elec (e.g. GEOG201 4 ____ _ 
*Social Sci elec (e.g. POLIIlO) 4 
*Natural Science elect (e.g. NSCIll 0) 4 ----
*Natural Science elect (e.g. NSCII02) 4 -- --
*Math elective (e.g. MA TH207) 3-5 == == 
*Diversity elective (e.g. EDUC250) 41 ____ _ 

* indicates electives met by other program requirements 

Professional Education Sequence [PES] 
[min. grade = B- inel. transfers; max cr = 48] 

EDUC 101 Self as Learner 1 
EDUC250 Student Diversity & Schools 4 -----------

Admission to Teacher Education required to continue: 
EDSE301 Intro to Special Education 3 ____ _ 
EDUC301 Ed. Psych. Learning Theory 3 ____ _ 
EDUC330 Reading Elem Classroom 3 _____ _ 
EDUC350 Integrating Technology 3 ____ _ 
EDUC410 Corrective Reading 3 _____ _ 
EDUC415 Gen Instructional Methods 2 ------
EDUC411 Elem Lang Arts Methods 2 ___ _ 
EDUC420 Elementary Math Methods 2 _____ _ 
EDUC421 Elemen Science Methods 2 ------
EDUC422 Elem Meth Social Studies 2 ------
EDUC423 Arts Methods 2 ------
EDUC424 HealthlPhys Ed Methods 2 ___ _ 
EDUC460 Classroom Management 2 ____ _ 

Admission to Student Teaching requiredfor following: 
EDUC480 Directed Teaching:Sem 2 ____ _ 
EDUC492 Directed Teaching 10 _____ _ 

Graduation Criteria include: 
o Residency: 50% of300/400 courses earned at LSSU 
o Total credits in excess of 124, no minor required 
o GPA OVERALL & major & EPP 2.70 (B-) or higher 
o No courses in major or EPP below "c" (2.00) 
o No education course below "B-" (2.70) 

Certification requires a passing grade on the MTTC 
Elementary Education exam (test #103) 

Mathematics Endorsement (EX) requires a passing 
grade on the MTTC Mathematics (Elementary) exam 
(#089) 

Dean -----------------------

Effective Fall 2018 
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1. Construct MBC such that LC is a right angle. 

a. Draw a vertical segment, AC, with the segment tool. 

A 

I 
c 

b. Click AC and click C. On the menu click Construct and in the drop-down-menu 
click Perpendicular line. 

A 

I 
c 

c. Construct segment BC by clicking C and a random spot on the perpendicular line 
using the segment tool. 

A 

~I-----+-. -------
C B 

d. Construct segment AB. Select each segment and label them lower case le:tter of 
their opposite angle. Mark your LC as a right angle with the marker tool. 

A 

---
b~ ___ _ 

CaB 

2. Construct ABDE such that BD == AC, DE == BC and LD is a right angle. 
a. Construct BD by clicking AC and point B, Construct-Circle by Center+Radius. 

............. -
Point D will be the intersection of OB and CB, construct segment BD. So that D 

does is not the intersection between BC. 
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A 

--- ---+-...;;:1 .... - ... - - - - - - -
D 

b. Construct DE by selecting point D and Cii, Construct-Perpendicular Line. Select 

D and Be, Construct-Circle by Center +Radius. Point E is the intersection of 0 
D and Ei5. Connect point E to B in a segment as well. 

c. Select all circles, Display-Hide Circles. 

I 
I 

E 

... ----= .... -~ - - - - - . ID 

b 

C a B 
I 
I 
I 
I 

d. Label sides by their congruencies with a and h. Mark your LD as a right angle 
with a marker tool. 
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a 

... ____ -'IL-_ _ ~~~~ - - -- - - --. 
c a B b 

3. Construct llEFG such that EF ;: AC,FG ;: BC and LF is a right angle. 

a. Select AC and point E, Construct-Circle by Center+Radius. Label the intersection 
+----+ • -

of 0 E and ED pomt F. Construct segment E F. 

a 
b 

- - - - - -~--~-~ - - - - - _. 
CaB b 

- ~ 

b. Construct FG by selecting point F and ED, Construct-Perpendicular Line. Select 

F again and CD, Construct-Circle by Center +Radius. Label the intersection of 

o Fand this perpendicular line G. Construct FG and GE. . 
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c. Select all circles, Display-Hide Circles. Label sides by their congruencies with a 
and b. Mark your LF as a right angle with a marker tool. 

E 

_____ -'IL...... __ ~---I~ - - - - --

c a 

+---+ ....-. 

4. Construct MGH so that H lies on the intersection of FG and CA. 
+---+ 

a. Construct AC by using your line tool and selecting point A and then C. 

I 
I 

- - - -I - ---=-,. 
I G 

I 
I 

~------~~~~ -------cr a 
I 
I 

b. Label the intersection H. Construct HG, AH, and AG. 

I 
I F 

_ ..... - --1- _--=-..t- - - - - - --
I G 
I E 
I 

a 

.... --~~-lllllilh:: - - - - - - -
4' a B b 

I 
I 
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5. Proving sides HG == b and AH == a. 
+--+ <-----> 

a. Since L.F == L.D ~ 90° and 90°+90°=180°, by Ihm 10 HF II CD. 

b. With transversal Nc, using Thm 10 we know L.H + L.C=180°. By substitution 

L.Ho+900=180°. By CN 3, L.H =90°. 
c. From this we can deduce that CHFD is a rectangle. By Corollary 15 we know that 

CD ~ HF and FD == CH. 

d. DF = a + b, CH = b + AH, by substitution a + b = b + AH. By CN3, a = AH. 

e. CD = a + b, HF = a + GR. By substitution, a + b = a + GH, by CN3 ~H = b. 

6. Proving AG == EG == BC == c. 
a. By SAS flABC == llBED == llEGF == llGAH 

b. ByCPOCT AG == EG == BC == c. 
c. Label new congruencies with respect to a, b and c. Next hide lines and points. 

7. Construct a square with sides a+b. 
a. Place a point A and select a segment length of a. Construct -Circle by 

Center+ Radius. Construct a line through the center. Label one intersection of the 
circle and the line B. 
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- B- ---------

b. Select B and a segment of length h. Construct-Circle by Center+ Radius. 
Construct the segment from the center of the first circle to the final intersection of 

the last, point C. AC = a + h. 

~ --------

c. Select the AC and both points A and B. Construct + Circle by Center + Ridius. 
Select the same segment and points. Construct - Perpendicular Lines. Construct 

the segment AD formed by the intersection of 0 A and the perpendicular line 

through A. Similarly, construct CE. Then connect D and E with a segment. 

Note: We know ACED is a square throught the following: based on Thm 10 and 14 

we can deduce that all angles are right, therefore it is a rectangle. Since DA == EC == 
AC, and we can conclude that through the definition of a rectangle DE == AC and 
through substitution creating them all to be equivalent and thus forming a square. 
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I 
11 

I 

E 

d. Hide all lines and circles so only ACED is shown. Leave point B as we know 

AB = a and Be = b,as we will use this later. 

D E 

A c 
e. 

8. Construct the interior of ADEC such that there are two squares; one with side lengths of a 
and another with side lengths of b. 

a. Construct segment B C and allow it to remain selected, then select C and B, 

Construct- Circles by Center + Radii. Select B and EC, Construct -Parallel Line. 
Connect all intersections and label the comer of this new square that is within 
ADEC point F. 
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D 

A 

I 
I 
I 

F. 

E 

b. Since the line you constructed is parallel to Ee. and Ee /I AD. by Thm 10, the 

line is also parallel to AD through CN 1. By creating AB and using it as 'a radius. 
select the point F and point D, construct Circle by Center+ Radius. Construct the 
segments that are formed from the centers of the circles and their intersections on 
ADEC. 

c. Hide all circles, points, and the line; label all segments within and on the square 
with respect to a and b. 

Note: All distances between two outer sides of the square are equivalent to a+b 
therefore, if on part of it is a, then the other part must be b by CN3. 
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9. Observe the two figures side by side. We now prove that a2+b2 = c2 • Note the area of 
each individual sections of the square. 

a b 

a a a a 

a 

b 
b 

b b b 

a b 

a. We assume the area of a square is A = bh. A triangles area is A =i bh. 

b. The total area of these two squares is equivalent as they both have equivalent 
bases of a+b and heights of a+b. 

c. Within the fIrst figure we have four triangles each having and area of 

A - ~ abo Thus, the total area for all four triangles is 2ab. The second part is a 

square of A =c2• Therfore the entire area of the first square we constructed: 
A=2ab+2-. 

d. Within the second figure we have two rectangles withA=ab, thuse one part of the 
area is 2ab. We also have a square withA=b2

• The final part of this is the second 
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figure's interior is a square with A =Q2. Thus, we know the area of the se,?ond 
square A=2ab+cr+b2

• 

e. Since the total areas of the squares are equivalent, we can use substitution to fmd 
that: 2ab+d2+b'=2ab+c? and then by eN 3: Q2+b'=c2

, as desired. 
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1. Using the Straightedge tool, construct a segment. 

2. Using the point tool construct a point. 

• 
3. Select the segment and point and then select Construct-Circle by Center+Radius 

f 

4. Select the circle and Transfonn-Translate repeatedly at 90° until you reach a desired side 
length for your square. The length at which you translate is your choice. Personally, I 
chose lcrn for this since the distance shows overlapping. 

I 
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5. Transfonn-Translate, but this time choose either 00 or 3600 to fonn the second side of 
your square, repeat this until the length of this side is equivalent to that of the other side. 
In other words the amount of circles will be the same. 

6. Transfonn-Translate at 2700
, repeating until the length of this side is equivalent to the 

other two. 

7. Transfonn - Translate at 1800 until you connect the last circle and close your square. 
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8. The advantage of setting a radius in the beginning is that you can now use this segment to 
alter the radius of all the circles and create many different images simply. 

I 

/ 
9. Hide the center of the original circle and the segment once you've picked a radius you 

like, now you have a symmetrical and robust construction of a border or a unique shape. 
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After the very first proof I realized many things about proof writing, after all this was the first 

official geometric proof that I've ever written. I started to write my proof immediately without even 

thinking about it and this lead to many mistakes because I would go back and realize I didn't give 

reasoning for certain things. After a few fails I chose to just figure it out first and then write the proof, 

this first proof really helped me to understand how I wanted to format my proofs and helped me to find 

the strategy behind solving proofs that works for me. One thing that I did really notice was the' fact that 

this proof was wordy. I almost went into too much evaluation of the proofs and realized this as my proof 

writing progressed. 
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Theorem: A rectangle is a parallelogram. 

Given: Let points A, B, C, D form the rectangle given for the proof By definition of a rectangle, 

ABCD is a quadrilateral with all interior angles right (90°). 

The points of the rectangle make up segments AD,AB,BC, andCD. By applying Axiom 2, all of 

these line segments can be indefinitely extedned to fonn lines. For sake of simplicity, let us name 

the lines and segments as seen below: 

A b B 

a p 
a c 

D d 

[Strategy: Proving b II d.] 

Lines b and d are both intersected by line c, by construction since c goes through points B and 
C, B intersecting line b, and C intersecting line d. The two interior angles are p and 00, bo:th 
known to be right angles by definition of a rectangle. Right angles, by definition, are equivalent 
to half of a straight angle; thus, p+co= 180°. Since the interior angles p and co add up to a straight 

line, by the Corollary to Axiom 5/ Playfair, we know b II d. 

[Strategy: Proving a II c.] 

Lines a and c are intersected by line b, by construction since line b goes through points A and B, 
B intersecting line c, and A intersecting line a. The two interior angles of this intersection are a 
and p, both known to be right angles by definition of a rectangle. By this knowledge it is also 

known that a+~= 180°. Since these two interior angles add up to a straight angle, we know a II 

c, by the Corollary to Axiom 5/Playfair. 

[Strategy: Showing ABCD is a parallelogram. ] 

We now can deduct that since lines b and d are both parallel to one another and AB lies on line 

h, while CD lies on line d, that AB II CD. Since a II c, and AD lies on a while BC lies on line b 
we can deduce that AD II BC . The definition of a parallelogram is that the two opposite .sides of 
a quadrilateral are parallel to one another on both sets of sides. In rectangle ABCD this means 

AB II CD and AD II BC. Which we just proved and we have now determined that a rectangle is a 
parallelogram, as desired. 
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The next set of proofs was on angle bisectors, this was anif and only if proof, but broken into 

two proofs. I found that it was very helpful to see this proof in two different ways. If and only if proofs 

are really unique because you always know that if one is true the other is and that makes everything 

easier trying to prove something that uses this theorem. These proofs are much easier to write knowing 

that you have to prove it both ways and picking the easier one first. After that the harder ones start to 

fall into place. 
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Theorem: Any point on an angle bisector is equal distance from the two sides of an angle. 

Given: Let there be flABC, construct the bisector of LABC and label it BD, with D as the 

intersection along AC. See figure below. 

By construction, LABD == LCBD. Asswne, without loss of generality that there lies a point X on 

ED. See image below. 

B 

Construct XY so that Y is the intersection along AB and XY .1 AB. Construct XW so that W 

intersects Bc and XW .1 BC, we can do this by Thm 23 . Note that the measurements of XW is 

the distance from X to Be and the length of XY is the distance from X to AB. See below. 

A 
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By reflexive property, BX == BX. By construction, and Axiom 4, LBWX ~ LXYB ~ 90°. 

,dWBX == ,dYBX by Thm 17. Thus, by CPOCT, WX == YX. This means that X is equal distance 

from side AB and Be, as desired. 
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Theorem: Any point an equal distance from the two sides of an angle, lies on the angle bisector 

of that angle. 

Given: Let there be tlABC. Construct an arbitrary point X that is equal distance from AB and AC. 

That is, the perpendicular segment between X and AB is congruent to the perpendiculaf'Segment 

between X and AE Label these intersections Y and Z, see below. 

c 

A z 

Note that since X is arbitrary it can also lie past BC. This is shown in the following figure. By 
- ---+ 

Axiom 1, construct AX. (By Axiom 2, AB and AC are extended.) 

A 

By the reflexive property AX ::: AX; by Thm 18, aAXC == MXB since they are both right 

triangles with AX as their hypotenuse and ZX == YX as given. By CPOCT LBAX == LCAX. In 

other words, LBAC is split into two equal parts making AX its angle bisector. And X, of course, 

lies on AX, as desired. 
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When looking at these two proofs back to back, they were similar in two different ways. One of 

which was that they both had to do with right triangles, and another was that there was a tric~ to 

proving it that wasn't originally in the theorem. The trick was to add an additional triangle with certain 

specifications. The Hypotenuse-Leg Theorem was a little more difficult to think of adding another 

triangle, because you already had two. Once 1 constructed X so that I could prove the equivalencies it all 

fell into place. It took quite a while to figure this out, but the upside is after I did it once, the thought of 

doing it in the Converse of Pythagorean Theorem ca me easier. 
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Theorem: If flABC and IlDEF have right angles at LA and LD, andAB :::: DE and BC :::: EF. 

then flAB C :::: f:lD E F. 

Given: LA :::: 90° and LD :::: 90, thus by substitution LA :::: LD Also AB :::: DE and BC :::: EF. 

See image below. 

B E 

-----.c ---'-'F 

---+ --
Construct point X on the opposite side of AC so that AX :::: DF. Connect X to B. See image 
below. 

B E 

x ---....... c - 111-- -"F 

[Strategy: Proving flABX :::: f:lDEF] 

Since LXAB and LBAC fonn a straight line, LBAC + LBAX = 1800
, by substitution 90° + 

LBAX = 1800
, by CN 3 LBAX = 90°. By CN 1, LBAX ::; LBAC. By SAS, f:lABX :::: IlDEF. 

[Strategy: Proving LX :::: LC ] 

By CPOCT, BX :::: EF. By substitution, BX :::: BC. By Thm 8, f:lBCX is isosceles; therefore 

LX::::LC. 

[Strategy: Proving flABC :::: LWEF] 

By CPOCT, LX :::: LF. By substitution, LC ;: LF. By AAS (LA == LD; LC:::: LF; BC == EF), 
MBC :::: f:lDEF, as desired. 
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Theorem: If MBC has sides a, b, and c (labeled opposite of the angle), such that a2 + b2 = 
e2 , then LC = 90°. 

Given: Let there be MBC such that a2 + b2 = e2, named opposite their angle. 

Construct tillEF so that LF = 90°, label sides lower case of their opposite angle, and a ~ d and 

b ~ e. See below. 

A D 

B 

[Strategy: Proving MBC ~ ~DEF] 

By Thm 22, since ~DEF is a right angle triangle we know d2 + e2 = f2. By substitution, a2 + 
b2 = f2. Also by substitutio c 2 = f2. From this we deduce that c = f. Therefore, by SSS, 

MBC ~ ~DEF. 

[Strategy: Proving LC = 90°] 

By CPOCT for MBC == ~DEF, LC ~ LF. Thus, by substitution, LC = 90° as desired. 
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The following set of proofs was very interesting to switch gears into. The advantage of using 

coordinate based proofs verses Euclidian was that you actually have coordinates on the xy-plane to work 

with, even if the coordinates are technically arbitrary. These coordinates really helped in that from that 

point it was usually just algebra. By using algebra and formulas to prove things it felt more definite at 

the end than a Euclidian proof, even though the Euclidian proof was still definite as well. 
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Theorem: The diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular bisectors of one another. 

Given: Let rhombus ABCD be positioned in the xy-plane so that A lies on the y-axis, and both C 

and D lie on the x-axis with arbitrary x-values a and b. See figure below Ya, Yb, and Xb are 

unknown. 

D(a,O) C(b,O) 

[Strategy: Finding Ya, Yb, and Xb] 

By definition of a rhombus, we know AB II CD. Since CD has a slope of zero, so does AB which 

makes Ya=Yb. 

Using the distance fonnula for points C and D we fmd: d = J (b - a)2 + (0)2 = J (b - a)2 = 

(b -a) 

By definition of a rhombus, we know all sides are congruent; therefore, all distances betweenthe 
two vertices of a side are (b-a). 

Applying the distance formula and substitution to A and B we find: b - a = 
J (0 - Xb)2 + (ya - Yb)2 

Since Yb=Ya, Ya-Yb=O. b - a = JXb2 = Xb' Therefore, B=(b-a,ya). 

Applying the distance formula to A and D: b - a = J (O - Xb)2 + (0 - Ya)2 

(b - a)2 = a2 + Ya 2 

b2 
- 2ab + a2 = a2 + Ya 2 

b2 
- 2ab = Ya 2 

J b2 
- 2ab = Ya 

By eN! -Ib2 - 2ab = Yb' Therefore, A = (0, .Jb2 - 2ab ) . See newly marked figure below. 
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D(a,O) C(b,O) 

-2 

[Strategy: Proving AC .L BD] 

Name the slopes of AC and BD, ml and 1112 respectively. By using the equation of a slope we 
find: 

.Jb2 - 2ab - 0 .Jb2 - 2ab 
1nt = 0 - b = -b 

.Jb2 - 2ab - 0 ..Jb2 - 2ab 
m2 = (b-a)-a 

= ---:--,----
b-2a 

ByThm 5.5, ifml "m2 = -1, then AC .L BD . 

.Jb2 - 2ab .Jb2 - 2ab b2 - 2ab b(b - 2a) 
ml . m2 = -b b - 2a = -b(b - a) = -b(b _ 2a) = -1 

Therefore, by Thm 5.5, AC .L BD. 

[Strategy: Proving the intersection of AC and BD is the midpoint of AC. ] 

Applying point-slope formula with point C and slope ffil we fmd the equation for AC . 

.Jb2 - 2ab 
y= (x-b) 

a 

Similarly we fmd the equation for Bi5 with slop ffi2 and point D . 

.Jb2 - 2ab 
y = (x-a) 

b-2a 
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We know that they intersection shares the same y-coordinate so using substitution we ~d the 
• • <--+ ~,(b v'bZ -2ab) 
mtersection of AC and BD IS 2' 2 ' 

- (O+b .JbZ-2ab+O) (b .JbZ-2ab) By applying Thm 5.1 we find the midpoint of AC, MidpointAC= -2-' 2 ::::: 2' 2 

which is the same coordinate as the intersection. 

[Strategy: Proving the intersection of AC and BD is the midpoint of BD ] 

B 1 , Thm 5 1 BD . 'd' Mid' (b-a)+a ,fbL 2ab+o) y app ymg , to we get Its mt pomt. pomtSD= 2 ' 2 = 

(
b .JbZ-2ab) whi h' th d' th . . d' d 2' '2 C IS e same coor lnate as e mtersection, as esrre . 
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Theorem: The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant from all vertices. 

Given: Let !!.ABC, with right angle C, be positioned in the xy-plane with C= (0,0). From this we 
have arbitrary points of A=(O, a) and B=(b, 0). See below. 

l. 
J 
I 
, A(O,a) 

C(o,O) 

- 2 -

[Strategy: Finding the midpoint of the hypotenuse.] 

B(b,Or 

The hypotenuse in flABC is AB. Naming the midpoint M and applying Thm 5.1 , we get M = 

e;b I a;o) = (i I i). Plot this point as below. 

A(O,a) 
2 

M(bI2,aI2) 

C(O,O) B(b,O)t 

-2 

[Strategy: Proving M is equidistant from A, B, and C.] 

Name the distance from: A to M= dl, B to M = d2, and C to M=d3. Using the distance formula: 
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d, = (b - ~) '+ (0 - if = (~) '+ (T)' = J ~ < = t : a' = ~ J a' +b' 

d, = (0 -~)' + (0 -i)' = Cb
)' + (7)' = J~ + :' = t :a' = ~ Ja' +b' 

By eNl , d1 = d 2 = d3 , as desired. 
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Theorem: The midpoint of the segment between points P(xp. yp) and Q(Xq, yq) is the point 
M(XP+Xq YP+Yq) 

Z ' Z . 

Given: Line PQ contains points P(xp. yp) and Q(Xq, yq). We show that point M(XP;Xq , yp;yq) is 
4----0 

the midpoint. In order to satisfy this definition M must both lie on PQ and be equal distance from 
P and Q. 

-5 

/ 
[Strategy: Proving M is equal distance from P and Q] 

.......... 
Construct PQ on the xy-plane. Draw M. 

We want to show the distance from P to M equals the distance from M to Q. By applying the 

distance fonnu1a d = J (xz - Xl)2 + (yz - Y1P - 21xz - xlllyz - Yl1 cos 90°, The 9~0 is set 
in place since we are in the xy-plane. Since cos 90° = 0, we are left with: d = 

J (xz - Xl)2 + (Yz - Yl)Z, Applying (X1'Y1) = (xp,Yp) and (xz,Yz) = (XP;Xq, yp;yq).We can 

fmd the distance between P and M. Let us label that distance z. 

_ (XP +Xq )2 (yp + Yq )2 
Z - 2 -xp + 2 Yp 

Xq2 - 2XqXp + Xp2 + yq2 - 2YpYq + Yp2 
Z= 4 
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Applying (Xl,Yl) = (xq,Yq) and (X2,Y2) = Cp;x
q

, yp;yq)we get the distance between M and 

Q, Let us name this distance W. 

_ (XP+Xq_ )z (yp+yq_ )2 
W - 2 Xq + 2 Yq 

Xp2 - 2XqXp + Xq2 + Yp2 - 2YpYq + yq2 
W= 4 

The result of W is equivalent to the result of Z, thus W=Z, by substitution. In other words the 
distances from P to M and from M to Q are equivalent. 

[Strategy: Proving M lies on j5Q.] 
.......... 

Line PQ has the equation using point-slope form of Y - Yl = m(x - Xl)' By definition of slope 

we get the equation m = Y2-Y1. Using (Xl' Yl) = (Xq, Yq) and (X2' Y2) = (xl" Yp) we get m = 
%Z-%1 . 

YP-Yq. Choosing point P we get the equation Y - Yp = Yp-Yq (x - xp). In order to prove M lies 
%p-%q %p-Xq 

.......... 
on PQ we must show that it satisfies the equation: 

Yp + Yq -)1 = Yp - Yq (Xp + Xq _ x ) 
2 p x -x 2 p p q 

Yq - Yp = (yp - yq) (XII - XP) 
2 Xp-xq 2 

0=0 

Everything cancels out with each other so M satisfies the equation for PQ. as desired. 
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If quadrilaterals are parallelograms, that creates a whole new set of rules. These different proofs 

were all subsections of a theorem and it was actually more helpful to disregard the original order of 

these. I, personally skipped b and came back to it because proving that the opposite sides were 

congruent before proving that the diagonals bisected each other because I wanted to use the theorem 

for b in my proof. This saved a lot oftime when proving part c. 
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Theorem: If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, then the opposite angles are congruent. 

Given: Quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram, by definition we know AB II CD and AD II BC. 

Using Axiom 2, extend all segments and label themj, k, l, and m as seen below. Also mime all 
angles as labeled. 

[Strategy: Proving a = c. ] 

Usingj as a transversal of ill m, a = e, by Thm lOco By Thm lOb, transversall of k II j. e = c. 
ByCNI , a = c. 

[Strategy: Proving b = d.] 

By Thm lOb, using transversalj of III m, b = f . Using transversal m of II j , f = d, by Thm 
lOc. By CN 1, b = d, as desired. 
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Theorem: If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, then the diagonals bisect each other. 

Given: Let quadrilateral ABCD be a parallelogram, by defInition we know AB II CD, ml:d BC II 

AD. By Thm 26c we know BC == AD. 

Construct diagonals AC and BD, label their intersection M and all angles are named as below. 

B ~~ __ ;-______ ~C 

A D 

We want to show that AM == MC and BM == MD to prove M is the bisection of both diagonals. 

Using BO as transversal of BC II AD, by Thm lOb, b=d. B Thm lOb, using transversal AC and 

BC II AD, c=a. By SAS, llBCM == llDAM. By CPOCT, CM == AM, likewise, BM == DM, as 
desired. 
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Theorem: If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, then the opposite sides are congruent. 

Given: Quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram, by definition we know AB II CD and AD II BC. 

Using Axiom 2, extend all segments. Name angles as labeled below. 

[Strategy: Proving opposite sides are congruent if ABCD is a rectangle.] 

By the Corollary 15 we know opposite sides of a rectangle are congruent. 

[Strategy: Proving AB == CD, assuming ABeD is not a rectangle] 

- - +----+ - +---->-
Construct AX such that AX 1. BC and X lies on BC. Likewise, construct Z on AD so that CZ 1. 

AD. See image below. 

By ThIn 14, AX == CZ. By defInition of perpendicular, LCZD == LAXE ::: 90°. By Thm lOb, 
• ..........-Jo ~ +---+ 4-----+ t-----t c----+ 

usmg transversal AB and BC II AD ,e = a. By Thm 10 c, using transversal AD of AB II CD, a=f. 

By CNI e=f. By Thm 17 flCZD ::: flAXB. By CPOCT, AB ::: CD. 

[Strategy: Proving BC == AD, assuming ABeD is not a rectangle] 
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- -<----+ --- ----Construct BY such that BY 1. CD and Y lies on CD. Similarly, construct T on CD so th~tAT 1. 
<----+ • 
CD. See nnage below. 

By Thm 14, AT == BY. Using CD as transversal ofBC II AD, c=g, by Thm lOc. By definition of 

perpendicular, LATD == LBYX == 90°. By Thm 17 MTD == I::.BYC . By CPOCT BC == AD, as 
desired. 
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The best part about proving the construction of a midpoint with a compass and a straight edge 

was that we had already done it in the very beginning, knowing it was possible and how to do it was very 

helpful since we were able to know what was to come from it. Writing this proof would have been much 

more difficult had we not already constructed it and messed around with it in lab. 
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Due to MBC having congruent sides it is an iscoceles triangle. By Thm 5 the base angles c and 

d of MB C are congruent. Likewise, MB D has two congruent sides forming an isosceles 

triangle with base angles e and! Thm 5, e == f. 

[Strategy: Proving !lADC == LlBDC] 

By CN2, c + e == d + f . Following this MDC == f:.BDC bySAS. {Sl: AD == BD, A: a == b, S2: 

AC == BC.} 

[Strategy: Proving MCM == f:.BCM] 

Since MDC == f:.BDC we can deduce that a == b, by CPO CT. By eN 4, we are aware that CM == 
eM. Thus f:.ACM == f:.BCM by SAS. {Sl: AC == BC, A: a == b, S2: CM == CM.} 

[Strategy: Proving M is the midpoint of AB] 

By CPOCT for f:.ACM == f:.BCM, we deduce that AM == BM. By definition ofrnidpoint, the M 

must split AB into two equal line segments. As previously discovered M dissects AB into 

congruent segments AM and B M. Thus, we can conclude that we did in fact construct a midpoint 

of segment AB, as desired. 
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These two proofs are about exterior angles, exterior angles are a weird concept to gr~sp 

because it's so blatantly clear that the exterior angle will be larger. The hint our book gave us assisted 

me greatly. When proving that the exterior angle is equivalent to the two interior angles, it was very 

helpful because we already knew it was bigger; but to place a value on that was very simplisti<;: and yet 

made everything come together in the end. Thinking about it later on, had we done the proof which 

proved the equivalence of the exterior angle and skipped that the exterior angle was larger, I think that 

it would have been a waste. I think this because the exterior angle theorem really helped in la~er proofs 

just in the concept of altering the original figure and adding to it. 
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Theorem: An exterior angle of a triangle will have a greater measure than either of the non
adjacent interior angles 

Given: Let there exist a triangle, let us name ABC. One of its segments we extend to a point, 

namely Z. 

From the illustration above we see the exterior angle is LBCZ. We show both LABC and LCAB 
are smaller than the exterior angle. 

[Strategy: Proving LABC < LBCZ] 

To begin this proof, using Thm 6, construct a midpoint M on BC. Create line segment AD such 

that M is also the midpoint of AD. Form line segments BD and CD. Observe in the figure below 
that we have constructed four triangles. 

B ..... ___ .. D 

A~----~C~---------4Z 

Above, the following congruencies are marked B M == C M I by definition of a midpoint; AM == 
DM, by construction; LAMB == LCMD by the Vertical Angle Theorem. Thus, by SAS, !lAMB == 
IlDMC. By CPOCT, LABC == LBCD. Since LBCD is part of LBCZ, we know, by CN 5, that 
LBCD < LBCZ. Thus, by CN 1, LABC < LBCZ. 

[Strategy: Proving LBAC < LBCZ] 
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Reverting back to our original triangle we are going to use Thm 6 to construct a midpoint P on 

AC. Similar to the previous strategy we will construct B F so that P is also the midpoint., See 

below. 

B 

A~~~~C~--------~Z 

F 

Again, above congruencies are marked as follows AP :: C P, by definition of a midpoint; B P :: 
FP, by construction; by the Vertical Angle Theorem LAPB :: LFPC.MFB == .tJ.CPF by SAS. 

By CPOCT we know LBAP == LFCP. Next, let us extend C F pas C to a point, namely G. 

F 

LPCF == LGCZ, by the Vertical Angle Theorem. Additionally, since LGCZ is a part of 'LBCZ, 
by CN 5, we can deduce that LGCZ < LBCZ. Applying CN 1 LBAC < LBCZ. Which finalizes 
our proof that lhe interior angles non-adjacent to the exterior angle are smaller than the exterior 

angle, as desired. 
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Theorem: An exterior angle of a triangle will have a measure equal to the sum of non-adjacent 

interior angles. 

Given: Let there be AAB C, extend Ac, by Axiom 2, to a point D and name angles as labeled 

below. 

B 

d 

A D 

By supplementary angles c+d=180°. By Thm 12, a+b+c=180°. By substitution, a+b+c =c+d. By 

CN 3, a+b=d, as desired. 
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This final set of proofs was on Cevians. These were by far my favorite to prove. It was really 

unique to work with different cases where just because one was didn't necessarily mean the whole 

proof was true. By this I mean proving the left and then the right was false verses saying just because it 

isn't on the left means it isn't anywhere except coinciding with V'. On top of this, the medians were 

really nice to work with because it clarified the Cevian Theorem for me. Honestly, I feel doing the proof 

of the medians actually explained what the Cevian Theorem's formula meant more than the original 

theorem. 
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Theorem: In !>.ABC, with Cevians AX, BY, and CZ, if;;' ;~. ~ = 1, then the Cevian~ are 

concurrent. 

Given: Let there be a triangle ABC so that ;; . ;~ . ~ = 1. Construct the cevians AX and CZ. 

See below. 

B 

A ~~----------------~C 

Suppose, FSOC, that the Cevian BY does not go through P. Construct BY' so that it goes through 

point P. Let there be, two cases: Case 1, the order on AC, is A, Y, Y' ,C; Case 2, the order on AC is 
A, Y', Y, C. 

Case 1: Construct Cevian BY sp that Y lies to the left of Y' . Label measurements as below. 

B 

B C 'Thm AZ BX Cyl l' . ilia AZ BX CY 1 B b' . AZ BX Y evas -'-'-= It was gIven t-·_·_= . ysu stitutlOn - ' -' 
'ZB xc yl A ' ZB xc Y A ZB xc 

ey' AZ BX CY Thr gh al b thi . l'fi eyl CY B b' . . th 
yl A = ZB • Xc . YA' ou ge ra s snnp 1 es: yl A = y A' Y su stItutlOn m e 

c b+c 
measurements from our figure: -b = -. Through algebra: 

a+ a 

ca = (a+b)(b+c) 

ea = ab + ac + b2 + be By algebra 

o = ab + b2 + be By CN3 

o = b(b + a + c) By Algebra 
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b+a+c = AC, which cannot be zero. Therefore, b must be zero in order to satisfy the equation. If 
b=O then there is no distance between Y and Y' . In other words, they coincide so Y cannot lie to 

the left of Y' . 

Case 2: Construct Cevian BY sp that Y lies to the right ory'. Label measurements as below. 

Similarly to case one we reach this point: 

Cy' Cy 

Y'A = YA 

c b+c -=-
a+b a 

By algebra 

By substitution 

ca = (a + b)(b + c) By algebra 

ca = ab + ae + b2 + be By algebra 

o = ab + b2 + be By CN3 

o = b(b + a + c) By Algebra 

B 

Through similar logic of Case 1: we deduce that Y and Y' coincide because b=O; therefore, Y 
cannot lie to the right of Y' either. The only location left for Y is at Y' In other words, Y'=Y so 

BY goes through P, as desired. 
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Thereom: IfMBC has medians AX, CZ, and BY, then these medians are concurrent. 

Given: MBC with medians AX, CZ, and BY. See figure below: marked congruencies are by 
construction and defintions of median. 

B 

-- BZ AY ----BX BZ 
BZ == AZ, thus AZ = 1; YC = 1 since AY == CY; BX == XC so xc = 1. By substitution we get: Ai' 
AY BX BZ AY ex - - -
YC' xc = 1· 1 . 1. By Thm 36, since AZ' YC • Xc = 1, BX, XA, and CZ are concurent, as'desired 

the medians of llABC are concurrent. 
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A Final Reflection: 

I'm very thankful that I took this geometry class as an elective because I've been able to work on 

thinking more abstractly throughout this course. Working in labs was very entertaining and helped to 

make the proofs of the chapter come to me easier sometimes because I observed it through an activity. 

Compared to the typical geometric proofs that I did in high school geometry, these proofs actually make 

me feel as though I accomplished something. I always enjoyed geometry in high school as well as 

trigonometry, but I had never noticed how beautiful it actually is. Stepping back and proving things that 

are already known makes everything a bit more definite and I appreciate it. After taking this class I feel 

that I've developed my proof writing strategy as well as the strategies I use when I become stuck on 

certain topics. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or MATH 207 Project 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This shows the assignment description, rubric and two final three 
the file and its value as evidence final papers for a statistical project where students collect and 
supporting program review: analyze data. 
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MATH 207 Statistical Analysis Project 

The purpose of this project is for you to determine questions that can be answered with the 
statistical knowledge you will gain throughout the semester, and then use statistics to develop an 
answer for your questions. The questions should be about something of interest to you and your 
group. The statistical analysis should provide at least partial answers to your questions. A good 
project also results in more questions for future study. 

Part 1: Experimental Design (5 points) Due start of class Thursday, September 6 

a. Determine at least 2 questions to analyze statistically. Keep in mind that you will need 
to collect data with at least three variables, including at least two quantitative variables 
and at least one qualitative variable, with a suggested sample size of 40. 

b. Describe how you will detennine a sample and collect data for each question. Submit 
your questions and your data-collection plan for approval before collecting your data. 

Part 2: Meet With Professor (5 points) Schedule: Start Thursday, September 6 
Meet by 5:00 p.m. Friday, September 14 

This meeting is for you to discuss your proposed questions and data-collection methods, and to 
end up with approval of one question and associated data-collection methods. 

Part 3: Data Collection and Data Description (20 points) Due Tuesdav, October 2 

When your questions and sampling method have been approved, collect your data. Analyze 
your data by detennining and producing appropriate graphs for your data, creating visuals of the 
data and determining the descriptive statistics for your data and investigating possible 
correlations in your data. Include text that succinctly explains each visual and also points out the 
interesting aspects of your data that each visual reveals. 

Note: Your analysis will be accepted only if prior approval was given for the data-collection 
method. 
Part 4: Inferential Statistics (10 points) Due Tuesday, November 27 

Apply inferential statistics to your data. Write a description of the question(s) and the 
inferences (confidence intervals and hypothesis tests) you can make, including a description of 
the mathematical work. Describe in words what you now know about your population(s). 
Include the question(s), the data you used and you conclusions. 

Part 5: Final Report (10 points) Due Thursdav, December 6 

Your final report puts all 3 parts together into one well-fonnatted and well-written document that 
you can be proud of. 
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MA TH207 Descriptive Statistics Project - Rubric 
Group members: 

Points Excellent 

Sampling Method A simple random 
sample, or chose a 
population to suit the 
situation 

Questions Easy to understand, 
quick to answer, 
responses were 
analyzable 

Graphs Histograms, etc 
appropriate for the 
type of data and 
correctly drawn 

Descriptive Statistics One or more 
measure of center for 
each set of data, 
appropriately used, 
and standard 
deviation and outliers 
discussed if 
appropriate for the 
level of measurement 

Discussion Problem described, 
and results discussed 
which responded to 
the problem 

--~ 

Good Fair Unacceptable 

Used students from a Voluntary sample Made up values to 
class or location make it look like a 
which may exclude sample 
some of the 
population 

Easy to understand, Not all easy to confusing, poorly 
quick to answer, understand or quick worded questions, 
some responses not to answer not analyzable 
analyzable 

Histograms, etc. Graphs not No graphs 
appropriate for the appropriate for the 
data, but some errors type of data 
in accuracy 

Some measures of Some measures of No measures of 
center but not all , center for each set of center or standard 
appropriately used, or data, or standard deviation included 
discussion of deviation and outliers 
standard deviation discussed not 
and outliers not complete 
complete 

Some description but Some description but No discussion or 
limited discussion of problem not description 
the answer to the discussed 
problem 
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Math 207 Experimental Design Fall 2018 
Due Start olelass Thursday September 6,2018 

Directions: Please type your answers, save the document to your own computer or jump drive, print it 
out, proofread, and submit in class. No data collection will begin before the plan has been approved. 

Your Name: 

Full names and email addresses of other members of your group: 

1. Detennine a question that can be answered with a statistical analysis . 

2. Who are the individuals or objects of interest? 

3. Specify the variables . Be sure to include at least one qualitative and at least two 
quantitative variables. 

4. If this design is approved, what sampling method or methods will be used? See page 25 
of our text. State the name of the sampling method and explain how you will carry out 
fInding the sample. 

5. If you use a survey, list the questions you will ask. Review chI and carefully word your 
questions so you will get answers that can be used for analysis. 

6. If you are taking direct measurements, describe how you will take these measurements. 

7. Some data collection schemes require pennission from the Institutional Review Board 
(IRB). After reading the policy at http://www.lssu.edu/irb/policy.php, will you need 
permission for your analysis? 
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MATH 207 
Prof. Grace 

April 26th, 2018 

Statistical Analysis I University Student Daily Water Consumption 

Our Main Questions: 

o H~w much water does doesi average student at Lake Superior State University 
drmk every day? . 

o Does bringing a water bottle to class help students increase their water 
consumption? 

Our Survey: 
f: 

We surveyed a total of 110 students between two classes on Lake Superior State 
University's main campus. The two general classes surveyed were: Spring 2018 BIOL 132 
and Spring 2018 CHEM 116. Of the 110 surveyed as a simple random sample, we ensured 
randomness by selecting half (55) at random and recorded the results. Qur survey 
consisted of the following questions: 

• What is your gender? 
• Do you bring a water bottle to class? 
• How much water (in cups) do you drink daily? 
• How much water (in cups) do you think you should drink daily? 
• Do you drink a different beverage more than you drink water? 
• If so, what is that beverage? 
• If so, how much (in cups), if any, of that beverage do you drink daily? 

These questions gave us 7 answers for each survey: 4 qualitative and 3 quantitative. 
The suggested sample size for this project was 40 to ensure that we obtained a sample size 
greater than that of the requirement for the central limit theorem. The individuals of 
interest in this survey are general students that attend Lake Superior State University. 
It is important to note that this survey may have included a little bit of convenience 
sampling however it was hard to avoid without any funds or any aspirations for a larger 
sample size. It was convenient, however J believe there was a good pool of students that 
were surveyed at the campus that provided a variety of results. 
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The Data: 

The data below was collected via survey and was input into the software Fathom . The program 
Fathom was used to create multiple graphs that compare two or more variables. Following each 
graph, there will be a description and interpretation. 

/ Gender _._. __ ... _._-_._-_ .... _._-_._--._ .. _-_. __ ._. __ . __ ... __ ...... _._--_. __ ._ ........ _--_ ..... --- -_ .......... _-_.-....... ----.- .------

This graph displays the population that was surveyed. The information here shows how many 
males and females took the survey. Out of 55, 30 females and 25 males participated. These 
results were put in their own graph to display that the sample was not primarily males or 
females, but contained an average mix of each gender. 
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For this graph, it looks at each gender and the trends of bringing a water bottle' you are male 
or female. Given females, more females didn't bring water bottles; given mal , the same 
number of males did or didn't bring a water bottle to class. This just shows t hat primarily it 
doesn't matter if you are male or female, both genders were very close to equal when it came 
to bringing a water bottle to class or not. 

Survey1 :txt ! Bn-x Plot:. 
, j 

'II 

(} 2 4 6 8 101214 16 18 2.0 2Z 
Water,_Or.ank 

For this box plot, it compares how much water students drank if they brought a water bottle to 
class or not. This shows that the students who brought a water bottle to class drank on average 
3 more cups of water per day than those who didn't. This is a very important statistic to support 
our questions at the very beginning. Does bringing a water bottle to class help students drink 
more water? Here it is prevalent that if you were to bring a water bottle class, you are more 
likely to drink on average 6 cups a day compared to just 3. There are two outliers to note on 
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this box plot. For the students who did not bring a water bottle to class, an outlier of 9 cups of 
water drank per day was recorded. For the students that did bring a water bottle to class, there 
was an outlier of someone who drank 20 cups of water per day. The highest amount drank by 
students who didn't bring a water bottle (not taking account the outlier) was 6 cups. The 
highest amount for students who bring water bottles to class (not taking account the outlier) 
was 12 cups. 

:Surveyi .. h1: 

({J 1 Q) 
;~ ! ,. 

0 2 tf 

·0 .. 
' .. 
• • . : . .. 

' 0 
·0 

,0 : . o .• 
o . ,. '0 0 

',110 ..• " ; ••• 0 '0 e '. e 

'. G S '10 ' 12 ,; 4 1'6 '18 2022: 
Water.:.:E.slirnate 

This dot plot shows that the majority of people think that individuals should drink 8 cups of 
water per day. Furthermore, those who did not bring a water bottle and those who did bring a 
water bottle appear to think the same thing. This makes us think that people are educated 
about how much to drink, but that doesn't effect if they bring a water bottle or not. It has 
always been portrayed by the government that people should drink 8 cups of water per day for 
awhile and that is always what we have known. 8 cups of water per day is a good starting point, 
but additional water may be needed to compliment a higher calorie diet. These facts aside, it is 
interesting to see that the students who don't bring a water bottle are educated enough to 
know how much water they need to drink, but still do not bring a water bottle to class or drink 
enough water. 
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'Survey1 .txt 
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This dot plot shows us simply that most people drink less than 8 cups per day, with the most 
frequent (mode} being 8 cups per day and 4 cups per day. This dot plot is quite interesting 
because as we saw in the graph above, the majority of the samp~e knew that you should drink 
about 8 cups per day. This shows us that a lot of people drink 8 cups per day, but a lot of people 
also drink 4 cups per day. Two people even said that they do not drink any cups of water per 
day and one person said they drink 20 cups per day. This all compiles into an average of 4.65 
cups per day. 

,SUNeY; .txt. . Box PlOt .:-J 

-

;---- 1-
! , 

.. 
I 

4 ·68 Hi~214lb 18 20 : 22 
VIi: oii't ecr:':' PH!n k 

This box plot connects how much water students drink versus if they consume other beverages 
more than water. It appears that the more water students drink, that they are more likely to 
consume water as their primary drink. This is a very logical conclusion because if you drink 
water as your primary drink, you will almost definitely drink more water than someone who 
doesn't primarily drink water. It is also an important concept for a population to know: if you 
make a deliberate point to drink primarily water, it will promote healthier consumption levels. 
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Data Summar),: 

These graphs display that average students drink around 5 cups of water per day. 
Also, it looks like bringing a water bottle to class helps water consumption. Out of all our 
data, it seems most students are well educated that you should drink around 8 cups of 
water per day. Some of the other beverages that students drink more than water are soda, 
coffee, tea, sports drink, milk, beer, juice, lemonade, and vitamin water. The most important 
connection to make from these graphs is that if you bring a water bottle to class, on 
average, you should drink more water than someone who does not bring a water bottle to 
class. The comparative box plots that support this conclusion are listed as the third graph 
from the top. This graph was an instrumental part in determining our conclusion for our 
project. 

Inferential Statistics: 

Confidence interval for a parameter of our data: 

For our study, out of the 55 people in the sample, 25 of them brought their water 
bottles to class. The point estimate (pA) of this is 45.5%. A 95% confidence interval for this 
data would be .323 < P < .586. We got this confidence interval by using 1-propo 'on Z 
Interval function on the TI-84 Plus graphing calculator. From this, we are 950/£ onfident 
that the true proportion of students who bring water bottles to class at LS falls between 
32.3% and 58.6%. 

Confidence interval for the mean of our data: 

The mean of our data for water drank by students who bring their water bottle to 
class was 5.9 cups with a standard deviation of 1.0 cups. We constructed a confidence 
interval for our mean using Z Interval test function on the graphing calculator. The 
confidence interval for our mean is 5.63 < Il < 6.16. We are 95% confident that the true 
mean of water drank by students who bring their water bottle to class falls between 5.63 
cups and 6.16 cups. 
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. . 

Hypothesis testing of our data and an online data source: 

~ 
According to a survey bYj'JCBI Bahlagi et al in. 2011, the mean of water drank per 

day for university students is 7.92 cups per day. Our sample has a mean of water drank for 
LSSU students at 4.65 cups per day with a standard deviation of 1. 7 cups. We tested the 

Null Hypothesis of Ho: J.I=7.92 and our alternative hypothesis is HI : !1¢ 7.92 to testthat the 
mean water drank by college students is different using our study. We used Z Test function 
on the graphing calculator to find the p value = 1.4 x 10-57

• We decided that since the p 
value is less than our level of significance of 0.01, we will reject the Null Hypothesis (HoJ. 

We have sufficient evidence at 5% level of significance to),9nclude that the mean water 
drank by college students is different from 7.92 cups per day. 

Conclusion: 

The purpose for this statistical analysis was to analyze these questions statistically 
and be able to confidently answer them with a background of statistical data. 

a. How much water does does an average student at Lake Superior State 
University drink every day? 

b. Does bringing a water bottle to class help students increase their water 
consumption? 

We have come to conclude that for our first question (a): on average, general students that 
attend Lake Superior State University drink a little less than 5 cups of water per day. This 
number is quite low considering that these same students generally know that people 
should consume on average 8 cups of water per day. 

We have also come to conclude for our second question (b): Br' ging a water bottle to class 
does help students consume more water than students who 0 not bring their water bottle 
to class. This conclusion is supported by the box plot on p e 3 that suggests students who 
bring a water bottle to class drink on average 3 more cu s of water per day. This is also 
supported by the logical explanation that having more ater available to you during all 
times of the day (including class) is helpful for students consuming water more often. 
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LSSU College Student Habits: 

Exercise, Media, Screen Hours, and Weight 

Statistics Project 

MATH 207 

Instructor: Grace N gunkeng 

By: 

STATISTICS PROJECT 1 
~.: 

,,~ .. ; 
/ .. . 
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SURVEY EXAMPLE: 

Statistics Project 

Survey Questions 

STATISTICS PROJECT 2 

1) In what way do you spend most of your time in front of a screen watching a show or movie 
(television, Netflix, Hulu, DVDs, other)? 

2) How many hours per week do you spend in front of a screen watching your shows or movies? 

3) Do you use this time for leisure time or for watching projects for school? 

4) How many hours per week do you work out? 

5) Circle gender: F or M 

6) What's your major? 

7) What is your current weight in pounds? 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 3 

DATA COLLECTION: 

Stat data2 

Medi,,-_. Screen_~. Reason Exerc/s ••. Gender Major IJIklght <new> I 
1 netflix 15 leisure 5 Female Psych/S ... 130 

2 netflix 10 leisure 3 Female AccountL. 250 

3 nelflix 10 leisure o Female Business 160 

4 netflix 10 leisure 2 Female Mad. Lab ... 120 

5 netflix 10 leisure 5 Female pre-Nurs.i ... 235 

6 nelflix 3 projects 2 Female fisheries ... 120 

7 netflix 0.5 leisure 5 Male Geology 180 

8 netflix, D ... 21 leisure 5 Female history 165 

9 Youtube 20 leisure o male Accounti ... 171 

10 hulu 10 both 12 Female history 160 

11 netflix 15 leisure o Female chemistry 120.2 

12 other-list... o leisure 1 Female biology 124 

13 netfUx, h .. . 6 leisure 0.5 Male crininal j ... 185 

14 other-lap ... 11 leisure 5 Female conserv ... 

15 netflix 11 leisure 9 Female geology 165 

16 netflix 30 leisure 3 Female Geology 225 

17 netflix, h ... 6 leisure 5 Female sports a ... 95 

18 DVDs 14 leisure 5 Female psycholo ... 135 

19 IV a leisure 9 Male crininal j ... 190 

20 netflix 2 leisure 5 Female fine arts 145 

21 IV 4 leisure 15 Female undecided 157 

22 netflix, D ... a leisure 7.5 Female creaU,e ... 125 

23 ndetfJix, ... 15 leisure 10 Female Psycholo ... 120 

24 HuJu 5 leisure 25 Male fire scien ... 165 

25 youtube 12 leisure 6 Female elementa ... 180 

26 netflix 5.5 leisure 7.5 Female business ... 110 

27 hulu DVDs 10 leisure 6 Female Biochemi... 159 

28 other o nla o Male biochemi... 120 

29 websites 2 leisure 2 Female pre-Nursi... 135 

30 netflix, h ... 15 leisure 3 Female fire scien ... 120 

31 netflix. c ... 14 leisure 1.5 Female fire scien ... 218 

32 netflix 4 both 5 male parmedic ... 155 

33 netflix 14 leisure 10 female fire scien ... 150 
---

34 netflix 25 leisure o male fire scien ... 210 

35 netflix 20 leisure 4.5 Female fire scien ... 160 
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Stat data 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 4 

College Student Weight vs. Hours of Media 
Watched per Week 

Stat data 

Weight 0.35736501 

Sl = correlation ( ) 

The above scatter plot shows the correlation 
between the weight of college students and hours 
spent watching some form of media. The r value is 
.357 indicating a very weak positive correlation 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 between the two variables. The average number of 
o·~ 

o 
Screen_Hours screen hours is 10.46. The average weight is 157.62 

- Weight := 1.88Screen_Hours + 138; r2 = 0.13 pounds. Our r2 value is 0.13 which tells us that 13 % 

of our data values are represented by the least squares line y=1.88+ 138. 

Gender Differentiation between Weight and Screen Hour Comparison 

Stat data ( Scatter Rot I,: 1 
240 I 0 

200 l .. ~o~ 
~160I-+o~~ 
'iii 120 1---'--;- 0 0 0 8 
~ 80 0 

40 

0 -
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

Screen Hours 

I :- 0 Weight - 2.23Screen Hours + 130; r2 = 0,14 
-------' 

- • Weight := 1.82Screen_Hours + 156; r2 = 0.38 
Gender 
Q Female • Male 

Stat data Stat data 

Screen_Hours Weight 
r----.-----+--------~ 

27 26 !, 
Female Female 

11 .018519 153.2 
Gender t----~--------I Gende'r f-----+---

8 8 
fv1ale fv1aJe 

8.5625 172 
L-----'---...... _,~, ___ --t I-------I------+=~-~ 

CoIUrTVl SUrnTl8ry I 34 Column SUrTYnary 35 

S1 = count ( ) 
S2 = rrean ( ) 

10.457143 

S1 = count ( ) 
S2 = rrean ( ) 

I 157.62353 

The above scatter plot shows the correlation between the screen hours and weight, but contrasts 
the data based on gender. Males had a positive correlation with r =0.62. Females had a slight 
positive to no correlation with r =0.40. The average female weight was 153.2 pounds and their 
average screen time was about II hours. The average male weight was172 pounds and their 
average screen time was about 9 hours. The male data had a stronger correlation compared to the 
female data. The male least squares line had a higher r squared value indicating that the line 
represented a greater proportion of the data collected. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 5 

College Student Weight vs. Hours Exercised per Week 

Stat data2 [ Scatter Rott : ) 

240 j 0 0 0 0 

200 
o !O 0

0 
_ _ 16°t-~--4-~~~"L-4-______ ~o~ __ ~ 

11:~ r·::: 
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Exe rcls e _Hou rs 

- Weight::: -0238Exercise_Hours + 160; r2 = 0.0010 

The scatter plot above shows the relationship 
between college student's weight and the 
number of hours that they exercise per week. 
The data was completely scattered and our r 
squared value was very close to zero, indicating 
that no data is represented by the least squares 
line, expressing an end result of no correlation 
between the two variables. We had thought that 
more hours exercised would cause a lower 
weight, but the no correlation could be due to 
several factors. One factor not taken into 
consideration could have been that as some 
work out they are actually packing on muscle 

rather than losing weight, so their weights could be higher than someone who works out less. A 
BMI would have to be taken into consideration to further examine the correlation. 

Gender vs. Hours of Watched Media per Week 

Stat data 
Stat data [ BOX Roll :) 

Gender 

S! 
III 
E 
<II 
u.. ------------II I II----

11 
o 5 10 15 20 

o 

25 30 35 

S1 = mean ( ) 
S2 = count ( ) 
S3 = rrin ( ) 
S4 = 01 ( ) 
S5 = median ( ) 
S6=03( ) 
S7 = max ( ) 

Row 

'Female, Male Surrmary 

11.018519 8.5625 10.457143 

27 8 35 

0 0 0 

6 2.25 5 

10 5.5 10 

15 14 15 

30 25 30 

The box plot shows the comparison between genders and the hours of media/screen time college 
students watch per week. The female median was 10 hours watched per week and there was one 
outlier with a value of 30 hours. The female range was from 0 to 30 hours. Female data had an 
IQR of9 hours. The male median was 5.5 hours and ranged from 0 to 25 hours. Male data had an 
IQR of 11.75 hours. (IQR=Q3-QI) 
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Stat data 

count ( ) 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 6 

Frequency of Media Type amongst College Students 

.~ .!II Q) til ..2 II) .... .~ 
5 .c .c 

~ :::> Q) Q) 
I/) 

Q) co :::> .c "" ~ :::> 
c 0 I- Cl ~ E :::> .'i: .~ ~ .~ 

Q) 
.9 

5 
5 ;: 

6 5 Q) 
~ OJ Q) c 

c Q) 
S 

c 

5 c 'c .c l!l 
.~ .~ J11 
5 5 .!.. Q) 
Q) c Q) 
c ~ 
Media_Type 

Reasons for Media Usage 

3% 

[ Bar Chart~ ! ] 

a. ~ til Q) 

.9 Q) .c 
a. "" ~ co II) 

:::> .c 
-:!: Q) ~ Q) ;: 
:5 
0 

The bar graph shows the number of 
college students who use different 
types of media. Netflix was the most 
popular type, with having 23 out of35 
students reported that they watch it. 
Hulu was in second with 7 out of 35 
students reportedly watching it. The 
third highest was DVDs with 5 out of 
35 students. And television, YouTube, 
and other were tied at 3 out of 35 each. 
The least used form of media was 
website T.V. with lout of35. In 
conclusion most of the student 
population reports having watched 
Netflix on a weekly basis. 

- Leisure - Projects 1m Both IF. None 

The pie chart indicates the 
percentage of students that 
watch media for various 
reasons. 88% of students 
reported watching media 
solely for the purpose of 
leisure. 3% reported they 
watched media for projects. 
Another 3% reported that they 
did not watch any form of 
media at all. Lastly 6% of 
student said that they watch 
media for projects and leisure. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 7 

College Major and Hours Exercised per Week 

o 

0 

0 
~ 10 

~ 5+-~o~--------~----~~--~r-~~~--~~~~~--~ o 
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0 0 
0 

0 

0 ell 

00 

I I 5.27 '" 5.27 

o 
0 0 0 

Major 

0 0 
0 0 

This plot shows the relationship between college majors and hours a student exercises per 
week. It indicates that the fire science major exercised the greatest amount with their max 
number of hours being 25. The lowest number of hours exercised per week was zero. Zero was 
recorded by an accounting, business, chemistry, biochemistry, and fire science/paramedic major. 
The average number of hours students exercised per week was 5.27 hours indicated by the blue 
line. 
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Stat data2 

o 5 10 

STATISTICS PROJECT 8 

Histogram of Frequency of Hours Exercised per Week 

15 

[ Histogram'-: ) The histogram describes the frequency that 
college students exercised a certain amount of 
time per week. The graph is skewed right. The 
average number of hours a college student 
exercised per week was 5.27. The majority of 
the sampled students exercised between 0 and 

20 25 30 

7.25 hours. There was one outlier who exercised 
25 hours per week. 

Histogram of Frequency of Screen Hours of Media Use per Week 

Stat data 
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Stat data 
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! r--
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.' r--

r Histogram' ~ ) The histogram describes the frequency of screen 
hours spent on media by college students. The 
graph is sort of mound shaped with a slight 
skew to the right. The most occurring number 
of screen hours was between 10 and 15 hours. 

L-,..-

. 
- n n 

1 0 15 20 25 30 35 

Screen_Hours 

Histogram of the Frequency of Weight amongst College Students 

I -

[ Histogram! : J The histogram describes the frequency/ 
number of college students who reported being 
within each interval of a certain weight. The 
graph has a bimodal shape. One peak was 
around the 120 pound interval with the most 
frequency of occurrence. The second peak was 
around the 160 pound interval, which was the 
second most occurring weight interval. 

rr I I II I I 
o 50 100 150 200 250 300 

Weight 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 9 

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS: 

95% Confidence Interval for Weight: 144.87Ibs. - 170.37Ibs. 

We are 95% confident that the true population mean of the weight ofLSSU 
student lies between 144.87 lbs. and 170.37 lbs. 

SD=37.93, n=34, x bar= 157.62, E= 12.75 

144.87~ 1l~170.37 

95% Confidence Interval for Screen Hours: 8.1 hours - 12.82 hours 

We are 95% confident that the true population mean of the number of screen 
hours of media watched by LSSU students per week lies between 8.1 hours and 
12.82 hours. 

SD= 7.11, n=35, x bar= 10.46, E=2.36 

8.10~ 1l~12.82 

95% Confidence Interval for the Population Proportion ofNetflix Use: 50%-81 % 

We are 95% confident that the true population proportion of LSSU student that 
watch Netflix on a weekly bases lies between 50% and 81 %. 

P-hat=r/n=23/35= .6571, n=35 

.4999<P<.8144 

HYPOTHESIS TESTS: 2 Populations Comparison Hypothesis Test at 5% Level of Significance 

(Ill =male population mean, 1l2=female population mean) 

Screen Hours: 

• Null Hypothesis: III =112 
o The sample mean of male LSSU student screen hours per week is the same as the 

sample mean of female LSSU student screen hours per week. 
• Alternate Hypothesis: 1l1tll2 

o The sample mean of male LSSU student screen hours per week is the same as the 
sample mean offemale LSSU student screen hours per week. 

• Test Statistic: Student T Test Xl - Xz 
t = --;:====== o t=-0.7096, d.f.=9.2268, P-Value=0.4955 

• Decision: We fail to reject our null hypothesis 
o P=.4955>O.05=u 

• Conclusion: We do not have sufficient evidence at a 5% level of significance to conclude 
that the number male LSSU student media screen hours per week is different than that of 
females. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 10 

Hours Exercised per Week: 

• Null Hypothesis: III =1l2 
o The sample mean of hours exercised by male LSSU student per week is the same 

as the sample mean of hours exercised by female LSSU students per week. 
• Alternate Hypothesis: Ill#1l2 

o The sample mean of hours exercised by male LSSU student per week is the same 
as the sample mean of hours exercised by female LSSU students per week. 

• Test Statistic: Student T Test Xl - X2 
t= r==== 

o t=0.1195, d.f.=7.7740, P-Value=O.9079 
• Decision: We fail to reject our null hypothesis 

o P=.9079>O.05=a 
• Conclusion: We do not have sufficient evidence at a 5% level of significance to conclude 

that the number hours exercised by male LSSU students per week is different than that of 
female students. 

Weight: 

• Null Hypothesis: III =1J.2 
o The sample mean of male LSSU student weight is the same as the sample mean of 

female LSSU student weight. 
• Alternate Hypothesis: Ill#1l2 

o The sample mean of male LSSU student weight is the same as the sample mean of 
female LSSU student weight. 

• Test Statistic: Student T Test X1 - X2 
t= r====== 

o t=1.5248, dJ.=17.6141, P-Value=0.1415 

• Decision: We fail to reject our null hypothesis 
o P=.1415>O.05=a 

• Conclusion: We do not have sufficient evidence at a 5% level of significance to conclude 
that the weight of male LSSU students is different than that of female students. 

DATA COLLECTION METHOD: Our data was collected by sampling from random LSSU 
general education courses. 
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STATISTICS PROJECT 11 

RESULTS/CONCLUSIONS: 

• Our data has no correlation between number of hours of exercise an individual LSSU 
college student has per week and their weight. This could be due to the lack of 
consideration and measurement BMI (Body Mass Index). A person could be going to the 
gym a lot and packing on muscle. Muscle weighs more than fat. As a result we do not 
know if the higher weights are due to little exercise (accumulation of fat) or excess 
exercise (buildup of muscle). As a result our data is inconclusive when looking at this 
correlation. 

• There is a positive correlation between the weight ofLSSU male college students and the 
number of media screen hours watched per week. There was no correlation among 
women when regarding the same relationship with their weight and screen hours. As a 
whole when looking at the data of both men and women combined, the data has a very 
weak positive correlation. 

• The most widely used form of media watched per week by LSSU college students is 
Netflix. 

• Most (88%) of LSSU college students use media for leisure. 
• The average screen hours per week was 10.46 hours. 
• The average weight was 157.62 pounds. 
• The average number of hours of exercise per week was 5.27 hours. 
• More data would need to be collected to adequately identify relationships amongst 

weight, screen hours, and hours exercised in comparison to college major. 
• There was not enough sufficient evidence at the 5% level of significance to conclude that 

male and female LSSU college students differed in their weight, media screen hours per 
week, and exercise hours per week. 
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Statistical Analysis Report 
~ -~:. ,; ~:!::~ 

lIi ":.~ • ..-'*"" Questions: .f, .. ;;·~'···· . 

1. What are the ages of most of the people who go to the gym? 
2. What days of the week is it most common for people to go to the gym? 
3. How long do males workout for compared to females? 
4. How much time do people spend working out a week with respect to their age? 
5. What is the proportion of males and females that go to the gym? 
6. What is the proportion of males that participate in group exercises and what is the 
proportion of females? 

This project was conducted through a survey placed at the front desk of the gym we 
chose to obtain our sample from. Any individual walking through the gym door has the 
ability to voluntarily fill out a survey. 

Survey: Below is the survey we useq for our sample. . 
\~. ~"i";~ :. ~ : '-: :-".~~ .:~ ;". t • • -it.I,;:.::,¥'"I' ... ~ .::. j .• .;,.:1,. .:. 

Please be honest when filling out this survey. T~is survey is anonymous and any 
information used in this survey VlAt~b8'):1b4the bE#r~he math 207 statistical project at 
Lake Superior State University. 

Please circle your gender: 
Male Female 

How old are you? 

Generally, what time do you arrive at the gym to begin your workout? 

Generally, what time do you leave the gym? 

Do you workout more then once a day at the gym? 
Yes No 

How long on average do you stay at the gym for your workout? 

How much time outside of the gym do you spend working out (on average) per week? 

On average what days of the week do you always go to the gym? Please Circle. 
Men Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun 

Do you workout with a partner at the gym? 
Yes No 

Do you get your workout through group exercises, personal training or through your own 
workouts? Please circle all that apply. 
Group exercises Personal Training Independent workouts 
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Results: 
A sample of 44 gym goers was colleCted and the results were summarized into a 
frequency table with a histogram, different pie charts, and various bar graphs. 

1. What are the ages of most of the people who go to the gym? 

FreQuencll Table for Ages of People Who Go to the Gllm 

--- CIaaa Claa Frequency Relative 
LImIt8 Boundaries MklpoInt Frequency 

12.5-21.5 12-22 17 12 0.272 

22.5-31.5 22-32 27 13 0.295 

32.5-41.5 32-42 37 10 0.227 

42.5-51.5 42-52 47 5 0.114 

52.5-61.5 52-62 57 2 0.045 

62.5-71.5 62-72 67 2 0.045 

Histogram for Ages of People Who Go to the Gllm 
t4 13 

t2 

to 
~ 8 i 
::I 

If 6 ~ u.. 

4 

Z 

0 
12 22 32 42 52 62 72 

Class Boundaries For Ages 

This histogram displays the ages of people who go to the gym that we collected our 
sample from. As you can see, most people who attend are between the ages of 22-32. 
Because of this the histogram is skewed right. The median of the data set is 28.5, the 
mean is 31.8, and the mode is 26. The range is 53. 
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2. What days of the week is it most common for people to go to the gym? 

40 

35 

30 

25 

20 
Frequency15 

10 

5 

o 

Days of the Week People Go to the Gym 

This bar graph displays what days are most common for people to go to the gym. It 
shows that monday is the most popular day, with saturday and sunday being this least 
popular. This could be due to the fact that many people like to take days off on the 
weekends. 

3. How long do males workout for compared to females? 

9 

8 

Average Amount of Time for One Workout 

7 +-------~--------~,~------------
6 +----....., 
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4 -+-----.,...-1 
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This cluster bar graph displays the average amount of time spent in the gym during one 
workout for the males and females in the sample. As shown in the graph, the male 
distribution has a bell shape with most of the workouts being two hours long. However, 
the females mostly workout for one hour as the distribution is skewed right. It can be 
concluded that the males in this sample tend to have longer workouts than the females. 

4. How much time do people spend working out a week with respect to their age? Note, 
the hours spent exercising per person in this sample were not just based on time 
spent in the gym, each person in the survey was asked to include the total time 
exercising outside the gym as well. The y-axis is a scale for both age and hours. 

70 
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~ ~ I ~ I ~ ~ I I I I a 

9 1113 15 17 19212325272931333537394143 
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This graph displays the time each person in the sample spends exercising a week with 
respect to their age. As shown in the graph, as the age of each person increases, the 
amount of hours spent exercising tends to decrease. This could be due to a number of 
factors. A possible factor could be that many teenagers and young adults are involved in 
sports which could add on to the total time spent exercising a week. Also, most people 

. over the age of 30 have a a full time job and may have less time to spend exercising 
during the week. In addition, younger people tend to be capable of more physical 
activity than older people without getting tired out and sore as easily. 
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5. What is the proportion of males and females that go to the gym? 

Pie Chart for Males and Females That Go to the Gym 

Male 

Female 

This pie chart displays the ratio of male gym goers to female. As shown, in the graph 
just over half of the people that go to the gym are males in this sample. The number of 
males was 25 and the number of females was 19. 

6. What is the proportion of males that participate in group exercises and what is the 
proportion of females? 

Pie Chart for Males that Workout in Classes Pie Chart for Females that Workout in Classes 

As shown in the left pie chart, most males (21/25) in this study do not participate in any 
kind of group exercise. On the other hand more than half of females do (11/19). 
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Confidence Intervals: 
We chose three of our questions regarding quantitative data and created confidence 
intervals using the data obtained for each question. Because we had a sample without 
the population standard deviation, we used the t-distribution. Using the equation below 
we calculated the margin of error and then added it and subtracted it to the sample 
mean to find the confidence interval. We chose to make confidence intervals for the 
average workout time per week, the average age of the individuals in the gym, and the 
average length of one workout. t· s 

E = u/2 

~ 
1. Average workout time per week. 

Confidence Interval for Ayerage Jjme Working Out a Week 

9 

8.5 

8 

Hours 7.5 

7 

6.5 

6 
Sample Mean 

The graph above displays a 95% confidence interval for the average amount of time an 
individual spends exercising a week. A sample of 44 people that go to the gym was 
collected, the mean was 7.52 hours, the sample standard deviation was 3.05, and the t
value for a 95% confidence interval was 2.017 found from the chart. The margin of error 
was calculated to be +/- 0.926 which gives you an interval of 6.59 to 8.45 hours. We are 
95% confident that the population mean lies within this interval. 
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2. Average age of the sample of the individuals in the gym. 

Confidence Interval for Average Age 

36 
35 
34 

33 
32 

Age 31 
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Sample Mean 

The graph above displays a 95% confidence interval for the average age of the 
population of people that go to the gym. Out of the sample of 44, the mean was 31.8 
years old, with a standard deviation of 13.15, the t-value was 2.017 and the margin of 
error was calculated to be +/- 3.99. Therefore, we are 95% confident that the population 
mean age for the people that go to the gym we surveyed is within the interval of 27.84 
to 35.79 years old. 

3. Average workout length. 

Confidence Interval for Average Workout Length 

2 

1.8 
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Hours 
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The graph above displays a 95% confidence interval for the average length of one 
workout for the population of individuals that go to the gym we surveyed. The sample 
mean was 1.69 hours, with a standard deviation of 0.7, the t-value was 2.017, and the 
margin of error was +/- 0.213. Therefore, we are 95% confident that the population 
mean for the length of one workout is within the interval of 1.477 to 1.903 hours. 
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Hypothesis Testing: We used the data from our confidence intervals to perform 
hypothesis tests on. 
Time Spent Working Out In a Week 
Suppose we want to determine if the typical amount of time spent working out for each 
individual per week is greater than 7 hours. Our sample included 44 individuals from the 
gym we surveyed and the average amount of time is 7.52 hours. The sample standard 
deviation is 3.05. We will use a 0.01 level of significance to conclude if the typical 
amount of time spent working out is greater than 7 hours. X - J.l 
Null Hypothesis: population mean = 7.0 hours t = s 
Alternate Hypothesis: population mean> 7.0 hours J N 
Test statistic: Using the equation above, we calculated the test statistic to be 1.13. 
Critical value: Approximately 2.42 (determined from using the chart in textbOOk) 
Decision: Because the test statistic is less than the critical value (1.13 < 2.4) we fail to 
reject the null hypothesis since we are using right-tailed area. 
Conclusion: Since we fail to reject the null hypothesis, we have insufficient evidence to 
say that the average amount of time spent working out for each individual per week is 
greater than 7 hours at the 0.01 level of significance. 
Average Age of an Individual at the Gym 
Suppose we want to determine if the typical age of a person at the gym we surveyed is 
less than 35 years old. The average age of our sample of 44 was 31.8 years old. The 
sample standard deviation is 13.15. We will use a 0.05 level of significance to conclude 
if the average age ·of a person at the gym is less than 35 years old. 
Null Hypothesis: population mean = 35 years old 
Alternate Hypothesis: population mean < 35 years old 
Test Statistic: Using the equation, we calculated the test statistic to be -1.61. 
Critical value: Approximately -1.68 (determined from using the chart in the textbook) 
Decision: Because the test statistic is greater than the critical value (-1.61 > -1.68) we 
fail to reject the null hypothesis since we are using left-tailed area. 
Conclusion: Because we fail to reject the null hypothesis, we have insufficient evidence 
to say that the average age of a person at the gym is less than 35 years old at the 0.05 
level of significance. 
Average Workout Length 
Suppose we want to determine if the typical length of a workout for a person at the gym 
we surveyed is different from 2 hours. The average workout length computed from our 
sample of 44 was 1.69 hours. The sample standard deviation was 0.7. We will use the 
0.05 level of significance to conclude if the average length of a workout is different from 
2 hours. 
Null Hypothesis: population mean = 2 hours 
Alternate Hypothesis: population mean =1= 2 hours 
Test Statistic: Using the equation, we calculated the test statistic to be -2.94. 
Critical value: Approximately -2.0 (determined from using the chart in the textbook) 
Decision: Because the test statistic is less than the critical value (-2.94 < -2.0) we reject 
the null hypothesis since we are using two-tailed area. 
Conclusion: Because we reject the null hypothesis, we have sufficient evidence to say 
that the average length of a workout for a person at the gym is different from 2 hours at 
the O.OSlevel of significance. 
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Raw Data 

- Age Gender HcHn oa,au..tty Partlclpldeln I...engIh ofa 
.. ~ :!" 

Exen:IeIng a attheG,m Group~ .......... 
weak orCienH WOItcout 

1 12 M 10 MTWRF No 2.5 

2 14 M 9 MTWF No 2 

3 15 F 12 MWS No 3 

4 16 M 14 MTWRF No 2 

5 17 M 18 MWRFSu No 3 

6 18 F 10 TRF Yes 2.5 

7 18 M 13 MWRFS No 3 

8 19 M 8 TRS No 2 

9 19 M 11 MTWRF No 2 

10 20 F 9 MFSu Yes 2 

11 21 F 8 MTWR No 2 

12 21 M 10 MWRF No 2.5 

13 24 F 7 MTRF Yes 1.5 

14 25 F 6 WFS Yes 2 

15 25 M 8 MTWR No 2 

16 26 F 8 MTS Yes 1 

17 26 M 11 MWR Yes 3 

18 26 M 6 MWF No 2 

19 27 F 7 MWSSu No 1.5 

20 28 M 8 MTWR No 1.5 

21 28 M 9 MTWF No 2 

22 29 F 5 MRF Yes 1.5 
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.. 

- . Age Gender Houra Daya U8uaIIy PIIrtIcIpIIe In LengIII of • 
Nu ...... ExercIaIng • III the Gym Group Exen:Iee ......... 

weak orCl •••• workout 

23 30 M 9 MRS No 2.5 

24 30 M 6 MTFSu No 1.5 

25 31 F 7 MTWRF Yes 0.5 

26 33 M 6 MTF No 1.5 

27 33 M 8 MTW No 1.5 

28 34 M 5 TR Yes 1 

29 35 F 6 MTWFSu Yes 1 

30 36 F 5 MWFSu No 1 

31 37 M 7 TWF No 2.5 

32 37 F 6 MTRS Yes 1 

33 38 F 4 MWSu No 1 

34 40 M 8 MWRSu Yes 2 

35 41 M 5 MTWRS No 1 

36 42 F 3 MTW No 1 

37 43 F 7 MTWR No 1 

38 47 M 7 MTWSu Yes 1 

39 48 M 5 TRF No 1.5 

40 51 F 4 MWRF Yes 0.5 

41 52 M 5 MR Yes 2 

42 59 M 3 RFSSu No 0.5 

43 62 F 4 TW No 1.5 

44 65 M 4 MTW No 1 
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PART 2: Degree-Level Review 

Degree Program: B.S. Mathematics 

Explain how the program works to address each of the following questions. For eac/1 
question respond with a narrative and supporting evidence. 

Assessment (CC 4.B and CC 4.C) 

13. Provide evidence that the degree-level program outcomes are clearly stated and are effectively 

assessed, including the "use of results." Attach the 4-Column Program Assessment Report . 

The 4-Column Program Assessment Report is attached as a related document. 

14. Expla in how results from degree assessments were used to improve the degree program. Include 

specific examples. 

The University as a whole assessed Freshmen retention and found that students who took a 

university success seminar were more likely to be successful in their freshman year. While we had 

suggested students in this program take CSCI 103, it had not been required. As a result of that 

assessment, we now require students in this program to take CSCI 103 Survey of Computer Science, 

with the hope of one day having enough enrollment in the major to support our own seminar course. 

This course contains university seminar objectives such as identifying university resources, drafting a 

plan of study and effective research techniques. 

In CSCI 105 Introduction to Computer Programming in 2017-2018, the ability to Acquire Data 

and the ability to Present and Display Data failed to meet expectations. This outcome is also reflected 

in the Student Learning Outcomes for the overall CSCI 105 course. As a result, both the outcomes 

related to the School of Education and the outcomes related directly to this course indicate a potential 

disconnect in the course. The students performed well on Transform Data using a Mathematical 

Calculation. This does not reflect the core competency in the topic of the course: programming. For 

the Fall 2018 semester, a new textbook was selected to strengthen the emphasis upon programming 

and data processing. This change was not driven just from this particular assessment, but also the SLO 

assessment from past offerings of the course. 

In the 2015, program review (attached), based on the alignment of the program to the MAA 

standards as well as the assessment results related to the outcome involving technology, the School 

decided to strengthen the programming requirement for programming from one course to two. These 

changes went into effect in 2017. This requires students to learn two programming languages, better 

preparing those who are going to go to graduate school. In that same effort, more opportunities for 

use of technology were added in upper division coursework. 

~ '1 
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QualitYJ Resources and Support (CC 3.A) 

15. Explain how the program ensures that degree program-level and course-level learning outcomes 

are at an appropriate level. Attach evidence, including a degree audit for the program. 

There are many things that contribute to ensuring that the program-level and course-level learning 

outcomes are at an appropriate level. 

A) Prerequisite Structure 

Mathematics by its nature has a natural prerequisite structure. Each course must be rigorous 

enough to prepare students for courses which use it as a prerequisite . The success of students in 

MATH 411 Topics in Advanced Calculus, for example, is dependent on a solid foundation in Calculus 

1,2,3 and Differential Equations. The success of students in Graph Theory is dependent on their 

success in Foundations of Mathematics and Discrete Mathematics. 

B) Historical 

Much of the early content in mathematics is inherited from a historical structure and must be easily 

transferred from one school to another. Many high school students take our MATH 151 and MATH 

152 courses and transfer them to other schools including University of Michigan, so the content 

must be somewhat standardized. Many of the courses in the program are designed to prepare 

students to be successful in graduate school. The success of the students who go on to graduate 

school is monitored. 

C) Standards and Guidelines 

We review our degree content against several standards. For our mathematics degrees, we review 

the Curriculum Guide to Majors in Mathematical Sciences, published by the Mathematical 

Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics (CUPM). It can 

be found at: 

https://docs.google.com/ viewer?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.maa.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles% 

2Fpdf%2FCUPM%2Fpdf%2FCUPMguide print. pdf. 

The Lumina Foundation's Degree Qualification Profile (DQ?) is 5uggested as a resource for answering the quastions about v/hat 

students should know and be able to do at each degree level: 

http://degreeprofile.org/wp-content/ u ploads/2017/ 03/ DQP-grid-download-reference-Ro i nts-FI NAL. Y)df 

Intellectual Inquiry (CC 3.B). 

16. Explain what the program does to engage students in collecting, analyzing, and communicating 

information; mastering modes of inquiry or creative work; developing skills integral to the degree 

program. Attach examples of undergraduate research, projects, and creative work. 

Stude~ts in this program complete many projects throughout their studies culminating in a 

capstone student-teaching experience. Here are two examples. 
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CAPSTONE 

Students in this program are required to complete a semester-long project. The students 

independently study a topic or solve a mathematical problem from industry. They meet weekly 

with their mentor to present their results. At the end of the semester, they present their results to 

their peers and the faculty in the School of Mathematics and Computer Science. The faculty uses 

their presentation to complete the rubric for the Institutional Learning Outcomes. The student also 

makes a poster for the annual Senior Research Symposium that features all LSSU research . 

Examples of some Power Point presentations and posters are attached as evidence. 

MATH 401 Project, Paper and Presentation 

Students are asked to do a mathematical modeling project, working in groups. They present their 

work to the class and write a paper. Examples of papers from two groups are included as 

attachments. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.Gdu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or BS Mathematics Four-Column Report 
Filename (if emailed): 

This documentation is relevant to 13 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of It shows the four-column report was completed. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Assessment: Program ·Four Column 

Program (eolS) - Mathematics BS 

Assessment Contact: Dr. Robert Kipka 

Mission Statement: We equip our graduates for success through emphasis on rigorous programs, hands-on experiences, and interaction with highly-qualified faculty members 
who are centered on student success. 

Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Communication - Students will be 
able to develop and clearly express 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

- - -- - - - --- ----

Assessment Results 

Direct - Presentation, Performance - Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Students in MATH 401 Mathematical Goal met: Yes 

mathematical concepts in written and Modeling give an oral presentation At the end of spring semester, 2018, 100% of students 
oral communication. about the results of a modeling earned 70% or more of points available on their final oral 
Goal Status: Active project to their peers. The presentation. The assessment rubric and project guidelines 
Goal Category: Student Learning percentage of students earning 70% are attached. (05/30/2018) 

Start Date: 01/01/2018 or more of the points is recorded. Related Documents: 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid- Criteria Target: 70% of students earn MATH 401 Project Descri ption and Rubrics.pdf 
Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 70% or more. 
Institutional Learning: IL01 - Formal Schedule/Notes: Alternate year 

Communication - Students will 
develop and clearly express complex 
ideas in written and oral 
presentations. 

course. 
This course was chosen because it is 
a senior level course, taken 
predominantly by majors. This is an 
example of course embedded oral 
communication . 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Collaborative Assignments, Projects 

Direct - Homework, Writing 
Assignment - Students in MATH 401 
Mathematical Modeling submit a 
written report on the outcomes of a 
modeling project. The percentage of 
students earning 70% or more of 
points is recorded. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
At the end of spring semester, 2018, 73% of students 
earned 70% or more of points available for their final 
written report. (05/30/2018) 

Related Documents: 

MATH 401 Pro ject Descri ption and Rubrics.pdf 

08/27/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: We will reassess in 
the Spring of 2020. We will 
increase the goal to 70% of the 
students earning 75% or more. 
(05/10/2018) 

Use of Result: We will reassess in 
the Spring of 2020. (05/10/2018) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Problem Solving - Students will be 
able to use computing, gather 
evidence, discover patterns, create 
models, experiment with data, and 
solve theoretical or applied problems. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Start Date: 01/01/2018 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid-

08/27/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 

Procedures 
70% or more. 
Schedule/Notes: Alternate year 
course. 
This course was chosen because it is 
a senior level course, taken 
predominantly by majors. This is an 
example of course embedded 
written communication. 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Students 
present the results of their MATH 
490 [Individualized Research Topics 
in Mathematics) experience in the 
form of an oral presentation. The ILO 
rubric is used to assess this outcome. 
Criteria Target: The students scores 
on Communication using the rubric 
are recorded and averaged. The 
goal is an average of 3 out of 4. 
Schedule/Notes: All faculty in the 
School of Mathematics and 
Computer Science who attend the 
senior project presentation 
complete the ILO rubric. Each 
student's scores are based on an 
average of faculty respondents. 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Course(s), Projects 

Related Documents: 

ILO Rubric.docx 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - On the final exam in MATH 
310 Differential Equations, two to 
three problems related to modeling 
and one problem related to the use 
of Laplace transform as a solution 
technique are chosen. The 
percentage of students earning 70% 
or more of points available on these 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Average of 3.07/4 (06/25/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Spring semester 2018, 100% of mathematics majors earned 
70% or more of points on problems 4,8, and 10 of the final 
exam, compared to 63% of all students. 

These three problems were chosen because they dealt with 
modeling and Laplace transforms. (05/30/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Reassess again in 
2018-2019 using the ILO rubric. 
We will encourage faculty to 
participate through advance 
planning and communication. 
(05/10/2018) 

Use of Result: Reassess during the 
2018-2019 school year. In the fall 
of 2018, create a rubric or scoring 
guide for one or more modeling 
and Laplace transform problems 
that can be used by multiple 
instructors to standardize the 
assessment. (05/30/2018) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Level (Analyzing/Applying) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL02 - Use of 
Evidence - Students will identify the 
need for, gather, and accurat ely 
process the appropriate type, 
quality, and quantity of evidence to 
answer a complex question or solve 
a complex problem. 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

problems is recorded. 
Criteria Target: 70% of mathematics 
majors earn 70% or more of the 
available points on these problems. 
Schedule/Notes: Differentials 
Equations is one of two courses that 
are terminal to the calculus 
sequence. These problems were 
chosen to measure modeling and 
problem solving at a high level. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - The percentage of students 
earning 70% or above on the final 
exam in MATH 309 Applied Statistics 
is recorded. 
Criteria Target: 70% or more of 
students will score 70% or above. 
Schedule/Notes: Alternate Year 
Course 
This course was chosen because it is 
the terminal course in the statistics 
sequence. All problems on the final 
exam are targeted at computing, 
experimenting with data, and solving 
applied problems in statistics. 
- .-------.---... -~----~----.. -.. -. 
Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course -In MATH 401 Mathematical 
Modeling, the percentage of 
students earning 70% or more of 
points available on one or two mid
semester exams is recorded. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students 
earned 70% or more. 
Schedule/Notes: Alternate Year 
Course 
These exams represent a variety of 
mathematical modeling and problem 
solving techniques at a senior level. 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
86% of students earned 70% or more of points available on 
the final exam (05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
During the spring semester of 2018,93% of students earned 
70% or more of points available on their two midterm 
exams. (05/30/2018) 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 

08/27/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: Reassess during the 
2019-2020 academic year. In 
Spring 2020, create a rubric or 
scoring euide for one or more 
applied statistics problems that 
can be used by multiple 
instructors to standardize the 
assessment. (08/07/2018) 

Use of Result: Reassess during the 
2019-2020 school year. In the 
Spring of 2020, create a rubric or 
scoring guide for one or more 

modeling problems that can be 
used by multiple instructors to 
standardize the assessment. 
(05/30/2018) 

--------
Use of Result: This objective is 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

Assessment Results 

course - Three or four problems on Goal met: Yes 
the final exam in MATH 411 Topics in 97% success at 70% or better (08/27/2018) 
Advanced Calculus, related to 
applications, are chosen. The 
percentage of students earning 70% 

or more of points available on these 
problems is recorded. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
70% or more. 
Schedule/Notes: Alternate Year 
Course 

This course is one of two courses at 
the end of the ca Iculus sequence. It 

was chosen as a course that assesses 
the entire calculus sequence and 
which contains advanced applied 
problems. 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Students 
present the results of their MATH 
490 experience in the form of an oral 

presentation. The ILO rubric is used 
to assess this outcome. 
Criteria Target: The students scores 

on Use of Evidence using the rubric 
are recorded and averaged . The 
goal is an average of 3 out of 4. 
Schedule/Notes: All faculty in the 
School of Mathematics and 
Computer Science who attend the 
senior project presentation 

complete the ILO rubric. Each 
student's scores are based on an 
average of faculty respondents. 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Course(s), Projects 

Related Documents: 

ILO Rubric.docx 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
2.93/4 average on ILO rubric (05/30/2018) 

Analysis - Students will be able to use Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 

08/27/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

met. We will monitor again in the 
next offering in Spring 2019. 
(08/27/2017) 

Use of Result: This average is 
based on only 3 projects. Our goal 

is to continue to assess the 
presentations using the ILO rubric. 
One action item is to provide the 
rubric to students in advance. 

(05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: Reassess during the 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

symbolic, analytical and quantitative 
skills and formal mathematical tools 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 

course - Three or four problems on 
the final exam in MATH 310 

and techniques to analyze problems, Differential Equations, using a 
synthesize solutions, and write proofs variety of mathematical tools 

developed through the calculus 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): Mid
Level (Analyzing/Applying) (Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL03 -
Analysis and Synthesis - Students will 
organize and synthesize evidence, 
ideas, or works of imagination to 
answer an open-ended question, 
draw a conclusion, achieve a goal, or 
create a substantial work of art. 

sequence, are chosen. The 
percentage of students earning 70% 
or more of points available on these 
problems is recorded. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students earn 
70% or more. 
Schedule/Notes: This is one of two 
courses at the end of the calculus 
sequence and is used to assess the 
students' ability to use the tools of 
calculus at a high level. 

Direct - Exam/Quiz - within the 
course - Three or four problems on 
the final exam in MATH 411 Topics in 
Advanced Calculus, using a variety of 
mathematical tools developed 
through the calculus sequence, are 
chosen. The percentage of students 
earning 70% or more of points 
available on these problems is 
recorded. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students 
earning 70% or more. 
Schedule/Notes: Alternate Year 
Course. 
This is one of two courses at the end 
of the calculus sequence and is used 
to assess the students' ability to use 
the tools of calculus at a high level. 

Direct - Homework, Writing 
Assignment - Success on proof
writing homework assignments for 
MATH 351 Graph Theory which are 
related to the theory objective are 

Assessment Results 

Goal met: Yes 
During spring semester of 2018,63% of all students and 
100% of mathematics majors earned 70% or more of points 
available on problems 2, 3, 5, and 6 of the final exam. 

These problems were chosen because they utilize a variety 
of mathematical tools from the calculus sequence. 
(05/30/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 
97% achieved 70% or better (08/27/2018) 

Finding Reporting Year: 2016-2017 
Goal met: Yes 

Use of Results J 
2018-2019 school year. In the fall 
of 2018, create a rubric or scoring 
gUide for one or more problems 
that can be used by multiple 
instructors to standardize the 
assessment. (05/30/2018) 

Use of Result: No concerns at this 
time. We will monitor this 
objective again in the next 
offering during the Spring of 2019. 
(08/27/2018) 

Use of Result: Reassess during the 
2018-2019 school year. In the fall 

In the Fall of 2016, 100% of students earned 70% or more of of 2018, create a rubric or scoring 
points available on the final exam in MATH 351. guide for one or more proofs that 

(01/01/2017) can be used by multiple 

08/27/2018 Generated by Nuventive Improve Page 5 of8 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

08/27/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
assessed. The percentage of 
students earning 70% or more of 
possible points is recorded. 
Criteria Target: 70% of students 
earning 70% or more. 
Schedule/Notes: Alternate Year 
Course 
This course was chosen because it is 
a terminal course in the discrete 
mathematics sequence. The theory 
objective states, "Students will be 
able to state, give illustrative 
examples of, and prove the most 
important graph theorems. These 
include correctness of each graph 
algorithm, min-max theorems 
(Hall's Theorem, Max-Flow-Min-Cut 
Theorem, Menger's Theorem, Euler
path 
theorem. State and prove 
computational complexity of graph 
algorithms." 
This assessment method is being 
used to assess advanced proof
writing. Because proofs at this level 
require time to write and revise, 
homework assignments were used. 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 

undergraduate research - Students 
present the results of their MATH 
490 experience in the form of an oral 
presentation. The ILO rubric is used 
to assess this outcome. 
Criteria Target: The students scores 
on AnalYSis and Synthesis using the 
rubric are recorded and averaged. 
The goal is an average of 3 out of 4. 
Schedule/Notes: All fC1cu lty in the 
School of Mathematics and 
Computer Science who attend the 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: Yes 
Average of 3.02 out of 4. (06/25/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

instructors to standardize the 
assessment. (05/30/2018) 

J 

Use of Result: This average is 
based on only 3 projects. Our goal 
is to continue to assess the 
presentations using the ILO rubric. 
One action item is to provide the 
rubric to students in advance. 
(05/30/2018) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

Professional Responsibility - Students 
will be able to apply mathematical 
methodologies and adhere to ethical 
and professional standards in their 
senior capstone project. 
Goal Status: Active 
Goal Category: Student Learning 

Goal Level (Bloom/Webb): High
Level (Creating/Evaluating) [Bloom] 
Institutional Learning: IL04-
Professional Responsibility
Students will demonstrate the ability 
to apply professional ethics and 
intercultural competence when 
answering a question, solving a 
problem, or achieving a goal. 

08/27/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 

Procedures 
senior project presentation 
complete the ILO rubric. Each 
student's scores are based on an 
average of faculty respondents. 
High Impact Program Practices 1: 
Capstone Course(s), Projects 

Related Documents: 

ILO Rubric.docx 

Direct - Capstone Project - including 
undergraduate research - Students 
present the results of their MATH 
490 experience in the form of an oral 
presentation. The ILO rubric is used 
to assess this outcome. 
Criteria Target: The students scores 
on Professional Responsibility using 
the rubric are recorded and 
averaged. The goal is an average of 
3 out of 4. 
Schedule/Notes: All faculty in the 
School of Mathematics and 
Computer Science who attend the 
senior project presentation 
complete the ILO rubric. Each 
student's scores are based on an 
average of faculty respondents. 

Related Documents: 

IW_Rubric.docx 

Direct - Homework, Writing 
Assignment - Performance Indicator 
(B2)- Students have the ability to 
produce control charts and use them 
to monitor an on-going 
manufacturing process in EGNR 346 
Probability and Statistics Laboratory 
for Engineers. This is assessed using 
a control charts report. 

Criteria Target: On a 4 point scale, 

Assessment Results 

Finding Reporting Year: 2017-2018 
Goal met: No 
2.67 out of 4 (06/25/2018) 

Generated by Nuventive Improve 

Use of Results 

Use of Result: This average is 
based on only 3 projects. Our goal 
is to continue to assess the 
presentations using the ILO rubric. 
One action item is to provide the 
rubric to students in advance. For 
professional responsibility in 
particular, in the Fall of 2019, 
faculty in the School will devise a 
plan to communicate the cultural 
norms and practices of 
mathematicians to students and 
clarify how professional 
responsibility should be assessed 
during the capstone experience. 

(05/30/2018) 
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Student Learning 
Outcomes 

08/27/2018 

Assessment Criteria & 
Procedures 
an average of 3. 

Assessment Results Use of Results 

Generated by Nuventive Improve Page 8 of 8 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 
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Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Program Review 

1. Mission/Vision 
The Bachelor of Science in Mathematics is a program of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science. The program 
has been in place since we broke off from Michigan Tech in 1970. Under this degree program students have the additional 
option of a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics with an emphasis in Actuarial and Business Applications: This option 
requires that the student earn a minor in accounting-fInance. 

LSSU Mission Statement 
Our mission at Lake Superior State University is to help students develop their full potential. We launch students on paths to rewarding careers 
and productive, satisfying lives. We serve the regional, state, national and global communities by contributing to the growth, dissemination, 

and application of knowledge. 

Our mathematics program introduces students to a broad range of both pure and applied mathematics, both continuous 
and discrete, throughout their four years of study. Because of the broad array of mathematical experiences that our 
program offers our students and their many opportunities to apply this knowledge in later coursework and careers, our 
graduates have gone on to many different rewarding fIelds after leaving LSSU. These areas of graduate work or 
employment include, but arc not limited to, pure or applied mathematics, higher education, banking, operations research, 
engineering, statistics, actuarial studies, mathematical modeling of weather patterns, and programming. (For more 
information see sections 3 and 4 on "Demand" and "Quality".) Because of our emphasis very early in n.L-\TH 215 and 
l\L-\TH 216 on inquiry-based student-centered learning and our requirement of a senior research experience, our graduates 
exit LSSU with the ability to both think independently and communicate their ideas effectively 

LSSU Vision Statement 
Our programs grow and evolve in ways that keep our graduates at the cutting edge of technological and societal advances. As such, we will 

be viewed by our constituents as: 
• The preferred regional choice for students who seek a quality education which provides a competitive edge in an evolving job 

market. 
• An institution where relevant concepts are taught by quolity foculty, and are paired with procticol real-world experience to provide a 

well-rounded education. 
• An institution which capitalizes on its location to instill graduates with an understanding of environmental issues and an overarching 

desire to be responsible stewards of the environment. 
• A University that is highly student centered and empowers all students to realize their highest individual poten~ial. 

Our program also supports the University Vision in several different ways. One of our program outcomes is that graduates 
should be able to "use software and other technology to solve problems". Several of our classes support this outcome 
including Linear Algebra, Graph Theory, Mathematical Modeling, Applied Statistics, and Principles of Programming. .-\s 
for quality facility, except in rare cases, all of our program courses are taught by facility who hold a doctorate in a fIeld of 
pure or applied mathematics, statistics or mathematics education. The rare exceptions include courses wpere there is a co
teacher with a terminal degree in a related fIeld, such as computer science or engineering. All of these facility members have 
publications in their respective fIelds, one had a previous successful career at a tier one university, one has had more than 50 
publications since coming to LSSU, two have received teaching awards, and one has co-authored a textbook in his fIeld . 

•• 11 hlp:: 'bi']I"ll I,'. _ r Il ,lIl L ,LI_. _. _ L ,l 11.1 i"·l:,,L. I l' I 1. . 1.1 ~ 1 ' I I 
analytical skills to solve real-world problems." .'.Iany of our courses have course objectives tied to this program outcome, 
including :\L-\ TH 151, 152, 251, 310, 351, 401, and 411. . \lso our capstone course provides the real-world experience of 
doing independent research or study. One of our greatest areas of strength is the individual attention that our graduates 
receIve. All of our classes are small with 30 or fewer students. When one compares this with larger state universities, which 
have large lecture classes for fIrst year students, we provide a uruquely student-centered atmosphere in the classroom. Our 
introductory proof sequence has 15 or fewer students and is typically taught using inquiry based learning. This is a very 
student-centered approach where students present the material to each other. 

There are several areas of the Strategic Plan supported by our program. Some of these are emerging and others are morc 
cstablis ed. 

• 2.1 LSSU will increase enrollment. This year we offered a Field Day experience for area high school students where we introduced 
students to topics in mathematics and computer science using hand-on activities. We also contacted admitted students after they were 
accepted, made new brochures and power point slides for our programs, increased the visibility of our Pi Day activities and saw a 20.0% 
increase in admitted students for this program (and 58.1% increase in admitted students for the School). 
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• 2.5 LSSU ""ill graduate students who have had an exceptionally good university experience. The o'ne-on-one attention 
that our graduates receive gives them a chance to exceed beyond expectations, Of four of our alumni who are known to have recendy 
finished their master's or Ph.D. programs, their median entering ACT madl score was 27.5. Note dlat 28 is the prerequisite score for our 
calculus sequence. Our program helped them to meet their full potential. 

• 4.1 LSSU 'will increase high-impact educational experiences in BS/BA degree programs. In addition to requiring a senior 
project we try to periodically offer special topics courses such as logic, cryptography, computational geometry and game theory. These 
courses are often favorites of our students and supplement dleir degree program, 

• 4.3 LSSU will improve the tracking process of graduate success. We have been tracking our graduates' placements three 
months after graduation since 2012 and have increased efforts to track them later, 

• 4.6 LSSU will increase the number of students participating in professional conferences and workshops. This is not an 
area we have highly encouraged in dle past, but we have had two students attend conferences this year, one of whom will be presenting at a 
conference in August 2015 and received a grant to support his travel. 

• 6.1 LSSU will define assessment and engage in meaningful, institutionalized assessment activities. Our school has been 
doing course assessment with well-established objectives for many years, Our program assessment efforts are emerging. 

• 6.2 LSSU will utilize appropriate and developing technology to facilitate effective and enriched le~ming experiences 
across the campus conllnunity. This is an area in which we excel. In fact we pnrchased and used many technologies such as i-Pads, 
tablets and document cameras before they were more widely available across campus. We also use many educational software packages in 
our courses to enhance student understanding of difficult mathematical concepts. 

There are several areas that distinguish these programs from our main competitors in the state. One is the small class size, 
especially at the calculus level. Another is a strong mixture of both pure and applied coursework. Several programs focus 
on the theoretical aspects of math and several on applied mathematics, but ours has a strong mixture of both. Our 
actuarial program seems to be unique in that it requires the minor in accounting/ flnance which is a large.r requirement than 
the other schools with this concentration. 

2. Productivity 
The faculty and adjuncts in mathematics teach a large percentage of classes that are not required by our majors. This 
includes developmental courses (MATH 087, MATH 088, lvL-\'TH 102) and general education courses (i'vLATH 110, MATH 
111, l\1ATH 131, MATH 207). There are also courses that are taught as service to other programs (MATH 103, NLATH 
104, MATH 112), courses only required by the Secondary Teaching Program (i'vLATH 321, NLATH 325) and courses that are 
filled by a variety of majors including Mathematics, Mathematics-Elementary Education, Mathematics-Secondary 
Education, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Physical 
Science (MATH 151, NLATH 152, NLATH 251, MATH 308, MATH 310), Using data from two consecutive academic years 
(2013-2014 and 2014-2015) this can be summarized with the following percentage of our instructional load. 

• Developmental-23.8% 
• General Education-37.0% 
• Requirements of other Programs-9,9% 
• B.S, in Madlematics Secondary Teaching 011ly-2,8% 
• Mathematics Requirement with Heavy Service-18.1 % 

• Mathematics and Mathematics Secondary Education Requiremcnts-S.3% 

• B.S. in Mathematics Only-3.2% 
Note that only 3.2% of the instructional load is used only for this program, making this program a rather inexpensive 
program compared to most programs on campus. Only 11.3% of the load is used exclusively by the two , mathematics 
programs. (This includes the 3.2%.) 
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The next comparison, to the right, with 
other academic areas was made using the 
faculty load report summary for 2014-2015. 
Because of our heavy service load our ratio 
of student credit hours per faculty 
instructional load hours is the 4th highest 
division on campus and our ratio of student 
credit hour per faculty contract hour is the 
3rd highest division on campus. 
(Instructional load does not include release 
time and Faculty Contract Hours do. Some 
areas receive a larger percentage of release 
time than others.) This data deals with 
instructional load. The next table further 
shows the total enrollment in our courses 
over the previous 5 academic years (this 
year was not yet available in Argos). 

IDevelopmental' 
IGeneral Education (Primarily) 

Is"rvice (Primarilv) 

ISmrice and Mau. ~d 
IM.lh Ed 
IMath md/or Mil/l ~d Malo, with U'~S~rvl"" ~QUlf.mI'''l 

IMatlll\bJOf ReqUirement I 

1273 1365 
320 369 
161 1691 

54 -" 
:uo m 

22 }.n 
.us 239 

81 2~ 

·Note that these are one hour courses and often a student enrolls In three of these at a time. 

1190 994 

391 350 
142 126 
n !Ii 

.295 2611' 
20 ~ 

21i,3 2ul 

9 18 

7:2S 

J94 
1V 

10l 
243 

14 

tl 

11 

Note the key to the table summarizes 
the constituents of each course. All 
LSSU graduates must take at least 
some mathematics at or above the 
level of MATH 110. The high 
enrollment in developmental 
coursework is partially due to double 
counting, but it is largely due to the 
large percentage of under-prepared 
students at LSSU. 

The other enrollment numbers come from the following program requirements. The following courses are specifically 
required by other majors (than mathematics, mathematics secondary teaching or mathematics elementary teaching). 

• l'viAlli 103 & !'viA TH 104-Elementary Education 
• l'viATH 11l-Accounting, Biology, Business Administration, Computer Networking, Conservation Biology, Finance & Economics, 

Electrical Engineering Technology, Fish Health, Fisheries and Wildlife Science, Forensic Chemistry, Geology, Industrial Technology, 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical Laboratory Science, Parks and Recreation 
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• MATH 112-Biology, Computer Science, Conservation Biology, Criminal Justice Criminalistics, E lectrical Engineering Technology, 
Environmental Health, Environmental Science, Finance & Economics, Forensic Chemistry, Fire Science Engineering Technology, Fish 
Health, Fisheries and Wtldlife Science, Geology, Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical Laboratory Science' 

• MATH 131-Computer Science, Electrical Engineering Technology, Industrial Engineering TechnoLogy, Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology 

• /VrA TH 207-Athletic Training, Biochemistry, Computer Networking, Computer Science, Criminal Justice (Corrections, Criminalistics, 
Generalist, Homeland Security, Law Enforcement, Loss Control, Public Safety), Electrical Engineering Technology, Environmental Science, 
Exercise Science, Fire Science, Forensic Chemistry, Geology, Industrial Technology, Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Medical 
Laboratory Science, Nursing, Parks and Recreation, Physical Science 

• I'vL-\TH 151 & MATH 152-Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Physical 
Science 

• MATH 251, l\1ATH 308, MATH 310--Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering 

Other than the 3.2% of the instructional load (or 11.3% if you include the mathematics education program), our 
mathematics degree program has very few expenses that are program specific. The needed software licenses, computers, 
instructional technologies and paper usage are more than covered by our course fees. The average salary of those 6 faculty 
who primarily teach mathematics program courses was $53,555 in 2014-2015. The average instructionallbad needed 
exclusively for the mathematics program is 7.25 instructional hours per year. If you include both the B.S. in Mathematics 
program and the B.S. in Mathematics-Secondary Education, the total hours needed exclusively for those two programs, 
and no other high enrolled service programs, is 25.6 instructional hours per year. This is approximately one faculty 
member's load. (All of our faculty typically teach overload, largely due to a lack of qualified adjuncts in the area.) Using a 
five year average of enrollment (in those courses only required by the two mathematics majors) those courses yield 244.8 
student credit hours times $433 per credit hour, totaling $105,998.40. This would more than cover one faculty member's 
salary and benefits. Again there are factors not considered in this simple estimation such as our increasing attempt to offer 
courses less often, which will reduce future costs, and the University'S tuition plateau, but it would seem the costs to the 
university are minimal, especially considering our large service role. 

While our mathematics program enrollment overall is small, we have not seen the dramatic decrease in enrollment that 
LSSU has seen as a whole. The foll . d 11 d f A owmg ata was pu e rom rgos. 

Bachelor of Science in 

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Minors in 

Mathematics Secondary Teaching Mathematics 

Fall 2006 10 13 
Fall 2007 I 8 11 
Fall 2008 8 6 

Fall 2009 9 7 

Fall 2010 13 16 5 
Fall 2011 11 19 4 

Fall 2012 14 12 8 
Fall 2013 12 9 14 

Fall 2014 11 9 8 

The number of students for the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Secondary Teaching is included in the above table 
because 10 of the required courses for that program are also in the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics program. Seven 
courses are required for the minor in mathematics. Five of the courses in the program are also in the degree requirements 
for the engineering programs. (Many of our minors are engineering majors.) Two of the courses are required for a 
chemistry degree. The next table contains the fall enrollment numbers for the 15 public universities in l'vfichigan for even 
numbered years (these years were all that were available for the data by major) from the Ipeds database from the National 
Center for Educational Statistics. (There are slight differences in the numbers that Argos is reporting and the numbers 
reported by Ipeds. This could be due to the time of reporting.) 
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2012 2010 2008 2006 

Il ~ j fi '0 ~ 
~ ~ ~ .~ ¥ ¥ ~ 

Ui ~ j ~ i ~ ~ 
~ E • E • f ~ i" ~ ·i ~ ~ .~ .,S~ 

Institution Name ~ 
.g i~ 

... 
i~ ~ ~ i ::> ::;; ::> " ::> :; :; ~ :: ~ 

Central Michigan University 36 21332 0.17 26 21633 0.12 27 20540 0.13 135 20129 0.67 

Eastern Michigan University 78 18927 0.41 84 18554 0.45 74 17283 0.43 53 18245 0.29 

Ferris State University 52 13271 0.39 48 13168 0.36 31 12250 0.25 29 11413 0.25 

Grond Va llev State University 572 21317 2.68 560 20986 2.67 517 20416 2.S3 469 19578 2.40 
,- , , • .. • • .. 

Michigan State University 427 37354 1.14 4621 35921 1.29 3891 36205 1.07 390 35821 1.09 

Michigan Technological University 81 5611 1.44 921 5715 1.61 721 6025 1.20 81 5630 1.44 

Northern Michigan University 25 8474 0.30 20 8719 0.23 32 8598 0.37 28 8880 0.32 

Oakland University 201 16190 1.24 131 15530 0.84 124 14397 0.86 129 13701 0.94 

Saginaw Val ley State Unive rsity 104 9310 1.12 72 9116 0.79 59 8190 0.72 55 7933 0.69 

University of Michigan -Ann Arbor 450 27979 1.61 341 27027 1.26 290 25994 1.12 246 25555 0.96 

University of Michigan-Dearborn 116 7328 1.58 108 7006 1.54 105 6588 1.59 103 6448 1.60 

University of Michigan-Flint 17 6984 0.24 21 6874 0.31 28 6155 0.45 26 5600 0.46 

Wayne State University 79 19342 0.41 30 20837 0.14 32 20122 0.16 56 20892 0.27 
Western Michigan University 59 19478 0.30 71 19966 0 .36 52 19854 0.26 62 20081 0.31 

The percentage of students that are mathematics majors at LSSU is around V2 of one percent. This represents an increase 
over time. In 2012, that placed us at the median of the public NIichigan institutions with those institutions with lower 
numbers in red. (The data comparing mathematics secondary education on Ipeds was unavailable because it grouped all 
education majors together. This data would be useful because in degree conferral rates, below, our numbers are combined.) 

The table to the right has to do 1l 1l 
au 
c: 

with degree conferral. The table 
c: c: :E ., 

~ 
., ~ u 

'u ~ .l5 :3 Vl :;:; 

contains both the Bachelor of - E 
_ '" f-

a a E >-., ~ ., ~ 

Science in Mathematics and the a .<: ..Q£~ 
Qj 1ii ., '" c: 

Bachelor of Science in '5~ -5 ~ 8 2 
Academic Year ~ .f: '" c: ., 0 

<D . Vl f-

Mathematics Secondary Teaching 2014·2015 3 2 5 

because before 2009, the 2013-2014 2 2 

institutional data was combined. It 2012-2013 3 3 6 
2011-2012 2 5 7 

is also combined for all years when 2010-2011 4 1 5 

reporting data to Ipeds. 2009-2010 1 1 2 
2008-2009 6 6 

2007·2008 6 6 
2006-2007 4 4 

On a national level, data is collected every decade. According to the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences 2010 
survey at http://www.ams.org/ profession/data/cbms-survey/cbms2010, there were a total of 16,938 degrees in 
mathematics, actuarial science or mathematics education awarded in 2009-2010. There were 2774 four-year institutions in 
that year, giving an average of 6.1 related mathematics degrees per four year institution. Our total degrees awarded 
for those programs is typically around 5, making us only slightly smaller than average. The next table compares our 
percentage of the conferred degrees to those of the other public institutions in Michigan from Ipeds. Red again denotes 
percentages that are below ours. (The change from only even years to the years 2012 and 2013 was only based on the 
availability of data from Ipeds. We are again unsure why the totals in .AIgos and Ipeds are slightly different.) 
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2013 2012 

~ 
., 

." ." " U " " "'0 

" ~~ -E _-E c " ~ ., " .~ .~ "E ~.~ ~ -t... "'E 
'0 

"E 
VI ~ .. .S! .. o '" -¥ ~ .. - .. ~ .. ~ .. " - .. " " :t ~ ~ « -5 .. bIl" o E .. -5 .. "" .. 
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.. ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ .. ~ J3 ~ '" .. '" " c " ~ 3 t, ~ ~ 'fi :! ~ ~ .. ~ ~ -5~t-., 
Institution Name ~ .c ~ o " ~c ~ .5 ~ o " ~c .... c .... c 
Central Michigan University 15 5991 0.250376 11 6163 0.178485 

Eastern Michigan University 19 4553 0.417307 12 4131 0.290481 

Ferris State University 141 3358 0.416915 13 3396 0.382803 

Grilnd Valley State Unillerilly 1191 5479 2.171929 116 5313, 2.183324 
., .. 

MIchigan 5"'te University 68 10821 O.628A03 90 11026 0.816252 

Michigan TechnolcsicallJnlVer~lty 20 1453 1.376462 28 1522 1.839685 

Northern MichIgan Unillcrslty_ 4 1785 0.22409 6 1743 0344234 

Oakl~nd Unlver.llCY 21 3820 0.549738 20 3641 0.5493 

SagInaw Valley State UqlVe,,,ty 22 1776 1.238739 15 1672 0.897129 

unIverSIty 01 M"h,gan·Ann ArbOl 212 12390 1. 711057 159 11814 1.345861 
Un\v81'slty of MI[hlpn-O<!:!arborra 17 1682 1.010702 21 1689 1.243339 

Umllenlty 01 Mlchlgan·Fllm 2 1510 013245 7 1474 0.474898 

W,vne State Unhle/Slty 16 5490 0.291439 15 5682 0.263992 

We'tern Michigan Unlver'lt'l 13 5381 0.241591 13 5371 0.242041 

Note when comparing the percentage of the total awarded degrees that are Bachelor of Science in Mathematics Degrees, 
our University ranks 5th among the 15 state Universities . 

Using Argos to estimate the terms to graduation for this program, the average was 7.70 terms for majors in this program 
over the last 4 years and 8.19 for LSSU graduates as a whole. These data appear to include transfer students, whose 
minimum number of terms was 4. It is therefore possible that there are confounding factors in making a comparison with 
the University as a whole without the actual data. ' 

3. Internal and External Program Demand 
External Demand: 

Demand for mathematicians and actuaries is 
strong. The federal government's Labor of 
Statistics Occupational Outlook Handbook 
indicates that between 2012 and 2020, 
employment of mathematicians is projected to 
grow 23 percent. This growth is much faster than 
the average of all occupations. At the same time 
employment of statisticians is projected to grow 
27 percent. Mathematicians will be needed to 
analyze the increasing volume of digital and 
electronic data while the growth in demand for 
statisticians is expected to result from more 
widespread use of statistical analysis to make 
informed business, healthcare and policy 
decisions. Another reason for the increase is the 
increase in available data from the Internet which 
will open up new areas for analysis. The figure 
shows that mathematics and computer science 
fields are two of the only STEM fields where 
there is more demand than there are students in 
the pipeline. 

..... 

Where the STEM Jobs Will Be 
Desrees vs. Jobs Annually 

.Annwl Jobt 2O:lG-201O 

...,. 'DIpM_ .................... "'-'II~t'_~) ......... ~ ....... a.tl ........ ... • ... ___ ...... aIr:I.iIIMd .. _ ........ ~ 

........ .....,...~ .... ~ .......... __ .~ t1(". __ ........ ..... 

---~ ... ~ 

One exciting aspect of a mathematics degree is the many fields available to individuals with strong mathematics 
backgrounds. Our graduates go on to a variety of fields where mathematics is a core need. Here are some examples of 
those fields to demonstrate a wide range of demand. Other graduates are highlighted in the "Quality" section. 

• (,09); after fUli~hing hi~ PhD in Industrial Engineering from Iowa State University, began work for the Air Force Research 
I_<tboratory lnformation Directorate working with data mining medlOds. 

• (,07); after finishing her PhD from University of Wisconsin-Madison in Atmospheric and Oceanic Science, mathematically 
modeling weather patterns, took a job for dle Department of Interior in Colorado in meteorology. . 
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• (,10); is the pupil and finance accountant at Sault Area Public Schools. 

• 
• 
• 

Internal Demand: 

1); after finishing his master's degree in applied mathematics, teaches at Delta Commwlity College. 

('12); Human Resources Analyst at Alpena Regional Medical Center. 
('14); Geographic Information System Specialist at Apple. 

Refer back to page 3 for programs that require the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics program courses. The largest 
constituents outside of mathematics are: 

• l'vlATH 151 & MATH 152-Biochemistry, Chemistry, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Physical 
Science 

• l'vL\TH 251, Iv1ATH 308, MATH 31O-Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering 

However, that list did not include the courses required for the Mathematics-Secondary Teaching and Mathematics
Elementary Teaching Majors. The secondary teaching major in mathematics requires 10 of the same courses as the 
mathematics program (including CSCI 105) and the elementary teaching major in mathematics requires 5 of the same 
courses (including CSCI 105). 

4. Program Quality 
Mathematics introduces students to formal reasoning and, as a result, contributes to development of qualitative and 
quantitative analytic skills. The math department in its service role, as well as a major department, is proud to have 
promoted and to continue to promote and to improve those indispensable skills for the entire LSSU community and all 
LSSU graduates. Over the years the department has recruited and retained strong mathematicians and mathematics 
educators as witnessed by their recent scientific and pedagogical output: . 

• Dr. Grace Ngunkeng has published 3 refereed articles in the past 2 years, has presented her work at the 2013 Joint Mathematics Meetings, 
and has attended 5 conferences in the past 2 years. 

• Dr. Kimberly Muller has published 4 refereed articles and has presented her scholarly work at 11 meetings in dle past 10 years. 

• Dr. Lorraine Gregory has made 6 conference presentations in IDe past 10 years. 
• Dr. Brian Snyder has coauthored a textbook, published 1 refereed article, and attended 9 converences in IDe past 10 years. 
• Dr. Collette Coullard has published 5 refereed articles and made 2 conference presentations in IDe past 10 years. 
• Dr. George Voutsadakis has published 44 research articles and participated in 6 conferences in the past 10 years. 

It has developed a regional reputation and has strongly contributed to outreach activities promoting mathematics and 
mathematics education and, thus, increased the University's visibility and service in the community. Some examples of our 
state and regional involvement are: 

• Dr. Brian Snyder is the current chair of the Michigan Section of IDe Mathematical Association of America, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard, Dr. Lorraine Gregory and Dr. Kimberly Muller, ~erve on the Eastern Upper Peninsula Math and Science Center 

Advisory Board, 
• Dr. Collette Coullard and Dr. Kimberly Muller serve on the planning committee for IDe Eastern Upper Peninsula Math Teachers' Circle, 
• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science hosted the Michigan Section of IDe Madlematical Association of America's annual 

meeting in 2013, 
• Dr. Lorraine Gregory, Dr. Kimberly Muller and Dr. Brian Snyder have taught professional development workshops in 4 different regions 

across the state, 
• TIle School of Mathematics and Computer Science held a Field Day for area high school students, an event we hope to repeat as an annual 

recruiting effort, 
• The School of Mathematics and Computer Science holds an annual Pi Day and math bowl for area middle school and high school students. 

Moreover, some of our majors have been among the highest GP A graduates and have been awarded University-wide 
distinctions, many with regular placement on the Dean's list and graduating cum laude, magna com laude or summa cum 
laude. Of the program's graduates over the last seven years, 35.3% graduated cum laude, 17.6% graduated magna cum 
laude, and 5.8% graduated summa cum laude. The average GPA was 3.37. Only 29.4% of these most recent graduates 
entered LSSU with this major. The remaining students had majors such as accounting, chemistry, computer or mechanical 
engineering, computer science, liberal arts, literature, or mathematics secondary education. Our program, helps LSSU to 
retain these gifted students. 

Several graduates have established themselves in positions of leadership and continue to distinguish themselves in their 
respective professions and to further showcase our major's and the University'S value to the community and to the work 
force. Some of these have already been mentioned: 
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2015 

20'1 

and Finance Accourtant at Saul Area POOl c Schools 

2009 

Research l aboratory information Directorate 

This program compares favorably in its depth and quality to other peer mathematics programs. In 2015 the Mathematical 
Association of America's Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics (CUPM) released its new Curriculum 
Guide to Majors in the Mathematical Sciences. It has four cognitive recommendations and nine content 
recommendations for programs in mathematics. Since these recommendations are brand new, we were impressed with how 
well our program already fit. We will list those goals and briefly explain how we meet them. In some cases, for the sake of 
brevity, the recommendations are linked to our program outcomes. 

Cognitive Recommendation 1: StlIdents should develop effective thinking and communication skiDs. Program Outcome 7. 

Cognitive Recommendation 2: Students should learn to link applications and themy. Program Outcome 5. 
Cognitive Recommendation 3: Students should learn to use technological tools. Program Outcome 3. 

Cognitive Recommendation 4: Students should develop mathematical independence and experience open-ended inquiLy. Program 
Outcome 6. Specifically our use of inquiry-based leaming in multiple mathematics courses and our senior project requirement. 

Content Recommendation 1: Mathematical sciences major programs should include concepts and methods from calculus and linear 
algebra. MAll 151, MATH 152, MATH 251, MATH 305, MATH 310, MATH 401, MATH 411 

Content Recommendation 2: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should learn to read, underst3nd, analyze, and produce 
proofs atincreasingdepth as theyprogress through a major. MATH 215, [\.fATH 216, MATH 341, MATH 351 

Content Recommendation 3: Mathematical sciences major programs should include concepts and methods from data analysis, 
computing, and mathematical modeling. MATH 308, MATH 309, MATH 401, eSeI 105, esC! 121 

Content Recommendation 4: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas and concepts from a variety of 
perspectives to demonstrate the breadth of mathematics. Our program has a mixture of theoretical and applied topics. 

Content Recommendation 5: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences should experience mathematics from the perspective of 
another discipline. esC! 105, PI-IYS 231, and when possible MATH 310 is co-taught with a faculty member from engineering. 

Content Recommendation 6: Mathematical sciences major programs should present key ideas from complementary points of view: 
continuous and discrete; algebraic and geometric; deterministic and stochastic; exact and approximate. 

Continuous: 111e majority of the calculus sequence, MATH 411 
Discrete: MATH 216, parts of MATI-I 152, to.-{ATH 351 
Algebraic: MATH 305, M.ATH 341 
Geometric: Some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in MATH 305, I\.fA T1-I 351 and MATH 401 
Deterministic: l'vIATH 310, MATH 351, some topics in to.-IATH 401, IVIATH 411 
Stochastic: to.-{ATH 308, [\.fATH 309, some topics in MATH 401 
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Exact: Most of d,e calculus sequence, some topics in .t\-LA TH 351 
Approximate: Some topics in the calculus sequence, some topics in NLATH 351, .t\-LATI-l401, MATI-{ 411 

Content Recommendation 7: Mathematical sciences major programs should require the study of at least one mathematical area in 
depth, with a sequence of upper-level courses. MAW 308, MATH 309 . 

Content Recommendation 8: Students majoring in the mathematical sciences shollid work, independendy or in a sman group, on a 
substantial mathematical project that involves techniques and cOllcepts beyond the typical content of a single course. MA TI-I 490 

Content Recommendation 9: Mathematical sciences major programs should offer their smdents an orientation to careers in 
mathematics. This is an area that needs improvement. We advise students individually, but do not have a formal process for this. 

In addition, we attempt to consistently update our offerings, aligning them with new demands in the field of knowledge and 
the marketplace, as witnessed by our special topics offerings in logic, cryptology, game theory and computational geometry. 
We also plan curriculum updates as needed. In the upcoming year we plan to make several changes which would strengthen 
Content Recommendations 5 and 6. These will be discussed under ".\ssessment". Moreover, the School has been among 
the pioneers in installing a consistent and regular assessment process for its courses. This will also be discussed in 
"Assessment" . 

Finally, many of our classes are using technology in state-of-the-art classrooms and labs. Our School purchased many of 
these technologies for CAS 119, CAS 205, CAS 207, CAS 209A, CAS 210 and CAS 303 before they were more widely 
available on campus. All of our majors are required to complete a capstone course involving some undergraduate research 
component or a special study course of an advanced undergraduate character. Recent students have studied topics in fractal 
theory, actuarial science, Fourier transforms, numerical analysis, optimization models, modular arithmetic algorithms for 
mobile applications, and economic analysis of the Soo locks. It is also relevant to the Strategic Plan that some of these 
projects have included interdisciplinary work straddling the boundaries of various majors throughout campus or the 
community. 

5. Assessment 
Our School has a well-established assessment strategy for all of its programs which began in 2008 with the establishment of 
a School Assessment Committee under the leadership of now Professor Emeritus Sherry Duesing. The Assessment 
Committee formed subcommittees by discipline and measurable outcomes were created for all courses and programs by 
2009 and a mapping was created by 2010. All of these objectives are located on the N: drive, though some have been edited 
in Tracdat since that time. Those objectives were then reviewed by Professor Duesing and Dr. Gregory to ensure that the 
outcomes were properly worded using established terminology in the field of Education. 

Course Assessment 
In 2009, we also created a two-page template for course objective assessment which recorded our data and a summary of 
how we planned to use this data to strengthen our courses, which would of course strengthen our programs as well. You 
can locate these old reports, beginning with assessment from 2009, on the N: drive under Assessment. 

General Course 
Information 

Objective Data 
from Exams 

Course ObJective, 

Student Self· 
Assessment 

Course Success 
Data 

Summary of 
Findings and 

Proposed Actions 
for Improvement 
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Before Tracdat, we had a well-established routine of completing our course assessment documents and steadily improving 
our courses. We feel our progress in this regard was well-ahead of the University as a whole. Course proposals were sent to 
the Curriculum Committee making changes to M,.\TH 310, :NlATH 325, and MATH 411. We are also in the process of 
discussing another set of curriculum proposals regarding :NL\TH 261 and :rvL\TH 421. (This is further outlined in Section 6 
on "Opportunity Analysis".) 

Now we find ourselves in 2015 with a dilemma largely created by Tracdat and the lack of clear communication by the 
School to new faculty members, as well as an assessment leadership hole left by Professor Sherry Duesing's retirement. (\Ve 
will work to remedy this immediately.) Many of the faculty have continued under the old process while also entering data 
into Tracdat. These faculty upload the School document into Tracdat as evidence using "related document". Some faculty 
only complete the School document, but do not enter their data into Tracdat. Some faculty enter assessment data into 
Tracdat, but no longer complete the School document. It is our plan to have a meeting of School faculty early in the Fall 
of 2015 to discuss how we wish to report the data, while recognizing that it is being done. 

In the summer of 2015, Dr. Kimberly Muller, Chair of the School of Mathematics and Computer Science reviewed the 
assessment reports for this program, both on the N: drive (pre-Tracdat) and on Tracdat. For those courses where the 
standard template is available, Dr. Muller found clear evidence of assessment data being used to change the amount of time 
spent on topics, the problems assigned, the methods of coverage of some material, the sequence of topics covered, etc. In 
cases where the form had been uploaded to Tracdat, she found that action items were not always made to demonstrate via 
Tracdat these changes, nor follow-ups on these items recorded in Tracdat to match the attached assessment document. 
There were a few courses where assessment data was minima~ leaving room for improvement, but overall assessment is 
being done. (fhe one exception is MATH 261 which is discussed in Section 6.) For data that is being uploaded without the 
School template and summary, it was found that it was less clear what actions are being done to improve the course when 
necessary, though some actions had been submitted. This again highlights the need for a School meeting on assessment to 
put us back on track. 

Program Assessment . 
The School has mapped the course objectives to the program objectives. In most cases these course objectives are used to 
measure the program objectives. In one case the objective is measured by student placement after graduation. (fhese data 
were also in section 4 of this document.) For only one objective was the targeted threshold not met for the 2014-2015 
academic year. 

Program Objectives Courses Targeted Threshold Success Rate 

Demonstrate a fundamental and foundational knowledge of mathematics MATH 215, MATH 216, 
90% of related objectives to hit 

1 by developing quantitative and abstract reasoning skills in order to build a MATH 305, MATH 341, 
targeted threshold 

90.5% 

conceptual understanding of logical structures and axiomatic systems. MATH 351, MATH 401 

MATH 151, MATH 152, 

Demonstrate technical mathematical skills in the areas of algebra, 
MATH 251, MATH 305, 

90% of related objectives to hit 

2 geometry, calculus, and statistics for solving problems. 
MATH 308, MATH 309, 

targeted threshold 
98.8% 

MATH 310, MATH 351, 
MATH 411 

3 Use software and other technology to solve problems. 
MATH 305, MATH 309, 90% of related objectives to hit 

100.0"'{' 
MATH 351, MATH 401 targeted threshold 

At least 80% of the respondents 
4 Use their acquired skills in the pursuit of a job and/or graduate school. should be employed or in graduate 100.0% 

school within a year of graduation. 

MATH 151, MATH 152, 
5 Create mathematical models and use their mathematical and analytical MATH 251, MATH 310, 90% of related objectives to hit 

94.4% 
skills to solve real-world problems. MATH 351, MATH 401, targeted threshold 

MATH 411 

Continue to acquire new knowledge for life-long learning in pursuit o f 
MATH 215, MATH 216, 

90% of related objectives to hit 

6 their professional and personal goals. 
MATH 341, MATH 401, 

targeted threshold 
87.5% 

MATH 490 

7 Communicate mathematically in their profession and the broader MATH 215, MATH 341, 90% of related objectives to hit 
100.0% 

community MATH 490 targeted threshold 
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It was also noted that that this objective was low due to only one low-enrolled course in a single semester and the desired 
threshold is typically met. We will reassess the program in two years after another full rotation of courses to determine if 
further action needs to be made. 

6. Opportunity Analysis 
Recruitment 
Our School developed several new initiatives to increase enrollment in the past year including a Mathematics and 
Computer Science Field Day for area high school students, calling and writing potential students, developing new 
pamphlets and power point presentations on our programs and increasing our presence on social media. We expected it to 
take several years to see any increase based on our efforts, but our school shows a remarkable 58.1 % inct;ease in admits 
already this year (the largest increase shown in the data compiled by Joe Barrs). We invite the administration to take 
advantage of this initial recruitment success by placing ours into the chosen set of programs, including biology, criminal 
justice, engineering, fIre science and nursing, that regularly receive major emphasis in the LSSU promotional materials and 
presentations. A major STEM recruitment push makes perfect sense right now, and we believe our school is poised to 
attract those attentive to the job predictions. Note that our programs are much less expensive to run than those other 
programs, and we have the capacity to substantially increase enrollment with little or no marginal cost. Note that 
Mathematics and Computer Science produced 11 BS graduates in 2014-2015, compared to 14 BS graduates from the School 
of Engineering. Imagine what we could do if we had access to the level of support and resources of the SOE! We will 
continue to increase our efforts in recruitment, and we will continue to point out this opportunity for non-academic 
departments to support our efforts. 

Facilities 
Our facilities requirements are minimal. We share a lab with computer science and the computers are up~ated on a fIve year 
rotation using course fees. 

Potential 
Only 9 of the 17 BS Mathematics graduates in the past 7 years began their LSSU careers as mathematics majors. The 
majority started off as engineering majors, and 2 started as accounting majors. Thus, our program continues to provide an 
attractive option for retaining our strong analytical students. 

We have streamlined our course offerings so that courses exclusively for the BS Mathematics program are offered only 
every 2 years. Still, these courses typically run with an enrollment of 7 -10 students, which leaves room to recruit up to 20 
additional BS Mathematics students, at no marginal cost to LSSU. 

Section 4 provides strong evidence of the high quality of our BS Mathematics program is of high quality, but we do expect 
to make one change. We have not offered the required course MATH 261 Numerical Methods in several years, having 
instead offered a series of special topics courses in cryptography, game theory, logic, and computational geometry. These 
courses are often students' favorites and draw students from other majors. We would like to formalize this special-topics 
practice within our BS Mathematics program. Alternately, we may opt to require :MATH 421 Real Analysis, since it would 
benefIt the majority of our students who continue on to graduate school. Obviously, this course would then join the 2-year 
rotation. A third option is to replace the .MATH 261 requirement with MA.TH 325 College Geometry. The fIrst 2 options 
are cost neutra~ whereas the third option would provide a net savings, since 1'L-\ TH 325 is a required course in the BS 
Mathematics-Secondary Education program. 

Our BS Mathematics program is strong. Our graduates get into graduate school and get jobs. Recent experience indicates 
recruitment efforts yield results. We hope for support to build upon these arenas of potential. 

7. Optional 
While our program is not zero-cost it does pay for itself as evidenced in other sections. We would also like to again draw 
your attention to the tables in Section 2 that demonstrate that we are at the median of mathematics programs in the state 
relative to overall enrollment. Most mathematics programs across the U.S. are small when compared with overall offerings 
because it takes a comparatively rare gift for a student to succeed in such a program. However, a vast majority of 
universities still have mathematics programs to lend legitimacy to liberal arts and STEM offerings, draw talented faculty with 
terminal degrees and attract these gifted students to their ranks. 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Degree audit 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 15 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of It shows the current curriculum for this degree. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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School of Science and Medicine Fall 2018 

Degree Audit: Bachelor of Science in Mathematics 

Name: ____________________________ ___ 

Advisor's Signature: __________ _ 

General Education 

Communication (9 cr) 
ENGL 110 3 
ENGL 111 3 
COMM 101 or 3 
COMM 201 or 
COMM 225 

Social Science (minimum 6 credits) 
Two courses from two different disciplines 

Cultural Diversity (minimum 3 credits) 

Humanities (minimum 6 credits) 
Two courses from two different disciplines 
(Humanities approved courses) 

Mathematics (3-4 cr) 
Satisfied by degree requirements 

10 # ___________ _ 

Chair's Signature: ________________ _ 

Departmental Requirements (63 - 64 cr) 

Mathematics (49-50 cr) 
MATH 151 4 
MATH 152 4 
MATH 215 3 
MATH 216 3 
MATH 251 4 
MATH 305 3 
MATH 308 3 
MATH 309 4 
MATH 310 3 
MATH 341 3 
MATH 351 3 
MATH 401 3 
MATH 411 3 
MATH 490 3 
One additional MATH course numbered above 216 

3-4 

Other Requirements (14 cr) 
CSCI103 3 
CSCI105 3 
CSCI121 4 
*PHYS 231 4 
*Satisfies Natural Science General Education 

Natural Science (minimum 7 credits) requirement 
Two courses from two different disciplines-one with a lab 
PHYS 231 * 4 

* Required in Major At least 124 total credits 
At least 50% of school 300/400 

Free Electives (or Minor) (33 to 34 cr) level credits earned at LSSU 
At least 30 of last 60 credits 
earned at LSSU 
2.0 Overall GPA 
2.0 GPA in School Requirements 
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Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy ofthis cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or Examples of Senior Project Posters and Power Point Presentations 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of Examples of students' creative activities and projects. 
the file and its value as evidence 
supporting program review: 
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Complex Analysis: Stereographic Projection, 
Rieman n Spheres, 
Mobius Transformations 

Senior Project for Sean Suehr 
Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Muller 

What is ComplexAnalysis? cc: The Complex Plane Complex Numbers, Properties 
Complex analysis is the study of cal<:ulus with ,omplex 
numbers; their derivatives. ITI3nlpubtlons, and properties. 

Complex numbers are expressed ar.. 

z eC ~ z = X + fy,wherex,y e III 

Moreover t is defined as: 

(Z=-l_t=H 

We know what a complex number is, but what is i(? 

C is the plane that holds complex numbers.. thus we call it 
the complex plane. 

Stereographic Projection 
Stereographic projection is a method of visualizing the extended 
complex plane, C U {oo} = c'. 
To do so we establish a map from the Riemann Sphere, unit 
sphere in R3, to ("'. 

If P = (X, Y, Z) is any point of the 
unit sphere, but not N = (0,0,1), 
we dJi1W a straight line through N 
and P. 
Define the stereographic projection 
ofPto be the pointz = X + 
iy - (x,y, 0) where our line hits 
z=o. 
Define the projection of N to be 
the point at co Below we derive 
our mapping. 

Start by representing the line through Nand P parametrically, 
N + t(P - N), -00 < t < 00, meeting the point (x, y, 0). 

(x,y, 0) = (0,0,1) +t[(X, Y,Z) - (0,0,1)] 

(x,y,O) = (tX, tY,l + t(Z -1)) 

o = 1 + t(l - 1) .... t = _1_ 
1-Z 

X 
x=tX= l-l 

Y 
y=tY= l-l 

Take the equation of the unit sphere: X'1. + y2 + Z2 = 1 

By substitution we have, x 2 + y2 + t 2 - 2t + 1 = t 2 

Solve for t, t = i(lzl' + 1); this yields, 
2x 

X= Izl'+l 

y=.-2L. 
Izl'+l 

l = 1-~ = Izl' - 1 
t Izl' + 1 

Thus P is uniquely determined by the point z = x + iy 
There exists a bijection between all points on the sphere and 
the complex plane. 

Complex numbers have two parts; one real, one imaginary: 
Re(z) = x Im(z) = y 

When we want to plot a complex number on the complex 
plane we do the follOwing: 

z=x+iy~(x,y) 

We define the modulus of a complex number as: 
Izl=';X2+yZ 

Complex conjugate s referto:~= x - iy 

Arg(z) is the angle between our complex number and the 
positive real axis: 

Ary(z) = 0 
We can add complex numbers by adding their real and 
imaginary parts: 

(x + iy)+ (u +iv) = (x +u) +l(y+v) 

./"" Mobius Transformations ~I 
Also known as a fractional linear transformations, Mobius 
transformations are functions of the form: 

az+b 
w = fez) = cz + d 

where a,b,c,d E C and ad - be '* o. 

We can regard a fractional linear transformation as a 
mapping from C· to C. 

As we describe our different types of transformations we 
will also discuss how they handle points at infinity. 

Types of Transformations 

All of the following functions are generalized types of 
translations. 

Affine Transformation:{(z) = az + b, a '" 0 

For affine transformations we define f(co) = CO,as 
a * 00 = 00 for when we multiply two complex numbers 
together and take the argument. we receive the sum of 
the individual arguments. Thus we are rotating our point 
at infinity by the angle of the constant, a, which keeps us 
at infinity. 

Translations: fez) = z + b 

Dilations: f(z) = az 

Inversion:f(z) =; 
What happens if z = o? 

d (d) ~+b ~+b 
Takez=-- f -- =~=~=co 

c' c -7+d 0 

Supposez = oo,thenf(oo) =~ s:l:: O. 

Making Connections 

Mobius transformations are mappings from C· to C, 
which are manipulations of the riemann sphere. 

We use stereographic projecting to view such mappings. 

n LAKE SUPERIOR 
~STATE UNIVERSITY 

I ...... 
. ,....... 
\. ~ 

__ '.-r ... -t~ 

Complex Arithmetic and Functions'" 
Multiply complex numbers using the FOIL method: 

eu + iv)(x + iy)::: ux - vy + i(uy + vx) 

Complex Inverses: 

;=~ (z* 0) 

Exponential function: 
fez) = e 1r = e.l:cos(y) + ie.l:sin(y) 

logarithmic Function: 
log(z) = loglzl + iArg(z) + i2nm. 

Power Function: 
za = ea~Joglzl X ea-iATg(r) X e 2lmim 

Trigonometric Functions: 

Stereographic 
Projection: fez) = z 

[ fez) = Sin(z) 

S£n(z) = !!tz~;-tz 
eiz + e- fz 

Cos(z) =--2-

flz) = z+ b I fez) = az I 
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Asymptotically Stable "MM'. 
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Stable Limit Cycle GlycolYSIS 

Visual interpretation 
of the Poincare
Bendixson Theorem 
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t 

Stable Equilibrium Glycolysis 
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Fractal Geometry LAKE 'SUPERIOR 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Laura Gamble 
Advised by 
Dr. Kimberly Muller 
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Fractal Geometry 
Laura Gamble 

Advised by 

Dr. Kimberly Muller 

The Middle Third Cantor Set 

We construct the middle third Cantor set by the following operation: at 
each level of construction E" , remove the middle third of each interval 
to obtain the next level 8"+1 

Each level of construction Ek is made up of two copies of E k - 1 scaled 
down by a factorori 

The middle third Cantor set can then be defined as 

nE, 
/(=0 

Properties: At each level k. EI( is the union of 2k disjoint intervals, each 
having length 3-k 

Sierpinski Triangle 

At each level of construction EI(. replace every triangle with three 
identically oriented triangles as shown to obtain the next level Ek +1 

Each level of construction EI( is made up oFthree copies of £"-1 scaled 
down by a factorof"i 

The Sierpinski triangle can the~be defined as 

nE, 
k=O 

11/13/2018 

What is a Fractal? 
F has detail on arbitrarily small scales 

F is too irregular to be described in traditional geometrical 
language 

Often F is self-similar 

Often the fractal dimension ofF is greater than its topological 
dimension 

The Von Koch Curve 

At each level of construction E", remove the middle third of each 
interval and replace it with two sides of an outwardly oriented 
equilateral triangle to obtain the next level Ek+1 

Each level of construction E" is made up offour copies of E"_l scaled 
down by a factor of i 
The von Koch curve can then be defined as 

Sierpinski Dragon 
E" "'~. : Ei E, E, 

I 
-1 

E> /J 
',/~ (j~ 
(--,/ )':J~/ 

At each level of construction E", replace every line segment with one 
half ofa regular hexagon, alternating between inward and outward 
orientation, to obtain the next level Ek+l 

Each level of construction 5k is made up of three copies of 5"-1 scaled 

down by a factor of % 

The Sierpinski dragon can then,2e defined as 

nE, 
k"'O 

1 
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Heighway Dragon 

• At each level of construction Eit. , 
replace every line segment with two 

sides of a right isosceles mangle 

alternating between Inward and 

outward orientation, to obtain the next level Elc+l 

Each level of construction Ek Is made up of two copies of Ek.-1 scaled 

down by a factor of!f 

The Heighway dragon can then ~e derined as 

ne• 
"': 0 

Definitions 
Borel sets are a class of subsets of Rn with the following properties: 

EveTYopen setilnd every cJosed set is a Borel set 

The union of :any flnlre or countable collection afBoreJ set~ is a Borel set 

The intersection orevery finite or countable collection of Borel sets 15 a Borel set 

A congruence is a function S: R" -+ Rn that is distance preserving. in 
other words,IS(x) - S(Y)I = Ix - yl'f x,y E Rn 

A Similarity is a function S. Rfl ..... B" for which 

IS(x) - S(Y)I = clx - yl'f x,y E Rn 

A function S: Rn -+ Rfl Is~ If 
IS(x) - S(Y)I S clx - yl'f x, y E Rn,O < c < '" 

A function oS: Rn """* Rn is~ if 
c,lx- yl "IS(x) - S(y)1 S c,lx - yl'f x,y E Rn, O < C, S c, < 00 

BOX-COUNTING DIMENSION 

11/13/2018 

Quantifying Fractals 
Fractals can be difficult to describe using traditional geometry 

For example, 
every subset orthe \1 011 Koch «ltve hilS infinite length and an area 0(0 

~~ 
Every ~ub!Ct orthc middle third C<lntor set (ontol ins illfillitepoillts, but has a length 010 

One way we can describe fractal sets Is by calculating their ~ 
dimensjon which gives us an idea of how a fractal takes up space. or 
how densely packed It is 

Definitions cont. 
~isa measureonRl1 ifyA c Rn.~(A) 2: 0 and 

(a)p(0) = 0 

(b) p(A)" Jl(B) ir A c B 

(c) if A1.A z •... is a countable or nnlte sequence or sets, then 

P(QAi) S t,1l(Ai) 
(d) irthe Af are disjoint Borel sets, then 

Il(QA.)= t,Jl(Ai) 

Definitions 
For a set A cR the 1nfi.m.u.m of A 

Inr(A) = Mln{x, x E A} 
ForasetAcRthe~ofA 

Sup(A) = Max{x, x E A} 
In other words. (nf(A) and Sup(A) are the minimum and the maximum 
orthe closure of the set A 

The li.m..it..i.nfeof a function I(x) 
lim {(x) ~ Iim(;nl\{(x) '0 < x < r)) x::o '· .... 0 

The Hrojtsuperiorofa function I(x): 

:0ii{(x) = ;i.T,(suP{f{x) ,0 < x < r}) 

2 
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cS-cover and N8 (F) 
We call (Ua ali-cov,;;ofF if 

Fe Uu; and 0 < IUd,; 0 , 'Ii E N 
1=1 

Further, Nli (F) is the min imum I(U,}I where Ui is a IS-cover ofF. 

In other words, N6(F) is the smallest number of sets of diameter at 
most 6 which covers F. 

Box Dimension Cont. 
Solving this power law for So 

N, (F) '" ,&- < 
logN6(F) i! logc - slog8 

logN/l(F) loge 
82---+-

-1086 -log6' 
The exactvaiue of sis ohbllned from taking the limit as Ii -+ 0: 

s = 11m [JOgN6(F) +~l 
1-0 - \og6 -logo 

s=»~ IO~~~) 
Because smay oscillate, we define 

~F=~I0~:;:(~ 

dlmBF= ~tc~I::(~ 
Ir dimgF = dimyF ,then 

dims' =~:To lo~ ~~) 

Proof 
1.ct(ltl bea.Oeo:r~Ji"8 .equ~JlI(nt"'M&.- '"' ~"fvr_O«< 1 . .... '6,..1 s: 6 <lf • . ~ 
N6(F)SN .... (F) 

1086 S 1086. 
- log62: - 1086. 

1 1 1 
Mu[tiplyingby log6Iog6J<: -[086 S -log6/1 

iogN.(F) s iogN,(F) 
-log6 -log6. 

GMngUi 

IO~ :~(:) s [O~~;8:F) SlnCCN5(F) S Nbt. •• (F) 

JogNr.. ., (F) 
-log(6,1t) + (log 8'-'+1 -log8t +l) 

108 N" , (F) 

-log(8t 'H) +Iog(~) 
10g"'" .. (F) 

-log(6t +\} + 108(,::1) 
l o~N6" t!(F) 

... - log(6Hl ) + log c 

logN,(F) s log N,u. (F) 
-log6 - [()g(6.H ) + I08c 

11/13/2018 

Box Dimension 
The box dimension measures the way Nfi(F) grows as 6 -+ 0 

A set F has box dimension siflt obeys an approximate power law: 
N,,(F) E! co-oS 

As a simple example. let F be a solid square of side length k 

Divide F Into squares of rad ius 6 and side length¥ ' This provides iii 6-coverof 

F. 

There are (~) 
2 

such smaller squares, 

for all Wllues of Ii 

Thus" the smallest covering 

Na(F}=(*f 
~e~)' 8-' 

Since (~) liS a constant, F has box dimenSion 2 

6/1 

Calculating the Box Dimension 
When calculatingthe box dimension, it is often easier to use the 
following theorem, rather than the definition of dimsF 

Theorem: 
Le[{8!l be a decreasing sequence such [hat 6" '" c" for some a < c < l 
Then 

A"d 

Giving us the I\MI equation 

Bya similar argument, 

= iiiii log IV,,,, (F) 
t_ ... -IOg(O'li:H) 

= i'imloftN6k(F) 
II_ DO -log(Ot) 

~ IO~ ~(:) ~ E I~:j~:; 
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Calculation 
Let F be the middle third Cantor set. Calculate the box dimension ofF 

Upper Dimension 

Let{8d be thedecreasingsequencesuch that Ok = (i)" . Let 3-1e < 6':s; 

3-(k-l), Then the 2" intervals of f", each having length 3-k • forma 6-
cover on: Thus N/jk_l(F):S; N3(F). because 6' S 811:-1, and Ns(F) s: 2k, 

because we know of a size 21e 6-cover of F. 

Ek - 1 ---

Ek -

F ··· 
Il1IJst ..... t1onatk:a2 

Calculation cont. 
Lower Dimension 

6~_1 = Gr-1 

=~ 

5, = (~)' =~ 

Let 3-(k+1) :5 6' < 3- 1e • Any interval of length D such that 3-(10:+1) :s; 
6' < 3-1( intersects at most one of the intervals of Ek• since the smallest 
distance between any two k·level intervals is 3-li:, There are 2/0: 
intervals in Ej" and all of them contain points in F. Thus, at least 211: 
intervals ortength 6' are required to cover F. So Ntl(F) ~ 211:. 

F •• _-

Illustrationatk= l 

HAUSDORFF DIMENSION 

11/13/2018 

Calculation cont. 
-,-- -log No(F) - log NOH (F) 
dlmB = 1i-Tt, -log6 5 ~~~ _ log8"_1 

- Jog21e Ie :;: 1~ -log 3-(k-1) , since N6k_, (F) S 2 
_ klog2 log 2 _ k log 2 

= Iim----=-Iim--=
'~w(k -1)log3 log3k~w(k -1) log 3 

Calculation cont. 
. log No(F) >. 10gN,,(F) 

~B = ~ -logO' - ~ -log6k 
logZk 

;?: ~_IOg3-{k+1) ,since log3-{k+l:l 5 Jog6k ,by whatw3s given 

. klog2 log2 k log2 
= ~(k+ 1)log3 = 10g3~f("":j:l = log3 

Since dimB = dimB = :::~. F has box dimension :::~ == 0.6309 

Lebesgue Measure 
The I.ebesg"e Measure on R" 

Ln(A) = Inf'f vol"(A,), A c OA:l If:t 1=1 

Where vo)n(A) = (b1 - Qt)(b2 - Q2) ... (bn - un) for the nth dimensional 
box A 

In other words, we cover the set Awith n-dimensional boxes in such a 
way that minimizes the n-dimensional volume of those boxes 

For the purposes of this talk, It Is sufficient to understand that 
1,o(A):The numherofpolntli InA 

L1(A): The total length of the line segmentslo A 

L1.(A):The total area of the s urfa(~s inA 

L~(A):The total volume of the solids In A 
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Lebesgue Measure and Dimension 
The graph of the Lebesgue measure 

jumps from co to some finite, nonzero 

value (as long as A is a Borel set). then 

dawDtoD 

L' (Al 

This critical value of n at which the t-'~; 

graph jumps is the dimension of A 

Example: 
letA be a flI ledrectangular surfa(e 

l,"(A):The number cfpoints in A .. OCI 

Ll eA): The total length of the line se(lment5in A = 00 

L2(A): The total area arthe surfaces In A = Area 

(As longas A Is bounded and nonempty. this Vilue Is neither a:> nor 0) 

,,leA): The total volume oftl1e solids InA __ 0 

Porn> 3, L"(A) = 0 

Because Ln(A) requires that n be an integer, we need a different measure 
that will give us analogous Insight Into the dimension of fractal sets 

Hausdorff Dimension 

.. :, 
I 

I' ..... U~~It',fl._"" ...... ~., .... _~·_~""._ ....................... '_.,., ....... ... 
The Hausdorff dimensloD written dlmHF. is the value of sat which the 
graph of HSCF) jumps from co toO 

dimHF = inf(s 2: 0 , H'(F) = 0) = sup(s' W(F) = "') 

The sets that I researched in this course satisfY the additional property 
that, ats = dimHF 

0 < W(F) < '" 
In other words, the s~dlme"slonal Hausdorff measure of Fat F's 
Hausdorffdimenslon Is finite and nonzero. 

Calculation 
Find dimHF when Fis the middle third Cantor set 

F can be split into a left half and a right halfln the following way: 

Fn [o,~ = FLand Fn[~,l] = FR 

Since F = FL U PH is a union of disjoint Borel sets. by property (d) of 
measures, 

Now,letlt: [0, 1] - [0.1] be defined as IICx) = ~x 

ObselVe that II (F) = FLo and 

II 1 I 1 I[,{xl-f.(yll= 3x-3Y =3Ix-yl 

Which. by definition. makes 11 is a similarity transrormation or scale ractor A=; 

Letfz:[O,l] -+ [0,1] be defined. as{zCt} = ;-x+i 

By asimi~ar argument. f2(F) = FR. ' and is a similarity transformation of scale 

ractorA=J 

11/13/2018 

Hausdorff Measure 

LetF c Rn ands~ O.Foreach6 > 0, 

HHFl = inr!t,IUd' , fU,l is a 0 - cove~ of Fl 

Hg(F} is che minimum sum of the sth powers orthe diameters of a 0-
cover or F 

The s-dimensianal Hausdorff measure of Fis given by 

The Scaling Property: 

Let f: Rn 
-I> Rn be a similarity transFormation of scale factor 

..l> O.lfF c Rn,then 
W(fCFJ) = A'W(F) 

.c@im:lft>sandH5 (P) < 00, then 
H'(F) = 0 

L~ t > san'!, {Ua be a 6·cover of F:.:,then 

L:)Uil t = LIUilt-.slUd.f S 6 t - s LIUds .since IUdt~s:::;; 6 t
-

s Vi 
l= l 1=1 f""l ' 

This means that taking the infima over all {Ull gives 

inr{t,lUilr , (Uj}iS3 6 - cover of F} S. Inr{Bt- .~ t,IUd5 ; lUi) Is a 0' - coveror F} 

Inr{t,Will : [Ui}is3 0' - cover of F} S 6r- lO inf{t,IU,IS : {UI} is a 6 - cover OfF} 
H.!(F) " 6'- ' HHF) 

• Thus, as 6 -I> 0, if H.f(F) < co, then 

Y!!1,HHF) " 1i!!1,6HH~(F) = 0 

Calculation cont. 
Bysubstttution, 

By the scaling propl:!rty of the Hausdortl'mcasul'C. 

W(n "" (~r H' (F) + Gr W(F) 

At the critical value s = dlmHF "" so . 0 < Wo(F) < 00, so we C"dn divide by H~(F) 

H~"(F) "" Gt HJg(F) + Gf W ' (F) 

j 

I·m'· +(~r 
'·'Gf 

!,.,, 2... 
, 3'" 
2=3.<0 

log 2 = s.,log3 

S. = ::: a 0.6309 
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Iterated Function Systems and 

SIMILARITY DIMENSION 

Attractors 
Every Iterated Function System has a unique attractor F, which is 
defined as having the following property: 

F=USj(F) 
alii 

In other words, F is made up of its own images under the Sf 

For example. [0,1] isthe unlqueattractor of the IFS {S"S2} where 

Sl(X) = ix andSz(x) = ix + i. since 

[11][1111] S, [O,I) US,[O,I) = 2(0)'2(1) U 2(0)+2'2(1) +2 = [0,1) 

f----- O't-I __ I~ 

0- -- -; 

I~_.J ==:=J 

Similarity Dimension 
LetSl > ••• ,Sm : R" ..... RlI be a collection ofsimilarityoontractions, that is, 

Isj(x) - Sj(y)1 = rllx - yl Vx,ye R"' for some 0 < rj < 1 

Let Fbe the attractor of the IFS {St. "'rriSm}. Then 

F = USI(F) I., 
In the case that this union is "nearly disJoint', by property Cd) of measures. 

W(F) = f H'(S, (F) 
I., 

m 

= ~ rt H"(F) • by the scaling property of HS 

At s = dimHF = So . 0 < HJo (F) <::. So, dividing by H&o(F): 

1= 2:>/0 
f ; 1 

SoMng this equation for So gtves the similarity dimension of F. 

11/13/2018 

Iterated Function Systems 

Iterated Function Systems give us another way to define a fractal set 
without using construction 

An J.ES. is a nnite family of contractions {Sl' 52 • ... • Sm} with m ~ 2 

Where a ~ is a function on a closed set 0 C RII such that 
S:O --f 0 and 

IS(x) - S(Y)I S rlx - yl ror some 0 < r < 1 

In other words, a Lipschitz function with a shrinking scale factor 

A special type of contraction Is the contractjngsjmilarity: 
IS(x) - S(Y)I = rlx - yl ror some 0 < r < 1 

• While each IFS has a unique attractor,lt is not true that each set can 
only be defined as the attractor for a unique II'S 

For example, the middle third Cantor set Is the attractor for the II'S 

{Sl,52} whereSl ex) = ix and S2(X) = ix +~ .. 

"" J 

It is also the attractorfor the II'S 

{51,52 ,5]} where 5t (x) =~X,5z(X) =%x+;.andS3(X) =ix+i 
F 

S,(F) 

Open Set Condition 

To find the similarity dimension, we require that the S, be nearly disjojnt 
In other words, there must exist a non-empty bounded open set Vsuch 
that 

With this union disjoint. 

This condition is always satisFied if the S, are disjoint, by taking Vto be 
any set 
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Calculation 1 
The middle third Cantor set Is the attractor of the IFS {S1' S2} where 

Sl(x)=ix,Sz(x) =ix+i 

Since Sl and Sz are disjoint, the open set condition is satisfied. 

For these similarity contractions; rt = i and rz = i 

Calculate s 

Irt= 1 

G)I;~Gr =1 

33 = 2 
log2 

s = log 3 '" 0.6309 

Letx = (ir. Then x 2 = (~r, and we can rewrite 

4x2 +x-1=0 

SinceGr > 0, 

-1±m 
x=---

B 

W' =-l~m 
B 21 = __ _ 

-Hm 
log8-log(m-1) 

s = log 2 - 1.357 

11/13/2018 

Calculation 2 
Find an IFS for this fractal Fand nnd Its similarity dimension. 

E, 

X 
F=nOk ,-, 

Verify open set condition 

Let Vbe the interiorofthe square whose vertices are (0, 0), (0, 1), 
(1,1), (1,0) 

Then UjSl(V) is a disjoint union and a strict subset of Vas shown 

Estimating Dimension 
In the case that Pis the attractorofan IFS which is Rota collection of 
similarities. we can stili estimate the Hausdorff dimension of Pby 
calculating an upper and lower bound 
LetS1, •.. ,Sm: R" -) Rn beacollcctionorcontractions,thatis, 

Is/(x) - si(y)ls rdx - yl 'l/x,ye Rl1 rorsome 0 < TI < 1 

Let Fbe the attractorofthe Irs {51 .... . Sm}. Then 
dimll F S s ,where 

1= ITt 
1=1 

Let Sl • ... ,Sm: Rl1 -) RlI be a collection of contractions such that, 
b,lx- yl "Is,(x) -s,(y)1 Vx,y E Rn for some 0 < b, < 1 

Let Fbe the attractorofthe IFS{Sl' ... ,Sm}. Then • 

dimHF 2: t, where 

1= fbi I-I 
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Calculation 
Let /)=[0, 1] LetSl ,S2 : D -t D be defIned asSt(x) ;; t;and Sz(x) =;;; 
Estimate the Hausdorff dimension of F. the attractor of {Sl'SZ} 

5,(0) = [5,(0),5,(1)) = [o,~] 
5,(0) = [S,(1),S,(O)J = [~, 1] 

Since Fe D,SlCF) c [O,~ andSz(F) c [i. 1] 

Thus F :::: S1eFl uSz(F) is a disjoint union,so the open set condition is 
satisfied. 

• Upper Estimate: 

• Lower Estimate: 

tGr =1 

2Gr =1 

2' = 2' 
s = 1 

, 4+3x-3x 4 
S,(S,(x)) = (4+ 3x)' = (4 + 3x)' 

-1 
S,(S,(x))' = (3 + x)' 

2(4+ 3x) - 3(4+ 2x) -4 
S, (5, (x))' (4+3x)' (4+3x)' 

3+x-2-x 1 
S,(S,(x))' = (3 + x)' (3 + x)' 

SinceO$xSl, 
4, 4 4 
72:; Is,(s,(x)) I = 15,(S,(x))'1 = (4+ 3x)':;4' 

4 ,1 
49:; ISM,(x)) 1:;"4 

b:; 15,(5,(x))'1 = IS,(5,(x))'1 = (3: x)' :; f, 
1 1 

16:; Is, (S,(x)) 'I :;"9 

11/13/2018 

LetD=[O, 11 LetSt ,52: D ..... D be dcrinedas Sl(X) = z:x and Sz(x) = ~ 

Estimate the Hausdorff dimension of F. the attractor of {51' 52} 
, x+2-x 2 

5, (x) = (x + 2)' = (x + 2)' 
-2 

5,(x) = (2 + x)' 

Observe that. Vi • lsi ex) I = (z::c). S ~ . since x ;;?: 0 

Additionally, (2:%)1 ~ iz . since x S 1 

2 I' I 2 9" S,(x) "4 .'1i 

By the Mean Value Theorem, 
2 IS,(a) - S,(b) I 1 
9" la bl S 2 .foralla.b E 0 
2 1 
91a - bl " IS,(a) - S,(b)1 "21a - bl 

Sari =~ ,hi =~ vi 

So 0.46 S; dimH S 1 However, we can modify our choice of [FS to obtain a 
more accurate estimate. 

Observe that F is also the attractor for the IFS 

x 2 
S,(S,(x))= 2+x =_x_ 

2+2~X 4+3x 

2+x 1 
5, (S,(x)) ~ --2- = 3 + x 

2+rrr 
2 4+ 2x 2 2+x 

S,(S,(x)) = 2+ x = 4+3x 
2+x 

S,(5,(x») = 2 + 2 = 3 + x 
2+x 

Since Sl(F) and S2(F) are disjoint, the rour compositions are also disjoint, 
meaning the open set condition is still satisfied 

By the Mean Value Theorem 
4 IS.cs,(a») - S,(S,Cb))1 1 

49" - --lo- - -b-I--""4 
4 1 
49la - bl ,,1s.[S,(a)) -S,(5,(b»)I" "4la - bl 

2. '" Is.<5,(o)) - S,(S,(b)) I < 1 
16 lo-bl 9 

1 1 
16la - bl "IS,(5,(a)) -S,(s,(b))1 "91a - bl 

GivingTl = ~ ,T2 =.; ,b1 =~ ,bz =-!;. 
2(~)\2(~)' = 1 
2(~)' +2(~)' = 1 

Which gives s = O.SO and t = 0.53 

So our new estimate for the Hausdorffdimension of Fis 
0.53" dlmH(F)" 0.80 
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FRACTAL DIMENSION 
VERSUS TOPOLOGICAL 
DIMENSION 
Recall: "Often the fractal dimension of F is greater than 
its topological dimension" 

The Von Koch Curve 

The von Koch curve has fractal dimension 101
4::;: 1.2619 

10lP 

Since the von Koch curve is a collection of curves, it has topological 
dimension 1 

The von Koch curve's fractal dimension exceeds its topological 
dimension 

Sierpinski Dragon 
E, 

j 
./ 

The Sierpinski dragon has fractal dimension ~ == 1.5850 

Since the Sierpinskl dragon Is a collection of curves, it has topological 
dimension 1 
The Sierpinski dragon's fractal dimension exceeds its topological 
dimension 

11/13/2018 

The Middle Third Cantor Set 

The middle third Cantor sec has frat:tal dimension :::: == O.63M 

Since the MTCS is a collection of disjoint points, it hfls topological 
dimension 0 

The middle third Cantor set's fractal dimension exceeds its topological 
dimension 

Sierpinski Triangle 

The Sierpinski triangle has fractal dimension :::~ ;;:; 1.5850 

The Sierpinski triangle has topological dimension 1 

The Sierpinski triangle's Fractal dimension exceeds its topological 
dimension 
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Strongly connected Digrapti 
. ..... . 

• A graph IS 'did (0 be ~if fOi any_ wOo 
vertices v and wof D, there is " path from v to w. ~ • 

• A Path IS a finite sequence of edges of the torm vov" 
",v, ..... vm,vm m whlch any two consecutive edges are 
adjacent ur identical and all the edges al e dlstmct. 

• Strongly connected 

• 
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Cost Analysis of 
Newspaper 
Distribution 

MATH 490 - Spr:ng 2017 
Mike Bmrett 

Co!lette Coullard, Ph. D - advisor 

Objective 
To minimize total cost over all areos to find the best 
method of distribution for ihe Sault News, wh' le 
ensuring that all subscribers still receive their 
newspaper on the dote of publicat:on. 

2nd Case - All papers by 
carner 

• Papers individually bogged and deposited at Il0me 
of customers 

• 15 carriers, each with varying loads, operate across 
EUP 
Circulation imposes I Oa.m. deadline, but does not 
strictly enforce 

11/13/2018 

Methods of Distribution 
Newspapers are genera::y dislributed in one of fwe' 
ways: independent carrier or USPS. 
Each method 110S its advantages alld 
disadvantages over each other involving a 
multitude of points: ' 
Cost. Labor, Delivery time, Reliab,::ty, Customer 
preference, etc. 

1 st Case - All papers by 
USPS 

• All home de:iveries sent through the mail 
• Dealer papers still dono by carrier 

Moil bags dropped off at PO's by carrier 
21 -25 PO's in the Eastern Upper Peninsula 
Papers must be received at PO's by dea?line 

3rd Case - Hybrid 
distribu tion 

USPS distribution :n some areas and carrier 
distribution in others 
How does total cost vary from area to area? 

While all interest;ng concept, ;':11e did not allow for 
examination. 

1 
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2nd Case - All papers by 
Carriers 

• According to figures 
provided, carriers travel 
a total of 1,035 miles 
per day 
Total cost to deliver 
papers per week: 
$4,066. 

• Company pays the 
following rates for 
services provided: 
Mileage: 35 It per m..e 
Home delivery: 10-15 It 
Dealer drop: 75 It 

Map of Distribution Area 

, 
t t 

1 st Case - All papers by 
USPS 

1 ,/ objective - simula~e possible routes to ensure 
distribut:on method can meet the t:l11e deadline. 
Time papers are typically ready: 2:30a.m. (after 
printing, inserting, tagging and bagg:ng.) 

What will the cost be? 
• How many routes wi:1 be necessary? 
• Utilization of the Vehicle Routing Problem 

11/13/2018 

1 st Case - All papers by 
USPS 

91 total des:'na~:ons to doop papers at (25 post 
offices and 66 dea:<3fs) . 

• Witll few exceptiom. post offices must receive 
papers by 6:30 a.m. to guarantee delivery 

• Dealers will ideally receive papers by 7a.m. or wnen 
tl-Je business opens - with a few exceptions 

Map of Distribution Area 
_____ .. II_kri_ • ....,_OiII!IIII c..--- :!::.' 

---
sa: - , 

j
. , 
'M -

Ii :; / 7 . .. 
.... 9 - . • 

9 :) 

Vehicle Routing Problem 
Given a set of customers and d:stances or times 

between customers and k delivery vehicles, assign 
each customer to a vehicle and roure each ve" icle 
so that each customer is visited. 

Minimize total distance or time 
or 
Minimize the max distance or time. 

2 
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Finding costs 
• USPS works on weight of papers 

• Provided: invoice from USPS with price paid to 
currently mail papers (about 325) to find cost per 
ounce. 

• Found mean by weighing each paper from 2016 to 
determine average weight and cost. 

• Average cost (Mon-Fri): 19¢ 
Average cost (Saturday): 29¢ 

Routing 
To simplify finding distances, most PO's and dealers have 
been clustered into the commun:ty most identifiable in 
the area. 
17 ciusters exist, including communities such as Brimley, 
Kinross & Kincheloe. DeTour. and the Eckerman area. 

• Distance between clusters is based on the PO's in the 
area. 

• Within each cluster. distances are analyzed to find best 
route within clusters. 

Constructing Routes 
Several data sets were constructed: half dealiClg w:th 
distances between points in miles, half dealing wilh times 
between points in minutes. 
Info for sets found using Google Maps 
Using geographical reasoning Ii.e. storing at a map for a 
long time,) routes were deveroped & analyzed to see if 
the time constraint could be met. 
Programs dealing with vehicle routing were explored, 
but were not suitable for use in this project Iround t~ps.) 

11/13/2018 

Can it be done with on~y one 
vehicle? 

1 he short answer - no. 

ThAlong answer- nooooooooooo. 

WI-Jy not? Not 0)) loca tions can be reached in 4 
hours. 

So haw many ver,icles will it take? 

Sample Cluster-
N ewbe:r:ru. 

J 

"" ... !l!!l 

Sample Cluster in VRP 
Solver 

.... -
, ... -,-,..~~; 

- ---.ii- co. 
".. <1' •• " ." ,,hili) Clim! _)5 tros;tom .. ..... 
~ eJl/2f 10:;1 

- :::l "It j • 

~~1"1'-
______ 1.' 

------- ., " 

/' 

3 
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·--"", . ..... 
"",. -
"",. -"",. 
"", . . -, 
"", . ..... , 
"",. 

"""" " "", . ...... .. 

2 Routes 
Distance: 363 miles 
Time: 6 hrs. 18 min. 

Distance: 161.5 miles 
Time: 5 hrs, 5 min. 

Route 1: 
Paradise 
Newberry 
Engadine areo 
Trout Lake 

3 Routes 
Route 2: 
Barbeau 
Pickford 
Cedarville 
Goetzville 
DeTour Village 
Drummond 
Island. 

Route 3: 
Soo 
Brimley 
Dafter 
Kincheloe 
Rudyard 
St. Ignace 

• Route 2: 
Soo 
Barbeau 
Kincheloe 
Rudyard 
Pickford 
Cedarville 
Goetzvilie 

2 Routes 
Route 1: 
Dafter 
Brimley 
Eckerman 
Paradise 
Newberry 
Engadine area 
Trout Lake 

DeTour Village 
:Jrummmond Island. 

2 Routes 

11/13/2018 

Total distance: 459.3 mi. Longest time: 6 hrs, 

o 

3 Routes 
~istanc€:: ~24.~ miles 
Time: 4 hrs. 41 min. 

D~tance: 113.2 miles 
;-:me: 3 hrs, 16 min. 

4 
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Distance: 127.8 
miles 

Time: 3 hrs, 31 
min 

4 Routes 
• Route 3: 

Brimley 
Dafter 
Eckerman 
Trout lake 
St. Ignace 
Route 4: 
Paradise 
"Jewberry 
Engadine area. 

Route 1: 
Soo 
Barbeau 
Pickford 
Rudyard 
Kincheloe 
Route 2: 
Cedarville 
GoetzviJie 
DeTour Village 
Drummond Island. 

4 Routes 
Distance: 142.3 miles 

Time: 2 hrs. 47 min. 
Distance: 193.5 miles 
Time: 3 hrs, 21 min. 

11/13/2018 

3 Routes 
Total distance: 465.6 miles longest time: 4 

J.l.L~ 4L~\!:\- "" 

4 Routes 
Distance: 91.3 rr ile s 
Time: 2 hrs .. 52 min. 

... """'" . 

Ji
CJ 

!l , 9_ "_ 

-
..... 

4 Routes 
Total distance: 5:21.3 miles Longest time: 3 

5 
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Cost Analysis 
Given Figures: 

Number of home 
delivery papers: 1.983 
Numberof bundles 
dropped: 77 
Projected number of 
USPS bags: 35 
Current number of 
'YIiles driven: 1.035 

Current (and projected) 
costs for distribution: 

Cost for carrier delivery: 
10-151t 
Cost for USPS delivery: 
17-301t 
Cost for bundle drop: 
751t 
Cost for ma;1 bog drop: 
$2 
Cost per mile driven: 
351t 

Looking at the bigger 
picture 

Although cost appears to favour independent 
carriers. what do other factors say about delivery 
method? 

Reliabili ty 
• Company only knows that papers do not reach 

destination when customer contacts them. 
• According to circulation deportment. current USPS 

carriers commit a similar amount of errors that 
independent carriers do (percentage-wise) 

11/13/2018 

Cost Analysis 
Cumer Deliverv 

Rale_. U"its DQ~,'~-;;;TO/::-Q'/-' 
Weekda), paper delivery 
Wadl!.nd paper de/i)!erJ! 

Mileage 
Bundle drops 
Week~)! Cost 

0.13 1983 5 $1,288.95 
0.13 1983 I $257.7~· 
0.35 1035 6 $2.173.5 
0.75 77 6 $346.5 

~1!6~ 
USPS Deliv"", 

~_ Units Days Total -l 
Weekday pOper delivery 
Weedend paper delivery 

Mileage 
Bundle drops 

Moil bag drops 
Week(vCos/ 

0.19 1983 5 $1 .883.85! 

0.29 1983 I $575.0~ 
0.35 531.3 6 $1.115.73 
0.75 67 6 $301.5 

35 6 S420.0. 
.-_. I S4,Z96Js! 

Labour 
USPS 

N,..wspapers musl be 
::1serted. !abeled. 
sorted into posta! 
routes. bagged & 
tagged. 
More Lnc must be 
spent peeling ma:: 
labels off of sheets and 
sticking on papers. 

• fstin- Jted time: 60 
minutes to 150 minutes 

Carriers 
Newspapers must be 
i~1serted . counted into 
bundles. and strapped. 
Carriers hold del:very 
manifests, with 
addresses. so carriers 
can locate 
destinations. 
Estimated time: 30 
minutes to 90 r,""ll/tes 

Further Work 
Many avenues in which this project can go. 
Did not examine Buyer's Guide 
Exam'ne hybrid distriburon 
Intangibles 

6 
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, 
Appendix Cover Sheet 

Use a copy of this cover sheet for each document submitted. Evidence supporting the questions and 

narratives does not need to be electronically added to this Program Review form. One option is to use 

this cover sheet to add content to directly this Word document. A second option is to submit separate 

documents along with the form, also using this cover sheet for each document provided. 

Send email with supporting documentation to: TRACDAT@lssu.edu, with a cc to your dean, or submit 

as a hardcopy to your dean. 

School: Mathematics and Computer Science 

Document Title (if attached) or MATH 401 Project Paper 
Filename (if emailed): 
This documentation is relevant to 16 
Question number: 

Briefly summarize the content of This shows two examples of papers for group projects in MATH 
the file and its value as evidence 401. The students must collect, analyze and communicate 
supporting program review: information. 
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3D Latka-Volterra Models 

The reason that this group chose this project was our fascination with penguins. We knew 
we wanted to do some type of food chain project using the Lotka-Volterra model we used in 
class. Therefore, we looked up different food chains dealing with penguins and decided to look 
more carefully at the Antarctic food chain. Going into this project, we knew that we had to do 
something a little bit more difficult than the models in class. Since the models in class used two 
animals, or two species, we decided to look at different models with three different species. 
While doing this project, our group noticed that we could use some of the information that we 
learned during the SIR models and incorporate into these models as well. As we got a little 
farther into the semester we noticed that there were other types of food chain systems that 
interested us as well. For example, there are two types of other models: the diamond food chain 
and the circle food chain. However, these models got a l.ittle bit more complicated since they 
used 4 species instead of three. 

To start, the easiest model is the two dimension that we learned in class. Just as an intra 
to the rest of the paper this model uses two different equations, one for the predator and one for 
the prey. 

X' = Ax - Bxy 

y' = -Cy +Dxy 

In these two equations the x is used as the prey and the y is the predator. We know this 
based on the fact that when y is non existent the x is positive, which means that the prey can 
survive when there are no predators. That is why the gro\'v'th rate for the y equation is negative, 
because as more predators are being born, the lower amounts of them there will be because more 
will be killing the prey. The tenn in the equation with the x and the y is when both species are in 
the food chain. You could consider this the interaction variable between the two species and 
since the predator will win that battle that is why it has a positive interaction term and the prey 
has a negative interaction term. This was the easy model. The next models only get more 
ditficult and more involved. 

The model that we first built off of the one leamed in class was a 3D model using sort of 
a straight line chain. Where 

X-;. Y-f-Z 

In this model we used a similar approach to the 2D model and also the SIR models that 
we learned in class. The way we first thought of these equations was setting up terms in sort of 
two 2D models since the "B" becomes a prey after it is a predator. In this specific food chain, A 
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represents the squid, B represents the penguins and C represents the leopard seal. The equations 
that we came up with for this 3D model are as followed 

Xl = Ax-Bxy 

yl = -Cy + Dxy - Eyz 

z' = -Fz + Gyz 

In these equations A through G are all positive rates. These equations work the same way that 
the 2D models works, with x being the squid and being the prey to the penguins (y) and then the 
leopard seal (z) becomes the predator to the penguins. When coming up with these equations 
breaking them down was a little easier. We made two 2D models with the squid and the 
penguins. After that we made another model with the penguins and the leopard seal and just put 
them together since the squid and the seal don't truly have any type of interaction. When we 
were trying to graph these equations we couldn't really use sage since we could not get the 3D to 
really work, so we had to use Mathematica. In some of the comments made, you suggested to try 
and incorporate a x2 function into the equations and we just weren't sure how to really do that. If 
we had more time to really look at these equations and more time to understand how the 
x 2 function changed the equations we could have incorporated it into the project, but this model 
was the easiest of the models that we looked into. The next one has multiple parts and can be 
broken down in a couple different ways. 

We call this next model the diamond formation model. This model is slightly more 
complicated than the above model because the squid now has two different predators and the 
leopard seal now has two prey. This model looks like the following 

z 

/~ 
X Y 

~/ 
w 

In this model W is the squid, the X is the penguins and now Y is the crabeater seal and Z is 
the leopard seal. When we first came up with this model we had a couple questions on how the 
final equations were going to look. For example, is there any competition between the penguins 
and the crabeater seal. We decided that there wasn't and the reason that we decided this was that 
when we broke the food chain do\vn in to two different models it made a little bit more sense. 
We started with the bottom half ofth1s model with one prey and two different predators. 
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This model deals with the same three species as above. But deals with the competition question 
since there are two different predators. But we broke it alI the way down to the 2D models and 
came up with the following equations, 

X' = Ax - Bxy - Cxz 

y' = -Dy + Exy 

Z' = -Fz + Gxz 

In these equations the x is the squid with the other two equations being interchangeable as 
the two predator equations. We decided that there wasn't much predator competition here, but if 
the food chain got big enough then there would be more competition. For example, let's say that 
there was one more predator. If we were to look at more numbers from the last couple years of 
different food chains we may consider putting in some competition term, which would go into 
the y and z equations in this model where it would be a negative term in both of these equations, 
but a smaller rate than the other rates involved. On the f1ip side there is the top half ofthe 
diamond formation where there is two prey and one predator. This is the easier half of the model 
since there is no competition factor. These equations look like, 

x' = Ax - Bxz 

y' = Cy - Dyz 

z' = - Ez + Fxz + Gyz 

In these equations the x and yare the prey with z being the top predator. When coming up 
with the dian10nd model we started very simple and built up from there. After coming up with 
these two different models we put them together to come up with the equatlons for the diamond 
formation 

w' = Aw - Bwx - Cwy 

x' = -Dx + Ewx - Fxz 

y' = - Gy + Hwy - Jyz 

z'= -Kz+Lxz+Myz 

These equations represent that first diamond formation with w being the squid x and yare the 
penguins and the crabeater seals and z is the leopard seals. When going to graph these equations 
we broke it down into the two simpler equations first. We then \vere able to graph the 4D model 
on Mathematieu. Working with these equations using different coefficients, we found that this 
model is very chaotic because it changes significantly. 
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The last model we looked at was a circ.le food chain. This model does not exist inside of the 
Antarctic food chain, but it does exist in other food chains. For an example when there are 
decomposers involved, or in some cases people consider this food chain when mosquitos arc 
involved. This food chain looks like, 

y 

/~ 
/ z 

. / 
vi' 

This model is more difficult from the last two because it really never stops. The other hard 
patt is we know that W starts off this model but when it comes to Z eats W does the model 
continue or does it stop? The way we approached it is we tried to imagine that the model was the 
first 3D model constantly, so at each letter we started the model so each equation looks similar 
because of that. The equations look like, 

Wi = Aw(l -~) - Bwx + Cwz 
k] 

X' = Dx(l -~) + Ewx - Fxy 
k2 

y' = Gy(l - ~) + Hxy - Jyz 

Z 
Z' = Kz(l - ,) + Lyz - Mwz 

/{4 

In these equations the first part of each equation deals with the growth rate of the species jf just 
that animal lived by itself in the habitat. Think about the negative rate for the predators and the 
positive for the prey put together, that's what this first term is in each of these equations. The 
other parts of these equations deal with the interaction parts of both when that animal is the 
predatdr and when that animal is the prey. When graphing this model we found that it really just 
stayed level because that it keeps going in a circle so most of the time it stays in the original 
spots. 

One other thing that we looked was environmental factors, in this case it would be the 
temperature changing, which could go two different ways. The first way would be if the 
temperature rose so that the ice was melting. The way we think that these systems would be 
affected would be that the squid population would go down, because of the less space on the land 
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for the penguins to stay, they would be in the water more, which then they would be hunting 
more squid, which would lead to a bigger decrease in squid, but same with the penguins, the 
penguin population would go down because they would be in the water more often with the 
leopard seals whose population would go up at the end of all ofit. Now if the temperature went 
the other way and decreased so it got colder, we would see the opposite, where the squid 
population would most likely increase because now there is more land for the penguins and the 
seals to be on so they aren't in the water as much. Now these increases and decreases are very 
small, just because the temperature goes up or dovvn is not going to determine the feeding rate of 
these animals. They are going to be feeding at the same rate, so the rates should not change much 
just because they are in the water more. It just gives them a higher chance to feed on the squid 
because they are in the water more often. We didn't add anything to these equations but if we did 
it would be a mixture of rates for the squid and the penguins where the seals increase would be 
higher depending on the temperature increase. 

Overall in this project we leamed a lot aboui these models and how they work. During 
the first couple of weeks we were all confused on how to even come up with some of the 
optimizations models. The fact that we came up with some of the models by ourselves was very 
rewarding. Also, leaming about these penguins was nice for us because that was one of the 
reasons we chose this food chain in the first place. This project chalIenged our thinking, but it 
was a good way to end the semester because we all enjoyed this class. 
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PORTFOLIO SELECTION 

By: 
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Creating a stock portfolio is never an easy task; starting the stock portfolio is the hardest 

step to take especially as a beginning investor. No one just looks at a stock and has a realization 

that they should invest in that stock; all smart investors make calculations. It takes months, 

sometimes even years for people to learn how to manage a portfolio and select the correct 

investments. This is where our project came into play. Over our time here at LSSU, we have 

learned some concepts of the stock market. This includes how investing works, what risk comes 

with investing, and how to diversify a portfolio in order to reduce that risk. Knowing the 

concepts behind investing we wem able to determine that by implementing a linear program \ve 

could simplify how one should choose their starting stocks for a portfolio. Originally, our intent 

was to created a model that reduced risk and maximized return, this is still the case, but it is for 

beginning investors that do not know where to start. This linear program takes into consideration 

diversification, cost of stocks, the risk within stocks, and the return we hope to achieve. 

There are mUltiple constraints on our model, and they differ depending on the preferred 

outcome. There are two different options one can look into. First, a model that returns the 

different stocks that they should add to their portfolio. This model informs them to purchase only 

one of each suggested stock. This model leads to the investor having the capability to buy more 

of each stock. For that model it is necessary to use binary. The second model, one prefered by 

some beginning investors, is a mode1 that tells you both the stock to purchase, and how much 

stock from that company should be purchased. This needed many extra constraints because with 

the linear program, it would instantly invest as much as it could into the stock that had the 

highest return. The next constraint that was needed for this is the one that limits how many 

stocks can be purchased from each company. For example, if you want to buy a maximum of 
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five stocks from a certain company you would set that as your individual constraint. As a 

beginning investor, a model such as this would be ideal to show one where to start, There are 

many different informative sites out there on how to invest in stock, but it is still hard to decide 

the specific stocks to invest in. For that reason, we chose to look into this project. 

To tackle this project we used a linear programming model. For our project, there were 

eighty-three different stocks that were implemented under variables and then chosen from. Each 

of these values have meaning, and the output in our situation is the number of stocks one should 

purchase from that specific company's stock. This only applies in the nonbinary version, 

otherwise, it is just the stocks to invest in, not the amount. 

The objective function of our model was to maximize the return, but this model also had 

to have different constraints depending on the variable of each stock. If one simply sets a 

function to maximize, the program would say to invest in every stock holding a positive return. 

Below is a sample of how the information was inputted as a variable. For each ticker, the ticker 

symbol itself represented the return. The ticker symbol followed by "cost" represented the cost 

per stock. Finally, the ticker symbol followed by "beta" represented the beta of that specific 

stock. 

at-Iv .. 13.889277662123144 
, a"lVcost =63.92:20967741935 
Bt-1Vbet a =9.73 

The following is a mathematical explanation of the constraints and then objective 

function used in our linear model: 

Objective function: 

82 

L TickerSymbol * xU] 
i=O 
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Cost Constraint: 

82 
L TickerSymbolcost '" xU] S' TotalAllowance 
i=O 

Beta Constraint: 

82 
0.90 S L TickerSymbolbeta * x[i] S' 1.1 

i=O 

The objective function and the total allowance constraint were fairly straight fonvard, set 

each sum as a multiple of the cost associated with individual tickers. As for the beta constraint, 

this one had to be implemented as two individual constraints: one keeping average beta above 

0.9 and another keeping average beta below 1.1. Also, since this is a linear programing model in 

sage we could not implement an average on the left side of the inequality. Instead, the right side 

of the equation was (desired beta)*(the number of total stocks), this was a way of keeping the 

average contained in a linear model. The [mal constraint, which was only necessary to 

implement in non binary mode, was the constraint that limited the total number of stock that 

could be bought from a single stock. This one was actually implemented as 83 different 

constraints, each just a single stock less than the total allowed per stock. By keeping these 

constraints in the model, and then maximizing the return, we were able to achieve a desired 

beginning portfolio output. 

The math that comes from these equations is mostly related to basic financing concepts. 

We needed a constraint for the total amount of money available because having unlimited funds 

is unrealistic. The beta constraint is for the risk that comes with investing in a portfolio. As a 

beginning investor, it is safer to keep beta around one because it is the measure of a stock's 

volatility (or riskiness) as it relates to the market. The market itself has a beta of 1.0 and stocks 
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are ranked according to how much they deviate from the market. Keeping it close to 1.0 is a way 

of reducing this risk. The last constraint is that of the limiting per stock, or the binary setting. If 

the binary setting is in place, the program will only output a one if it finds that stock worth 

investing in. Therefore, you would buy one unit of that stock and the cost doesn't matter because 

it was already implemented into your total budget. If one were to want a total amount to invest in 

each stock instead of only buying one unit of each, then they would use the constraint where 

each individual integer, x[iJ, is less than the maximum number they wanted to buy of one 

singular company's stock. This constraint was set into place because of diversification. It is 

necessary to diversify your portfolio so that if a specific area of the market crashes, not all of 

your money is invested in that individual area, or company either. 

To interpret the output of this program, you need to know which stock is related to which 

x[i]. For this reason, we made our program in mostly alphabetical order, and the order that the 

variables are inputted in is the order that they are inputted into the linear model. The following is 

a screenshot of one section of output: 

45: e.e~ 
46: 1.13, 
47: 13.13, 
48: I.e, 
49: 13.13, 
59: I.e, 
51: 8.13, 

This output states that you should buy one unit of stock x[ 46], x[ 48], and x[50]. These integers as 

actual stocks can be find by looking at an inputted constraint: 

.. .... ... - ... 
+101'J*X[42]+~'ET~x[ 43] +~"'V-\"'x[ 44 )+~lO*x[ 45] 
+1'lON "'x [ 46J+~1RK"'X[ 47]+~1S*x[ 48] +NS FT"'x[ 49] 

" +(·\A"'x [56] 
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From this, we see that the code suggests we invest in MON, MS, and MA companies. These are 

ticker symbols of which stand for Monsanto Co., Morgan Stanley, and Mastercard Inc .. So the 

user of this program would then add one stock of each of those companies to their portfolio, or a 

higher amount if the investor desires to do so. 

In order to test out our model, we made mock portfolios on investopedia. These two 

mock portfolios came from the $1,000 and $25,000 investments. Both had successful positive 

returns. They were created April 11, 2018. The ending values were evaluated on April 22, 2018. 

So these portfolios were only active for a little over a week, and yet the results are still satisfying. 

The more time the stocks remain invested, the more return an investor can expect to see. These 

mock portfolios were how we tested our model, and we are satisfied with the outcome. Overall, 

this project returned desired results, in fact there were more ways to approach this project than 

we initially thought. If we were to expand on this project in the future, we would try to take live 

data from the stock market and include virtually every stock in the market. 
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